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Materials, Junctions, 
and Devices 

SOLID-STATE devices are small 
but versatile units that can per-

form an amazing variety of control 
functions in electronic equipment. 
Like other electron devices, they have 
the ability to control almost instantly 
the movement of charges of elec-
tricity. They are used as rectifiers, 
detectors, amplifiers, oscillators, 
electronic switches, mixers, and 
modulators. 

In addition, solid-state devices 
have many important advantages 
over other types of electron devices. 
They are very small and light in 
weight (some are less than an inch 
long and weigh just a fraction of an 
ounce). They have no filaments or 
heaters, and therefore require no 
heating power or warm-up time. 
They consume very little power. They 
are solid in construction, extremely 
rugged, free from microphonics, and 
can be made impervious to many se-
vere environmental conditions. The 
circuits required for their operation 
are usually simple. 

SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS 
Unlike other electron devices, which 

depend for their functioning on the 
flow of electric charges through a 
vacuum or a gas, solid-state de-
vices make use of the flow of current 
in a solid. In general, all materials 
may be classified in three major 
categories—conductors, semiconduc-
tors, and insulators—depending upon 
their ability to conduct an electric 

current. As the name indicates, a 
semiconductor material has poorer 
conductivity than a conductor, but 
better conductivity than an insulator. 
The materials most often used in 

semiconductor devices are germa-
nium and silicon. Germanium has 
higher electrical conductivity (less 
resistance to current flow) than 
silicon, and is used in devices in-
tended for applications that require 
low voltage drops at high currents 
and in some small-signal transis-
tors. Silicon is more suitable for 
high-power devices than germanium. 
One reason is that it can be used at 
much higher temperatures. In gen-
eral, silicon is preferred over ger-
manium because processing tech-
niques yield more economical devices. 
As a result, today, silicon tends to 
supersede germanium in almost 
every type of application, including 
the small-signal area, unless a very 
low device voltage drop is required. 

Resistivity 
The ability of a material to con-

duct current (conductivity) is di-
rectly proportional to the number of 
free (loosely held) electrons in the 
material. Good conductors, such as 
silver, copper, and aluminum, have 
large numbers of free electrons; their 
resistivities are of the order of a 
few millionths of an ohm-centimeter. 
Insulators such as glass, rubber, and 
mica, which have very few loosely 
held electrons, have resistivities of 
several million ohm-centimeters. 
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Semiconductor materials lie in the 
range between these two extremes, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Pure germanium 
has a resistivity of 60 ohm-centi-
meters. Pure silicon has a consider-
ably higher resistivity, in the order 
of 60,000 ohm-centimeters. As used 
in semiconductor devices, however, 
these materials contain carefully con-
trolled amounts of certain impurities 
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Fig. 1—Resistivity of typical conductor, 
semiconductors, and insulator. 

which reduce their resistivity to 
about 2 ohm-centimeters at room 
temperature (this resistivity de-
creases rapidly as temperature rises). 

Impurities 
Carefully prepared semiconductor 

materials have a crystal structure. 
In this type of structure, which is 
called a lattice, the outer or valence 
electrons of individual atoms are 
tightly bound to the electrons of ad-
jacent atoms in electron-pair bonds, 
as shown in Fig. 2. Because such a 

ELECTRON-PAIR BONDS ATOMS 

Fig. 2—Crystal lattice structure. 

structure has no loosely held elec-
trons, semiconductor materials are 
poor conductors under normal condi-
tions. In order to separate the elec-
tron-pair bonds and provide free 
electrons for electrical conduction, 

it would be necessary to apply high 
temperatures or strong electric fields. 
Another way to alter the lattice 

structure and thereby obtain free 
electrons, however, is to add small 
amounts of other elements having a 
different atomic structure. By the ad-
dition of almost infinitesimal amounts 
of such other elements, called "im-
purities", the basic electrical proper-
ties of pure semiconductor materials 
can be modified and controlled. The 
ratio of impurity to the semicon-
ductor material is usually extremely 
small, in the order of one part in 
ten million. 
When the impurity elements are 

added to the semiconductor material, 
impurity atoms take the place of 
semiconductor atoms in the lattice 
structure. If the impurity atoms 
added have the same number of va-
lence electrons as the atoms of the 
original semiconductor material, they 
fit neatly into the lattice, forming 
the required number of electron-pair 
bonds with semiconductor atoms. In 
this case, the electrical properties 
of the material are essentially un-
changed. 
When the impurity atom has one 

more valence electron than the semi-
conductor atom, however, this extra 
electron cannot form an electron-
pair bond because no adjacent va-
lence electron is available. The excess 
electron is then held very loosely by 
the atom, as shown in Fig. 3, and 
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Fig. 3—Lattice structure of n-type 
material. 
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requires only slight excitation to 
break away. Consequently, the pres-
ence of such excess electrons makes 
the material a better conductor, i.e., 
its resistance to current flow is 
reduced. 
Impurity elements which are added 

to germanium and silicon crystals to 
provide excess electrons include ar-
senic and antimony. When these ele-
ments are introduced, the resulting 
material is called n-type because the 
excess free electrons have a negative 
charge. (It should be noted, however, 
that the negative charge of the elec-
trons is balanced by an equivalent 
positive charge in the center of the 
impurity atoms. Therefore, the net 
electrical charge of the semiconduc-
tor material is not changed.) 
A different effect is produced when 

an impurity atom having one less 
valence electron than the semicon-
ductor atom is substituted in the 
lattice structure. Although all the 
valence electrons of the impurity 
atom form electron-pair bonds with 
electrons of neighboring semiconduc-
tor atoms, one of the bonds in the 
lattice structure cannot be completed 
because the impurity atom lacks the 
final valence electron. As a result, a 
vacancy or "hole" exists in the lat-
tice, as shown in Fig. 4. An electron 
from an adjacent electron-pair bond 
may then absorb enough energy to 
break its bond and move through the 
lattice to fill the hole. As in the 

ELECTRON—PAIR SEMICONDUCTOR 
BONDS f iN ATOMS 

IMPURITY/ VACANCY 
ATOM (HOLE) 

Fig. 4—Lattice structure of p-type 
material. 

case of excess electrons, the presence 
of "holes" encourages the flow of 
electrons in the semiconductor ma-
terial; consequently, the conductivity 
is increased and the resistivity is 
reduced. 
The vacancy or hole in the crystal 

structure is considered to have a 
positive electrical charge because it 
represents the absence of an electron. 
(Again, however, the net charge of 
the crystal is unchanged.) Semi-
conductor material which contains 
these "holes" or positive charges is 
called p-type material. P-type mate-
rials are formed by the addition of 
aluminum, gallium, or indium. 
Although the difference in the 

chemical composition of n-type and 
p-type materials is slight, the differ-
ences in the electrical characteristics 
of the two types are substantial, and 
are very important in the operation 
of solid-state devices. 

P-N JUNCTIONS 

When n-type and p-type materials 
are joined together, as shown in Fig. 
5, an unusual but very important 
phenomenon occurs at the interface 
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Fig. 5—Interaction of holes and electrons 
at p-n junction. 

where the two materials meet (called 
the p-n junction). An interaction 
takes place between the two types 
of material at the junction as a re-
sult of the holes in one material and 
the excess electrons in the other. 
When a p-n junction is formed, 

some of the free electrons from the 
n-type material diffuse across the 
junction and recombine with holes in 
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the lattice structure of the p-type 
material; similarly, some of the holes 
in the p-type material diffuse across 
the junction and recombine with free 
electrons in the lattice structure of 
the n-type material. This interaction 
or diffusion is brought into equilib-
rium by a small space-charge region 
(sometimes called the transition re-
gion or depletion layer). The p-type 
material thus acquires a slight nega-
tive charge and the n-type material 
acquires a slight positive charge. 
Thermal energy causes charge car-

riers (electrons and holes) to diffuse 
from one side of the p-n junction to 
the other side; this flow of charge 
carriers is called diffusion current. 
As a result of the diffusion process, 
however, a potential gradient builds 
up across the space-charge region. 
This potential gradient can be repre-
sented, as shown in Fig. 6, by an 
imaginary battery connected across 
the p-n junction. (The battery symbol 
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Fig. 6—Potential gradient across space. 
charge region. 

is used merely to illustrate internal 
effects; the potential it represents 
is not directly measurable.) The 
potential gradient causes a flow 

ELECTRON FLOW 
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of charge carriers, referred to as 
drift current, in the opposite direc-
tion to the diffusion current. Under 
equilibrium conditions, the diffusion 
current is exactly balanced by the 
drift current so that the net current 
across the p-n junction is zero. In 
other words, when no external cur-
rent or voltage is applied to the p-n 
junction, the potential gradient forms 
an energy barrier that prevents fur-
ther diffusion of charge carriers 
across the junction. In effect, elec-
trons from the n-type material that 
tend to diffuse across the junction are 
repelled by the slight negative charge 
induced in the p-type material by the 
potential gradient, and holes from 
the p-type material are repelled by 
the slight positive charge induced in 
the n-type material. The potential 
gradient (or energy barrier, as it is 
sometimes called), therefore, pre-
vents total interaction between the 
two types of materials, and thus 
preserves the differences in their 
characteristics. 

CURRENT FLOW 

When an external battery is con-
nected across a p-n junction, the 
amount of current flow is determined 
by the polarity of the applied voltage 
and its effect on the space-charge 
region. In Fig. 7(a), the positive ter-
minal of the battery is connected to 
the n-type material and the negative 
terminal to the p-type material. In 
this arrangement, the free electrons 
in the n-type material are attracted 
toward the positive terminal of the 
battery and away from the junction. 
At the same time, holes from the 

ELECTRON FLOW 
4wwm 

+1, - 
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Fig. 7—Electron current flow in biased p-n junctions. 
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p-type material are attracted toward 
the negative terminal of the battery 
and away from the junction. As a 
result, the space-charge region at the 
junction becomes effectively wider, 
and the potential gradient increases 
until it approaches the potential of 
the external battery. Current flow 
is then extremely small because no 
voltage difference (electric field) ex-
ists across either the p-type or the 
n-type region. Under these condi-
tions, the p-n junction is said to be 
reverse-biased. 

In Fig. 7(b), the positive terminal 
of the external battery is connected 
to the p-type material and the nega-
tive terminal to the n-type material. 
In this arrangement, electrons in the 
p-type material near the positive ter-
minal of the battery break their 
electron-pair bonds and enter the 
battery, creating new holes. At the 
same time, electrons from the nega-
tive terminal of the battery enter the 
n-type material and diffuse toward 
the junction. As a result, the space-
charge region becomes effectively 
narrower, and the energy barrier de-
creases to an insignificant value. Ex-
cess electrons from the n-type mate-
rial can then penetrate the space-
charge region, flow across the junc-
tion, and move by way of the holes 
in the p-type material toward the 
positive terminal of the battery. This 
electron flow continues as long as 
the external voltage is applied. Un-
der these conditions, the junction is 
said to be forward-biased. 
The generalized voltage-current 

characteristic for a p-n junction in 
Fig. 8 shows both the reverse-bias 
and forward-bias regions. In the 
forward-bias region, current rises 
rapidly as the voltage is increased 
and is quite high. Current in the 
reverse-bias region is usually much 
lower. Excessive voltage (bias) in 
either direction should be avoided in 
normal applications because exces-
sive currents and the resulting high 
temperatures may permanently dam-
age the solid-state device. 

FORWARD i 
CURRENT 

(MI LLI AMPERES I 

.—REVERSE BIAS 

FORWARD BIAS-0.-

REVERSE 1CURRENT 
(MICROAMPERES) 

Fig. 8—Voltage-current characteristic for 
a p-n junction. 

TYPES OF DEVICES 
The simplest type of solid-state 

device is the diode, which is repre-
sented by the symbol shown in Fig. 
9. Structurally, the diode is basically 
a p-n junction similar to those shown 
in Fig. 7. The n-type material which 
serves as the negative electrode is 
referred to as the cathode, and the 
p-type material which serves as the 
positive electrode is referred to as 
the anode. The arrow symbol used 
for the anode represents the direc-
tion of "conventional current flow"; 

n -TYPE 
MATERIAL 

p -TYPE 
MATERIAL 

CATHODE ANODE 

Fig. 9—Schematic symbol for a solid-
state diode. 

electron current flows in a direction 
opposite to the arrow. 
Because the junction diode con-

ducts current more easily in one 
direction than in the other, it is an 
effective rectifying device. If an ac 
signal is applied, as shown in Fig. 
10, electron current flows freely dur-
ing the positive half cycle, but little 
or no current flows during the nega-
tive half cycle. 
One of the most widely used types 

of solid-state diode is the sili-
con rectifier. These devices are avail-
able in a wide range of current 
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INPUT 
SIGNAL LOAD 

Fig. 10—Simple diode rectifying circuit. 

capabilities, ranging from tenths of 
an ampere to several hundred am-
peres or more, and are capable of 
operation at voltages as high as 1000 
volts or more. Parallel and series 
arrangements of silicon rectifiers 
permit even further extension of cur-
rent and voltage limits. Characteris-
tics and applications of these devices 
are discussed in detail in the section 
on Silicon Rectifiers. 

Several variations of the basic 
junction diode structure have been 
developed for use in special applica-
tions. One of the most important of 
these developments is the tunnel 
diode, which is used for amplifica-
tion, switching, and pulse generation. 
This diode and other special types 
(i.e., varactor, voltage-reference, 
and compensating diodes) are de-
scribed in the section on Other 
Solid-State Diodes. 
When another layer is added to a 

semiconductor diode to form three 
layers (two junctions), a device is 
produced which provides power or 
voltage amplification. The resulting 
device is called a bipolar transistor. 
The three regions of the device are 
called the emitter, the base, and the 
collector, as shown in Fig. 11(a). In 
normal operation, the emitter-to-
base junction is biased in the for-
ward direction, and the collector-to-
base junction in the reverse direction. 

Different symbols are used for 
n-p-n and p-n-p transistors to show 
the difference in the direction of cur-
rent flow in the two types of devices. 
In the n-p-n transistor shown in Fig. 
11(b), electrons flow from the emit-
ter to the collector. In the p-n-p tran-
sistor shown in Fig. 11(c), electrons 
flow from the collector to the emit-
ter. In other words, the direction of 

de electron current is always oppo-
site to that of the arrow on the 
emitter lead. (As in the case of semi-
conductor diodes, the arrow indicates 
the direction of "conventional cur-
rent flow" in the circuit.) 
The first two letters of the n-p-n 

and p-n-p designations indicate the 
respective polarities of the voltages 
applied to the emitter and the 
collector in normal operation. In 

EMITTER BASE COLLECTOR 

(al FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 

EMITTER COLLECTOR 

BASE 

( bl n -p -n TRANSISTOR 

EMI r TER COLLECTOR 

BASE 

(e) p -n -p TRANSISTOR 

Fig. II—Functional diagram and sche-
matic symbols for bipolar transistors. 

an n-p-n transistor the emitter is 
made negative with respect to both 
the collector and the base, and the 
collector is made positive with re-
spect to both the emitter and the 
base. In a p-n-p transistor, the emit-
ter is made positive with respect to 
both the collector and the base, and 
the collector is made negative with 
respect to both emitter and base. 
The transistor, which is a three-

element device, can be used for a 
wide variety of control functions, in-
cluding amplification, oscillation, and 
frequency conversion. A complete 
description of the fabrication, elec-
trical characteristics, and basic cir-
cuits of bipolar transistors is given 
in the section on Bipolar Transistors. 
The field-effect transistor (FET) 

is another type of solid-state de-
vice that is becoming increasingly 
popular in electronic circuits. Func-
tionally, this type of transistor dit-
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fers from the bipolar transistor in 
that current flow through the de-
vice is controlled by variation of 
the electric field established by a 
control voltage rather than by vari-
ation of the current injected into 
the base terminal. Field-effect tran-
sistors exhibit many of the electrical 
characteristics of electron tubes, but 
still retain the inherent advantages 
of solid-state devices (e.g., small 
size, low power consumption, and 
mechanical ruggedness). On the 
basis of structural and functional dif-
ferences, these devices are classified 
as either junction-gate field-effect 
transistors (JFET) or metal-oxide-
semiconductor field-effect transis-
tors (MOS/FET). Although in both 
types the conduction current is con-
trolled by an electric field, the elec-
trical characteristics of these devices 
differ significantly. 

Fig. 12 shows the schematic sym-
bols for both n-channel and p-
channel junction-gate field-effect 
transistors. The gate, source, and 

DRAIN 

GATE I I GATE 

SOURCE 

n - CHANNEL 

DRAIN 

SOURCE 

p -C HANNEL 

Fig. 12—Schematic symbols for junction-
gate field-effect transistors (JFET). 

drain electrodes of these devices are 
equivalent to the base, emitter, and 
collector electrodes, respectively, of 
bipolar transistors. A signal voltage 
applied to the gate electrode controls 
the conductivity of the semiconduc-
tor layer immediately below the 
gate, between the source and drain 
terminals. The n-channel type, 
which is analogous to an n-p-n bi-
polar transistor, is operated with 

the drain at a positive potential 
with respect to the source terminal. 
In the schematic symbol, this type 
is indicated by an arrow in the 
gate lead that points into the de-
vice. The drain potential for the p-
channel type, which is analogous to 
a p-n-p bipolar transistor, is nega-
tive with respect to the source termi-
nal. In the schematic symbol for 
this type, the arrow in the gate lead 
points away from the device. 

Fig. 13 shows the schematic sym-
bols for both n-channel and p-chan-
nel versions of the basic classes of 
MOS field-effect transistors, i.e., 
enhancement types and depletion 
types. The arrow used in the sche-
matic symbol to indicate whether a 
device is an n-channel type (points 
inward) or a p-channel type (points 
outward) is shown in the lead from 
the substrate terminal. The sub-
strate terminal is connected to the 
semiconductor substrate (also re-
ferred to as the active "bulk") on 
which the transistor is fabricated. 
The technology for MOS field-

effect transistors is more versatile 
than that for junction-gate types. 
Specific categories of MOS field-
effect transistors have been designed 
with unique characteristics that 
make them ideal for linear (analog) 
and digital applications. For ex-
ample, the depletion type is fre-
quently used in linear applications, 
and the enhancement type is ideal 
for digital applications. An enhance-
ment type of MOS field-effect tran-
sistor is equivalent to a "normally 
open" switch, as indicated in the 
schematic symbol by the gaps in the 
source-to-drain path. The depletion 
type, however, is normally conduc-
tive and its source-to-drain path is 
shown continuous in the schematic 
symbol. The enhancement-MOS/ 
FET technology is being used in-
creasingly in the fabrication of 
integrated circuits for digital appli-
cation, particularly for large-scale-
integration (LSI) circuits. A com-
prehensive description of MOS/FET 
devices is given in the section on 
MOS Field-Effect Transistors. 
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Fig. 13—Schematic symbols for metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors 
(MOS/FET). 

When alternate layers of p-type 
and n-type semiconductor materials 
are arranged in a series array, vari-
ous types of thyristors can be pro-
duced. The term thyristor is the 
generic name for solid-state de-
vices that have electrical charac-
teristics similar to those of thyratron 
tubes. The three basic types of thy-
ristors are the bidirectional trigger 
diode called the diac, the reverse 
blocking triode called the silicon 
controlled rectifier or SCR, and the 
bidirectional triode thyristor, called 
the triac. The diac, shown in Fig. 
14, is a two-electrode, three-layer 
device having the same doping level 
at both junctions and a "floating" 
base. The device conducts current in 

oH 

DIAC 

,  

(b) 
o 

Fig. 14—Junction diagram (a) and sche-
matic symbol (b) for a diac. 

either direction after the applied 
voltage exceeds a certain value called 
the "breakover voltage." The SCR 
is a three-electrode, four-layer de-
vice, as shown in Fig. 15. The SCR 

ANODE 
TERMINAL 

CATHODE 
TERMINAL 

(a) GATE 
TERMINAL 

O CATHODE 

GATE 

CR 

ANODE (CASE) 

Fig. 15—Junction diagram (a) and sche-
nzatic symbol (b) for a silicon controlled 

rectifier or SCR. 

behaves as a conventional rectifier 
to block current flow in the reverse 
direction and as a transistor switch 
in the forward direction to first 
block current and then conduct 
through the device when a current 
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pulse of sufficient magnitude is ap-
plied to the gate electrode. The 
triac is a three-electrode, five-layer 
device, as shown in Fig. 16, which 
exhibits the forward-blocking— 
forward-conducting voltage-current 
characteristic of the SCR structure 

MAIN 
TERMINAL 2 

0  
- - U 7 n_ 

for either direction of voltage ap-
plied to the main terminals. The 
schematic symbols for these thyris-
tor devices are also shown in Figs. 
14, 15, and 16. A complete descrip-
tion of these devices is given in the 
section on Thyristors. 

MAIN 
  TERMINAL I -In à 0 

P -• 
Gr  TERMINAL 

n 

TRIAC 

(b) 

(a) 

MAIN TERMINAL I 

GATE 

MAIN TERMINAL 2 
(CASE) 

Fig. 16—Junction diagram (a) and sche-
matic symbol (b) for a triac. 
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Bipolar Transistors 

A p-n junction biased in the re-
verse direction is equivalent to 

a high-resistance element (low 
current for a given applied volt-
age), while a junction biased in the 
forward direction is equivalent to 
a low-resistance element (high cur-
rent for a given applied voltage). 
Because the power developed by a 
given current is greater in a high-
resistance element than in a low-
resistance element (P = PR), power 
gain can be obtained in a structure 
containing two such resistance ele-
ments if the current flow is not 
materially reduced. A device con-
taining two p-n junctions biased in 
opposite directions is called a junc-
tion or bipolar transistor. 
Such a two-junction device is 

shown in Fig. 17. The thick end layers 
are made of the same type of mate-
rial (n-type in this case), and are 
separated by a very thin layer of the 
opposite type of material (p-type in 
the device shown). By means of the 

OUTPUT 

ELECTRON 
FLOW 

Fig. 17—An n-p-n structure biased for 
power gain. 

external batteries, the left-hand (n-p) 
junction is biased in the forward 

direction to provide a low-resistance 
input circuit, and the right-hand 
(p-n) junction is biased in the re-
verse direction to provide a high-
resistance output circuit. 

Electrons flow easily from the lef t-
hand n-type region to the center p-
type region as a result of the forward 
biasing. Most of these electrons dif-
fuse through the thin p-type region, 
however, and are attracted by the 
positive potential of the external bat-
tery across the right-hand junction. 
In practical devices, approximately 
95 to 99.5 per cent of the electron 
current reaches the right-hand n-
type region. This high percentage of 
current penetration provides power 
gain in the high-resistance output 
circuit and is the basis for transistor 
amplification capability. 
The operation of p-n-p devices is 

similar to that shown for the n-p-n 
device, except that the bias-voltage 
polarities are reversed, and electron-
current flow is in the opposite direc-
tion. (Many discussions of semicon-
ductor theory assume that the "holes" 
in semiconductor material constitute 
the charge carriers in p-n-p devices, 
and discuss "hole currents" for these 
devices and "electron currents" for 
n-p-n devices. Other texts discuss 
neither hole current nor electron cur-
rent, but rather "conventional current 
flow", which is assumed to travel 
through a circuit in a direction from 
the positive terminal of the external 
battery back to its negative terminal. 
For the sake of simplicity, this dis-
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cussion will be restricted to the con-
cept of electron current flow, which 
travels from a negative to a positive 
terminal.) 

DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

The ultimate aim of all tran-
sistor fabrication techniques is the 
construction of two parallel p-n junc-
tions with controlled spacing between 
the junctions and controlled impurity 
levels on both sides of each junction. 
A variety of structures has been 
developed in the course of transistor 
evolution. 
The earliest transistors made were 

of the point-contact type. In this 
type of structure, two pointed wires 
were placed next to each other on an 
n-type block of semiconductor ma-
terial. The p-n junctions were formed 
by electrical pulsing of the wires. 
This type has been superseded by 
junction transistors, which are fab-
ricated by various alloy, diffusion, 
and crystal-growth techniques. 

In grown-junction transistors, the 
impurity content of the semiconduc-
tor material is changed during the 
growth of the original crystal ingot 
to provide the p-n-p or n-p-n regions. 
The grown crystal is then sliced 
into a large number of small-area 
devices, and contacts are made to 
each region of the devices. Fig. 18(a) 
shows a cross-section of a grown-
junction transistor. 

In alloy-junction transistors, two 
small "dots" of a p-type or n-type 
impurity element are placed on op-
posite sides of a thin wafer of n-type 
or p-type semiconductor material, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 18(b). 
After proper heating, the impurity 
"dots" alloy with the semiconductor 
material to form the regions for the 
emitter and collector junctions. The 
base connection in this structure is 
made to the original semiconductor 
wafer. 
The drift-field transistor is a mod-

ified alloy-junction device in which 
the impurity concentration in the 
base wafer is diffused or graded, as 
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Fig. I8—Cross-sections of junction tran-
sistors. 

shown in Fig. 18(c). Two advantages 
are derived from this structure: 
(a) the resultant built-in voltage or 
"drift field" speeds current flow, and 
(b) the ability to use a heavy im-
purity concentration in the vicinity 
of the emitter and a light concen-
tration in the vicinity of the col-
lector makes it possible to minimize 
capacitive charging times. Both 
these advantages lead to a substan-
tial extension of the frequency per-
formance over the alloy-junction 
device. 
The diffused-junction transistor 

represents a major advance in tran-
sistor technology because increased 
control over junction spacings and 
impurity levels makes possible sig-
nificant improvements in transistor 
performance capabilities. A cross-
section of a single-diffused "home-
taxial" structure is shown in Fig. 
19(a). Hometaxial transistors are 
fabricated by simultaneous diffusion 
of impurity from each side of a homo-
geneously doped base wafer. A mesa 
or flat-topped peak is etched on one 
side of the wafer in an intricate de-
sign to define the transistor emitter 
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and expose the base region for con-
nection of metal contacts. Large 
amounts of heat can be dissipated 
from a hometaxial structure through 
the highly conductive solder joint 
between the semiconductor material 
and the device package. This struc-
ture provides a very low collector 
resistance. 

Double-diffused transistors have an 
additional degree of freedom for 
selection of the impurity levels and 
junction spacings of the base, emit-
ter, and collector. This structure pro-
vides high voltage capability through 
a lightly doped collector region with-
out compromise of the junction spac-
ings which determine device fre-
quency response and other important 
characteristics. Fig. 19(b) shows a 
typical double-diffused transistor; 
the emitter and base junctions are 
diffused into the same side of the 
original semiconductor wafer, which 
serves as the collector. A mesa is 
usually etched through the base re-
gion to reduce the collector area at 
the base-to-collector junction and to 
provide a stable semiconductor sur-
face. 

Double-diffused planar transistors 
provide the added advantage of pro-
tection or passivation of the emitter-
to-base and collector-to-base junction 
surfaces. Fig. 19(c) shows a typical 
double-diffused planar transistor. The 
base and emitter regions terminate 
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at the top surface of the semicon-
ductor wafer under the protection of 
an insulating layer. Photolitho-
graphic and masking techniques are 
used to provide for diffusion of both 
base and emitter impurities in selec-
tive areas of the semiconductor 
wafer. 

In triple-diffused transistors, a 
heavily doped region diffused from 
the bottom of the semiconductor 
wafer effectively reduces the thick-
ness of the lightly doped collector 
region to a value dictated only by 
electric-field considerations. Thus, the 
thickness of the lightly doped or 
high-resistivity portion of the col-
lector is minimized to obtain a low 
collector resistance. A section of a 
triple-diffused planar structure is 
shown in Fig. 19(d). 

Epitaxial transistors differ from 
diffused structures in the manner in 
which the various regions are fabri-
cated. Epitaxial structures are grown 
on top of a semiconductor wafer in a 
high-temperature reaction chamber. 
The growth proceeds atom by atom, 
and is a perfect extension of the 
crystal lattice of the wafer on which 
it is grown. In the epitaxial-base 
transistor shown in Fig. 20(a) a 
lightly doped base region is de-
posited by epitaxial techniques on a 
heavily doped collector wafer of 
opposite-type dopant. Photolitho-
graphic and masking techniques and 
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Fig. 19—Cross-sections of diffused transistors. 
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Fig. 20—Cross-sections of epitaxial tran-
sistors. 

a single impurity diffusion are used 
to define the emitter region. This 
structure offers the advantages of 
low collector resistance and easy 
control of impurity spacings and 
emitter geometry. A variation of 
this structure uses two epitaxial 
layers. A thin lightly doped epi-
taxial layer used for the collector 
is deposited over the original heavily 
doped semiconductor wafer prior to 
the epitaxial deposition of the base 
region. The collector epitaxial layer 
is of opposite-type dopant to the 
epitaxial base layer. This structure, 
shown in Fig. 20(b), has the added 
advantage of higher voltage ratings 
provided by the epitaxial collector 
layer. 
The overlay transistor is a double-

diffused epitaxial device which em-
ploys a unique emitter structure. A 
large number of separate emitters 
are tied together by diffused and 
metalized regions to increase the 
emitter edge-to-area ratio and reduce 
the charging-time constants of the 
transistor without compromise of 
current- and power-handling capa-
bility. Fig. 20(c) shows a section 

through a typical overlay emitter 
region. 

After fabrication, individual tran-
sistor chips are mechanically sepa-
rated and mounted on individual 
headers. Connector wires are then 
bonded to the metalized regions, and 
each unit is encased in plastic or a 
hermetically sealed enclosure. In 
power transistors, the wafer is us-
ually soldered or alloyed to a solid 
metal header to provide for high 
thermal conductivity and low-resis-
tance collector contacts, and low.. 
resistance contacts are soldered or 
metal-bonded from the emitter or 
base metalizing contacts to the ap-
propriate package leads. This pack-
aging concept results in a simple 
structure that can be readily attached 
to a variety of circuit heat sinks and 
can safely withstand power dissipa-
tions of hundreds of watts and cur-
rents of tens of amperes. 

BASIC CIRCUITS 

Bipolar transistors are ideal cur-
rent amplifiers. When a small signal 
current is applied to the input termi-
nals of a bipolar transistor, an am-
plified reproduction of this signal 
appears at the output terminals. 
Although there are six possible ways 
of connecting the input signal, only 
three useful circuit configurations 
exist for current or power amplifi-
cation: common-base, common-emit-
ter, and common-collector. In the 
common-base (or grounded-base) con-
nection shown in Fig. 21, the signal 
is introduced into the emitter-base 
circuit and extracted from the collec-
tor-base circuit. (Thus the base 
element of the transistor is common 
to both the input and output cir-
cuits). Because the input or emitter-
base circuit has a low impedance 
(resistance plus reactance) in the 
order of 0.5 to 50 ohms, and the 
output or collector-base circuit has 
a high impedance in the order of 
1000 ohms to one megohm, the 
voltage or power gain in this type 
of configuration may be in the order 
of 1500. 
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Fig. 2I—Common-base circuit configura-
tion. 

The direction of the arrows in Fig. 
21 indicates electron current flow. 
As stated previously, most of the cur-
rent from the emitter flows to the col-
lector; the remainder flows through 
the base. In practical transistors, 
from 95 to 99.5 per cent of the emit-
ter current reaches the collector. The 
current gain of this configuration, 
therefore, is always less than unity, 
usually in the order of 0.95 to 0.995. 
The waveforms in Fig. 21 repre-

sent the input voltage produced by 
the signal generator e. and the out-
put voltage developed across the 
load resistor Rt. When the input 
voltage is positive, as shown at AB, 
it opposes the forward bias produced 
by the base-emitter battery, and thus 
reduces current flow through the 
n-p-n transistor. The reduced elec-
tron current flow through RI. then 
causes the top point of the resistor 
to become less negative (or more 
positive) with respect to the lower 
point, as shown at A'B' on the out-
put waveform. Conversely, when the 
input signal is negative, as at CD,. 
the output signal is also negative, 
as at C'D'. Thus, the phase of the 
signal remains unchanged in this 
circuit, i.e., there is no voltage phase 
reversal between the input and the 
output of a common-base amplifier. 
In the common-emitter (or 

grounded-emitter) connection shown 
in Fig. 22 the signal is introduced 
into the base-emitter circuit and ex-
tracted from the collector-emitter 
circuit. This configuration has more 
moderate input and output imped-
ances than the common-base circuit. 
The input (base-emitter) impedance 

is in the range of 20 to 5000 ohms, 
and the output (collector-emitter) 
impedance is about 50 to 50,000 
ohms. Power gains in the order of 
10,000 (or approximately 40 dB) can 
be realized with this circuit because 
it provides both current gain and 
voltage gain. 
Current gain in the common-

emitter configuration is measured be-
tween the base and the collector, 
rather than between the emitter and 
the collector as in the common-base 
circuit. Because a very small change 
in base current produces a relatively 
large change in collector current, the 
current gain is always greater than 
unity in a common-emitter circuit; 
a typical value is about 50. 
The input signal voltage under-

goes a phase reversal of 180 degrees 
in a common-emitter amplifier, as 
shown by the waveforms in Fig. 22. 

Fig. 22—Con:moil-emitter circuit con-
figuration. 

When the input voltage is positive, 
as shown at AB, it increases the 
forward bias across the base-emitter 
junction, and thus increases the total 
current flow through the transistor. 
The increased electron flow through 
Ri. then causes the output voltage 
to become negative, as shown at 
A'B'. During the second half-cycle 
of the waveform, the process is re-
versed, i.e., when the input signal is 
negative, the output signal is posi-
tive (as shown at CD and C'D'.) 
The third type of connection, shown 

in Fig. 23, is the common-collector 
(or grounded-collector) circuit. In 
this configuration, the signal is intro-
duced into the base-collector circuit 
and extracted from the emitter-
collector circuit. Because the input 
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impedance of the transistor is high 
and the output impedance low in 
this connection, the voltage gain is 
less than unity and the power gain 
is usually lower than that obtained 
in either a common-base or a com-
mon-emitter circuit. The common-
collector circuit is used primarily as 

0.981 

C, 

— 

Fig. 23—Common-collector circuit con-
figuration. 

an impedance-matching device. As in 
the case of the common-base circuit, 
there is no phase reversal of the sig-
nal between the input and the output. 
The circuits shown in Figs. 21 

through 23 are biased for n-p-n tran-
sistors. When p-n-p transistors are 
used, the polarities of the batteries 
must be reversed. The voltage phase 
relationships, however, remain the 
same. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

THE term "characteristic" is used 
to identify the distinguishing elec-

trical features and values of a tran-
sistor. These values may be shown 
in curve form or they may be tabu-
lated. When the characteristics values 
are given in curve form, the curves 
may be used for the determination 
of transistor performance and the 
calculation of additional transistor 
parameters. 

Characteristics values are obtained 
from electrical measurements of tran-
sistors in various circuits under cer-
tain definite conditions of current and 
voltage. Static characteristics are ob-
tained with de potentials applied to 
the transistor electrodes. Dynamic 
characteristics are obtained with an 
ac voltage on one electrode under 
various conditions of de potentials 

on all the electrodes. The dynamic 
characteristics, therefore, are indica-
tive of the performance capabilities 
of the transistor under actual work-
ing conditions. 

Published data for transistors in-
clude both electrode characteristic 
curves and transfer characteristic 
curves. These curves present the 
same information, but in two differ-
ent forms to provide more useful 
data. Because transistors are used 
most often in the common-emitter 
configuration, characteristic curves 
are usually shown for the collector 
or output electrode. The collector-
characteristic curve is obtained by 
varying collector-to-emitter voltage 
and measuring collector current for 
different values of base current. The 
transfer-characteristic curve is ob-
tained by varying the base-to-emitter 
(bias) voltage or current at a speci-
fied or constant collector voltage, 
and measuring collector current. A 
collector-characteristic family of 
curves is shown in Fig. 24. Fig. 25 
shows transfer-characteristic curves 
for the same transistor. 
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Fig. 24—Collector-characteristic curves. 

A measure of the current gain 
of a transistor is its forward current-
transfer ratio, i.e., the ratio of the 
current in the output electrode to 
the current in the input electrode. 
Because of the different ways in 
which transistors may be connected 
in circuits, the forward current-
transfer ratio is specified for a 
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Fig. 25—Transfer-characteristic curves. 

particular circuit configuration. The 
common-base forward current-trans-
fer ratio is often called alpha 
(or a), and the common-emitter for-
ward current-transfer ratio is often 
called beta (or 0). 

In the common-base circuit shown 
in Fig. 21 the emitter is the input 
electrode and the collector is the 
output electrode. The de alpha, there-
fore, is the ratio of the steady-state 
collector current Ic to the steady-
state emitter current 1E: 

Ic 0.98 1 
= — — 0.98 

i; = I 

In the common-emitter circuit 
shown in Fig. 22, the base is the 
input electrode and the collector is 
the output electrode. The de beta, 
therefore, is the ratio of the steady-
state collector current Ic to the 
steady-state base current 

lc 0.98 I 
d = — = — — 49 

lit 0.02 1 

Because the ratios given above are 
based on steady-state currents, they 
are properly called de alpha and 
de beta. It is more common, how-
ever, for the current-transfer ratio 
to be given in terms of the ratio 
of signal currents in the input and 
output electrodes, or the ratio of 
a change in the output current to 
the input signal current which 
causes the change. Fig. 26 shows 

typical electrode currents in a 
common-emitter circuit (a) under no-
signal conditions and (b) with a 
one-microampere signal applied to 
the base. The signal current of one 
microampere in the base causes a 
change of 49 microamperes (14'7-98) 
in the collector current. Thus the ac 
beta for the transistor is 49. 
The cutoff frequency of a transis-

tor is defined as the frequency at 

Ic=98µA 

IE.100µ A 

(a) 
Ic r 147» A 

Ies150µA 

(b) 

Fig. 26—Electrode currents under (a) no-
signal and (b) signal conditions. 

which the value of alpha (for a 
common-base circuit) or beta (for a 
common-emitter circuit) drops to 
0.707 times its 1-kHz value. The 
gain-bandwidth product is the fre-
quency at which the common-
emitter forward current-transfer 
ratio (beta) is equal to unity. These 
characteristics provide an approxi-
mate indication of the useful fre-
quency range of the device, and 
help to determine the most suitable 
circuit configuration for a particular 
application. Fig. 27 shows typical 
curves of alpha and beta as functions 
of frequency. 

Extrinsic transconductance may 
be defined as the quotient of a small 
change in collector current divided 
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Fig. 27—Forward current-transfer ratio as 
a function of frequency. 

by the small change in emitter-to-
base voltage producing it, under the 
condition that other voltages remain 
unchanged. Thus, if an emitter-to-
base voltage change of 0.1 volt causes 
a collector-current change of 3 milli-
amperes (0.003 ampere) with other 
voltages constant, the transconduct-
ance is 0.003 divided by 0.1, or 0.03 
mho. (A "mho" is the unit of con-
ductance, and was named by spelling 
"ohm" backward.) For convenience, 
a millionth of a mho, or a micro-
mho (gmho), is used to express trans-
conductance. Thus, in the example, 
0.03 mho is 30,000 micromhos. 

Cutoff currents are small steady-
state reverse currents which flow 
when a transistor is biased into 
non-conduction. They consist of 
leakage currents, which are related 
to the surface characteristics of the 
semiconductor material, and satura-
tion currents, which are related to 
the impurity concentration in the 
material and which increase with in-
creasing temperatures. Collector-
cutoff current is the steady-state 
current which flows in the reverse-
biased collector-to-base circuit when 
the emitter-to-base circuit is open. 
Emitter-cutoff current is the cur-
rent which flows in the reverse-
biased emitter-to-base circuit when 
the collector-to-base circuit is open. 
Transistor breakdown voltages de-

fine the voltage values between two 

specified electrodes at which the crys-
tal structure changes and current 
begins to rise rapidly. The voltage 
then remains relatively constant over 
a wide range of electrode currents. 
Breakdown voltages may be meas-
ured with the third electrode open, 
shorted, or biased in either the for-
ward or the reverse direction. For 
example, Fig. 28 shows a series of 
collector-characteristic curves for 
different base-bias conditions. It can 
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Fig. 28—Typical collector-characteristic 
curves showing location of various break-

down voltages. 

be seen that the collector-to-emitter 
breakdown voltage increases as the 
base-to-emitter bias decreases from 
the normal forward values through 
zero to reverse values. The symbols 
shown on the abscissa are sometimes 
used to designate collector-to-emitter 
breakdown voltages with the base 
open V(8R)CEO, with external base-to-
emitter resistance V(1311)CER, with the 
base shorted to the emitter Vimocas, 
and with a reverse base-to-emitter 
voltage V(1311)CEV• 
As the resistance in the base-to-

emitter circuit decreases, the col-
lector characteristic develops two 
breakdown points, as shown in Fig. 
28. After the initial breakdown, the 
collector-to-emitter voltage decreases 
with increasing collector current 
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until another breakdown occurs at a 
lower voltage. This minimum collec-
tor-to-emitter breakdown voltage is 
called the sustaining voltage. 

In large-area power transistors, 
there is a limiting mechanism 
referred to as "second breakdown". 
This condition is not a voltage break-
down, but rather an electrically and 
thermally regenerative process in 
which current is focused in a very 
small area of the order of the diam-
eter of a human hair. The very 
high current, together with the volt-
age across the transistor, causes a 
localized heating that may melt a 
minute hole from the collector to the 
emitter of the transistor and thus 
cause a short circuit. This regenera-
tive process is not initiated unless 
certain high voltages and currents 
are coincident for certain finite 
lengths of time. 

In conventional transistor struc-
tures, the limiting effects of second 
breakdown vary directly with the am-
plitude of the applied voltage and 
inversely with the width of the base 
region. These effects are most severe 
in power transistors in which nar-
row base structures are used to 
achieve good high-frequency re-
sponse. In RCA "overlay" power 
transistors, a special emitter con-
figuration is used to provide greater 
current-handling capability and mini-
mize the possibility of "hot spots" 
occurring at the emitter-base junc-
tion. This new design extends the 
range of power and frequency over 
which transistors can be operated 
before second breakdown begins to 
limit performance. 
The curves at the left of Fig. 28 

show typical collector characteristics 
under normal forward-bias condi-
tions. For a given base input current, 
the collector-to-emitter saturation 
voltage is the minimum voltage re-
quired to maintain the transistor in 
full conduction (i.e., in the satura-
tion region). Under saturation con-
ditions, a further increase in forward 
bias produces no corresponding in-
crease in collector current. Saturation 
voltages are very important in switch-

ing applications, and are usually 
specified for several conditions of 
electrode currents and ambient tem-
peratures. 
Reach-through (or punch-through) 

voltage defines the voltage value at 
which the depletion region in the 
collector region passes completely 
through the base region and makes 
contact at some point with the emit-
ter region. This "reach-through" 
phenomenon results in a relatively 
low-resistance path between the 
emitter and the collector, and causes 
a sharp increase in current. Punch-
through voltage does not result in 
permanent damage to a transistor, 
provided there is sufficient impedance 
in the power-supply source to limit 
transistor dissipation to safe values. 

BIASING 

For most non-switching applica-
tions, the operating point for a par-
ticular transistor is established by 
the quiescent (de, no-signal) values 
of collector voltage and emitter cur-
rent. In general, a transistor may be 
considered as a current-operated de-
vice, i.e., the current flowing in the 
emitter-base circuit controls the 
current flowing in the collector cir-
cuit. The voltage and current values 
selected, as well as the particular 
biasing arrangement used, depend 
upon both the transistor character-
istics and the specific requirements 
of the application. 
As mentioned previously, biasing 

of a transistor for most applications 
consists of forward bias across the 
emitter-base junction and reverse 
bias across the collector-base junc-
tion. In Figs. 21, 22, and 23, two 
batteries were used to establish bias 
of the correct polarity for an n-p-n 
transistor in the common-base, com-
mon-emitter, and common-collector 
circuits, respectively. Many varia-
tions of these basic circuits can also 
be used. (In these simplified de cir-
cuits, inductors and transformers are 
represented only by their series re-
sistance.) 
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A simplified biasing arrangement 
for the common-base circuit is shown 
in Fig. 29. Bias for both the collector-
base junction and the emitter-base 

n—p—n 

(b) 
Fig. 29—Biasing network for common-base 

circuit for (a) n-p-n and (b) p-n-p 
transistors. 

junction is obtained from the single 
battery through the voltage-divider 
network consisting of resistors R, 
and R. (For the n-p-n transistor 
shown in Fig. 29(a) the emitter-base 
junction is forward-biased because 
the emitter is negative with respect 
to the base, and the collector-base 
junction is reverse-biased because 
the collector is positive with respect 
to the base, as shown. For the p-n-p 
transistor shown in Fig. 29(b), the 
polarity of the battery and of the 
electrolytic bypass capacitor C, is 
reversed.) The electron current I 
from the battery and through the 
voltage divider causes a voltage drop 
across resistor R, which biases the 
base. The proper amount of current 
then flows through It, so that the cor-
rect emitter potential is established 
to provide forward bias relative to 
the base. This emitter current estab-
lishes the amount of collector current 
which, in turn, causes a voltage drop 
across R.. Simply stated, the voltage 
divider consisting of R2 and R3 es-
tablishes the base potential; the base 
potential essentially establishes the 
emitter potential; the emitter poten-

tial and resistor R. establish the 
emitter current; the emitter current 
establishes the collector current; and 
the collector current and R. establish 
the collector potential. R2 is bypassed 
with capacitor C. so that the base is 
effectively grounded for ac signals. 
A single battery can also be used 

to bias the common-emitter circuit. 
The simplified arrangement shown 
in Fig. 30 is commonly called "fixed 
bias". In this case, both the base and 
the collector are made positive with 
respect to the emitter by means of 
the battery. The base resistance RB 
is then selected to provide the desired 
base current Is for the transistor 
(which, in turn, establishes the de-
sired emitter current Ii), by means 
of the following expression: 

RB 
IB 

where VBB is the battery supply volt-
age and VBE is the base-to-emitter 
voltage of the transistor. 

In the circuit shown, for example, 
the battery voltage is six volts. The 

VBB — VBE 

Fig. 30—"Fixed-bias" arrangement for 
common-emitter circuit. 

value of R. was selected to provide 
a base current of 27 microamperes, 
as follows: 

6 — 0.6  
RB 27 -° _ 200,000 ohms x 10 

The fixed-bias arrangement shown 
in Fig. 30, however, is not a satis-
factory method of biasing the base 
in a common-emitter circuit. The 
critical base current in this type of 
circuit is very difficult to maintain 
under fixed-bias conditions because 
of variations between transistors 
and the sensitivity of these devices 
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to temperature changes. This prob-
lem is partially overcome in the "self-
bias" arrangement shown in Fig. 31. 

Fig. 31—"Self-bias" arrangement for com-
mon-emitter circuit. 

In this circuit, the base resistor is 
tied directly to the collector. This 
connection helps to stabilize the oper-
ating point because an increase or 
decrease in collector current pro-
duces a corresponding decrease or 
increase in base bias. The value of 
RE is then determined as described 
above, except that the collector volt-
age VEE is used in place of the sup-
ply voltage VED: 

RE — 
In 

3 — 0.6  
— 27 x 

_ 90,000 ohms 
10' 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 31 
overcomes many of the disadvan-
tages of fixed bias, although it re-
duces the effective gain of the circuit. 

In the bias method shown in Fig. 
32 the voltage-divider network com-
posed of R, and R4 provides the 

VCE — VBE 

R1 

Fig. 32—Bias network using voltage-
divider arrangement for increased 

stability. 

required forward bias across the 
base-emitter junction. The value of 

the base bias voltage is determined 
by the current through the voltage 
divider. This type of circuit provides 
less gain than the circuit of Fig. 31, 
but is commonly used because of its 
inherent stability. 
The common-emitter circuits shown 

in Figs. 33 and 34 may be used to 
provide stability and yet minimize 
loss of gain. In Fig. 33, a resistor 

Fig. 33—Bias network using emitter sta-
bilizing resistor. 

RE is added to the emitter circuit, 
and the base resistor Ri is returned 
to the positive terminal of the bat-
tery instead of to the collector. The 
emitter resistor RE provides addi-
tional stability. It is bypassed with 
capacitor CE. The value of Ca de-
pends on the lowest frequency to be 
amplified. 

In Fig. 34 the R,R., voltage-divider 
network is split, and all ac feedback 
currents through R, are shunted to 
ground (bypassed) by capacitor C,. 

R2 R3 

Fig. 34—Bias network using split voltage-
divider network. 

The value of R. is usually larger 
than the value of R,. The total re-
sistance of R, and R, should equal 
the resistance of Ri in Fig. 32. 

In practical circuit applications. 
any combination of the arrange-
ments shown in Figs. 31, 32, 33, and 
34 may be used. However, the sta-
bility of Figs. 31, 32, and 34 may be 
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poor unless the voltage drop across 
the load resistor RI, is at least one-
third the value of the supply volt-
age. The determining factors in the 
selection of the biasing circuit are 
usually gain and bias stability (which 
is discussed later). 

In many cases, the bias network 
may include special elements to com-
pensate for the effects of variations 
in ambient temperature or in sup-
ply voltage. For example, the therm-
istor (temperature-sensitive resis-
tor) shown in Fig. 35(a) is used to 
compensate for the rapid increase 
of collector current with increasing 

SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE 

B-

BIAS 
VOLTAGE 

THERMISTOR 

SUPPLY 
VOLTAGEo a - 

BIAS 
VOLTAGE 

(0) (b) 

DIODE 

Fig. 35—Bias networks including (a) a 
thermistor and (b) a voltage-compensating 

diode. 

temperature. Because the thermistor 
resistance decreases as the tempera-
ture increases, the emitter-to-base 
bias voltage is reduced and the col-
lector current tends to remain con-
stant. The addition of the shunt and 
series resistances provides most ef-
fective compensation over a desired 
temperature range. 
The diode biasing network shown 

in Fig. 35(b) stabilizes collector cur-
rent for variations in both tempera-
ture and supply voltage. The for-
ward-biased diode current determines 
a bias voltage which establishes the 
transistor idling current (collector 

current under no-signal conditions). 
As the temperature increases, this 
bias voltage decreases. Because the 
transistor characteristic also shifts 
in the same direction and magnitude, 
however, the idling current remains 
essentially independent of tempera-
ture. Temperature stabilization with 
a properly designed diode network is 
substantially better than that pro-
vided by most thermistor bias net-
works. Any temperature-stabilizing 
element should be thermally close to 
the transistor being stabilized. 

In addition, the diode bias current 
varies in direct proportion with 
changes in supply voltage. The re-
sultant change in bias voltage is 
small, however, so that the idling 
current also changes in direct pro-
portion to the supply voltage. Sup-
ply-voltage stabilization with a diode 
biasing network reduces current 
variation to about one-fifth that ob-
tained when resistor or thermistor 
bias is used for a germanium tran-
sistor and one-fifteenth for a silicon 
transistor. 
The bias networks of Figs. 30 

through 34 are generally used in 
class A circuits. Class B circuits 
normally employ the bias networks 
shown in Fig. 35. The bias resistor 
values for class B circuits are gen-
erally much lower than those for 
class A circuits. 

BIAS STABILITY 

Because transistor currents tend 
to increase with temperature, it is 
necessary in the design of transistor 
circuits to include a "stability fac-
tor" to keep the collector-current 
variation within tolerable values un-
der the expected high-temperature 
operating conditions. The bias sta-
bility factor SF is expressed as the 
ratio between a change in steady-
state collector current and the cor-
responding change in steady-state 
collector-cutoff current. 
For a given set of operating volt-

ages, the stability factor can be cal-
culated for a maximum permissible 
rise in steady-state collector current 
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from the room-temperature value, 
as follows: 

SF = 
ICB02 — ICB01 

where Ic. and IC1301 are measured at 
25°C, ICB02 is measured at the maxi-
mum expected ambient (or junction) 
temperature, and lc..,x is the maxi-
mum permissible collector current 
for the specified collector-to-emitter 
voltage at the maximum expected 
ambient (or junction) temperature 
(to keep transistor dissipation within 
ratings). 
The calculated values of SF can 

then be used, together with the ap-
propriate values of beta and rb' (base-
connection resistance), to determine 
suitable resistance values for the 
transistor circuit. Fig. 36 shows 
equations for SF in terms of resist-
ance values for three typical circuit 
configurations. The maximum value 
which SF can assume is the value of 
beta. Although this analysis was 
originally made for germanium tran-
sistors, in which the collector satura-
tion current 'co is relatively large, 
the same type of analysis may be ap-
plied to interchangeability with beta 
for silicon transistors. 

COUPLING 

Three basic methods are used to 
couple transistor stages: trans-
former, resistance-capacitance, and 
direct coupling. 
The major advantage of trans. 

former coupling is that it permits 
power to be transferred from one 
impedance level to another. A 
transformer-coupled common-emitter 
n-p-n stage is shown in Fig. 37. The 
voltage step-down transformer T, 
couples the signal from the collector 
of the preceding stage to the base of 
the common-emitter stage. The volt-
age loss inherent in this transformer 
is not significant in transistor cir-
cuits because, as mentioned pre-
viously, the transistor is a current-
operated device. Although the voltage 
is stepped down, the available cur-
rent is stepped up. The change in 
base current resulting from the 
presence of the signal causes an al-
ternating collector current to flow 
in the primary winding of trans-
former 74 and a power gain is ob-
tained between Ti and L. 
This use of a voltage step-down 

transformer is similar to that in the 
output stage of an audio amplifier, 
where a step-down transformer is 

SF -P(R1 + R2') 

R2' +0 RI 
R2' R2 4- r 

/3(130-Reg) 
SF - 

Req +0 RI 
, R4 R5 

Req. R2 + R4 +R5 

R2" R2+ 

SF. 
P 

0.R2 .(R3+R4+R5)+R4R5 

P. RI (R3+R4 +R5)+R3 R5 

R2'. R2 + rb 

$(P+0) 

36—Rias-stability-factor equations for three typical circuit configurations. 
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normally used to drive the loud-
speaker, which is also a current-
operated device. 
The voltage-divider network con-

sisting of resistors 12, and 112 in Fig. 
37 provides bias for the transistor. 

Fig. 37—Transformer-coupled common-
emitter stage. 

The voltage divider is bypassed by 
capacitor C, to avoid signal attenua-
tion. The stabilizing emitter resistor 
RE permits normal variations of the 
transistor and circuit elements to be 
compensated for automatically with-
out adverse effects. This resistor RE 
is bypassed by capacitor C1. The 
voltage supply VBB is also bypassed, 
by capacitor C3, to prevent feedback 
in the event that ac signal voltages 
are developed across the power sup-
ply. Capacitors C, and C2 may nor-
mally be replaced by a single 
capacitor connected between the emit-
ter and the bottom of the secondary 
winding of transformer T, with little 
change in performance. 

The use of resistance-capacitance 
coupling usually permits some econ-
omy of circuit costs and reduction 
of size, with some accompanying 
sacrifice of gain. This method of 
coupling is particularly desirable in 
low-level, low-noise audio amplifier 
stages to minimize hum pickup from 
stray magnetic fields. Use of resist-
ance-capacitance (RC) coupling in 
battery-operated equipment is usu-
ally limited to low-power operation. 
The frequency response of an RC-
coupled stage is normally better than 
that of a transformer-coupled stage. 

Fig. 38 shows a two-stage RC-
coupled circuit using n-p-n transis-
tors in the common-emitter config-
uration. The method of bias is similar 
to that used in the transformer-
coupled circuit of Fig. 37. The major 
additional components are the col-
lector load resistances RI., and ItLe 
and the coupling capacitor C2. The 
value of C2 must be made fairly 
large, in the order of 2 to 10 micro-
farads, because of the small input 
and load resistances involved. (It 
should be noted that electrolytic ca-
pacitors are normally used for cou-
pling in transistor audio circuits. 
Polarity must be observed, therefore, 
to obtain proper circuit operation. 
Occasionally, excessive leakage cur-
rent through an electrolytic coupling 
capacitor may adversely affect tran-
sistor operating currents.) 
Impedance coupling is a modified 

form of resistance-capacitance cou-
pling in which inductances are used 

Fig. 38—Two-stage resistance-capacitance coupled circuit. 
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to replace the load resistors. This 
type of coupling is rarely used ex-
cept in special applications where 
supply voltages are low and cost is 
not a significant factor. 

Direct coupling is used primarily 
when cost is an important factor. 
(It should be noted that direct-
coupled amplifiers are not inherently 
de amplifiers, i.e., that they cannot 
always amplify de signals. Low-
frequency response is usually limited 
by other factors than the coupling 
network.) In the direct-coupled am-
plifier shown in Fig. 39, resistor 
R. serves as both the collector load 
resistor for the first stage and the 
bias resistor for the second stage. 
Resistors R, and 112 provide circuit 
stability similar to that of Fig. 32 
because the emitter voltage of tran-
sistor Q: and the collector voltage of 
transistor Q, are within a few tenths 
of a volt of each other. 

Fig. 39—Two-stage direct-coupled circuit. 

Because so few circuit parts are 
required in the direct-coupled ampli-
fier, maximum economy can be 
achieved. However, the number of 
stages which can be directly coupled 
is limited. Temperature variation of 
the bias current in one stage may be 
amplified by all the stages, and 
severe temperature instability may 
result. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY OPERATION 

At frequencies of 100 MHz or 
more, the effects of stray capaci-
tances and inductances, ground 
paths, and feedback coupling have 

a pronounced effect on the gain 
and power-output capabilities of 
transistors. As a result, physical as-
pects such as layout, type of chassis, 
shielding, and heat-sink considera-
tions are important in the design of 
high-frequency amplifiers and os-
cillators. 

General Considerations 
In general, high-frequency circuits 

are constructed on material such as 
brass or aluminum which is either 
silver-plated or machined to increase 
conductivity. The input and output 
circuits are "compartmentalized" by 
use of a milling operation. Copper-
clad laminated or printed circuit 
boards facilitate soldering opera-
tions, and have been used satisfac-
torily at frequencies up to 400 
MHz when the entire copper sur-
face was kept intact and used for 
the ground plane. 

Because even a short lead pro-
vides a large impedance at high fre-
quencies, it is necessary to keep all 
high-frequency leads as short as pos-
sible. This precaution is especially 
important for ground connections 
and for all connections to bypass ca-
pacitors and high-frequency filter 
capacitors. It is recommended that 
a common ground return be used for 
each stage, and that short, direct 
connections be made to the common 
ground point. The emitter lead es-
pecially should be kept as short as 
possible. 

In many cases, problems of oscil-
lation and regenerative feedback are 
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caused by unwanted ground currents 
(i.e., ground-circuit feedback cur-
rents). An effective solution is to 
isolate the ac signal path from the 
de path so that the signal does not 
pass through the power supply by 
way of the power leads. In a multi-
stage amplifier, the power leads 
should enter the circuit at the high-
est power stage to minimize the 
amount of signal on the common 
power path. Lower-frequency oscil-
lations can be minimized by use of 
a large capacitor across the power-
supply terminals. High-quality feed-
through capacitors should also be 
used as the power-lead connections. 

Particular care should be taken 
with the lead dress of the input and 
output circuits of high-frequency 
stages so that the possibility of stray 
coupling is minimized. Unshielded 
leads connected to shielded compo-
nents should be dressed close to the 
chassis. (In high-gain audio ampli-
fiers, these same precautions should 
be taken to minimize the possibility 
of self-oscillation.) 

Feedback effects may occur in ra-
dio or television receivers as a result 
of coupling between stages through 
common voltage-supply circuits. Fil-
ters find an important use in mini-
mizing such effects. They should be 
placed in voltage-supply leads to 
each transistor to provide isolation 
between stages. 

Capacitors used in transistor rf 
circuits, particularly at high frequen-
cies, should be mica or ceramic. For 
audio bypassing, electrolytic capaci-
tors are required. 

In high-frequency stages having 
high gain, undesired feedback may 
occur and produce harmful effects on 
circuit performance unless shielding 
is used. The output circuit of each 
stage is usually shielded from the 
input of the stage, and each high-
frequency stage is usually shielded 
from other high-frequency stages. It 
is also desirable to shield separately 
each unit of the high-frequency 
stages. For example, each if and rf 
coil in a superheterodyne receiver 

may be mounted in a separate shield 
can. Baffle plates may be mounted 
on the ganged tuning capacitor to 
shield each section of the capacitor 
from the other section. 
The shielding precautions required 

in a circuit depend on the design of 
the circuit and the layout of the 
parts. When the metal case of a 
transistor is grounded at the socket 
terminal, the grounding connection 
should be as short as possible to min-
imize lead inductance. Many transis-
tors have a separate lead connected 
to the case and used as a ground 
lead; where present, these leads are 
indicated in the outline diagrams. 

Transistor Requirements 

The important performance cri-
teria in rf power-amplifier circuits 
are power output, power gain, and 
efficiency. Transistors to be used 
for power amplification must deliver 
power efficiently with sufficient gain 
in the frequency range of inter-
est. 
Power Output—The power-output 

capability of a transistor is de-
termined by the current- and volt-
age-handling capabilities of the 
device in the frequency range of 
interest. The current-handling cap-
ability of the transistor is limited 
by its emitter periphery and the re-
sistivity of the epitaxial layer. The 
voltage-handling capability of the 
device is limited by the breakdown 
voltages which are, in turn, limited 
by the resistivity of the epitaxial 
layer and by the penetration of the 
junction. 

Fig. 40 shows a typical family of 
de collector characteristics with base 
current as a parameter. The highest 
breakdown voltage is that of the 
collector-to-base junction V(IR)C110; 
the lowest voltage is that of the 
collector-to-emitter junction with the 
base open VIMUCEO. Breakdown volt-
ages may vary anywhere between 
these two values depending on how 
the base is biased with respect to 
the emitter or on the resistance be-
tween the emitter and the base. The 
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COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER 

Fig. 40—Collector current as a 
of collector-to-emitter voltage 

typical rf transistor. 

VOLTAGE 

function 
for 

VA 

a 

static VCEO and VCBO values are re-
lated by the following equation: 

VCEO 
(1 ± hFE) 1" 

VCBO 

where lug is the static forward-
current transfer ratio and n is an 
empirical number that varies from 
2.5 to 4 for n-p-n silicon transistors. 
When rf input is applied, the break-
down voltage is substantially higher 
than the de or static value observed 
in the VCEO mode. Substitution of 
fE/f for hcE in the equation for 
VcE0 yields the following result: 

Vcao  
VcEo(rf) 

[(fT/f) + 111/^ 

where fE is the dynamic gain-band-
width product and f is the frequency 
of operation. This equation indi-
cates an increase in the breakdown 
characteristic from the Vcco value 
under de conditions to a value that 
approaches VCBO at operating fre-
quencies equal to or greater than 
fE. 
Another parameter which limits 

the power-handling capability of 
the transistor is the saturation volt-
age. The rf value of the saturation 
voltage VCE( SA T) is significantly 
greater than the de value because 
the active area is less at high fre-
quencies than at de. 

In general, all rf power transis-
tors have operating voltage restric-
tions, and only current-handling 
capability differentiates power tran-
sistors from small-signal units. At 
high current levels, the emitter cur-
rent of a transistor is concentrated 
at the emitter-base edge; therefore, 
transistor current-handling capabil-
ity can be increased by the use 
of emitter geometries which have 
high emitter-periphery-to-emitter-
area ratios and by the use of im-
proved methods of growing collector 
substrate material. Transistors in-
tended for large-signal applications 
should be designed so that the peak 
currents do not cause base widen-
ing, a condition that would limit the 
current-handling capability of the 
device. Base widening is severe in 
transistors in which the collector 
side of the collector-base junction 
has a lower carrier concentration 
and higher resistivity than the base 
side of the junction. However, the 
need for low-resistivity material in 
the collector to handle high currents 
without base widening severely 
limits the breakdown voltages. As 
a result, epitaxial layers of differ-
ent resistivity are often used for 
different operational voltages. 

Large-Signal Power Gain—The 
power gain of a transistor power 
amplifier is determined by the dy-
namic fE, the dynamic input imped-
ance, and the collector load imped-
ance; the collector load impedance 
depends on the required power out-
put and the collector voltage swing. 
The power gain, P.G., of a transis-
tor power amplifier may be ex-
pressed in many forms. The simplest 
one is as follows: 

(fE/f)2 RL 
P.G. 

4 R. (Zi.) 

where RL is the real part of the col-
lector parallel-equivalent-load im-
pedance determined by the required 
power output, and Z.. is the dynamic 
input impedance when the collector 
load impedance is ZL. 
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The equation for power gain 
shows that for high-gain operation 
large-signal or power transistors 
should have a high current gain 
which remains constant as the large-
signal current level is varied. In 
other words, transistors suitable for 
large-signal operation must provide 
current gain under large-current-
swing conditions. Constant current 
gain for varied current level can be 
achieved With shallow diffusion tech-
niques. 
The driamic input impedance of 

the transistor pellet varies consider-
ably under large-signal operation as 
compared to small-signal operation. 
The resistive part of the input im-
pedance is inversely proportional to 
the area of the transistor and, there-
fore, to the power output of the 
device. The package parasitic induct-
ance has a significant effect on the 
input impedance. A simple represen-
tation of a common-emitter equiv-
alent transistor input circuit at uhf 
and microwave frequences is shown 
in Fig. 41. The large-signal R1,, and 
L,,, are different from the small-
signal values; therefore, their exact 
quantitative analysis is difficult. The 

Fig. 4I—Equivalent input circuit of an 
11 power transistor. 

input impedance Z,„ can be expressed 
as follows: 

( (or ) 
Z = (r. + coTL.) + j oL. — — r. 

where = 27rfT, w = 2rf, and L. is 
the emitter parasitic inductance. 
The parasitic emitter inductance 

also has a significant effect on power 

gain, as indicated by the following 
relation: 

P.G. 
4 (rt, + cuTL.) 

(fT/f )2 RI, 

The effect of the emitter parasitic 
inductance is to reduce the power 
gain. 

Efficiency—Transistor efficiency is 
determined with the device operat-
ing under signal-bias conditions. The 
collector-to-base junction is reverse-
biased, and the emitter-to-base 
junction is forward-biased partially 
with the input drive signal. The col-
lector efficiency of a transistor rf 
amplifier is defined as the ratio of the 
rf power output at the frequency 
of interest to the de input power. 
Therefore, high efficiency implies 
that circuit loss is minimum and that 
the ratio of the transistor output, the 
parallel equivalent resistance, and 
its collector load resistance are maxi-
mum. Thus, the transistor parameter 
which limits the collector efficiency 
is output admittance. The output ad-
mittance of a transistor pellet con-
sists of two parts: an output ca-
pacitance C. and an equivalent 
parallel output resistance which ap-
proaches 1/or C. at microwave fre-
quencies under small-signal condi-
tions. In a common-emitter circuit, 
Cob is essentially the output capaci-
tance because the impedance level 
at the base is low relative to the 
impedance level at the transistor 
output. The output capacitance rep-
resents effectively the transistor 
junction capacitance in series with 
a resistance. If the collector re-
sistivity is increased, the effective 
output capacitance and the collector-
base breakdown voltage are both 
increased. In a power transistor, 
variations in junction and epitaxial 
thickness cause variations in Cob 
with VcB, as shown in Fig. 42. Thus, 
the dynamic output capacitance is 
a function of voltage swing and 
power level. It can be shown that 
the average C. under maximum volt-
age swing is equal to 2C.b, where 
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Cob is measured at the voltage value 
of Vc8. For a first approximation, 
the large-signal output resistance 
can be assumed to be inversely pro-
portional to Cob. Because the ratio 
of the transistor output resistance 
to its collector load resistance de-
termines the collector efficiency, a 
transistor with high output resist-
ance and, therefore, low Cob is es-
sential. 

Vcb' V cc ±Vm Sin W? 

V, -110. 

Vcb 

• 
wt 

Fig. 42—Collector-to-base capacitance as 
a function of collector-to-base voltage for 

a typical rf power transistor. 

Another transistor parameter that 
affects the efficiency of the device 
is the dissipation capability. The 
maximum power that can be dissi-
pated before thermal runway oc-
curs depends on how well internal 
transistor heat is removed. The 
amount of heat removed by con-
duction is an inverse function of 
the thermal resistance. The total 
thermal resistance is equal to the 
sum of several thermal drops in 
series: from the collector junction 
to the back of the pellet, at the 
pellet-solder interface, at the solder 
connection to the case, from the 
case to the heat sink, and from the 
heat sink to the atmosphere or am-
bient. These drops are usually di-
vided into two major groups, 
junction-to-case thermal resistance 
0.1_c and case-to-ambient thermal 
resistance ec,.. Generally, power 
transistors are designed for mini-

mum junction-to-case thermal re-
sistance. The thermal resistance 0, 
expressed in degrees C per watt of 
dissipation, may be calculated for 
the various sections of total heat-
flow path as follows: 

= L/KA 

where L is the distance that the 
heat travels in inches, A is the area 
of the path in square inches, and K 
is the material constant in W/ °C-
inches. K is equal to 2.12 for silicon, 
5.2 for beryllium oxide, 9.7 for cop-
per, and 3.1 for aluminum. For a 
given length and width, the thermal 
resistance can thus be calculated for 
most geometries. It has been com-
mon practice to characterize the 
transistor heat dissipation by the 
average device thermal resistance. 
The average junction-to-ambient 
thermal resistance 0,-, of a device 
can be expressed as follows: 

(Ti — To) 
01-A —  0.1-c+ O.•-s (°C/W) 

One of the problems in power 
dissipation is that of complete 
mounting of the pellet so that there 
is no discontinuity in the bond be-
tween pellet and mounting. Consid-
erable care must be used in selection 
of the mounting system. At present, 
microwave power transistors are 
mounted with gold-silicon mounting 
systems. It should be pointed out 
that the dissipation of a microwave 
power transistor is .considerably 
higher under rf operation than under 
dc operation. The junction tempera-
ture at radio frequencies is more a 
function of the average device dis-
sipation than of the peak dissipa-
tion. The dissipation of a microwave 
power transistor is also a function 
of the thermal time constant. 

SWITCHING 

Transistor switching applications 
are usually characterized by large-
signal nonlinear operation of the 
devices. The switching transistor is 
generally required to operate in 
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either of two states: on or off. In 
transistor switching circuits, the 
common-emitter configuration is by 
far the most widely used. 

Typical output characteristics for 
an n-p-n transistor in the common-
emitter configuration are shown in 
Fig. 43. These characteristics are 
divided into three regions of opera-
tion, i.e., cutoff region, active region, 
and saturation region. 
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Fig. 43—Typical collector characteristic of 
an n-p-n transistor showing three princi-

pal regions involved in switching. 

In the cutoff region, both the 
emitter-base and collector-base junc-
tions are reverse-biased. Under 
these conditions, the collector cur-
rent is very small, and is comparable 
in magnitude to the leakage current 
¡CEO, ¡Car, or IGB0, depending on the 
type of base-emitter biasing used. 

Fig. 44 is a sketch of the minority-
carrier concentration in an n-p-n 
transistor. For the cutoff condition, 
the concentration is zero at both 
junctions because both junctions are 
reverse-biased, as shown by curve 
1 in Fig. 44. 

In the active region, the emitter-
base junction is forward-biased and 
the collector-base junction is reverse-
biased. Switching from the cutoff 
region to the active region is ac-
complished along a load line, as 
indicated in Fig. 43. The speed of 
transition through the active region 
is a function of the frequency-re-
sponse characteristics of the device. 
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Fig. 44—Minority-carrier concentrations 
in an n-p-n transistor: (1) in cutoff re-
gion, (2) in active region at edge of satu-

ration region, (3) in saturation region. 

The minority-carrier concentration 
for the active region is shown by 
curve 2 in Fig. 44. 
The remaining region of opera-

tion is the saturation region. In this 
region, the emitter-base and collec-
tor-base junctions are both forward-
biased. Because the forward voltage 
drop across the emitter-base junction 
under this condition [VBE(sat)] is 
greater than that across the collec-
tor-base junction, there is a net 
collector-to-emitter voltage referred 
to as WE(sat). It is evident that any 
series-resistance effects of the emit-
ter and collector also enter into de-
termining VcE( sat). Because the 
collector is now forward-biased, ad-
ditional carriers are injected into 
the base, and some into the collector. 
This minority-carrier concentration 
is shown by curve 3 in Fig. 44. 
A basic saturated-transistor 

switching circuit is shown in Fig. 
45. The voltage and current wave-
forms for this circuit under typical 

To 

+Vg 

Fig. 45—Basic saturated transistor switch-
ing circuit. 
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base-drive conditions are shown in 
Fig. 46. Prior to the application of 
the positive-going input pulse, the 
emitter-base junction is reverse-
biased by a voltage —VBE(off) = 
VBB. Because the transistor is in the 
cutoff region, the base current IB is 
the reverse leakage current IBEr, 
which is negligible compared with 
Ini, and the collector current Ic is 
the reverse leakage current ICES', 

which is negligible compared with 
Vcc/Rc. When the positive-going 
input pulse V. is applied, the base 
current IB immediately goes positive. 
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90% 
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CURRENT 

'co 10% 10% 

+VCC 141, 

COLLECTOR-TO - 
EMITTER 
VOLTAGE 
VGE 

o  
Fig. 46—Voltage and current waveforms 
for saturated switching circuit shown in 

Fig. 45. 

The collector current, however, does 
not begin to increase until some 
time later. This delay in the flow 
of collector current (t.) results be-
cause the emitter and collector 
capacitances do not allow the emit-
ter-base junction to become forward-
biased instantaneously. These ca-
pacitances must be charged from 
their original negative potential 
[—VBE(off)] to a forward bias suf-
ficient to cause the transistor to 
conduct appreciably. After the 
emitter-base junction is sufficiently 
forward-biased, there is an addi-
tional delay caused by the time re-
quired for minority carriers which 
are injected into the base to diffuse 
across the base and be collected at 
the collector. This delay is usually 
negligible compared with the delay 

 1181 

Po% 

 / ICE Csot) 

introduced by the capacitive com-
ponent. The collector and emitter ca-
pacitances vary with the collector-
base and emitter-base junction volt-
ages, and increase as the voltage 
VBE goes positive. An accurate de-
termination of total delay time, 
therefore, requires knowledge of the 
nonlinear characteristics of these 
capacitances. 
When the collector current Ic be-

gins to increase, the transistor has 
made the transition from, the cutoff 
region into the active region. The 
collector current takes a finite time 
to reach its final value. This time, 
called rise time (ti), is determined 
by the gain-bandwidth product (fT), 
the collector-to-emitter capacitance 
(Cc), and the static forward current-
transfer ratio (hcE) of the transis-
tor. At high collector currents and/ 
or low collector voltages, the effect 
of this capacitance on rise time is 
negligible, and the rise time of col-
lector current is inversely propor-
tional to tr. At low currents and/or 
high voltages, the effect of gain-
bandwidth product is negligible, and 
the rise time of collector current is 
directly proportional to the product 
RcCc. At intermediate currents and 
voltages, the rise time is propor-
tional to the sum (1/2 z-fT) RcCc. 
Under any of the above conditions, 
the collector current responds ex-
ponentially to a step of base current. 
If a turn-on base current (IRO is 
applied to the device, and the product 
IBIFE is less than Vcc/Rc, the 
collector current rises exponentially 
until it reaches the steady-state 
value Lave. If lac': is greater than 
Vcc/Rc, the collector current rises 
toward the value Lam The tran-
sistor becomes saturated when Ic 
reaches the value Ics Vcc/Rc). 
At this point, Ic is effectively 
clamped at the value Vcc/Rc. 
The rise time, therefore, depends 

on an exponential function of the 
ratio Ic./IB, : hcE. Because the values 
of FIFE, fr, and Cc are not constant, 
but vary with collector voltage and 
current as the transistor is switch-
ing, the rise time as well as the 
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delay time is dependent on nonlinear 
transistor characteristics. 
After the collector current of the 

transistor has reached a steady-state 
value Ics, the minority-charge dis-
tribution is that shown by curve 3 
in Fig. 44. When the transistor is 
turned off by returning the input 
pulse to zero, the collector current 
does not change immediately. This 
delay is caused by the excess charge 
in the base and collector regions, 
which tends to maintain the collec-
tor current at the les value until 
this charge decays to an amount 
equal to that in the active region 
at the edge of saturation (curve 2 
in Fig 44). The time required for 
this charge to decay is called the 
storage time (t.). The rate of charge 
decay is determined by the minority-
carrier lifetime in the base and col-
lector regions, on the amount of 
reverse "turn-off" base current (Ls), 
and on the overdrive "turn-on" cur-
rent (Is,) which determined how 
deeply the Itransistor was driven 
into saturation. (In non-saturated 
switching, there is no excess charge 
in the base region, so that storage 
time is negligible.) 
When the stored charge (Qs) has 

decayed to the point where it is 
equal to that at the edge of satura-
tion, the transistor again enters the 
active region and the collector cur-
rent begins to decrease. This fall-
time portion of the collector-current 
characteristic is similar to the rise-
time portion because the transistor 
is again in the active region. The 
fall time, however, depends on Iss, 
whereas the rise time was dependent 
on Ist. Fall time, like rise time, also 
depends on fr and Cc. 
The approximate values of Lily 

102, and les for the circuit shown in 
Fig. 45 are given by: 

'Bi = 
RB 

VDB VsE(sat)  
152 = 

RE 

Vcc — VcE(sat)  

VG — VD D Vim (sat) 

Ics = 
Rc 

Switching Characteristics 

The electrical characteristics for 
a switching transistor, in general, 
differ from that for a linear-ampli-
fier type of transistor in several 
respects. The static forward current-
transfer ratio hFE and the saturation 
voltages VcE (sat) and VBE ( sat) are 
of fundamental importance in a 
switching transistor. The static for-
ward current-transfer ratio deter-
mines the maximum amount of 
current amplification that can be 
achieved in any given circuit, satu-
rated or non-saturated. The satura-
tion voltages are necessary for the 
proper dc design of saturated cir-
cuits. Consequently, hFE is always 
specified for a switching transistor, 
generally at two or more values of 
collector current. VcE(sat) and 
VEE(sat) are specified at one or 
more current levels for saturated 
transistor applications. Control of 
these three characteristics deter-
mines the performance of a given 
transistor type over a broad range 
of operating conditions. For non-
saturated applications, VcE(sat) and 
VEE(sat) need not be specified. For 
such applications, it is important to 
specify VBE at specific values of col-
lector current and collector-to-emit-
ter voltage in the active region. 

Because the collector and emitter 
capacitances and the gain-bandwidth 
product influence switching time, 
these characteristics are specified for 
most switching transistors. The col-
lector-base and emitter-base junction 
capacitances are usually measured 
at some value of reverse bias and 
are designated Cob and Cis, respec-
tively. The gain-bandwidth product 
(fF) of the transistor is the fre-
quency at which the small-signal 
forward current-transfer ratio (hr.) 
is unity. Because this characteristic 
falls off at 6 dB per octave above 
the corner frequency, fi is usually 
controlled by specifying the hr. at 
a fixed frequency anywhere from 
1/2 to 1/10 fF. Because Cob, C15, 
and fr vary nonlinearly over the 
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operating range, these characteris-
tics are generally more useful as 
figures of merit than as controls for 
determining switching speeds. When 
the switching speeds in a particular 
application are of major importance, 
it is preferable to specify the re-
quired switching speeds in the de-
sired switching circuit rather than 
Cob, C1., and fr. 
The storage time (t.) of a tran-

sistor is dependent on the stored 
charge (QB) and on the driving cur-
rent employed to switch the tran-
sistor between cutoff and saturation. 
Consequently, either the stored 
charge or the storage time under 
heavy overdrive conditions should 
be specified. Most recent transistor 
specifications require that storage 
time be specified. 
Because of the dependence of the 

switching times on current and volt-
age levels, these times are deter-
mined by the voltages and currents 
employed in circuit operation. 

Dissipation, Current, and 
Voltage Ratings 

Up to this point, no mention has 
been made of dissipation, current, 
and voltage ratings for a switching 
transistor. The maximum continuous 
ratings for dissipation and current 
are determined in the same manner 
as for any other transistor. In a 
switching application, however, the 
peak dissipation and current may be 
permitted to exceed these continuous 
ratings depending on the pulse dura-
tion, on the duty factor, and on the 
thermal time constant of the tran-
sistor. 
Voltage ratings for switching 

transistors are more complicated. 
In the basic switching circuit shown 
in Fig. 45, three breakdown voltages 
must be considered. When the tran-
sistor is turned off, the emitter-base 
junction is reverse-biased by the 
voltage VBE(off), (i.e., WO, the 
collector-base junction by We ± 
VBB, and the emitter-to-collector 
junction by ± We. To assure that 
none of the voltage ratings for the 

transistor is exceeded under "off" 
conditions, the following require-
ments must be met: 
The minimum emitter-to-base 

breakdown voltage V(BIDEBO must be 
greater than VBE (off ). 
The minimum collector-to-base 

breakdown voltage V(Bleem, must be 
greater than We ± VBE(off). 
The minimum collector-to-emitter 

breakdown voltage V(BR)CERL must be 
greater than VCC. 

V(BR)EBo and V(811)CRo are always 
specified for a switching transistor. 
The collector-to-emitter breakdown 
voltage Valium) is usually specified 
under open-base conditions. The 
breakdown voltage BVCERI. (the sub-
script "RL" indicates a resistive 
load in the collector circuit) is gen-
erally higher than V(BR)CEO. The re-
quirement that V(BRICE0 be greater 
than We is overly pessimistic. The 
requirement that V(BRICERI. be greater 
than We should be used wherever 
applicable. 

Coupled with the breakdown volt-
ages are the collector-to-emitter and 
base-to-emitter transistor leakage 
currents. These leakage currents 
(leer and IBEv) are particularly im-
portant considerations at high oper-
ating temperatures. The subscript 
"V" in these symbols indicates that 
these leakage currents are specified 
at a given emitter-to-base voltage 
(either forward or reverse). In the 
basic circuit of Fig. 41, these cur-
rents are determined by the follow-
ing conditions: 

ICEV VCE = VCC 
'BEd VBE = VBE (Off = — VBB 

In a switching transistor, these leak-
age currents are usually controlled 
not only at room temperature, but 
also at some higher operating tem-
perature near the upper operational 
limit of the transistor. 

Inductive Switching 

Most inductive switching circuits 
can be represented by the basic 
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 47. 
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This type of circuit requires a rapid 
transfer of energy from the switched 
inductance to the switching mechan-

TRANSISTOR 
UNDER TEST 

Fig. 47—Basic equivalent circuit for in-
ductive switching circuit. 

ism, which may be a relay, a tran-
sistor, a commutating diode, or 
some other device. Often an accurate 
calculation of the energy to be dis-
sipated in the switching device is 
required, particularly if that device 
is a transistor. If the supply voltage 
is low compared to the sustaining 
breakdown voltage of the transistor 
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Fig. 48—Typical reverse-bias second-
breakdown (Ede) rating curves. 

and if the series resistance of the in-
ductor can be ignored, then the en-
ergy to be dissipated is 1,4 LP. This 
type of rating for a transistor is 
called "reverse-bias second break-
down." The energy capability of a 
transistor varies with the load in-
ductance and base-emitter reverse 
bias. A typical set of ratings which 
now appears in RCA published data 
is shown on Fig. 48. 

SAFE-OPERATING-AREA 
RATINGS 

During normal circuit operation, 
power transistors are often required 
to sustain high current and high 
voltage simultaneously. The capa-
bility of a transistor to withstand 
such conditions is normally shown 
by use of a safe-operating-area 
rating curve. This type of rating 
curve defines, for both steady-state 
and pulsed operation, the voltage-
current boundaries that result from 
the combined limitations imposed by 
voltage and current ratings, the 
maximum allowable dissipation, and 
the second-breakdown (Lib) capa-
bilities of the transistor. 

If the safe operating area of a 
power transistor is limited within 
any portion of the voltage-current 
characteristics by thermal factors 
(thermal impedance, maximum junc-
tion temperatures, or operating case 
temperature), this limiting is defined 
by a constant-power hyperbola 
(I = KV-') which can be represented 
on the log-log voltage-current curve 
by a straight line that has a slope 
of —1. 
The energy level at which second 

breakdown occurs in a power tran-
sistor increases as the time duration 
of the applied voltage and current 
decreases. The power-handling capa-
bility of the transistor also increases 
with a decrease in pulse duration 
because the thermal mass of the 
power-transistor chip and associated 
mounting hardware imparts an in-
herent thermal delay to a rise in 
junction temperature. 
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Fig. 49 shows a forward-bias 
safe-area rating chart for a typical 
silicon power transistor, the RCA-
2N3585. The boundaries defined by 
the curves in the safe-area chart 
indicate, for both continuous-wave 
and nonrepetitive-pulse operation, 
the maximum current ratings, the 
maximum collector-to-emitter for-
ward-bias avalanche breakdown-
voltage rating [VaM = 1, which is 
usually approximated by VCEO (SUS) ], 
and the thermal and second-break-
down ratings of the transistors. 
As shown in Fig. 49, the thermal 

(dissipation) limiting of the 2N3585 
ceases when the collector-to-emitter 
voltage rises above 100 volts during 
de operation. Beyond this point, the 
safe operating area of the transis-
tor is limited by the second-break-
down ratings. During pulsed opera-
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Fig. 49—Safe-area rating chart for the 
2N3585 silicon power transistor. 

tion, the thermal limiting extends 
to higher values of collector-to-
emitter voltage before the second-
breakdown region is reached, and 
as the pulse duration decreases, 
the thermal-limited region increases. 

If a transistor is to be operated 
at a pulse duration that differs from 
those shown on the safe-area chart, 
the boundaries provided by the safe-
area curve for the next higher pulse 
duration must be used, or the tran-
sistor manufacturer should be con-
sulted. Moreover, as indicated in 
Fig. 49, safe-area ratings are norm-
ally given for single nonrepetitive 
pulse operation at a case tempera-
ture of 25°C and must be derated 
for operation at higher case tem-
peratures and under repetitive-pulse 
or continuous-wave conditions. 

Fig. 50 shows temperature derat-
ing curves for the 2N3585 safe-area 
chart of Fig. 49. These curves show 
that thermal ratings are affected 
far more by increases in case tem-
perature than are second-breakdown 
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Fig. 50—Safe-area temperature-derating 
curves for the 2N3585 silicon power 

transistor. 

ratings. The thermal (dissipation-
limited) derating curve decreases 
linearly to zero at the maximum 
junction temperature of the tran-
sistor [T(max) = 200°C]. The sec-
ond-breakdown (h/b-limited) tem-
perature derating curve, however, 
is less severe because the increase 
in the formation of the high current 
concentrations that cause second 
breakdown is less than the increase 
in dissipation factors as the tem-
perature increases. 
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Because te thermal and second-
breakdown deratings are different, 
it may be necessary to use both 
curves to determine the proper de-
rating factor for a voltage-current 
point that Óccurs near the break-
point of the thermal-limited and 
second-breakdown-limited regions on 
the safe-area curve. For this condi-
tion, a derating factor is read from 
each derating curve. For one of 
the readings, however, either the 
thermal-limited section of the safe-
area curve must be extrapolated 
upward in voltage or the second-
breakdown-limited section must be 
extrapolated downward in voltage, 
depending upon which side of the 
voltage breakpoint the voltage-
current point is located. The smaller 
of the collector-current values ob-
tained from the thermal and second-
breakdown deratings must be used 
as the safe rating. 
For pulsed operation, the derating 

factor shown in Fig. 50 must be ap-
plied to the appropriate curve on 
the safe-area rating chart. For the 
derating, the effective case tempera-
ture Te(eff) ' may be approximated 
by the average junction temperature 
Tj(av). The average junction tem-
perature is determined as follows: 

Ti(av) = Tc + PAv (ei-c) 

This approach results in a conserva-
tive rating for the pulsed capability 
of the transistor. A more accurate 
determination can be made by com-
putation of actual instantaneous 
junction temperatures. (For more 
detailed information on safe-area 
ratings and temperature derating 
the reader should refer to the RCA 
Power Circults Manual, Technical 
Series SP-51, 1 pp. 94 to 105.) 

HANDLING CONSIDERATIONS 

The generation of static charge in 
dry weather is harmful to all tran-
sistors, and can cause permanent 
damage or catastrophic failure in 

the case of high-speed devices. The 
most obvious precaution against such 
damage is humidity control in stor-
age and operating areas. In addi-
tion, it is desirable that transistors 
be stored and transported in metal 
trays rather than in polystyrene 
foam "snow". During testing and 
installation, both the equipment and 
the operator should be grounded, 
and all power should be turned off 
when the device is inserted into the 
socket. Grounded plates may also 
be used for stockpiling of transis-
tors prior to or after testing, or for 
use in testing ovens or on operating 
life racks. Further protection against 
static charges can be provided by 
use of partially conducting floor 
planes and non-insulating footwear 
for all personnel. 

Environmental temperature also 
affects performance. Variations of as 
little as 5 per cent can cause changes 
of as much as 50 per cent in the 
saturation current of a transistor. 
Some test operators can cause 
marked changes in measurements of 
saturation current because the heat 
of their hands affects the transistors 
they work on. Precautions against 
temperature effects include air-
conditioning systems, use of finger 
cots in handling of transistors (or 
use of pliers or "plug-in boards" to 
eliminate handling), and accurate 
monitoring and control of tempera-
ture near the devices. Prior to test-
ing, it is also desirable to allow 
sufficient time (about 5 minutes) for 
a transistor to stabilize if it has been 
subjected to temperature much 
higher or lower than normal room 
temperature (25°C). 

Although transient rf fields are 
not usually of sufficient magnitude 
to cause permanent damage to tran-
sistors, they can interfere with ac-
curate measurement of characteris-
tics at very low signal levels or at 
high frequencies. For this reason, 
it is desirable to check for such 
radiation periodically and to elimi-
nate its causes. In addition, sensitive 
measurements should be made in 
shielded screen rooms if possible. 
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Care must also be taken to avoid 
the exposure of transistors to other 
ac or magnetic fields. 
Many transistor characteristics are 

sensitive to variations in tempera-
ture, and may change enough at high 
operating temperatures to affect cir-
cuit performance. Fig. 51 illustrates 
the effect of increasing temperature 
on the common-emitter forward cur-

rent-transfer ratio (beta), the dc 
collector-cutoff current, and the in-
put and output impedances. To avoid 
undesired changes in circuit opera-
tion, it is recommended that tran-
sistors be located away from heat 
sources in equipment, and also that 
provisions be made for adequate heat 
dissipation and, if necessary, for 
temperature compensation. 
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Fig. 5I—Variation of transistor character-
istics with temperature. 
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MOS Field-Effect 

Transistors 

VIELD-EFFECT transistors rep-
I: resent a unique and important 
category of electronic components. 
These devices combine many of the 
desirable characteristics of electron 
tubes with small size, low power 
consumption, mechanical rugged-
ness, and other advantages inherent 
in solid-state devices. For example, 
these devices can provide a square-
law transfer characteristic that is 
especially desirable for amplification 
of multiple signals in rf amplifiers 
that are required to exhibit excep-
tionally low cross-modulation effects. 

In this section, the basic opera-
tion and structure of the various 
types of field-effect transistors are 
briefly described and compared. The 
main emphasis, however, is placed 
on metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistors, which are becbm-
ing increasily popular in electronic-
circuit applications, particularly in 
receiver rf-amplifier and mixer cir-
cuits. The fabrication, electrical 
characteristics, biasing, and basic 
circuit configurations of these de-
vices are discussed, and the integral 
gate-protection system developed for 
dual-gate types is explained. 

TYPES OF 
FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

Field-effect transistors (FET's) 
derive their name from the fact that 
current flow in them is controlled 

by variation of an electric field es-
tablished by application of a voltage 
to a control electrode referred to as 
the gate. In contrast, current flow 
in bipolar transistors is controlled 
by variation of the current injected 
into the base terminal. Moreover, 
the performance of bipolar transis-
tors depends on the interaction of 
two types of charge carriers (holes 
and electrons). Field-effect transis-
tors, however, are unipolar devices; 
as a result, their operation is basic-
ally a function of only one type 
of charge carrier, holes in p-
channel devices and electrons in n-
channel devices. 
A charge-control concept can be 

used to explain the basic operation 
of field-effect transistors. A charge 
on the gate (control electrode) in-
duces an equal, but opposite, charge 
in a semiconductor layer, referred 
to as the channel, located directly 
beneath the gate. The charge in-
duced in the channel controls the 
conduction of current through the 
channel and, therefore, between the 
source and drain terminals which 
are connected to opposite ends of the 
channel. 

Discrete-device field-effect tran-
sistors are classified, on the basis of 
their control-gate construction, as 
either junction-gate types or metal-
oxide-semiconductor types. Although 
both types operate on the basic prin-
ciple that current conduction is con-
trolled by variation of an electric 
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field, the significant difference in 
their gate construction results in 
unique characteristics and advan-
tages for each type. 

Junction-Gate Types 

Junction-gate field-effect transis-
tors, which are commonly referred to 
as JFET's or, in popular parlance, 
as JUG-FET's, may be either n-
channel or p-channel devices. Fig. 52 
shows the structure of an n-channel 
junction-gate field-effect transistor, 
together with the schematic symbols 
for both n-channel and p-channel 
versions of these devices. The struc-
ture for a p-channel device is iden-
tical to that of an n-channel device 
with the exception that n- and p-
type semiconductor materials are 
replaced by p- and n-type materials, 
respectively. 

In both types of junction-gate 
devices, a thin channel under the 
gate provides a conductive path be-
tween the source and drain termi-
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Fig. 52—Junction-gate field-effect transis-
tor (JFET): (a) side-view cross section of 
an n-channel device; (b) schematic symbols 

for n- and p-channel devices. 

nals with zero gate-bias voltage. 
A p-n junction is formed at the 
interface of the gate and the 
source-to-drain layer. When this 
junction is reverse-biased, current 
conduction in the channel between 
the source and drain terminals is 
controlled by the magnitude of re-
verse-bias voltage, which if sufficient 
can virtually cut off the flow of cur-
rent through the channel. If the 
junction becomes forward-biased, 
the input resistance (i.e., resistance 
between the gate and the source-
to-drain layer) decreases sharply, 
and an appreciable amount of gate 
current flows. Under such condi-
tions, the gate loading reduces the 
amplitude of the input signal, and 
a significant reduction in power gain 
results. This characteristic is a 
major disadvantage of junction-gate 
field-effect transistors. Another un-
desirable feature of these devices 
is that the leakage currents across 
the reverse-biased p-n junction can 
vary markedly with changes in am-
bient temperature. This latter fac-
tor tends to complicate circuit de-
sign considerations. Nonetheless, the 
junction-gate field-effect transistor 
is a very useful device in many 
small-signal-amplifier and chopper 
applications. 

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 
Types 

Figs. 53 and 54 show the struc-
tures and schematic symbols for both 
enhancement and depletion types 
of metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistors (MOS/FET'S). In 
these devices, the metallic gate is 
electrically insulated from the semi-
conductor surface by a thin layer of 
silicon dioxide. These devices, which 
are commonly referred to as MOS 
field-effect transistors or, more sim-
ply, as MOS transistors, derive their 
name from the tri-layer construction 
of metal, oxide, and semiconductor 
material. Another name sometimes 
used for them is IGFET, which is an 
acronym for insulated-gate field-
effect transistor. Insulation of the 
gate from the remainder of the 
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Fig. 53—Enhancement-type metal-oxide-
semiconducto field-effect transistor (MOS/ 
PET): (a) si 41e-view cross section of an 
n-channel de ice; (6) schematic symbols 

of n- 4nd p-channel devices. 

transistor tructure results in an 
exceedingly high input resistance 
(i.e., in the order of 10'4 ohms). It 
should be realized that the metal 
gate and the semiconductor channel 
form a capacitor in which the oxide 
layer serves as the dielectric insu-
lator. 

The marked differences in the 
construction of enhancement and de-
pletion types of MOS field-effect 
transistors, as is apparent from a 
comparison of Figs. 53(a) and 
54(a), results in significant differ-
ences in the characteristics of these 
devices and, therefore, in the appli-
cations in which they are normally 
employed. (The differences in the 
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Fig. 54—Depletion-type metal-oxide-semi-
conductor field-effect transistor (MOS/ 
FET): (a) side-view cross section of an 
n-channel device; (6) schematic symbols 

for n- and p-channel devices. 
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characteristics of the two types of 
MOS transistors are discussed sub-
sequently in the section on Electri-
cal Characteristics.) 

Enhancement-Type Devices—As 
indicated by the interruptions in the 
channel line of the schematic sym-
bols shown in Fig 53(b), enhance-
ment-type MOS field-effect transis-
tors are characterized by the fact 
that they have a "normally open" 
channel so that no useful channel 
conductivity exists for either zero 
or reverse gate bias. Consequently, 
this type of device is ideal for use in 
digital and switching applications. 
The gate of the enhancement type 
of MOS field-effect transistor must 
be forward-biased with respect to 
the source to produce the active 
charge carriers in the channel re-
quired for conduction. When suffi-
cient forward-bias (positive) volt-
age is applied to the gate of an 
n-channel device, the region under 
the gate changes from p-type to n-
type and provides a conduction path 
between the n-type source and drain 
regions. Similarly, in p-channel de-
vices, application of sufficient nega-
tive gate voltage draws holes into 
the region below the gate so that 
this channel region changes from 
n-type to p-type to provide a source-
to-drain conduction path. 
The technology for enhancement-

type MOS field-effect transistors is 
making its greatest impact in the 
fabrication of integrated circuits for 
digital applications, particularly in 
large-scale-integration (LSI) cir-
cuits. 

Depletion-Type Devices—Deple-
tion-type MOS field-effect transis-
tors are characterized by the fact 
that, with zero gate bias, the thin 
channel under the gate region pro-
vides a conductive path between the 
source and drain terminals. In the 
schematic symbols for these devices, 
shown in Fig. 54(b), the channel line 
is drawn continuous to indicate this 
"normally on" condition. When the 
gate is reverse-biased (negative 
with respect to the source for n-

channel devices, or positive with re-
spect to the source for p-channel 
devices), the channel can be depleted 
of charge carriers; conduction in the 
channel, therefore, can be cut off if 
the gate potential is sufficiently 
high. 
A unique characteristic of deple-

tion-type MOS transistors is that 
additional charge carriers can be 
produced in the channel and, there-
fore, conduction in the channel can 
be increased by application of for-
ward bias to the gate. No reduction 
in power gain occurs under these 
conditions, as is the case in junction-
gate field-effect transistors, because 
the oxide insulation between the 
gate and the source-to-drain layer 
blocks the flow of gate current even 
when the gate is forward-biased. 
The diagram shown in Fig. 54(a) 

illustrates the structure of a single-
gate depletion-type MOS field-effect 
transistor. Depletion-type MOS field-
effect transistors that have two in-
dependent insulated gate electrodes 
are also available. These devices of-
fer unique advantages and repre-
sent the most important category of 
MOS field-effect transistors. 

Fig. 55(a) shows a cross-sectional 
diagram of an n-channel depletion-
type dual-gate MOS field-effect tran-
sistor. The transistor includes three 
terminating (n-diffused) regions con-
nected by two conductive channels, 
each of which is controlled by its 
own independent gate terminal. For 
convenience of explanation, the tran-
sistor is shown divided into two 
units. Unit No. 1 consists of the 
source, gate No. 1, channel No. 1, 
and the central n-region which func-
tions as drain No. 1. These elements 
act as a conventional single-gate 
depletion-type MOS field-effect tran-
sistor for which unit No. 2 functions 
as a load resistor. Unit No. 2 con-
sists of the central n-region, which 
functions as source No. 2, gate No. 
2, channel No. 2, and the drain. This 
unit may also be used as an inde-
pendent single-gate transistor for 
which unit No. 1 acts as a source 
resistor. Fig. 55(b) shows the sche-
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Fig. 55—Dual-gate n-channel depletion-
type metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect 
transistor (MOS/FET): (a) side-view cross 

section; (b) schematic symbol. 

matie symbol for an n-channel dual-
gate MOS field-effect transistor. 

Equivalent-circuit representations 
of the two units in a dual-gate MOS 
transistor are shown in Fig. 56. 

UNIT NO.2 

UNIT NO. I 

Fig. 56—Equivalent-circuit representation 
of the two units in a dual-gate MOS 

field-effect transistor. 

Current can be cut off if either gate 
is sufficiently reverse-biased with 
respect to the source. When one gate 
is biased to cutoff, a change in the 
voltage on the other gate is equiva-
lent to a change in the value of a 
resistor in series with a cut-off 
transistor. 
The dual-gate MOS field-effect 

transistor is analogous to a multi-
grid electron tube in its versatility 
for circuit applications. The inde-
pendent pair of gates makes this 
device attractive for use in rf ampli-
fiers, gain-controlled amplifiers, mix-
ers, and demodulators. In a gain-
controlled amplifier, the signal is 
applied to gate No. 1, and the gain-
control voltage is applied to gate No. 
2. This arrangement is recommended 
because the forward transconduct-
ance obtained with gate No. 1 is 
higher than that obtained with gate 
No. 2. Moreover, unit No. 2 is very 
effective for isolation of the drain 
and gate No. 1. This unit provides 
sufficient isolation so that the dual-
gate devices can be operated at fre-
quencies into the uhf range without 
the need for neutralization. Ex-
amples of the use of dual-gate 
MOS field-effect transistors in cir-
cuit applications are shown in the 
Circuits section of this Manual. 
A gate-protection system which 

can be incorporated as an integral 
part of the transistor structure has 
been developed for dual-gate MOS 
transistors. In devices that include 
this system, a set of back-to-back 
diodes is diffused directly into the 
semiconductor pellet and connected 
between each insulated gate and the 
source. (The low junction capaci-
tance of the small diodes represents 
a relatively insignificant addition to 
the total capacitance that shunts the 
gate.) Fig. 57 shows a cross-sectional 
diagram and the schematic symbol 
for an n-channel dual-gate-protected 
depletion-type MOS field-effect tran-
sistor. 
The back-to-back diodes do not 

conduct unless the gate-to-source 
voltage exceeds ± 10 volts typically. 
The transistor, therefore, can handle 
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Fig. 57—Dual-gate-protected n-channel depletion-type MOS field-effect transistor: (a) side-
view cross section; (b) schematic symbol. 

a very wide dynamic signal swing 
without significant conductive shunt-
ing effects by the diodes (leakage 
through the "nonconductive" diodes 
is very low). If the potential on 
either gate exceeds + 10 volts typi-
cally, the upper diode [shown in Fig. 
57(b)] of the pair associated with 
that particular gate becomes con-
ductive in the forward direction and 
the lower diode breaks down in the 
backward (zener) direction. In this 
way, the back-to-back diode pair 
provides a path to shunt excessive 
positive charge from the gate to the 
source. Similarly, if the potential on 
either gate exceeds —10 volts typi-
cally, the lower diode becomes con-
ductive in the forward direction and 
the upper diode breaks down in the 
reverse direction to provide a shunt 
path for excessive negative charge 
from the gate to the source. (The 
diode gate-protection technique is 

described in more detail in the fol-
lowing section on Integral Gate 
Protection). 

Dual-gate-protected MOS transis-
tors can be connected so that func-
tionally they are directly equivalent 
to a single-gate type with gate pro-
tection. This method of connection is 
shown in Fig. 58. 

INTEGRAL GATE PROTECTION 

The advent of an integral sys-
tem of gate-protection in MOS field-
effect transistors has resulted in a 
class of solid-state devices that ex-
hibits ruggedness on a par with 
other solid-state devices that pro-
vide comparable performance. The 
gate-protection system mentioned in 
the preceding section offers protec-
tion against static discharge during 
handling operations without the need 
for external shorting mechanisms. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 58—Connection of a dual-gate-protected MOS field-effect transistor (a) so 
that it is functionally equivalent to a single-gate-protected MOS field-effect transis-

tor (b). 

This system also guards against po-
tential damage from in-circuit tran-
sients. Because the integral gate-
protection system has provided a 
major impact on the acceptability of 
MOS field-effect transistors for a 
broad spectrum of applications, it 
is pertinent to examine the rudi-
ments of this system. 

Fig. 59 shows a simple equivalent 
circuit for a source of static elec-
tricity that can deliver a potential 
eo to the gate input of an MOS 

s e0 

Es CD 
—t— I  

Fig. 59—Equivalent circuit for a source 
of static electricity. 

transistor. The static potential Es 
stored in an "equivalent" capacitor 
CD must be discharged through an 
internal generator resistance Rs. 
Laboratory experiments indicate 
that the human body acts as a static 
(storage) source with a capacitance 
CI, ranging from 100 to 200 pico-
farads and a resistance Rs greater 
than 1000 ohms. Although the upper 
limits of accumulated static voltage 
can be very high, measurements sug-
gest that the potential stored by the 

human body is usually less than 
1000 volts. Experience has also in-
dicated that the likelihood of dam-
age to an MOS transistor as a result 
of static discharge is greater dur-
ing handling than when the device 
is installed in a typical circuit. In 
an rf application, for example, static 
potential discharged into the an-
tenna must traverse an input circuit 
that normally provides a large de-
gree of attenuation to the static 
surge before it appears at the gate 
terminal of the MOS transistor. The 
ideal gate-protection signal-limiting 
circuit is a configuration that allows 
for a signal, such as that shown in 
Fig. 60(a), to be handled without 
clipping or distortion, but limits the 
amplitude of all transients that ex-
ceed a safe operating level, as shown 
in Fig. 60(b). An arrangement of 
back-to-back diodes, shown in Fig. 
60(c), meets these requirements for 
protection of the gate insulation in 
MOS transistors. 

Ideally, the transfer characteris-
tic of the protective signal-limiting 
diodes should have an infinite slope 
at limiting, as shown in Fig. 61(a). 
Under these conditions, the static 
potential across CD in Fig. 61(b) dis-
charges through its internal imped-
ance Rs into the load represented by 
the signal-limiting diodes. The ideal 
signal-limiting diodes, which have 
an infinite transfer slope, would then 
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Fig. 60—MOS gate-protection requirements 
and a solution. 

limit the voltage present at the gate 
terminal to its knee value, ed. The 
difference voltage e appears as an 

—10 

Es 

(0) 

+10 E 

(b) 

Fig. 6I—Transfer characteristic of protec-
tive diodes (a), and resulting waveforms in 

equivalent circuit (b). 

IR drop across the internal imped-
ance of the source R., i.e., e. = E. — 
ed where E. is the potential in the 
source of static electricity and ea is 
the diode voltage drop. The instan-
taneous value of the diode current is 
then equal to e./R„. During physical 
handling, practical peak values of 
currents produced by static-electric-
ity discharges range from several 
milliamperes to several hundred mil-
liamperes. 

Fig. 62 shows a typical transfer 
characteristic curve measured on a 
typical set of back-to-back diodes 
used to protect the gate insulation 
in an MOS field-effect transistor that 
is nominally rated for a gate-to-
source breakdown voltage of 20 volts. 

-32 -24 -16 
f 1 1 1 

cr 
0.4— .zir D 

II 11 11 tiff 
_ 4 12 20 28 33 

-0.4— 
PEAK GATE VOLTS 

-0.8— 

—1.2— 

Fig. 62—Typical diode transfer character-
istic measured with I-microsecond pulse 

width at a duty factor of 4 x 10-'. 

The transfer-characteristic curves 
show that the diodes will constrain 
a transient impulse to potential val-
ues well below the -±-20 volt limit, 
even when the source of the tran-
sient surge is capable of delivering 
several hundred milliamperes of cur-
rent. (These data were measured 
with 1-microsecond pulses applied 
to the protected gate at a duty-
factor of 4 x 10'). 

FABRICATION 

The fabrication techniques used to 
produce MOS transistors are similar 
to those used for modern high-speed 
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silicon bipolar transistors. The start-
ing material for an n-channel tran-
sistor is a lightly doped p-type 
silicon wafer. (Reversal of p-type 
and n-type materials referred to in 
this description produces a p-chan-
nel transistor.) After the wafer is 
polished on one side and oxidized in 
a furnace, photolithographic tech-
niques are used to etch away the 
oxide coating and expose bare sili-
con in the source and drain regions. 
The source and drain regions are 
then formed by diffusion in a furnace 
containing an n-type impurity (such 
as phosphorus). If the transistor is 
to be an enhancement-type device, 
no channel diffusion is required. If 
a depletion-type transistor is de-
sired, an n-type channel is formed 
to bridge the space between the dif-
fused source and drain. 
The wafer is then oxidized again 

to cover the bare silicon regions, 
and a second photolithographic and 
etching step is performed to remove 
the oxide in the contact regions. 
After metal is evaporated over the 
entire wafer, another photolitho-
graphic and etching step removes all 
metal not needed for the ohmic con-
tacts to the source, drain, and gate. 
The individual transistor chips are 
then mechanically separated and 
mounted on individual headers, con-
nector wires are bonded to the metal-
ized regions, and each unit is her-
metically sealed in its case in an 
inert atmosphere. After testing, the 
external leads of each device are 
physically shorted together to pre-
vent electrostatic damage to the 
gate insulation during branding and 
shipping. 

ELECTRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The basic current-voltage relation-
ship for an MOS transistor is shown 
in Fig. 63. With a constant gate-to-
source voltage (e.g., Vas = 0), the 
resistance of the channel is essen-
tially constant, and current varies 
directly with drain-to-source voltage 
(Vas), as illustrated in region A-B. 

A 
DRAIN- TO-SOURCE VOLTAGE (VDs) 

The flow of drain current (In) pro-
duces an IR drop along the channel. 
The polarity of this drop is such as 
to oppose the field produced within 
the gate oxide by the gate bias. As 
the drain voltage is increased, a 
point is reached at which the IR 
drop becomes sufficiently high so that 
the capability of the gate field to 
attract enough carriers into the 
channel to sustain a higher drain-
current is nullified. When this con-
dition occurs (in the proximity of 
point B in Fig. 63), the channel is 
essentially depleted of carriers (i.e., 
becomes "constricted"), and drain 
current increases very much more 
slowly with further increases in 
drain-to-source voltage Vas. This 
condition leads to the description of 
region B-C as the "pinch-off" region 
because the channel "pinches off" 
and the drain current (Ins) tends to 
saturate at a constant value. Beyond 
point C, the transistor enters the 
"breakdown" region (also known as 
the "punch-through" region), in 
which unrestricted current flow and 
damage to the transistor result if 
current flow is not limited by the 
external circuit. 

PINCH-OFF 
REGION 

(CONSTANT VGs ) 

Fig. 63—Basic current-voltage relationship 
for an MOS transistor. 

MOS transistors are especially 
useful in high-impedance voltage 
amplifiers when they are operated 
in the "pinch-off" region. The direct 
variation in their channel resistance 
(Region A-B in Fig. 63) makes them 
very attractive for use in voltage-
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controlled resistor applications, such 
as the chopper circuits used in con-
nection with some types of de am-
plifiers. 
Typical output characteristic 

curves for n-channel MOS transistors 
are shown in Fig. 64. The resem-
blance of these curves to the basic 
curve shown in Fig. 63 should be 
noted. (For p-channel transistors, 
the polarity of the voltages and the 
direction of the current are re-
versed.) Typical transfer character-
istics for n-channel single-gate 
MOS transistors are shown in Fig. 
65. (Again, voltage polarities and 
current direction would be reversed 
for p-channel devices.) The threshold 
voltage (VT.) shown in connection 
with the enhancement-type transis-
tor illustrates the "normally-open" 
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Fig. 65—Typical transfer characteristics 

for n-channel MOS transistors. 

source-drain characteristic of the 
device. In these transistors, conduc-
tion does not begin until VG, is in-
creased to a particular value. Fig. 66 
shows typical drain-current curves 
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Fig. 64—Typical output-characteristic 
curves for n-channel MOS transistors. 
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Fig. 66—Drain current of a dual-gate MOS 
transistor as a function of gate-No. 1-to-
source voltage for several values of gate-

No. 2-to-source voltage. 
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for a dual-gate device as a function 
of gate No. 1-to-source voltage for 
several values of gate No. 2-to-
source voltage. 

BIASING TECHNIQUES 
FOR SINGLE-GATE 
MOS TRANSISTORS 

The bias required for operation of 
a single-gate MOS transistor can 
be supplied by use of a self-bias 
(source-bias) arrangement, from a 
supply of fixed bias, or, preferably, 
by a combination of these methods. 
Fig. 67 ilhistrates each of the three 
biasing techniques. 
The design of a self-bias circuit 

is relatively simple and straight-
forward. For example, if a 3N128 
MOS transistor is to be operated 
with a drain-to-source voltage VDS 
of 15 volts and a small-signal trans. 
conductance gr. of 7400 micromhos, 

(+) 

conductance. The source voltage V., 
the source resistance R., and the de 
supply voltage V00 can then be readi-
ly calculated, as follows: 

VS = VG —  Va S = 1.1 volts 
R. = V./Io = 1.1/5 = 220 ohms 
VDD = VI, ± VS = 15 1.1 

= 16.1 volts 

The self-bias arrangement is satis-
factory for some applications. A par-
ticular source resistance, however, 
must be selected for each device if 
a specified drain current is required 
because the drain-current character-
istics of individual devices can vary 
significantly from the typical values. 
The dashed-line curves in Fig. 68(b) 
define the "high" and "low" limits 
for the characteristics of the 3N128 
MOS transistor. For example, the 
zero-bias drain current IDSS can vary 
from a low value of 5 milliamperes 

(+1 (+1 

(a) (C) 

Fig. 67—Biasing arrangements for single-gate MOS transistors: (a) sell-bias circuit; 
(b) fixed bias supply; (c) combination of sell bias and fixed bias. 

the drain eurrent ID required for 
the specified value of transconduct-
ance is first obtained from published 
curves, such as those shown in Fig. 
68(a). Next, the gate-to-source volt-
age required for this value of drain 
current is determined from another 
published curve, such as the solid-
line curve shown in Fig. 68(b). These 
curves indicate that the drain current 
should be 5 milliamperes and that 
the gate-to-source voltage should 
be —1.1 volts for the specified values 
of drain-to-source voltage and trans-

to a high value of 25 milliamperes, 
a range of 20 milliamperes. Use of 
a source resistor of 220 ohms, as 
calculated in the preceding example, 
reduces the range of the drain 
current between "high" and "low" 
3N128 transistors operated in self-
bias circuits from 20 milliamperes 
to about 4 milliamperes. A reduction 
of about 5 to 1 in the range of IDSS 
values among individual devices can 
be achieved, therefore, by a judicious 
choice of the proper value of source 
resistance. 
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Fig. 68—Operating characteristics for -the 
RCA-3N128 MOS transistor: (a) forward 
transconductance as a function of drain 
current; (b) drain current as a function of 

gate-to-source voltage. 

Fixed-bias-supply systems, such 

as that shown in Fig. 68(b), are 
generally unattractive for use with 

MOS transistors for two main rea-

sons. First, this type of system is 

undesirable because it requires the 

use of a separate, negative-voltage 

power supply. Second, as shown by 

the curves in Fig. 68(b), for a fixed 

bias supply of 1.1 volts, drain cur-

rent would be 14 milliamperes for a 

"high" 3N128 transistor and would 

be cut off for a "low" device. Con-

sequently, if an external bias sys-

tem is used provisions must be 

made for adjustment of the bias 

voltage if a specific drain current 

is required for a particular device. 

The combination bias system 

shown in Fig. 67(c) is the most 

effective arrangement when an ap-

plication requires a specific drain 

current despite the range of drain-

current characteristics encountered 

among individual devices. Fig. 69 

shows two families of characteristic 

curves developed empirically for the 

combination bias system shown in 

Fig. 67(c). The family of curves on 

the left is pertinent for operation at 

a drain current of 5 milliamperes. 

For operation at a drain current of 

10 milliamperes, the family of curves 

on the right should be used. 

If a drain current of 5 milliam-

peres is desired, the pertinent curves 

in Fig. 69 show that, for a source 

resistance of 1000 ohms, a bias sys-

tem can provide this value of cur-

rent within 1 milliampere (as indi-

cated by projections of lines a and b 

to the abscissa), despite a range of 

5 to 25 milliamperes in the value of 

Is for individual devices. A drain 

current ID of 5 milliamperes, how-
ever, develops a self bias of —5 volts 

across the 1000-ohm source resistor 

Rs, and the transistor will be cut 

off unless sufficient positive bias is 

applied across the input resistors 

(Ili and Rs) to establish the correct 

operating point. The positive bias 

voltage can be obtained from the 

positive drain supply VDD so that 

there is no need for a separate bias 

supply. For a drain-to-source volt-

age VD. of 15 volts, a drain current 
of 5 milliamperes, a gate-to-source 

voltage VDS of —1.1 volts, and a 

source resistance Rs of 1000 ohms, 

the circuit parameters for the com-

bination bias system shown in Fig. 

67(c) can be calculated as follows: 

Vs = IDRs = (0.005) (1000) 
5 volts 

Vo = VGS VS = — 1.1 4 - 5 

= 3.9 volts 

VDD = VDS ±' VS = 15 5 

= 20 volts 

VDD/V0 = (Rs -I- Rs) /R2 = 20/3.9 
= 5.12 
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Fig. 69—Drain current ID as a junction of zero-bias drain current IDS for several 
values of source resistance Rs. 

The lower limits for the values 
of the input resistors Ri and R. are 
determined on the basis of the maxi-
mum permissible loading of the in-
put circuit. The resistance that cor-
responds to this value is set equal 
to the equivalent value of the paral-
lel combination of the two resistors. 
For example, if the total resistance 
in shunt with the input circuit is to 
be no less than 50,000 ohms, the 
values of Ri and R. are calculated 
as follows: 

cs 

Fig. 70—Circuit used to eliminate input-
circuit loading in ri-amplifier applications. 

RiR2/(Ri R2) = 50,000 
(Ri R2) /R2 = 5.12 

Therefore, R, = 256,000 ohms and 
R2 = 62,000 ohms. 

In rf-circuit applications, the ef-
fects of input-circuit loading can be 
circumvented by use of the circuit 
arrangement shown in Fig. 70. 

BIASING TECHNIQUES 
FOR DUAL-GATE 

MOS TRANSISTORS 
The following example illustrates 

the techniques used to provide the 
bias required for operation of a dual-
gate MOS transistor. This example 
assumes a typical application in 
which a 3N140 dual-gate MOS tran-
sistor is required to operate with a 
drain-to-source voltage VD. of 15 
volts and a forward transconduct-
ance gt. of 10,500 micromhos. (The 
techniques described for the 3N140 
transistor are also applicable to dual-
gate-protected MOS transistors.) 
The characteristic curves for the 
3N140, shown in Fig. 71(a), indicate 
that the desired value of transcon-
ductance can be obtained for a gate 
No. 1-to-source voltage Vols of —0.45 
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volt and a gate No. 2-to-source volt-
age VG.. of +4 volts. The curves 
in Fig. 71(b) show that for these 
conditions the drain current ID is 10 
milliamperes. 
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Fig. 71—Operating characteristics for the 
RCA-3N140 dual-gate MOS transistor: 
(a) forward transconductance as a function 
of gate-No. 1-to-source voltage; (b) drain 
current as a junction of gate-No. 1-to-

source voltage. 

Fig. 72 shows a biasing arrange-
ment that can be used for dual-gate 
MOS field-effect transistors. For the 
application being considered, the 

VAGC 
(REVERSE) 
AGC 

RAGC 

VDD 

Fig. 72—Typical biasing circuit for dual-
gate MOS field-effect transistors. 

shunt resistance for gate No. 1 is 
assumed to be 25,000 ohms. Gate No. 
2 is operated at rf ground (by means 
of adequate bypassing) and is biased 
with a fixed de potential. Empirical 
experience with dual-gate MOS tran-
sistors has shown that a source re-
sistance of approximately 270 ohms 
provides adequate self-bias for the 
transistor for operation from the 
proposed de supply voltage. For this 
value of source resistance, the re-
maining parameters of the bias cir-
cuit are obtained from the following 
calculations: 

VS = IDRS = (0.010) (270) 
= +2.7 volts 

VG. = VGIS ± VS = ( —0.45) 
+ (+2.7) = +2.25 volts 

VG. = VG2S Vs = (+4.0) + (+2.7) 
= +6.7 volts 

VD» = V». + V = (+15) -I- (+2.7) 
= +17.7 volts 

The values of the voltage-divider 
resistances required to provide the 
appropriate voltage at each gate are 
determined in a manner similar to 
that described for single-gate MOS 
transistors. The value calculated for 
R. is 197,000 ohms, that for R. is 
28,600 ohms, and the ratio RJR. is 
11.67. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 72 is 

normally used in rf amplifier appli-
cations. In this circuit, the signal 
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voltage is applied at point "a" 
through appropriate input circuitry. 
If the age feature is not employed, 
(e.g. in mixer circuits), the resistor 
R.., is disconnected at point "b." 
In a mixer application, the local os-
cillator signal is injected at point ..b. ff 

GENERAL CIRCUIT 
CONFIGURATIONS 

There are three basic single-stage 
amplifier configurations for MOS 
transistors: common-source, com-
mon-gate, and common-drain. Each 
of these configurations provides cer-
tain advantages in particular appli-
cations. 
The common-source arrangement 

shown in Fig. 73 is most frequently 
used. This configuration provides a 

Fig. 73—Basic common-source circuit for 
MOS field-effect transistors. 

high input impedance, medium to 
high output impedance, and voltage 
gain greater than unity. The input 
signal is applied between gate and 
source, and the output signal is 
taken between drain and source. The 
voltage gain] without feedback, A, 
for the common-source circuit may 
be determined as follows: 

A gr. r.. RL 
ro• RL 

where gr. is the gate-to-drain for-
ward transconductance of the tran-
sistor, r.. is the common-source 
output resistance, and RL is the ef-
fective load resistance. The addition 
of an unbypassed source resistor to 
the circuit of Fig. 73 produces nega-
tive voltage feedback proportional 
to the output current. The voltage 

gain with feedback, A', for a com-
mon-source circuit is given by 

A' gr. r.• RL  
r.. -I- (gr. r.. + 1) RS RL 

where R. is the total unbypassed 
source resistance in series with the 
source terminal. The common-source 
output impedance with feedback, Z., 
is increased by the unbypassed 
source resistor as follows: 

Zo = ros (gr•ro. -I- 1) RS 

The common-drain arrangement, 
shown in Fig. 74, is also fre-
quently referred to as a source-fol-
lower. In this configuration, the in-
put impedance is higher than in the 
common-source configuration, the 
output impedance is low, there is no 
polarity reversal between input and 
output, the voltage gain is always 
less than unity, and distortion is 
low. The source-follower is used in 
applications which require reduced 
input-circuit capacitance, down-
ward impedance transformation, or 
increased input-signal-handling ca-
pability. The input signal is effec-
tively injected between gate and 
drain, and the output is taken be-
tween source and drain. The circuit 
inherently has 100-per-cent negative 

Fig. 74—Basic common-drain (or source-
follower) circuit for MOS transistors. 

voltage feedback; its gain A' is 
given by 

A' ..._ 
+ 1 1 

Rs —  
gr. 

Because the amplification factor (if) 
of an MOS transistor is usually much 
greater than unity, the equation foi 
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gain in the source-follower can be 
simplified as follows: 

A' — 
1 ± gf. Rs 

For example, if it is assumed that 
the gate-to-drain forward transcon-
ductance gr. is 2000 micromhos 
(2 x 10' mho) and the unbypassed 
source resistance R. is 500 ohms, 
the stage gain A' is 0.5. If the same 
source resistance is used with a 
transistor having a transconductance 
of 10,000 micromhos (1 x 10-2 mho), 
the stage gain increases to 0.83. 
When the resistor RO is returned 

to ground, as shown in Fig. 74, the 
input resistance R. of the source-
follower is equal to RG. If RO is re-
turned to the source terminal, how-
ever, the effective input resistance 
Rs' is given by 

gf. RS 

Rt' 1 — A' 

where A' is the voltage amplifica-
tion of the stage with feedback. For 
example, if RG is one megohm and 
A' is 0.5, the effective resistance 
R.' is two megohms. 

If the load is resistive, the effec-
tive input capacitance C1' of the 
source-follower is reduced by the in-
herent voltage feedback and is 
given by 

C.' = Cg.! -I- (1 — A') cg. 

where cgd and cg. are the intrinsic 
gate-to-drain and gate-to-source ca-
pacitances, respectively, of the MOS 
transistor. For example, if a typical 
MOS transistor having a cgd of 0.3 
picofarad and a cg. of 5 picofarads 
is used, and if A' is equal to 0.5, 
then C.' is reduced to 2.8 picofarads. 
The effective output resistance 

R.' of the source-follower stage is 
given by 

RG 

ros RS 
R.' —   (gr. r.. -I- 1) Rs r.. 

where r.. is the transistor common-
source output resistance in ohms. 
For example, if a unit having a 
gate-to-drain forward transconduc-

tance gf. of 2000 micromhos and a 
common-source output resistance 
r.. of 7500 ohms is used in a source-
follower stage with an unbypassed 
source resistance R. of 500 ohms, the 
effective output resistance R.' of the 
source-follower stage is 241 ohms. 
The source-follower output ca-

pacitance Co' may be expressed as 
follows: 

1 — A'  
C.' = Cd• CS. ( 

where cd. and cg. are the intrinsic 
drain-to-source and gate-to-source 
capacitances, respectively, of the 
MOS transistor. If A' is equal to 
0.5 (as assumed for the sample 
input-circuit calculations), C.' is re-
duced to the sum of cd. and c... 
The common-gate circuit, shown 

in Fig. 75, is used to transform 
from a low input impedance to a 

13 

VIN 

Fig. 75—Basic common-gate circuit for 
MOS transistors. 

high output impedance. The input 
impedance of this configuration has 
approximately the same value as the 
output impedance of the source-fol-
lower circuit. The common-gate cir-
cuit is also a desirable configuration 
for high-frequency applications be-
cause its relatively low voltage gain 
makes neutralization unnecessary in 
most cases. The common-gate volt-
age gain, A, is given by 

A 
(gr. r.. -I- 1) RL  

—  (gr. r.. ± I) Ito ro. RL 

where RG is the resistance of the 
input-signal source. For a typical 
MOS transistor (gr. = 2000 mi-
cromhos, r.. = 7500 ohms) and 
with RL = 2000 ohms and RG = 500 
ohms, the common-gate voltage gain 
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is 1.8. If the value of Ito is doubled, 
the voltage gain is reduced to 1.25. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 

It is apparent from the preceding 
discussions that MOS field-effect 
transistors exhibit a number of 
technical features that result in 
unique performance advantages in 
circuit applications such as mixers, 
product detectors, remote gain-con-
trol circuits, balanced modulators, 
choppers, clippers, and gated ampli-
fiers. These features include: 

1. An extremely high input re-
sistance and a low input capaci-
tance—as a result, MO transistors 
impose virtually no loading on an 
agc voltage source (i.e., virtually no 
agc power is required) and have a 
wide agc range capability. 

2. A wide dynamic range—MOS 
transistors, therefore, can handle 
positive and negative input-signal 
excursions without diode-current 
loading. 

3. Cross-modulation effects and 
spurious response that are substan-
tially less than those of other types 
of electronic devices—the cross-
modulation characteristics of dual-
gate transistors actually improve as 
the device approaches cutoff. 

4. Zero offset voltage—this fea-
ture is especially desirable for chop-
per applications. 

5. An exceptionally high forward 
transconduc ance. 

6. Negative temperature coeffi-
cient for the drain current—"thermal 

runaway," therefore, is virtually im-
possible. 

7. A very low gate leakage cur-
rent that is relatively insensitive to 
temperature variations. 

8. Very low oscillator feed-
through in dual-gate mixer circuits. 

9. Dual-gate transistors can pro-
vide good gain in common-source 
amplifiers into the uhf range with-
out neutralization. 

HANDLING CONSIDERATIONS 

MOS field-effect transistors, like 
high-frequency bipolar transistors, 
can be damaged by exposure to ex-
cessive voltages. The gate oxide in-
sulation is susceptible to puncture 
when subjected to voltage in excess 
of the rated value. The very high 
resistance of the oxide insulation 
imposes a negligible load on electro-
statically generated potentials and, 
therefore, provides an ineffective dis-
charge path for sources of static 
electricity. As discussed earlier, the 
integral gate-protection system in-
corporated into some types of dual-
gate MOS transistors is highly ef-
fective in the protection of these 
devices against the effects of electro-
static charges. Special precautions, 
however, must be taken in the hand-
ling and application of other types 
of MOS transistors that do not con-
tain the integral gate protection. 
The discussion of MOS Transistors 
in the section on Testing and Mount-
ing outlines the special handling pro-
cedures recommended for such de-
vices. 
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Thyristors 

THE term thyristor is the generic 
name for solid-state devices 

that have characteristics similar to 
those of thyratron tubes. Basically, 
this group includes bistable solid-
state devices that have two or 
more junctions (three or more semi-
conductor layers) and that can be 
switched between conducting states 
(from OFF to ON or from ON to 
OFF) within at least one quad-
rant of the principal voltage-cur-
rent characteristic. Reverse-blocking 
triode thyristors, commonly called 
silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's), 
and bidirectional triode thyristors, 
usually referred to as triacs, have 
three electrodes and are switched 
between states by a current pulse 
applied to the gate terminal. The 
bidirectional trigger diode, commonly 
called a disc, has only two electrodes. 
This device has no gate electrode but 
may be switched from an OFF state 
to an ON state for either polarity 
of applied voltage. The discussions 
in this section deal primarily with 
the SCR and the triac, their opera-
tion, electrical characteristics, and 
ratings. A brief description is also 
given of the operation of the diac 
and its chief function in triac phase-
control circuits. 

SILICON CONTROLLED 
RECTIFIERS 

A silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) 
is basically a four-layer p-n-p-n de-
vice that has three electrodes (a 
cathode, an anode, and a control 
electrode called the gate). Fig. 76 
shows the junction diagram, prin-
cipal voltage-current characteristic, 
and schematic symbol for an SCR. 
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Fig. 76—(a) Junction diagrani, (b) princi-
pal voltage-current characteristic, and (c) 

schematic symbol for an SCR thyristor. 

Fig. 76(b) shows that under for-
ward-bias conditions (anode positive 
with respect to cathode) the SCR 
has two states. At low values of 
forward bias, the SCR exhibits a 
very high impedance; in this for-
ward-blocking or OFF state, a small 
forward current, called the forward 
OFF-state current, flows through 
the device. As the forward bias is 
increased, however, a voltage point 
is reached at which the forward cur-
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rent increases rapidly and the SCR 
switches o the ON state. This value 
of voltagé is called the breakover 
voltage. When the SCR is in the 
ON state, the forward current is 
limited primarily by the impedance 
of the external circuit. 
Under reverse bias (anode nega-

tive with respect to cathode), the 
SCR exhibits a very high internal 
impedance, and only a small amount 
of current, called the reverse block-
ing current, flows through the de-
vice. This current remains very 
small and the device remains in 
this OFF state unless the reverse 
voltage exceeds the reverse-break-
down-voltage limitation. At this 
point, the reverse current increases 
rapidly, and the SCR undergoes 
thermal runaway, a condition that 
normally causes irreversible damage 
to the device. The value of reverse 
breakdown voltage differs for in-
dividual SÇR types, but is approxi-
mately 100 volts greater than the 
forward breakover voltage for most 
types. Under forward-bias condi-
tions, the breakover voltage of the 
SCR can be controlled or varied by 
application I of a current pulse to the 
gate electrode, as shown in Fig. 77. 
As the amplitude of the gate current 
pulse is increased, the breakover 
voltage for the SCR decreases until 
the curve closely resembles that of 
a rectifier. In normal operation, the 
SCR is operated with critical values 
well below the breakover voltage and 
is made to switch on by gate signals 
of sufficient magnitude to assure that 

194 > 

BREAKOVER VOLTAG 
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Fig. 77—Curves showing the forward-volt-
age characteristics of a thyristor for dif-

ferent values of gate current. 

the device is switched to the ON 
state at the instant desired. 

After the SCR is triggered by 
the gate signal, the current through 
the device is independent of the gate 
voltage or gate current. The SCR 
remains in the ON state until the 
principal current is reduced to a 
level below that required to sus-
tain conduction. 

Construction details of a typical 
SCR pellet are shown in Fig. 78. 

n- TYPE GATE 
EMITTER CATHODE 

ELECTRODE 

ANODE 
ELECTRODE 

Fig. 78—Cross-section of a typical SCR 
pellet. 

The shorted-emitter construction used 
in RCA SCR's can be recognized by 
the metallic cathode electrode in 
direct contact with the p-type base 
layer around the periphery of the 
pellet. The gate, at the center of the 
pellet, also makes direct metallic con-
tact to the p-type base so that the 
portion of this layer under the n-type 
emitter acts as an ohmic path for 
current flow between gate and 
cathode. Because this ohmic path is 
in parallel with the n-type emitter 
junction, current preferentially takes 
the ohmic path until the IR drop in 
this path reaches the junction thresh-
old voltage of about 0.8 volt. When 
the gate voltage exceeds this value, 
the junction current increases rapidly, 
and injection of electrons by the n-
type emitter reaches a level high 
enough to turn on the device. 
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In addition to providing a precisely 
controlled gate current, the shorted-
emitter construction also improves 
the high-temperature and dv/dt 
(maximum allowable rate of rise of 
OFF-state voltage) capabilities of 
the device. 
The center-gate construction of the 

SCR pellet provides fast turn-on and 
high di/dt capabilities. In an SCR, 
conduction is initiated in the cathode 
region immediately adjacent to the 
gate contact and must then propa-
gate to the more remote regions of 
the cathode. Switching losses are in-
fluenced by the rate of propagation 
of conduction and the distance con-
duction must propagate from the 
gate. With a central gate, all regions 
of the cathode are in close proximity 
to the initially conducting region so 
that propagation distance is signifi-
cantly decreased; as a result, switch-
ing losses are minimized. 

TRIACS 

Fig. 79 shows the junction dia-
gram, voltage-current characteris-
tic, and schematic symbol for a triac. 
The triac, like the SCR, has three 
electrodes; they are designated as 
main terminal No.1, main terminal 
No.2, and the gate. As shown in 
Fig. 79(b), the triac exhibits the 
same forward-blocking, forward-
conducting voltage-current charac-
teristic of the SCR, but for either 
polarity of voltage applied to the 
main terminals. Under forward bias 
(main terminal No.2 positive with 
respect to main terminal No.1) or 
reverse bias (main terminal No.2 
negative with respect to main termi-
nal No.1), the triac exhibits first a 
forward-blocking (OFF) state, then 
a forward-conducting (ON) state. 
The point at which the device 
switches states is the breakover volt-
age. Again like the SCR, the break-
over voltage of the triac can be 
controlled or varied by application 
of a positive or negative current 
pulse to the gate electrode. As the 
amplitude of the current pulse is 
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Fig. 79—(a) Junction diagram, (b) princi-
pal voltage-current characteristic, and (c) 

schematic symbol for a triac thyristor. 

increased, the breakover point of 
the triac is decreased. The triac can 
therefore be considered as two SCR's 
connected in parallel and oriented 
in opposite directions, as shown in 
Fig. 80. 

MAIN TERMINAL 2 

MAIN TERMINAL 

Fig. 80—A triac equivalent circuit: two 
SCR's in parallel and oriented in opposite 

directions. 

Construction of a typical RCA 
triac pellet is shown in Fig. 81. In 
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this device, the main-terminal-No. 1 
electrode r makes ohmic contact to a 
p-type ernitter as well as to an n-type 
emitter. Similarly, the main-terminal-
No. 2 electrode also makes ohmic con-
tact to bUth types of emitters, but 
the p-type emitter of the main-
terminal-No. 2 side is located opposite 
the n-type emitter of the main-
terminal-No. 1 side, and the main-
terminal-No. 2 n-type emitter is op-
posite the main-terminal-No. 1 p-type 
emitter. The net result is two four-
layer switches in parallel, but ori-
ented in opposite directions, in one 
silicon pellet. This type of construc-
tion makes it possible for a triac 
either to block or to conduct current 
in either direction between main ter-
minal No. 1 and main terminal No. 2. 
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Fig. 81—Cross-section of a typical triac 
' pellet. 

DIACS 

A diac is a two-electrode, three-
layer bidirectional avalanche diode 
which can be switched from the OFF 
state to the ON state for either 
polarity of applied voltage. Fig. 82 
shows the junction diagram, voltage-
current characteristic, and sche-
matic symbol for a diac. 

This three-layer trigger diode is 
similar in construction to a bipolar 
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Fig. 82—(a) Junction diagram, (b) volt-
age-current characteristic, and (c) sche-

matic symbol for a diac. 

transistor. A diac differs from a 
bipolar transistor in that the doping 
concentrations at the two junctions 
are approximately the same and 
there is no contact made to the base 
layer. The equal doping levels re-
sult in a symmetrical bidirectional 
switching characteristic, as shown 
in Fig. 82(b). When an increasing 
positive or negative voltage is ap-
plied across the terminals of the 
diac, a minimum (leakage) current 
1(131» flows through the device until 
the voltage reaches the breakover 
point V(B0). The reverse-biased junc-
tion then undergoes avalanche break-
down and, beyond this point, the 
device exhibits a negative-resistance 
characteristic, i.e., current through 
the device increases substantially 
with decreasing voltage. 

Diacs are primarily used as trig-
gering devices in triac phase-control 
circuits used for light dimming, uni-
versal motor-speed control, heat 
control, and similar applications. 
Fig. 83 shows the general circuit 
diagram for a diac/triac phase-
control circuit. The magnitude and 
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117 V 

R L 

Fig. 83—General circuit diagram for a 
diacl triac phase-control circuit. 

duration of the current pulse ap-
plied to the gate of the triac are 
determined by the value of phase-
shift capacitance C, the change in 
voltage across and the dynamic im-
pedance of the diac, and the triac 
gate impedance. The interaction of 
all circuit impedances and the phase-
shift capacitance can best be repre-
sented by the curve of peak current 
as a function of the capacitance 
shown in Fig. 84. 
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Fig. 84—Peak current as a function of 
capacitance in a triac. 

SCR AND TRIAC GATE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Silicon controlled rectifiers and 
triacs are ideal for switching ap-
plications. When the working volt-
age of the thyristor is below the 
breakover point, the device is essen-
tially an open switch; above the 
breakover voltage, the thyristor 

switches to the ON state and is ef-
fectively a closed switch: The break-
over voltage can be varied or con-
trolled by injections of a signal at 
the gate terminal. 
The manufacturer's specifications 

indicate the magnitude of gate cur-
rent and voltage required to turn 
on these devices. Gate characteris-
tics, however, vary from device to 
device even among devices within 
the same family. For this reason, 
manufacturer's specifications on gat-
ing characteristics provide a range 
of values in the form of characteris-
tic diagrams. A diagram such as that 
shown in Fig. 85 is given to define 
the limits of gate currents and volt-
ages that may be used to trigger any 
given device of a specific family. The 
boundary lines of maximum ad 
minimum gate impedance on this 
characteristic diagram represent the 
loci of all possible triggering points 
for thyristors in this family. The 
curve OA represents the gate char-
acteristic of a specific device that is 
triggered within the shaded area. 
The magnitude of gate current and 

voltage required to trigger a thyris-
tor varies inversely with junction 
temperature. As the junction tem-
perature increases, the level of gate 
signal required to trigger the thyris-
tor becomes smaller. Worst-case trig-
gering conditions occur, therefore, at 
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Fig. 85—Gate-characteristics curves for a 
typical RCA SCR. 
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the minimum operating junction tem-
perature. 
The gate nontrigger voltage Vgnt 

is the maximum de gate voltage 
that may be applied between gate 
and cathode of the thyristor for 
which the device can maintain its 
rated blocking voltage. This voltage 
is usually specified at the rated 
operating temperature (100°C) of 
the thyristor. Noise signals in the 
gate circuit should be maintained be-
low this level to prevent unwanted 
triggering of the thyristor. 

When very precise triggering of a 
thyristor is desired, the thyristor 
gate must be overdriven by a pulse 
of current much larger than the de 
gate current required to trigger the 
device. The use of a large current 
pulse reduces variations in turn-on 
time, minimizes the effect of temper-
ature variations on triggering char-
acteristics, and makes possible very 
short switching times. 
The coaxial gate structure and the 

"shorted-emitter" construction tech-
niques used in RCA thyristors have 
greatly extended the range of limit-
ing gate characteristics. As a result, 
the gate-dissipation ratings of RCA 
thyristors are compatible with the 
power-handling capabilities of other 
elements of these devices. Advantage 
can be taken of the higher peak-
power capability of the gate to im-
prove dynamic performance, increase 
di/dt capability (maximum allowable 
rate of rise of ON-state current), 
minimize interpulse jitter, and re-
duce switching losses. This higher 
peak-power capability also allows 
greater interchangeability of thy-
ristors in high-performance appli-
cations. 

The forward gate characteristics 
for thyristors, shown in Fig. 86, in-
dicate the maximum allowable pulse 
widths for various peak values of 
gate input power. The pulse width 
is determined by the relationship 
that exists between gate power input 
and the increase in the temperature 
of the thyristor pellet that results 
from the application of gate power. 

The curves shown in Fig. 86(a) are 
for RCA SCR's that have relatively 
small current ratings (2N4101, 
2N4102, and 40379 families), and 
the curves shown in Fig. 86( b) are 
for RCA SCR's that have larger 
current ratings (2N4103, 2N3873, 
and 2N3899 famlies). Because 
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Fig. 86—Forward gate characteristics for 
pulse triggering of RCA SCR's: (a) low-

current types; (b) high-current types. 

the higher-current thyristors have 
larger pellets, they also have greater 
thermal capacities than the smaller-
current devices. Wider gate trigger 
pulses can therefore be used on 
these devices for the same peak value 
of gate input power. 
Because of the resistive nature of 

the "shorted-emitter" construction, 
similar volt-ampere curves can be 
constructed for reverse gate voltages 
and currents, with maximum allow-
able pulse widths for various peak-
power values, as shown in Fig. 87. 
These curves indicate that reverse 
dissipations do not exceed the maxi-
mum allowable power dissipation for 
the device. 
The total average dissipation 

caused by gate-trigger pulses is the 
sum of the average forward and re-

14 16 
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verse dissipations. This total dissipa-
tion should be less than the Maxi-
mum Gate Power Dissipation P. 
shown in the published data for the 
selected SCR. If the average gate 
dissipation exceeds the maximum 
published value, as the result of 
high forward gate-trigger pulses 
and transient or steady-state re-
verse gate biasing, the maximum al-
lowable forward-conduction-current 
rating of the device must be re-
duced to compensate for the in-
creased rise of junction temperature 
caused by the increased gate power 
dissipation 
The triac can be triggered in any 

of four operating modes, as summa-
rized in Table I. The quadrant des-
ignations refer to the operating 
quadrant on the principal voltage-
current characteristics, shown in Fig. 
79 (either I or III), and the polarity 

TOTAL AVERAGE GATE 
DISSIPATION LIMIT 

-0.5 -04 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 
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-10 -08 -06 -0.4 -0.2 
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Fig. 87—Reverse gate characteristics of 
RCA SCR's: (a) low-current types; (b) 

high-current types. 

CD 

symbol represents the gate-to-main-
terminal-No. 1 voltage. 

Table I—Triac Triggering 
Modes 

Gate-to-Main- Main-Terminal-No. 2-to- Operating 
Terminal-No. 1 Main-Terminal-No. 1 Quadrant 

Voltage Voltage 

Positive Positive 

Negative Positive 

Positive Negative 

Negative Negative 

The gate-trigger requirements of 
the triac are different in each operat-
ing mode. The I(±) mode (gate posi-
tive with respect to main terminal 
No. 1 and main terminal No. 2 posi-
tive with respect to main terminal 
No. 1), which is comparable to equiv-
alent SCR operation, is usually the 
most sensitive. The smallest gate 
current is required to trigger the 
triac in this mode. The other three 
operating modes require larger gate-
trigger currents. For RCA triacs, the 
maximum trigger-current rating in 
the published data is the largest 
value of gate current that is required 
to trigger the selected device in any 
operating mode. 

Gate Trigger Circuits 

The gate signal used to trigger an 
SCR or triac must be of sufficient 
strength to assure sustained for-
ward conduction. Triggering require-
ments are usually stated in terms 
of de voltage and current. Be-
cause it is common practice to 
pulse-fire thyristors, it is also neces-
sary to consider the duration of 
firing pulse required. A trigger pulse 
that has an amplitude just equivalent 
to the de requirements must be ap-
plied for a relatively long period of 
time (approximately 30 microsec-
onds) to ensure that the gate signal 
is provided during the full turn-on 
period of the thyristor. As the am-
plitude of the gate-triggering signal 
is increased, the turn-on time of the 
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thyristor is decreased, and the width 
of the gate pulse may be reduced. 
When highly inductive loads are 
used, the inductance controls the cur-
rent-rise portion of the turn-on time. 
For this type of load, the width of 
the gate pulse must be made long 
enough to assure that the principal 
current rises to a value greater than 
the latching-current level of the de-
vice. The latching current of RCA 
thyristors is always less than twice 
the holding current. 
The application usually determines 

whether a simple or somewhat 
sophisticated triggering circuit 
should be used to trigger a given 
thyristor. Triggering circuits can be 
as numerous and as varied as the 
applications in which they are used; 
this text discusses the basic types 
only. 
Many applications require that a 

thyristor be switched full ON or full 
OFF in a manner similar to the 
operation of a relay. Although higher 
currents are handled by the thyristor, 
only small trigger or gate currents 
are required from the control circuit 
or switch. The simplest method of 
accomplishing this type of trigger-, 
ing is illustrated in Fig. 88. 
Each circuit shows a variable re-

sistor in the gate circuit to control 
the conduction angle of the thyristor. 

scr-.4 Oc 
1, MIN 

90' 

Fig. 88—Degree of control over conduc-
tion angles when ac resistive network is 

used to trigger SCR's and triacs. 

The waveforms indicating the de-
gree of control exercised by the 
variable resistance are also shown 
in Fig. 88. With maximum resistance 
in either circuit, the thyristor is 

OFF. As the resistance is reduced 
in the SCR circuit, a point is reached 
at which sufficient gate trigger cur-
rent is provided at the positive peak 
of the voltage wave (90 degrees) to 
trigger the SCR ON. The SCR con-
ducts from the 90-degree point to 
the 180-degree point for a total con-
duction angle of (180 — 90), or 90 
degrees. In the triac circuit, as the 
resistance is reduced, the gate cur-
rent increases until the triac is 
triggered at both the peak positive 
(90 degrees) and peak negative (270 
degrees) points on the voltage wave. 
The triac then conducts between 90 
degrees and 180 degrees, and be-
tween 270 degrees and 360 degrees 
for a total conduction angle of 180 
degrees. The conduction angles of 
both the SCR and the triac can be 
increased by further reduction of 
the resistance in the gate circuits. 
For the SCR, the firing point is 
moved back from 90 degrees toward 
zero for a total conduction angle 
approaching 180 degrees. The triac 
firing points can also be moved 
back from 90 degrees toward zero 
for the positive half-cycle and from 
270 degrees toward 180 degrees for 
the negative half-cycle to obtain a 
total conduction angle approaching 
360 degrees. The resistor in the gate 
circuit assures that the gate cur-
rent decreases to a negligible value 
aftér the thyristor is fired. 
An easier method of obtaining a 

phase angle greater than 90 degrees 
for half-wave operation is to use 
a resistance-capacitance triggering 
network. Fig. 89 shows the simplest 
form of such networks for use with 
an SCR and a triac. The thyristor 
is in series with the load and in 
parallel with the RC network. At 
the beginning of each half-cycle 
(positive half-cycle only for the 
SCR), the thyristor is in the OFF 
state. As a result, the ac volt-
age appears across the thyristor 
and essentially none appears across 
the load. Because the thyristor is 
in parallel with the potentiometer 
and capacitor, the voltage across the 
thyristor drives current through the 
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RL 

Fig. 89—RC triggering networks used for 
phase-control triggering of thyristors. 

potentiometer and charges the ca-
pacitor. When the capacitor voltage 
reaches the breakover voltage of the 
thyristor, the capacitor discharges 
through the gate circuit and turns 
the thyristor on. At this point, the 
ac voltage is transferred from the 
thyristor to the load RL for the re-
mainder of the half-cycle. If the 
potentiometer resistance is reduced, 
the capacitor charges more rapidly, 
and the breakover voltage is reached 
earlier in the cycle; as a result, 
the power applied to the load is in-
creased. 
The gate trigger voltage can be 

more closely controlled in simple 
resistance or resistance-capacitance 
circuits by use of a variety of special 
triggering devices. These triggering 
devices, including the disc, have a 
smaller range of characteristics, 
and are less temperature-sensitive. 
Basically, a thyristor triggering 
device exhibits a negative resistance 
after a critical voltage is reached, 
so that the gate-current require-
ment of the thyristor can be ob-
tained as a pulse from the discharge 
of the phase-shift capacitor. Be-
cause the gate pulse need be only 
microseconds in duration, the gate-
pulse energy and the size of the 
triggering components are relatively 
small. Triggering circuits of this 

type employ elements such as 
neon bulbs, diacs, unijunction tran-
sistors, and two-transistor switches. 

Fig. 90 shows a light-dimming 
circuit in which a diac is used to 
trigger a triac. The voltage-current 

LINE 
VOLTAGE 

_L--

Fig. 90—A light-dimmer circuit in which 
a diac is used to trigger a triac. 

characteristic for the diac in this 
circuit is shown in Fig. 91. The 
magnitude and duration of the 
gate-current pulse are determined 
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Fig. 9I—Voltage-current characteristic for 
triggering device shown in Fig. 90. 

by the interaction of the capacitor 
C1, the disc characteristics, and the 
impedance of the thyristor gate. 
Fig. 92 shows the typical shape of 
the gate-current pulse that is pro-
duced. 
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Fig. 92—Typical gate-current waveform 
for circuit shown in Fig. 90. 
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SWITCHING 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The ratings of thyristors are based 
primarily upon the amount of heat 
generated within the device pellet 
and the ability of the device package 
to transfer the internal heat to the 
external case. For high-frequency ap-
plications in which the peak-to-aver-
age current ratio is high, or for high-
performance applications that re-
quire large peak values but narrow 
current pulses, the energy lost dur-
ing the turn-on process may be the 
main cause of heat generation within 
the thyristor. The switching proper-
ties of the device must be known, 
therefore, to determine power dis-
sipation which may limit the device 
performance. 
When a thyristor is triggered by 

a gate signal, the turn-on time of 
the device consists of two stages, a 
delay time td and a rise time t„ as 
shown in Fig. 93. The total turn-on 
time tg, is defined as the time inter-
val between the initiation of the gate 
signal and the time when the result-
ing current through the thyristor 
reaches 90 per cent of its maximum 
value with a resistive load. The delay 
time td is defined as the time interval 
between the 10-per-cent point of the 
leading edge of the gate-trigger volt-
age and the 10-per-cent point of the 
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Fig. 93—Gate-ci rent and voltage turn-on 
wavefori is for a thyristor. 

resulting cur nt with a resistive 
load. The ris time t, is the time 
interval requited for the principal 
current to risk from 10 to 90 per 
cent of its Maximum value. The 
total turn-on time, therefore, is the 

sum of both the delay and rise times 
of the thyristor. 
Although the turn-on time is af-

fected to some extent by the peak 
OFF-state voltage and the peak ON-
state current level, it is influenced 
primarily by the magnitude of the 
gate-trigger current pulse. Fig. 94 
shows the variation in turn-on time 
with gate-trigger current for the 
RCA-2N3873 SCR. 
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Fig. 94—Range of turn-on tinie as a func-
tion of gate current for the 2N3873 SCR. 

To guarantee reliable operation 
and provide guidance for equipment 
designers in applications having 
short conduction periods, the voltage 
drop across RCA thyristors, at a 
given instantaneous forward current 
and at a specified time after turn-on 
from an OFF-state condition, is given 
in the published data. The wave-
shape for the initial ON-state volt-
age for the RCA-2N38'73 SCR is 
shown in Fig. 95. This initial volt-
age, together with the time required 
for reduction of the dynamic forward 
voltage drop during the spreading 
time, is an indication of the current-
switching capability of the thyristor. 
When the entire junction area of 

a thyristor is not in conduction, the 
current through that fraction of the 
pellet area in conduction may result 
in large instantaneous power losses. 
These turn-on switching losses are 
proportional to the current and the 
voltage from cathode to anode of the 
device, together with the repetition 
rate of the gate-trigger pulses. The 
instantaneous power dissipated in a 
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Fig. 95—Initial on-state voltage and cur-
rent waveforms for the 2N3873 SCR. 

thyristor under such conditions is 
shown in Fig. 96. The curves shown 
in this figure indicate that the peak 
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Fig. 96—instantaneous power dissipation 
in a thyristor during turn-on. 

power dissipation occurs in the short 
interval immediately after the device 
starts to conduct, usually in the first 
microsecond. During this time inter-
val, the peak junction temperature 

may exceed the maximum operating 
temperature given in the manufac-
turer's data; in this case, the thy-
ristor should not be required to block 
voltages immediately after the con-
duction interval. If the thyristor 
must block voltages immediately fol-
lowing the conduction interval, the 
junction-temperature rating must not 
be exceeded. 
The turn-off time of an SCR also 

consists of two stages, a reverse-
recovery time and a gate-recovery 
time, as shown in Fig. 97. When the 
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Fig. 97—Circuit-commutated turn-off volt-
age and current waveforms for a thyristor. 

forward current of an SCR is reduced 
to zero at the end of a conduction 
period, application of reverse voltage 
between the anode and cathode termi-
nals causes reverse current to flow in 
the SCR until the reverse-blocking 
junction establishes a depletion re-
gion. The time interval between the 
application of reverse voltage and 
the time that the reverse current 
passes its peak value to a steady-
state level is called the reverse-
recovery time t,,. A second recovery 
period, called the gate-recovery time 
t„„ must then elapse for the forward-
blocking junction to establish a for-
ward-depletion region so that for-
ward-blocking voltage can be re-
applied and successfully blocked by 
the SCR. 
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The gate-recovery time of an SCR 
is usually much longer than the re-
verse-recovery time. The total time 
from the instant reverse-recovery 
current begins to flow to the start of 
the re-applied forward-blocking volt-
age is referred to as the circuit com-
mutated turn-off time tg. The turn-off 
time is dependent upon a number of 
circuit parameters, including the ON-
state current prior to turn-off, the 
rate of change of current during 
the forward-to-reverse transition, the 
reverse-blocking voltage, the rate of 
change of the re-applied forward 
voltage, the gate trigger level, the 
gate bias, and the junction tempera-
ture. The junction temperature and 
the ON-state current, however, have 
a more significant effect on turn-off 
time than any of the other factors. 
Because the turn-off time of an SCR 
depends upon a number of circuit 
parameters, the manufacturer's turn-
off time specification is meaningful 
only if these critical parameters are 
listed and the test circuit used for the 
measurement is indicated. 

Thyristors must be operated within 
the maximum ratings specified by the 
manufacturer to assure best results 
in terms of performance, life, and re-
liability. T ese ratings define limit-
ing values, determined on the basis 
of extensiv4 tests, that represent the 
best judgm nt of the manufacturer 
of the safe operating capability of 
the device. 

VOLTAGE RATINGS 

The voltage ratings of thyristors 
are given for both steady-state and 
transient operation and for both 
forward- and reverse-blocking condi-
tions. For SCR's, voltages are con-
sidered to be in the forward or posi-
tive direction when the anode is 
positive with respect to the cathode. 
Negative voltages for SCR's are re-
ferred to as reverse-blocking volt-
ages. For triacs, voltages are con-
sidered to be positive when main 
terminal No. 2 is positive with re-
spect to main terminal No. 1. Alter-

natively, this condition may be re-
ferred to as operation in the first 
quadrant. 

OFF-State Voltages 

The repetitive peak OFF-state 
voltage Wulf is the maximum value 
of OFF-state voltage, either trans-
ient or steady-state, that the thy-
ristor should be required to block 
under the stated conditions of tem-
perature and gate-to-cathode re-
sistance. If this voltage is exceeded, 
the thyristor may switch to the ON 
state. The circuit designer should in-
sure that the VDRM rating is not ex-
ceeded to assure proper operation of 
the thyristor. 
Under relaxed conditions of tem-

perature or gate impedance, or when 
the blocking capability of the thyris-
tor exceeds the specified rating, it 
may be found that a thyristor can 
block voltages far in excess of its 
repetitive OFF-state voltage rating 
VDRM. Because the application of an 
excessive voltage to a thyristor may 
produce irreversible effects, an ab-
solute upper limit should be imposed 
on the amount of voltage that may 
be applied to the main terminals of 
the device. This voltage rating is 
referred to as the peak OFF-state 
voltage VI.. It should be noted that 
the peak OFF-state voltage has a 
single rating irrespective of the volt-
age grade of the thyristor. This rat-
ing is a function of the construction 
of the thyristor and of the surface 
properties of the pellet; it should not 
be exceeded under either continuous 
or transient conditions. 

Reverse Voltages (SCR's only) 

Reverse voltage ratings are given 
for SCR's to provide operating guid-
ance in the third quadrant, or re-
verse-blocking mode. There are two 
voltage ratings for SCR's in the 
reverse-blocking mode: repetitive 
peak reverse voltage (Vilna) and 
nonrepetitive peak reverse voltage 
(VHS!! )• 
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The repetitive peak reverse volt-
age is the maximum allowable value 
of reverse voltage, including all re-
petitive transient voltages, that may 

. be applied to the SCR. Because re-
verse power dissipation is small at 
this voltage, the rise in junction tem-
perature because of this reverse dis-
sipation is very slight and is ac-
comnted for in the rating of the SCR. 
The nonrepetitive peak reverse 

voltage is the maximum allowable 
value of any nonrepetitive transient 
reverse voltage which may be applied 
to the SCR. These nonrepetitive 
transient voltages are allowed to ex-
ceed the steady-state ratings, even 
though the instantaneous power dis-
sipation can be significant. While the 
transient voltage is applied, the junc-
tion temperature may increase, but 
removal of the transient voltage in 
a specified time allows the junction 
temperature to return to its steady-
state operating temperature before a 
thermal runaway occurs. 

ON-State Voltages 

When a thyristor is in a high-
conduction state, the voltage drop 
across the device is no different in 
nature from the forward-conduction 
voltage drop of a semiconductor 
diode, although the magnitude may 
be slightly higher. As in diodes, the 
ON-state voltage-drop characteris-
tic is the major source of power 
losses in the operation of the thy-
ristor, and the temperatures pro-
duced become a limiting feature in 
the rating of the device. 

CURRENT RATINGS 

The current ratings for SCR's and 
triacs define maximum values for 
normal or repetitive currents and 
for surge or nonrepetitive currents. 
These maximum ratings are de-
termined on the basis of the maxi-
mum junction-temperature rating, 
the junction-to-case thermal re-
sistance, the internal power dissi-
pation that results from the current 

flow through the thyristor, and the 
ambient temperature. The effect of 
these factors in the determination 
of current ratings is illustrated by 
the following example. 

Fig. 98 shows curves of the maxi-
mum average forward power dissipa-
tion for the RCA-2N3873 SCR as a 
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Pig. 98—Power-dissipation rating chart for 
the 2N3873 SCR. 

function of average forward current 
for dc operation and for various con-
duction angles. For the 2N3873, the 
junction-to-case thermal resistance 
Ol-C is 0.92°C per watt and the maxi-
mum operating junction temperature 
T, is 100°C. If the maximum case 
temperature Tc,...) is assumed to be 
65°C, the maximum average forward 
power dissipation can be determined 
as follows: 

— TC(max) 

PAVI3(m•x) =   
01-0 

(100 — 65) °C 
= 0.92.C/watt 

= 38 watts 
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The maximum average forward cur-

rent rating for the specified condi-

tions can then be determined from 

the rating curves shown in Fig. 98. 

For example, if a conduction angle 

of 180 degrees is assumed, the aver-

age forward current rating for a 

maximum dissipation of 38 watts is 

found to be 22 amperes. 

These calculations assume that the 

temperature is uniform throughout 

the pellet and the case. The junction 

temperature, however, increases and 

decreases under conditions of tran-

sient loading or periodic currents, 

depending upon the instantaneous 

power dissipated within the thyristor. 

The current rating takes these varia-

tions into account. 

The ON-state current ratings for 

a thyristor indicate the maximum 

values of average, rms, and peak 

(surge) current that should be al-

lowed to flow through the main 

terminals of the device, under 

stated conditions, when the thy-

ristor is in the ON state. For 

heat-sink-mounted thyristors, these 

maximum ratings are based on the 

case temperature; for lead-mounted 

thyristors, the ratings are based on 

the ambient temperature. 

The maximum average ON-state 

current rating is usually specified 

for a half-sine-wave current at a 

particular frequency. Fig. 99 shows 

curves of the maximum allowable 

average ON-state current ITF(a•g) for 

the RCA-2N3873 SCR family as a 

function of case temperature. Be-

cause peak and rms currents may be 

high for small conduction angles, the 

curves in Fig. 99 also show maxi-

mum allowable average currents as 

a function of conduction angle. The 

maximum operating junction tem-

perature for the 2N38'73 is 100°C. 

The rating curves indicate, for a 

given case temperature, the maxi-

mum average ON-state current for 

which the average temperature of 

the pellet will not exceed the maxi-

mum allowable value. The rating 

curves may be used for only resistive 

or inductive loads. When capacitive 

loads are used, the currents produced 
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Fig. 99—Current rating chart for 
2N3873 SCR. 
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the 

by the charge or discharge of the 

capacitor through the thyristor may 

be excessively high, and a resistance 

should be used in series with the 

capacitor to limit the current to the 

rating of the thyristor. 

The ON-state current rating for a 

triac is given only in rms values be-

cause these devices normally conduct 

alternating current. Fig. 100 shows 

an rms ON-state current rating curve 
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Fig. 100—Current rating curve 
cal RCA triac. 
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for a typical triac as a function of 
case temperature. As with the SCR, 
the triac curve is derated to zero 
current when the case temperature 
rises to the maximum operating junc-
tion temperature. Triac current rat-
ings are given for full-wave conduc-
tion under resistive or inductive 
loads. Precautions should be taken to 
limit the peak current to tolerable 
levels when capacitive loads are used. 
The surge ON-state current rating 

indicates the maximum peak 
value of a short-duration current 
pulse that should be allowed to flow 
through a thyristor during one ON-
state cycle, under stated conditions. 
This rating is applicable for any 
rated load condition. During normal 
operation, the junction temperature 
of a thyristor may rise to the maxi-
mum allowable value; if the surge 
occurs at this time, the maximum 
limit is exceeded. For this reason, a 
thyristor is not rated to block OFF-
state voltage immediately following 
the occurrence of a current surge. 
Sufficient time must be allowed to 
permit the junction temperature to 
return to the normal operating value 
before gate control is restored to the 
thyristor. Fig. 101 shows a surge-
current rating curve for the 2N3873 
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10I—Surge-current rating curve for 
the 2N3873 SCR. 

SCR. This curve shows peak values 
of half-sine-wave forward (ON-state) 
current as a function of overload 
duration measured in cycles of the 
60-Hz current. Fig. 102 shows a 
surge-current rating curve for a typi-
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Fig. 102—Surge-current rating curve for a 
typical triac. 

cal triac. For triacs, the rating curve 
shows peak values for a full-sine-
wave current as a function of the 
number of cycles of overload dura-
tion. Multicycle surge curves are the 
basis for the selection of circuit 
breakers and fuses that are used to 
prevent damage to the thyristor in 
the event of accidental short-circuit 
of the device. The number of surges 
permitted over the life of the thy-
ristor should be limited to prevent 
device degradation. 

CRITICAL RATE OF RISE OF 
ON-STATE CURRENT (di/dt) 

In an SCR or triac, the load cur-
rent is initially concentrated in the 
small area of the pellet where load 
current first begins to flow. This 
small area effectively limits the 
amount of current that the device 
can handle and results in a high 
voltage drop across the pellet in the 
first microsecond after the thyris-
tor is triggered. If the rate of rise 
of current is not maintained within 
the rating of the thyristor, local-
ized hot spots may occur within the 
pellet and permanent damage to 
the device may result. The wave-
shape for testing the di /dt cap-
ability of the RCA 2N3873 is 
shown in Fig. 103. The critical rate 
of rise of ON-state current is depen-
dent upon the size of the cathode 
area that begins to conduct initially, 
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and the size of this area is increased 
for larger values of gate trigger cur-
rent. For this reason, the di/dt rat-
ing is specified for a specific value of 
gate trigger current. 

V80 

o 

IT.4100A 

0.5ir 
200A 

di/dt.200 A/jas 

M/M. ITm / 2 ti 

we-t1.1µS 

Fig. 103—Voltage and current waveforms 
used to determine di/di' rating of the 

2N3873 SCR. 

HOLDING AND LATCHING 
CURRENTS 

After an SCR or triac has been 
switched to the ON-state condition, 
a certain minimum value of anode 
current is required to maintain 
the thyristor in this low-impedance 
state. If the anode current is re-
duced below this critical holding-
current value, the thyristor cannot 
maintain regeneration and reverts 
to the OFF or high-impedance 
state. Because the holding cur-
rent (IR) is sensitive to changes in 
temperature (increases as tempera-
ture decreases), this rating is speci-
fied at room temperature with the 
gate open. 
The latching-current rating of a 

thyristor specifies a value of anode 
current, slightly higher than the 
holding current, which is the mini-
mum amount required to sustain con-
duction immediately after the thyris-
tor is switched from the OFF state 
to the ON state and the gate signal 
is removed. Once the latching cur-
rent (IL) is reached, the thyristor 
remains in the ON, or low-impedance, 
state until its anode current is de-
creased below the holding-current 
value. The latching-current rating is 

an important consideration when a 
thyristor is to be used with an induc-
tive load because the inductance 
limits the rate of rise of the anode 
current. Precautions should be taken 
to insure that, under such condi-
tions, the gate signal is present un-
til the anode current rises to the 
latching value so that complete 
turn-on of the thyristor is assured. 

CRITICAL RATE OF RISE OF 
OFF-STATE VOLTAGE (dv/dt) 

Because of the internal capacitance 
of a thyristor, the forward-blocking 
capability of the device is sensitive 
to the rate at which the forward volt-
age is applied. A steep rising voltage 
impressed across the main terminals 
of a thyristor causes a capacitive 
charging current to flow through the 
device. This charging current (i = 
Cdv/dt) is a function of the rate of 
rise of the OFF-state voltage. 

If the rate of rise of the forward 
voltage exceeds a critical value, the 
capacitive charging current may be-
come large enough to trigger the 
thyristor. The steeper the wavefront 
of applied forward voltage, the 
smaller the value of the thyristor 
breakover voltage becomes. 
The use of the shorted-emitter con-

struction in SCR's has resulted in a 
substantial increase in the dv/dt 
capability of these devices by provid-
ing a shunt path around the gate-to-
cathode junction. Typical units can 
withstand rates of voltage rise up to 
200 volts per microsecond under 
worst-case conditions. The dv/dt 
capability of a thyristor decreases 
as the temperature rises and is in-
creased by the addition of an external 
resistance from gate to reference 
terminal. The dv/dt rating, therefore, 
is given for the maximum junction 
temperature with the gate open, i.e., 
for worst-case conditions. 

TRANSIENT PROTECTION 

Voltage transients occur in elec-
trical systems when some disturb-
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ance disrupts the normal operation 
of the system. These disturbances 
may be produced by various sources 
(such as lighting surges, energiz-
ing transformers, and load switch-
ing) and may generate voltages 
which exceed the rating of the thy-
ristors. In addition, transients gen-
erally have a fast rate of rise that 
is usually greater than the critical 
value for the rate of rise of the 
thyristor OFF-state voltage (static 
dv/dt). 

If transient voltages have magni-
tudes far greater than the device 
rating, the thyristor. may switch 
from the OFF state to the ON state, 
and energy is then transferred from 
the thyristor to the load. Because 
the internal resistance of the thyris-
tor is high during the OFF state, 
the transients may cause consider-
able energy to be dissipated in the 
thyristor before breakover occurs. 
In such instances, the transient volt-
age exceeds the maximum allow-
able voltage rating, and irreversible 
damage to the thyristor may occur. 
Even if the magnitude of a tran-

sient voltage is within the maximum 
allowable voltage rating of the thy-
ristor, the rate of rise of the tran-
sient may exceed the static dv/dt 
capability of the thyristor and cause 
the device to switch from the OFF 
state to the ON state. This condi-
tion also results in transfer of en-
ergy from the thyristor to the load. 
In this case, thyristor switching 
from the OFF state to the ON state 
does not occur because the maximum 
allowable voltage is exceeded but, 
instead, occurs because of the fast 
rate of rise of OFF-state voltage 
(dv/dt) and the thyristor capaci-
tance, which result in a turn-on 
current i = Cdv/dt. Thyristor 
switching produced in this way is 
free from high-energy dissipation, 
and turn-on is not destructive pro-
vided that the current that results 
from the energy transfer is within 
the device capability. 

In either case, transient suppres-
sion techniques are employed to 
minimize the effects of turn.on be-

cause of overvoltage or because the 
thyristor dv/dt capability is ex-
ceeded. 
One of the obvious solutions to 

insure that transients do not ex-
ceed the maximum allowable volt-
age rating is to provide a thyristor 
with r. voltage rating greater than 
the highest transient voltage ex-
pected in a system. This technique, 
however, does not represent an 
economical solution because, in most 
cases, the transient magnitude, 
which is dependent on the source of 
transient generation, is not easily 
defined. Transient voltages as high 
as 2600 volts have resulted from 
lighting disturbances on a 120-volt 
residential power line. Usually, the 
best solution is to specify devices 
that can withstand voltage from 2 
to 3 times the steady-state value. 
This technique provides a reason-
able safety factor. The effects of 
voltage transients can further be 
minimized by use of external circuit 
elements, such as RC snubber net-
works across the thyristor terminals, 
as shown in Fig. 104. The rate at 
which the voltage rises at the thyris-
tor terminal is a function of the load 

Fig I04—Minimizing effects of voltage 
Ira zsients in thyristor circuit by means of 

an RC snubber network. 

impedance and the values of the re-
sistor R and the capacitor C in the 
snubber network. Because the load 
impedance is usually variable, the 
preferred approach is to assume a 
worst-case condition for the load 
and, through actual transient meas-
urement, to select a value of C that 
provides the minimum rate of rise 
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at the thyristor terminals. The snub-
ber resistance should be selected to 
minimize the capacitor discharge 
currents during turn-on. 
For applications in which it is 

necessary to minimize false turn-
on because of transients, the addi-
tion of a coil in series with the 
load, as shown in Fig. 105, is very 
effective for suppression of transient 
rise times at the thyristor termi-
nals. For example, if a transient of 

Fig. I05—Suppression of transient rise 
times at the terminals of a thyristor by 
means of a coil in series with the load. 

infinite rise time is assumed to oc-
cur at the input terminals and if the 
effects of the load impedance are 
neglected, the rise time of the tran-
sient at the thyristor terminals is 
approximately equal to Erk/N/LC. 
If the value of the added inductor 
L is 100 microhenries and the value 
of the snubber capacitor C is 0.1 
microfarad, the infinite rate of rise 
of the transient at the thyristor 
terminals is reduced by a factor 
of 3. For a filter network consisting 
of L = 100 microhenries, C = 22 
microfarads, and R = 47 ohms, a 
1000-volt-per-microsecond transient 
that appears at the input terminals 
is suppressed by a factor of 6 at 
the thyristor terminals. 

COMMUTATING dv/dt 
CAPABILITY 

In ac power-control applications, 
a triac must switch from the con-
ducting state to the blocking state 

at each zero-current point, or twice 
each cycle, of the applied ac power. 
This action is called commutation. 
If the triac fails to block the circuit 
voltage (turn off) following the 
zero-current point, this action is not 
damaging to the triac, but control 
of the load power is lost. Commu-
tation for resistive loading presents 
no special problems because the 
voltage and current are essentially 
in phase. For inductive loading, 
however, the current lags the volt-
age so that, following the zero-
current point, an applied voltage 
opposite to the current and equal 
to the peak of the ac line voltage 
occurs across the thyristor. The 
maximum rate of rise of this volt-
age which can be blocked without 
the triac reverting to the ON state 
is termed the critical rate of rise 
of commutation voltage, or the com-
mutating dv/dt capability, of the 
triac. 

SCR's do not experience commu-
tation limitations because turn-on 
is not possible for the polarity of 
voltage opposite to current flow. 
The commutating dv/dt is a major 

operating characteristic used to de-
scribe the performance capability of 
a triac. The characteristic can be 
more easily understood if the triac 
pellet, shown in Fig. 106, is consid-
ered to be divided into two halves. 

MAIN 
TERMINAL 

2 

MAIN 

n 
i TERMINAL 

p 0 O I n1  

GATE 

Fig. I06—Junction diagram for a triac 
pellet. 

One half conducts current in one 
direction, the other half conducts in 
the opposite direction. The main 
blocking junctions and a lightly 
doped n-type base region in which 
charge can be stored are common 
to both halves of the triac pellet. 
(The base region is the section 
shown between the dotted lines in 
Fig. 1064 
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Charge is stored in the base when 
current is conducted in either direc-
tion. The amount of charge stored 
at the end of each half-cycle of con-
duction depends on the commutating 
di/dt, i.e., the rate of decrease of 
load current as commutation is ap-
proached. The junction capacitance 
of the triac at commutation is a 
function of the remaining charge at 
that time. The greater the di/dt, 
the more remaining charge, and the 
greater the junction capacitance. 
When the voltage changes direction, 
the remaining charge diffuses into 
the opposite half of the triac struc-
ture. The rate of rise of this voltage 
(commutating dv/dt) in conjunction 
with the junction capacitance results 
in a current flow which, if large 
enough, can cause the triac to re-
vert to the conducting state in the 
absence of a gate signal. 
The commutating dv/dt capability 

is specified in volts per microsecond 
for the following conditions: 

1. the maximum rated on-state cur-
rent [IT(RMS)]; 

2. the maximum case temperature 
for the rated value of on-state 
current; 

3. the maximum rated off-state 
voltage (VI.Rom); 

4. the maximum commutating di/dt 
(where di/dt = Iv., sin wt and 
= 2711). 

It is apparent, therefore, that the 
frequency (f) of the applied ac 
power is an important factor in 
determination of the commutating 
dv/dt capability of a triac. 

Fig. 107 indicates how the com-
mutating dv/dt capability of a triac 
depends on current and frequency. 
A particular triac has a specific 
commutating dv/dt capability at the 
rated 60-Hz on-state current. If this 
60-Hz on-state current is reduced 
(dashed-line), then its associated 
commutating dv/dt capability is in-
creased. It should be noted that al-
though the sine-wave current is de-
creased in magnitude, the commutat-
ing di/dt is also decreased. For a 

400-Hz on-state current of the same 
magnitude, it is evident that the 
commutating di/dt is much greater 
than at 60 Hz and, therefore, the 
commutating dv/dt capability is 
greatly reduced. These relationships 
indicate that a triac capable of 400-
Hz operation must have an extreme-
ly high commutating capability. 

COMMUTATING 
ch/dt 

60 Hz PEAK RATED SINE-
WAVE CURRENT AT 
RATED CASE 
TEMPERATURE 

400 Hz 

400 Hz 

Fig. 107—Dependence of triac commutat-
ing capability on current and frequency. 

RCA offers a complete line of triacs 
rated for 400-Hz operation. Appli-
cations of such devices are described 
in the section on Power Switching 
and Control. 

It should be evident that 400 Hz 
is not an upper limit on frequency 
capability for triacs; 400 Hz is a 
characterization point simply be-
cause it is a standard operating fre-
quency. Figs. 108 and 109 indicate 
how the frequency capability of a 
typical RCA 400-Hz triac can be 
increased. Fig. 108 shows that re-
duction of load current increases 
frequency capability. Maximum rated 
junction temperature and minimum 
rated commutating dv/dt are held 
constant for this test of capability. 
Fig. 109 shows the effects of junc-
tion temperature on frequency ca-
pability. For this test, rated current 
and minimum rated dv/dt are held 
constant. Therefore, if a typical 
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400-Hz triac is used at less than its 
maximum rated junction tempera-
ture and less than its rated current, 
its frequency capability is greatly 
enhanced. 
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Fig. I08—Frequency capability of a 
400-Hz triac as a function of load current. 

One other factor that greatly af-
fects commutating capability is tem-
perature. All commutating charac-
teristic data are specified for maxi-
mum operating case temperature at 
maximum rated steady-state current. 
If the operating case temperature 
is below the rated value, the com-
mutating capability is increased. 
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Fig. I09—Frequency capability of a 
400-Hz triac as a function of junction 

temperature. 

RADIO-FREQUENCY 
INTERFERENCE 

The fast switching action of triacs 
when they turn on into resistive 
loads causes the current to rise to 
the instantaneous value determined 
by the load in a very short period 
of time. Triacs switch from the 

high- to the low-impedance state 
within 1 or 2 microseconds; the cur-
rent must rise from essentially zero 
to full-load value during this period. 
This fast switching action produces 
a current step which is largely com-
posed of higher-harmonic frequen-
cies of several megahertz that have 
an amplitude varying inversely as 
the frequency. In phase-control ap-
plications, such as light dimming, 
this current step is produced on each 
half-cycle of the input voltage. Be-
cause the switching occurs many 
times a second, a noise pulse is gen-
erated into frequency-sensitive de-
vices such as AM radios and causes 
annoying interference. The ampli-
tude of the higher frequencies in 
the current step is of such low levels 
that they do not interfere with tele-
vision or FM radio. In general, the 
level of radio-frequency interference 
(RFI) produced by the triac is well 
below that produced by most ac/dc 
brush-type electric motors; how-
ever, some type of RFI suppression 
network is usually added. 

There are two basic types of 
radio-frequency interference (RFI) 
associated with the switching action 
of triacs. One form, radiated RFI, 
consists of the high-frequency en-
ergy radiated through the air from 
the equipment. In most cases, this 
radiated RFI is insignificant unless 
the radio is located very close to 
the source of the radiation. 
Of more significance is conducted 

RFI which is carried through the 
power lines and affects equipment 
attached to the same power lines. 
Because the composition of the cur-
rent waveshape consists of higher 
frequencies, a simple choke placed 
in series with the load increases 
the current rise time and reduces 
the amplitude of the higher har-
monics. To be effective, however, 
such a choke must be quite large. 
A more effective filter, and one that 
has been found adequate for most 
light-dimming applications, is shown 
in Fig. 110. The LC filter provides 
adequate attenuation of the high-
frequency harmonics and reduces 
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Fig. 110—RFI-suppression networks (C = 
0.1 ILF, 200 V at 120 V ac; 0.1 gF, 400 V 

at 240 V ac). 

the noise interference to a low level. 
The capacitor connected across the 
entire network bypasses high-fre-
quency signals so that they are not 
connected to any external circuits 
through the power lines. 

Fig. 111 shows a triac control cir-
cuit that includes RFI suppression 
for the purpose of minimizing high-
frequency interference. The values 
indicated are typical of those used 
in lamp-dimmer circuits. 

Fig. Ill—Lamp-control circuit incorporat-
ing RFI suppression. 
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Silicon Rectifiers 

SILICON rectifiers are essentially 
cells containing a simple p-n 

junction. As a result, they have low 
resistance to current flow in one 
(forward) direction, but high resist-
ance to current flow in the opposite 
(reverse) direction. They can be 
operated at ambient temperatures up 
to 200°C and at current levels as 
high as hundreds of amperes, with 
voltage levels greater than 1000 
volts. In addition, they can be used 
in parallel or series arrangements to 
provide higher current or voltage 
capabilities. 

Because of their high forward-to-
reverse current ratios, silicon recti-
fiers can achieve rectification efficien-
cies greater than 99 per cent. When 
properly used, they have excellent 
life characteristics which are not 
affected by aging, moisture, or tem-
perature. They are very small and 
light-weight, and can be made im-
pervious to shock and other severe 
environmental conditions. 

THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Although rectifiers can operate at 
high temperatures, the thermal ca-
pacity of a silicon rectifier is quite 
low, and the junction temperature 
rises rapidly during high-current 
operation. Sudden rises in junction 
temperature caused by either high 
currents or excessive ambient-tem-
perature conditions can cause failure. 
(A silicon rectifier is considered to 
have failed when either the forward 
voltage drop or the reverse current 
has increased to a point where the 
crystal structure or surrounding ma-
terial breaks down.) Consequently, 

temperature effects are very impor-
tant in the consideration of silicon 
rectifier characteristics. 

REVERSE CHARACTERISTICS 

When a reverse-bias voltage is ap-
plied to a silicon rectifier, a limited 
amount of reverse current (usually 
measured in microamperes, as com-
pared to milliamperes or amperes of 
forward current) begins to flow. As 
shown in Fig. 112, this reverse cur-
rent flow increases slightly as the 
bias voltage increases, but then tends 

VOLTAGE 

25° C 

TEMPERATURE = 
150° C -IpA AT 25° C 

-100pA AT 150° C 

Fig. 112—Typical reverse characteristics in 
a silicon red, fier. 

to remain constant even though the 
voltage continues to increase signifi-
cantly. However, an increase in oper-
ating temperature increases the 
reverse current considerably for a 
given reverse bias. 
At a specific reverse voltage (which 

varies for different types of diodes), 
a very sharp increase in reverse cur-
rent occurs. This voltage is called 
the breakdown or avalanche (or 
zener) voltage. In many applications, 
rectifiers can operate safely at the 
avalanche point. If the reverse volt-
age is increased beyond this point, 
however, or if the ambient tempera-
ture is raised sufficiently (for ex-
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ample, a rise from 25 to 150°C in-
creases the current by a factor of 
several hundred), "thermal run-
away" results and the diode may be 
destroyed. 

FORWARD CHARACTERISTICS 

A silicon rectifier usually requires 
a forward voltage of 0.4 to 0.8 volt 
(depending upon the temperature 
and the impurity concentration in 
the p-type and n-type materials) be-
fore significant current flow occurs. 
As shown in Fig. 113, a slight rise 
in voltage beyond this point in-
creases the forward current sharply. 
Because of the small mass of the sili-
con rectifier, the forward voltage 
drop must be carefully controlled so 
that the specified maximum value of 
dissipation for the device is not ex-
ceeded. Otherwise, the diode may be 
seriously damaged or destroyed. 

Fig. 113 shows the effects of an in-
crease in temperature on the forward-
current characteristic of a silicon 
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Fig. 113—Typical forward characteristics 

in a silicon rectifier. 

rectifier. In certain applications, close 
control of ambient temperature is re-
quired for satisfactory operation. 
Close control is not usually required, 
however, in power circuits. 

RATINGS 

Ratings for silicon rectifiers are 
determined by the manufacturer on 
the basis of extensive reliability test-
ing. One of the most important rat-
ings is the maximum peak reverse 
voltage (PRV), i.e., the highest 
amount of reverse voltage which can 
be applied to a specific rectifier be-
fore the avalanche breakdown point 

is reached. PRV ratings range from 
about 50 volts to as high as 1000 
volts for some single-junction diodes. 
As will be discussed later, several 
junction diodes can be connected in 
series to obtain the PRV values re-
quired for very-high-voltage power-
supply applications. 
Because the current through a rec-

tifier is normally not dc, current rat-
ings are usually given in terms of 
average, rms, and peak values. The 
waveshapes shown in Fig. 114 and 
115 help to illustrate the relation-
ships among these ratings. For ex-
ample, Fig. 114 shows the current 
variation with time of a sine wave 
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Fig. 114—Variation of current of a sine 
wave with time. 

that has a peak current 1,k of 10 
amperes. The area under the curve 
can be translated mathematically 
into an equivalent rectangle that in-
dicates the average value I„. of the 
sine wave. The relationship between 
the average and peak values of the 
total sine-wave current is then given 
by 

I„ = 0.637 'peat 

Ipe.k =— 1.57 I. 

However, the power P consumed 
by a device (and thus the heat gen-
erated within it) is equal to the 
square of the current through it 
times its finite electrical resistance 
R (i.e., P = I2R). Therefore, the 
power is proportional to the square 
of the current rather than to the 
peak or average value. Fig. 115 
shows the square of the current for 
the sine wave of Fig. 114. A horizon-
tal line drawn through a point half-
way up the curve indicates the 
average (or mean) of the squares, 
and the square root of the I' value 

or 
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I15—Variation of the square of sine 
wave current with time. 

at this point is the root-mean-square 
(rms) value of the current. The re-
lationship between rms and peak 
current is given by 

or 
Ira.. = 0.707 'peak 

Ipe = 1.414 Irm• 

Because a single rectifier cell 
passes current in one direction only, 
it conducts for only half of each 
cycle of an ac sine wave. Therefore, 
the second half of the curves in Figs. 
114 and 115 is eliminated. The aver-
age current I., then becomes half of 
the value determined for full-cycle 
conduction, and the rms current I,.. 
is equal to the square root of half the 
mean-square value for full-cycle 
conduction. In terms of half-cycle 
sine-wave conduction (as in a single-
phase half-wnve circuit), the rela-
tionships of the rectifier currents 
can be shown as follows: 

For 
fier 

Ipe.k = 71- X Isv = 3.14 I., 
(1/7r) Ipe.k = 0.32 'peek 

(7r12) I.. = 1.57 I. 
= (2/7r) Ir.. = 0.64 
= 2 I, tn• 
= 0.5 Ipeak 

different combinations of recti-
cells and different circuit con-

figurations, these relationships are, 
of course, changed again. Current 
(and voltage) relationships have 
been derived for various types of 
rectifier applications and are given 
in the section on DC Power Supplies. 
Published data for silicon rectifiers 

usually include maximum ratings 
for both average and peak forward 
current. As shown in Fig. 116, the 
maximum average forward current 
is the maximum average value of 
current which is allowed to flow in 
the forward direction during a full 
ac cycle at a specified ambient or 
case temperature. Typical average 
current outputs range from 0.5 am-
pere to as high as 100 amperes for 
single silicon diodes. The peak 
recurrent forward current is the 
maximum repetitive instantaneous 
forward current permitted under 
stated conditions. 

--- SURGE OR FAULT CURRENT 

r\ __ ____ PEAK REPETITIVE 
CURRENT 

— — — — AVERAGE FORWARD 
CURRENT 

Fig. 116—Representation of rectifier cur-
rents. 

In addition, ratings are usually 
given for non-repetitive surge, or 
fault, current. In rectifier applica-
tions, conditions may develop which 
cause momentary currents that are 
considerably higher than normal 
operating current. These increases 
(current surges) may occur from 
time to time during normal circuit 
operation as a result of normal load 
variations, or they may be caused 
by abnormal conditions or faults in 
the circuit. Although a rectifier can 
usually absorb a limited amount of 
additional heat without any effects 
other than a momentary rise in junc-
tion temperature, a sufficiently high 
surge can drive • the junction tem-
perature high enough to destroy the 
rectifier. Surge ratings indicate the 
amount of current overload or surge 
that the rectifier can withstand with-
out detrimental effects. 

Fig. 117 shows universal surge 
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rating charts for families of recti-
fiers having average current ratings 
up to 40 amperes. The rms currents 
shown in these charts are incremen-
tal values which add to the normal 
rms forward current during surge 
periods. The charts indicate maxi-
mum current increments that can be 
safely handled by the rectifiers for 
given lengths of time. These charts 
can be used by designers to de-
termine whether circuit modifica-
tions are necessary to protect the 
rectifiers. If the value and duration 
of expected current surges are 
greater than the ratings for the rec-
tifier, impedance should be added to 
capacitive-load circuits or fuses or 
circuit breakers to variable-load cir-
cuits for surge protection. 
The fusing requirements for a 
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Fig. 117—Universal surge rating charts for 
RCA rectifiers. 
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given circuit can be determined by 
use of a coordination chart such as 
that shown in Fig. 118. Two charac-
teristics are plotted on the coordi-
nation chart initially: (A) the surge 
rating curve for the rectifier, and 

0 0.01 0 I 
cc 

SURGE DURATION—SECONDS 

Fig. 118—Typical coordination chart for 
determining fusing requirements (A = 
surge-rating chart for 20-ampere rectifier; 
B = expected surge current in half-wave 
circuit; C = opening characteristics of 
protective device; D = resulting surge cur-

rent in modified circuit). 

(B) the maximum surge (fault cur-
rent) expected in the circuit. In Fig. 
118, curve A is the surge rating 
curve for a 20-ampere rectifier, and 
curve B is the maximum surge ex-
pected to occur in a single-phase 
half-wave rectifier circuit that has 
an input voltage of 600 volts and is 
subject to overload conditions in 
which the load resistance can de-
crease to 2 ohms. The maximum rms 
current which can flow under these 
conditions is given by 

A 

B 

= El./2RL = 600/4 
= 150 amperes 

The incremental portion of this cur-
rent is determined by subtracting 
the normal rms current of the 20-
ampere rectifier (I,.. = 1.57 I.. = 
1.57 x 20 = 31.4 amperes; I«, = 
150 — 31.4 = 118.6 amperes). The 
straight line of curve B is then 
drawn at an rms value of 118.6 am-
peres in Fig 118. 
The intersection of curves A and 

B indicates that the 20-ampere rec-
tifier can safely support an incre-
mental rms surge current of 118.6 
amperes for a maximum duration of 
about 40 milliseconds. Therefore, the 
circuit must be modified to include 
a protective element that has an 
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"opening" characteristic that falls 
below the rectifier surge rating 
curve for all times greater than 40 
milliseconds. The opening charac-
teristic of such a protective element 
is shown in Fig. 118 as curve C. 
Surge current in the modified circuit 
is then limited by the circuit re-
sistance for periods up to 40 milli-
seconds and by the protective 
element for surges of longer dura-
tion, as shown by curve D. 
Surge currents generally occur 

when the equipment is first turned 
on, or when unusual voltage tran-
sients are introduced in the ac sup-
ply line. Protection against excessive 
currents of this type can be provided 
in various ways, as will be dis-
cussed later. 

Because these maximum current 
ratings are all affected by thermal 
variations, ambient-temperature con-
ditions must be considered in the 
application of silicon rectifiers. Tem-
perature-rating charts are usually 
provided to show the percentage by 
which maximum currents must be 
decreased for operation at tempera-
tures higher than normal room tem-
perature (25°C). 

OVERLOAD PROTECTION 

In the application of silicon recti-
fiers, it is necessary to guard against 
both over-voltage and over-current 
(surge) conditions. A voltage surge 
in a rectifier arrangement can be 
caused by dc switching, reverse recov-
ery transients, transformer switch-
ing, inductive-load switching, and 
various other causes. The effects of 
such surges can be reduced by the 
use of a capacitor connected across 
the input or the output of the recti-
fier. In addition, the magnitude of 
the voltage surge can be reduced by 
changes in the switching elements or 
the sequence of switching, or by a 
reduction in the speed of current in-
terruption by the switching elements. 

In all applications, a rectifier hav-
ing a more-than-adequate peak re-
verse voltage rating should be used. 
The safety margin for reverse volt-

age usually depends on the applica-
tion. For a single-phase half-wave 
application using switching of the 
transformer primary and having no 
transient suppression, a rectifier hav-
ing a peak reverse voltage three or 
four times the expected working 
voltage should be used. For a full-
wave bridge using load switching 
and having adequate suppression of 
transients, a margin of 1.5 to 1 is 
generally acceptable. 

Because of the small size of the 
silicon rectifier, excessive surge cur-
rents are particularly harmful to rec-
tifier operation. Current surges may 
be caused by short circuits, capacitor 
inrush, de overload, or failure of a 
single cell in a multiple arrange-
ment. In the case of low-power cells, 
fuses or circuit breakers are often 
placed in the ac input circuit to the 
rectifier to interrupt the fault cur-
rent before it damages the rectifier. 
When circuit requirements are such 
that service must be continued in 
case of failure of an individual diode, 
a number of cells can be used in 
parallel, each with its own fuse. Ad-
ditional fuses should be used in the 
ac line and in series with the load for 
protection against de load faults. In 
high-power cells, an arrangement of 
circuit breakers, fuses, and series re-
sistances is often used to reduce the 
amplitude of the surge current. Fus-
ing requirements can be determined 
by use of coordination charts for 
the particular circuits and rectifiers 
used. 

SERIES AND PARALLEL 
ARRANGEMENTS 

Silicon rectifiers can be arranged 
in series or in parallel to provide 
higher voltage or current capabili-
ties, respectively, as required for 
specific applications. 
A parallel arrangement of recti-

fiers can be used when the maximum 
average forward current required is 
larger than the maximum current 
rating of an individual rectifier cell. 
In such arrangements, however, 
some means must be provided to as-
sure proper division of current 
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through the parallel rectifier cells. 
Parallel rectifier arrangements are 
not in general use. Designers nor-
mally use a polyphase arrangement 
to provide higher currents, or sim-
ply substitute the readily available 
higher-current rectifier types. 

Series arrangements of silicon rec-
tifiers are used when the applied re-
verse voltage is expected to be 
greater than the maximum peak re-
verse voltage rating of a single sili-
con rectifier (or cell). For example, 
four rectifiers having a maximum 
reverse voltage rating of 200 volts 
each could be connected in series to 
handle an applied reverse voltage of 
800 volts. 

In a series arrangement, the most 
important consideration is that the 
applied voltage be divided equally 
across the individual rectifiers. If the 
instantaneous voltage is not uni-
formly divided, one of the rectifiers 
may be subjected to a voltage greater 
than its specified maximum reverse 
voltage, and, as a result, may be de-
stroyed. Uniform voltage division 
can usually be assured by connection 
of either resistors or capacitors in 
parallel with individual cells. Shunt 

resistors are used in steady-state 
applications, and shunt capacitors in 
applications in which transient volt-
ages are expected. Both resistors and 
capacitors should be used if the cir-
cuit is to be exposed to both dc and 
ac components. When only a few 
diodes are in series, multiple trans-
former windings may be used, each 
winding supplying its own assembly 
consisting of one series diode. The 
outputs of the diodes are then con-
nected in series for the desired volt-
age. 
RCA rectifier stacks (CR101, 

CR201, and CR301 series) are de-
signed to provide equal reverse volt-
age across the individual rectifier 
cells in the assembly under both 
steady-state and transient condi-
tions. The CR101 and CR301 series 
stacks include an integral resistance-
capacitance network to equalize the 
reverse voltage across the series-
connected rectifier cells. The CR201 
series stacks use precisely matched 
rectifier cells for internal voltage 
equalization. Extended life tests have 
shown that these rectifier stacks are 
capable of operating for many thou-
sands of hours without noticeable 
degradation of performance. 
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Other Solid-State Diodes 

T N addition to the silicon rectifiers 
-I- described in the preceding section, 
a number of other types of solid-
state diode devices are available for 
use in a broad variety of circuit ap-
plications. For example, low-level 
rectifying diodes are widely used in 
signal-mixing, detector, and bal-
anced-modulator applications. Such 
diodes, although they have signifi-
cantly lower voltage and current 
ratings, operate essentially the same 
as the silicon rectifiers and are not 
discussed further. The emphasis in 
this section is on specialized types 
(i.e., tunnel, varactor, voltage-refer-
ence, and compensating diodes) that 
are used primarily to provide func-
tions other than rectification. 

TUNNEL DIODES 

A tunnel diode is a small p-n 
junction device having a very high 
concentration of impurities in the 
p-type and n-type semiconductor 
materials. This high impurity den-
sity makes the junction depletion 
region (or space-charge region) so 
narrow that electrical charges can 
transfer across the junction by a 
quantum-mechanical action called 
"tunneling." This tunneling effect 
provides a negative-resistance region 
on the characteristic curve of the de-
vice that makes it possible to achieve 
amplification, pulse generation, and 
rf-energy generation. 

Characteristics 

Typical current-voltage character-
istics for a tunnel diode are shown 
in Fig. 119. Conventional diodes do 

not conduct current under conditions 
of reverse bias until the breakdown 
voltage is reached; under forward 
bias they .begin to conduct at ap-
proximately 300 millivolts. In tunnel 
diodes, however, a small reverse bias 
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Fig. 119—Typical current-voltage charac-
teristic of a tunnel diode. 

causes the valence electrons of semi-
conductor atoms near the junction to 
"tunnel" across the junction from 
the p-type region into the n-type 
region; as a result, the tunnel diode 
is highly conductive for all reverse 
biases. Similarly, under conditions of 
small forward bias, the electrons in 
the n-type region "tunnel" across 
the junction to the p-type region and 
the tunnel-diode current rises rapidly 
to a sharp maximum peak At in-
termediate values of forward bias, 
the tunnel diode exhibits a negative-
resistance characteristic and the cur-
rent drops to a deep minimum valley 
point L. At higher values of forward 
bias, the tunnel diode exhibits the 
diode characteristic associated with 
conventional semiconductor current 
flow. The decreasing current with in-
creasing forward bias in the nega-
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tive-resistance region of the charac-
teristic provides the tunnel diode 
with its ability to amplify, oscillate, 
and switch. 

Equivalent Circuit 
In the equivalent circuit for a tun-

nel diode shown in Fig. 120, the n-
type and p-type regions are shown as 

TRANSITION 
n REGION  P I 

VV./ 

C(v) 
Fig. 120—Equivalent circuit for a tunnel 

diode. 
pure resistances ri and r2. The tran-
sition region is represented as a 
voltage-sensitive resistance R(v) in 
parallel with a voltage-sensitive ca-
pacitance C(v) because tunneling is 
a function of both voltage and junc-
tion capacitance. This capacitance is 
similar to that of a parallel-plate 
capacitor having plates separated by 
the transition region. 
The dashed portion L in Fig. 120 

represents an inductance which re-
sults from the case and mounting of 
the tunnel diode. This inductance is 
unimportant for low-frequency di-
odes, but becomes increasingly im-
portant at high frequencies (above 
100 MHz). 

Fig. 121 shows the form of the 
equivalent circuit when the diode is 
biased so that its operating point is 
in the negative-resistance region; 
dynamic characteristics of tunnel di-
odes are defined with respect to this 
circuit. Ls represents the total series 
inductance, and Rs the total series 
resistance. CD is the capacitance and 
—RD is the negative resistance of 
the diode. For small signal varia-
tions, both the resistance RD and the 
capacitance CD are constant. 
The figure of merit F of a tunnel 

diode is equal to the reciprocal of 
2wRC, where R and C are the equiva-
lent values —RD and CD, respectively, 
shown in Fig. 121. This expression 
has two very useful interpretations: 

Ls 

Fig. 12I—Equivalent circuit for a tunnel 
diode biased in the negative-resistance 

region. 

(1) it is the diode gain-bandwidth 
product for circuits operating in the 
linear negative-resistance region of 
the characteristic, and (2) its recip-
rocal is the diode switching time 
when the device is used as a logic 
element. 

Operating Point 

When the tunnel diode is used in 
circuits such as amplifiers and oscil-
lators, the operating point must be 
established in the negative-resistance 
region. The de load line, shown as 
a solid line in Fig. 122, must be very 
steep so that it intersects the static 
characteristic curve at only one point 
A. The ac load line can be either 
steep with only one intersection B, 
as in the case of an amplifier, or 
relatively flat with three intersec-
tions C, D, and E, as in the case of 
an oscillator. The location of the op-
erating point is determined by the 
anticipated signal swing, the required 
signal-to-noise ratio, and the operat-
ing temperature of the device. Bias-
ing at the center of the linear portion 

DC LOAD LINE 
--- AC LOAD LINE 

Fig. 122—Typical load lines for mind-
diode circuits. 
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of the negative-resistance slope per-
mits the greatest signal swing. For 
high-temperature operation, a higher 
operating current is chosen; for low 
noise, the device is operated at the 
lowest possible bias current. 

Radiation and Thermal 
Considerations 

One of the most important features 
of the tunnel diode is its resistance 
to nuclear radiation. Experimental 
results have shown tunnel diodes to 
be at least ten times more resistant 
to radiation than transistors. Because 
the resistivity of tunnel diodes is so 
low initially, it is not critically af-
fected by radiation until large doses 
have been applied. In addition, tun-
nel diodes are less affected by ioniz-
ing radiation because they are rela-
tively insensitive to surface changes 
produce4 by such radiation. 

In general, the tunnel-diode volt-
age-cur ent characteristic is rela-
tively ifridependent of temperature. 
Specific tunnel-diode applications 
may be affected, however, by the rel-
ative temperature dependence of the 
various I circuit components. In such 
applicatons, negative feedback or 
direct ( ircuit) compensation may be 
required. 

TUNNEL RECTIFIERS 
In addition to its negative-resist-

ance properties, the tunnel diode has 
an efficient rectification character-
istic which can be used in many 
rectifier applications. When a tunnel 
diode is used in a circuit in such a 
way that this rectification property 
is emphasized rather than its nega-
tive-resistance characteristic, it is 
called a tunnel rectifier. In general, 
the peak current for a tunnel rec-
tifier is less than one milliampere. 

The' major differences in the cur-
rent-N4ltage characteristics of tunnel 
rectifiers and conventional rectifiers 
are s 
tion al 
stanti 
extre 
tion 
the b 

own in Fig. 123. In conven-
rectifiers, current flow is sub-
1 in the forward direction, but 
ely small in the reverse direc-
for signal voltages less than 
eakdown voltage for the de-

vice). In tunnel rectifiers, however, 
substantial reverse current flows at 
very low voltages, while forward 
current is relatively small. Conse-
quently, tunnel rectifiers can provide 
rectification at smaller signal volt-
ages than conventional rectifiers, 
although their polarity requirements 
are opposite. (For this reason, tun-
nel rectifiers are sometimes called 
"back diodes.") 

I $ 

Ip 

-CONVENTIONAL 
RECTIFIER 
TUNNEL 
RECTIFIER 

1 

Fig. 123—Current-voltage characteristics 
of tunnel rectifier and conventional 

rectifier. 

Because of their high-speed capa-
bility and superior rectification char-
acteristics, tunnel rectifiers can be 
used to provide coupling in one di-
rection and isolation in the opposite 
direction. Fig. 124 shows the use of 
tunnel rectifiers to provide direc-
tional coupling in a tunnel-diode 
logic circuit. 

TUNNEL RECTIFIERS 

Fig. I24—Logic circuit using a funnel 
diode and three tunnel rectifiers. 
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VARACTOR DIODES 

A varactor or variable-reactance 
diode is a microwave-frequency p-n 
junction solid-state device in which 
the depletion-layer capacitance bears 
a nonlinear relation to the junction 
voltage, as shown in Fig. 125(a). 
When biased in the reverse direction, 
a varactor diode can be represented 
by a voltage-sensitive capacitance 
C(v) in series with a resistance R., 
as shown in Fig. 125(b). This non-
linear capacitance and low series 
resistance, which permit the de-
vice to perform frequency-multi-
plication, oscillation, and switching 
functions, result from a very high 
impurity concentration outside the 
depletion-layer region and a rela-

ta 

VOLTAGE 

(o) (0) 

Fig. I25—(a) Capacitance-voltage relation-
and (b) equivalent circuit for a varactor 

diode. 

tively low concentration at the 
junction. Very low noise levels are 
possible in circuits using varactor 
diodes because the dominant current 
across the junction is reactive and 
shot-noise components are absent. 

Reactive nonlinearity, without an 
appreciable series resistance compo-
nent, enables varactor diodes to gen-
erate harmonics with very high ef-
ficiency in circuits such as the shunt-
type frequency multiplier shown in 
Fig. 126. The circuit is driven by a 
sinusoidal voltage source V. having 
a fundamental frequency f and an 
internal impedance Z.. Because the 
ideal input filter is an open circuit 
for all frequencies except the funda-
mental frequency, only the funda-
mental component of current if can 
flow in the input loop. A second-
harmonic current iff is generated by 

Fig. 126—Varactor-diode frequency multi-
plier 

the varactor diode and flows toward 
the load Z1.; another ideal filter is 
used in the output loop to block the 
fundamental-frequency component of 
the input current. 

Varactor diodes can amplify sig-
nals when their voltage-dependent 
capacitance is modulated by an alter-
nating voltage at a different fre-
quency. This alternating voltage 
supply, which is often referred to as 
the "pump", adds energy to the sig-
nal by changing the diode capaci-
tance in a specific phase relation with 
the stored signal charge so that po-
tential energy is added to this charge. 
An "idler" circuit is generally used 
to provide the proper phase relation-
ship between the signal and the 
"pump." 

VOLTAGE-REFERENCE DIODES 

Voltage-reference or zener diodes 
are silicon rectifiers in which the re-
verse current remains small until 
the breakdown voltage is reached 
and then increases rapidly with little 
further increase in voltage. The 
breakdown voltage is a function of 
the diode material and construction, 
and can be varied from one volt to 
several hundred volts for various 
current and power ratings, depending 
on the junction area and the method 
of cooling. A stabilized supply can 
deliver a constant output (voltage or 
current) unaffected by temperature, 
output load, or input voltage, within 
given limits. The stability provided 
by voltage-reference diodes makes 
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them useful as stabilizing devices and 
as reference sources capable of sup-
plying extremely constant current 
loads. 

COMPENSATING DIODES 
Excellent stabilization of collector 

current for variations in both supply 
voltage and temperature can be ob-
tained by the use of a compensating 
diode operating in the forward di-
rection in the bias network of ampli-
fier or oscillator circuits. Fig. 127 
shows the transfer characteristics of 
a transistor; Fig. 128 shows the for-
ward characteristics of a compensat-
ing diode. In a typical circuit, the 
diode is biased in the forward direc-
tion; the operating point is repre-
sented on the diode characteristics 
by the dashed horizontal line. The 
diode current at this point deter-
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Fig. 127—Transfer characteristics of tran-

sistor. 

mines a bias voltage which estab-
lishes the transistor idling current. 
This bias voltage shifts with varying 
temperature in the same direction 
and magnitude as the transistor char-
acteristic, and thus provides an idling 
current that is essentially independ-
ent of temperature. 
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Fig. 128—Forward characteristics of com-
pensating diode. 

The use of a compensating diode 
also reduces the variation in tran-
sistor idling current as a result of 
supply-voltage variations. Because 
the diode current changes in propor-
tion with the supply voltage, the bias 
voltage to the transistor changes in 
the same proportion and idling-cur-
rent changes are minimized. (The 
use of diode compensation is dis-
cussed in more detail under "Biasing" 
in the section on Bipolar Transistors. 
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Receiver Tuner-Circuit 
Applications 

W HEN speech, music, or video in-
formation is transmitted from 

a radio or television station, the 
station radiates a modulated radio-
frequency (rf) carrier. The function 
of a radio or television receiver is 
simply to reproduce the modulating 
wave from the modulated carrier. 
As shown in Fig. 129, a super-

heterodyne radio receiver picks up 
the transmitted modulated rf signal, 
amplifies it and converts it to a 
modulated intermediate-frequency 
(if) signal, amplifies the modulated 
if signal, separates the modulating 
signal from the basic carrier wave, 
and amplifies the resulting audio sig-
nal to a level sufficient to produce the 
desired volume in a speaker. In ad-
dition, the receiver usually includes 
some means of producing automatic 
gain control (age) of the modulated 
signal before the audio information 
is separated from the carrier. 
The transmitted rf signal picked 

ANTENNA 
RF 

AMPLIFIER 

up by the radio receiver may contain 
either amplitude modulation (AM) 
or frequency modulation (FM). 
(These modulation techniques are 
described later under the heading 
Detection.) In either case, amplifica-
tion prior to the detector stage is 
performed by tuned amplifier circuits 
designed for the proper frequency 
and bandwidth. Frequency conversion 
is performed by mixer and oscillator 
circuits or by a single converter stage 
which performs both mixer and os-
cillator functions. Separation of the 
modulating signal is normally ac-
complished by one or more diodes in 
a detector or discriminator circuit. 
Amplification of the audio signal is 
then performed by one or more audio 
amplifier stages. (Audio amplifiers 
are discussed in the section on Low-
Frequency Amplification.) 
The operation of a television re-

ceiver (shown in block-diagram 
form in Fig. 130) is more complex 

CONVERTER h 
IF 

AMPLIFIER 

A 

DETECTOR 

AGC 

AUDIO 
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AUDIO POWER 

AMPLIFIER 
SPEAKER 

Fig. 129—Simplified block diagram for a broadcast-band receiver. 
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Fig. 130—Simplified block diagram for a television receiver. 

than that of a radio receiver, as 
shown by a comparison of Figs. 129 
and 130. 
The tuner section of the television 

receiver selects the proper rf sig-
nals for the desired channel fre-
quency, amplifies them, and converts 
them to a lower intermediate fre-
quency. As in a radio receiver, 
these functions are accomplished 
in ri-amplifier, mixer, and local-
oscillator stages. The if signal is 
then amplified in if-amplifier stages 
which provide the additional gain 
required to bring the signal level 
to an amplitude suitable for detec-
tion. 

After if amplification, the detected 
signal is separated into sound and 
picture information. The sound sig-
nal is amplified and processed to pro-
vide an audio signal which is fed to 
an audio amplifier system. The pic-
ture (video) signal is passed through 
a video amplifier (discussed in the 
section on Low-Frequency Ampli-
fiers) which conveys beam-intensity 
information to the television picture 
tube and thus controls instantaneous 
"spot" brightness. At the same time, 
deflection circuits cause the electron 
beam of the picture tube to move the 
"spot" across the faceplate horizon-
tally and vertically. Special "sync" 

signals derived from the video signal 
assure that the horizontal and ver-
tical scanning are timed so that the 
picture produced on the receiver ex-
actly duplicates the picture being 
viewed by the camera or pickup tube. 
(The sync and deflection circuits are 
described in the section on TV De-
flection.) 

In a television receiver, the video 
signal contains a de component, and 
therefore the average carrier level 
varies with signal information. As a 
result, the age circuit is designed to 
provide a control voltage propor-
tional to the peak modulated carrier 
level rather than the average modu-
lated carrier level. The time constant 
of the age detector circuit is made 
large enough so that the picture con-
tent of the composite video signal 
does not influence the magnitude of 
the age voltage. In addition, an elec-
tronic switch is often included in the 
circuit so that it can be operated only 
during the retrace portion of the 
scanning cycle. This "gated age" 
technique prevents noise peaks from 
affecting age operation. 

DETECTION 

The circuit of a radio, television, or 
communications receiver in which the 
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modulation is separated from the car-
rier is called the demodulator or 
detector stage. Transmitted rf sig-
nals may be modulated in either of 
two ways. If the frequency of the 
carrier remains constant and its am-
plitude is varied, the carrier is called 
an amplitude-modulated (AM) sig-
nal. If the amplitude remains essen-
tially constant and the frequency is 
varied, the carrier is called a fre-
quency-modulated (FM) signal. 
The effect of amplitude modula-

tion (AM) on an rf carrier wave 
is shown in Fig. 131. The audio-
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WAVE 

Fig. 13I—Waveforms showing effect of 
amplitude modulation on an rf wave. 

frequency (af) modulation can be 
extracted from the amplitude-modu-
lated carrier by means of a simple 
diode detector such as that shown 
in Fig. 132(a). This circuit elimi-
nates alternate half-cycles of the 
waveform, and detects the peaks of 
the remaining half-cycles to produce 
the output voltage shown in Fig. 
132(b). In this figure, the rf voltage 
applied to the circuit is shown in 
light line; the output voltage across 
the capacitor C is shown in heavy 
line. 
Between points a and b of Fig. 

132(b), capacitor C charges up 
to the peak value of the rf voltage. 
Then, as the applied rf voltage falls 
away from its peak value, the capa-
citor holds the cathode of the diode 
at a potential more positive than the 
voltage applied to the anode. The 
capacitor thus temporarily cuts off 
current through the diode. While the 

(a) 

AMPLITUDE—MODULATED 
RF WAVE 

(b) 

Fig. I32—(a) Basic diode detector circuit 
and (b) waveform showing modulated rf 
input (light line) and output voltage 

(heavy line) of diode-detector circuit. 

diode current is cut off, the capaci-
tor discharges from b to c through 
the diode load resistor R. 
When the rf voltage on the anode 

rises high enough to exceed the po-
tential at which the capacitor holds 
the cathode, current flows again, and 
the capacitor charges up to the peak 
value of the second positive half-
cycle at d. In this way, the voltage 
across the capacitor follows the peak 
value of the applied rf voltage and 
reproduces the af modulating signal. 
The jaggedness of the curve in Fig. 
132(b), which represents an rf com-
ponent in the voltage across the 
capacitor, is exaggerated in the 
drawing. In an actual circuit, the 
rf component of the voltage across 
the capacitor is small. When the 
voltage across the capacitor is am-
plified, the output of the amplifier 
reproduces the speech or music that 
originated at the transmitting sta-
tion. 

Another way to describe the action 
of a diode detector is to consider the 
circuit as a half-wave rectifier. When 
the signal on the anode swings posi-
tive, the diode conducts and the rec-
tified current flows. The de voltage 
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across the capacitor C varies in ac-
cordance with the rectified ampli-
tude of the carrier and thus repro-
duces the af signal. Capacitor C 
should be large enough to smooth 
out rf or if variations, but should 
not be so large as to affect the audio 
variations. (Although two diodes 
can be connected in a circuit similar 
to a full-wave rectifier to produce 
full-wave detection, in practice the 
advantages of this connection gen-
erally do not justify the extra cir-
cuit cost and complication.) 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 132(a), 
it is often desirable to forward-bias 
the diode almost to the point of con-
duction to improve performance for 
weak signal levels. It is also desir-
able that the resistance of the ac 
load which follows the detector be 
considerab4r larger than the diode 
load resistor to avoid severe distor-
tion of the' audio waveform at high 
modulation levels. 
The basic diode detector may also 

be adapted to provide video-signal 
detection in black-and-white and 
color television receivers. Fig. 133 
shows an example of a diode type 
of video detector for a color televi-
sion receiver. 
The video detector demodulates 

the if signal so that the luminance, 
chrominance, and sync signals are 
available at the output of the detec-
tor circuit. A crystal diode with an 
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Fig. 133—Video detector for a color tele-
vision receiver. 

if filter is commonly used for this 
purpose. The video detector in a 
color receiver may employ a sound-
carrier trap in its input. This trap 
attenuates the sound carrier and 
insures against the development of 
an undesirable 920-kHz beat fre-
quency which is the frequency dif-
ference between the sound carrier 
and the color subcarrier. When the 
sound carrier is attenuated in this 
manner, the sound take-off point is 
located ahead of the video detector. 
The effect of frequency modulation 

(FM) on the waveform of an rf car-
rier wave is shown in Fig. 134. In 
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Fig. 134—Waveforms showing effect of 
frequency modulation on an rf wave. 

this type of transmission, the fre-
quency of the rf carrier deviates 
from the mean value at a rate pro-
portional to the audio-frequency 
modulation and by an amount (de-
termined in the transmitter) propor-
tional to the amplitude of the af 
modulating signal. That is, the num-
ber of times the carrier frequency 
deviates above and below the center 
frequency is a measure of the fre-
quency of the modulating signal; 
the amount of frequency devia-
tion from the center frequency is 
a measure of the loudness (ampli-
tude) of the modulating signal. For 
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Fig. 135—Balanced phase-shift discriminator circuit. 

this type of modulation, a detector 
is required to discriminate between 
deviations above and below the center 
frequency and to translate these de-
viations into a voltage having an 
amplitude that varies at audio fre-
quencies. 
The FM detector shown in Fig. 135 

is called a balanced phase-shift dis-
criminator. In this detector, the mu-
tually coupled tuned circuits in the 
primary and secondary windings of 
the transformer T are tuned to the 
center frequency. A characteristic of 
a double-tuned transformer is that 
the voltages in the primary and sec-
ondary windings are 90 degrees out 
of phase at resonance, and that the 
phase shift changes as the frequency 
changes from resonance. Therefore, 
the signal applied to the diodes and 
the RC combinations for peak de-
tection also changes with frequency. 

Because the secondary winding of 
the transformer T is center-tapped, 
the applied primary voltage E, is 
added to one-half the secondary volt-
age E. through the capacitor C,.. The 
addition of these voltages at reso-
nance can be represented by the dia-
gram in Fig. 136; the resultant volt-

Ep 

age Ei is the signal applied to one 
peak-detector network consisting of 
one diode and its RC load. When 
the signal frequency decreases 
(from resonance), the phase shift of 
E./2 becomes greater than 90 de-
grees, as shown at (a) in Fig. 137, 
and Ei becomes smaller. When the 
signal frequency increases (above 
resonance), the phase shift of E./2 
is less than 90 degrees, as shown at 
(b), and Ei becomes larger. The curve 

— _ 

Es/2 

Ep Ep 

(a) (b) 

Fig. I37—Diagrams ilhistiahag phase Atli 
in double-tuned transformer (a) below res-

onance and (b) above resonance. 

of Ei as a function of frequency in 
Fig. 138 is readily identified as the 
response curve of an FM detector. 
Because the discriminator circuit 

shown in Fig. 135 uses a push-pull 
configuration, the diodes conduct on 
alternate half-cycles of the signal 
fre uency and produce a plus-and-
minus output with respect to zero 
rather than with respect to Ei. The 
primary advantage of this arrange-
ment is that there is no output at 
resonance. When an FM signal is 
applied to the input, the audio out-
put voltage varies above and below 

Fig. I36—Diagram illustrating phase shift zero as the instantaneous frequency 
in double-tuned transformer at resonance. varies above and below resonance. 
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The frequency of this audio voltage is 
determined by the modulation fre-
quency of the FM signal, and the am-
plitude of the voltage is proportional 
to the frequency excursion from reso-
nance. (The resistor R2 in the circuit 
provides a de return for the diodes, 
and also maintains a load impedance 
across the primary winding of the 
transformer.) 

CENTER 
FREQUENCY 

—.FREQUENCY 

Fig. 138—Diagram showing resultant volt-
age E, in Fig. 136 as a function of fre-

quency. 

One disadvantage of the balanced 
phase-shift discriminator shown in 
Fig. 135 is that it detects amplitude 
modulation (AM) as well as fre-
quency modulation (FM) in the if 
signal because the circuit is bal-
anced only at the center frequency. 
At frequencies off resonance, any 
variation in amplitude of the if 
signal is reproduced to some ex-
tent in the audio output. 
The ratio-detector circuit shown in 

Fig. 139 is a discriminator circuit 
which has the advantage of being 
relatively insensitive to amplitude 
variations in the FM signal. In this 
circuit, E, is added to E./2 through 

Mg 

B + 

Fig. /39—Ratio-detector circuit. 

the mutual coupling M2 (this volt-
age addition may be made by either 
mutual or capacitive coupling). Be-
cause of the phase-shift relationship 
of these voltages, the resultant de-
tected signals vary with frequency 
variations in the same manner as de-
scribed for the phase-discriminator 
circuit shown in Fig. 135. How-
ever, the diodes in the ratio de-
tector are placed "back-to-back" (in 
series, rather than in push-pull) so 
that both halves of the circuit oper-
ate simultaneously during one-half 
of the signal frequency cycle (and 
are cut off on the other half-cycle). 
As a result, the detected voltages El 
and E2 are in series, as shown for 
the instantaneous polarities that oc-
cur during the conduction half-cycle. 
When the audio output is taken be-
tween the equal capacitors Ci and 
C2, therefore, the output voltage is 
equal to (E2—E1) /2 (for equal re-
sistors R. and R2). 
The de circuit of the ratio detector 

consists of a path through the sec-
ondary winding of the transformer, 
both diodes (which are in series), and 
resistors R, and R2. The value of the 
electrolytic capacitor Ca is selected 
so that the time constant of R1, R2, 
and C. is very long compared to the 
detected audio signal. As a result, 
the sum of the detected voltages 
(E, 4- E2) is a constant, and the AM 
components on the signal frequency 
are suppressed. This feature of the 
ratio detector provides improved AM 
rejection as compared to the phase-
shift discriminator circuit shown in 
Fig. 135. 

• T-c3}E, ,E2 
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TUNED AMPLIFIERS 

In radio-frequency (rf) and 
intermediate-frequency (if) ampli-
fiers, the bandwidth of frequencies 
to be amplified is usually only a 
small percentage of the center fre-
quency. Tuned amplifiers are used 
in these applications to select the 
desired bandwidth of frequencies and 
to suppress unwanted frequencies. 
The selectivity of the amplifier is 
obtained by means of tuned inter-
stage coupling networks. 

Resonant-Circuit 
Characteristics 

The properties of tuned amplifiers 
depend upon the characteristics of 
resonant circuits. A simple parallel 
resonant circuit (sometimes called a 
"tank" because it stores energy) is 
shown in Fig. 140. For practical pur-
poses, the resonant frequency of such 
a circuit may be considered inde-
pendent of the resistance R, provided 
R is small compared to the inductive 
reactance X,.. The resonant fre-
quency f, is then given by 

2 /LC 

For any given resonant frequency, 
the product of L and C is a constant; 
at low frequencies LC is large; at 
high frequencies it is small. 
The Q (selectivity) of a parallel 

resonant circuit alone is the ratio of 
the current in the tank (IL or Ic) to 
the current in the line (I). This un-

Fig. 140—Simple parallel resonant circuit. 

loaded Q, or Q., may be expressed 
in various ways, for example: 

IC XL Rp 

=T = Xc 
where XL is the inductive reactance 
(= 2rfL), X, is the capacitive re-
actance ( = 1/[2/rfC]), and 14 is the 
total impedance of the parallel reso-
nant circuit (tank) at resonance. The 
Q varies inversely with the resistance 
of the inductor Rs. The lower the re-
sistance, the higher the Q and the 
greater the difference between the 
tank impedance at frequencies off 
resonance compared to the tank im-
pedance at the resonant frequency. 
The Q of a tuned interstage cou-

pling network also depends upon the 
impedances of the preceding and fol-
lowing stages. The output impedance 
of a transistor can be considered as 
consisting of a resistance R. in par-
allel with a capacitance C., as shown 
in Fig. 141. Similarly, the input im-
pedance can be considered as consist-
ing of a resistance R, in parallel 
with a capacitance C. Because the 

OUTPUT OF 
PRECEDING COUPLING 
TRANSISTOR NETWORK 

Ro Co 

 00  
3 

INPUT OF 
FOLLOWING 
TRANSISTOR 

2 4 

 00 ri 
Fig. 141—Eqt iyalent output and input cir 
cuits of transistors connected by a cou-

pling network. 

tuned circuit is shunted by both the 
output impedance of the preceding 
transistor and the input impedance 
of the following transistor, the ef-
fective selectivity of the circuit is 
the loaded Q (or Q,,) based upon 
the total impedance of the coupled 
network, as follows: 

f total loading on 1 
lcoil at resonancef  

QL — XL or Xc 

The capacitances C. and C, in Fig. 
141 are usually considered as part of 
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the coupling network. For example, 
if the required capacitance between 
terminals 1 and 2 of the coupling 
network is calculated to be 500 pico-
farads and the value of C. is 10 
picofarads, a capacitor of 490 pico-
farads is used between terminals 1 
and 2 so that the total capacitance is 
500 picofarads. The same method is 
used to allow for the capacitance Ci 
at terminals 3 and 4. 
When a tuned resonant circuit in 

the primary winding of a trans-
former is coupled to the nonresonant 
secondary winding of the trans-
former, as shown in Fig. 142(a), the 
effect of the input impedance of the 
following stage on the Q of the tuned 
circuit can be determined by con-
sidering the values reflected (or re-
ferred) to the primary circuit by 
transformer action. The reflected re-
sistance ri is equal to the resistance 
R1 in the secondary circuit times the 
square of the effective turns ratio 
between the primary and secondary 
windings of the transformer T: 

ri = Ri (1‘1,/N2)2 

where 11442 represents the electrical 
turns ratio between the primary 
winding and the secondary winding 
of T. If there is capacitance in the 
secondary circuit (C.), it is reflected 
to the primary circuit as a capaci-
tance C.„ and is given by 

C,,, = Cp (IV i/INI,i)2 

The loaded Q, or Q.., is then calcu-
lated on the basis of the inductance 
L,, the total shunt resistance (R. 
plus ri plus the tuned-circuit im-
pedance Zi = Q.X. = Q.XL), and 
the total capacitance (C, C.,) in 
the tuned circuit. 

Fig. 142(b) shows a coupling net-
work whilch consists of a single-
tuned circuit using mutual inductive 
coupling. ' The capacitance Ci in-
cludes the effects of both the output 
capacitance of the preceding tran-
sistor and the input capacitance of 
the following transistor (referred 

(a) 
T1 

 I 3 

to the primary of transformer Ti). 
The bandwidth of a single-tuned 
transformer is determined by the 
half-power points on the resonance 
curve (-3 dB or 0.707 down from 

' 
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24 
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(c) 
Fig. 142—Equivalent circuits for trans-
former-coupling networks: (a having tuned 
primary winding; (b) using nductive cou-
pling; (c) using tap on primary winding. 

the maximum). Under these condi-
tions, the band pass pf is equal 
to the ratio of the center or 
resonant frequency f, divided by the 
loaded (effective) Q of the circuit, as 
follows: 

= f,/Q,. 

The inherent internal feedback in 
transistors can cause instability and 
oscillation as the gain of an amplifier 
stage is increased (i.e., as the load 
and source impedances are increased 
from zero to matched conditions). 
At low radio frequencies, therefore, 
where the potential gain of transis-
tors is high, it is often desirable to 
keep the transistor load impedance 
low. Relatively high capacitance 
values in the tuned collector circuit 
can then be avoided by use of a tap 
on the primary winding of the 
coupling transformer, as shown in 
Fig. 142(c). At higher frequencies, 
the gain potential of the transistor 
decreases, and impedance matching 
is permissible. However, lead induct-
ance becomes significant at higher 
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frequencies, particularly in the emit-
ter circuit. All lead lengths should be 
kept short, therefore, and especially 
the emitter lead, which not only de-
grades performance but is also a 
mutual coupling to the output circuit. 

Gain and Noise Figure 

In the design of low-level tuned 
rf amplifiers, careful consideration 
must be given to the transistor and 
circuit parameters which control cir-
cuit stability, as well as those which 
maintain adequate power gain. The 
power gain of an rf transistor must 
be sufficient to provide a signal that 
will overcome the noise level 
of succeeding stages. In addition, 
if the signals to be amplified 
are relatively weak, it is important 
that the transistor and its associated 
circuit provide low noise figure at 
the operating frequency. In com-
munication receivers, the noise fig-
ure of the rf stage determines the 
absolute sensitivity of the receiver 
and is, therefore, one of the most 
important characteristics of the de-
vice used in the rf stage. 
The relative power-gain capabili-

ties of transistors at high frequencies 
are indicated by their theoretical 
maximum frequency of oscillation 
f.... At this frequency, the unilateral-
ized matched power gain, or maxi-
mum available gain MAG, is 0 dB. 
As shown in Fig. 143, the curve of 
MAG as a function of frequency for 
a typical rf transistor rises approxi-
mately 6 dB per octave below f.... 
Because most practical rf ampli-

fiers are not individually unilateral-
ized, the power gain that can be 
obtained is somewhat less than the 
MAG because of internal feedback in 
the circuit. This feedback is greater 
in unneutralized circuits than in neu-
tralized circuits, and therefore gain 
is lower when neutralization is not 
used. From a practical considera-
tion, the feedback capacitance which 
must be considered is the total feed-
back capacitance between collector 
and base, including both stray and 
socket capacitances. In neutralized 
circuits, stray capacitances, socket 

capacitance, and the typical value of 
device capacitance can generally be 
neutralized. At a given frequency, 
therefore, the maximum usable 
power gain MUG of a neutralized cir-
cuit depends on the transconductance 
gm and the amount of internal feed-
back capacitance Cr. In unneutralized 
circuits, however, both socket and 
stray capacitances are involved in 
the determination of gain and must 
be included in the value of Cf. The 
ratio of g. to Ct should be high to 
provide high power gain. Fig. 146 
shows typical curves of MAG and 
MUG (for both the neutralized and 
the unneutralized case) for a low-
level rf transistor used in a common-
emitter circuit. 
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Fig. I43—Maximum available gain MAG, 
maximum usable gain MUG, and noise 

figure NF as functions of frequency. 

The transistor requirements for 
high power gain and low noise figure 
are essentially the same. Published 
data for transistors intended for low-
level rf applications generally indi-
cate a minimum power gain and a 
maximum noise figure in a circuit 
typical of the intended use. A curve 
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of noise figure NF as a function of 
frequency is also shown in Fig. 143. 
Circuit design factors for lowest 
noise figure include use of a low-
noise transistor, choice of optimum 
bias current and source resistance, 
and use of low-loss input circuits. 
Optimum low-noise bias current for 
most low-level rf transistors is 
about 1 milliampere, or slightly 
higher in the uhf range. Optimum 
source resistance is a function of 
operating frequency and bias current 
for a given transistor. 
Although maximum theoretical 

power gain cannot be achived in 
practical circuits, the gain of MOS 
transistors at high frequencies 
closely approximates the theoretical 
limit except for some losses in the 
input and output matching circuits. 
Power gain is essentially inde-

pendent of channel width, which is 
a determining factor in the size of 
MOS transistors. For example, if 
the width of the transistor is re-
duced by one half (and the steady-
state drain current is similarly 
reduced to maintain a constant cur-
rent density in the device), power 
gain remains the same because the 
transconductance, the input con-
ductance, and the output conductance 
are all reduced by one half. Con-
sequently, the frequency capability 
of MOS transistors can be increased 
by a reduction in their size. 
The input circuit to the first stage 

of the amplifier should have as little 
loss as possible because such loss 
adds directly to the otherwise attain-
able noise figure. In other words, if 
the loss at the input to the first stage 
is 2 dB, the amplifier noise figure will 
be 2 dB higher than could be achieved 
with no loss at the input. To mini-
mize such loss, it is generally desir-
able that the ratio of unloaded Q 
(Q.) to loaded Q (Q,,) of the input 
circuit be high and that the bias re-
sistors be isolated from the input by 
chokes or tuned circuits. 

In practical rf-amplifier circuits 
using MOS transistors, the best pos-
sible noise figures are obtained when 
the input impedance of the transistor 

is slightly mismatched to that of 
the source. With this technique, 
noise figures as low as 1.9 dB have 
been obtained. Dual-gate MOS tran-
sistors typically exhibit a noise fig-
ure of 3.5 dB in the vhf range and 
of 4.5 dB in the uhf range. 

In high-frequency tuned ampli-
fiers, in which the input impedance 
is typically low, mutual inductive 
coupling may be impractical because 
of the small number of turns in the 
secondary winding. It is extremely 
difficult in practice to construct a 
fractional part of a turn. In such 
cases, capacitance coupling may be 
used, as shown in Fig. 144. This ar-
rangement, which is also called 
capacitive division, is similar to 
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Fig. 144—Single-tuned coupling network 
using capacitive division. 

tapping down on a coil at or near 
resonance. Impedance transformation 
in this network is determined by the 
ratio between capacitors C. and 
Capacitor C. is normally much 
smaller than C.; thus the capacitive 
reactance Xe, is normally much larger 
than Xe,. Provided the input resist-
ance of the following transistor is 
much greater than Xe2, the effective 
turns ratio from the top of the coil 
to the input of the following tran-
sistor is (C. ± C2)/C,. The total ca-
pacitance C, across the inductance L 
is given by 

Ct CIC2 
CI ± 

The resonant frequency f,. is then 
given by 

1  

alcVLIC, 
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Double-tuned interstage coupling 
networks are often used in prefer-
ence to single-tuned networks to 
provide flatter frequency response 
within the pass band, a sharper drop 
in response immediately adjacent to 
the ends of the pass band, or more 
attenuation at frequencies far re-
moved from resonance. In syn-
chronous double-tuned networks, 
both the resonant circuit in the in-
put of the coupling network and the 
resonant circuit in the output are 
tuned to the same resonant fre-
quency. In "stagger-tuned" net-
works, the two resonant circuits are 
tuned to slightly different resonant 
frequencies to provide a more rec-
tangular band pass with sharper se-
lectivity at the ends of the pass band. 
Double-tuned or stagger-tuned net-
works may use capacitive, inductive, 
or mutual inductance coupling, or any 
combination of the three. 

Automatic Gain Control 

Automatic gain control (age) is 
often used in rf and if amplifiers in 
AM radio and television receivers to 
provide lower gain for strong signals 
and higher gain for weak signals. 
(In radio receivers, this gain-com-
pensation network may also be called 
automatic volume control or ave.) 
When the signal strength at the an-
tenna changes, the age circuit modi-
fies the receiver gain so that the out-
put of the last if-amplifier stage 
remains nearly constant and conse-
quently maintains a nearly constant 
speaker volume or picture contrast. 
The age circuit usually reduces the 

rf and if gain for a strong signal by 
varying the bias on the rf-amplifier 
and if-amplifier stages when the sig-
nal increases. A simple reverse age 
circuit is shown in Fig. 145. On each 
positive half-cycle of the signal volt-
age, when the diode anode is positive 
with respect to the cathode, the diode 
passes current. Because of the flow 
of diode current through Ri, there is 
a voltage drop across Ri which makes 
the upper end of the resistor nega-
tive with respect to ground. This 

voltage drop across Ri is applied, 
through the filter R. and C, as reverse 

AGC 
VOLTAGE 

1_ AUDIO 
r- OUTPUT 

OUTPUT 
OF LAST 
IF STAGE 
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Fig. 145—Simple reverse agc circuit. 

bias on the preceding stages. When 
the signal strength at the antenna in-
creases, therefore, the signal applied 
to the age diode increases, the volt-
age drop across Ri increases, the re-
verse bias applied to the rf and if 
stages increases, and the gain of the 
rf and if stages is decreased. As a 
result, the increase in signal strength 
at the antenna does not produce as 
much increase in the output of the 
last if-amplifier stage as it would 
without age. 
When the signal strength at the 

antenna decreases from a previous 
steady value, the age circuit acts in 
the opposite direction, applying less 
reverse bias and thus permitting the 
rf and if gain to increase. 
The filter composed of C and R. 

prevents the age voltage from vary-
ing at an audio frequency. This filter 
is necessary because the voltage 
drop across Ri varies with the modu-
lation of the carrier being received. 
If age voltage were taken directly 
from 111 without filtering, the audio 
variations in age voltage would vary 
the receiver gain so as to smooth 
out the modulation of the carrier. 
To avoid this effect, the age volt-
age is taken from the capacitor C. 
Because of the resistance R. in series 
with C, the capacitor can charge 
and discharge at only a compara-
tively slow rate. The age voltage 
therefore cannot vary at frequencies 
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as high as the audio range, but can 
vary rapidly at frequencies high 
enough to compensate for most 
changes in signal strength. 
There are two ways in which auto-

matic gain control can be applied 
to a transistor. In the reverse age 
method shown in Fig. 145, age action 
is obtained by decreasing the collec-
tor or emitter current of the tran-
sistor, and thus its transconductance 
and gain. The use of forward age 
provides improved cross-modulation 
characteristics and better signal-
handling capability than reverse age. 
For forward age operation, however, 
the transistor used must be specially 
designed so that transconductance 
decreases with increasing emitter 
current. In such transistors, the 
current-cutoff characteristics are de-
signed to be more remote than the 
typical sharp-cutoff characteristics of 
conventional transistors. (All tran-
sistors can be used with reverse age, 
but only specially designed types 
with forward age.) 

Reverse age is simpler to use, and 
provides less bandpass shift and tilt 
with signal-strength variations. The 
input and output resistances of a 
transistor increase when reverse age 
is applied, but the input and output 
capacitances are not appreciably 
changed. The change in the loading 
of tuned circuits is minimal, how-
ever, because considerable mismatch 
already exists and the additional mis-
match caused by age has little effect. 

In forward age, however, the input 
and output resistances of the tran-
sistor are reduced when the collector 
or emitter current is increased, and 
thus the tuned circuits are damped. 
In addition, the input and output 
capacitances change drastically, and 
alter the resonant frequency of the 
tuned circuits. In a practical circuit, 
the bandpass shift and tilt caused by 
forward age can be compensated to 
a large extent by the use of passive 
coupling circuits. 

Cross-Modulation Distortion 
Cross-modulation, an important 

consideration in the evaluation of 

transistorized tuner circuits, is pro-
duced when an undesired signal 
within the pass band of the receiver 
input circuit modulates the carrier 
of the desired signal. Such distor-
tion occurs when third- and higher-
odd-order nonlinearities are present 
in an rf-amplifier stage. In general, 
the severity of cross-modulation is 
independent of both the semiconduc-
tor material and the construction of 
the transistor (provided gain and 
noise factor are not sacrificed). At 
low frequencies, cross-modulation is 
also independent of the amplitude 
of the desired carrier, but varies as 
the square of the amplitude of the 
interfering signal. 
To measure cross-modulation dis-

tortion, it is necessary to determine 
the amplitude of the undesired sig-
nal which transfers one per cent 
of its modulation to the desired 
signal. In most cases, a value of 
100 millivolts or more over the com-
plete agc range is considered good. 
The cross-modulation characteristics 
of MOS transistors are as good as 
those of bipolar transistors in the 
high-attenuation region, and are as 
much as ten times better in the low-
attenuation region (when the in-
coming signal is weak). This low 
cross-modulation distortion should 
ultimately lead to extensive use of 
MOS transistors in the rf stages of 
all types of communications re-
ceivers. 

In most rf circuits, the undesir-
able effects of cross-modulation can 
be minimized by good selectivity in 
the antenna and rf interstage coils. 
Minimum cross-modulation can best 
be achieved by use of the optimum 
circuit Q with respect to bandwidth 
and tracking considerations, which 
implies minimum loading of the tank 
circu its. 

In rf circuits where selectivity is 
limited by the low unloaded Q's of 
the coils being used, improved cross-
modulation can be obtained by mis-
matching the antenna circuit (that 
is, selecting the antenna primary-
to-secondary turns ratio such that 
the reflected antenna impedance at 
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the base of the rf amplifier is very 
low compared to the input imped-
ance). This technique is commonly 
used in automobile receivers, and 
causes a slight degradation in noise 
figure. At high frequencies, such 
as in television, where low source im-
pedances are difficult to obtain be-
cause of lead inductance or the 
impracticality of putting a tap on 
a coil having one or two turns, an 
unbypassed emitter resistor having 
a low value of resistance (e.g., 22 
ohms) may be used to obtain the 
same effect. 

Cross-modulation may occur in 
the mixer or rf amplifier, or both. 
Accordingly, it is important to ana-
lyze the entire tuner as well as the 
individual stages. Cross-modulation 
is also a function of age. At sen-
sitivity conditions where the rf 
stage is operating at maximum gain 
and the interfering signal is far 
removed from the desired signal, 
cross-modulation occurs primarily in 
the rf stage. As the desired signal 
level increases and age is applied 
to the rf stage, the rf transistor gain 
decreases and provides improved 
cross-modulation. If the interfering 
signal is close to the desired signal, it 
is the rf gain at the undesired signal 
frequency which determines whether 
the rf stage or mixer stage is the 
prime contributor of cross-modula-
tion. For example, it is possible that 
the rf stage gain (including selec-
tivity of tuned circuits) at the un-
desired frequency is greater than 
unity. In this case, the undesired 
signal at the mixer input is larger 
than that at the rf input; thus the 
contribution of the mixer is appre-
ciable. Intermediate and high signal 
conditions may be analyzed similarly 
by considering rf age. 

If adequate limiting is employed, 
cross-modulation does not occur in 
an FM signal. 

Spurious-response characteristics 
are an important consideration in 
the evaluation of transistorized FM 
tuner circuits. Like cross-modulation, 
spurious response, an effect caused 
by the mixture of unwanted signals 

with the desired carrier, can occur 
in either the rf stage or the mixer. 
MOS field-effect transistors are es-
pecially suitable for use in FM rf-
amplifier and mixer stages because 
of their inherently superior spurious-
response rejection properties and 
signal-handling capabilities. 
When spurious response is cre-

ated in the rf amplifier, it may be 
removed by improved filtering be-
tween the rf amplifier and the mixer. 
The output of an MO S-transistor rf 
amplifier is low in harmonics. As a 
result, the need for a double-tuned 
rf interstage transformer is reduced 
and acceptable performance can usu-
ally be achieved with single-tuned 
circuits in both the antenna and rf 
interstage sections. 
The dynamic-range capability of 

MOS field-effect transistors is about 
25 times greater than that of bi-
polar transistors. In an actual tuner 
circuit, this large intrinsic dynamic 
range is reduced by a factor propor-
tional to the square of the circuit 
source impedances. The net result 
is a practical dynamic range for 
MOS tuner circuits about five times 
that for bipolar types. 
With MOS field-effect transistors, 

as contrasted with either bipolar 
transistors or junction-gate field-
effect transistors, there is no load-
ing of the input signal, nor drastic 
change of input capacitance even 
under extreme overdrive conditions. 

In junction-gate field-effect tran-
sistors, a large incoming signal can 
have sufficiently high positive swing 
to drive the gate into conduction by 
a momentary forward bias; power 
is then drawn from the input signal 
just as if a resistance were placed 
across the input circuit. In bipolar 
transistors, there is a gradual change 
of both input impedance and input 
capacitance as a function of large 
signal excursions. These changes are 
undesirable because they can result 
in detuning of tuned circuits and 
widening of the input selectivity 
curve. 

Fig. 146 shows the basic circuit 
configuration for the "front-end" 
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Fig. 146—Circuit diagram of FM tuner using dual-gate MOS transistors in the 
rf amplifier and mixer stages. 

stages of an FM tuner that uses 
dual-gate-protected MOS field-effect 
transistors in both the rf-amplifier 
and mixer stages. A bipolar transis-
tor is used in the local-oscillator 
stage. The detailed schematic dia-
gram and functional description of 
a practical circuit of this type are 
given in the Circuits section at the 
back of this Manual. 

Selection of appropriate source 
and load impedances for the rf stage 
should also take into consideration 
the fact that achievement of a low 
spurious response requires that the 
gate of the MOS transistor be tapped 
as far down on the antenna coil as 
gain and noise considerations per-
mit. This arrangement makes pos-
sible optimum use of the available 
dynamic range of the MOS tran-
sistor. 
The dual-gate MOS transistor is 

very attractive for use in mixer 
service because the two signals to 

be mixed are applied to separate 
gate terminals. This arrangement is 
an effective technique for reduction 
of oscillator radiation. In the circuit 
shown in Fig. 146, the signal fre-
quency is applied to gate No. 1 of 
the mixer transistor and the local-
oscillator input to gate No. 2. 

Figs. 147 and 148 show FM tuner 
circuits that use bipolar transistors 
only. The n-p-n silicon transistors 
used are characterized by very low 
feedback capacitance, low noise, and 
high useful power gain, and feature 
a terminal arrangement in which 
the base and emitter terminals are 
interchanged to provide maximum 
isolation between the base and col-
lector terminals. Although this 
basing configuration does not ap-
preciably change the measured 
device-feedback capacitance, it does 
allow reduction of the collector-to-
base capacitance due to external 
circuitry. 
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Laboratory results indicate that 
although tuners using three tuned 
circuits (including the oscillator 
tank) perform extremely well with 
regard to gain, noise, and rejec-
tion of certain higher-order spurious 
responses, the addition of another 
tuned circuit provides truly superior 
performance with regard to the at-
tenuation of all spurious responses 
including image and the trouble-
some "half-if." 

Figs. 147 and 148 each show the 
schematic diagram of a four-coil 
tuner designed around bipolar tran-
sistors. The de conditions of both 
circuits are identical. The rf-stage 
transistor operates in the common-
emitter configuration at an emitter 
current of 1.5 milliamperes. This 
configuration offers the highest 
stable gain at FM frequencies; 
the operating point specified was 
chosen as a compromise between 
noise, gain, and spurious response 
rejection. The mixer transistor oper-
ates in a common-emitter configura-
tion at 1.5 milliamperes. The 
oscillator transistor operates in the 
common-collector configuration at 

Di 

,.--7- 
// 

/ / 
/ 

approximately 2.5 milliamperes and 
provides approximately 28 millivolts 
of injection voltage to the mixer 
base. The common-collector con-
figuration was chosen because it of-
fers the greatest frequency stability 
with respect to changes in voltage 
and temperature. Also, if recom-
mended wiring practices are adhered 
to, the use of the common-collector 
oscillator minimizes higher-order 
spurious responses. 

In Fig. 147, the antenna coil is 
double-tuned, and thus provides 
better selectivity characteristics 
ahead of the rf stage than a single-
tuned transformer under the same 
impedance-matching condition. By 
using coils with unloaded, mounted 
Q's of 100, sufficient selectivity is 
realized so that at signal levels up 
to 200 millivolts there are no spuri-
ous responses within the FM fre-
quency band. One disadvantage of 
double-tuned transformers is the 
coupling loss associated with them. 
Noise performance is degraded from 
that obtained when single tuning is 
employed in the antenna coil by 
exactly the coupling loss of the 
double-tuned coil. 
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Fig. 147—Four-coil FM tuner with double-tuned antenna trans! °ruler. 
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Because the IHF (Institute of 
High Fidelity) sensitivity has de-
veloped into an important require-
ment and because a low value of 
IHF sensitivity is determined in 
part by noise performance, a circuit, 
Fig. 148, has been designed that 
improves the noise performance and 
yet maintains a high degree of re-
jection of spurious responses. It is 

pll  

Neither of the four-coil tuner cir-
cuits shown in Figs. 147 and 148 
uses a 10.7-MHz if trap because the 
need for such a trap is eliminated 
with the use of the inductively 
tapped transformer. 
A choice of first if transformer 

is offered. One version employs a 
capacitance-tapped secondary, as 
shown in Figs. 147 and 148; the 

-- — 7 -- 7 — 
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felt that although high selectivity 
ahead of the rf stage is desirable, it 
is not essential. Laboratory tests in-
dicate that the mixer is primarily 
responsible for spurious generation 
and that it is more important to 
maintain low drive to the mixer 
base and to have adequate selectivity 
ahead of it. Because the over-all gain 
from antenna to mixer base must 
be kept low enough for spurious im-
munity, and sufficiently high (10 to 
15 dB) to mask mixer noise, it is 
clear that all of the available maxi-
mum usable gain is not needed. At 
a sacrifice of some gain, therefore, 
the selectivity characteristics of the 
double-tuned rf transformer can be 
improved by decreasing the cou-
pling. It is assumed that if har-
monics are generated in the rf stage, 
they will be adequately attenuated 
by the rf transformer. With a single-
tuned antenna coil, circuit noise 
performance is improved for the rea-
sons described. 

Fig. 148—Four-coil FM tuner with double-tuned rl transformer. 

-12V 

other has an inductively tapped 
secondary. Electrically, both trans-
formers are identical. 
A limiter circuit is essentially an 

if-amplifier stage designed to pro-
vide clipping at a desired signal level. 
Such circuits are used in FM receiv-
ers to remove AM components from 
the if signal prior to FM detection. 
The limiter stage is normally the last 
stage prior to detection, and is simi-
lar to preceding if stages. At low 
input rf signal levels, it amplifies the 
if signal in the same manner as pre-
ceding stages. As the signal level in-
creases, however, a point is reached 
at which the limiter stage is driven 
into saturation (i.e., the peak currents 
and voltages are limited by the sup-
ply voltage and load impedances and 
increases in signal produce very little 
increase in collector current). At 
this point, the if signal is "clipped" 
(or flattened) and further increases 
in rf signal level produce no further 
output in if signal to the detector. 
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Limiter stages may be designed to 
provide clipping at various input-
signal levels. A high-gain FM tuner 
is usually designed to limit at very 
low rf input signal levels, and pos-
sibly even on noise signals. Addi-
tionar AM rejection may be obtained 
by use of a ratio detector for the 
frequency discriminator. 

OSCILLATION 

Bipolar and field-effect transistor 
oscillator circuits are similar in 
many respects to the tuned amplifi-
ers discussed previously, except that 
a portion of the output power is re-
turned to the input network in 
phase with the starting power (re-
generative or positive feedback) to 
sustain oscillation. DC bias-voltage 
requirements for oscillators are 
similar to those discussed for am-
plifiers. 
The maximum operating frequency 

of an oscillator circuit is limited by 
the frequency capability of the tran-
sistor used. The maximum frequency 
of oscillation of a transistor is de-
fined as the frequency at which the 
power gain is unity. Because some 
power gain is required in an oscilla-
tor circuit to overcome losses in the 
feedback network, the operating 
frequency must be some value below 
the transistor maximum frequency 
of oscillàtion. 
For sustained oscillation in a tran-

sistor oscillator, the power gain of 
the amplifier network must be equal 
to or greater than unity. When the 

amplifier power gain becomes less 
than unity, oscillations become 
smaller with time (are "damped") 
until they cease to exist. In practi-
cal oscillator circuits, power gains 
greater than unity are required be-
cause the power output is divided 
between the load and the feedback 
network, as shown in Fig. 149. The 
feedback power must be equal to the 
input power plus the losses in the 
feedback network to sustain oscilla-
tion. (A number of the oscillator cir-
cuits shown in the following sections 
on LC Resonant Feedback Oscilla-
tors and Crystal Oscillators employ 
MOS field-effect transistors. Al-
though only single-gate types are 
shown in these circuits, the configu-
rations are equally applicable for use 
with dual-gate devices. In such ap-
plications, the dual-gate MOS tran-
sistor. is connected as shown in Fig. 
58 to provide performance substan-
tially equivalent to that provided by 
the single-gate device.) 

LC Resonant Feedback 
Oscillators 

The frequency-determining ele-
ments of an oscillator circuit may 
consist of an inductance-capacitance 
(LC) network, a crystal, or a resist-
ance-capacitance (RC) network. An 
LC tuned circuit may be placed in 
either the base circuit or the collec-
tor circuit of a common-emitter tran-
sistor oscillator. In the tuned-base 
oscillator shown in Fig. 150, one 
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Fig. 149—Block diagram of transistor oscillator showing division of output power. 
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battery is used to provide all the 
de operating voltages for the tran-
sistor. Resistors R., R., and R. pro-
vide the necessary bias conditions. 
Resistor R. is the emitter stabiliz-
ing resistor. The components within 
the dotted lines comprise the transis-
tor amplifier. The collector shunt-
feed arrangement prevents de cur-
rent flow through the tickler 

(primary) winding of transformer 
T. Feedback is accomplished by the 
mutual inductance between the trans-
former windings. 
The tuned circuit consisting of the 

secondary winding of transformer T 
and variable capacitor C. is the fre-
quency-determining element of the 
oscillator. Variable capacitor C. per-
mits tuning through a range of fre-
quencies. Capacitor C. couples the 
oscillation signal to the base of the 
transistor, and also blocks dc. Ca-
pacitor C. bypasses the ac signal 
around the emitter resistor R. and 
prevents degeneration. The output 
signal is coupled from the collector 
through coupling capacitor C. to the 
load. 
A tuned-collector transistor oscil-

lator is shown in Fig. 151. In this 
circuit, resistors R. and R. establish 
the base bias. Resistor R. is the 
emitter stabilizing resistor. Capaci-
tors C, and C. bypass ac around 
resistors R. and R., respectively. The 

L_._. _ — _J 

Fig. 150—Tuned-base oscillator. 

Fig. 151—Tuned-collector oscillator. 

tuned circuit consists of the primary 
winding of transformer T and the 
variable capacitor C.. Regeneration 
is accomplished by coupling the feed-
back signal from transformer wind-
ing 3-4 to the tickler coil winding 
1-2. The secondary winding of the 
transformer couples the signal out-
put to the load. 
Another form of LC resonant 

feedback oscillator is the Hartley 
oscillator. This oscillator makes use 
of split inductance to obtain feed-
back and may be either shunt or 
series fed. In the shunt-fed circuit 
of Fig. 152, R., R., and R. are the 
biasing resistors; the frequency-
determining network consists of 

Fig. 152—Shunt-fed Hartley oscillator. 
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variable capacitor C. in series with 
the windings of TI. The frequency 
of the oscillator is varied by C.; C. 
is the de blocking capacitor and C. 
is an ac bypass capacitor. 
The circuit inductance functions 

in the manner of an auto transformer 
and provides the regenerative feed-
back signal obtained from the volt-
age induced in the lower half of 
the transformer winding and coupled 
through C. to the transistor base. 
No de current flows through the 
primary of T. because the collector 
is shunt fed through R.. 

In the series-fed Hartley circuit 
shown in Fig. 153, the base-emitter 
circuit is biased through R. and R.; 

C4 
 )1  

Fig. 153—Series-fed Hartley oscillator. 

the collector is biased through the 
upper half of the transformer wind-
ings. Again, as in the shunt-fed 
circuit, C. provides an ac bypass. 
Feedback in the series-fed Hartley 
circuit is obtained from the lower-
half of the transformer winding and 
is coupled through C. to the base of 
the transistor. The center-tap of the 
transformer winding is maintained 
at ac ground potential by C2. 

Fig. 154 shows two arrangements 
of a Hartley oscillator circuit using 
MOS field-effect transistors. Circuit 
(a) uses a bypassed source re-
sistor to provide proper operating 
conditions; circuit (b) uses a 
gate-leak resistor and biasing diode. 
The amount of feedback in either 

circuit is dependent on the position 
of the tap on the coil. Too little 
feedback results in a feedback sig-
nal voltage at the gate insufficient 

VD VD 

Fig. 154—Hartley oscillator circuits using 
MOS transistors. 

to sustain oscillation; too much feed-
back causes the impedance between 
source and drain to become so low 
that the circuit becomes unstable. 
Output from these circuits can be 
obtained through inductive coupling 
to the coil or through capacitive 
coupling to the gate. 
Another form of LC resonant 

feedback oscillator is the transistor 
version of the Colpitts oscillator, 
shown in Fig. 155. Regenerative 
feedback is obtained from the tuned 
circuit consisting of capacitors C2 

Fig. I55—Transistor Colpitts oscillator. 

and C. in parallel with the pri-
mary winding of the transformer, 
and is applied to the emitter of the 
transistor. Base bias is provided by 
resistors R. and R.. Resistor R. is 
the collector load resistor. Resistor 
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R, develops the emitter input signal 
and also acts as the emitter stabiliz-
ing resistor. Capacitors C2 and C, 
form a voltage divider; the voltage 
developed across C3 is the feedback 
voltage. The frequency and the 
amount of feedback voltage can be 
controlled by adjustment of either 
or both capacitors. For minimum 
feedback loss, the ratio of the ca-
pacitive reactance between Cz and 
C. should be approximately equal to 
the ratio between the output imped-
ance and the input impedance of the 
transistor. 

Fig. 156 shows the field-effect 
transistor in use in two forms of 
the Colpitts oscillator circuit. These 
circuits are more commonly used in 
vhf and uhf equipment than the 

VD 
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Fig. 156—Colpitts oscillator circuits using 
MOS transistors. 

Hartley circuits because of the me-
chanical difficulty involved in mak-
ing the tapped coils required at these 
frequencies by the Hartley circuits. 
Feedback is controlled in the Col-
pitts oscillator by the ratio of the 
capacitance of C' to C". 

Fig. 157, the gate-tickler-feedback 
oscillator circuit, and Fig. 158, 
the drain-tickler-feedback oscillator 

VC) (a) VD (b) 

Fig. 157—Gate-tickler-feedback oscillator 
circuits. 

circuit, have no particular advan-
tages over the Hartley and Colpitts 
circuits except that in some designs 

VD 
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Fig. 158—Drain-tickler-feedback oscillator 
circuits. 

it may be more economical to pro-
vide a tickler winding than the 
tapped coil or capacitive divider re-
quired in the Hartley or Colpitts 
circuits, respectively. 
A Clapp oscillator is a modifica-

tion of the Colpitts circuit shown in 
Fig. 155 in which a capacitor is added 
in series with the primary winding 
of the transformer to improve fre-
quency stability. When the added 
capacitance is small compared to 
the series capacitance of C. and C., 
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the oscillator frequency is deter-
mined by the series LC combination 
of the transformer primary and the 
added capacitor. 

Crystal Oscillators 

A quartz crystal is often used 
as the frequency-determining ele-
ment in a transistor oscillator circuit 
because of its extremely high Q (nar-
row bandwidth) and good frequency 
stability over a given temperature 
range. A quartz crystal may be 
operated as either a series or paral-
lel resonant circuit. As shown in Fig. 
159, the electrical equivalent of the 
mechanical vibrating characteristic 
of the crystal can be represented by 
a resistance R, an inductance L, 
and a capacitance C. in series. The 
lowest impedance of the crystal oc-
curs at the series resonant frequency 
of C. and L; the resonant frequency 
of the circuit is then determined 
only by the mechanical vibrating 
characteristics of the crystal. 
The parallel capacitance C., shown 

in Fig. 159 represents the electro-
static capacitance between the crystal 
electrodes. At frequencies above the 

Fig. 159—Equiva ent circuit of quartz 
crystal. 

series resonant frequency, the com-
bination of L and C. has the effect 
of a net inductance because the in-
ductive reactance of L is greater 
than the capacitive reactance of C.. 
This net inductance forms a parallel 
resonant circuit with Cr and any cir-
cuit capacitance across the crystal. 
The impedance of the crystal is 
highest at the parallel resonant fre-
quency; the resonant frequency of 
the circuit is then determined by 

both the crystal and externally con-
nected circuit elements. 

Increased frequency stability can 
be obtained in the tuned-collector 
and tuned-base oscillators discussed 
previously if a crystal is used in the 
feedback path. The oscillation fre-
quency is then fixed by the crystal. 
At frequencies above and below the 
series resonant frequency of the crys-
tal, the impedance of the crystal in-
creases and the feedback is reduced. 
Thus, oscillation is prevented at fre-
quencies other than the series reso-
nant frequency. 
The parallel mode of crystal reso-

nance is used in the Pierce oscillator 
shown in Fig. 160. (If the crystal 
were replaced by its equivalent cir-
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Fig. 160—Pierce-type transistor crystal 
oscillator. 

cuit, the functioning of the oscillator 
would be analogous to that of the 
Colpitts oscillator shown in Fig. 155.) 
The resistances shown in Fig. 160 
provide the proper bias and stabiliz-
ing conditions for the common-emit-
ter circuit. Capacitor C. is the 
emitter bypass capacitor. The re-
quired 180-degree phase inversion of 
the feedback signal is accomplished 
through the arrangement of the volt-
age-divider network C. and C.. The 
connection between the capacitors is 
grounded so that the voltage de-
veloped across C. is applied between 
base and ground and a 180-degree 
phase reversal is obtained. The oscil-
lating frequency of the circuit is de-
termined by the crystal and the 
capacitors connected in parallel with 
it. 
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The field-effect transistor also 
operates well in crystal oscillator 
circuits such as the Pierce-type oscil-
lators shown in Fig. 161. Pierce oscil-
lator are extremely popular because 
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(a) (D) 
Fig. I61—Pierce- ype crystal oscillator cir-

cuits using MUS transistors. 

of their simplicity and minimum 
number of components. At fre-
quencies below 2 MHz, a capacitive 
voltage divider may be required 
across the crystal. The connection 
between the voltage-divider capac-
itors must be grounded so that the 
voltage developed across the capac-
itors is reversed in phase by 180 
degrees. 

It is frequently desirable to oper-
ate crystals in communications 
equipment at their harmonic or 
overtone frequencies; Fig. 162 shows 
two circuits designed for this pur-
pose. Additional feedback is ob-
tained for the overtone crystal by 
the use of a capacitive divider as 
the tuned-circuit bypass. Most 
third-overtone crystals operate satis-
factorily without this additional 
feedback, but the extra feedback is 
required for the 5th and 7th har-
monics. The tuned circuit in Figs. 
162(a) and 162(b) is not fully by-
passed and produces a voltage that 
aids oscillation. The crystal in both 
circuits is connected to the junction 
of the capacitors Cd' and Cd"; the 
ratio of these capacitors should be 
approximately 1:3. 
The circuit of Fig. 163 operates 

well with low-frequency quartz bars. 
The crystal is located in the feed-
back circuit between the sources of 

1/0 

RFC 

(a) 

(I)) 
Fig. 162—Crystal oscillator circuits per-
mitting operation at overtone or harmonic 

frequencies. 

the two field-effect transistors and 
operates in the series mode. Capa-
citor C2 is normally used for precise 
adjustment of the frequency of the 

VO 

Cl 

Fig. 163—Low-frequency crystal oscillator 
circuit using MOS transistors. 
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oscillator; a reduction in the capa-
citance increases the frequency 
slightly. 

RC Feedback Oscillators 

A resistance-capacitance (RC) net-
work is sometimes used in place of 
an inductance-capacitance network in 
a transistor oscillator. In the phase-
shift oscillator shown in Fig. 164, the 
RC network consists of three sec-
tions (C,R,, Cat:, and C3R3), each of 
which contributes a phase shift of 60 
degrees at the frequency of oscilla-
tion. Because the capacitive react-
ance of the network increases or 
decreases at other frequencies, the 
180-degree phase shift required for 
the common-emitter oscillator occurs 
only at one frequency; thus, the out-
put frequency of the oscillator is 
fixed. Phase-shift oscillators may be 

Fig. 164—Transistor RC phase-shift 
oscillator. 

made variable over particular fre-
quency ranges by the use of ganged 
variable capacitors or resistors in the 
RC networks. Three or more sec-
tions must be used in the phase-
shifting networks to reduce feedback 
losses. The use of more sections con-
tributes to increased stability. 

FREQUENCY CONVERSION 

Transistors can be used in various 
types of circuits to change the fre-
quency of an incoming signal. In 
radio and television receivers, fre-
quency conversion is used to change 
the frequency of the rf signal to an 
intermediate frequency. In communi-

cations transmitters, frequency mul-
tiplication is often used to raise the 
frequency of the developed rf signal. 

In a radio or television receiver, 
the oscillating and mixing functions 
are performed by a nonlinear device 
such as a diode or a transistor. As 
shown in the diagram of Fig. 165, 

RADIO-
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY 

INPUT MIXER 

INTERMEDIATE-
FREQUENCY 

OSCILLATOR 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 165—Block diagram of simple fre-
quency-cpnverter circuit. 

two voltages of different frequencies, 
the rf signal voltage and the voltage 
generated by the oscillator, are ap-
plied to the input of the mixer. These 
voltages "beat," or heterodyne, 
within the mixer transistor to pro-
duce a current having, in addition 
to the frequencies of the input volt-
ages, numerous sum and difference 
frequencies. 
The output circuit of the mixer 

stage is provided with a tuned cir-
cuit which is adjusted to select only 
one beat frequency, i.e., the fre-
quency equal to the difference be-
tween the signal frequency and the 
oscillator frequency. The selected 
output frequency is known as the 
intermediate frequency, or if. The 
output frequency of the mixer tran-
sistor is kept constant for all values 
of signal frequency by tuning of the 
oscillator circuit. 

In AM broadcast-band receivers, 
the oscillator and mixer functions 
are often accomplished by use of a 
single transistor called an "auto-
dyne converter". In FM receivers, 
stable oscillator operation is more 
readily obtained when a separate 
transistor is used for the oscillator 
function. In such a circuit, the os-
cillator voltage is applied to the 
mixer by inductive coupling, capa-
citive coupling, or a combination of 
the two. 
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AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY 
CONTROL 

An automatic frequency control 
(ale) circuit is often used to provide 
automatic correction of the oscilla-
tor frequency of a superheterodyne 
receiver when, for any reason, it 
drifts from the frequency which pro-
duces the proper if center frequency. 
This correction is made by adjust-
ment of the frequency of the oscilla-
tor. Such a circuit automatically 
compensates for slight changes in 
rf carrier or oscillator frequency, as 
well as for inaccurate manual or 
push-button tuning. 
An afc system requires two sec-

tions: a frequency detector and a 
variable reactance. The detector sec-
tion may be essentially the same as 
the FM detector illustrated in Fig. 
120. In the afc system, however, the 
output is a dc control voltage, the 
magnitude of which is proportional 
to the amount of frequency shift. 
This de control voltage is used to 
control the bias on a transistor or 
diode which comprises the variable 
reactance. 
Automatic frequency control is 

also used in television receivers to 
keep the horizontal oscillator in step 
with the horizontal-scanning fre-
quency at the transmitter. A widely 
used horizontal afc circuit is shown 
in Fig. 166. This circuit, which is 
often referred to as a balanced-
phase-detector or phase-discrimina-
tor circuit, is usually employed to 
control the frequency of the horizon-

SIGNALS :1- 1- 
SYNC 

FROM 
PHASE 
iNVERTERIFL 0 - 1 

AAA 
REFERENCE 

VOLTAGE FROM 
HORIZONTAL 

OUTPUT CIRCUIT 

tal-oscillator circuit. The detector 
diodes supply a de control voltage 
to the horizontal-oscillator circuit 
which counteracts changes in its 
operating frequency. The magnitude 
and polarity of the control voltages 
are determined by phase relation-
ships in the afc circuit. 
The horizontal sync pulses ob-

tained from the sync-separator cir-
cuit are fed through a phase-inverter 
or phase-splitter circuit to the two 
diode detectors. Because of the ac-
tion of the phase-inverter circuit, 
the signals applied to the two diode 
units are equal in amplitude but 180 
degrees out of phase. A reference 
sawtooth voltage obtained from the 
horizontal output circuit is also ap-
plied simultaneously to both units. 
The diodes are biased so that con-
duction takes place only during the 
tips of the sync pulses. Any change 
in the oscillator frequency alters 
the phase relationship betwen the 
reference sawtooth and the incoming 
horizontal sync pulses, and thus 
causes one of the diodes to conduct 
more heavily than the other so that 
a correction signal is produced. The 
system remains unbalanced at all 
times, therefore, because momen-
tary changes in oscillator frequency 
are instantaneously corrected by the 
action of this control voltage. The 
network between the diodes and the 
horizontal-oscillator circuit is essen-
tially a low-pass filter which pre-
vents the horizontal sync pulses 
from affecting the horizontal-oscilla-
tor performance. 

DC CORRECTION 
VOLTAGE TO 
HORIZONTAL 
OSCILLATOR 

Fig./ 166—Balanced-phase-detector or phase-discriminator circuit for horizontal a/c. 
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Low-Frequency 
Amplification 

THE amplifying action of a tran-sistor can be used in various ways 
in electronic circuits, depending on 
the results desired. The four recog-
nized classes of amplifier service can 
be defined for transistor circuits as 
follows: 
A class A amplifier is an amplifier 

in which the base bias and alter-
nating signal are such that collector 
current in a transistor flows con-
tinuously during the complete elec-
trical cycle of the signal, and even 
when no signal is present. 
A class AB amplifier is an ampli-

fier in which the base bias and alter-
nating signal are such that collector 
current in a transistor flows for ap-
preciably more than half but less 
than the entire electrical cycle. 
A class B amplifier is an amplifier 

in which the base is biased to ap-
proximately collector-current cutoff, 
so that collector current is approxi-
mately zero when no signal is ap-
plied, and so that collector current 
in a transistor flows for approxi-
mately one-half of each cycle when 
an alternating signal is applied. 
A class C amplifier is an amplifier 

in which the base is biased to such 
a degree that the collector current 
in a transistor is zero when no 
signal is applied, and so that col-
lector current in a transistor flows 
for appreciably less than one-half of 
each cycle when an alternating sig-
nal is applied. 
For radio-frequency (rf) ampli-

fiers which operate into selective 
tuned circuits, such as the Tuned 
Amplifiers discussed in the section 
on Receiver Tuner-Circuit Applica-
tions, or for other amplifiers in 
which distortion is not a prime 

factor, any of the abov.e classes 
of amplification may be used with 
either a single transistor or a push-
pull stage. For audio-frequency (af) 
amplifiers in which distortion is an 
important factor, single transistors 
can be used only in class A ampli-
fiers. For class AB or class B audio-
amplifier service, a balanced amplifier 
stage using two transistors is re-
quired. A push-pull stage can also 
be used in class A audio amplifiers 
to obtain reduced distortion and 
greater power output. Class C ampli-
fiers cannot be used for audio or AM 
applications. 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

Audio amplifier circuits are used 
in radio and television receivers, 
public address systems, sound re-
corders and reproducers, and similar 
applications to amplify signals in the 
frequency range from 20 to 20,000 
Hz. Each transistor in an audio am-
plifier can be considered as either a 
current amplifier or a power ampli-
fier. The type of circuit configura-
tion selected is dictated by the re-
quirements of the given application. 
The output power to be supplied, 
the required sensitivity and fre-
quency response, and the maximum 
distortion limits, together with the 
capabilities and limitations of avail-
able devices, are the main criteria 
used to determine the circuit that 
will provide the desired performance 
most efficiently and economically. 

In addition to the consideration 
that must be given to the achieve-
ment of performance objectives and 
the selection of the optimum circuit 
configuration, the circuit designer 
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must also take steps to assure re-
liable operation of the audio ampli-
fier under varying conditions of 
signal level, frequency, ambient 
temperature, load impedance, line 
voltage, and other factors which may 
subject the transistors to either 
transient or steady-state high stress 
levels. Low-cost, low-power audio 
systems (such as those used in 
mobile and TV output stages), in 
which high operating efficiency is 
not an important consideration, 
usually employ a single-ended, class 
A, transformer-coupled output stage 
such as that shown in Fig. 167. 

PREAMPLIFIER 

Ti 
1—> 
TO 
LOAD 
1 ,  

OUTPUT 

-..---

Fig. 167—h pica! low-power audio-ampli-
fier circuit. 

The input to an audio amplifier 
is a low-power-level audio signal 
from the phonograph or magnetic-
tape pick 4p head or, in a radio re-
ceiver, fr m the detector stage as 
indicated in Fig. 129. This signal 
is usually amplified through a pre-
amplifier stage, one or more low-level 
(pre-driver or driver) audio stages, 
and an audio power amplifier. The 
system may also include frequency-
selective circuits which act as equal-
ization networks and/or tone con-
trols. 

Low-Level Audio Stages 

Simple [class A amplifier circuits 
are normally used in low-level audio 
stages such as preamplifiers and 
drivers. Preamplifiers usually follow 

low-level output transducers such as 
microphones, hearing-aid and phono-
graph pickup devices, and recorder-
reproducer heads. 

Noise Figure—One of the im-
portant characteristics of a low-
level amplifier circuit is its signal-
to-noise ratio, or noise figure. The 
input circuit of an amplifier inher-
ently contains some thermal noise 
contributed by the resistive elements 
in the input device. All resistors 
generate a predictable quantity of 
noise power as a result of thermal 
activity. This power is about 160 dB 
below one watt for a bandwidth of 
10 kHz. 
When an input signal is amplified, 

therefore, the thermal noise gener-
ated in the input circuit is also 
amplified. If the ratio of signal 
power to noise power (S/N) is the 
same in the output circuit as in the 
input circuit, the amplifier is con-
sidered to be "noiseless" and is said 
to have a noise figure of unity, or 
zero dB. 

In practical circuits, however, the 
ratio of signal power to noise power 
is inevitably impaired during ampli-
fication as a result of the generation 
of additional noise in the circuit ele-
ments. A measure of the degree of 
impairment is called the noise figure 
(NF) of the amplifier, and is ex-
pressed as the ratio of signal power 
to noise power at the input (Si/Ni) 
divided by the ratio of signal power 
to noise power at the output (S./N.), 
as follows: 

S /N NF —  " 

The noise figure in dB is equal to 
ten times the logarithm of this 
power ratio. For example, an ampli-
fier with a 1-dB noise figure de-
creases the signal-to-noise ratio by 
a factor of 1.26, a 3-dB noise figure 
by a factor of 2, a 10-dB noise figure 
by a factor of 10, and a 20-dB noise 
figure by a factor of 100. 

In audio amplifiers, it is desirable 
that the noise figure be kept low. In 
general, the lowest value of NF is 
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obtained by use of an emitter cur-
rent of less than one milliampere and 
a collector voltage of less than two 
volts for a signal-source resistance 
between 300 and 3000 ohms. If the 
input impedance of the transistor is 
matched to the impedance of the sig-
nal source, the lowest value of NF 
that can be attained is 3 dB. Gener-
ally, the best noise figure is obtained 
by use of a transistor input imped-
ance approximately 1.5 times the 
source impedance. However, this con-
dition is often not realizable in prac-
tice because many transducers are 
reactive rather than resistive. In ad-
dition, other requirements such as 
circuit gain, signal-handling capa-
bility, and reliability may not permit 
optimization for noise. 

In the simple low-level amplifier 
stage shown in Fig. 168, resistor R, 

Fig. 168—Simple low-level class A 
amplifier. 

determines the base bias for the tran-
sistor. The output signal is devel-
oped across the load resistor R2. The 
collector voltage and the emitter cur-
rent are kept relatively low to reduce 
the noise figure. If the load imped-
ance across the capacitor C2 is low 
compared to R2, very little voltage 
swing results on the collector. There-
fore, ac feedback through 11, does not 
cause much reduction in gain. 

Equalization—In many cases, low-
level amplifier stages used as pre-
amplifiers include some type of 
frequency-compensation network to 
enhance either the low-frequency or 
the high-frequency components of 
the input signal. The frequency 
range and dynamic range* which 
• The dynamic range of an amplifier is a measure of its signal-handling capability. The 
dynamic range expresses in dB the ratio of the maximum usable output signal (generally 
for a distortion of about 10 per cent) to the minimum usable output signal (generally for 
a signal-to-noise ratio of about 20 dB). A dynamic range of 40 dB is usually acceptable; a 
value of 70 dB is exceptional for any audio system. 

can be recorded on a phonograph 
record or on magnetic tape depend 
on several factors, including the 
composition, mechanical character-
istics, and speed of the record or 
tape, and the electrical and mechani-
cal characteristics of the recording 
equipment. To achieve wide fre-
quency and dynamic range, manu-
facturers of commercial recordings 
use equipment which introduces a 
nonuniform relationship between am-
plitude and frequency. This rela-
tionship is known as a "recording 
characteristic". To assure proper 
reproduction of a high-fidelity re-
cording, therefore, some part of the 
reproducing system must have a fre-
quency-response characteristic which 
is the inverse of the recording char-
acteristic. Most manufacturers of 
high-fidelity recordings use the 
RIAA characteristic for discs and 
the NARTB characteristic for mag-
netic tape. 
The simplest type of equalization 

network is shown in Fig. 169. Be-
cause the capacitor C is effectively 
an open circuit at low frequencies, 
the low frequencies must be passed 
through the resistor R and are at-
tenuated. The capacitor has a lower 
reactance at high frequencies, how-
ever, and bypasses high-frequency 
components around R so that they 

AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

Fig. 169—Si nple RC frequency-compen-
sation network. 

receive negligible attenuation. Thus 
the network effectively "boosts" the 
high frequencies. This type of equali-
zation is called "attenuative." 
Some typical preamplifier stages 

are shown in the Circuits section. 
The location of the frequency-com-
pensation network or "equalizer" in 
the reproducing system depends on 
the types of recordings which are to 
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be reproduced and on the pickup de-
vices used. All commercial pickup 
devices provide very low power levels 
to a transistor preamplifier stage. 
A ceramic high-fidelity phono-

graph pickup is usually designed to 
provide proper compensation for the 
RIAA recording characteristic when 
the pickup is operated into the load 
resistance specified by its manufac-
turer. Usually, a "matching" resis-
tor is inserted in series with the input 
of the preamplifier transistor. How-
ever, this arrangement produces a 
fairly small signal current which 
must then be amplified. If the match-
ing resistor is not used, equalization 
is required, but some improvement 
can be obtained in dynamic range and 
gain. 
A magnetic high-fidelity phono-

graph pickup, on the other hand, 
usually has an essentially flat fre-
quency-response characteristic. Be-
cause a pickup of this type merely 
reproduces the recording charac-
teristic, it must be followed by an 
equalizer network, as well as by a 
preamplifier having sufficient gain to 
satisfy the input requirements of the 
tone-control amplifier and/or power 
amplifier. Many designs include both 
the equalizing and amplifying cir-
cuits in a' single unit. 
A high-fidelity magnetic-tape pick-

up head, like a magnetic phonograph 
pickup, reproduces the recording 
characteristic. This type of pickup 
device, t erefore, must also be fol-
lowed by an equalizing network and 
preamplifier to provide equalization 
for the NARTB characteristic. 
Feedback networks may also be 

used for requency compensation and 
for reduction of distortion. Basically, 
a feedba k network returns a por-
tion of th output signal to the input 
circuit of an amplifier. The feedback 
signal my be returned in phase with 
the input signal (positive or re-
generative feedback) or 180 degrees 
out of phase with the input signal 
(negative, inverse, or degenerative 
feedback). In either case, the feed-
back can be made proportional to 
either the output voltage or the out-

put current, and can be applied to 
either the input voltage or the input 
current. A negative feedback signal 
proportional to the output current 
raises the output impedance of the 
amplifier; negative feedback propor-
tional to the output voltage reduces 
the output impedance. A negative 
feedback signal applied to the input 
current decreases the input imped-
ance; negative feedback applied to 
the input voltage increases the input 
impedance. Opposite effects are pro-
duced by positive feedback. 
A simple negative or inverse feed-

back network which provides high-
frequency boost is shown in Fig. 170. 

R1 

AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

Fu,. 170—Negative-feedback frequency-
compensation network. 

This network provides equalization 
comparable to that obtained with Fig. 
169, but is more suitable for low-level 
amplifier stages because it does not 
require the first amplifier stage to 
provide high-level low frequencies. 
In addition, the inverse feedback im-
proves the distortion characteristics 
of the amplifier. 

Input Impedance—As mentioned 
previously, it is undesirable to use 
a high-resistance signal source for 
a transistor audio amplifier be-
cause the extreme impedance mis-
match results in high noise figure. 
High source resistance cannot be 
avoided, however, if an input de-
vice such as a ceramic pickup is 
used. In such cases, the use of nega-
tive feedback to raise the input im-
pedance of the amplifier circuit (to 
avoid mismatch loss) is no solution 
because feedback cannot improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the amplifier. 
A more practical method is to in-
crease the input impedance some-
what by operating the transistor at 
the lowest practical current level and 
by using a transistor which has a 
high forward current-transfer ratio. 
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Volume and Tone Controls— 
Some preamplifier or low-level 
audio amplifier circuits include vari-
able resistors or potentiometers which 
function as volume or tone controls. 
Such circuits should be designed to 
minimize the flow of de currents 
through these controls so that little 
or no noise will be developed by the 
movable contact during the life of 
the circuit. Volume controls and their 
associated circuits should permit 
variation of gain from zero to maxi-
mum, and should attenuate all 
frequencies equally for all positions 
of the variable arm of the control. 
Several examples of volume controls 
and tone controls are shown in the 
Circuits section. 
A tone control is a variable filter 

(or one in which at least one element 
is adjustable) by means of which the 
user may vary the frequency re-
sponse of an amplifier to suit his own 
taste. In radio receivers and home 
amplifiers, the tone control usually 
consists of a resistance-capacitance 
network in which the resistance is the 
variable element. 
The simplest form of tone control 

is a "treble cut" network such as 
that shown in Fig. 171. As R, is 
made smaller, the capacitor C. by-
passes more of the high audio fre-
quencies; therefore, the output of 
the network is decreased by an 
amount dependent upon the value 
of R,. The resistance of R. should 
be very large in comparison to the 

BASS 

reactance of C. at the highest audio 
frequency. 

Fig. 17I—Simple tone-control network for 
fixed tone compensation or equalization. 

The tone-control network shown in 
Fig. 172 has two stages with com-
pletely separate bass and treble con-
trols. Fig. 173 shows simplified 
representations of the bass control 
when the potentiometer is turned to 
its extreme variations (labeled 
BOOST and CUT). At very high fre-
quencies, C, and C. are effectively 
short circuits and the network be-
comes the simple voltage divider R, 
and R.. In the bass-boost position, 
R. is inserted in series with R2 so 
that there is less attenuation to very 
low frequencies than to very high 
frequencies. Therefore, the bass is 
said to be "boosted". In the bass-cut 
position, R. is inserted in series with 
R. so that there is more attenuation 
to very low frequencies. 

TREBLE 

R4 

Fig. I72—Two-stage tone-control circuit incorporating separate bass and treble controls. 
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BASS BOOST B A BASS CUT 

Fig. 173—Simplified representations of 
bass-control circuit at extreme ends of po-

tentiometer. 

Fig. 174 shows extreme positions 
of the treble control. R. is generally 
much larger than R. or R. and may 
be treated as an open circuit in the 
extreme Positions. In both the boost 
and cut pOsitions, very low frequen-
cies are controlled by the voltage di-
vider R, and R.. In the boost position, 

TREBLE BOOST 

R4 
TREBLE CUT 

R4 

Fig. 1741—Simphfied representations of 
nt treble-co ol circuit at extreme ends of 

potentiometer. 

R. is bypassed by the high frequen-
cies and the voltage-divider point D 
is placed closer to C. In the cut posi-
tion, R. is bypassed and there is 
greater attenuation of the high fre-
quencies. 
The fr quencies at which boost and 

cut occup in the circuit of Fig. 172 
are cont) olled by the values of C., C., 
C., and, C.. Both the output im-
pedance of the driving stage (gen-
erally Ri.i) and the loading of the 
driven stage affect the response 
curves and must be considered. This 
tone-ccerol circuit, like the one in 
Fig. 171, is attenuative. Feedback 
tone controls may also be employed. 
The location of a tone-control net-

work is of considerable importance. 
In a typical preamplifier, it may be 
in the collector circuit of the final 
low-level stage or in the input circuit 
of the first stage. If the amplifier in-

corporates negative feedback, the 
tone control must be inserted in a 
part of the amplifier which is external 
to the feedback loop, or must be made 
a part of the feedback network. The 
over-all gain of a well designed tone-
control network should be approxi-
mately unity. The system dynamic 
range should be adequate for all fre-
quencies anticipated with the tone 
controls in any position. The high-
frequency gain should not be ma-
terially affected as the bass control 
is varied, nor should the low-fre-
quency gain be sensitive to the 
treble control. 

Driver and Output Stages 

Driver stages in audio amplifiers 
are located immediately before the 
power-output stage. When a single-
ended class A output stage is used, 
the driver stage is similar to a pre-
amplifier stage. When a push-pull 
output stage in which both transis-
tors are the same type (n-p-n or 
p-n-p) is used, however, the audio 
driver must provide two output sig-
nals, each 180 degrees out of phase 
with the other. This phase require-
ment can be met by use of a tapped-
secondary transformer between a 
single-ended driver stage and the 
output stage, as shown in Fig. 175. 

Fig. I75—Driver stage for push-pull out-
put circuit. 

The transformer Ti provides the re-
quired out-of-phase input signals 
for the two transistors Qi and Q. 
in the push-pull output stage. 
Transistor audio power amplifiers 

may be class A single-ended stages, 
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or class A, class AB, or class B 
push-pull stages. A simple class A 
single-ended power amplifier is 
shown in Fig. 176. Component values 
which will provide the desired power 
output can be calculated from the 

Fig. 176—Class A power-amplifier circuit. 

transistor characteristics and the 
supply voltage. For example, an out-
put of four watts may be desired 
from a circuit operating with a sup-
ply voltage of 14.5 volts (this volt-
age is normally available in auto-
mobiles which have a 12-volt ignition 
system). If losses are assumed to be 
negligible, the power output (P.) 
is equal to the peak collector volt-
age (e.) times the peak collector 
current (h), each divided by the 
square root of two to obtain rms 
values. The peak collector current 
can then be determined as follows: 

Po 
— (2) 1/2 (2) va 

h = P. (2) 1/2 X !!-1112 
e. 

= 4 (2) 1/2  
14.5 

= 0.55, or approximately 
0.6 ampere' 

In class A service, the dc collector 
current and the peak collector swing 
are about the same. Thus, the col-
lector voltage and current are 14.5 
volts and 0.6 ampere, respectively. 
The voltage drop across the re-

sistor Rs in Fig. 176 usually ranges 
from 0.3 to 1 volt; a typical value of 
0.6 volt can be assumed. The value 
of RI. must equal the 0.6-volt drop 
divided by the 0.6-ampere emitter 
current, or one ohm. (The emitter 
current is assumed to be nearly equal 

to the 0.6-ampere collector current.) 
The current through resistor R, 

should be about 10 to 20 per cent of 
the collector current; a typical value 
is 15 per cent of 0.6, or 90 milli-
amperes. 
The voltage from base to ground 

is equal to the base-to-emitter volt-
age (determined from the transistor 
transfer-characteristics curves for 
the desired collector or emitter cur-
rent; normally about 0.4 volt for a 
germanium power transistor operat-
ing at an emitter current of 600 milli-
amperes) plus the emitter-to-ground 
voltage (0.6 volt as described above), 
or one volt. The voltage across R., 
therefore, is 14.5 minus 1, or 13.5 
volts. The value of R. must equal 
13.5 divided by 90, or about 150 ohms. 
Because the voltage drop across 

the secondary winding of the driver 
transformer T, is negligible, the volt-
age drop across R, is one volt. The 
current through R, equals the cur-
rent through R, (90 milliamperes) 
minus the base current. If the de 
forward current-transfer ratio (beta) 
of the transistor selected has a typi-
cal value of 60, the base current 
equals the collector current of 600 
milliamperes divided by 60, or 10 
milliamperes. The current through 
R, is then 90 minus 10, or 80 milli-
amperes, and the value of 11, is 1 volt 
divided by 80 milliamperes, or about 
12 ohms. 
The transformer requirements are 

determined from the ac voltages and 
currents in the circuit. The peak 
collector voltage swing that can be 
used before distortion occurs as a 
result of clipping of the output volt-
age is about 13 volts. The peak col-
lector current swing available before 
current cutoff occurs is the de cur-
rent of 600 milliamperes. Therefore, 
the collector load impedance should 
be 13 volts divided by 600 milli-
amperes, or about 20 ohms, and the 
output transformer T. should be de-
signed to match a 20-ohm primary 
impedance to the desired speaker im-
pedance. If a 3.2-ohm speaker is 
used, for example, the impedance 
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values for T, should be 20 ohms to 
3.2 ohms. 

The total input power to the circuit 
of Fig. 176 is equal to the voltage 
required across the secondary wind-
ing of the driver transformer T, 
times the current. The driver signal 
current is equal to the base cur-
rent (10 milliamperes peak, or 7 mil-
liamperes rms). The peak ac signal 
voltage is nearly equal to the sum of 
the base-to-emitter voltage across 
the transistor (0.4 volt as determined 
above), plus the voltage across RE 
(0.6 volt), plus the peak ac signal 
voltage across It' (10 milliamperes 
times 12 ohms, or 0.12 volt). The in-
put voltage, therefore, is about one 
volt peak, or 0.7 volt rms. Thus, the 
total ac input power required to pro-
duce an output of 4 watts is 0.7 volt 
times 7 milliamperes, or 5 milliwatts, 
and the input impedance is 0.7 volt 
divided hy 7 milliamperes, or 100 
ohms. 

Higher power output can be 
achieved with less distortion in class 
A service by the use of a push-pull 
amplifier. One of the disadvantages 
of a transistor class A amplifier 
(single-ended or push-pull), how-
ever, is that collector current flows 
at all times. As a result, transis-
tor dissipation is highest when no 
ac signal is present. This dissipation 
can be greatly reduced by use of 
class B push-pull operation. When 
two transistors are connected in 
class B push-pull, one transistor 
amplifies half of the signal, and the 
other transistor amplifies the other 
half. These half-signals are then 
combined in the output circuit to re-
store the original waveform in an 
amplified state. 

Ideally, transistors used in class B 
push-puil service should be biased 
to colledtor cutoff so that no power 
is dissipated under zero-signal con-
ditions. At low signal inputs, how-
ever, the resulting signal would be 
distorted, as shown in Fig. 177, be-
cause of the low forward current-
transfer ratio of the transistor at 
very low currents. This type of dis-

tortion, called cross-over distortion, 
can be suppressed by the use of a 
bias voltage which permits a small 
collector current flow at zero signal 
level. Any residual distortion can 
be further reduced by the use of 
negative feedback. 

OUTPUT 
COLLECTOR 
CURRENT 

-t- - - 
2 _ 3 4 

I I 1 I CROSS—OVER 
DISTORTION 

1 2 
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I 
4 

INPUT 
BASE 
SIGNAL 

Fig. 177—Waveforms showing cause of 
cross-over distortion. 

A typical class B push-pull audio 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 178. Re-
sistors RE, and RE, are the emitter 
stabilizing resistors. Resistors R, 
and R., form a voltage-divider net-
work which provides the bias for the 
transistors. The base-emitter circuit 
is biased near collector cutoff so that 

Fig. 178—Class B push pull audio-ampli-
fier circu't. 
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very little collector power is dissi-
pated under no-signal conditions. 
The characteristics of the bias net-
work must be very carefully chosen 
so that the bias voltage will be just 
sufficient to minimize cross-over dis-
tortion at low signal levels. Because 
the collector current, collector dissi-
pation, and dc operating point of a 
transistor vary with ambient tem-
perature, a temperature-sensitive re-
sistor (such as a thermistor) or a 
bias-compensating diode may be 
used in the biasing network to mini-
mize the effect of temperature 
variations. 
The advantages of class B push-

pull operation can be obtained with-
out the need for an output trans-
former by use of a circuit such as 
that shown in Fig. 1'79. In this cir-
cuit, the secondary windings of the 
driver transformer T, are phased so 
that a negative signal from base to 
emitter of one transistor is accom-
panied by a positive signal from 

Fig. 179—Single-ended class B circuit. 

base to emitter of the other tran-
sistor. When a negative signal is ap-
plied to the base of transistor Qi, 
for example, Q, draws current. This 
current must flow through the 
load because the accompanying posi-
tive signal on the base of tran-
sistor Q: cuts Q: off. When the sig-
nal polarity reverses, transistor Q. 
is cut off, while Q: conducts current. 
The resistive dividers RJR: and 
provide a de bias which keeps the 

transistors slightly above cutoff un-
der no-signal conditions and thus 
minimizes cross-over distortion. The 
emitter resistors RE. and RE: help to 
compensate for differences between 
transistors and for the effects of 
ambient-temperature variations. 
The secondary windings of any 

class B driver transformer should be 
bifilar-wound (i.e., wound together) 
to obtain tighter coupling and 
thereby minimize leakage induct-
ance. Otherwise, "ringing" may oc-
cur in the cross-over region as a 
result of the energy stored in the 
leakage inductance. 
Because junction transistors can 

be made in both p-n-p and n-p-n 
types, they can be used in comple-
mentary-symmetry circuits to obtain 
all the advantages of conventional 
push-pull amplifiers plus direct cou-
pling. The arrows in Fig. 180 indi-
cate the direction of electron current 
flow in the terminal leads of p-n-p 
and n-p-n transistors. When these 

.1/— 
P-n- D n-p-n 

IB —_). 184— 

Fig. 180—Electron-current flow in p-n-p 
and n-p-n transistors. 

two transistors are connected in a 
single stage, as shown in Fig. 181, 
the steady-state electron current 
path in the output circuit is com-
pleted through the collector-emitter 

181—Basic Fig. complementary symmetry 
circuit. 
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circuits of the transistors. In the 
circuits of Figs. 179 and 181, essen-
tially no steady-state current flows 
through the load resistor 12L. There-
fore, the voice coil of a loudspeaker 
can be connected directly in place 
of RL without excessive speaker 
cone distortion. 
The true complementary ampli-

fier, shown in Fig. 182, is the 
simplest of all complementary cir-
cuits. Its features include a single 

v CC 

Fig. 182 -True-complementary amplifier. 

driver transistor, a single diode for 
bias, and the application of turn-off 
drive to the output devices. Because 
it requires a class A driver and both 
p-n-p and n-p-n output devices and 
has high standby current, the true-
complementary design is seldom used 
for power-output levels in excess of 
25 watts rms. 
The class A driver stage shown 

in Fig. 182 requires the use of a 
large heat sink. The p-n-p power 
device in the complementary out-
put stage is more expensive and has 
lower safe-area ratings than its 
n-p-n equivalent. Because control of 
base diffusion is more difficult in 
p-n-p devices, these types are gen-
erally 25-per-cent costlier than com-
parable n-p-n types. 

One way to avoid the high cost 
of power p-n-p transistors is to em-
ploy a quasi-complementary circuit 
such as that shown in Fig. 183. In 
this type of circuit, a low-current 

Fig. 183—Quasi-complementary 183—Quasi-complementary amplifier. 

p-n-p transistor is directly coupled 
to a high-current n-p-n transistor 
to simulate a high-current transis-
tor, as shown in Fig. 184. 
The advantages of quasi-comple-

mentary amplifiers include im-
proved safe area for the n-p-n out-
put transistor, lower cost, and the 
use of class B drivers. The major 
disadvantages are the need for two 
driver transistors and two bias 
diodes, and the absence of turn-off 
drive to the output transistors. Be-
cause the advantages far outweigh 
the disadvantages for high-power 
amplifiers, quasi-complementary cir-
cuits are generally used at power 
levels above 25 watts rms. The high-
frequency response of such circuits 
can be improved by use of bleeder 
resistors in the base circuits of the 
output transistors. 
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In both true-complementary and 
quasi-complementary circuits, the 
output devices do not need. to be 
well matched for beta. These circuits 
are essentially voltage amplifiers 
used in an emitter-follower con-
figuration that has a voltage gain 
of nearly unity which varies only 
slightly with transistor beta. In the 
higher-power quasi-complementary 
amplifier, the effect of beta is even 
less important because a Darlington-
connected stage is used. The basic 
requirement is that a minimum cur-
rent gain be maintained from mini-
mum to maximum drive. 

BASE 

BASE 

EFFECTIVE 
EMITTER 

EFFECTIVE 
COLLECTOR 

EFFECTIVE. 
EMITTER 

n-p-n 

EFFECTIVE 
COLLECTOR 

Fig. I84—Connection of two transistors to 
simulate a high-current transistor. 

Several high-fidelity amplifiers are 
shown in the Circuits section. The 
performance capabilities of such am-
plifiers are usually given in terms 
of frequency response, total harmonic 
distortion, maximum power output, 
and noise level. To provide high-
fidelity reproduction of audio pro-
gram material, an amplifier should 
have a frequency response which does 

not vary more than 1 dB over the en-
tire audio spectrum. General practice 
is to design the amplifier so that its 
frequency response is flat within 1 
dB from a frequency well below the 
lowest to be reproduced to one well 
above the upper limit of the audible 
region. 
Harmonic distortion and inter-

modulation distortion produce 
changes in program material which 
may have adverse effects on the qual-
ity of the reproduced sound. Har-
monic distortion causes a change in 
the character of an individual tone 
by the introduction of harmonics 
which were not originally present in 
the program material. For high-
fidelity reproduction, total harmonic 
distortion (expressed as a percent-
age of the output power) should not 
be greater than about 0.5 per cent at 
the desired listening level. 

Intermodulation distortion is a 
change in the waveform of an indi-
vidual tone as a result of interaction 
with another tone present at the 
same time in the program material. 
This type of distortion not only alters 
the character of the modulated tone, 
but may also result in the generation 
of spurious signals at frequencies 
equal to the sum and difference of the 
interacting frequencies. Intermodu-
lation distortion should be less than 
2 per cent at the desired listening 
level. In general, any amplifier which 
has low intermodulation distortion 
will have very low harmonic distor-
tion. 
The maximum power output which 

a high-fidelity amplifier should de-
liver depends upon a complex rela-
tion of several factors, including the 
size and acoustical characteristics of 
the listening area, the desired listen-
ing level, and the efficiency of the 
loudspeaker system. 
The noise level and maximum out-

put power determine the range of 
volume the amplifier is able to repro-
duce, i.e., the difference (usually ex-
pressed in dB) between the loudest 
and softest sounds in program ma-
terial. Because the greatest volume 
range utilized in electrical program 
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material at the present time is about 
60 dB, the noise level of a high-
fidelity amplifier should be at least 
60 dB below the signal level at the 
desired listening level. 
The design of audio equipment for 

direct operation from the ac power 
line normally requires the use of 
either a power transformer or a large 
voltage-dropping resistor to reduce 
the 120-volt ac line voltage to a level 
that is appropriate for transistors. 
Both of these techniques have disad-
vantages. The use of a transformer 
adds cost to the system. The use of 
a dropping resistor places restric-
tions on the final packaging of the 
instrument because the resistor must 
dissipate power. In addition, low-
voltage supplies are usually more ex-
pensive to filter than high-voltage 
supplies. 
The use of high-voltage silicon 

transistors eliminates the need for 
either a power transformer or a high-
power voltage-dropping resistor, and 
permits the use of economical cir-
cuits and components in line-operated 
audio equipment. Several acide cir-
cuits using these high-voltage tran-
sistors are shown in the Circuits 
section. The basic class A audio out-
put stage shown in Fig. 185 is essen-
tially of the same design as the class 
A amplifier discussed previously. Be-
cause the supply voltage is much 
higher, however, the currents are 
about one-tenth as high and the im-
pedances about 100 times as high. 
The use of a voltage-dependent 

resistor (VDR) as a damping resis-
tor across the primary winding of the 
output transformer in Fig. 185 pro-
tects the output circuit against the 
destructive effects of transient volt-
ages that can occur under abnormal 
conditions. If the VDR were not used, 
the peak collector voltage under 
transient conditions could be as high 
as five to ten times the supply volt-
age, or far in excess of the break-
down-voltage rating for the transis-
tor. Because the resistance of the 
VDR varies directly with voltage, its 
use limits the transient voltage to 

safe levels but does not degrade over-
all circuit performance. 

TO 
DRIVER 

120 V 
AC/DC 

-C2+ 

Fig. I85—Basic audio-output stage for line-
operated equipment. 

Fig. 186 shows another effective 
method for protection against tran-
sient voltages. In this arrangement, 

101 

Fig. 186—Alternate method for protection 
against transient voltages. 

the output transformer is replaced by 
a center-tapped transformer and a 
silicon rectifier that has a peak-
reverse-voltage rating of 300 to 400 
volts. The peak voltage across the 
output is thus limited to a value 
which does not exceed twice the mag-
nitude of the supply voltage. As the 
collector voltage approaches a value 
equal to twice the supply voltage, the 
voltage at the diode end of the trans-
former becomes sufficiently negative 
to forward-bias the diode and thus 
clamp the collector voltage. The re-
quired transformer primary imped-
ance is generally about 10,000 ohms 
center-tapped; in addition, it is 
recommended that a bifilar winding 
be used to minimize leakage in-
ductance. Because the arrangement 
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shown in Fig. 186 provides more re-
liable protection against transients 
than that of Fig. 185, a higher sup-
ply voltage and a higher transformer 
impedance can be used. 

It should be noted that special pre-
cautions are required in the con-
struction of circuits for line-voltage 
operation. Because these circuits 
operate at high ac and de voltages, 
special care must be exercised to as-
sure that no metallic part of the chas-
sis or output transformer is exposed 
to touch, accidental or otherwise. 
The circuits should be installed in 
non-metallic cabinets, or should be 
properly insulated from metallic 
cabinets. Insulated knobs should be 
used for potentiometer shafts and 
switches. 
• A phase inverter is a type of class 
A amplifier used when two out-of-
phase outputs are required. In the 
split-load phase-inverter stage shown 
in Fig. 187, the output current of 
transistor Q, flows through both the 

Fig. 187—Split-load phase-inverter stage. 

collector load resistor R, and the 
emitter load resistor R.. When the 
input signal is negative, the de-
creased output current causes the 
collector side of resistor R, to be-
come more positive and the emitter 
side of resistor R, to become more 
negative with respect to ground. 

o 

CHOPPER 

When the input signal is positive, 
the output current increases and op-
posite voltage polarities are estab-
lished across resistors R. and L. 
Thus, two output signals are pro-
duced which are 180 degrees out of 
phase with each other. This circuit 
provides the 180-degree phase rela-
tionship only when each load is re-
sistive and constant throughout the 
entire signal swing. It is not suitable 
as a driver stage for a class B out-
put stage. 

DC AMPLIFIERS 

Direct-coupled amplifiers are 
normally used in transistor circuits 
to amplify small de or very-low-
frequency ac signals; they can am-
plify signals having a frequency of 
zero hertz. The upper frequency limit 
of such an amplifier may range 
from a few hundred hertz in gen-
eral-purpose electrometer applica-
tions to several megahertz in other 
applications. In general, de ampli-
fiers are used to amplify the output 
of transducers which produce quan-
titative information relative to heat, 
vibration, pressure, speed, and dis-
tance. Other applications include the 
output stages of series-type and 
shunt-type regulating circuits, chop-
per-type circuits, differential ampli-
fiers, and pulse amplifiers. 

Direct-coupled amplifiers are also 
used in chopper-type circuits to am-
plify low-level de signals, as illu-
strated by the block diagram in Fig. 
188. The de signal modulates an ac 
carrier wave, usually a square wave, 
and the modulated wave is then am-
plified to a convenient level. The 
series of amplified pulses can then 
be detected and integrated into the 
desired de output signal. 

INTEGRATOR —0 

 o 

O 

Fig. 188—Block diagram showing acrion of "chopper circuit. 
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Chopp r amplifiers consist of three 
basic sections. The first section con-
verts the low-level input signal into 
a modulated ac signal, the second 
section amplifies this ac signal, and 
the third section demodulates the 
amplified signal. 
The first section of a chopper am-

plifier is fundamentally a continu-
ously operated ON-OFF switch. 
Ideally, this switch would have zero 
ON resistance, infinite OFF resist-
ance, zero shunt capacitance, and 
zero switching time. It would also 
require no driving power and have 
infinite life. In actual practice, it is 
possible to achieve satisfactory per-
formance with a switch that does 
not have these ideal characteristics. 
The two basic circuit configura-

tions for chopping are the series 
chopper and the shunt chopper. The 
shunt choper is the more popular 
of the two because it can be capaci-
tively coupled to an ac amplifier 
without the need for either a choke 
or a transformer. The series chopper 
has the disadvantage that it re-
quires a de return path for the input 
current. This path can be provided 
by an additional resistor at the ex-
pense of over-all circuit efficiency. 
The basic series chopper circuit 

using an MOS transistor is shown 
in Fig. 189. This circuit has the 
characteristics of a simple L-pad 
attenuator in which the transistor 
is the variable series resistor. In the 

DC 
INPUT 

AC 
CARRIER 

Fig. 189— Basic series chopper circuit 
using an MOS transistor. 

ON condition, the value of the de 
return resistance Rs must be large 
compared to the load resistance RL 
to minimize resistive losses; Ri, in 
turn, must be large compared to the 
intrinsic drain resistance rd(ON) so 

Rs AC 
OUTPUT 

that the voltage VL across the load 
approaches the value of the de input 
voltage VD. In the OFF condition, 
the de return resistance Rs must be 
small compared to rd(OFF). Because 
of these restrictions, the series 
chopper is seldom used except when 
the fixed resistance Rs can be made 
variable by replacing it with a shunt 
chopper arranged to be OFF when 
the series chopper is ON, and vice 
versa. 

Fig. 190 shows a shunt chopper 
circuit using an MOS transistor. In 

Fig. 190—Basic shunt copper circuit using 
an MOS transistor. 

this circuit, the intrinsic drain re-
sistance rd of the transistor must be 
small compared to the load resist-
ance It'. in the ON condition, but 
must be large compared to the fixed 
series resistance RD in the OFF con-
dition. The requirement for rd(ON) 
to have a very small value is mini-
mized if Ri is the high input im-
pedance of an MOS transistor 
amplifier stage. Because of their 
high ON-to-OFF resistance ratio, 
negligible gate-leakage currents, and 
low feedthrough capacitance, MOS 
transistors considerably improve the 
level of solid-state chopper per-
formance. 

Differential amplifiers can be used 
to provide voltage regulation, or to 
compensate for fluctuations in cur-
rent due to signal, component, or 
temperature variations. Typical dif-
ferential-amplifier circuits, such as 
those shown in Fig. 191, may also 
include an output stage which sup-
plies current to the load resistor R, 
and the necessary number of direct-
coupled cascaded stages to provide 
the required amount of gain for 
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a given condition of line-voltage 
or load-current regulation. The 
reference-voltage source Va is 
placed in one of the cascaded stages 
in such a manner that an error or 
difference signal between VII and 
some portion of the output voltage 
vo is developed and amplified. Some 
form of temperature compensation 
is usually included to insure stabil-
ity of the direct-coupled amplifier. 

Fig. 191—Typical differential-amp ifier 
circuits. 

MOS-transistor de amplifiers may 
take several different forms, includ-
ing single-ended input to single-
ended output, differential input to 
single-ended output, and differential 
input to differential output. Normally 
de amplifiers require direct coupling 
of all stages (no coupling capacitors). 
In some versions of dc amplifiers, 
this requirement is circumvented by 
conversion of the low- or zero-fre-
quency input signal into a modulated 
ac signal, amplification of this sig-
nal by means of capacitor-coupled 
stages, and then demodulation of 

the amplified signal to restore it 
to the original dc form. The 
necessary modulation may be ac-
complished by a number of dif-
ferent techniques, including electri-
cally actuated mechanical switches, 
electronic switches, photo-optical 
switches, magnetic modulators, and 
diode bridge modulators. Input de-
vices which function as switches are 
generally referred to as "choppers" 
because, as described above, they 
divide the input signal into segments 
in the form of square waves or 
pulses having an amplitude propor-
tional to the amplitude of the input 
signal. 

Single-ended dc amplifiers which 
do not employ "choppers" have a 
continuous ohmic• current path be-
tween the input and the output as 
the result of direct coupling of all 
stages (i.e., the omission of all ca-
pacitive or inductive forms of cou-
pling). In this configuration, the 
steady-state voltage at the output 
of one stage appears at the input of 
the next stage. In a typical cascade 
arrangement using MOS field-effect 
transistors, the signal progresses 
from the drain of the first unit to 
the gate of the next and so on to the 
last stage, as shown in Fig. 192. 
In this circuit configuration, the 
source terminal is generally placed 
at a potential equal to or greater 
than the drain-to-source voltage of 
the preceding stage. In the arrange-
ment of Fig. 192, the gate is at a 
net zero voltage or is reverse-biased 
relative to the source. 

Although MOS transistors are not 
optimized for direct-coupled appli-
cations, they can be used in such 
circuits because they have low gate 
leakage current (typically fractions 
of a picoampere), total input capaci-
tance of about 5 picofarads, and 
an appreciable value of forward 
transconductance. In addition, tight 
production control limits the spread 
of drain current between individual 
transistors to a variation of ap-
proximately two to one for a high 
degree of interchangeability. 
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Fig. I92—DC amplifier circuit in which n-channel depletion-type MOS transistors are 
direct-coupled by use of dc level shifting. 

For a fixed value of supply volt-
age, there are only three ways to 
increase the stage voltage gain A in 
a single-ended amplifier: (1) use of 
a transistor having a higher ratio of 
gate-to-drain forward transconduct-
ance gr. to drain current ID; (2) use 
of a higher value of load resistance 
111. (if RL is less than the common-
source output resistance r...); and 
(3) use of a transistor having a 
higher value of 1.... The load re-
sistance RL can only be increased to 
the point where the product of I. 
and RI, is equal to approximately 
one-half the supply voltage. In gen-
eral, the ratio of transconductance 
to drain current increases as drain 
current is decreased by negative gate 
bias. As a result, the stage voltage 
gain may be increased and power 
consumption decreased at the same 
time. 
The increased voltage gain of an 

MOS transistor at reduced values of 
drain current may be accompanied 
by a relatively large drift in the 
operating point if there are wide ex-
cursions in ambient temperature. 
Many field-effect transistors have a 
point on their forward-transfer 
characteristic which is relatively in-
sensitive to temperature variations. 
If this point does not coincide with 
the operating point which provides 
the desired voltage gain, a design 
compromise is required. As shown 
in Fig. 193, the zero-temperature-
coefficient point may be identified by 

measurement of the forward-trans-
fer characteristic at different am-
bient temperatures. 
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Fig. 193—Forward-transfer characteristics 
of MOS transistor at 25°C and —30°C. 

VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED 
ATTENUATORS 

Because the drain current-voltage 
characteristic of MOS transistors 
remains linear at low drain-to-source 
voltages, these devices can be used 
as low-distortion voltage-controlled 
attenuators. The principal advan-
tages of MOS transistors in this ap-
plication are negligible gate-power 
requirements and large dynamic 
range. 

Fig. 194 shows drain resistance as 
a function of gate-to-source voltage 
for a typical n-channel depletion-
type insulated-gate transistor. Tran-
sistors having higher pinch-off 
voltages accept correspondingly 
greater peak signal-voltage swings 
before wave-shave distortion occurs. 
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However, the higher-pinch-off-volt-
age transistors require higher gate-
voltage excursions to cover the re-
sistance range from minimum to 

104 
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Fig. I94—Drain resistance as a function 
of gate voltage for typical n-channel deple-

tion-type MOS transistor. 

maximum. A typical n-channel MOS 
transistor produces total harmonic 
distortion of less than two per cent 
in a 100-millivolt 400-Hz sine wave. 
Fig. 195 shows an attenuator circuit 
using an MOS transistor and the 
output signal of the circuit as a 
function of gate-to-source voltage. 
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Fig. 195—Output signal as a function of 
gate voltage for MOS transistor in circuit 

shown. 

Figs. 196 and 197 show two pos-
sible attenuator circuit configura-
tions which use MOS transistors as 
voltage-variable resistors. The cir-
cuit in Fig. 196 is desirable for use 
at high signal levels because at such 
levels the thermal noise of the one-
megohm series resistor does not de-
grade the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
system to an objectionable degree. 

This circuit is a simple L-pad con-
figuration in which the transistor 
serves as the variable-resistive ele-
ment in the low side of the attenua-
tor. The maximum attenuation 
obtainable is generally between 60 
and 70 dB; minimum attenuation is 
1 to 2 dB. This circuit must be fol-
lowed by a high-impedance load 
such as a common-source amplifier 
stage. 
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Fig. 196—Attenuator circuit in which MOS 
transistor serves as variable-resistive ele-

ment in low side. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 197 is 
the inverse of that in Fig. 196; i.e., 
the transistor serves as the variable-
resistive element in the high side of 
the attenuator. Maximum attenua-
tion in this circuit is also between 
60 and 70 dB; minimum attenuation 
is between 1 and 6 dB. This circuit is 

Fig. 197—Attenuator circuit in which MOS 
transistor serves as variable-resistive ele-

tuent in high side. 

usually followed by a low-impedance 
load such as a common-emitter bi-
polar transistor amplifier stage. 
The following design considera-

tions are important for effective use 
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of MOS field-effect transistors as 
linear attenuators: 

(a) The gate (s) must be ade-
quately decoupled to prevent the in-
troduction of unwanted signals. 

(b) The transistor attenuator must 
be inserted at a point in the system 
where the signal level is as high as 
the transistor can accept without 
excessive distortion. 

(c) In ac systems, the direct-cur-
rent flow through the transistor must 
be minimized by the use of suitable 
blocking capacitors. 

(d) In ac systems, proper layout 
must be used to minimize stray 
shunt capacitance. 

(e) In ac systems, the effects of 
the capacitive elements of the tran-
sistor must be considered. 

WIDE-BAND (VIDEO) 
AMPLIFIERS 

In television camera chains as 
well as in ac voltmeters and vertical 
amplifiers for oscilloscopes, it is 
necessary for a transistor circuit to 
amplify signals ranging from very 
low frequencies (several hertz) to 
high frequencies (tens of megahertz) 
with a minimum of frequency and 
time-delay distortion. In response to 
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frequency limits of the amplifier 
are approached. 
The need for such compensation is 

evident when many identical stages 
of amplification are employed. If ten 
cascaded stages are used, a variation 
of 0.3 dB per stage results in a total 
variation of 3 dB. In an uncompen-
sated amplifier, this total variation 
occurs two octaves (a frequency ratio 
of four) prior to the half-power 
point. Because two octaves are lost 
from both the high and low frequen-
cies, the bandwidth of ten cascaded 
uncompensated amplifier stages is 
only one-sixteenth that of a single 
amplifier stage. Fig. 198 shows the 
amplitude response characteristics 
of various numbers of identical un-
compensated amplifiers. 

In general, the output of an ampli-
fier may be represented by a current 
generator L., and a load resistance 
RL, as shown in Fig. 199(a). Because 
the signal current is shunted by vari-
ous capacitances at high frequencies, 
as shown in Fig. 199(b), there is a 
loss in gain at these frequencies. If 
an inductor L is placed in series with 
the load resistor RL, as shown in 
Fig. 199(c), a low-Q circuit is formed 
which somewhat suppresses the ca-
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Fig. 198—Amplitude response characteristics of various numbers (N) of identical un-
compensated amplifiers. 

these demands, circuit compensation 
techniques have been developed to 
minimize the amplitude and time-
delay variation as the upper or lower 

pacitive loading. This method of gain 
compensation, called shunt peaking, 
can be very effective for improving 
high-frequency response. Fig. 199 
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Fig. 199—Equivalent circuits and frequency response of uncompensated and shunt-
peaked amplifiers. 

shows the frequency response for the 
circuits shown in Figs. 199(a), (b), 
and (c). If the inductor L shown in 
Fig. 199(c) is made self-resonant 
approximately one octave above the 
3-dB frequency of the circuit of Fig. 
199(b), the amplifier response is ex-
tended by about another 30 per cent. 

If the stray capacitance C shown 
in Fig. 199(b) is broken into two 
parts C' and C" and an inductor Li 
is placed between them, a heavily 
damped form of series resonance 
may be employed for further im-
provement. This form of compensa-
tion, called series peaking, is shown 
in Fig. 200(a). If C' and C" are 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 200—Circuits using (a) series peaking, 
and (b) both sell-resonant shunt peaking 

and series peaking. 

within a factor of two of each other, 
series peaking produces an appre-
ciable improvement in frequency re-
sponse as compared to shunt peaking. 
A more complex form of compensa-
tion embodying both self-resonant 
shunt peaking and series peaking is 
shown in Fig. 200(b). 
The effects of various high-fre-

quency compensation systems can be 
demonstrated by consideration of an 
amplifier consisting of three identi-
cal stages. If each of the three stages 
is down 3 dB at 1 MHz, and if a 
total gain variation of plus 1 dB and 
minus 3 dB is allowed, the band-
width of the amplifier is 0.5 MHz 
without compensation. Shunt peak-
ing raises the bandwidth to 1.3 MHz. 
Self-resonant shunt peaking raises it 
to 1.5 MHz. An infinitely complicated 
system could raise it to 2 MHz. If the 
distribution of capacitance permits 
it, series peaking alone can provide 
a bandwidth of about 2 MHz, while a 
combination of shunt and series 
peaking can provide a bandwidth of 
approximately 2.8 MHz. If the ca-
pacitance is perfectly distributed, 
and if an infinitely complex network 
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of shunt and 'series peaking is em-
ployed, the ultimate capability is 
about 4 MHz.' 
The frequency response of a wide-

band amplifier is influenced greatly 
by variations in component values 

IL due to tempe ature effects, variation 
of transistor parameters with volt-
age and curre t (normal large-signal 
excursions), changes of stray capaci-
tance due to relocated lead wires, or 
other variations. A change of 20 per 
cent in any of the critical parameters 
can cause a change of 0.7 dB in gain 
per stage over the last half-octave 
of the response for the most simple 
case of shunt peaking. As the band-
width is extended by more complex 
peaking, a circuit becomes substan-
tially more critical. (Measurement 
probes gene ally alter circuit per-
formance be ause of their capaci-
tance; this effect should be considered 
during frequency-response measure-
ments.) 

In the design of wideband ampli-
fiers using many stages of amplifica-
tion, it is necessary to consider time. 
delay variations as well as amplitude 
variation. When feedback capaci-
tance is a major contributor to re-
sponse limitation, the more complex 
compensating networks may produce 
severe ringing or even sustained os-
cillation. If feedback capacitance is 
treated as input capacitance pro-
duced by the Miller effect, the added 
input capacitance Cr' caused by the 
feedback capacitor C. is given by 

Cr' = Cr (1 — VG) 

where VG is the input-to-output 
voltage gain. The gain VG, however, 
has a phase angle that varies with 
frequency. The phase angle is 180 
degrees at low frequencies, but may 
lead or lag this value at high fre-
quencies; the magnitude of VG then 
also varies. In the design of very 
wideband amplifiers (20 MHz or 
more), the phase of the transcon-
ductance gm must be considered. 

Fig. 201(a) shows three stages of 
a multistage wideband amplifier. 

The resistors R. merely provide a 
high-impedance bias path for the col-
lectors of the transistors. The ac 
collector current of each transistor 
normally flows almost exclusively 
into the relatively low impedance 
offered by the base of the next stage 
through the coupling capacitor CI. 
The resistive network R. and R. pro-
vides a stable dc bias for the tran-
sistor base. 
The mid-frequency gain of each 

stage is approximately equal to 
the common-emitter current-transfer 
ratio (beta) of the transistor if 
the component values are properly 
chosen. The high-frequency response 
is limited primarily by the transis-
tor gain-bandwidth product fT, the 
transistor feedback capacitance, and 
sometimes the stray capacitance. The 
low-frequency response is limited 
primarily by the value of the 
coupling capacitor C.. 

Fig. 201(b) illustrates the use of 
high-frequency shunt peaking and 
low-frequency peaking at the ex-
pense of stage gain in the three 
stages of the wideband amplifier to 
extend the high- and low-frequency 
response. The emitter resistors R. 
are made as small as possible, yet 
large enough to mask the variation 
of transconductance, and thus volt-
age gain, as a function of signal-
current variation. For very small 
ratios of peak ac collector current to 
de collector current, this variation is 
not substantial. The resistors Ro also 
partially mask the effect of the in-
trinsic base-lead resistance rb'. 
The base-bias resistors R. of Fig. 

201(a) are split into two resistors 
R. and R. in Fig. 201(b), with R. well 
bypassed. The mid-frequency gain is 
then reduced to a value approximat-
ing R. divided by R.. At this point, 
however, the high-frequency response 
is increased by the same factor. 
Shunt peaking is provided by L. and 
C. for additional high-frequency 
improvement. 
When the reactance of the bypass 

capacitor C. is large compared to R., 
the low-frequency gain is increased 
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because the resistor no longer heavily gain caused by Ci. When the re-
shunts the transistor input. Selec- actance of C. approaches R., how-
tion of the proper value for C. ex- ever, the low-frequency peaking is 
actly offsets the loss of low-frequency no longer effective. 

(al 

(b) 

Fig. 201—(a) Uncompensated and (b) compensated versions of three stages of a multi-
stage wideband amplifier. 
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RF Power Amplification 

and Generation 

RECENT significant improvements 
in the design and technology for 

high-frequency power transistors 
have resulted in the increasingly 
widespread application of transistors 
in the amplification and generation 
of rf power. Previously, cost con-
siderations and performance limita-
tions restricted the use of high-
frequency power transistors to only 
a limited number of special circuits 
in which small size and light weight 
were the overriding requirements. 
As a result of the progress that has 
been made in design and processing, 
today, high-frequency transistors are 
often used in place of low- and 
medium-power tubes in many new 
equipment designs for operation at 
frequencies up to 2000 MHz. In addi-
tion to small size and light weight, 
other unique circuit advantages, such 
as greater reliability and significant 
increases in over-all circuit efficiency 
and bandwidth capability, have made 
possible this penetration of transis-
tors into a very great number of 
different high-frequency applica-
tions. 

FEATURES OF 
RF POWER TRANSISTORS 

The performance of an rf power 
transistor is critically dependent on 
the structure and geometry of the 
device. Such factors as the length 

of the emitter and base peripheries, 
the emitter-to-collector spacing (i.e., 
base width), the length of the col-
lector-base junction, and parasitic 
inductances and resistive losses in 
the transistor package significantly 
affect power output, frequency re-
sponse, thermal resistance, stability, 
and other important performance 
characteristics. 

Power Output 

In early transistors, power out-
puts were in the milliwatt region, 
and increased power capability could 
be achieved only at the expense of 
frequency response. The power out-
put of a transistor is limited by the 
current-handling capability and dis-
sipation of the device. The maximum 
de input power to a transistor is 
largely determined by the current-
handling ability because the de op-
erating voltages of power transistors 
have been fairly well standardized 
at either 28 volts for military sys-
tems or 12.6 volts for mobile ap-
plications. 
The current-handling ability of 

any transistor is proportional to the 
length of the edge of the emitter, 
i.e., the emitter periphery. The base 
current results in a voltage drop that 
causes the portion of the emitter 
most remote from the base contact 
to be least forward-biased. Little or 
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no current, therefore, is injected 
from this region. This condition re-
sults even when the emitter strip is 
exceedingly narrow. In present tran-
sistors, the emitter is only 10,000 
angstroms wide, but the emitter cur-
rent is still limited by the total 
length of the emitter edge. The cur-
rent-handling capability is approxi-
mately 1 milliampere per mil of 
emitter length; a transistor required 
to handle a current of up to 1 am-
pere, therefore, should have an emit-
ter periphery of 1 inch. 

Frequency Response 

The frequency response of a tran-
sistor is inversely proportional to 
the square of the emitter-to-collector 
spacing and to the capacitance of 
the transistor. For a given base 
width, therefore, the power-output/ 
frequency capability is determined 
by the length of emitter periphery 
that can be concentrated into a given 
area. One figure of merit of a 
power-transistor design is the ratio 
of emitter periphery to base area. 
The 2N3375 transistor has a ratio 
of 0.82 mil of emitter edge per 
square mil of base area and can 
produce 4 watts of output power at 
400 MHz. The 2N5921 transistor in 
which the ratio of emitter periphery 
to base area is increased to 3.1 mils 
per square mil can produce 6 watts 
of output power at 2 GHz. The 
2N5921 pellet uses 180 emitters only 
20,000 angstroms wide, and has a 
base width of approximately 1200 
angstroms and an over-all length of 
40 mils. 

Thermal Resistance 

The thermal resistance of a tran-
sistor is proportional to the length 
of the collector-base junction, i.e., 
the base periphery. For this reason 
the base regions (the heat-genera-
tion area) of modern power tran-
sistors are made in the form of long, 

narrow rectangles to maximize the 
spreading of the heat in the silicon, 
which is a reasonably good conduc-
tor of heat (about 20 per cent of the 
conductivity of copper). In addi-
tion, power transistors are usually 
mounted on beryllium oxide to pro-
vide further spreading of the heat 
and electrical insulation of the de-
vices from the chassis. Use of these 
techniques allows transistor dissipa-
tion of about 105 watts per square 
centimeter. 

RF Power-Transistor Packages 

The package is an integral part of 
an rf power transistor. A transistor 
package designed for use in rf power 
applications ghould have good ther-
mal properties and low parasitic re-
actance. Parasitic inductances and 
resistive losses of the package sig-
nificantly affect circuit performance 
characteristics, such as power gain, 
bandwidth, and stability. The most 
critical parasitics are the emitter-
and base-lead inductances. Fig. 202 
shows several popular commercially 
available rf power-transistor pack-
ages, and Table II indicates the par-
asitic inductances of each type. The 
TO-60 and TO-39 packages were 
first used for devices such as the 
2N3375 and the 2N3866. The base 
and emitter parasitic inductances of 
these packages are in the order of 
3 nanohenries; this value of induct-
ance corresponds to a reactance of 
7.5 ohms at 400 MHz. If the emitter 
is grounded internally to a TO-60 
package (as in the 2N5016), the 
emitter lead inductance can be re-
duced to 0.6 nanohenry. Hermetical-
ly sealed, low-inductance radial-lead 
packages, such as the HF-19 package 
introduced by RCA, employ ceramic-
to-metal seals and have good rf per-
formance characteristics. The par-
asitic inductances can be reduced 
further by use of a hermetically 
sealed coaxial package, such as the 
HF-11, used for the 2N5470. This 
package has parasitic inductances 
in order of 0.1 nanohenry. 
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JEDEC 
TO-39 

JEDEC 
TO-60 

HF-19 
Hermetic Strip-Line Type 
Ceramic-to-Metal Package 

(Isolated Electrodes) 

HF-12 
Molded-Silicone Plastic 
Package (Isolated 
Electrodes) 

HF-11 

Coaxial Package 

HF-21 

Coaxial Package 

Studless HF-19 

Package 

Fig. 202—Commercially available rl power-transistor packages. 

Table II—Summary of Packaged-Transistor Inductances 
Inductance (nH) 

Package Emitter Base 
TO-39 (2N3866) 3 3 
TO-60 (isolated emitter) (2N3375) 3 3 
TO-60 (ground emitter) (2N5016) 0.6 2 
Hermetic Strip-line (2N5919) 0.4 0.6 
Coaxial case (2N5470) 0.1 0.1 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR RF POWER AMPLIFIERS 

In the design of silicon-transistor 
rf power amplifiers for use in trans-
mitting systems, several fundamen-
tal factors must be considered. As 
with any rf power amplifier, the 
class of operation has an important 
bearing on the power output, linear-
ity, and operating efficiency. The 
modulation requirements of transis-
tor rf power amplifiers differ slight-
ly from those for tube amplifiers. 
The matching characteristics of in-
put and output terminations signi-
ficantly affect power output and fre-
quency stability and, therefore, are 
particularly important considera-
tions in the design of either tran-
sistor or vacuum-tube power ampli-
fiers. The selection of the proper 
transistor for a given circuit appli-
cation is also a major consideration, 
and the circuit designer must realize 
the significance of the various tran-
sistor parameters to make a valid 
evaluation of different types. 

Class of Operation 

The class of operation of an rf 
amplifier is determined by the circuit 
performance required in the given 
applications. Class A power ampli-
fiers are used when extremely good 
linearity is required. Although power 
gain in this class of service is con-
siderably higher than that in class 
B or class C service, the operating 
efficiency of a class A power am-
plifier is usually only about 25 per 
cent. Moreover, the standby drain 
and thermal dissipation of a class 
A stage are high, and care must be 
exercised to assure thermal stability. 

In applications, such as single-side-
band transmitters, that require good 
linearity, class B push-pull opera-
tion is usually employed because the 
transistor dissipation and standby 
drain are usually much smaller and 
operating efficiency is higher. Class 
B operation is characterized by a 
collector conduction angle of 180 
degrees. This conduction is obtained 

by use of only a slight amount of 
forward bias in the transistor stage. 
In this class of service, care must be 
taken to avoid thermal runaway. 

In a class C transistor stage, the 
collector conduction angle is less 
than 180 degrees. The gain of the 
class C stage is less than that of a 
class A or class B stage, but is 
entirely usable. In addition, in the 
class C stage, standby drain is vir-
tually zero, and circuit efficiency is 
the highest of the three classes. Be-
cause of the high effioiency, low 
collector dissipation, and negligible 
standby drain, class C operation is 
the most commonly used mode in rf 
power transistor applications. 
For class C operation, the base-

to-emitter junction of the transistor 
must be reverse-biased so that the 
collector quiescent current is zero 
during zero-signal conditions. Fig. 
203 shows four methods that may 
be used to reverse-bias a transistor 
stage. 

Fig. 203(a) shows the use of a de 
supply to establish the reverse bias. 
This method, although effective, re-
quires a separate supply, which may 
not be available or may be difficult 
to obtain in many applications. In 
addition, the bypass elements re-
quired for the separate supply in-
crease the circuit complexity. 

Figs. 203(b) and 203(c) show 
methods in which reverse bias is de-
veloped by the flow of de base cur-
rent through a resistance. In the 
case shown in Fig. 203(b), bias is 
developed across the base spreading 
resistance. The magnitude of this 
bias is small and uncontrollable be-
cause of the variation in rid,' among 
different transistors. A better ap-
proach, shown in Fig. 203(c), is to 
develop the bias across an external 
resistor Rn. Although the bias level 
is predictable and repeatable, the 
size of RP must be carefully chosen 
to avoid reduction of the collector-
to-emitter breakdown voltage. 
The best reverse-bias method is 

illustrated in Fig. 203 (d). In this 
method, self-bias is developed across 
an emitter resistor RE. Because no 
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(a) (b) 

rbb' 

RFC 

VcC 

(e) (d) 

Fig. 203—Methods for obtaining class C reverse bias: (a) by use of fixed dc supply 
Vim; (b) by use of dc base current through the base spreading resistance ri,j; (c) by 
use of dc base current through an external base resistance RB; (d) by use of self bias 

developed across an emitter resistor 

external base resistance is added, 
the collector-to-emitter breakdown 
voltage is not affected. An additional 
advantage of this approach is that 
stage current may be monitored by 
measurement of the voltage drop 
across RE. This technique is very 
helpful in balancing the shared pow-
er in paralleled stages. The bias re-
sistor RE must be bypassed to pro-
vide a very-low-impedance rf path 
to ground at the operating frequency 
to prevent degeneration of stage 
gain. In practice, emitter bypassing 
is difficult and frequently requires 
the use of a few capacitors in paral-
el to reduce the series inductance in 
the capacitor leads and body. Al-
ternatively, the lead-inductance prob-
lem may be solved by formation of 
a self-resonant series circuit between 
the capacitor and its leads at the 
operating frequency. This method is 
extremely effective, but may restrict 
stage bandwidth. 

Modulation (AM, FM, SSB) 

Amplitude modulation of the col-
lector supply of a transistor output 
stage does not result in full modula-
tion. During down-modulation, a 
portion of the rf drive feeds through 
the transistor. Better modulation 
characteristics can be obtained by 
modulation of the supply to at least 
the last two stages in the trans-
mitter chain. On the downward mod-
ulation swing, drive from the pre-
ceding modulated stages is reduced, 
and less feed-through power in the 
output results. Flattening of the 
rf output during up-modulation is 
reduced because of the increased 
drive from the modulated lower-level 
stages. 
The modulated stages must be op-

erated at half their normal voltage 
levels to avoid high collector-voltage 
swings that may exceed transistor 
collector-to-emitter breakdown rat-
ings. RF stability of the modulated 
stages should be checked for the 
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entire excursion of the modulating 
signal. 
Amplitude modulation of transis-

tor transmitters may also be ob-
tained by modulation of the lower-
level stages and operation of the 
higher-level stages in a linear mode. 
The lower efficiencies and higher 
heat dissipation of the linear stages 
override any advantages that are 
derived from the reduced audio-drive 
requirements; as a result, this ap-
proach is not economically practical. 
Frequency modulation involves a 

shift of carrier frequency only. 
Carrier deviations are usually very 
small and present no problems in 
amplifier bandwidth. For example, 
maximum carrier deviations in the 
50-MHz and 150-MHz mobile bands 
are only 5 kHz. Because there is no 
amplitude variation, class C rf tran-
sistor stages have no problems han-
dling frequency modulation. 

Single-sideband (SSB) modulation 
requires that all stages after the 
modulator operate in a linear mode 
to avoid intermodulation-distortion 
products near the carrier frequency. 
In many SSB applications, channel 
spacing is close, and excessive dis-
tortion results in adjacent-channel 
interference. Distortion is effectively 
reduced by class B operation of the 
rf stages, with close attention to 
biasing the transistor base-to-emit-
ter junction in a near-linear region. 

Characterization of Large-Signal 
RF Power Transistors 

The values of large-signal transis-
tor parameters, such as the S and 
Y parameters, are different from 
those of small-signal transistors be-
cause (1) the values of transistor 
parameters change with power lev-
els, and (2) the harmonic-frequency 
components that exist in a large-
signal rf power amplifie- must be 
considered in addition to the funda-
mental-frequency sinusoidal compo-
nent in a small-signal amplifier. RF 
power-transistor characteristics are 
normally specified for a given circuit 
in a specific application. 

The design of rf power-amplifier 
circuits involves the determination 
of dynamic input and load imped-
ances. Before the input circuit is 
designed, the input impedance at the 
emitter-to-base terminals of the 
packaged transistor must be known 
at the drive-power frequency. Be-
fore the output circuit is designed, 
the load impedance presented to the 
collector terminal must be known at 
the fundamental frequency. These 
dynamic impedances are difficult to 
calculate at microwave frequencies 
because transistor parameters such 
as Sii and S. vary considerably un-
der large-signal operation and also 
change with the power level. Small-
signal equations that might serve as 
useful guides for transistor design 
cannot be applied rigorously to large-
signal circuits. Because large-signal . 
representation of rf power transis-
tors has not yet been developed, 
transistor dynamic impedances are 
best determined experimentally with 
slotted-line or vector voltmeter mea-
surement techniques. 
The system used for determina-

tion of transistor impedances under 
operating conditions is shown in Fig. 
204. This system consists of a 
well-padded power signal generator, 
a directional coupler (or reflectome-
ter) for monitoring the input re-
flected power, an input triple-stub 
tuner, an input low-impedance line 
section, the transistor holder (or 
test jig), an output line section, 
a bias tee, an output triple-stub 
tuner, another directional coupler 
for monitoring the output waveform 
or frequency, and an output power 
meter. For a given frequency and in-
put power level, the input and output 
tuners are adjusted for maximum 
power output and minimum input re-
flected power. Once the system has 
been properly tuned, the impedance 
across terminals 1-1 (with the tran-
sistor disconnected) is measured at 
the same frequency in a slotted-line 
set-up or with the vector voltmeter. 
The conjugate of this impedance is 
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Fig. 204—Set-up for measurement of rf transistor dynamic impedances. 

the dynamic input impedance of the 
transistor. Similarly, the impedance 
across terminals 2-2 (with the tran-
sistor disconnected) is the collector-
load impedance presented to the 
transistor collector. Such measure-
ments are performed at each fre-
quency and power level. It should be 
noted that the circuit arrangement 
of Fig. 204 is also useful for testing 
the performance of the transistor. 
Thus, power output, power gain, and 
efficiency are readily determined. 

RF Amplifier Circuit Design 

When the dynamic input imped-
ance and the load impedance of a 
packaged transistor have been estab-
lished, either from direct measure-
ments as described previously, or 
from the manufacturer's data, the 
input and output matching circuits 
can be properly designed. 

Output-Circuit Design—When the 
de supply voltage and power output 
are specified, the circuit designer 
must determine the load for the col-
lector circuit [R,. (V,$) 2/2P0]. 
Because an rf power amplifier is 
usually designed to amplify a spe-
cific frequency or band of frequen-
cies, tuned circuits are normally used 
as coupling networks. The choice of 
the output tuned circuit must be 
made with due regard to proper load 

matching and good tuned-circuit effi-
ciency. 
As a result of the large dynamic 

voltage and current swings in a class 
C rf power amplifier, the collector 
current contains a large amount of 
harmonics. This effect is caused pri-
marily by the nonlinearity in the 
transfer characteristics of the tran-
sistor. The tuned coupling networks 
selected must offer a relatively high 
impedance to these harmonic cur-
rents and a low impedance to the 
fundamental current. 

Class C rf power amplifiers are 
reverse-biased beyond collector-cur-
rent cutoff; harmonic currents are 
generated in the collector which are 
comparable in amplitude to the fun-
damental component. However, if the 
impedance of the tuned circuit is 
sufficiently high at the harmonic 
frequencies, the amplitude of the 
harmonic currents is reduced and the 
contribution of these harmonic cur-
rents to the average current flowing 
in the collector is minimized. The 
collector power dissipation is there-
fore reduced, and the collector-cir-
cuit output efficiency is increased. 

Figs. 205 and 206 illustrate the 
use of parallel tuned circuits to cou-
ple the load to the collector circuit. 
The collector electrode of the tran-
sistor is tapped down on the output 
coil. Capacitor C, provides tuning 
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for the fundamental frequency, and 
capacitor C2 provides load matching 
of RI, to the tuned circuit. The trans-
formed RI, across the entire tuned 
circuit is stepped down to match the 
collector by the proper turns ratio 
of the coil Li. If the value of the 
inductance Li is chosen properly and 
the portion of the output-coil in-
ductance between the collector and 
ground is sufficiently high, the har-
monic portion of the collector current 
in the tuned circuit is small. There-
fore, the contribution of the har-
monic current to the de component 
of current in the circuit is minimized. 
The use of a tapped-down connec-
tion of the collector to the coil main-
tains the loaded Q of the circuit and 
minimizes variation in the band-
width of the output circuit with 
changes in the output capacitance of 
the transistor. 

Although the circuits shown in 
Figs. 205 and 206 provide coupling 
of the load to the collector circuit 
with good harmonic-current suppres-
sion, the tuned-circuit networks have 
a serious limitation at very high fre-
quencies. Because of the poor coef-
ficient of coupling in coils at very 
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C2 

(o) 

FOR N:1 TURN RATIO 

(I) Rc = ..1;0- (FOR CLASS C) 

Re' N2Re  
(2) 1 QL= - QL 

(3) Xc2= RL I 
N2Rc 

N2 Rc  1  
(4) Xci OL XC2 
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Fig. 205—Tuned-circuit output coupling 
method and design equations in which 
output is transferred to load by a series 

coupling capacitor. 

(b) 

FOR N:1 TURN RATIO 

(I) Re (FOR CLASS C) = 2 po Vee2 

N2Re 
(2) XLI 

_ N2ReOL  LI_  RL  

(3) ̂01 - (OL2 +1) XC2 

(4) X RL X2 
 +  

1 
N2Re 

Fig. 206—Tuned-circuit output coupling 
method and design equations in which 
output to the load is obtained from a 

capacitive voltage divider. 

high frequencies, the tap position is 
usually established empirically so 
that proper collector loading is 
achieved. Fig. 207 shows several 
suitable output coupling networks 
that provide the required collector 
loading and also suppress the cir-
culation of collector harmonic cur-
rents. These networks are not de-
pendent upon coupling coefficient for 
load-impedance transformation. 
The collector output capacitance 

for the networks shown in Fig. 207 
is included in the design equations. 
The collector output capacitance of 
a transistor varies considerably with 
the large dynamic swing of the col-
lector-to-emitter voltage and is de-
pendent upon both the collector sup-
ply voltage and the power output. 

Input-Circuit Design—The input 
circuit of most transistors can be 
represented by a resistor rbt,' in se-
ries with a capacitor CI.. The input 
network must tune out the capaci-
tance C11. and provide a purely resis-
tive load to the collector of the driver 
stage. Fig. 208 shows several net-
works capable of coupling the base 
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to the output of the driver stage 
and tuning out the input capacitance 
C,.. In the event that the transistor 
used has an inductive input, the re-
actance Xe, is made equal to zero, 
and the base inductance is included 
as part of inductor Li for networks 
such as that shown in Fig. 208(a) 
and is included as part of L. for 
networks of the type shown in Fig. 
208(c). In Fig. 208(a), the input cir-
cuit is formed by the T network con-
sisting of Ci, C2, and L,. If the value 
of the inductance Li is chosen so that 
its reactance is much greater than 
that of C,., series tuning of the base-
to-emitter circuit is obtained by Li 
and the parallel combination of C. 
and (Ci + C.). Capacitors Ci and C. 
provide the impedance matching of 
the resultant input resistance rub' to 
the collector of the driving stage. 
Fig. 208(b) shows a T network in 
which the location of Li and C. is 
chosen so that the reactance of the 
capacitor is much greater than that 
of Ci.; C2 can then be used to step 
up to an appropriate value across 
L,. The resultant parallel resistance 
across L, is transformed to the re-
quired collector load value by capa-
citors CI and C.. Parallel resonance 
of the circuit is obtained by L, and 
the parallel combination (C1 + C..) 
and C. 
The circuits shown in Fig. 208(a) 

and 208(b) require the collector of 
the driving transistor to be shunt-
fed by a high-impedance rf choke. 
Fig. 208 (c) shows a coupling net-
work that eliminates the need for 
a choke. In this circuit, the collector 
of the driving transistor is parallel 
tuned, and the base-to-emitter junc-
tion of the output transistor is series 
tuned. Fig. 209 shows several other 
forms of coupling networks that can 
be used in rf power-amplifier designs. 

Line-section matching networks— 
In most microwave circuit appli-
cations, either air-line, strip-line, or 
lumped-element circuit arrangements 
are used; some useful circuit design 
techniques are discussed below. 
Eighth-wave line sections: One of 

the properties of an eighth-wave sec-

tion is that it has a real input im-
pedance when it is terminated in a 
reactive impedance having a mag-
nitude equal to Z.. Therefore, for 
an eighth-wave line section, Z,,, is 
real if the following condition is met: 

Z. = IZ,. I = (RL' + XL2)1/2 

where RI. and XL are the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex im-
pedance ZL. The real impedance Z,,, 
can be determined from a Smith 
chart of the following relation: 

Zi = (R0 ' 111) 
Eighth-wave transformers are use-

ful for microwave power transistor 
matching, as shown in Fig. 210, be-
cause the small complex impedances 
of these devices can be matched di-
rectly, without the need for tuning-
out mechanisms. In a typical power-
amplifier circuit, the device input 
impedance R + jX ohms is the ter-
minating impedance Z,. of the eighth-
wave line section. If the character-
istic impedance of the line Z., is 
made equal to the magnitude of ZI., 
then the input impedance Z of this 
line is a real impedance. Matching 
to the output is accomplished in a 
similar manner. 
The real impedance of an eighth-

wave section of uniform line is thus 
predetermined by the complex ter-
minating impedance. Therefore, it is 
necessary to use additional trans-
formations in cascade to match to a 
real impedance which is different 
from this predetermined real imped-
ance. 
Quarter-wave line sections: Quar-

ter-wave lines are also useful as im-
pedance transformers between real 
impedances. If quarter-wave trans-
formers are used to match a real 
impedance to an active device, as 
shown in Fig. 211, the reactive com-
ponent of the complex impedance 
(the admittance) of the active device 
must be tuned out. For example, in 
the input circuit of a power-transis-
tor amplifier circuit, the quarter-
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wave transformer matches the re-
sistive component of the complex ad-
mittance of the device. An external 
capacitance C„ or a stub provides the 
necessary susceptance needed to can-
cel the reactive component of the 
device. In the output portion of the 
circuit, a stub or a lumped element 
at the collector is used to bring the 
impedance to a real value and then 
to a quarter-wave line that goes to 
the actual load. 

Direct transformation between the 
transistor (complex impedance) and 
a given source or load (real resist-
ance) is also possible. The charac-
teristic impedance Z.. and length / 
of the transmission line required to 
provide direct transformation from 
a pure resistance R, to an impedance 
Z2 = R2 + jX2 can be determined by 
use of the following equations: 

Z. = N/R, R, x 

tan f31 = Z. 

X22  

R2 (R. — R2) 

R. — R2  \ 
R. X2 

If the impdance Z2 is a resistance 
(i.e., X2 = 0),the expression for Z.. 
reduces to the quarter-wave trans-
former equation, and / = X/4. 

ZIN ZOUT 
(COMPLEX) .- -- (COMPLEX) 

Fig. 210—Eighth-wave transformer in a 
typical 11 power-amplifier circuit. 

vcc 

Fig. 211—Quarter-wave transformers for 
rf power-transistor amplifiers. 

MOBILE RADIO 

In the United States, three fre-
quency bands have been assigned to 
two-way mobile radio communica-
tions by the Federal Communications 
Commission. These frequency bands 
are 25 to 50 MHz, 148 to 174 MHz, 
and 450 to 470 MHz. The low-fre-
quency band for overseas mobile 
communications is 66 to 88 MHz. 
Frequency modulation (FM) is 

practiced in mobile radio communi-
cations in the United States and 
most overseas countries. The modu-
lation is achieved by phase-modula-
tion of the oscillator frequencies 
(usually the 12th or 18th submultiple 
of the operating frequency). In vhf 
bands, the frequency deviation is ±5 
kHz and channel spacing is 25 kHz. 
In uhf bands, at present, the mod-
ulation deviation is -±15 kHz and 
channel spacing is 50 kHz. In the 
United Kingdom, AM as well as FM 
is used in mobile communications. 

Typical mobile-transmitter power-
output levels in the United States 
are 50 watts in the 50-MHz band, 
30 watts in the 174-MHz band, and 
25 watts in the 470-MHz band. Some 
of the transmitters used in the 
United States have power-output 
ratings as high as 100 watts. Over-
seas, power-output requirements are 
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much more moderate; the most com-
mon power-output levels are in the 
10-watt range. 

All-solid-state mobile transmitters 
can be divided into two basic types: 
transmitters that operate from 24-
to-28-volt collector supply voltages, 
obtained from dc-to-dc converters, 
and transmitters that operate direct-
ly from the 12-volt electrical system 
of a vehicle. 
Both types have advantages and 

disadvantages. The advantages of 
24- to 28-volt operation include high-
er power gains per stage, good tran-
sient suppression, and fairly simple 
current and voltage limiting. The 
disadvantages are the additional cost 
of dc-to-dc converters and the some-
what higher power consumption and 
increased size of the radio. Direct 
operation from a 12-volt system per-
mits savings in cost and size, as well 
as higher efficiency. Because 12-volt 
operation produces less gain per 
stage, however, additional rf stages 
are often needed. Transient suppres-
sion and voltage and current limiting 
are also somewhat more difficult. 

Because of the two discrete volt-
age ranges used for mobile radios, 
the transistor must be designed spe-
cifically for either 24-to-28-volt op-
eration or 12-volt operation. Devices 
designed for 24-to-28-volt operation 
have substantially higher collector-
breakdown voltages. In addition, all 
elements are usually isolated from 
the case to permit access to the 
emitter. 

Fig. 212(a) shows a 175-MHz am-
plifier chain that operates directly 
from a 12-volt de supply. An ampli-
fier chain of this type can deliver 12 
watts of output power with an input 
of 125 milliwatts and has an over-all 
efficiency of 60 per cent. The chain 
consists of three cascaded stages 
that provide power outputs of 1, 4, 
and 12 watts, respectively. For ap-
plications such as base stations in 
which higher output power levels are 
required, three overlay power tran-
sistors can be operated in parallel as 
shown in Fig. 212 (b). In this ar-
rangement, the transistors can sup-
ply as much as 35 watts at 175 MHz 

when driven from the three-stage 
amplifier chain shown in Fig. 220(a). 
Fig. 213 shows a 25-watt, 175-MHz 
amplifier chain that uses 2N5995 
and 2N5996 stripline-package tran-
sistors. Fig. 214 shows a 6-watt, 470-
MHZ amplifier chain that employs 
2N2914 and 2N2915 transistors. 
The requirements of rf power 

transistors operated in mobile-radio 
applications are extremely severe. 
The transistors must withstand the 
load-mismatch conditions created by 
objects near the transmitting an-
tenna or by a break in the trans-
mission line anywhere between zero 
and one-half wavelength. Under such 
conditions, the transistors must 
handle not only the increased dissi-
pation, but also sudden energy 
surges that can destroy them in 
just a few microseconds. The de-
velopment of transmitters that are 
immune to these failures is a re-
sult of a joint effort between 
solid-state-device and mobile-radio 
manufacturers. To avoid excessive 
junction temperatures, the equip-
ment manufacturer must select 
transistors of sufficiently low thermal 
resistance. If a transistor lacks 
enough dissipation capability, two 
should be used—even though one 
could deliver the required rf output 
power. The use of adequately sized 
heat sinks is essential to protect 
devices operated under high-ambient-
temperature conditions. Current 
limiting should also be employed to 
prevent excessive rise in junction 
temperature under mismatched load 
conditions. As an added precaution, 
a thermostat can be mounted on the 
heat sink to reduce the transmitter 
power in the event that the tempera-
ture becomes excessive. 
The protection of the devices from 

"instantaneous" failure is more dif-
ficult because the time response of 
current or voltage limiters is not 
fast enough. Fig. 215 shows a circuit 
which has a sufficiently fast response 
time to protect the power transistors 
from "instantaneous" failures that 
result from mismatched-load condi-
tions. The circuit operates on the 
principle of reflected power. Under 
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Fig. 2I2-175-MHz transistor power amplifier: (a) 3-stage input amplifier; (b) output 
stage. 
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Fig. 213— Three-stage 25-watt, I75-MHz amplifier chain. 
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Fig. 214—Typical 470-MHz amplifier with 0.4-watt input (Ind 6-watt output. 

matched load conditions, there is no 
output from the VSWR detector. The 
control amplifier is saturated, and 
the gain-controlled rf amplifier 
operates at maximum gain. The 
power amplifier, therefore, is oper-
ated at maximum power output. If 
a mismatch occurs, a negative volt-

age from the VSWR bridge brings 
the control amplifier out of satura-
tion, which, in turn, reduces the gain 
in the gain-controlled rf amplifier. 
Gain is reduced because the base 
of the rf amplifier becomes more 
negative with respect to the emitter, 
and because the unsaturated control 
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Fig. 215—Load-mismatch protection 

circuit. 
amplifier has a degenerative effect 
on the rf amplifier. With the reduc-
tion in the gain of the gain-controlled 
rf amplifier, the drive to the power 
amplifier is decreased to safe levels. 
Once the load mismatch is removed, 
the system returns instantaneously 
to normal operating conditions. 

SINGLE-SIDEBAND 
TRANSMITTERS 

The increase in communication 
traffic, especially in the hf and vhf 
ranges, necessitates more effective 
use of the frequency spectrum so 
that more channels can be assigned 
to a given spectrum. It has been 
shown that one of the more efficient 
methods of communication is through 
the use of single-sideband (SSB) 
techniques. In the past, the power-
amplifier stages of an SSB trans-
mitter invariably employed tubes be-
cause of the lack of suitable high-
frequency power transistors. Recent 
transistor developments, however, 
have made it feasible and practical 
to design and construct all-solid-
state single-sideband equipment for 
both portable and vehicular appli-
cations. 

Unlike most commercially avail-
able rf power transistors, which are 
normally designed primarily for 
class C operation, an SSB transistor 
is designed for linear applications 
and should have a flat beta curve 

for low distortion, and emitter bal-
last resistance for stability and de-
generation. In high-power amplifi-
ers, transistor junctions experience 
wide excursions in temperature and 
a means must be provided to sense 
the collector-junction temperature 
so that an external circuit can be 
used to provide bias compensation to 
prevent an excessive shift in oper-
ating point and to avoid catastrophic 
device failure as a result of thermal 
runaway. 

Advantages of 
SSB Transmission 

Single-sideband communication sys-
tems have many advantages over AM 
and FM systems. In areas in which 
reliability of transmission as well 
as power conservation are of prime 
concern, SSB transmitters are usual-
ly employed. The main advantages 
of SSB operation include reduced 
power consumption for effective 
transmission, reduced channel width 
to permit more transmitters to be 
operated within a given frequency 
range, and improved signal-to-noise 
ratio. 

In a conventional 100-per-cent 
modulated AM transmitter, two-
thirds of the total power delivered 
by the power amplifier is at the car-
rier frequency, and contributes noth-
ing to the transmission of intelli-
gence. The remaining third of the 
total radiated power is distributed 
equally between the two sidebands. 
Because both sidebands are identical 
in intelligence content, the transmis-
sion of one sideband would be suf-
ficient. In AM, therefore, only one-
sixth of the total rf power is fully 
utilized. In an SSB system, no power 
is transmitted in the suppressed side-
band, and power in the carrier is 
greatly reduced or eliminated; as a 
result, the dc power requirement is 
substantially reduced. In other words, 
for the same de input power, the 
peak useful output power of an SSB 
transmitter, in which the carrier is 
completely suppressed is theoretical-
ly six times that of a conventional 
AM transmitter. 
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Another advantage of SSB trans-
mission is that elimination of one 
sideband reduces the channel width 
required for transmission to one-half 
that required for AM transmission. 
Theoretically, therefore, two SSB 
transmitters can be operated within 
a frequency spectrum that is nor-
mally required for one AM trans-
mitter. 

In a single-sideband system, the 
signal-to-noise power ratio is eight 
times as great as that of a fully 
modulated double-sideband system 
for the same peak power. 

Linearity Test 

For an amplifier to be linear, a 
relationship must exist such that the 
output voltage is directly propor-
tional to the input voltage for all 
signal amplitudes. Because a single-
frequency signal in a perfectly linear 
single-sideband system remains un-
changed at all points in the signal 
path, the signal cannot be distin-
guished from a cw signal or from 
an unmodulated carrier of an AM 
transmitter. To measure the linear-
ity of an amplifier, it is necessa-
ry to use a signal that varies in 
amplitude. In the method common-
ly used to measure nonlinear dis-
tortion, two sine-wave voltages of 
different frequencies are applied to 
the amplifier input simultaneous-
ly, and the sum, difference, and 
various combination frequencies that 
are produced by nonlinearities of 
the amplifier are observed. A f re-
quency difference of 1 to 2 kHz is 
used widely for this purpose. A typ-
icla two-tone signal without distor-
tion, as displayed on a spectrum 
analyzer, is shown in Fig. 216. The 
resultant signal envelope varies con-
tinuously between zero and maxi-
mum at an audio-frequency rate. 
When the signals are in phase, the 
peak of the two-frequency envelope 
is limited by the voltage and cur-
rent ratings of the transistor to the 
same power rating as that for the 
single-frequency case. Because the 
amplitude of each two-tone frequen-
cy is equal to one-half the cw ampli-

tude under peak power condition, the 
average power of one tone of a two-
tone signal is one-fourth the single-
frequency power. For two tones, con-
versely, the PEP rating of a single-
sideband system is two times the 
average power rating. 
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Fig. 216—Frequency spectrum for a 
typical two-tone signal without distortion. 

lntermodulation Distortion 

Nonlinearities in an amplifier 
generate intermodulation (IM) dis-
tortion. The important IM products 
are those close to the desired out-
put frequency, which occur within 
the pass band and cannot be filtered 
out by normal tuned circuits. If f 
and t are the two desired output 
signals, third-order IM products 
take the form of 2f. — f, and 2f, 
— ft. The matching third-order terms 
are 2ft + f, and 2f, + ft, but these 
matching terms correspond to fre-
quencies near the third harmonic 
output of the amplifier and are 
greatly attenuated by tuned circuits. 
It is important to note that only 
odd-order distortion products appear 
near the fundamental frequency. 
The frequency spectrum shown in 
Fig. 217 illustrates the frequency 
relationship of some distortion 
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Fig. 2I7—Frequency spectrum showing 
the frequency relationship of some distor-
tion products to two test signals f, and 12. 
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products to the test signals f, and 
L. All such products are either in 
the difference-frequency region or 
in the harmonic regions of the 
original frequencies. Tuned circuits 
or filters following the nonlinear 
elements can effectively remove all 
products generated by the even-
order components of curvature. 
Therefore, the second-order com-
ponent that produces the second 
harmonic does not produce any dis-
tortion in a narrow-band SSB linear 
amplifier. This factor explains why 
class AB and class B rf amplifiers 
can be used as linear amplifiers in 
SSB equipment even through the 
collector-current pulses contain large 
amounts of second-harmonic current. 
In a wideband linear application, 
however, it is possible for har-
monics of the operating frequency 
to occur within the pass band of 
the output circuit. Biasing the out-
put transistor further into class 
AB can greatly reduce the unde-
sired harmonics. Operation of two 
transistors in the push-pull con-
figuration can also result in can-
cellation of even harmnics in the 
output. 
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Fig. 218—Typical intermodulation distor-
tion in an RCA-40675 transistor at various 

output power levels. 

The signal-to-distortion ratio (in 
dB) is the ratio of the amplitude 
of one test frequency to the ampli-
tude of the strongest distortion 
product. A signal-to-distortion spe-
cification of —30 dB means that no 
distortion product will exceed this 
value for a two-tone signal level 

up to the PEP rating of the ampli-
fier. A typical presentation of IM 
distortion for a 40675 transistor at 
various output-power levels is shown 
in Fig. 218. 

Transistor Requirements 

Most high-frequency power tran-
sistors are designed for class C 
operation. Forward biasing of such 
devices for class AB operation 
places them in a region where sec-
ond breakdown may occur. The sus-
ceptibility of a transistor to second 
breakdown is frequency-dependent. 
Experimental results indicate that 
the higher the frequency response 
of a transistor, the more severe the 
second-breakdown limitation be-
comes. For an rf power transistor, 
the second-breakdown energy level 
at high voltage (greater than 20 
volts) becomes a small fraction of 
its rated maximum power dissipa-
tion. This behavior is one of the 
reasons that vacuum tubes have 
traditionally been used in single-
sideband applications. 
A power transistor designed es-

pecially for use as a linear amplifier 
is required to perform satisfactorily 
when forward-biased for class AB 
operation, as well as to exhibit the 
desired high-frequency response. The 
ability of the transistor to with-
stand second breakdown is im-
proved by subdividing the emitter 
into many small sites and resis-
tively ballasting the individual sites. 
The RCA 2N5070 and 40675 transis-
tors are designed specifically for 
linear-amplifier service in SSB ap-
plications. Current-limiting resistors 
are placed in series with each emit-
ter site between the metalizing and 
the emitter-to-base junction. 

Bias Control 

Operation of the transistor in a 
class AB amplifier to improve linear-
ity requires the use of a positive 
base voltage for an n-p-n silicon 
transistor. The magnitude of the 
positive voltage must be large 
enough to bias the transistor to a 
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point slightly beyond the threshold 
of collector-current conduction. The 
class AB bias condition must be 
maintained over a wide temperature 
range to prevent an increase in idl-
ing current to the level at which 
the transistor can be destroyed as 
a result of thermal runaway and 
to minimize distortion that results 
from a shift in the quiescent point. 

It is particularly difficult to main-
tain the bias current of a transistor 
high-power class AB amplifier at 
a constant level. As the drive in-
creases, the dissipation increases 
and the junction temperature rises. 
If the conventional biasing tech-
nique is employed (an ac-bypassed 
emitter resistor and a constant volt-
age supply to the base), the vary-
ing emitter current that results 
from the varying drive changes the 
voltage drop across the emitter re-
sistor and causes the bias to shift 
with drive. If a constant-current 
base-bias supply is used, the drive 
power is rectified and the bias point 
is changed. 
The problem of maintaing a stable 

quiescent current is caused by a re-
duction in the VI. of the transistor 
when the temperature rises. The 
base-to-emitter voltage decreases at 
a rate of approximately 2 millivolts 
per °C rise in temperature. Unless 
this condition is compensated for 
(i.e., bias voltage made to vary ac-
cording to the VRE decrease), the 
transistor is destroyed by the 
thermal effects. 

Bias-point control for the 40675 
SSB transistor is accomplished by 
use of a diode placed next to the 
transistor pellet in the same pack-
age. The cathode of the diode is 
connected internally to the emitter 
lead. The anode of the diode is con-
nected to a fourth terminal, as 
shown in Fig. 219. The diode is 
forward-biased between 1 to 5 milli-
amperes to provide a forward-volt-
age drop that is temperature-sensi-
tive. At such a low current, the 
diode operates in the low-conduct-
ance region where it does not pro-
vide the stiff voltage necessary for 
the transistor bias. In this case, the 

INDEX 
DIODE 

BASE 

EMITTER COLLECTOR 

PIN 

Fig. 2I9—Package outline for the RCA-
40675 SSB transistor showing internal-
package diode used for transistor bias-

point control. 

diode acts merely as a thermometer; 
an external amplifier must be used 
for current amplification. Compen-
sation is achieved because the diode 
has approximately the same tem-
perature coefficient for its forward-
voltage drop as does the base-
emitter junction of the transistor. 
Good tracking is obtained by mount-
ing the diode and transistor pellets 
in the same case in very close prox-
imity to minimize any thermal time 
lag. Temperature coefficient depends, 
to a large extent, upon the operat-
ing current. If the diode current 
can be adjusted so that it is ap-
proximately equal to the base cur-
rent, good compensation can be 
achieved. The block diagram of a 
current amplifier that uses a low-
conductance diode is shown in Fig. 
220. 
The schematic diagram of the cur-

rent (bias-control) amplifier is 
shown in Fig. 221. The current am-
plifier employs a de differential am-
plifier. The output voltage is the 
bias source for the power transistor. 
The use of a differential amplifier 
makes the entire amplifier relatively 
insensitive to temperature varia-
tions. Two additional stages are used 
for current amplification with nega-
tive feedback for stability. 
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INPUT 

BIAS 
CONTROL 

AMPLIFIER 

LOW-CONDUCTANCE =--
COMPENSATING DIODE 

Fig. 220—Block diagram of 30-MHz amplifier that uses a low-conductance diode for 
temperature compensation. 

+28 V 

RFC 

C 6 

TO TRANSISTOR BASE 

TO ANODE OF DIODE 

Fig. 221—Bias-control stages for linear 30-MHz amplifier with temperature-compensating 
circuit. 

Transistor collector-bias current 
can be adjusted by varying the 
potentiometer connected in series 
with the temperature-compensat-
ing diode. The diode current es-
tablished by L,.. determines the 
degree of compensation. Overcom-

pensation occurs when diode current 
is greater than the base current. Fig. 
222(a) shows collector quiescent 
current, intially biased at 10 milli-
amperes, as a function of case tem-
perature. With compensation, the 
transistor is thermally stable even 
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for case temperature as high as 
150°C. Without compensation, how-
ever, the transistor tends toward 
thermal runaway at a case tempera-
ture of approximately 75°C. 
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Fig. 222—Performance characteristics for 
the 30-MHz amplifier: (a) collector current 
as a function of case temperature with and 
without temperature compensation; (b) 
output power and intermodulation distor-
tion as a function of case temperature. 

Because both input and output 
are isolated through rf chokes, the 
external circuit provides compensa-
tion without degrading the rf per-
formance of the power amplifier. 
Fig. 222(b) shows that no appre-
ciable decrease in output power nor 
much increase in the third-order 
IM distortion occurs with increasing 
case temperature up to Tc = 120°C. 
The slight decrease in distortion, 

together with a decrease in collec-
tor efficiency, can be attributed to a 
rise in rf saturation voltage and a 
decrease in transistor beta at high 
temperature. 

Despite the extra circuit needed 
to achieve temperature stabilization, 
the approach provides a practical 
solution for achievement of reliable 
operation of a class AB amplifier 
over a wide temperature range. The 
use of a small diode as a tempera-
ture-sensing element offers the fol-
lowing advantages: 

(a) Diode and transistor pellets 
need not be matched for forward-
voltage drop. 

(b) Transistor quiescent current 
can be either overcompensated or 
undercompensated against changes 
in temperature by variation of the 
diode current. 

(e) A diode idling current as low 
as 1 to 5 milliamperes can be used. 

(d) Current of less than 50 milli-
amperes at 28 volts is needed to 
operate the external compensating 
circuit. 

Typical Linear Amplifier 

The common-emitter configuration 
should be used for the power ampli-
fier because of its stability and high 
power gain. Tuning is less critical, 
and the amplifier is less sensitive to 
variations in parameters among 
transistors. The class AB mode is 
used to obtain low intermodulation 
distortion. Neither resistive loading 
nor neutralization is used to im-
prove linearity because of the re-
sulting drastic reduction in power 
gain; furthermore, neutralization is 
difficult for large signals because 
parameters such as output capaci-
tance and output and input imped-
ances vary nonlinearly over the 
limits of signal swing. 

In low-power linear amplifiers, 
the use of temperature-compensat-
ing circuits is sometimes not neces-
sary provided that the transistor 
output power is less than 50 per 
cent of its maximum cw power rat-
ing. The RCA-2N5070 transistor is 
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useful in such application. This tran-
sistor is specified for SSB applica-
tions without temperature compen-
sation as follows: 

Frequency = 30 MHz 
P., (PEP) at 28 V = 25 W 
Power Gain = 13 dB (min.) 
Collector Efficiency = 

40 eA (min.) 

INPUT 
(50,a) 

50-OHM 
INPUT 

R1 

L2 

R2 

Fig. 223---to-30-MHz linear power amplifier 

2N3118 

RCA 
40675 

BIAS 

RCA 
40675 

Fig. 223 shows a 2-to-30-MHz 
wideband linear amplifier that uses 
other types of RCA rf transistors. 
At 5 watts (PEP) output, IM dis-
tortion products are more than 40 
dB below one tone of a two-tone 
signal. Power gain is greater than 
40 dB. 

Fig. 224 shows a 150-watt 2-to-
30-MHz push-pull amplifier that 

Rif 

TCI° C14 

= 5 RI2 11 

2N3375 

1N3191 

TYPE 
IN3191 

TYPE 
1N3191 

.28 V 

Cis 

OUTPUT 
(50 CI) 

TYPE 
2N5070 

76 

VcE. 2 8 V 

czo 

500-OHM 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 224-2-to-30-MHz, 130-watt (PEP) push-pull linear amplifier. 
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uses a pair of 40675 transistors. 
Typical performance curves for this 
amplifier are shown in Fig. 225. 

.7t 20 

4 6 e io 

FREQUENCY —MHz 

Fig. 225--Typical performance curves for 
amplifier shown in Fig. 224. 

AIRCRAFT RADIO 

The aircraft radios discussed in 
this section are of the type used for 
communication between the pilot 
and the airport tower. The trans-
mitter operates in an AM mode on 
specific channels between 118 and 
136 MHz. Radios of this type are 
regulated by both the FCC and the 
FAA (Federal Aeronautics Admin-
istration). The FCC assigns fre-
quencies to airports and places some 
requirements on the transmitters, 
particularly as regards spurious 
radiation and interference. The FAA 

C2 

R4 

CI - 

26.5011 R3 

12.5 V 

D2 

C5 

sets minimum requirements on radio 
performance which are based on 
the maximum authorized altitudes 
for the plane, whether paying pas-
sengers are carried, and on the au-
thorization for instrument flying. 
The FAA gives a desirable TS0 cer-
tification to radio equipment that 
satisfies their standards of air-
worthiness. 
The FCC checks aircraft-radio 

transmitter designs for interference 
and other electrical characteristics 
(as it does all transmitters). Addi-
tional requirements are specified for 
radios intended for use by scheduled 
airlines by a corporation supported 
by the airlines themselves. 

Fig. 226 shows a broadband ampli-
fier that can supply 15 watts of 
carrier power for aircraft trans-
mitters. 

VHF AND UHF MILITARY 
RADIO 

Military radios, which operate in 
the vhf and uhf ranges, vary greatly 
in requirements. Telemetering de-
vices may operate with as little out-
put as 0.25 watt, while communica-
tion systems may require outputs 
of 50 watts and more. Modulation 
may be AM, FM, PM (pulse modu-
lation), or PCM (pulse-code modula-
tion). Equipment may be designed 
for fixed, mobile, airborne, or even 
space applications. Although the cir-
cuits described in this section apply 

C13 

L7 

TYPE 
2N5994 

MOD.12.5 V 

CI4 

CIS 

C17 

Zt..5011 

fi 
Fig 226—Amplitude-modulated broadband amplifier for 118-to-I36-MHz operation. 
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only to specific military applica-
tions, they are representative of the 
general design techniques used in 
all military vhf and uhf radio equip-
ment. 

Sonobuoy Transmitters 

A sonobuoy is a floating sub-
marine-detecting device that incor-
porates an Underwater sound detec-
tor (hydrophone). The audio signals 
received aré converted to a fre-
quency-modulated rf signal which is 
transmitted to patrolling aircraft 
or surface vessels. The buoy is 
battery-operated and is designed to 
have a very limited active life. 

Typical requirements for the rf-
transmitter section of the sonobuoy 
are as follows: 

Frequency = 165 MHz 
Supply Voltage = 8 to 15 volts 
CW Output = 0.25 to 1.5 watts 
Over-all Efficiency = 50 per cent 
Harmonic Output = 40 dB down 
from carrier 

Figure 227 shows the circuit con-
figuration of an experimental sono-
buoy transmitter designed to pro-
duce a power output of 2 watts at 
160 MHz. Only three stages, includ-
ing the crystal-controlled oscillator 

OSCILLATOR -QUADRUPLER 

TYPE 
AUDIO 2N3866 
(FM) CRYSTAL 

VAR, 

section, are required. Efficiency is 
greater than 50 per cent (overall) 
with a battery supply of 12 to 15 
volts. 
The 2N3866 or 2N4427 transistor 

can be used in a class A oscillator-
quadrupler circuit which is capable 
of delivering 40 milliwatts of rf 
power at 80 MHz. Narrow-band fre-
quency modulation is accomplished 
by "pulling" of the crystal oscilla-
tor. The crystal is operated in its 
fundamental mode at 20 MHz. The 
oscillator is broadly tuned to 20 
MHz in the emitter circuit and is 
sharply tuned to 80 MHz in the 
collector circuit. The supply voltage 
to the oscillator section is regulated 
at 12 volts by means of a zener 
diode. Spectrum-analyzer tests indi-
cate that this stage is highly stable 
even though rather high operating 
levels are used. 
The oscillator-quadrupler section 

is followed by a 2N3553 class C 
doubler stage. This stage delivers 
a power output of 250 milliwatts at 
160 MHz from a 12- to 15-volt sup-
ply. The over-all output of the sono-
buoy can be adjusted by varying 
the emitter resistance of this stage. 
The final power output is devel-

oped by an RCA-2N2711 transistor 
which operates as a straight-through 
class C amplifier at 160 MHz. A pi 

DOUBLER 

TYPE 
2N3553 

L1 

+0 0-
VCC.15 V 

L5 

FINAL 

TYPE 
2N27Il 

Ci3 

OUTPUT 
L (50 Ill 

Fig. 227-2-watt (ri power output) sonobuoy transmitter. 
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network matches this output to the 
50-ohm line. The spurious output 
(measured directly at the output 
port) is more than 35 dB down from 
the carrier. This suppression is 
achieved by means of series resonant 
trap circuits between stages and the 
use of the pi network in the output. 
Many sonobuoy systems require 

power outputs in the range of only 
0.25 to 0.5 watt, preferably with a 
supply voltage of 8 to 12 volts. The 
2N4427 transistor is suitable for 
use as the doubler and also the final 
output device in such low-power ap-
plications. Fig. 228 shows a diagram 
of an output stage which uses the 
2N4427 as a straight-through 175-
MHz class C amplifier. This circuit 
can deliver output power of more 
than 500 milliwatts with a supply 
voltage of 10 volts and a drive 
power of 60 milliwatts. 

Fig. 228-0.5-watt 175-MHz sonobuoy 1.1 
power output stage. 

For the lower power-output re-
quirement at low supply volt-
ages, the oscillator-quadrupler stage 
should use lower-power transistors 
such as the 2N1491 or 2N914. Only 
10 to 15 milliwatts of fourth har-
monic power is required in this case. 
The bias-network resistors (R. and 
R.) should be adjusted for reliable 
oscillator starting conditions at these 
lower supply voltages. 

Sonobuoy circuits, in general, must 
be reliable, simple, and low in cost. 
The three-stage transmitter circuit 
shown in Fig. 227 is intended to be 
representative of the general design 
techniques used in these systems. 
However, four-stage sonobuoy trans-
mitter systems are also in common 
use at the present time. Typically, 
a four-stage arrangement consists 
of an oscillator-tripler stage, a sec-
ond tripler stage, a buffer stage, 
and a final amplifier stage. Most 
present-day sonobuoy applications 
require CW power output between 
0.25 and 0.5 watt. 

Air-Rescue Beacon 

The air-rescue beacon is intended 
to aid rescue teams in locating air-
plane crew members forced down 
on land or at sea. The beacons are 
amplitude-modulated or continuous-
tone line-of-sight transmitters. They 
are battery-operated and small 
enough to be included in survival 
gear. 

Typical requirements for rescue 
beacons are as follows: 

Frequency = 243 MHz (fixed) 
Power Output = 300 milliwatts 

(carrier) 
Efficiency = greater than 50 per 

cent 
Supply Voltage = 6 to 12 volts 
Modulation = AM, up to ±100 

per cent 

The 2N4427 transistor is especially 
suited for this service. A general 
circuit for the driver and output 
stages is shown in Fig. 229. Collec-
tor modulation, as well as some 
driver modulation, is used to achieve 
good down-modulation of the final 
amplifier. Conventional transformer-
coupled modulation is used; how-
ever, a separate power supply and 
resistor network in the driver cir-
cuit are provided to adjust the modu-
lation level of this stage independ-
ently of the output stage. 
The rf-amplifier design is conven-

tional; pi- and T-matching networks 
are used; simpler circuits (e.g., 
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PIN. 10 m'N 

SOURCE (50 11) 

Fig. 229—Driver and output stage for a 243-MHz beacon transmitter. 

device-resonated tapped coils), how-
ever, could be used. The T-matching 
network at the driver input is used 
to match the amplifier to a 50-ohm 
source for test purposes. A 10-to-20-
milliwatt input signal is needed to 
develop a 300-to-400-milliwatt car-
rier output level. 

Broadband Power Amplifier 

RF power transistors are often 
used in broadband amplifier circuits 
for commercial and military applica-
tions. Transistor transmitters are 
superior to tube transmitters with 
respect to broadband capability, re-
liability, size, and weight. The air-
craft communication bands of 116 
to 152 MHz (discussed in previous 
section) and 225 to 400 MHz are of 
interest for both military and com-
mercial applications. Another area 
of interest is ECM (electronic 
counter-measures equipment) appli-
cations. Transistors suitable for 
broadband applications must be ca-
pable of providing both the required 

AUDIO INPUT 

+8v 

POUT' 300 mVi 
(CARRIER) 
LOAD (50 .0) 

power output within the entire fre-
quency range of interest and con-
stant gain within the pass band. The 
bandwith of a transistor power am-
plifier is limited by the following 
three factors: (1) intrinsic transis-
tor structure, (2) transistor parasi-
tics, and (3) external circuits such 
as input and output circuits. 
Transistor Structure—The param-

eters which determine the bandwidth 
of a transistor structure are the 
emitter-to-collector transit time, the 
collector depletion-layer capacitance, 
and the base-spreading resistance. 
The emitter-to-collector transit time, 
which represents the sum of the 
emitter capacitance charging delay, 
the base transit time, and the collec-
tor depletion-layer transit time, af-
fects the over-all time of response 
to an input signal. The emitter-to-
collector transit time is inversely 
proportional to the gain-bandwidth 
product fT of the transistor. A high 
fT is essential for broadband oper-
ation; in addition, a constant fT with 
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current level is required for large-
signal operation. The ratio of the 
fr to the product of the base-spread-
ing resistance and the collector de-
pletion-layer capacitance (rbC,.) com-
prises the gain function of a tran-
sistor. 
Under conjugate-matched input 

and output conditions, the power 
gain, which is equal to fT/87rf2ri,C, 
falls off at a rate of 6 dB per octave. 
In a power amplifier, the power gain 
is usually decreased by less than 6 
dB per octave, as shown in Fig. 
230(a), because the load resistance 
Ri, presented to the collector is not 
equal to the output resistance of the 
transistor but is dictated by the re-
quired power output and the collec-
tor voltage swing. The curve in 
Fig. 230(a) indicates that one ap-
proach to achieving a broadband 
transistor amplifier is to optimize 
the matching at the higher end of 
the frequency band and to introduce 
mismatch in the input or output, 
or both, at the lower end of the 
band so that a constant power out-
put is obtained from fi to fi; this 
latter approach is shown in Fig. 
230(b). The power output that can 
be obtained with a transistor broad-
band amplifier is comparable to that 
measured at the high end of the 
band in a narrowband amplifier; 
efficiency and power gain are slightly 
lower than in a narrowband ampli-
fier because the load and source im-
pedance cannot be ideally matched 
to the transistor over a broad fre-
quency band. The disadvantage of 
this approach to producing a broad-
band transistor amplifier is the re-
sultant relatively high input VSWR 
at the low end of the band. 
A more sophisticated approach to 

achieving broadband performance is 
to consider the transistor structure, 
the transistor parasitic elements, 
and the external circuits as part of 
the over-all band-pass structure, in 
which the input and output circuits 
are coupled together by the transis-
tor feedback capacitance. This com-
bined structure reproduces the 
power-output or power-gain curve 

of Fig. 230(a) from fi to t. External 
feedback is then applied to control 
the input drive and flatten the power 
output over a broad frequency band. 

f fa 

FREQUENCY 

(a) 

GENERATOR 

FALL OFF OF 
6 dB TO 3dB 
PER OCTAVE 

(b) 

fi f 

Fig. 230—(a) Output power as a function 
of frequency in an amplifier with con-
jugate-matched input and output condi-
tions; (b) a method of correcting the de-

crease in power gain .shown in (a). 

Parasitic Limitation—Every dis-
crete transistor contains parasitic 
elements which impose further limi-
tations on bandwidth. The most 
critical parasitics are the emitter-
lead inductance L. and the base in-
ductance Lb. These parasitic in-
ductances range from 0.1 to 3 
nanohenries in commercially avail-
able rf power transistors. In the 
simple equivalent circuit of a com-
mon-emtter transistor input circuit 
at high frequency shown in Fig. 231, 
the inductance LI, represents the 
sum of the base parasitic inductance 
and the reflected emitter parasitic 
inductance; 11,0 is the dynamic input 
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(el - 

resistance. The real part of the im-
pedance, R.., is inversely propor-
tional to the collector area and the 
power-output capability of the de-
vice; i.e., the higher the power out-
put, the lower the value of R... A 
low ratio of the reactance of L.. 
to R.0 is important as the first step 
in broadband amplifier design. Un-
less the reactance of L.0 is appre-
ciably lower than the input resist-
ance R0, the reactance must be 
tuned out and thus the bandwidth 
limited. 

Rin 

Fig. 231—Equivalent input circuit of an 
if power transistor. 

External Circuits—For a broad-
band amplifier circuit to deliver con-
stant power output over the fre-
quency range of interest, a proper 

RL 

collector load must be maintained 
to provide the necessary voltage 
and current swings. In addition, the 
input matching network must be ca-
pable of transforming the low in-
put impedance of the transistor to 
a relatively high source imped-
ance. 

Suitable output circuits for broad-
band amplifiers includes constant-K 
low-pass filters, Chebyshev filters 
(both transmission-line and lumped-
constant types), baluns, and tapered 
lines. Fig. 232(a) shows a convention-
al constant-K low-pass filter. The in-
put impedance Z11 is substantially 
constant at frequencies below the cut-
off frequency we = (LKCK) 1/2. A con-
stant collector load resistance can 
be obtained if the shunt arm (1-1) 
of CK is split into two capacitances, 
as shown in Fig. 232(b). Part of the 
capacitance represents the output 
capacitance of the transistor, C.; 
the other part has a value which 
makes the total capacitance equal 
to CK. Further improvement of 
bandwidth can be obtained by the 
cascading of more sections. 

(d) 

Fig. 232—A conventional constant-K lowpass filter (a), a method of obtaining a constant 
collector load resistance (b), a short-step microstrip impedance transformer (c), a lumped 

equivalent Chebyshev impedance transformer (d). 
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Fig. 232(c) shows a short-step 
microstrip impedance transformer 
which consists of short lengths of 
relatively high-impedance transmis-
sion line alternating with short 
lengths of relatively low-impedance 
transmission line. The sections of 
transmission line are all of the same 
length (i.e., X/16). A constant load 
resistance can be maintained across 
the collector-emitter terminals over 
a wide frequency band if the circuit 
is designed to include a Chebyshev 
transmission characteristic. Fig. 
232(d) shows a lumped-element 
Chebyshev impedance transformer 
which consists of a ladder network 
of series inductances and shunt ca-
pacitances. Transmission-line as 
well as strip-line baluns with differ-
ent stepdown ratios (4 to 1, 9 to 1, 
and 16 to 1) can also be used in the 
output to provide the broadband im-
pedance transformation. 

One difficulty encountered in 
broadband transistor-power-ampli-
fier design involves the attainment 
of the desired bandwidth in an input 
circuit which provides the required 
impedance transformation from the 
extremely low input impedance of 
a transistor to a relatively high 
source impedance. The design of the 
input circuit depends on the ap-
proach chosen: optimization of the 
match at the high end only, or the 
use of transistor parasitic elements 
as part of a low-pass structure. A 
simple way of optimizing the match 
at the high end is to introduce a 
capacitance between the base and 
the emitter terminals of the tran-
sistor to tune out the reactive part 
of the parallel equivalent input im-
pedance of the transistor. The net-
works in Fig. 233 show that the 
lower the inductance Li. or Q., 
the less frequency-sensitive is the 
equivalent parallel resistance R,. 
The networks shown provide a first 
step-up transformation for the real 
part of the input impedance of the 
transistor. When a capacitor is con-
nected to the network of Fig. 233(a), 
the circuit has the same form as a 
half-section of a constant-K low-

(b) 

(al 

pass filter. If the cutoff frequency 
6.4 = 1/ (Li,,C) 1/2 is high compared to 
the frequency of interest (f2 in Fig. 
230), the total combined input im-
pedance of the transistor input and 
the capacitance C is approximately 
Rs./ (1 — (42/(0,.2) and is constant if 
(02/wi.2)<< 1. 
The remaining step in broadband 

transistor power amplifier design is 
the design of a network to provide 
the necessary impedance transfor-
mation over the entire frequency 
band. Circuits suitable for the input 
include multisection constant-K fil-
ters, Chebyshev filters, and tapered 
lines. A more sophisticated approach 
to obtaining a broadband transfor-
mation in the input is to treat the 
parasitic inductance Li. of Fig. 233 
as part of the transformation net-
work. For example, L1,, can be con-
sidered as one arm of the Chebyshev 
low-pass filter of Fig. 232(d). For 
a given bandpass characteristic, the 
number of sections increases with 
the value of LI.. Again, therefore, 
low package parasitic inductance is 
important. 

Cli n. )(i n/RI, 

RoccRin (1 +0in2 
eq 

Xeq .Xi n [4i/ (Qin) 2] 

R. [yE] • I/Rinll +Q1,2) 

Iln NE] (112--' 21 
[1+1/Itlin) —J 

(cl 
Fig. 233—Networks demonstrating the 
effect of inductance Lin, or Qin on equiva-

lent parallel resistance R„. 

Fig. 234 shows a 225-to-400-
MHz broadband amplifier that uses 
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Fig. 234-225-to-400-MHz broadband amplifier using 2N59I9. 

an RCA 2N5919 transistor in con-
junction with a Chebyshev input and 
output. Fig. 235 shows typical per-
formance curves for this circuit. 
With an input of 4 watts, the cir-
cuit is capable of a minimum power 
output of 15 watts with a variation 
of 1.5 dB from 225 to 400 MHz; the 
collector efficiency is greater than 
70 per cent. 

50 

COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE 
(VGG)-28 V 

OUTPUT POWER (Pc€).16 W 

CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)— 25° C 

COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY ("C) 

/1. POWER GAIN Gp0 

INPUT VSWR 

3 
cn 

I-
a. 

2.1 
1.1 

225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 
FREQUENCY (1)—MHz 

Fig. 235—Typical broadband performance 
of the 225-10-400-MHz amplifier circuit 

shown in Fig. 234. 

MICROWAVE 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 

The power-output and frequency 
capabilities of rf power transistors 
have been increased many-fold dur-
ing recent years so that the fre-
quency spectrum over which these 
devices can provide useful power 
output now extends well into the 
microwave region. 

In comparisons of transistor per-
formances, gain and efficiency, as 
well as power output and frequency, 
are important considerations. The 
use of more than one low-gain tran-
sistor to obtain the same gain as 
one high-gain transistor results in 
reduced collector efficiency. For ex-
ample, Fig. 236 illustrates the use 
of two transistors which have the 
same power output, but different 
gain and collector efficiency. The 
high-gain unit shown in Fig. 236(a) 
is capable of delivering an output 
of 10 watts at 1 GHz with a gain 
of 10 dB and a collector efficiency 
of 50 per cent. The low-gain unit 
shown in Fig. 236(b) is also capable 
of 10 watts output at 1 GHz, but 
with a gain of only 5 dB and a col-
lector efficiency of only 30 per cent. 
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As shown in Fig. 236, two low-gain 
transistors are required to provide 
the same performance as one high-
gain, high-efficiency unit. Besides 
using an additional transistor, the 
system of Fig. 236(b) requires twice 
as much de power as that of Fig. 
236(a); the additional 5 dB of gain 
required to match the high-gain 
transistor can be achieved only at 
the expense of 24 watts of de power. 

PIN' 
I WATT 

PC' 
20 WATTS 

PIN' 
1 WATT 

I GHz 

1 GHz 

TRANSISTOR I 
PG 

Po. 

10 WATTS 

Pdcl 
10.5 WATTS 

(a) 

3.16 
WATTS 
1GHz 

TRANS STOR 2 
PO! 

I GHz 

Pdc2' 
33.5 WATTS 

10 WATTS 

TRANSISTOR 2 
PG2 

I GHz 

TOTAL Po. PIN (PGI' PG2) 
TOTAL Po 

TOTAL COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY.   
Pdcl ± Pdc2 

(b) 

Fig. 236—Comparison of one and two-
transistor systems with the same power 
output but different gain and collector 

efficiencies. 

From the practical point of view, 
the system of Fig. 236(b) is more 
complex, and the higher dissipation 
of the output transistor is undesir-
able. 
The 2N5108 transistor can be used 

in the common-emitter amplifier 
mode at L-band frequencies. A typ-
ical circuit configuration capable of 
operation in the 1-to-1.5-GHz range 
is shown in Fig. 237. This circuit 
can provide an output power of 1 

watt at 1 GHz with a 28-volt power 
supply. The transistor emitter is di-
rectly grounded to the ground plane 
of the strip-line circuit board. The 
input circuit consists of capacitors 
Ci and C2 and the parasitic lead in-
ductance of the 2N5108 transistor. 

50 11 
INPUT 
GHz) 

TYPE 
2N5I08 

50 n 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 237—!-GHz power amplifier using 
2N5I08 transistor. 

The output circuit uses a capacitive-
ly loaded 50-ohm section of strip-
line which is resonant at the oper-
ating frequency. The amplifier pow-
er gain is in the order of 6 dB; 
collector efficiency is about 35 per 
cent. 
The RCA-2N5921 coaxial transis-

tor is designed for operation at high 
L-band or low S-band frequencies. 
Fig. 238(a) shows a coaxial-line am-
plifier circuit which can provide 6 
watts of output power at 2 GHz 
with a 28-volt power supply. In this 
circuit, the coaxial transistor is 
placed in series with the center con-
ductors of the coaxial lines, and the 
base is properly grounded to sep-
arate the input and output cavities. 
The input line Li, in conjunction 
with capacitance C, and C2, trans-
forms the complex input impedance 
to 50 ohms of real resistance. 
The transistor output load imped-

ance required for a 6-watt output 
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NOTE: +VCC 
RFC IS 3 TURNS NO.32 WIRE, 
1/16" ID X 3/16" LONG 
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Fig. 238—A coaxial-line amplifier circuit 
that can provide 6 watts of output power 
at 2 GHz with a 28-volt supply: (a) circuit 
diagram; (b) the hardware required for the 
circuit in (a); (c) 11 power output as a 
function of frequency for the 2N592I 

transistor. 

is 2.5 + j2.4 ohms at 2 GHz; the 
combination of a 7.8-ohm line L., 
(1-inch long) and capacitors C, and 

provides the transformation from 
50 ohms to this value. 

The hardware required in the cir-
cuit of Fig. 238(a) is shown in Fig. 
238(b). A heat sink is provided by 
pressing the flange of the transistor 
to the outside conductor of the cav-
ities. Additional heat flow is ob-
tained through the use of a boron 
nitride cylinder which makes direct 
contact between the coaxial-line con-
ductors over the entire length of the 
cavity. This arrangement improves 
heat conduction and thus is more 
suitable for high-power microwave 
transistors. In addition, the boron 
nitride, which has electrical and ther-
mal properties comparable to alu-
minum oxide, is readily machineable 
and nontoxic. As a result of the use 
of the boron-nitride cylinder, co-
axial-line lengths are substantially 
reduced. 
When operated at 28 volts, the 

circuit of Fig. 238(a) can deliver 
cw power output of 6 watts at a 
gain of 7 dB; collector efficiency is 
greater than 45 per cent. Because 
of the excellent input and output 
circuit isolation (within the 2N5921 
transistor as well as in this coaxial 
circuit design), the common-base 
circuit configuration shown in Fig. 
238 is extremely stable. Fig. 238(c) 
shows the power output as a func-
tion of frequency of a 2N5921 tran-
sistor at 28 volts. 

It has been established that a 
well-designed coaxial transistor pack-
age (such as the 2N5921) generally 
outperforms other transistor pack-
ages (including strip-line packages) 
at microwave frequencies. This 
performance can be related to the 
low values of the parasitic elements 
and the excellent isolation between 
the input and output circuits which 
is possible in the coaxial configura-
tion. Coaxial transistors can also be 
used in microstrip or strip-line am-
plifier circuits which have thermal 
and electrical performance equal to 
that of the coaxial-line circuits. 
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Fig. 239(a) shows the circuit 
mounting arrangement of the 2N5921 
coaxial transistor. The transistor is 
mounted vertically in a hole through 
a metal block. The cross-sectional 
view of the metal block can also 
be seen in Fig. 239(a). The bottom 
side of the metal block is counter-
bored so that the base flange of the 
transistor can be placed flush with 
the metal block. The hole through 
the metal block has a somewhat 
larger diameter than that of the 
ceramic portion of the transistor 
which separates the base flange and 
the collector stud. A cylinder of be-
ryllium oxide or boron nitride is 
press-fit between the transistor and 
the metal block to provide an addi-
tional heat-conducting path from the 

COLLECTOR 
TERMINAL 

BERYLLIUM OXIDE METAL BAR 
OR BORON NITRIDE 

2N5921 

BASE TERMINAL 

EMITTER TERMINAL 

(a) 

OUTPUT (COLLECTOR) LINE 
BERYLLIUM OXIDE (COPPER SHEET) 
OR BORON NITRIDE METAL BAR 

DIELECTRIC 
MATERIAL 

DIELECTRIC 
MATERIAL 

\ 2N592I 

INPUT (EMITTER) LINE 
(COPPER SHEET) 

(1)) 

Fig. 239—(a) Circuit mounting arrange-
ment of the RCA-2N5921 coaxial tran-
sistor, and (b) a microstrip-line circuit 
making use of the arrangement in (a). 

collector stud to the metal block; 
the block also serves as both a heat 
sink and a ground. The diameters 
of the holes through the metal block 
and the cylinder of beryllium oxide 
(or boron nitride) are determined by 
the desired characteristic impedance 
of the short coaxial-line section 
which is formed by this mounting 
technique. The beryllium oxide and 
boron nitride have excellent heat 
conductivity and low electrical losses 
and thus provide satisfactory heat 
dissipation from the coaxial transis-
tor without adversely affecting the 
rf performance. 
The arrangement shown in Fig. 

239(a) is suitable for use in micro-
strip, strip-line, and lumped-element 
circuits. The output circuit can be 
constructed on the top portion of 
the metal block and the input cir-
cuit on the bottom portion. This ar-
rangement provides excellent isola-
tion between the input and output 
circuits. For example, Fig. 239(b) 
shows the construction of the micro-
strip-line circuit. The output circuit 
is constructed of standard micro-
strip line mounted on the top sur-
face of the metal block. The input 
circuit is constructed of another mi-
crostrip line placed directly over 
the bottom surface of the metal 
block. A strip-line circuit can be 
formed by placing another strip of 
dielectric material and ground plane 
above the conductor strips of Fig. 
239(b). 

In the microstrip amplifier circuit 
shown in Fig. 240, a 2N5921 transis-
tor is mounted in a 0.350-inch-ID 
hole in a 0.210-inch-thick aluminum 
block. The base flange is mounted 
flush to one surface of this block. 
The collector section, however, is 
mounted through the hole in the 
block; a boron-nitride sleeve in the 
hole serves as an additional heat 
sink for the transistor. 

The input and output lines are thin 
(5-mil) copper strips that are taped 
down on 5-mil Dupont H-Film,* 

* Registered trademark, Dupont 
DeNemours & Co. 
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which serves as the dielectric me-
dium of the microstrip circuit. The 
circuits are fixed-tuned at about 2 
GHz. The ceramic capacitors Ci and 
C. (used for de isolation at the input 
and output ports) are slightly in-
ductive at 2 GHz. The electrical per-
formance of the circuit is equal to 
that of the coaxial-cavity circuit 
shown in Fig. 238. 

50 50 

Ci 

TYPE 
2N592I 

RFC RFC 

VCC 

* SHORT SECTION OF TRANSMISSION LINE 
FORMED BY COLLECTOR STUD 
SURROUNDING METAL BAR (CHASSIS) 

Fig. 240—Typical 2-GHz grounded-base 
inicrostrip-line power amplifier circuit. 

Fig. 241(a) shows the configura-
tion for a 2-GHz amplifier that uses 
the same layout as that shown in 
Fig. 239. The metal block is alumi-
num. The input and output circuits 
are constructed on 1/32-inch Teflon* 
fiberglass board which is mounted 
atop the aluminum so that the input 
and output lines are on opposite 
sides of the aluminum block. 
When operated at 28 volts with 

a typical 2N5470 transistor in the 
circuit, the 2-GHz amplifier can de-
liver a power output of 1.2 watts 

* Registered trademark, Dupont 
DeNemours & Co. 

with a gain of 6 dB. The collector 
efficiency is 43 per cent, and the 
3-dB bandwidth is 12 per cent. The 
performance of this microstrip-line 
amplifier is equivalent to that of a 
cavity or coaxial-line amplifier cir-
cuit. 
A similar 1.5-GHz amplifier is 

shown in Fig. 241(b). The output 
circuit of this amplifier is construct-
ed on 1/32-inch Teflon fiberglass 
board which is mounted on one sur-
face of an aluminum block. The in-
put line is constructed on the op-
posite side of the aluminum block; 
the block serves as the ground plane 
of the line. The input line is formed 
by mounting a 5-mil copper sheet 
over a 5-mil dielectric sheet (DuPont 
H-film) which is placed directly over 

+28 V 

TYPE 
2N5470 

X.0.45 IN 
Z0.20 OHMS 

(a) 

+28 V 

1.0.91N. 
20.28 OHMS 

Rs0.895 IN. /.1.5 IN. 
Z0.13.8 OHMS 20=29 OHMS 

(b) 

Fig. 24I—(a) A 2-GHz, and (b) a I.5-GHz 
stripline amplifier using the type 2N5470 

transistor. 
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the aluminum block surface. This 
amplifier circuit, when operated at 
28 volts with a typical 2N5470 tran-
sistor included, can provide output 
power of 1.5 watts with a gain of 
8.5 dB and a collector efficiency of 
50 per cent. 

MICROWAVE 
POWER GENERATION 

Microwave power can be generated 
by operation of a power transistor 
as a fundamental-frequency oscil-
lator or as an amplifier incorporated 
with a low-power, crystal-controlled 
multiplier chain. Both modes of op-
eration are important in microwave 
applications. Fundamental-frequency 
oscillators are now widely used in 
local oscillators and sonde oscilla-
tors, and for backward-wave oscil-
lator (BWO) replacement. 

Fundamental-Frequency Oscillators 

Transistors capable of power am-
plification are also suitable for pow-
er oscillation. The most important 
part of every oscillator is an ele-
ment of amplification. It is then 
necessary only to provide a path that 
feeds back a part of the power out-
put to the input in the proper phase 
and a source of de power. The maxi-
mum frequency of oscillation, which 
is related to f.., in a small-signal 
transistor, is usually difficult to de-
fine in a microwave power transistor 
because of the added parasitic ele-
ments. The circuit-design for an os-
cillator circuit is similar to that dis-
cussed previously for amplifier cir-
cuits. 

Fig. 242 shows Colpitts, Hartley, 
and Clapp transistor oscillators suit-
able for use in microwave applica-
tions. The inductances and the ca-
pacitances of the oscillator shown in 
Fig. 242(a) can sometimes be con-
sidered as the parasitic elements 
of the package. Such parasitic 
elements can be used to form a 
transistor oscillator capable of op-
eration at microvave frequencies 
provided the frequency of oscilla-
tion can be controlled. Although the 

transistor configuration is not too 
well defined in these oscillator cir-
cuits, the device can be grounded 
in high-frequency operation at the 
collector, the base, or the emitter 
without affecting its performance. 

(c ) CLAPP 

Fig. 242—Basic transistor oscillator cir-
cuits: (a) Colpitts, (b) Hartley, and 

(c) Clapp. 

L-Band Oscillators—Fig. 243 shows 
the circuit configuration of a 1.68-
GHz fundamental-frequency oscilla-
tor which uses the 2N5108 transistor. 
This transistor is packaged in a TO-
39 case, and its collector is grounded 
to the ground plane of a 1/16-inch Te-
flon-fiberglass microstripline board. 
Power output is taken from the base 
through a 0.75-inch section of 50-
ohm microstripline and the capaci-
tor network composed of Ci and C.. 
Power output greater than 0.3 watt 
can be obtained at 1.68 GHz with 
the 2N5108 transistor. Transistor 
efficiency is 20 per cent at a supply 
voltage of 25 volts. 
The basic oscillator circuit shown 

in Fig. 243 is useful over the range 
of 1 to 2 GHz with only slight modi-
fications in the length of the trans-
mission line L,. For example, an in-
crease of line length to 0.80 inch 
optimizes the circuit for operation 
at 1.5 GHz. Output power of 400 
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Fig. 243-1.68-GHz fundamental-frequency 
oscillation using a 2N5108 transistor. 

milliwatts (with a 24-volt supply) 
can be expected at this frequency. 
In another interesting modification 
of the 0.80-inch line, operation is 
optimized at 1.25 GHz when capaci-
tor C, is moved to the dotted posi-
tion. This modification results in an 
improved output transformation net-
work which can develop better than 
800 milliwatts of output power at 
1.25 GHz with the 24-volt supply. 
S-Band Oscillators—Although the 

2N5470 coaxial transistor is designed 
for stable operation in the common-
base amplifier mode at 2.3 GHz, it 
can also deliver a power output of 
0.3 watt at 2.3 GHz as an oscillator. 
In this device, the very low values 
of the parasitic elements are used 
to simplify circuit requirements; for 
example, lumped-constant, S-band 
circuits can be designed around this 
unit. However, because of the low 
feedback capacitances of the unit, 
external feedback loops are needed 
for sustained oscillation at S-band 
frequencies. 

Fig. 244 shows a simple lumped-
constant circuit using the 2N5470 
transistor. The circuit is tunable 
over the range of 1.8 to 2.3 GHz. 
At 2 GHz with a 24-volt supply, the 

power output of this circuit is typ-
ically 0.3 watt; the efficiency is in 
the order of 16 per cent. The col-
lector is grounded and power output 
is taken from the base circuit. All 
leads in the circuit must be kept as 
short as possible for highest fre-
quency response. Capacitor Ci forms 
a part of the feedback loop of the 
circuit, which is basically a Hartley 
arrangement because Li and the par-
astic inductances of Ci make up a 
tapped inductor in the feedback loop. 
Capacitor C. is used for tuning while 
capacitor C. is used for maintaining 
output match with tuning. 

Fig. 244—A 2-GHz lumped-constant os-
cillator using a 2N5470 transistor. 

Fig. 245 shows another oscillator 
circuit, a Colpitts type, in which the 
2N5470 transistor can be used over 
the range of 1.8 to 2.2 GHz. The 
base of the transistor is directly 
grounded to the ground plane on the 
strip-line board; collector heat is 
conducted to this board through a 
beryllium oxide insulating washer. 
Feedback is provided by the phase-
resonant loop composed of L. and 
C. The output line makes use of 
standard microstrip-line techniques: 
L., provides the reactance needed to 
tune out the output capacitance; L,, 
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a quarter-wave transformer, trans-
forms the real collector load imped-
ance to about 50 ohms. This circuit 
can also produce about 0.3 watt out-
put at 2 GHz with a 24-volt supply. 

-VEE 

Fig. 245-2-GHz microstrip-line oscillator 
using a 2N5470 transistor. 

Transistor Frequency-
Multiplier Circuits 

Because the output-current wave-
form of power transistors can be 
made to contain both fundamental 
and harmonic frequency components, 
power output can be obtained at 
a desired harmonic frequency by use 
of a special type of output circuit 
coupled to the collector of the tran-
sistor. Transistors can be connected 
in either the common-base or the 
common-emitter configuration for 
frequency multiplication. 
The design of transistor fre-

quency-multiplier circuits consists of 
selection of a suitable transistor and 
design of filtering and matching net-
works for optimum circuit perform-
ance. The transistor must be capable 
of power and gain at the fundamen-
tal frequency and capable of con-
verting power from the fundamental 
to a harmonic frequency. At a given 
input power level, the output power 
at a desired harmonic frequency is 
equal to the product of the power 

gain of the transistor at the drive 
frequency and the conversion effi-
ciency of the frequency-multiplier 
circuit. Conversion gain can be ob-
tained only when the power gain of 
the transistor at the fundamental 
frequency is larger than the con-
version loss of the circuit. 

Various types of instabilities 
can occur in transistor frequency-
multiplier circuits, including low-
frequency resonances, parametric 
oscillations, hysteresis, and high-fre-
quency resonances. Low-frequency 
resonances occur because the gain 
of the transistor is very high at low 
frequency compared to that at the 
operating frequency. "Hysteresis" 
refers to discontinuous mode jumps 
in output power when the input 
power or frequency is increased or 
decreased. A tuned circuit used in 
the output coupling network has a 
different resonant frequency under 
strong drive than under weaker driv-
ing conditions. It has been found ex-
perimentally that hysteresis effect 
can be minimized, and sometimes 
eliminated, by use of the common-
emitter configuration. 
Perhaps the most troublesome in-

stability in transistor frequency-
multiplier circuits is high-frequency 
resonance. Such instability shows up 
in the form of oscillations at a fre-
quency very close to the output fre-
quency when the input drive power 
is removed. This effect suggests that 
the transistor under this condition 
behaves as a locked oscillator at the 
fundamental frequency. Common-
emitter circuits have been found to 
be less critical for high-frequency 
oscillations than common-base cir-
cuits. High-frequency resonance is 
also strongly related to the input 
drive frequency, and can be elimi-
nated if the input frequency is kept 
below a certain value. The input fre-
quency at which stable operation 
can be obtained depends on the 
method used to ground the emitter 
of the transistor, and can be in-
creased by use of the shortest pos-
sible path from the emitter to 
ground. 
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Varactor diodes are also used to 
provide frequency multiplication. 
Fig. 102 and associated text given 
previously in the section on Other 
Solid-State Diodes define the re-
quirements for this type of applica-
tion. 

400-To-800-MHz Doubler—Fig. 246 
shows the complete circuit diagram 
of a 40d-to-800-MHz doubler that 
uses the 2N4012 transistor. This cir-
cuit uses lumped-element input and 
idler circuits and a coaxial-cavity 
output circuit. The transistor is 
placed i side the cavity with its 
emitter properly grounded to the 
chassis. A pi section (Ci, C., Li, L., 
and C.) is used in the input to match 
the impedances, at 400 MHz, of the 
driving source and the base-emitter 
junction of the transistor. L. and C. 
provide the necessary ground return 
for the nonlinear capacitance of the 
transistor. L. and C. form the idler 
loop for the collector at 400 MHz. 
The output circuit consists of an 
open-end 11/4-inch-square coaxial 
cavity. A lumped capacitance C. is 
added in series with a 1/4 -inch hollow-
center conductor of the cavity near 
the open end to provide adjustment 
for the electrical length. Power out-
put at 800 MHz is obtained by direct 
coupling Ilfrom a point near the 
shorted ei d of the cavity. 

INPUT 
400 MHz +28 V 

OUTPUT 
800 MHz 

Fig. 246-400-to-800-MHz common-emit-
ter transistor frequency multiplier. 

Fig. 247 shows the power output 
at 800 MHz as a function of the 
power input at 400 MHz for the 
doubler circuit, which uses a typical 
2N4012 operated at a collector sup-
ply voltage of 28 volts. The curve 
is nearly linear at a power output 
level between 0.9 and 2.7 watts. The 
power output is 3.3 watts at 800 
MHz for an input drive of 1 watt at 
400 MHz, and rises to 3.9 watts as 
the input drive increases to 1.7 watts. 
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Fig. 247—Output power and collector ef-
ficiency as a function of input power for 
the 400-to-800-MHz frequency doubler. 

The collector efficiency, which is de-
fined as the ratio of the rf power 
output to the de power input at a 
supply voltage of 28 volts, is also 
shown in Fig. 247. The efficiency is 
43 per cent measured at an input 
power of 1 watt. The 3-dB band-
width of this circuit measured at 
power output of 3.3 watts is 2.5 
per cent. The fundamental-frequency 
component measured at a power-
output level of 3.3 watts is 22 dB 
down from the output carrier. High-
er attenuations of spurious com-
ponents can be achieved if more fil-
tering sections are used. 
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The variation of power output 
with collector supply voltage at an 
input drive level of 1 watt is shown 
in Fig. 248. This curve is obtained 
with the circuit tuned at 28 volts. 
The curves of Figs. 247 and 248 
indicate that the transistor amplifier-
multiplier circuit is capable of am-
plitude modulation. 

3.4 
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INPUT POWER•Í W 

TYPE 2N4012 

Fig. 248—Power output as a function of 
supply voltage for the 400-to-800-MHz 

frequency doubler. 

367 -To-1100 - MHz Tripler—The 
367-to-1100-MHz tripler shown in 
Fig. 249 is essentially the same as 

+28V 
INPUT 

367 MHz 

OUTPUT 
1.1 GHz 

Fig. 249-367-MHz-to-li-GHz common-
emitter transistor frequency tripler. 

the doubler shown in Fig. 246 except 
that an additional idler loop, (1,4, 
C..) is added in shunt with the col-
lector of the transistor. This idler 
loop is resonant with the transistor 
junction capacitance at the second 
harmonic frequency (734 MHz) of 
the input drive. 

Fig. 250 shows the power output 
of the tripler at 1.1 GHz as a func-
tion of the power input at 367 
MHz. This circuit also uses a typical 
2N4012 transistor operated at a col-
lector supply voltage of 28 volts. 
The solid-line curve shows the pow-
er output obtained when the circuit 
is retuned at each power-input level. 
The dashed-line curve shows the 
power output obtained with the cir-
cuit tuned at the 2.9-watt output 
level. A power output of 2.9 watts 
at 1.1 GHz is obtained with drive 
of 1 watt at 367 MHz. The 3-dB 
bandwidth measured at this power 
level is 2.3 per cent. The spurious-
frequency components measured at 
the output are as follows: —22 dB at 
340 MHz, —30 dB at 680 MHz, and 
—35 dB at 1360 MHz. 
The variation of power output with 

collector supply voltage at an input 
drive level of 1 watt is shown in 
Fig. 251. The variation of collector 
efficiency is also shown. These curves 
were obtained with the circuit tuned 
at 28 volts. 
A 367-MHz amplifier that used 

the same circuit configuration and 
components as those of the tripler 
circuit shown in Fig. 249 was con-
structed to compare the perform-
ance between amplifier and tripler. 
The conversion efficiency for a large 
number of tripler units was then 
measured. The conversion efficiency 
of the tripler is defined as the 1.1GHz 
power obtained from the tripler di-
vided by the 367-MHz power ob-
tained from the amplifier at the 
same power-input level (1 watt). 
The efficiency varies between 60 to 
75 per cent, and has an average 
value of 65 per cent; this perform-
ance is comparable to that of a good 
varactor multiplier in this frequency 
range. 
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A simi ar tripler circuit that uses 
a selecte1 2N3866 and that is oper-
ated froi 500 MHz to 1.5 GHz can 

deliver a power output of 0.5 watt 
at 1.5 GHz with an input drive of 
0.25 watt at 500 MHz. 
150-To-450-MHz Tripler Circuit— 

Fig. 252 illustrates the use of the 
2N4012 transistor in a 150-to-450-
MHz frequency tripler. The input 
coupling network is designed to 
match the driving generator to the 
base-to-emitter circuit of the tran-
sistor. The network formed by C. 
and L. provides a ground return for 
harmonic output current at 450 
MHz. The idler network in the col-
lector circuit (L., Le, and C4) is de-
signed to circulate fundamental and 
second-harmonic components of cur-
rent through the voltage-variable 
collector-to-base capacitance, Cbe. 

fi= 
150 MHz 

fo = 
450 MHz 

+VCE = 
+28 V 

Fig. 252-150-to-450-MHz common-emit-
ter transistor frequency tripler. 

The network formed by C., C., C., 
L., and L. provides the required col-
lector loading for 450-MHz power 
output. Fig. 253 shows the 450-MHz 
power output of the tripler as a 
function of the 150-MHz power in-
put. For driving power of one watt, 
power output of 2.8 watts is ob-
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tamed at 450 MHz. The rejection of the 2.8-watt, 450-MHz level. The va-
fundamental, second, and fourth har- nation of power output with supply 
monies was measured as 30 dB below voltage is shown in Fig. 254. 

4 
VCE 2• 8VDC TYPE 2N4012 
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DC COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS—V 

Fig. 253—Power output as a function of Fig. 254—Power output as a function of 
power input for the 150-to-450-MHz ¡re- collector supply voltage for the 150-to-450-

quency tripler. MHz frequency tripler. 
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TV Deflection 

For reproduction of a transmitted 
picture in a television receiver, the 

face of a cathode-ray tube is scanned 
with an electron beam while the in-
tensity of the beam is varied to con-
trol the emitted light at the phosphor 
screen. The scanning is synchronized 
with a scanned image at the TV trans-
mitter, and the black-through-white 
picture areas of the scanned image 
are converted into an electrical sig-
nal that controls the intensity of the 
electron beam in the picture tube at 
the receiver. 

SCANNING FUNDAMENTALS 

The scanning procedure used in 
the United States employs hori-
zontal linear scanning in an odd-
line interlaced pattern. The standard 
scanning pattern for television sys-
tems includes a total of 625 horizon-
tal scanning lines in a rectangular 
frame having an aspect ratio of 4 to 
3. The frames are repeated at a rate 
of 30 per second, with two fields inter-
laced in each frame. The first field in 
each frame consists of all odd-number 
scanning lines, and the second field 
in each frame consists of all even-

A 

e 

number scanning lines. The field repe-
tition rate is thus 60 per second, and 
the vertical scanning rate is 60 Hz. 
(For color systems, the vertical 
scanning rate is 59.94 Hz.) 
The geometry of the standard odd-

line interlaced scanning pattern is 
illustrated in Fig. 255. The scanning 
beam starts at the upper left corner 
of the frame at point A, and sweeps 
across the frame with uniform ve-
locity to cover all the picture ele-
ments in one horizontal line. At the 
end of each trace, the beam is rapidly 
returned to the left side of the frame, 
as shown by the dashed line, to begin 
the next horizontal line. The horizon-
tal lines slope downward in the di-
rection of scanning because the 
vertical deflecting signal simultane-
ously produces a vertical scanning 
motion, which is very slow compared 
with the horizontal scanning speed. 
The slope of the horizontal line trace 
from left to right is greater than the 
slope of the retrace from right to left 
because the shorter time of the re-
trace does not allow as much time 
for vertical deflection of the beam. 
Thus, the beam is continuously and 
slowly deflected downward as it scans 

Fig. 255—The odd-line interlaced scanning procedure. 
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the horizontal lines, and its position 
is successively lower as the horizon-
tal scanning proceeds. 
At the bottom of the field, the ver-

tical retrace begins, and the beam is 
brought back to the top of the frame 
to begin the second or even-number 
field. The vertical `tilyback" time is 
very fast compared to the trace, but 
is slow compared to the horizontal 
scanning speed; therefore, some hori-
zontal lines are produced during the 
vertical flyback. 

All odd-number fields begin at 
point A in Fig. 255 and are the same 
All even-number fields begin at point 
C and are the same. Because the be-
ginning of the even-field scanning at 
C is on the same horizontal level as 
A, with a separation of one-half line, 
and the slope of all lines is the same, 
the even-number lines in the even 
fields fall exactly between the odd-
number lines in the odd field. 

SYNC 

In addition to picture information, 
the composite video signal from the 
video detector of a television receiver 
contains timing pulses to assure that 
the picture is produced on the face-
plate of the picture tube at the right 
instant and in the right location. 
These pulses, which are called sync 
pulses, control the horizontal and 
vertical scanning generators of the 
receiver. 

Fig. 256 shows a portion of the de-
tected video signal. When the picture 
is bright, the amplitude of the signal 
is low. Successively deeper grays are 
represented by higher amplitudes 

100 — — — 
z SYNC 
tu PULSE 

— — — — 
BLANKING 
PULSE 
— — 

until, at the "blanking level" shown 
in the diagram, the amplitude repre-
sents a complete absence of light. 
This "black level" is held constant at 
a value equal to 75 per cent of the 
maximum amplitude of the signal 
during transmission. The remaining 
25 per cent of the signal amplitude 
is used for synchronization informa-
tion. Portions of the signal in this 
region (above the black level) can-
not produce light. 

In the transmission of a television 
picture, the camera becomes inactive 
at the conclusion of each horizontal 
line and no picture information is 
transmitted while the scanning beam 
is retracing to the beginning of the 
next line. The scanning beam of the 
receiver is maintained at the black 
level during this retrace interval by 
means of the blanking pulse shown 
in Fig. 256. Immediately after the 
beginning of the blanking period, the 
signal amplitude rises further above 
the black level to provide a horizon-
tal-synchronization pulse that ini-
tiates the action of the horizontal 
scanning generator. When the bot-
tom line of the picture is reached, a 
similar vertical-synchronization pulse 
initiates the action of the vertical 
scanning generator to move the 
scanning spot back to the top of the 
pattern. 
The sync pulses in the composite 

video signal are separated from the 
picture information in a sync-sepa-
rator stage, as shown in Figs. 257 
and 258. This stage is biased suffi-
ciently beyond cutoff so that current 
flows and an output signal is pro-
duced only at the peak positive 
swing of the input signal. In the 

— — — MAXIMUM LEVEL 

— — — BLACK LEVEL OR 
BLANKING LEVEL 

PICTURE 
INFORMATION 

— — MAXIMUM WHITE 
LEVEL 

Fig. 256—Detected video signal. 
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diode circuit of Fig. 257, nega-
tive bias for the diode is de-
veloped by R and C as a result 
of the flow of diode current on the 
positive e treme of signal input. The 
bias auto atically adjusts itself so 

0  
E¡ 

_11._ _FL 

Am. AA% 

Fig. 257 Diode sync-separator circuit. 

that the peak positive swing of the 
input signal drives the anode of the 
diode positive and allows the flow 
of current only for the sync pulse. 
In the circuit shown in Fig. 258, 
the base-emitter junction of the 
transistoi functions in the same 
manner as the diode in Fig. 257, 
but in addition the 'yiulses are am-
plified. 

Fig. 258— Transistor sync-separator circuit. 
After he synchronizing signals 

are separated from the composite 
video signal, it is necessary to filter 
out the horizontal and vertical sync 
signals s that each can be applied 
to its res ective deflection generator. 
This filte ing is accomplished by RC 
circuits d signed to filter out all but 
the desi d synchronizing signals. 
Although the horizontal, vertical, and 
equalizin pulses are all rectangular 
pulses of the same amplitude, they 
differ in requency and pulse width. 
as shown in Fig. 259. The horizontal 

sync pulses have a repetition rate 
of 15,750 per second (one for each 
horizontal line) and a pulse width 
of 5.1 microseconds. (For color sys-
tem, the repetition rate of the hori-
zontal sync pulses is 15,734 per 
second.) The equalizing pulses have 
a width approximately half the 
horizontal pulse width, and a repe-
tition rate of 31,500 per second; they 
occur at half-line intervals, with six 
pulses immediately preceding and 
six following the vertical synchro-
nizing pulse. The vertical pulse is 
repeated at a rate of 60 per second 
(one for each field), and has a width 
of approximately 190 microseconds. 
The serrations in the vertical pulse 
occur at half-line intervals, dividing 
the complete pulse into six individual 
pulses that provide horizontal syn-
chronization during the vertical re-
trace. (Although the picture is 
blanked out during the vertical re-
trace time, it is necessary to keep 
the horizontal scanning generator 
synchronized.) 

All the pulses described above are 
produced at the transmitter by the 
synchronizing-pulse generator; their 
waveshapes and spacings are held 
within very close tolerances to pro-
vide the required synchronization of 
receiver and transmitter scanning. 
The horizontal sync signals are 

separated from the total sync in a 
differentiating circuit that has a 
short time constant compared to the 
width of the horizontal pulses. When 
the total sync signal is applied to 
the differentiating circuit shown in 
Fig. 260, the capacitor charges com-
pletely very soon after the leading 
edge of each pulse, and remains 
charged for a period of time equal 
to practically the entire pulse width. 
When the applied voltage is removed 
at the time corresponding to the 
trailing edge of each pulse, the capa-
citor discharges completely within 
a very short time. As a result, a 
positive peak of voltage is obtained 
for each leading edge and a negative 
peak for the trailing edge of every 
pulse. One polarity is produced by 
the charging current for the leading 
edge of the applied pulse, and the 
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Fig. 259—Waveform of TV synchronizing pulses (H = horizontal line period of 1/15,750 
seconds, or 63.5 its). 
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opposite polarity is obtained from 
the discharge current corresponding 
to the trailing edge of the pulse. 
As mentioned above, the serrations 

in the vertical pulse are inserted 
to provide the differentiated output 
needed to synchronize the horizontal 
scanning generator during the time 
of vertical synchronization. During 
the vertical blanking period, many 
more voltage peaks are available 
than are necessary for horizontal 
synchronization (only one pulse is 
used for each horizontal line period). 
The check marks above the differen-
tiated output in Fig. 260 indicate the 
voltage peaks used to synchronize 
the horizontal deflection generator 
for one field. Because the sync sys-
tem is made sensitive only to positive 
pulses occurring at approximately 
the right horizontal timing, the nega-
tive sync pulses and alternate dif-
ferentiated positive pulses produced 
by the equalizing pulses and the ser-
rated vertical information have no 

HORIZ, 
PULSES 

EQUALIZING 
PULSES 

Fig. 260—Separation of the horizontal sync signals from the total sync 
ating circuit. 

TRAILING 
EDGE 

effect on horizontal timing. It can be 
seen that although the total sync 
signal (including vertical synchro-
nizing information) is applied to the 
circuit of Fig. 260, only horizontal 
synchronization information appears 
at the output. 
The vertical sync signal is sepa-

rated from the total sync in an inte-
grating circuit which has a time 
constant that is long compared with 
the duration of the 5-microsecond 
horizontal pulses, but short compared 
with the 190-microsecond vertical 
pulse width. Fig. 261 shows the gen-
eral circuit configuration used, to-
gether with the input and output 
signals for both odd and even fields. 
The period between horizontal pulses, 
when no voltage is applied to the RC 
circuit, is so much longer than the 
horizontal pulse width that the capa-
citor has time to discharge almost 
down to zero. When the vertical pulse 
is applied, however, the integrated 
voltage across the capacitor builds 

VERTICAL 
PULSE 

EQUAL! ZING 
PULSES 

HORIZ. 
PULSES 
- - 

DIFFERENTIATED 
OUTPUT 

I YIPYYYth IlY1 
by a differenti-
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Fig. 261—Separation of vertical sync sig-
nals from the total sync for odd and even 
fields with no equalizing pulses. (Dashed 
line indicates triggering level for vertical 

scanning generator.) 

up to the value required for trigger-
ing the vertical scanning generator. 
This integrated voltage across the 
capacito reaches its maximum am-
plitude t the end of the vertical 
pulse, aid then declines practically 
to zero, producing a pulse of the tri-
angular wave shape shown for 
the complete vertical synchronizing 
pulse. AIthough the total sync sig-
nal (in luding horizontal informa-
tion) is pplied to the circuit of Fig. 
258, the efore, only vertical synchro-
nization information appears at the 
output. 
The y rtical synchronizing pulses 

are repe ted in the total sync signal 
at the field frequency of 60 per sec-
ond (59.94 per second in color sys-
tems). Therefore, the integrated out-
put volt ge across the capacitor of 
the RC circuit of Fig. 261 can be 
coupled to the vertical scanning 
generato to provide vertical syn-
chroniza ion. The six equalizing 
pulses imediately preceding and 
followin the vertical pulse improve 
the accu acy of the vertical synchro-
nization for better interlacing. The 
equalizing pulses that precede the 
vertical pulses make the average 
value of applied voltage more nearly 
the same for even and odd fields, so 
that the integrated voltage across 
the capacitor adjusts to practically 
equal values for the two fields before 

the vertical pulse begins. The equal-
izing pulses that follow the vertical 
pulse minimize any difference in the 
trailing edge of the vertical synchro-
nizing signal for even and odd fields. 

VERTICAL DEFLECTION 

The vertical-deflection circuit in a 
television receiver is essentially a 
class A audio amplifier with a com-
plex load line, severe low-frequency 
requirements (much lower than 60 
Hz), and a need for controlled line-
arity. The equivalent low-frequency 
response for a 10-per-cent deviation 
from linearity is 1 Hz. A simple 
circuit configuration is shown in Fig. 
262. 
The required performance can be 

obtained in a vertical-deflection cir-
cuit in any of three ways. The am-
plifier may be designed to provide a 
flat response down to 1 Hz. This de-
sign, however, requires an extremely 
large output transformer and im-
mense capacitors. Another arrange-
ment is to design the amplifier for 
fairly good low-frequency response 
and predistort the generated signal. 
The third method is to provide ex-

tra gain so that feedback techniques 
can be used to provide linearity. If 
loop feedback of 20 or 30 dB is used, 
transistor gain variations and non-
linearities become fairly insignifi-
cant. The feedback automatically 
provides the necessary "predistor-
tion" to correct low-frequency limi-

Fig. 262—Simple vertical-deflection circuit. 
tations. In addition, the coupling of 
miscellaneous signals (such as power-
supply hum or horizontal-deflection 
signals) in the amplifying loop is 
suppressed. 
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Fig. 263 shows a vertical-deflection 
system that employs bipolar and 
MOS transistors. A positive pulse 
fed back from the output circuit 
triggers the oscillator Q. The high 
input impedance of the MOS tran-
sistor Q2, used as a predriver, per-
mits the use of relatively large 
resistors and small capacitors in the 
gate-No.1 circuit. Negative sync is 
injected at gate No. 2. Only 4 to 5 
volts of sync at the integrator input 
provides exceptionally good inter-
lace. 
The thermal compensating stage, 

Q., provides thermal tracking dur-
ing warmup and also prevents 
thermal runaway. The peak current 
of the output stage, Qi, is monitored 
by connection of the base of Q. to 
the emitter side of the emitter re-
sistor of Q. The output voltage de-
veloped at the collector of Q. is 
proportional to the peak current of 
the vertical output stage and is fed 
back to gate No.1 of the predriver 
Q2 by means of the bias-linearity 
control. If some condition exists 
which causes the peak current of 

ÎNEG. SYNC. +21V 

CONVERGENCE 
AMP 
TO 

1_, CONVERGENCE 
PLUG 

TO 
HORIZONTAL 

CIRCUIT 

HEIGHT 

OSC. 

the output stage to increase, the 
thermal-compensating transistor Q. 
conducts more heavily and causes 
a reduction in the average voltage 
at its collector. This decreasing volt-
age changes the bias of the pre-
driver Q2. Because the predriver, 
driver, and output stages are all 
direct-coupled, the changes in the 
peak current of the output stage are 
coupled back to the base of the out-
put stage in such a polarity as to 
adjust the de operating conditions 
of the output stage to compensate 
for any change in peak current. 

There are two linearity poten-
tiometers in the circuit. The first is 
a bias potentiometer which sets the 
bias on the predriver and, in turn, 
on the output unit so that the out-
put unit commences scan from cut-
off. The second potentiometer is 
located in the integrating circuit, 
which shapes a sawtooth waveform 
taken from the output and feeds it 
back to gate No.1 of the predriver 
to provide the required parabolic 
correction for good linearity. 

BIAS LIN. 05 
THERMAL 

COMPENSATING 
STAGE 

- 
 ITt 

1 - TO 
TERMINALS ON 
CONVERGENCE 

BOARD 

04 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 263—Vertical-deflection ciruit for color TV receiver. 
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The parabolic sawtooth voltage re-
quired fur convergence is obtained 
from the collector of the output tran-
sistor Q. This sawtooth voltage is 
coupled to the base of the converg-
ence amplifier Q. and then applied 
to the convergence board. 
For vertical blanking, the nega-

tive retrace pulse from the second-
ary of the vertical output trans-
former is, amplified and inverted by 
a blanking transistor, and is then 
applied to the cathodes of the pic-
ture tube. 

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION 

In the horizontal-deflection stages 
of a television receiver, a current that 
varies linearly with time and has a 
sufficient peak-to-peak amplitude 
must be passed through the horizon-
tal-deflection-yoke winding to develop 
a magnetic field adequate to deflect 
the electron beam of the television 
picture tube. After the beam is de-
flected coinpletely across the face of 
the picture tube, it must be returned 
very quickly to its starting point. 
(As explained previously, the beam 
is extinguished during this retrace 
by the blanking pulse incorporated 
in the composite video signal, or in 
some cases by additional external 
blanking derived from the hori-
zontal-deflection system.) 

Basic Circuit Requirements 

The simplest form of a deflection 
circuit is shown in Fig. 264(a). In 
this circuit, the yoke impedance L is 
assumed to be a perfect inductor. 
When the switch is closed, the yoke 
current starts from zero and in-
creases linearly. At any time t, the 
current i is equal to Et/L, where E 
is the applied voltage. When the 
switch is opened at a later time 
the current instantly drops from a 
value of Eti/L to zero. 
Although the basic circuit shown 

in Fig. 264(a) crudely approaches 
the requirements for deflection, it 
presents spine obvious problems and 
limitations. The voltage across the 
switch becomes extremely high, the-

oretically approaching infinity. In 
addition, if very little of the total 
time is spent at zero current, the 
circuit would require a tremendous 

(a) SIMPLE DEFLECTION CIRCUIT 

(b) ADDITION OF CAPACITOR 

(c) YOKE CURRENT (top) AND SWITCH VOLTAGE 
(bottom) FOR CIRCUIT (b) 

or 
I II I 
tlr\t2 t3 t4 T5 

(d) YOKE CURRENT (top) AND SWITCH VOLTAGE 
(bottom) FOR SWITCH CLOSED AT 12 

(e) ADDITION OF DAMPER DIODE 

Fig. 264—Development of horizontal-de-
flection circuit. 
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amount of de power. Furthermore, 
the operation of the switch would 
be rather critical with regard to both 
its opening and its closing. Finally, 
because the deflection field would be 
phased in only one direction, the 
beam would have to be centered at 
the extreme left of the screen for 
zero yoke current. 

If a capacitor is placed across the 
switch, as shown in Fig. 272(b), the 
yoke current still increases linearly 
when the switch is closed at time 
t = O. However, when the switch is 
opened at time t = ti, a tuned circuit 
is formed by the parallel combination 
of L and C. The resulting yoke cur-
rents and switch voltages are then 
as shown in Fig. 264(c). The current 
is at a maximum when the voltage 
equals zero, and the voltage is at a 
maximum when the current equals 
zero. If it is assumed that there are 
no losses, the ringing frequency f..,, 

is equal to 1/ (2eVLC). 
If the switch is closed again at any 

time the capacitor voltage is not equal 
to zero, an infinite switch current 
flows as a result of the capacitive dis-
charge. However, if the switch is 
closed at the precise moment t2 that 
the capacitor voltage equals zero, the 
capacitor current effortlessly trans-
fers to the switch, and a new transient 
condition results. Fig. 264(d) shows 
the yoke-current and switch-voltage 

FLYBACK 
TRANSFORMER 

waveforms for this new condition. 
If the switch is again opened at 

t., closed at t., and so on, the desired 
sweep results, the peak switch volt-
age is finite, and the average supply 
current is zero. The deflection system 
is then lossless and efficient and, be-
cause the average yoke current is 
zero, beam decentering is avoided. 
The only fault of the circuit of Fig. 
264(b) is the critical timing of the 
switch, particularly at time t = t.. 
However, if the switch is shunted by 
a damper diode, as shown in Fig. 
264(e), the diode acts as a closed 
switch as soon as the capacitor volt-
age reverses slightly. The switch 
may then be closed at any time be-
tween t, and t,. 
Transistor Horizontal-Deflection 

Circuits 
In horizontal-deflection circuits, 

the switch can be a transistor, as 
shown in Fig. 265. Although the 
transistor is forward-biased prior to 
t. (shown in Fig. 264), it is not 
an effective switch for the reverse 
collector current; therefore, the 
damper diode carries most of this 
current. High voltage is generated 
by use of the step-up transformer 
Ti in parallel with the yoke. This 
step-up transformer is designed so 
that its leakage inductance, dis-
tributed capacitance, and output 
stray capacitance complement the 
yoke inductance and retrace tuning 

HIGH-VOLTAGE 
RECTIFIER 

CI 
FLYBACK 

CAPACITOR C2 
S-SHAPING 

'CAPACITOR 

PICTURE-TUBE 
ANODE (ULTOR) T CAPACITANCE 

YOKE 

Fig. 265—Simple transistor horizontal-deflection circuit. 
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capacitançe in such a manner that the 
peak voltage across the primary 
winding is reduced and the peak volt-
age across the secondary winding is 
increased, as compared to the values 
that would be obtained in a perfect 
transformer. This technique, which is 
referred to as "third-harmonic tun-
ing", yields a voltage ratio of second-
ary-to-primary peak voltage of ap-
proximately 1.7 times the value 
expected in a perfect transformer. 
To provide linearity correction for 

wide-angle television picture tubes, 
it is necessary to retard the sweep 
rate at the beginning and end of scan. 
Therefore, a suitable capacitor C2 is 
placed in' series with the yoke, as 
shown in Fig. 265, so that the direct 
current required to replenish circuit 
losses is fed through the flyback-
transformer primary. A parabolic 
waveform is then developed across 
C, (called the S-shaping capacitor) 
so that the trace voltage across the 
yoke is less at the ends of the sweep 
than in the middle of the sweep. (This 

HORIZONTAL 
MULTIVIBRATOR 

F EOUENCY 

SYNC. 
15 V 
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capacitor actually provides a series 
resonant circuit tuned to approxi-
mately 5 kHz so that an S-shaped 
current portion of a sine wave re-
sults.) It is desirable to place the 
S-shaping capacitor and the yoke be-
tween the collector and the emitter 
of the transistor so that the yoke 
current does not have to flow through 
the power supply. 
The highest anticipated peak volt-

age across the transistor in Fig. 265 
is a function of the de voltage ob-
tained at high ac line voltage and at 
the lowest horizontal-oscillator fre-
quency. (At these conditions, of 
course, the receiver is out of sync.) 
The tolerance on the inductors and 
capacitors alters the trace time only 
slightly and usually may be ignored 
if a 10-per-cent tolerance is used for 
the tuning capacitor. 

Fig. 266 shows a schematic of 
a transistor horizontal-deflection cir-
cut for a color TV receiver. The 
horizontal output transistor, Q,, is 
a high-voltage silicon transistor. 
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Fig. 266— orizontal-deflection circuit and high-voltage and low-voltage power supplies. 
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The normal collector-emitter pulse 
voltage across Q., includes an am-
ple safety factor that allows for 
any increased pulse that may result 
from out-of-sync operation, line 
surges, and other abnormal con-
ditions. 
A unique feature of the horizon-

tal-deflection circuit is the low-
voltage supply of approximately 23 
volts that is derived from it. This 
features makes it possible to elimi-
nate the power transformer in the 
power supply. The low-voltage power 
is used to operate all but the high-
voltage receiver stages, such as the 
video-output stage, the audio-output 
stage, and the horizontal oscillator 
and driver. The vertical oscillator 
is supplied from the same point 
which supplies the horizontal output 
in such a way that the actual volt-
age is a function of beam current; 
this connection compensates for the 
tendency for picture height to 
change with brightness settings. 
The transistor deflection circuit 

achieves commercially acceptable 
high-voltage regulation without the 
use of the high-voltage shunt reg-
ulator used with tube-type deflec-
tion circuits. With a flyback trans-
former of normal design and a 
low-voltage power supply with about 
3-per-cent regulation, high-voltage 
regulation from zero beam to full 
load of 750 microamperes is about 
3 kilovolts and is accompanied by 
a considerable increase in picture 
width. Improvement of this behavior 
with brightness changes is achieved 
by utilizing the accompanying 
changes of direct current to the de-
flection circuit in two ways. First, 
the air gap of the transformer is 
reduced to permit core saturation 
to decrease the system inductance 
as the high-voltage load is in-
creased. When this method is used, 
regulation is improved to about half 
that of the normal transformers 
with no circuit instabilities, but pic-
ture-width change is still greater 
than desired. Second, series resist-
ance is added to the B supply to 
decrease power input at full load 

and thereby reduce the change in 
picture width (at some sacrifice in 
high-voltage regulation). The net re-
sult of both changes is a regula-
tion of about 2.8 kilovolts for the 
high voltage, with very little varia-
tion in picture size. 
A secondary benefit of the inher-

ently good regulation of the tran-
sistor deflection system is a reduction 
in the size of the flyback trans-
former. The size reduction is accom-
plished by a reduction in the area 
of the "window" in the flyback core. 
A reduction in the size of the high-
voltage cage required to maintain 
adequate isolation of the high-volt-
age winding from ground is possible 
because of the smaller flyback trans-
former. 
The transformer-coupled driver 

stage takes advantage of the high-
voltage capability and switching 
speed of the horizontal driver tran-
sistor which is designed primarily 
for video-output use. A sine-wave 
stabilized multivibrator type of 
horizontal oscillator is used. This 
type of oscillator is especially use-
ful in experimental work with de-
flection systems because it permits 
on-time and off-time periods to be 
easily varied. 
The afc phase detector operates 

on the principle of pulse-width 
variation of combined sync and ref-
erence pulses. In the circuit shown 
in Fig. 266, timing information is 
related to the leading edges of the 
sync pulses, and the retrace process 
is initiated prior to the leading edge 
of the sync pulse; performance of 
the circuit is very satisfactory. 

SCR Horizontal-Deflection 

Circuit 

A highly reliable horizontal-de-
flection system that uses silicon con-
trolled rectifiers (SCR's) has been 
developed for use in color television 
receivers. This system, shown in Fig. 
267, illustrates a new approach to 
horizontal-circuit design that repre-
sents a complete departure from the 
approaches currently used in com-
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commutating action to initiate trace-
retrace switching exhibit high volt-
age- and current-handling capabili-
ties together with the excellent 
switching characteristics required 
for reliable operation in deflection-
system applications. The switching 
diodes, (trace and commutating 
diodes), provide fast recovery times, 
high reverse-voltage blocking cap-
abilities, and low turn-on voltage 
drops. These features and the fact 
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mercial television receivers. The 
switching action required to generate 
the scan current in the horizontal-
yoke windings and the high-voltage 
pulse used to derive the de operating 
voltages for the picture tube is con-
trolled by two SCR's that are used 
in conjunction with associated fast-
recovery diodes to form bipolar 
switches. 
The SCR's used to control the 

trace current and to provide the 
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Fig. 267—SCR horizontal-deflection circuit. 
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that, with the exception of one non-
critical triggering pulse, all control 
voltages, timing, and control polari-
ties are supplied by passive elements 
within the system (rather than by 
external drive sources) contribute 
substantially to the excellent reli-
ability of the SCR deflection system. 

Fig. 267 shows the circuit con-
figuration of the complete horizon-
tal-deflection system. The system 
operates directly from a conven-
tional, unregulated dc power supply 
of +155 volts, and provides full-
screen deflection at angles up to 90 
degrees at full beam current. The 
current and voltage waveforms re-
quired for horizontal deflection and 
for generation of the high voltage 
are derived essentially from LC 
resonant circuits. As a result, fast 
and abrupt switching transients 
which would impose strains on the 
solid-state device are advoided. 
A regulator stage is included in 

the SCR horizontal-deflection circuit 
to maintain the scan and the high 
voltage within acceptable limits with 
variations in the ac line voltage or 
picture-tube beam current. The sys-
tem also contains circuits that pro-
vide full protection against the ef-
fects of arcs in the picture tube or 
the high-voltage rectifier, and line-
arity and pincushion correction 
circuits. 
The SCR horizontal-deflection sys-

tem employs two bidirectional 
switches, each of which consists of 
an SCR and a diode in an inverse 
parallel connection. Fig. 268 shows 
a simplified schematic of the basic 
deflection circuit. SCRT and diode 
DT are used to control the current 
in the yoke winding L, during the 
trace interval; SCRR and diode De 
provide the commutating action re-
quired for retrace. 
At the beginning of the trace in-

terval, the trace-switch diode con-
ducts the yoke current established 
during previous circuit action. The 
trace-switch diode conducts a linearly 
decreasing current until the yoke 
current reaches zero to produce the 
first half of the scan current. Be-
fore the zero-yoke-current point is 

reached, the trace-switch SCR is 
made ready to conduct by applica-
tion of a positive pulse to its gate 
electrode. When the yoke current 
crosses the zero point from negative 
to positive, the current transfers 
from the trace-switch diode to the 
trace-switch SCR. Capacitor C. then 
begins to discharge through the 
trace-switch SCR to supply current 
to yoke winding L, during the second 
half of the trace interval. The volt-
age across capacitor C, remains es-
sentially constant throughout the 
trace-retrace cycle. This constant 
voltage results in a linearly rising 
current through the yoke winding 
to complete the trace period. 

COMMUTATING TRACE SWITCH 
SWITCH 

RG 

LR CR 

HORIZI 
OSC  

HIGH-
VOLTAGE 

TRANSFORMER 

•  •YOKE 
LY I I 

SCRT I I 

I I 

FigT 268J-Basic circuit for generation of 
the deflection-current waveform in the 

horizontal-yoke winding. 

Just prior to the end of trace, the 
commutating-switch SCR is gated on 
by the horizontal oscillator. Capaci-
tor CR then discharges a pulse of 
current through inductor Lit and the 
trace and commutating SCR's. This 
current pulse, referred to as the com-
mutating pulse, increases until it 
exceeds the yoke current and thereby 
causes the trace diode DT to turn 
on. The conduction of diode DT re-
verse-biases the trace SCR for suffi-
cient time to allow it to turn off. 
When the commutating pulse de-
clines to a value less than the yoke 
current, diode DT opens, and the en-
ergy in the yoke winding produces 
a current that charges the retrace 
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capacitors CH and CA during the 
first half of retrace. This current 
then rings back into the yoke wind-
ing during the second half of re-
trace. The circuit for the ringing 
oscillation during the second half of 
retrace is completed through the 
commutating-switch diode and al-
lows sufficient time for the com-
mutating-switch SCR to turn off. 
When the yoke current reaches its 
peak negative value, the trace-
switch diode begins to conduct to 
start the trace interval. 
During the time the commutating 

switch is closed, the input inductor 
Lec is connected across the B+ sup-
ply, and energy is stored in this 
inductor. This stored energy charges 
the retrace capacitors CR and C. 
to replenish the energy loss in the 
circuit. 

Fig. 269 shows the current and 
voltage waveforms applied to the 
trace and commutating switches as 
a result of the circuit actions de-
scribed in the preceding paragraphs. 
The SCR horizontal-deflection 

system offers a number of distinct 
advantages over the conventional 
types of systems currently used in 
commercial television receivers. The 
following list outlines some of the 
more significant circuit features of 
the SCR deflection system and 
points out the advantage derived 
from each of them: 

1. Critical voltage and current 
waveforms, and timing cycles are 
determined by passive components 
in response to the action of two 
SCR-diode switches. The stability of 
the system, therefore, is determined 
primarily by the passive components. 
When the passive components are 
properly adjusted, the system ex-
hibits highly predictable perform-
ance characteristics and exceptional 
operational dependability. 

2. The only input drive signal re-
quired for the SCR deflection sys-
tem is a low-power pulse which has 
no stringent accuracy specification 
in relation to either amplitude or 
time duration. The deflection sys-
tem, therefore, can be driven di-

rectly from a pulse developed by the 
horizontal oscillator. 

3. This deflection system is unique 
in that, although it operates from 
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Fig. 269—Voltage and current waveforms 
applied to the switching SCR's and diodes 

in the horizontal-deflection system. 

a conventional B+ supply of +155 
volts, the flyback pulse is less than 
500 volts. This level of voltage 
stress is substantially less than that 
in conventional line-operated sys-
tems, and this factor contributes to 
improved reliability of the switch-
ing devices. 

4. Regulation in the SCR deflec-
tion system is accomplished by con-
trol of the energy stored by a 
reactive element. This technique 
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avoids the use of resistive-load regu-
lating elements required by many 
other types of systems and, there-
fore, makes possible higher over-all 
system efficiency and reduces input-
power requirements. 

5. All switching occurs at the 

zero current level through the re-
verse recovery of high-voltage p-n 
junctions in the deflection diodes. 
The diode junctions are not limited 
in volt-ampere switching capabili-
ties for either normal or abnormal 
conditions in the circuit. 
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T RANSISTORS have already es-
tablished themselves in switching 

applications in radar, television, tele-
metering, pulse code communications, 
and computing equipment. More re-
cently, triacs, diacs, and SCR's have 
been used in these applications and 
in arc-lamp ballasting circuits, au-
tomobile ignition systems, and heat, 
light, and motor controls. This sec-
tion describes the circuits used in 
these applications and discusses spe-
cial consideration required for their 
operation. 

NONSINUSOIDAL 
OSCILLATORS 

Oscillator circuits which produce 
nonsinusoidal output waveforms use 
a regenerative circuit in conjunc-
tion with resistance-capacitance 
(RC) or resistance-inductance (RL) 
components to produce a switching 
action. The charge and discharge 
times of the reactive elements 
(which are directly proportional to 
R x C or L/R) are used to pro-
duce sawtooth, square, or pulse out-
put waveforms. 
The switching action in a non-

sinusoidal oscillator occurs when an 
externally applied signal causes an 
instantaneous change in the operat-
ing state of the circuit; when this 
instantaneous change occurs the cir-
cuit is said to be triggered. Trig-
gered circuits may be astable, 
monostable, or bistable. 

Astable triggered circuits have no 
stable state; they operate in the 
active linear region and produce 
relaxation-type oscillations. A mono-
stable circuit has one stable state 

in either of the stable regions (cut-
off or saturation); an external pulse 
"triggers" the transistor to the other 
stable region, but the circuit then 
switches back to its original stable 
state after a period of time deter-
mined by the time constants of the 
circuit elements. A bistable (flip-flop) 
circuit has a stable state in each of 
the two stable regions. The transis-
tor is triggered from one stable state 
to the other by an external pulse, 
and a second trigger pulse is re-
quired to switch the circuit back to 
its original stable state. 
The multivibrator circuit shown in 

Fig. 270 is an example of a mono-
stable circuit. The bias network holds 
transistor Q2 in saturation and tran-
sistor (42 at cutoff during the quies-
cent or steady-state period. When an 
input signal is applied through the 
coupling capacitor Ci, however, tran-
sistor Q2 begins to conduct. The de-
creasing collector voltage of Q2 
(coupled tp the base of Q2 through 
capacitor C2) causes the base current 

CI 
Fig. 270—Monostable multivibrator. 
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and collector current of Qs to de-
crease. The increasing collector volt-
age of Qs (coupled to the base of Q, 
through resistor R,) then increases 
the forward base current of Q,. This 
regeneration rapidly drives transis-
tor Qi into saturation and transistor 
Qs into cutoff. The base of transistor 
Qs at this point is at a negative po-
tential almost equal to the magni-
tude of the battery voltage V. 
Capacitor Cs then discharges 

through resistor R, and the low sat-
uration resistance of transistor Q. 
As the base potential of Qs becomes 
slightly positive, transistor Qs again 
conducts. The decreasing collector 
potential of Qs is coupled to the base 
of Q, and transistor Q, is driven into 
cutoff, while transistor Qs becomes 
saturated. This stable condition is 
maintained until another pulse trig-
gers the circuit. The duration of the 
output pulse is primarily determined 
by the time constant of capacitor Cs 
and resistor Rs during discharge. In 
other words, the oscillating fre-
quency of the multivibrator is de-
termined by the values of resistance 
and capacitance in the circuit. 
The Eccles-Jordan type multivi-

brator circuit shown in Fig. 279 is an 
example of a bistable circuit. The re-
sistive and bias values of this circuit 
are chosen so that the initial appli-
cation of de power causes one tran-
sistor to be cut off and the other to 
be driven into saturation. Because of 
the feedback arrangement, each tran-
sistor is held in its original state by 
the condition of the other. The appli-
cation of a positive trigger pulse to 
the base of the OFF transistor or a 
negative pulse to the base of the ON 
transistor switches the conducting 
state of the circuit. The new condi-
tion is then maintained until a sec-
ond pulse triggers the circuit back to 
the original condition. 

In Fig. 271, two separate inputs 
are shown. A trigger pulse at input 
A will change the state of the cir-
cuit. An input of the same polarity at 
input B or an input of opposite polar-
ity at input A will then return the 

CI 

INPUT A OK--

INPUT B 01  

Fig. 271—Eccles-Jordan type bistable 
inultivibrator. 

circuit to its original state. (Collector 
triggering can be accomplished in a 
similar manner.) The capacitors Cs 
and Ci are used to speed up the re-
generative switching action. The out-
put of the circuit is a unit step volt-
age when one trigger is applied, or 
a square wave when continuous puls-
ing of the input is used. 
A blocking oscillator is a form of 

nonsinusoidal oscillator which con-
ducts for a short period of time and 
is cut off (blocked) for a much longer 
period. A basic circuit for this type 
of oscillator is shown in Fig. 272. 

I Ti 

cj 
3 5 

Fig. 272—Basic circuit of blocking 
oscillator. 

4 6 
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Regenerative feedback through the 
tickler-coil winding 1-2 of trans-
former T, and capacitor C causes 
current through the transistor to rise 
rapidly until saturation is reached. 
The transistor is then cut off until C 
discharges through resistor R. The 
output waveform is a pulse, the width 
of which is primarily determined by 
winding 1-2. The time between pulses 
(resting or blocking time) is deter-
mined by the time constant of capac-
itor C and resistor R. 

SWITCHING REGULATORS 

Fig. 273 shows the basic con-
figuration of a switching type of 
transistor voltage regulator. In this 
circuit, the pass transistor is con-
nected in series with the load and 
is pulse-duration modulated by the 
signal supplied from the pulse gen-
erator or multivibrator. The ON 
time of the multivibrator is con-
trolled by a de comparison between 
a reference voltage and the output. 
The pulsed output from the series 
transistor is integrated by the low-
pass filter. When the transistor is 
conducting, current is delivered to 
the load from the input source. In 
the OFF condition, the diode con-
ducts and the energy stored in the 
reactive elements supplies current 
to the load. If the output voltage 
tends to decrease below the refer-
ence voltage, the duration of the 
ON-time pulse increases. The pass 

RSOURCE 

TVSOURCE 

  - 

transistor then conducts for a longer 
period of time so that the output 
voltage increases to the desired 
level. If the output voltage tends 
to rise above the reference voltage, 
the duration of the ON-time pulse 
decreases. The shorter conduction 
period of the pass transistor then 
results in a compensating decrease 
in output voltage. 
When a step-down regulator is re-

quired (e.g., 100 volts down to 28 
volts), the efficiency of a switching 
regulator is considerably higher 
than that of a conventional series 
regulator. If very precise regulation 
is required, the switching regulator 
can be used as a pre-regulator fol-
lowed by a conventional regulator 
circuit; this configuration optimizes 
the advantages of both types of 
regulators. Over-all efficiency for 
such a combination circuit is typi-
cally about 80 to 85 per cent, as 
compared to values of 25 to 30 per 
cent for a conventional series-type 
step-down regulator. In addition, 
total power dissipation is reduced 
from several hundreds of watts to 
less than 50 watts. 

Fig. 274 shows a switching regu-
lator included in the design of a 
mercury-arc-lamp ballasting system. 
DC potential is applied to the VIN 
terminals so that the transistor 
switch Q, (part of the switching 
regulator) is slightly forward-biased 
by a small current through R. 
(approximately 3 milliamperes). 
Through positive feedback, Q, is 
immediately saturated by L2, which 
also powers the control circuit. Cur-

RL 

Fig. 273—Basic diagram of switching regulator. 
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Fig. 274—Switching-regulator design for 
solid-state mercury-arc-lamp ballasting. 

rent rises at a linear rate until the 
voltage across R. causes the control 
circuit to shunt the base-emitter 
junction of Qi. Q. is shut off and 
held off by L. until the current 
through L. is zero. The inductive 
kickback voltage is clamped by the 
communtating diode and, therefore, 
is the same as the output voltage 
on C.. L. charges C. to a voltage 
proportional to VorT. During the 
next cycle, the control circuit 
samples a combination of the volt-
age on C. and the current in R.. The 
output waveshapes for the circuit 
are shown in Fig. 275; performance 
data are shown in Fig. 276. 
The unique feature of this circuit 
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Fig. 275—Output waveshapes for circuit 
of Fig. 274. 
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is that only the high-current switch-
ing element Q, must meet the break-
down-voltage requirement imposed 
by the high input voltage; with this 
one exception, all of the control-
circuit transistors are of the low-
voltage, low-dissipation type. The 
circuit is able to withstand operation 
under short-circuit conditions. 
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Fig. 276—Performance curves for circuit 
of Fig. 274. 

A 175-watt switching-regulator 
ballast circuit utilizing the approach 
just described is shown in Fig. 277. 
For three-phase operation, no C. 
filter element is necessary provided 
that the de input voltage to the 
switching regulator never drops be-
low 200 volts. An input voltage drop 
below this level would extinguish 
the bulb. 

Switching-regulator techniques are 
also utilized in motor-control sys-
tems. A servo motor control is 
shown in Fig. 278. 

Switching-mode servo controls af-
ford an efficient means for ampli-
fication of directional information. 
As an alternative to the use of cas-
caded linear stages to drive a class 
B push-pull output stage, this 
switching mode of control allows the 
active elements of the amplifier to 
operate in either saturation or cut-
off. Because a relatively small length 
of time is spent in the active region 
of the devices, where power dissipa-
tion is high, the average power 
dissipation is lower. The efficiency 
of the over-all system, therefore, is 
higher. Switching servos are used 
in stable platforms for guidance and 
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Fig. 277-175-watt switching-regulator ballast. 

navigational systems, control of 
memory access devices in computer 
and data-processing systems, and 
other applications in which efficiency 
is a prime factor. 
An ever-expanding application for 

switching systems is in the ac 
motor-control field. Sometimes this 
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application is is necessary because the 
standby power is dc. More gener-
ally, however, high-speed inverters 
or switching circuits are used be-
cause the higher-frequency motors 
are more efficient and weigh less 
than their lower-frequency counter-
parts. 

48V 

MOTOR VOLTAGE 

+40V 

Fig. 278—Pulse-width-modulated servo-motor-driven output stage. 
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CONVERTERS AND 
IN 

In many applications, the apti-
mum value of voltage is not avail-
able from the primary power source. 
In such instances, de-to-de convert-
ers or de-to-ac inverters may be 
used, with or without regulation, to 
provide the optimum voltage for a 
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given circuit design. 
An inverter is a power-conversion 

device used to transform de power 
to ac power. If the ac output is rec-
tified and filtered to provide de 
again, the over-all circuit is referred 
to as a converter. The purpose of 
the converter is then to change the 
magnitude of the available de volt-
age. 
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Fig. 279—Simple converter circuits that may be ussed to replace vibrator-type converters 
in automobile radios: (a) converter circuit that uses separate output and feedback trans-
formers; (b) converter circuit in which the feedback windings are included on the out-

put transformer; (c) typical voltage and current waveforms. 
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Transistor Converters 
and Inverters 

Fig. 279 shows two simple con-
verter circuits which can be used in 
place of the conventional vibrator-
type converter in automobile radios. 
The switching drive to the two tran-
sistors is supplied by a separate, 
small, saturable transformer in the 
circuit of Fig. 279(a), and by an 
additional center-tapped drive wind-
ing on a single saturable trans-
former in Fig. 279(b). The charac-
teristic hysteresis loop of the 
auto-transformer used in the cir-
cuit of Fig. 279(b) is shown in 
Fig. 280. Transformer parameters 
such as frequency, number of turns, 

e 

Fig. 280—Characteristic hysteresis loop of 
auto-transformer used in circuit of Fig. 

279(b) 

and size and type of core material 
are determined by the operating re-
quirements for the circuit. Once the 
transformer has been established, a 
change in supply voltage results in 
a change in the operating frequency. 

Switching is accomplished as a re-
sult of the saturation of the trans-
former. When the slope of the 
hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 288 
is small, the magnetizing inductance 
is small and the magnetizing current 
increases rapidly. This situation ex-
ists as the loop is traversed in a 
counter-clockwise manner from point 
1 to point 2. From point 2 to point 
3, the magnetizing current increases 

very slowly because the magnetiz-
ing inductance is high. At point 3, 
the core is in saturation, and the 
magnetizing current again increases 
rapidly. As the current continues to 
increase (between points 3 and 4), 
the ON transistor comes out of satu-
ration. When point 4 has been 
reached, the voltages across the pri-
mary windings of the transformer 
have dropped to zero, and the bat-
tery voltage is applied across the 
collector-to-emitter terminals of 
each transistor. The magnetizing 
current then begins to decay, and 
voltages of opposite polarity are in-
duced across the transformer. At 
point 5, the magnetizing current has 
been reduced to zero, the second 
transistor is in saturation, and the 
first transistor has twice the bat-
tery voltage across its emitter-to-
collector junction. This sequence of 
events is repeated during each half-
cycle of the operation of the circuit, 
except for a reversal of polarity. 
The approximate load line of the 

converter circuit of Fig. 279(b) is 
shown in Fig. 281. Many of the im-
portant transistor ratings can be 

SATURATION 

CUTOFF 
5,6,7 .1_ _ 

VCC 2Vcc 

COLLECTOR—TO—EMITTER VOLTAGE 

Fig. 28I—Approximate load line for con-
verter circuit shown in Fig. 287(b). 

determined from this curve. For ex-
ample, the collector-to-emitter sus-
taining voltage under reverse-bias 
conditions, VcEv(sus), is given by 

VcEv (sus) > 2Vcc /Arco 

where Vcc is the collector-supply 
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voltage and AVcc is the magnitude 
of the supply variations or "spikes." 
The second-breakdown voltage limit 
Es/B for the transistor is given by 

Es/B > 1/4 (fga)'Ll 

where p is the common-emitter for-
ward-current transfer ratio, In is the 
base current, and L, is the total 
series inductance of the transformer 
and the load reflected to the input. 
As mentioned previously, the col-
lector-to-emitter saturation voltage 
Vcro(sat) of the transistor should be 
low. 

Fig. 282 shows the basic circuit 
configuration for a ringing-choke 
dc-to-dc converter. In this converter, 

Fig. 282—Basic circuit configuration of a 
ringing-choke dc-to-dc converter. 

a blocking oscillator (chopper cir-
cuit) is transformer-coupled to a 
half-wave-rectifier type of output 
circuit. The rectifier converts the 
pulsating oscillator output into a 
fixed-value dc output voltage. 
When the oscillator transistor Q, 

conducts (as a result of either a 
forward bias or external drive), 
energy is transferred to the collec-
tor inductance presented by the pri-
mary winding of transformer T1. 
The voltage induced across the 
transformer feedback winding con-
nected to the transistor base through 
resistor RD increases the conduction 
of Qi until the transistor is driven 
into saturation. The rectifier diode 
Citt in series with the secondary 
winding of transformer T, is oriented 
so that no power is delivered to 

the load circuit during this portion 
of the oscillator cycle. 
With transistor Q, in saturation, 

the collector current through the pri-
mary inductance of transformer T, 
rises linearly with time (—di/dt = 
E/L) until the base drive supplied 
by the transformer feedback wind-
ing can no longer maintain in 
saturation. As the current through 
Qi decreases from the saturation 
level, the voltage induced into the 
feedpack winding decreases, and 
transistor Qi is rapidly driven be-
yond cutoff. The energy stored in 
the collector inductance (primary 
of transformer 7%) is relased by the 
collapsing magnetic field and coupled 
by the secondary winding of trans-
former T,, through rectifier diode 
CR,, to the load resistance RI. and 
filter capacitor C,. The filter capa-
citor stores the energy it receives 
from the collector inductance. When 
no current is supplied to the load 
circuit from the oscillator (i.e., dur-
ing conduction of transistor Q,), 
capacitor C, supplies current to the 
load resistance RI, to maintain the 
output voltage at a relatively con-
stant value. The switching action 
of rectifier diode CR, prevents any 
decrease of the energy stored by 
capacitor Ci because of the nega-
tive pulse coupled from the oscilla-
tor during the periods that transistor 
Q, conducts. 
The operating efficiency of the 

ringing-choke converter is low, and 
the circuit, therefore, is used pri-
marily in low-power applications. In 
addition, because power is delivered 
to the output circuit for only a 
small fraction of the oscillator cycle 
(i.e., when Q, is not conducting), the 
circuit has a relatively high ripple 
factor which substantially increases 
output filtering requirements. This 
converter, however, provides defi-
nite advantages to the system de-
signer in terms of design simplicity 
and compactness. 

In a converter, the change in fre-
quency of operation with supply volt-
age is not usually important because 
the output voltage is rectified and 
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filtered. In an inverter circuit, how-
ever, the frequency may be very 
important and is generally controlled 
by adjustment of the supply volt-
age. Typically, the de supply voltage 
is controlled by means of a voltage 
regulator inserted ahead of the con-
verter to stabilize the input voltage 
and a power amplifier following the 
converter to isolate the converter 
from the effects of a varying load. 

Inverters may be used to drive 
any equipment which requires an ac 
supply, such as motors, ac radios, 
television receivers, or fluorescent 
lighting. In addition, an inverter 
can be used to drive electromechani-
cal transducers in ultrasonic equip-
ment, such as ultrasonic cleaners 
and sonar detection devices. 

Fig. 283 shows a block diagram 
of a typical inverter circuit. The 
output frequency is directly depend-
ent on the induced voltage of the 
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Fig. 283—Block diagram of typical — 
inverter circuit. 

converter transformer. The feedback 
shown samples this induced voltage 
and adjusts the output of the voltage 
regulator to maintain a constant in-
duced voltage in the converter and 
thus a constant output frequency. 
If a regulated output voltage is not 
required, the second voltage regula-
tor is omitted. 
The push-pull switching inverter 

is probably the most widely used 
type of power-conversion circuit. 
For inverter applications, the circuit 
provides a square-wave ac output. 

When the inverter is used to pro-
vide de-to-de conversion, the square-
wave voltage is usually applied to 
a full-wave bridge rectifier and filter. 

Fig. 284 shows the configuration 
of the push-pull switching converter. 
The single saturable transformer 
controls circuit switching and pro-
vides the desired voltage transfor-
mation for the square-wave output 
delivered to the bridge rectifier. 
The rectifier and filter convert the 
square-wave voltage in a smooth, 
fixed-amplitude de output voltage. 
When the voltage Vcc is applied 

to the converter circuit, current 
tends to flow through both switch-
ing transistors Q, and Q2. It is 
very unlikely, however, that a per-
fect balance can be achieved be-
tween corresponding active and 
passive components of the two 
transistor sections; therefore, the 
initial flow of current through one 
of the transistors is slightly larger 
than that through the other tran-
sistor. If transistor Qi is assumed 
to conduct more heavily initially, 
the rise in current through its col-
lector inductance causes a voltage 
to be induced in the feedback wind-
ings of transformer Ti which supply 
the base drive to transistors Q, and 
Q.. The base-drive voltages are in 
the proper polarity to increase the 
current through Q, and to decrease 
the current thruogh Q.. As a result 
of regenerative action, the conduc-
tion of Qi is rapidly increased, and 
Q2 is quickly driven to cutoff. 
The increased current through 

Q, causes the core of the collector 
inductance to saturate. The induc-
tance no longer impedes the rise 
in current, and the transistor cur-
rent increases sharply into the satu-
ration region. For this condition, 
the magnetic field about the collec-
tor inductance is constant, and no 
voltage is induced in the feedback 
windings of transformer Ta. With 
the cutoff base voltage removed, cur-
rent is allowed to flow through 
transistor Q2. The increase in cur-
rent through the collector inductance 
of this transistor causes voltages to 
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be induced in the feedback windings 
in the polarity that increases the 
current through Q. and decreases 
the current through Q,. This effect 
is aided by the collapsing magnetic 
field about the collector inductance 
of Q, that results from the decrease 
in current through this transistor. 
The feedback voltages produced by 
this collapsing field quickly drive 
Q, beyond cutoff and further increase 
the conduction of Q2 until the core 
of the collector inductance for this 
transistor saturates to initiate a 
new cycle of operation. The square 
wave of voltage produced by the 
switching action of transistors Q, 
and Q., is coupled by transformer 
T, to the bridge rectifier and filter, 
which develop a smooth, constant-
amplitude de voltage across the load 
resistance The small ripple pro-
duced by the square wave greatly 
simplifies filter requirements. 

TI 

Fig. 284—Basic circuit configuration of a 
single-transformer push-pull switching con-

verter. 

Push-pull transformer-coupled con-
verters with full-wave rectification 
provide power to the load continu-
ously and are, therefore, well suited 
for low-impedance, high-power ap-
plications. Although not as eco-
nomical as the ringing-choke design, 
the push-pull configuration provides 
higher efficiency and improved regu-
lation. 

In high-power driven inverters, it 
is not uncommon to use a Darling-
ton connection to increase the cur-
rent gain. However, this configura-

tion increases the Vci, saturation 
of the output and does not permit 
a fast turn-off. The boosted Darling-
ton inverter shown in Fig. 285 uses 
two small additional transformer 
windings (N. and INI,) and eliminates 
both problems. 

Fig. 285—Boosted Darlington inverter 
with turn-off drive. 

The polarity of N. and N, is 
shown for Q, ON and (1 OFF. N. 
.and N, are wound on core No. 1 
which could be a motor or other 
magnetic structure. The voltage de-
veloped across N. allows Q, to satu-
rate fully while the voltage across 
N, allows Q. to have a reverse bias 
applied, thus helping the device to 
turn off. The diodes provide a path 
for reverse bias when the transistor 
turns off and blocks voltage while 
the transistor is on; thus, they al-
low the driver transistors to control 
the output units. 
Three-phase bridge inverters for 

induction motors are usually used to 
convert dc, 60-Hz, or 400-Hz input 
to a much higher frequency, pos-
sibly as high as 10 kHz. Increasing 
frequency reduces the motor size 
and increases the horsepower-to-
weight ratio, desirable features in 
military, aviation, and portable in-
dustrial power-tool markets. Fig. 
286 shows a typical three-phase 
bridge circuit with base driving sig-
nals and transformer primary cur-
rents. 
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Fig. 286—Three-phase bridge inverter: (a) 
circuit configuration; (b) base driving sig-
nals; (c) transformer primary current 

switching. 

Fig. 287 shows the schematic dia-
gram of a two-transistor, two-trans-
former inverter circuit. A saturable 
base-drive transformer T. controls 
the inverter switching operation. A 
linearly operating output trans-
former T, transfers the output power 
to the load. The output transformer 

Ti is not allowed to saturate; there-
fore, the peak collector current 
through the transistor is determined 
principally by the value of the load 
impedance. 
Because no two transistors are 

perfectly matched, one of the tran-
sistors in the inverter circuit con-
ducts more rapidly than the other 
when the power is turned on. This 
transistor, Q. for example, tends 
toward saturation and causes posi-
tive voltages to appear at the dotted 
ends of the transformers. Thus, 
there is an effective positive feed-
back that causes Q, to switch off 
and Q. to switch on. The voltage 
from the collector of Q, to the col-
lector of Q. is then positive and 
equal to twice the collector supply 
voltage Vnc. The voltage VR fb across 
the feedback resistor Rfb is essen-
tially the product of the resistance 
R., and the base current referred to 
the primary of T.. The voltage 
across T, is equal to 2 Vec — VRfb. 
At the beginning of the next half-

cycle, the voltage across Rn, in-
creases very slowly with the 
slowly increasing magnetizing cur-
rent through T.. When T. reaches 
its saturation flux density, the mag-
netizing current increases very 

V Rf b 

Fig. 287—Two-transistor! two-transformer 
inverter. 

rapidly and causes a rapid increase 
in Vitn,. As a result, the voltage 
across T. decerases rapidly and Q. 
comes out of saturation. The collec-
tor voltage of Q. then rises, and 
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regenerative action causes Q, and 
Q, to reverse states. As these 
processes are repeated during suc-
ceeding half-cycles, oscillations are 
sustained. 

SCR Inverters 

SCR inverters offer an efficient 
and economical method for conver-
sion of direct current to alternating 
current. In the design of an SCR 
inverter, the fact that the SCR is 
basically a "latching" device must 
be considered. Anode current can 
be initiated at any time by applica-
tion of a signal of the proper polar-
ity to the gate. However, the gate 
loses control as soon as conduction 
begins, and current continues to 
flow, regardless of any gate signal 
which may be applied, as long as the 
anode remains positive. Special com-
mutating circuitry is required to 
turn off the SCR at the proper time. 
A basic commutation circuit is shown 
in Fig. 288(a). 
When conduction is initiated by 

application of a positive pulse to 
the gate, the voltage across the SCR 
decreases rapidly as current in-
creases through it because of the 
voltage drop across the inductor L. 
The capacitor C charges through the 
resistor R in the polarity indicated. 
If the switch S is then closed, the 
capacitor will be connected across 
the SCR in such a polarity that the 
anode of the SCR is suddenly driven 
negative. Conduction of the SCR 
then ceases as soon as the charge 
stored in the device has been re-
moved by the reverse recovery cur-
rent. 
The time required for the SCR to 

recover its forward blocking cap-
ability, as shown in Fig. 288(b), 
limits the maximum operating fre-
quency of the inverter. If the SCR 
has not recovered its blocking cap-
ability by the time the anode swings 
positive, continuous conduction re-
sults, and no ac power is generated. 
Special fast-turn-off SCR's, which 
permit operation at frequencies up 
to 25 KHZ, are currently available. 
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Fig. 288—Commutation of an SCR: (a) 
basic commutation circuit; (b) voltage and 

current waveforms. 

Fig. 289(a) shows the basic con-
figuration for an inverter circuit. 
An ac output can be generated by 
alternately closing and opening 
switches Si and S2. A more practical 
method of producing an ac output is 
to replace switches S, and S, with 
SCR's, as shown in Fig. 289(b). 
Capacitor C is used, as previously 
described, to commutate SCR, and 
SCR, alternately. 

Inverter circuits may use other 
methods of commutation. For ex-
ample, auxiliary SCR's may be used 
to produce a negative commutating 
pulse across the inverter SCR at the 
proper time, or a saturable reactor 
may be used in series with a capaci-
tor to produce a commutating pulse 
at the proper time. 
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Fig. 289—Inverter circuits: (a) basic con-
figuration; (b) SCR inverter. 

Fig. 290 shows a typical high-
frequency SCR switching inverter; 
Fig. 291 shows the waveshapes 
across the SCR and the output of 
the transformer. For resistive loads, 
this inverter is capable of deliver-
ing 500 watts of output power at an 
operating frequency of 8 kHz, and 
is provided with regulation from a 
no-load condition to full load. With 
proper output derating, this circuit 
can also accommodate inductive and 
capacitive loads. Under a capacitive 
load, the power dissipation of the 
SCR's is increased; under an induc-
tive load, the turn-off time is de-
creased. 
The inverter can be operated at 

any optional frequency up to 8 kHz 
provided that a suitable output trans-
former is used and the timing ca-
pacitors are changed in the gate-
trigger-pulse generator. A change 
in operating frequency, however, 
does not require any change in the 
commutating components C, and Li. 

The operation of the SCR inverter is 
very similar to that of the two-
transistor push-pull inverter except 
that external gate-trigger signals 
are required to initiate the SCR 
switching action. 

Fig. 290 shows the two thyristors 
SCR, and SCR: connected to the out-
put transformer T,. These thyristors 
are alternately triggered into con-
duction by gate-trigger pulse gener-
ator to produce an alternating cur-
rent in the primary of the power 
transformer. Fig. 291 shows typical 
operating wave forms for the SCR 
inverter. 
The thyristors are commutated 

by capacitor C,, which is connected 
between the anodes of SCR, and 
SCR2. The flow of current through 
the circuit can be traced more easily 
if it is assumed that initially SCR, 
is conducting and SCR2 is cut off 
and that the common cathode con-
nection of the SCR's is the refer-
ence point. For this condition, the 
voltage at the anode of SCR2 is 
twice the voltage of the dc power 
supply, i.e., 2E... The load current 
flows from the de power supply 
through one-half the primary wind-
ing of transformer T1, inductor L2, 
SCR,, and inductor Li. When the fir-
ing current is applied to the gate of 
SCR2, this SCR turns on and con-
ducts. 
During the "ON" period of SCR2, 

the capacitor C, begins to discharge 
through Ls, SCR2, SCR,, and L2. In-
ductors L2 and L. function to limit 
the rate of rise of the discharge cur-
rent di/dt so that the associated 
stresses are maintained within the 
capability of the device during the 
turn-on of the SCR. The effect of 
this control is to decrease the turn-
on dissipation, which becomes a sig-
nificant portion of the total device 
dissipation at high repetition rates. 
The discharge current through 

SCR, flows in a reverse direction, 
and after the carriers are swept out 
(and recombined) the SCR, switch 
opens (i.e., SCRi switches to the 
"OFF" state). At this time, the volt-
age across the capacitor C,, which 
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Fig. 290—High-frequency SCR push-pull switching inverter. 

is approximately equal to —2E.,.., 
appears across SCR, as reverse volt-
age. This voltage remains long 
enough to allow the device to recover 
for forward blocking. Simultane-
ously during this interval, the con-
ducting SCR, establishes another 
discharge path for capacitor C, 
through transformer T, and induc-
tors L, and L,. The role of inductor 
L, is to control the rate of discharge 
of the capacitor to allow sufficient 
time for turn-off. 

After capacitor C, is discharged 
from —2E„„ to zero, it starts to 
charge in the opposite direction to 
+2E„.,. When C, is charged to 
+2E„„, because of the phase shift 
between voltage and current, the 
flux in the inductor L, at that time 
is a maximum. This reactive energy 
stored in the inductor is normally 
transferred to the capacitor and 
causes an "overvoltage" or "over-
charge," which in this particular 
case is undesirable. Voltages on the 

capacitor higher than 2E— produce 
a negative voltage at the anode of 
SCR, with respect to the negative 
terminal of the de power supply. 

(  
Fig. 29I—Typical operating waveforms 
for SCR inverter shown in Fig. 290. 
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This condition is prevented by use 
of a clamping diode CR2 connected 
to an extra tap on the transformer 
oriented close to the anode of SCR.. 
As a result, the amount of "over-
charge" of the capacitor is consid-
erably reduced. The energy stored 
in inductor 1.41 causes current to flow 
through diode CR2, the N4 trans-
former winding, inductor 142, and 
SCR.. Transformer windings N4 and 
N3 act as an autotransformer 
through which the energy stored in 
the inductor is fed back to the power 
supply. 
When the firing current is applied 

to the gate of SCR,, this device con-
ducts and the process described 
above is repeated. 
Each time the SCR's turn off to 

interrupt the reverse recovery cur-
rent, a certain amount of energy 
remains in the inductor. This en-
ergy is transferred to the device 
capacitance, which is relatively 
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small, and thus a high-voltage tran-
sient is generated. This high-voltage 
transient may exceed the rating of 
the device, produce undesirable 
stresses, and increase the switching 
dissipation. A transient-suppressor 
network consisting of two 1N547 
diodes, resistors Rh R2, and R., and 
capacitors C2 and C. prevents this 
transient voltage from exceeding the 
maximum rating of the SCR's. 

Pulse-Width-Modulated 
Converters 

A technique referred to as pulse-
width modulation can be used to 
maintain the output voltage of a 
dc-to-dc converter constant under 
conditions of varying input voltages 
and load. A block diagram of a cir-
cuit used for this type of function is 
shown in Fig. 292. The "on" time 
of the switching transistors is varied 
to provide varying amounts of en-
ergy to the output. The feedback 
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Fig. 292—Pulse-width-modulated converter: (a) block diagram; (b) collector-current 
waveform when circuit is heavily loaded; (c) collector-current waveform when circuit 

is lightly loaded. 
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circuit adjusts the pulse width to 
maintain a fixed-voltage output cur-
rent. Waveforms are shown for a 
lightly loaded and a heavily loaded 
case. 

AUTOMOBILE IGNITION 
SYSTEM 

Fig. 293 shows a simple ignition 
system that uses an n-p-n transistor; 
performance curves for the circuit 

Fig. 293-Solid-state automobile ignition 
system. 

are shown in Fig. 294. The advan-
tages of this circuit include less 
maintenance of points and spark 
plugs, better performance at high 
engine speeds, and easier engine 
starting. 
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Fig. 294-Ignition voltage as a function of 
engine speed. 

PULSE MODULATORS 

Silicon controlled rectifiers are 
often used in pulse circuits in which 
the ratio of peak to average current 
is large. Typical applications include 
radar pulse modulators, inverters, 
and switching regulators. The limit-
ing parameter in such applications 
often is the time required for for-
ward current to spread over the 
whole area of the junction. Losses 
in the SCR are high, and are con-
centrated in a small region until 
the entire junction area is in con-
duction. This concentraton produces 
undesirable high temperatures. 
A typical SCR pulse modulator 

circuit is shown in Fig. 295; basic 
waveforms for the circuit are 
shown in Fig. 296. The capacitors 
of the energy-storage network are 
charged by the de supply. The SCR 
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Fig. 295-Basic pulse modulator circuit. 
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is triggered by pulses from the gate-
trigger generator No.1, and the 
energy-storage network discharges 
through an inductance and the load 
(transformer). Fig. 296 shows that 
the discharge of the storage net-
work is oscillatory; the half-sine-
wave shape is characteristic of a 
single LC-section energy-storage 
network. 
For turn-off, the load is "mis-

matched" to the discharge-circuit 
impedance so that a negative volt-
age is developed on the capacitor 
at the end of the pulse. 
As an example, the rise-time por-

tion of turn-on is defined as the 
time interval between the 10-per-
cent and 90-per-cent points on the 
current wave shape when the SCR 
is triggered on in a circuit that has 
rated forward voltage and sufficient 

iF 300 A 

o 

t = 2jas 1 

Fig. 296—Turn-on requirements for a 
pulse-modulator SCR. 

resistance to limit the current to 
rated values. For a 600-volt device, 
the end of the turn-on interval occurs 
when the forward voltage drop 
across the SCR is 60 volts. This 
value contrasts with the steady-

state forward voltage of only 1 or 
2 volts under such conditions. An 
interval many times greater than 
the turn-on time may be required 
before the forward voltage drop re-
duces to the steady-state level. 

AC Power Controls 

Thyristors have been widely ac-
cepted in power-control applications 
in industrial systems where high-
performance requirements justify 
the economics of the application. 
Historically, in the commercial 
high-volume market, economic con-
siderations have precluded the use 
of the thyristor. However, with 
the development of several families 
of thyristors by RCA designed spe-
cifically for mass-production econ-
omy and rated for 120- and 240-volt 
line operation, the use of these de-
vices in controls for many types 
of small electric motors, incandescent 
lighting, and electric heating ele-
ments has been made economically 
feasible. The controls can be de-
signed to provide good performance, 
maximum efficiency, and high re-
liability in compact packaging ar-
rangements. 

Basic Requirements 

The simplest form of half-wave 
power control is shown in rig. 
297. This circuit provides a simple, 
non-regulating half-wave power con-
trol that begins at the 90-degree con-
duction (peak-voltage) point and 
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Fig. 297—Degree of control over conduc-
tion angles when ac resistive network is 
used to trigger (a) SCR's and (b) triacs. 
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may be adjusted to within a few 
degrees of full conduction (180-
degree half-cycle). 
The half-wave proportional control 

shown in Fig. 298 is a non-regulating 
circuit whose function depends upon 
an RC delay network for gate phase-
lag control. This circuit is better than 
simple resistance firing circuits be-
cause the phase-shifting character-
istics of the RC network permit the 
firing of the SCR beyond the peak of 
the impressed voltage, resulting in 
small conduction angles. On the posi-
tive half-cycle of the applied voltage, 
capacitor C is charged through the 
network R. and R.. When the voltage 
across capacitor C exceeds the gate-
firing voltage of the SCR, the SCR is 
turned on; during the remaining por-
tion of the half-cycle, ac power is 
applied to the load. 

Fig. 298—SCR hall-wave proportional 
power control circuit. 

The delay in firing the SCR de-
pends upon the time-constant net-
work (R., Rb, C) which produces a 
gate-firing voltage that is shifted in 
phase with respect to the supply 
voltage. The amount of phase shift 
is adjusted by 11.. With maximum 
resistance in the circuit, the RC time 
constant is longest. This condition 
results in a large phase shift with a 
correspondingly small conduction 
angle. With minimum resistance, the 
phase shift is small, and essentially 
the full line voltage is applied to 
the load. 
The control circuit uses the break-

down voltage of a disc as a 
threshold setting for firing the 
SCR. The diac is specifically de-
signed for handling the high-cur-
rent pulses required to trigger SCR's. 
When the voltage across capacitor C 

reaches the breakdown voltage of the 
diac, it fires and C discharges 
through the diac to its maintaining 
voltage. At this point, the diac 
again reverts to its high-impedance 
state. The discharge of the capaci-
tor from breakdown to maintaining 
voltage of the diac provides a cur-
rent pulse of sufficient magnitude 
to fire the SCR. Once the SCR has 
fired, the voltage across the phase-
shift network reduces to the for-
ward voltage drop of the SCR for 
the remainder of the half-cycle. 
Two SCR's are usually required 

to provide full-wave power control. 
Because of the bidirectional switch-
ing characteristics of triacs, how-
ever, only one of these devices is 
needed to provide the same type of 
control. Fig. 299 shows three full-
wave power controls that employ 
thyristors. 

In circuits of this type, a rapidly 
rising off-state voltage can occur 
across the thyristor when the de-
vice changes from a conducting 
state to a blocking state (commu-
tates). The influence of this dv/dt 
stress on the operation of the power-
control element is described below. 
Consideration is given only to those 
circuit applications that utilize a 
triac as the main power-control 
element. 
The dv/dt stress in a circuit with 

a resistive load (such as those just 
described) can be illustrated by con-
sideration of a circuit with a 6-
ampere load that has a power 
factor close to unity. The load re-
sistance in this circuit is 20 ohms 
for a source voltage of 120 volts. If 
the total circuit inductance is as-
sumed to be 500 microhenries and 
the total triac and stray capacitance 
is 500 picofarads, the circuit factor 
for the conducting state is 0.99996, 
lagging. Thus, the load current lags 
the line voltage by the small phase 
delay of approximately 25 micro-
seconds. At the time that the triac 
commutates current, the line voltage 
is 1.6 volts. At this time, a transient 
damped oscillation occurs as a re-
sult of the interaction of the triac 
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junction capacitance and the circuit 
inductance. For the circuit parameter 
values given (R = 20 ohms, L = 
500 microhenries, and C = 500 pico-
farads), the frequency of oscillation 
is 3.2 x 10° Hz. Calculation of the 
maximum dv/dt stress across the 
triac yields a value of 1.97 volts per 
microsecond. The voltage at the time 
of commutation is then 1.6 voltr. 
and the maximum commutating 
dv/dt becomes 3.15 volts per micrc-
second. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 299—Full-wave thyristor motor control 
circuits using (a) bridge rectifier and a 
single SCR; (b) inverse parallel SCR's; 

(c) a triac. 

Thus, it can be seen that a definite 
dv/dt stress is imposed on the triac 
even when the load is primarily re-
sistive. Because all resistive circuit 
configurations have some small in-
ductance associated with them, a 

commutating dv/dt stress is pro-
duced in all resistive circuits. Fig. 
300 shows a commutating dv/dt 
waveshape for a resistive load of 6 
amperes in a 120-volt triac control 
circuit. 
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Fig. 300—Triac principal voltage during 
commutation of a resistive load. 

The use of triacs for full-wave 
ac power control results in either 
fixed or adjustable power to the load. 
Fixed load power is achieved by use 
of the triac as a static on-off switch 
which applies effectively all of the 
available line voltage to the load, or 
by use of the triac in a fixed-phase 
firing mode which applies only the 
desired portion of the line voltage 
to the load. The latter method of 
operation is but one point of an in-
finite number of available points 
which can be attained by variable-
phase firing operation. 

Fig. 301 shows the current and 
voltage waveshapes produced when 
a triac is used to control ac power 
to a highly inductive load for on-off 
triac operation; Fig. 302 illustrates 
the waveshapes for phase-control 
operation. Because the load is highly 
inductive (wL>>R), the load cur-
rent lags the line voltage by some 
phase angle e. When the current 
through the triac (i.e., the load cur-
rent) goes to zero (commutates), 
the triac turns off. In static control 
operation, the triac is immediately 
turned on by continuous application, 
or re-application, of the gate trigger-
ing signal; thus, this signal causes 
the triac to continue conducting for 
the desired number of successive 
half-cycles. 
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As shown in Fig. 301, at time ti, 
the gate is opened and the triac 
continues to conduct for the re-
mainder of that half-cycle of load 
current. At the end of the half-
cycle, commutation occurs and the 
triac is subjected to an off-state 
blocking voltage which has a polarity 
opposite to the conducted current 
and a magnitude equal to the value 
of line voltage at that instant. Be-
cause the triac goes from a conduct-
ing state to a blocking state in a 
very short period of time, the rate 
of rise of off-state voltage is very 
rapid. This rapidly rising off-state 
voltage produces a dv/dt across the 
main power terminals of the triac 
and can result in the triac going into 
conduction if the triac is incapable 
of withstanding the dv/dt. 

SOURCE 
VOLTAGE, 

TRIAC 
PRINCIPAL_ 
CURRENT 

•-• I 

TRIAC 
PRINCIPAL 
VOCAGE 

TIME 

Fig. 30I—Principal voltage and current 
for static-switch triac operation with an 

inductive load. 

Fig. 302 shows the waveshapes 
produced for phase-control opera-
tion with an inductive load. The os-
cillations which are present on the 
peaks of the voltage waveform are 
the result of interaction of the cir-
cuit inductance and capacitance. For 
this type of operation, the stress 
caused by the commutating dv/dt is 
produced each time the current 
crosses the zero-axis and, there-
fore, occurs at a frequency equal to 
twice the line-voltage frequency. If 
the triac is incapable of sustaining 
the dv/dt which is produced, it goes 

SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE 

—/ 

PRINCIPAL 
CURRENT 

COMMUTATING 
dv/dt 

PRINCIPAL 
VOLTAGE 

1— clI/dt 

COMMUTATING 

Fig. 302—Principal voltage and current 
for phase-control triac operation with an 

inductive load. 

into a conducting state and remains 
in continuous conduction, supplying 
current to the load. This malfunc-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 303. 

TRIAC 
PRINCIPAL 
CURRENT 

TRIAC 
PRINCIPAL 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. 303—Principal voltage and current 
showing malfunction of triac as a result 
of commutating dv/dt produced by an 

inductive load. 

Fig. 304(a) shows the circuit dia-
gram of a series connection of volt-
age source, triac, and load. An equiv-
alent circuit for this series connec-
tion is shown in Fig. 304(b). When 
the triac is in conduction, the triac 
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junction capacitance is shunted by 
a low-value, nonlinear resistance 
which minimizes the effect of triac 
capacitance. However, when the triac 
 ,  

INDUCTIVE 
LOAD 

AC 
POWER 
SOURCE 

MT2 

TRIAC 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 304—(a) Series-circuit connection of 
triac, inductive load, and ac power source; 

and (b) equivalent circuit. 

goes out of conduction, the resistive 
component becomes very large and 
the equivalent triac shunting capa-
citance becomes significant. Because 
the circuit is basically a series RLC 
circuit, the voltage waveshape and 
the rate of rise of voltage across 
the triac at commutation are de-
termined by the magnitude of source 
voltage and the circuit inductance, 
capacitance, and resistance. Thus 
the rising off-state voltage across 
the triac can be an overdamped, 
critically damped, or underdamped 
oscillation. 
The increased complexity of air-

craft control systems, and the need 
for greater reliability than electro-
mechanical switching can offer, has 
led to the use of solid-state power 
switching in aircraft. Because 400-
Hz power is used almost universally 
in aircraft systems, triacs employed 
for power switching and control in 
such systems must have a substan-
tially higher commutating dv/dt 
capability than are those employed 
similarly in 60-Hz systems. (The in-
crease in commutating dv/dt stresses 

on triacs with increases in fre-
quency was explained previously in 
the section on Thyristors.) RCA of-
fers an extensive line of triacs rated 
for 400-Hz applications. 
Areas of application for 400-Hz 

triacs on aircraft include: 
1. Heater controls for food-warm-

ing ovens and for windshield de-
frosters. 

2. Lighting controls for instru-
ment panels and cabin illumination. 

3. Motor controls. 
4. Solenoid controls. 
5. Power supply switches 
Fig. 305 shows a low-current triac 

in use in a simple, common, propor-
tional-control application; the cir-
cuit consists of a single RC time 
constant and a threshold device. 
The trigger diac is used as a 
threshold device to remove the de-
pendence of the trigger circuit on 

Fig. 305—Simple control circuit using a 
single lime constant. 

variations in gate trigger character-
istics. The circuit can provide suffi-
cient control for many applications, 
such as heaters and motor-speed and 
switching controls. Because of its 
simplicity, the circuit can be pack-
aged in confined areas where space 
is at a premium. Electrically, it dis-
plays a hysteresis effect and initially 
turns on for resistive loads with a 
conduction angle which may be too 
large; however, it provides maximum 
power output at the full "on" posi-
tion of the control potentiometer. 
The hysteresis effect produced by 

a single-time-constant circuit can 
be reduced by addition of a resistor 
(Rs) in series with the trigger diac, 
as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 
305. The series resistor reduces the 
capacitor discharge time and thus 
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provides reduced time lag because 
of the diac turn-on-characteristics. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 306 uses 

a double-time-constant control to 
improve on the performance of the 
single-time-constant control circuit. 
This circuit minimizes the hysteresis 
effect and allows the triac to turn 
on at small conduction angles. The 
circuit has the advantages of low 
hysteresis, bidirectional operation at 

Fig. 306—Control circuit using a double 
time constant. 

small conduction angles, and con-
tinuous control up to the maximum 
conduction angle. In addition, the 
fixed resistor Rt can be replaced by 
a trimmer potentiometer for mini-
mum control at low conduction 
angles. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 307 uses 

a neon bulb as a threshold device 
rather than the solid-state diac. 
This circuit has the advantages of 
low hysteresis, bidirectional opera-
tion at small conduction angles, and 

Fig. 307—Control circuit using u neon-
bulb threshold device. 

continuous control up to the maxi-
mum conduction angle. Because the 
neon-bulb threshold voltage is higher 
than that of a solid-stage diac, how-
ever, full 360-degree control may 
not be achieved. 

Fig. 308 shows a circuit in which 
an SCR controls the triggering and 
operation of a triac in an integral-
cycle control circuit which is radio-
frequency-interference free. A basic 
SCR gate-trigger or gate-control 

Fig. 308—Integral-cycle control circuit. 

circuit can be represented by a volt-
age source and a series resistance, 
as shown in Fig. 309. The series re-
sistance should include both the ex-

CIRCUIT RESISTANCE 

Rc 

PULSE 
SOURCE 

Fig. 309—Equivalent gate trigger circuit. 

ternal circuit resistance and the in-
ternal generator resistance. With 
this type of equivalent circuit, the 
conventional load-line approach to 
gate trigger-circuit design can be 
used. With pulse-type triggering, it 
is assumed initially that the time 
required to trigger all SCR's of the 
same type is known, and that the 
maximum allowable gate trigger 
pulse widths for specific peak gate 
power inputs are to be determined. 
The magnitude of gate trigger cur-
rent required to turn on an SCR of 
a given type can be determined 
from the turn-on characteristics 
shown in the section on Thyristors. 
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The triac in Fig. 308 is not trig-
gered as long as the SCR is on. When 
the SCR is turned off by removal 
of the gate signal and application of 
a negative anode potential, the triac 
is triggered on at the beginning of 
the next half-cycle. When the triac 
conducts, the capacitor charges up 
to the peak supply voltage and re-
tains its charge to trigger the triac 
on in the next half-cycle. When the 
triac conducts in the reverse direc-
tion, the negative charge on the ca-
pacitor is held to a low value so that 
it does not trigger the triac when 
the supply voltage reverses. If the 
SCR is still off, the triac repeats its 
conduction angle. If the SCR is con-
ducting, the triac does not trigger 
on, but remains off until the SCR is 
again turned off. This circuit pro-
vides the unique function of integral-
cycle switching, i.e., once the triac 
is triggered on, it completes one full 
cycle before turning off. This type 
of switching eliminates de com-
ponents present with half-wave con-
trol. The circuit also provides syn-
chronous switching, i.e., the triac 
turns on at the beginning of the 
cycle and does not generate RFI. 

Light Dimmers 

A simple, inexpensive light-
dimmer circuit can be constructed 
with a diac, a triac, and an RC 
charge-control network. It is im-
portant to remember that a triac in 
this type of circuit dissipates power 
at the rate of about one watt per 
ampere. Therefore, some means of 
removing heat must be provided to 
keep the device within its safe oper-
ating-temperature range. On a small 
light-control circuit such as one 
built into a lamp socket, the lead-in 
wire serves as an effective heat sink. 
Attachment of the triac case directly 
to one of the lead-in wires provides 
sufficient heat dissipation for operat-
ing currents up to 2 amperes (rms). 
On wall-mounted controls operating 
up to 6 amperes, the combination of 
faceplate and wallbox serves as an 
effective heat sink. For higher-power 

controls, however, the ordinary face-
plate and wallbox do not provide 
sufficient heat-sink area. In this 
case, additional area may be ob-
tained by use of a finned face plate 
that has a cover plate which stands 
out from the wall so air can circu-
late freely over the fins. 
On wall-mounted controls, it is 

also important that the triac be elec-
trically isolated from the face plate, 
but at the same time be in good 
thermal contact with it. Although 
the thermal conductivity of most 
electrical insulators is relatively 
low when compared with metals, a 
low-thermal-resistance, electrically 
isolated bond of triac te faceplate 
can be obtained if the thickness of 
the insulator is minimized and the 
area for heat transfer through the 
insulator is maximized. Suitable in-
sulating materials are fiberglass 
tape, ceramic sheet, mica, and 
polyimide film. Fig. 310 shows two 
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Fig. 310—Examples of isolated mounting 
of triacs. 

examples of isolated mounting for 
triacs in a TO-5 package and the 
new plastic package. Electrical in-
sulating tape is first placed over 
the inside of the faceplate. The triac 
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is then mounted to the insulated 
faceplate by use of epoxy-resin 
cement. 

Because the light output of an in-
candescent lamp depends upon the 
voltage impressed upon the lamp 
filament, changes in the lamp volt-
age vary the brightness of the 
lamp. When ac source voltages are 
used, a triac can be used in series 
with an incandescent lamp to vary 
the voltage to the lamp by changing 
its conduction angle; i.e., the por-
tion of each half-cycle of ac line 
voltage in which the triac conducts 
to provide voltage to the lamp fila-
ment. The triac, therefore, is very 
attractive as a switching element in 
light-dimming applications. 
To switch incandescent-lamp loads 

reliably, a triac must be able to with-
stand the inrush current of the lamp 
load. The inrush current is a result 
of the difference between the cold 
and hot resistance of the tungsten 
filament. The cold resistance of the 
tungsten filament is much lower 
than the hot resistance. The result-
ing inrush current is approximately 
12 times the normal operating cur-
rent of the lamp. 
The simplest circuit that can be 

used for light-dimming applications 
is shown in Fig. 311. This circuit 
uses a diac in series with the gate of 
a triac to minimize the variations in 

Fig. 311—Single-time-constant light-
dimmer circuit. 

gate trigger characteristics. In appli-
cations where space is at a premium, 
the RCA-40431 or RCA-40432, which 
combines the functions of both triac 
and diac, may be used. Changes in 
the resistance in series with the ca-

pacitor change the conduction angle 
of the triac. Because of its simpli-
city, this circuit can be packaged 
in confined areas where space is at 
a premium. 
The capacitor in the circuit of Fig. 

311 is charged through the control 
potentiometer and the series re-
sistance. The series resistance is used 
to protect the potentiometer by 
limiting the capacitor charging cur-
rent when the control potentiometer 
is at its minimum resistance setting. 
This resistor may be eliminated if 
the potentiometer can withstand the 
peak charging current until the triac 
turns on. The diac conducts when 
the voltage on the capacitor reaches 
its breakover voltage. The capaci-
tor then discharges through the diac 
to produce a current pulse of suffi-
cient amplitude and width to trigger 
the triac. Because the triac can be 
triggered with either polarity of 
gate signal, the same operation oc-
curs on the opposite half-cycle of the 
applied voltage. The triac, there-
fore, is triggered and conducts on 
each half-cycle of the input supply 
voltage. 
The interaction of the RC network 

and the trigger diode results in a 
hysteresis effect when the triac is 
initially triggered at small conduc-
tion angles. The hysteresis effect is 
characterized by a difference in the 
control potentiometer setting when 
the triac is first triggered and when 
the circuit turns off. Fig. 312 shows 
the interaction between the RC net-
work and the diac to produce the 
hysteresis effect. The capacitor volt-
age and the ac line voltage are 
shown as solid lines. As the resist-
ance in the circuit is decreased 
from its maximum value, the capaci-
tor voltage reaches a value which 
fires the diac. This point is desig-
nated A on the capacitor-voltage 
waveshape. When the diac fires, the 
capacitor discharges and triggers 
the triac at an initial conduction 
angle ei. During the forming of the 
gate trigger pulse, the capacitor 
voltage drops suddenly. The charge 
on the capacitor is smaller than 
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when the diac did not conduct. As 
a result of the different voltage con-
ditions on the capacitor, the break-
over voltage of the diac is reached 
earlier in the next half-cycle. This 
point is labeled B on the capacitor-
voltage waveform. The conduction 
angle e2 corresponding to point B 
is greater than 03. All succeeding 
conduction angles are equal to 02 
in magnitude. When the circuit re-
sistance is increased by a change 

LINE VOLTAGE 

CAPACITOR 
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el 

Fig. 312—Waveforms showing interaction 
of control network and trigger diode. 
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in the potentiometer setting, the 
triac is still triggered, but at a 
smaller conduction angle. Eventu-
ally, the resistance in series with 
the capacitance becomes so great 
that the voltage on the capacitor 
does not reach the breakover voltage 
of the diac. The circuit then turns 
off and does not turn on until the 
circuit resistance is again reduced 
to allow the diac to be fired. The 
hysteresis effect makes the voltage 
load appear much greater than 
would normally be expected when 
the circuit is initially turned on. 
The double-time-constant circuit 

in Fig. 313 improves on the perform-
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R3 

Fig. 313—Double-time-constant light-
dimmer circuit. 

ance of the single-time-constant con-
trol circuit. This circuit uses an 
additional RC network to extend the 
phase angle so that the triac can be 
triggered at small conduction angles. 
The additional RC network also mini-
mizes the hysteresis effect. Fig. 314 
shows the voltage waveforms for 
the ac supply and the trigger capa-
citor of the circuit of Fig. 313. Be-
cause of the voltage drop across R., 
the input capacitor C. charges to a 
higher voltage than the trigger ca-
pacitor C3. When the voltage on 
C. reaches the breakover voltage 
of the diac, it conducts and causes 
the capacitor to discharge and pro-
duce the gate-current pulse to trig-
ger the triac. After the diac turns 
off, the charge on C. is partially 
restored by the charge from the in-
put capacitor C2. The partial restora-
tion of charge on C3 results in better 
circuit performance with a minimum 
of hysteresis. 

LINE VOLTAGE 
TRIGGER-
CAPACITOR 
VOLTAGE 

el 
Fig. 314—Voltage waveforms of double-

time-constant control circuit. 

Fig. 315 shows a lamp-dimmer 
circuit in which the use of an 
RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-
voltage switch in conjunction with 
a 400-Hz triac results in minimum 
RFI. (The CA3059 is described 
briefly in the section on Heater Con-
trols. A detailed description of this 
integrated circuit is given in the 
manual on RCA Linear Integrated 
Circuits, Technical Series IC-42, 
in RCA Application Notes ICAN-
4158 and ICAN-6268, or in the Tech-
nical Bulletin on the CA3059, File 
No. 397. 
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Fig. 315—Circuit diagram for 400-Hz 

Lamp dimming is a simple triac 
application that demonstrates an 
advantage of 400-Hz power over 60 
Hz. Fig. 316 shows the adjustment 

60—Hz LINE VOLTAGE 

LAMP OUTPUT 

Fig. 316—Waveforms for 60-Hz phase-
controlled lamp dimmer. 
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zero-voltage-switched lamp dimmer. 

of lamp intensity by phase control 
of the 60-Hz line voltage. Because 
RFI is generated by the step func-
tions of power each half cycle, exten-
sive filtering is required. Fig. 317 
shows a means of controlling power 
to the lamp by the zero-voltage-
switching technique. Use of 400-Hz 
power makes possible the elimina-
tion of complete or half cycles within 
a period (typically 17.5 milliseconds) 
without noticeable flicker. Fourteen 
different levels of lamp intensity can 
be obtained in this manner. In the 
circuit shown in Fig. 315, a line-
synced ramp is set up with the de-
sired period and applied to terminal 

1..-- 17.5 ms  

1 

r‘AANI 

'VARIABLE 'REFERENCE LEVELS 

Fig. 317—Waveforms for 400-Hz zero-voltage-switched lamp dimmer. 
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No. 9 of the differential amplifier 
within the CA3059. The other side 
of the differential amplifier (termi-
nal No. 13) uses a variable reference 
level, set by the potentiometer R.. 
A change of the potentiometer set-
ting changes the lamp intensity. 

In 400-Hz applications, it may be 
necessary to widen and shift the 
CA3059 output pulse (which is 
typically 12 microseconds wide and 
centered on zero voltage crossing) 
to assure that sufficient latching 
current is available. The resistor R. 
(terminal No. 12 to common) and 
the capacitor C. (terminal No. 5 to 
common) are used for this adjust-
ment. 

Heat Controls 

There are three general categories 
of solid-state control circuits for 
electric heating elements: on-off 
control, phase control, and propor-
tional control using integral-cycle 
synchronous switching. Phase-con-
trol circuits such as those used for 
light dimming are very effective and 
efficient for electric heat control ex-
cept for the problem of radio-fre-
quency interference (RFI). In 
higher-power applications, the RFI 
is of such magnitude that suppres-
sion circuits to minimize the inter-
ference become quite bulky and 
expensive. 

On-off controls have only two 
levels of power input to the load. 
The heating coils are either ener-
gized to full power or are at zero 
power. Because of thermal time con-
stants, on-off controls produce a 
cyclic action which alternates be-
tween thermal overshoots and under-
shoots with poor resolution. 

This disadvantage is overcome and 
RFI is minimized by use of the con-
cept of integral-cycle proportional 
control with synchronous switching. 
In this system, a time base is se-
lected, and the on-time of the triac 
is varied within the time base. The 
ratio of the on-to-off time of the 
triac within this time interval de-
pends upon the power required to 
the heating elements to maintain the 

CONTROL 

desired temperature. Fig. 318 shows 
the on-off ratio of the triac. Within 
the time period, the on-time varies 
by an integral number of cycles 
from full ON to a single cycle of 
input voltage. 
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Fig. 318—Triac duty cycle. 

One method of achieving integral-
cycle proportional control is to use 
a fixed-frequency sawtooth genera-
tor signal which is summed with a 
de control signal. The sawtooth gen-
erator establishes the period or time 
base of the system. The de control 
signal is obtained from the output 
of the temperature-sensing network. 
The principle is illustrated in Fig. 
319. As the sawtooth voltage in-
creases, a level is reached which 
turns on power to the heating ele-
ments. As the temperature at the 
sensor changes, the de level shifts 
accordingly and changes the length 
of time that the power is applied 
to the heating elements within the 
established time. 
When the demand for heat is high, 

the de control signal is high and 
high power is supplied continuously 
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LOAD 11‘  
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f\AAAA/ 

92 L S-3088 

Fig. 319—Proportional-controller wave-
shapes. 
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to the heating elements. When the 
demand for heat is completely satis-
fied, the de control signal is low and 
low power is supplied to the heating 
elements. Usually a system using 
this principle operates continuously 
somewhere between full ON and full 
OFF to satisfy the demand for heat. 
The RCA-CA3059 integrated-cir-

cuit zero-voltage switch is intended 
primarily as a trigger circuit for the 
control of thyristors and is particu-
larly suited for use in thyristor tem-
perature-control applications. This 
multistage circuit employs a diode 
limiter, a threshold detector, a dif-
ferential amplifier, and a Darlington 
output driver to provide the basic 
switching action. The de supply volt-
age for these stages is supplied by 
an internal zener-diode-regulated 
power supply that has sufficient cur-
rent capability to drive external cir-
cuit elements, such as transistors 

and other integrated circuits. The 
trigger pulse developed by this cir-
cuit can be applied directly to the 
gate of an SCR or a triac. A built-
in fail-safe circuit inhibits the ap-
plication of these pulses to the 
thyristor gate circuit in the event 
that the external sensor for the in-
tegrated-circuit switch should be 
inadvertently opened or shorted. The 
CA3059 may be employed as either 
an on-off type of controller or a pro-
portional controller, depending upon 
the degree of temperature regulation 
required. 

Fig. 320 shows a functional block 
diagram of the CA3059 integrated-
circuit zero-voltage switch. Any 
triac that is driven directly from 
the output terminal of this circuit 
should be characterized for operation 
in the I( + ) or III( + ) triggering 
modes, i.e., with positive gate cur-
rent (current flows into the gate for 
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Note: Detailed descriptive information and the complete circuit diagram for the CA3059 
are given in the RCA Linear Integrated Circuits Manual, Technical Series IC-42, or in 
RCA Application Notes ICAN-4158 and ICAN-6268 and the RCA Technical Bulletin on 
the CA3059, File No. 397. 

Fig. 320—Functional block diagram of the integrated-circuit zero-voltage switch. 
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both polarities of the applied ac volt-
age). The circuit operates directly 
from a 60-Hz ac line voltage of 
120 or 240 volts. 
The limiter stage of the CA3059 

clips the incoming ac line voltage 
to approximately plus and minus 8 
volts. This signal is then applied to 
the zero-voltage-crossing detector, 
which generates an output pulse dur-
ing each passage of the line voltage 
through zero. The limiter output is 
also applied to a rectifying diode 
and an external capacitor that com-
prise the de power supply. The power 
supply provides approximately 6 
volts as the dc supply to the other 
stages of the CA3059. The on/off 
sensing amplifier is basically a dif-
ferential comparator. The triac gat-
ing circuit contains a driver for 
direct triac triggering. The gating 
circuit is enabled when all the in-
puts are at a high voltage, i.e., the 
line voltage must be approximately 
zero volts, the sensing-amplifier out-
put must be "high," the external 
voltage to terminal 1 must be a logi-
cal "1," and the output of the fail-
safe circuit must be "high." 

Fig. 321 shows the position and 
width of the pulses supplied to the 
gate of a thyristor with respect to 
the incoming ac line voltage. The 
CA3059 can supply sufficient gate 
voltage and current to trigger most 
RCA thyristors at ambient tempera-
tures of 25°C. However, under worst-
case conditions (i.e., at ambient-
temperature extremes and maximum 
trigger requirements), selection of 
the higher-current thyristors may be 
necessary for particular applica-
tions. 
As shown in Fig. 320, when termi-

nal 13 is connected to terminal 14, 
the fail-safe circuit of the CA3059 
is operable. If the sensor should then 
be accidentally opened or shorted, 
power is removed from the load (i.e., 
the triac is turned off). The internal 
fail-safe circuit functions properly, 
however, only when the ratio of the 
sensor impedance at 25°C, if a 
thermistor is the sensor, to the im-
pedance of the potentiometer Rs is 
less than 4 to 1. 

Fig. 321—Timing relationship between the 
output pulses of the CA3059 and the tie 

line voltage. 

On-Off Temperature Controller— 
Fig. 322 shows a triac and a CA3059 
used in an on-off temperature-con-
troller configuration. The triac is 
turned on at zero voltage whenever 
the voltage Vs exceeds the reference 
voltage V. The transfer character-
istic of this system, shown in Fig. 
323, indicates significant thermal 
overshoots and undershoots, a well-
known characteristic of such a sys-
tem. The differential or hysteresis 
of this system, however, can be 
further increased, if desired, by the 
addition of positive feedback. 

Proportional Temperature Con-
troller—For precise temperature-
control applications, the propor-
tional-control technique with syn-
chronous switching is employed. The 
transfer curve for this type of con-
troller is shown in Fig. 324. In this 
case, the duty cycle of the power 
supplied to the load is varied with 
the demand for heat required and 
the thermal time constant (inertia) 
of the system. For example, when 
the temperature setting is in-
creased in an "on-off" type of con-
troller, full power (100 per cent 
duty cycle) is supplied to the sys-
tem. This effect results in signifi-
cant temperature excursions be-
cause there is no anticipatory cir-
cuit to reduce the power gradually 
before the actual set temperature is 
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Fig. 323—Transfer characteristics of an 
on-oll temperature-control system. 
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Fig. 322—CA 3059 on-cnj temperature controller. 

TEMPERATURE Before such a system is imple-
SETTING OVER mented, a time base is chosen so 

SHOOT that the on-time of the triac is 
DIFFERENTIAL varied within this time base. The 

ratio of the on-to-off time of the 
triac within this time interval de-
pends on the thermal time constant 
of the system and the selected tem-
perature setting. Fig. 325 illustrates 
the principle of proportional con-
trol. For this operation, power is 
supplied to the load until the ramp 
voltage reaches a value greater than 
the de control signal supplied to 
the opposite side of the differential 
amplifier. The triac then remains off 
for the remainder of the time-base 

DIFFERENTIAL 
period. As a result, power is "pro-

< + 0.5 °G portioned" to the load in a direct 
relation to the heat demanded by 
the system. 

Fig. 324—Transfer characteristics of a 
proportional temperature-control system. 

achieved. However, in a propor-
tional control technique, less power 
is supplied to the load (reduced duty 
cycle) as the error signal is reduced 
(sensed temperature approaches the 
set temperature). 
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Fig. 325—Principles of proportional 
control. 
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Fig. 326—Ramp generator. 

For this application, a simple 
ramp generator can be realized with 
a minimum number of active and 
passive components. Exceptional 
ramp linearity is not necessary for 
proportional operation because of 
the nonlinearity of the thermal sys-
tem and the closed-loop type of con-
trol. In the circuit shown in Fig. 
326, ramp voltage is generated when 
the capacitor C2 charges through re-
sistors R, and R2. The time base of 
the ramp is determined by resistors 
Ri and R2, capacitor Ci, and the 
breakover voltage of the 1N5411 
diac. When the voltage across Ci 
reaches approximately 32 volts, the 

diac switches and turns on the 
2N3241A transistor. The capacitor 
C. then discharges through the col-
lector-to-emitter junction of the 
transistor. This discharge time is 
the retrace or flyback time of the 
ramp. The circuit shown can gener-
ate ramp times ranging from 0.3 to 
2.0 seconds through adjustment of 
R2. For precise temperature regula-
tions, the time base of the ramp 
should be shorter than the thermal 
time constant of the system, but 
long with respect to the period of 
the 60-Hz line voltage. Fig. 327 
shows a triac and a CA3059 con-
nected for the proportional mode. 

Fig. 327—CA3059 proportional temperature controller. 
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Integral-Cycle Temperature Con-
troller (No half-cycling)—If a tem-
perature controller which is com-
pletely devoid of half-cycling and 
hysteresis is required, then the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 328 may be used 
This type of circuit is essential for 
applications in which half-cycling 
and the resultant de component 
could cause overheating of a power 
transformer on the utility lines. 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 327, 
the sensor is connected between 

trolled is low, the resistance of the 
thermistor is high and an output 
signal at terminal 4 of zero volts is 
obtained. The SCR, therefore, is 
turned off. The triac is then trig-
gered directly from the line on posi-
tive cycles of the ac voltage. When 
the triac is triggered and supplies 
power to the load 14, capacitor C is 
charged to the peak of the input 
voltage. When the ac line swings 
negative, capacitor C discharges 
through the triac gate to trigger the 

*FOR PROPORTIONAL OPERATION OPEN TERMINALS 10,11, AND 13, 
AND CONNECT POSITIVE RAMP VOLTAGE TO TERMINAL 13 

Fig. 328—CA3059 integral-cycle temperature controller in which half-cycling effect 
is eliminated. 

terminals 7 and 9 of the CA3059. 
This arrangement is required be-
cause of the phase reversal intro-
duced by the SCR. With this con-
figuration, terminal 12 is connected 
to terminal 7 for operation of the 
CA3059 in the de mode (however, 
the load is switched at zero volt-
age). Because the position of the 
sensor has been changed for this 
configuration, the internal fail-safe 
circuit cannot be used (terminals 
13 and 14 are not connected). 

In the integral-cycle controller, 
when the temperature being con-

triac on the negative half-cycle. The 
diode-resistor-capacitor "slaving net-
work" triggers the triac on negative 
half-cycles of the ac input voltage 
after it is triggered on the positive 
half-cycle to provide only integral 
cycles of ac power to the load. 
When the temperature being con-

trolled reaches the desired value, as 
determined by the thermistor, then 
a positive voltage level appears at 
terminal 4 of the CA3059. The SCR 
then starts to conduct at the be-
ginning of the positive input cycle 
to shunt the trigger current away 
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from the gate of the triac. The triac 
is then turned off. The cycle re-
peats when the SCR is again turned 
by a reversal of the polarity of the 
applied voltage. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 329 is 

similar to the configuration in Fig. 
328 except that the fail-safe circuit 
incorporated in the CA3059 can be 

o  

motors and perform switching, or 
any other desired operating con-
dition that can be obtained by a 
switching action. Because most 
motors are line-operated, the triac 
can be used as a direct replacement 
for electromechanical switches. A 
very simple triac static switch for 

TYPE 
2N3241A 

o *FOR PROPORTIONAL PROPORTIONAL OPERATION OPEN TERMINALS 10,I1,.AND 13, 
AND CONNECT POSITIVE RAMP VOLTAGE TO TERMINAL 13 

5 KW 

(HEATER) 
LOAD 

RL 

Fig. 329—CA3059 integral-cycle temperature controller that features fail-safe operation 
and no half-cycling effect. 

used. In this latter circuit, the NTC 
sensor is connected between termi-
nals 7 and 13, and a transistor in-
verts the signal output at terminal 
4 to nullify the phase reversal intro-
duced by the SCR. The internal 
power supply of the CA3059 supplies 
bias current to the transistor. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 329 can 

readily be converted to a true pro-
portional integral-cycle tempera-
ture controller simply by connection 
of a positive-going ramp voltage to 
terminal 9 (with terminals 10 and 
11 open). 

Motor Controls 

Triacs and SCR's can be used 
very effectively to apply power to 

control of ac motors is shown in 
Fig. 330. The low-current switch 

--I LOAD 

120VAC 
OR 

240 VAC 
60Hz 

LOW 
CURRENT 
SWITCH 

Fig. 330—Simple triac static switch. 

controlling the gate trigger current 
can be any type of transducer, such 
as a pressure switch, a thermal 
switch, a photocell, or a magnetic 
reed relay. This simple type of cir-
cuit allows the motor to be switched 
directly from the transducer switch 
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without any intermediate power 
switch or relay. 

Triacs can also be used to change 
the operating characteristics of 
motors to obtain many different 
speed and torque curves. 
For dc control, the circuit of Fig. 

331 can be used. By use of the dc 
triggering modes, the triac can be 
directly triggered from transistor 

Fig. 331—AC triac switch control from 
de input. 

circuits by either a pulse or con-
tinuous signal. A transistor series-
switching regulator approach can 
also be used to control the armature 
current of a dc motor, as shown in 
Fig. 332. Usually the transistor is 
full on or full off and the dura-
tion of the pulse (or the duty cycle) 
determines the motor speed. Its 
typical high-power application is 
in the drive motors of electric ve-
hicles or submarines. 
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OR 
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Fig. 332—DC motor armature control. 

Many fractional-horsepower motors 
are series-wound "universal" motors, 
so named because of their ability to 

operate directly from either ac 
or de power sources. Fig. 333 is a 
schematic of this type of motor 
operated from an ac supply. Because 
most domestic applications today 
require 60-Hz power, universal 
motors are usually designed to have 
optimum performance characteris-
tics at this frequency. Most universal 
motors run faster at a given de 
voltage than at the same 60-Hz ac 
voltage. 
The field winding of a universal 

motor, whether distributed or lumped 
(salient pole), is in series with the 
armature and external circuit, as 
shown in Fig. 333. The current 

MOTOR TERMINALS 

P.----e7—"res--0—  0 3- 0 
FIELD WINDING ARMATURE 

AC 

SUPPLY 

Fig. 333—Series-wound universal motor. 

through the field winding produces 
a magnetic field which cuts across 
the armature conductors. The action 
of this field in opposition to the field 
set up by the armature current sub-
jects the individual conductors to 
a lateral thrust which results in 
armature rotation. 
AC operation of a universal motor 

is possible because of the nature of 
its electrical connections. As the ac 
source voltage reverses every half-
cycle, the magnetic field produced 
by the field winding reverses its di-
rection simultaneously. Because the 
armature windings are in series with 
the field windings through the 
brushes and commutating segments, 
the current through the armature 
winding also reverses. Because both 
the magnetic field and armature cur-
rent are reversed, the direction of 
the lateral thrust on the armature 
windings remains constant. Typical 
performance characteristic curves 
for a universal motor are shown in 
Fig. 334. 

1 EXTERNAL CONTROL 
CIRCUIT 
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a universal motor. 

One of the simplest and most effi-
cient means of varying the im-
pressed voltage to a load on an ac 
power system is by control of the 
conduction angle of a thyristor 
placed in series with the load. Typi-
cal curves showing the variation of 
motor speed with conduction angle 
for both half-wave and full-wave 
impressed motor voltages are illus-
trated in Fig. 335. 
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Fig. 335—Typical performance curves for 
a universal motor with phase-angle control. 

Half-Wave Control—There are 
many good circuits available for 
half-wave control of universal 
motors. The circuits are divided into 
two classes: regulating and non-
regulating. Regulation in this in-
stance implies load sensing and 
compensation of the system to pre-
vent changes in motor speed. 
The half-wave proportional con-

trol circuit shown in Fig. 336 is a 
non-regulating circuit that depends 
upon an RC delay network for gate 

phase-lag control. This circuit is 
better than simple resistance firing 
circuits because the phase-shifting 
characteristics of the RC network 
permit the firing of the SCR beyond 
the peak of the impressed voltage, 
resulting in small conduction angles 
and very slow speed. 

AC 
SUPPLY 

SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE 

MOTOR 
VOLTAGE 

UNIVERSAL MOTOR 

•_, 

Fig. 336—Half-wave motor control with 
no regulation. 

Fig. 337 shows a fundamental cir-
cuit of direct-coupled SCR control 
with voltage feedback. This circuit 
is highly effective for speed control 
of universal motors. The circuit 
makes use of the counter emf in-
duced in the rotating armature be-
cause of the residual magnetism in 
the motor on the half-cycle when 
the SCR is blocking. 
The counter emf is a function of 

speed and, therefore, can be used 
as an indication of speed changes 
as mechanical load varies. The gate-
firing circuit is a resistance network 
consisting of Ri and R2. During the 
positive half-cycle of the source 
voltage, a fraction of the voltage is 
developed at the center-tap of the 
potentiometer and is compared with 
the counter emf developed in the 
rotating armature of the motor. 
When the bias developed at the gate 
of the SCR from the potentiometer 
exceeds the counter emf of the 
motor, the SCR fires. AC power is 
then applied to the motor for the 

CAPACITOR 
VOLTAGE 
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Fig. 337—Half-wave motor control with 
regulation. 

remaining portion of the positive 
half-cycle. Speed control is accom-
plished by adjustment of poten-
tiometer IL If the SCR is fired 
early in the cycle, the motor oper-
ates at high speed because essen-
tially the full rated line voltage is 
applied to the motor. If the SCR 
is fired later in the cycle, the aver-
age value of voltage applied to the 
motor is reduced, and a correspond-
ing reduction in motor speed occurs. 
On the negative half-cycle, the SCR 
blocks voltage to the motor. The 
voltage applied to the gate of the 
SCR is a sine wave because it is 
derived from the sine-wave line 
voltage. The minimum conduction 
angle occurs at the peak of the sine 
wave and is restricted to 90 de-
grees. Increasing conduction angles 
occur when the gate bias to the 
SCR is increased to allow firing at 
voltage values which are less than 
the peak value. 
At no load and low speed, skip 

cycling operation occurs. This type 
of operation results in erratic motor 
speeds. Because no counter EMF is 
induced in the armature when the 
motor is standing still, the SCR will 

fire at low bias-potentiometer set-
tings and causes the motor to accel-
erate to a point at which the counter 
emf induced in the rotating arma-
ture exceeds the gate firing bias of 
the SCR and prevents the SCR from 
firing. The SCR is not able to fire 
again until the speed of the motor 
has reduced, as a result of friction 
losses, to a value at which the in-
duced voltage in the rotating arma-
ture is less than the gate bias. At 
this time the SCR fires again. Be-
cause the motor deceleration occurs 
over a number of cycles, there is 
no voltage applied to the motor; 
hence, the term skip-cycling. 
When a load is applied to the 

motor, the motor speed decreases and 
thus reduces the counter emf in-
duced in the rotating armature. With 
a reduced counter emf, the SCR fires 
earlier in the cycle and provides in-
creased motor torque to the load. 
Fig. 337 also shows variations of 
conduction angle with changes in 
counter emf. The counter emf ap-
pears as a constant voltage at the 
motor terminals when the SCR is 
blocking. 
Half-Wave Motor Control Limita-

tions—If a universal motor is oper-
ated at low speed under a heavy me-
chanical load, it may stall and cause 
heavy current flow through the SCR. 
For this reason, low-speed heavy-
load conditions should be allowed to 
exist for only a few seconds to pre-
vent possible circuit damage. In any 
case, fuse ratings should be care-
fully determined and observed. 
Nameplate data for some universal 

motors are given in developed horse-
power to the load. This mechanical 
designation can be converted into 
its electrical current equivalent 
through the following procedure. 

Internal motor losses are taken 
into consideration by assigning a 
figure of merit. This figure, 0.5, rep-
resents motor operation at 50-per-
cent efficiency, and indicates that 
the power input to the motor is 
twice the power delivered to the 
load. With this figure of merit and 
the input voltage V.., the rms input 
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current to the motor can be calcu-
lated as follows: 
rms current = 
mechanical horsepower 

0.5 V.. 
For an input voltage of 120 volts, 
the rms input current becomes 
rms current = horsepower x 12.4 
For an input voltage of 240 volts, 
the rms input current becomes 
rms current = horsepower x 6.2 
The motor-control circuits de-

scribed above should not be used 
with universal motors that have cal-
culated rms current exceeding the 
values given. The circuits will ac-
commodate universal motors with 
ratings up to % horsepower at 120 
volts input and up to 1% horse-
power at 240 volts input. 
Full-Wave Universal and Induction 

Motor Controls—Fig. 338 shows a 
single-time-constant full-wave triac 
circuit which can be used as a satis-
factory proportional speed control 
for universal motors and with cer-

X 746 

Fig. 338—Induction motor control. 

tain types of induction motors, such 
as shaded pole or permanent split-
capacitor motors when the load is 
fixed. No regulation is provided with 
this circuit. This type of circuit is 
best suited to applications which re-
quire speed control in the medium 
to full-power range. It is specifically 
useful in applications such as fans 
or blower-motor controls, where 
a small change in motor speed 
produces a large change in air 
velocity. Caution must be exercised 
if this type of circuit is used 
with induction motors because the 
motor may stall suddenly if the 
speed of the motor is reduced be-
low the drop-out speed for the 

specific operating condition de-
termined by the conduction angle 
of the triac. Because the single-
time-constant circuit cannot pro-
vide speed control of an induction 
motor load from maximum power 
to full OFF, but only down to some 
fraction of the full-power speed, 
the effects of hysteresis described 
previously are not present. Speed 
ratios as high as 3:1 can be ob-
tained from the single-time-constant 
circuit used with certain types of 
induction motors. Care must be 
taken to avoid continuous low-speed 
operation of induction motors in 
which sleeve bearings are used as 
improper lubrication will result. 

Because motors are basically in-
ductive loads and because the triac 
turns off when the current reduces 
to zero, the phase difference between 
the applied voltage and the device 
current causes the triac to turn off 
when the source voltage is at a 
value other than zero. When the 
triac turns off, the instantaneous 
value of input voltage is applied di-
rectly to the main terminals of the 
triac. This commutating voltage may 
have a rate of rise which can re-
trigger the triac. The commutating 
dv/dt can be limited to the capabil-
ity of the triac by use of an RC 
network across the device, as shown 
in Fig. 338. The current and voltage 
waveshapes for the circuit are 
shown in Fig. 339 to illustrate the 
principle of commutating dv/dt. 

In applications in which the hys-
teresis effect can be tolerated or 
which require speed control primar-
ily in the medium to full-power 
range, a single-time-constant cir-
cuit such as that shown in Fig. 338 
for induction motors can also be used 
for universal motors. However, it 
is usually desirable to extend the 
range of speed control from full-
power ON to very low conduction 
angles. The double-time-constant 
circuit shown in Fig. 340 provides 
the delay necessary to trigger the 
triac at very low conduction angles 
with a minimum of hysteresis, and 
also provides practically full power 
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Fig. 339—Waveshapes of commutating 
dv/dt characteristics. 

to the load at the minimum-resist-
ance position of the control poten-
tiometer. When this type of control 
circuit is used, an infinite range of 
motor speeds can be obtained from 
very low to full-power speeds. 

Fig. 340—Double-time-constant motor 
control. 

Reversing Motor Control—In many 
industrial applications, it is neces-
sary to reverse the direction of a 
motor, either manually or by means 
of an auxiliary circuit. Fig. 341 
shows a circuit which uses two triacs 
to provide this type of reversing 
motor control for a split-phase ca-
pacitance motor. The reversing 
switch can be either a manual 

switch or an electronic switch used 
with some type of sensor to re-
verse the direction of the motor. 
A resistance is added in series with 
the capacitor to limit capacitor dis-
charge current to a safe value when-
ever both triacs are conducting 
simultaneously. If triac No.1 is 
turned on while triac No.2 is on, 
a loop current resulting from capa-
citor discharge will occur and may 
damage the triacs. 
The circuit operates as follows: 

when triac No.1 is in the off state, 
motor direction is controlled by triac 
No.2; when triac No.2 reverts to 
the off state and triac No.1 turns on, 
the motor direction is reversed. 
The triac motor-reversing circuit 

can be extended to electronic garage-
door systems which use the prin-
ciple for garage-door direction 
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Fig. 341—Reversing motor control. 

control. The system contains a 
transmitter and a receiver and pro-
vides remote control of door opening 
and closing. The block diagram in 
Fig. 342 shows the functions re-
quired for a complete solid-state 
system. When the garage door is 
closed, the gate drive to the DOWN 
triac is disabled by the lower-limit 
closure and the gate drive to the 
UP triac is inactive because of the 
state of the flip-flop. If the trans-
mitter is momentarily keyed, the 
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receiver activates the time-delay 
monostable multivibrator so that it 
then changes the flip-flop state and 
provides continuous gate drive to the 
UP triac. The door then continues 
to travel in the UP direction until 
the upper-limit switch closure dis-
ables gate drive to the UP triac. A 
second keying of the transmitter 
provides the DOWN triac with gate 
drive and causes the door to travel 
in the DOWN direction until the 
gate drive is disabled by the lower 

RECEIVER 

TIME 
DELAY  

FLI P- FLOP 

UPPER-
LIMIT 

CLOSURE 

"AND" 
GATE 

AND 
GATE 

LOWER 
LIMIT 

CLOSURE 

limit closure. The time in which the 
monostable multivibrator is active 
should override normal transmitter 
keying for the purpose of eliminat-
ing erroneous firing. A feature of 
this system is that, during travel, 
transmitter keying provides motor 
reversing independent of the upper-
or lower-limit closures. Additional 
features, such as obstacle clearance, 
manual control, or time delay for 
overhead garage lights can be in-
cluded very economically. 

REVERSING 
MOTOR 

r--i---

"UP" 
TRIAC 

120V AC 
OR 

240 V AC 
60Hz 

bOWN" 
TRIAC 

CD 

Fig. 342—Block diagram tor remote-
control solid-state garage-door system. 
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DC Power Supplies 

Dc power supplies convert the out-
put of a prime source, such as a 

generator, to a form useful to the 
circuit to be powered. The supply 
of power usually requires rectifica-
tion to change ac to de, filtering to 
smooth out the ac ripple in the out-
put of the rectifier circuit, and regu-
lation to assure a constant output 
from the power supply in spite of 
variations in the input voltage and 
output load. 

RECTIFICATION 

The most suitable type of rectifier 
circuit for a particular application 
depends on the de voltage and cur-
rent requirements, the amount of 
rectifier "ripple" (undesired fluctua-
tion in the de output caused by an 
ac component) that can be tolerated 
in the circuit, and the type of ac 
power available. Figs. 343 through 
349 show seven basic rectifier con-
figurations. These illustrations in-
clude the output-voltage waveforms 
for the various circuits and the cur-
rent waveforms for each individual 
rectifier in the circuits. Filtering of 
the output of the rectifier circuits is 
discussed later in this section. 
Ideally, the voltage waveform 
should be as flat as possible (i.e., 
approaching almost pure dc). A flat 
curve indicates a peak-to-average 
voltage ratio of one. 
The single-phase half-wave cir-

cuit shown in Fig. 343 delivers 
only one pulse of current for each 
cycle of ac input voltage. As shown 
by the current waveform, the single 
rectifier conducts the entire current 
flow. This type of circuit contains 

OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE 

RECTIFIER 
CURRENT 

1 
2 

Fig. 343—Single-phase half-wave circuit. 

a very high percentage of output 
ripple. 

Fig. 344 shows a single-phase full-
wave circuit that operates from a 

REC1 IF 1ER 
CURRENT OUTPUT 

VOLTAGE 

Fig. 344—Single-phase full-wave circuit 
with center-tapped power transformer. 
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center-tapped high-voltage trans-
former winding. This circuit has a 
lower peak-to-average voltage ratio 
than the circuit of Fig. 343 and about 
65 per cent less ripple. Only 50 per 
cent of the total current flows 
through each rectifier. This type of 
circuit is widely used in television 
receivers and large audio amplifiers. 
The single-phase full-wave bridge 

circuit shown in Fig. 345 uses four 

OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE 

RECTIFIER 
CURRENT 

2 
Fig. 345—Single-phase full-wave circuit 
without center-tapped power transformer 

(i.e., bridge-rectifier circuit). 

rectifiers, and does not require the 
use of a transformer center-tap. It 

can be used to supply twice as much 
output voltage as the circuit of Fig. 
344 for the same transformer volt-
age, or to expose the individual rec-
tifiers to only half as much peak 
reverse voltage for the same output 
voltage. Only 50 per cent of the 
total current flows through each 
rectifier. This type of circuit is popu-
lar in amateur transmitter use. 
The three-phase circuits shown in 

Figs. 346 through 349 are usually 
found in heavy industrial equipment 
such as high-power transmitters. 
The three-phase Y half-wave circuit 
shown in Fig. 346 uses three recti-
fiers. This circuit has considerably 
less ripple than the circuits dis-
cussed above. In addition, only one-
third of the total output current 
flows through each rectifier. 

Fig. 347 shows a three-phase 
full-wave bridge circuit which uses 
six rectifiers. This circuit delivers 
twice as much voltage output as 
the circuit of Fig. 346 for the same 
transformer conditions. In addition, 
this circuit, as well as those shown 
in Figs. 348 and 349, has an ex-
tremely small percentage of ripple. 

In the six-phase "star" circuit 
shown in Fig. 348, which also uses 
six rectifiers, the least amount of 
the total output current (one-sixth) 
flows through each output rectifier. 
The three-phase double-Y and inter-
phase transformer circuit shown in 
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VOLTAGE 

(-1M 

O  
4--1---4 

O 
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RECTIFIER 
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Fig. 346—Three-phase "Y" half-wave circuit. 
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171 
Fig. 347—Three-phase 

Fig. 349 uses six half-wave rectifiers 
in parallel. This arrangement deliv-
ers six current pulses per cycle and 
twice as much output current as the 
circuit shown in Fig. 346. 

Table IV lists voltage and current 
ratios for the circuits shown in Figs. 
343 through 349 for resistive or in-
ductive loads. These ratios apply for 
sinusoidal ac input voltages. It is 
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VOLTAGE 

rv-IVY'r% 

o  

ECIV 

14- I 
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RECTIFIER 
CURRENT 

"Y" full-wave circuit. 

generally recommended that induc-
tive loads rather than resistive loads 
be used for filtering of rectifier cur-
rent, except for the circuit of Fig. 
343. Current ratios given for induc-
tive loads apply only when a filter 
choke is used between the output of 
the rectifier and any capacitor in the 
filter circuit. Values shown do not 
take into consideration voltage drops 

O 

OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE 

ry'rv'ev-, 

- 
-6-

RECTIFIER 
CURRENT 

Fig. 348—Six-phase "star" circuit. 
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Fig. 349—Three-phase "double-Y" and interphase-transtormer circuit. 

which occur in the power trans-
former, the silicon rectifiers, or the 
filter components under load condi-
tions. When a particular rectifier 
type has been selected for use in a 
specific circuit, Table IV can be used 
to determine the parameters and 
characteristics of the circuit. 

In Table IV, all ratios are shown 
as functions of either the average 
output voltage E„., or the average 
de output current L, both of which 
are expressed as unity for each cir-
cuit. In practical applications, the 
magnitudes of these average values 
will, of course, vary for the different 
circuit configurations. 

FILTERING 

Filter circuits are used to smooth 
out the ac ripple in the output of a 
rectifier circuit. Filters consist of 
two basic types, inductive "choke" 
input and capacitive input. Combina-
tions and variations of these types 
are often used; some typical filter 
circuits are shown in Fig. 350. 
The simplest of these filtering cir-

cuits is the capacitive input type. 
This type of filtering is most often 
used in low-current circuits in which 

OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE 

O  
I - el 

RECTIFIER 
CURRENT 

a fairly large amount of ripple can 
be tolerated. Such circuits are usu-
ally single-phase, half-wave or full-
wave. In this type of filter, the 
capacitor charges up to approxi-
mately the peak of the input voltage 
on each half-cycle that a rectifier 
conducts. The current into the load 
is then supplied from the capacitor 
rather than from the power supply 
until the point in the next half-
cycle when the input voltage again 
equals the voltage across the capa-
citor. A rectifier circuit that uses 
a smoothing capacitor and the volt-
ages involved are shown in Fig. 351. 
The input and output voltage wave-
fors for this circuit are shown in 
Fig. 352. 
Higher average de output volt-

ages and currents can be obtained 
from this type of circuit by the use 
of larger capacitors. A larger capaci-
tor also tends to reduce the ripple. 
However, care must be taken that 
the capacitor is not so large that 
excessive peak and rms currents 
cause overheating of the rectifier. 
The next simplest filter is the in-

ductive input filter. This filter per-
forms the same function as a capaci-
tive input filter in that it smooths 
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Table IV-Voltage and Current Ratios for Rectifier Circuits Shown 
in Figs. 343 Through 349. Fig. 343 Uses a Resistive Load, and Figs. 

344 Through 349 an Inductive Load 

CIRCUIT RATIOS Fig. 343 Fig. 344 Fig. 345 Fig. 346 Fig. 347 Fig. 348 Fig. 349 

Output Voltage: 
Average   E., E.. E., E., E.. E., E.. 
Peak (x E.,)   3.14 1.57 1.57 1.21 1.05 1.05 1.05 
RMS (x E..)   1.57 1.11 1.11 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Ripple (%)   121 48 48 18.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 

Input Voltage (RMS): 
Phase (x E.,)   2.22 1.11* 1.11 0.855° 0.428° 0.74° 0.855° 
Line-to-Line (x E.,) 2.22 2.22 1.11 1.48 0.74 1.48t 1.71$ 

Average Output (Load) 
Current   I L I. L. I.. I., I.. 

RECTIFIER CELL RATIOS 

Forward Current: 
Average (x L.) 1.00 0.5 0.5 0.333 0.333 0.167 0.167 
RMS (x I..): 

resistive load 1.57 0.785 0.785 0.587 0.579 0.409 0.293 
inductive load - 0.707 0.707 0.578 0.578 0.408 0.289 

Peak (x I..): 
resistive load 3.14 1.57 1.57 1.21 1.05 1.05 0.525 
inductive load - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.500 

Ratio peak to average: 
resistive load   3.14 3.14 3.14 3.63 3.15 6.30 3.15 
inductive load   2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 6.00 3.00 

Peak Reverse Voltage: 
x E.,   3.14 3.14 1.57 2.09 1.05 2.42 2.09 
X Erms   

* to center tap 

1.41 2.82 1.41 2.45 2.45 2.83 2.45 

• to neutral "I- maximum value :r maximum value, no load 

the load current by storing energy inductor acts in a different way by 
during one part of the cycle and re- extending the time during which 
leasing it to the load during an- current is drawn from a rectifier. 
other part of the cycle. However, the When a smoothing inductor is used 
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OUTPUT FROM OUTPUT 

RECTIFIER 

L = FILTER CHOKE C= FILTER CAPACITOR 

INPUT OUTPUT 

o T  
IN QIJT 

0 

Fig. 350-Typical filter circuits. 
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Fig. 35I—Bridge-rectifier circuit with ca-
pacitor input filter. 

in series with a full-wave rectifier 
circuit, the conduction period of 
each rectifier may be extended so 
that conduction does not stop in one 
rectifier until the other rectifier 
starts conducting. As a result of 
this spreading action, any increase 
in inductance to reduce ripple re-
sults in a decrease in the average 
output voltage and current. 
The smoothing capabilities of 

capacitors and inductors can be com-
bined as shown in the other filters 
of Fig. 350 to take advantage of the 
best feature of each. Filters which 
provide maximum output and mini-
mum ripple and use reasonably 
small components can thus be de-
signed. 

vc_.-ç—\''-----t'"T----t-sc--
/ • / • / \ 
I \ I • / % 
I v v t 

Fig. 352—Input (top) and output (bottotn) 
voltage waveforms for bridge rectifier 

shown in Fig. 351. 

REGULATORS 

In the operation of a regulator 
circuit, the difference between a 
reference input (e.g., the supply 
voltage) and some portion of the 

output voltage (e.g., a feedback sig-
nal) is used to supply an actuating 
error signal to the control elements. 
The amplified error signal is ap-
plied in a manner that tends to 
reduce this difference to zero. Regu-
lators are designed to provide a 
constant output voltage very nearly 
equal to the desired value in the 
presence of varying input voltage 
and output load. 

In series regulator circuits such as 
that shown in Fig. 353, direct-coupled 

Fig. 353—Typical series regulator circuit. 

amplifiers are used to amplify an 
error or difference signal obtained 
from a comparison between a por-
tion of the output voltage and a 
reference source. The reference-
voltage source VR is placed in the 
emitter circuit of the amplifier tran-
sistor Q, so that the error or differ-
ence signal between VR and some 
portion of the output voltage vo is 
developed and amplified. The ampli-
fied error signal forms the input to 
the regulating element consisting of 
transistors Q2 and (43. 

In many situations, a device for 
a high-voltage power supply is avail-
able with sufficient voltage capabil-
ity but insufficient current dissipa-
tion or second-breakdown capability. 
The series-regulator circuit shown 
in Fig. 354 solves this problem by 
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reducing the dissipation and current 
requirements in the high-voltage 
device Q.. 

RI 

-  E rnax 'max  
PO I max ' P02 max 4 

R  EIN (max)  

..I - IOUT (max) 

Fig. 354—Series-regulator circuit using 
series matching. 

In the circuit of Fig. 354, the maxi-
mum power dissipated in Q. or Q2 
is approximately one-fourth of the 
power that would be dissipated in 
a conventional series-pass stage. The 
balance of the power is dissipated in 
resistor R,. 

In many high-current applications 
including series regulators, a Darl-
ington configuration is utilized to 
improve the current gain, as shown 
in Fig. 355. A serious limitation of 
this method, however, is the high 
power dissipated in the pass ele-
ment because this device cannot 
reach saturation. 

hFE (TOTAL) hFE I +hFE2 +11FEI AFE2 

VCE2 VcE i-VBE 2 

Fig. 355—Darlington configuration. 

A typical automobile voltage-
regulator circuit for an auto with a 
12-volt system is shown in Fig. 356. 
Transistor Q presents a variable re-

sistance in series with the field. If 
the battery is fully charged and the 
electrical loading is small (e.g., 
only from the ignition circuit), the 
10-volt zener diode breaks down, 
turning Q, on and Q2 off (i.e., high 
resistance). The consequent reduc-
tion in field current reduces the 
armature voltage E. so that the 

ELECTRICAL 
SYSTEM 

Fig. 356—Typical automobile voltage-
regulator circuit. 

battery supplies the load current. If 
the battery requires charging, or if 
the electrical load is heavy, then 
the lower terminal voltage is not 
sufficient to break down the zener. 
For this condition, Q, is off and Q2 
is on full (i.e., driven into satura-
tion). As a result, field current is 
high, the armature voltage is high, 
and the alternator supplies current 
to the load and also charges the bat-
tery. Under normal operation, the 
transistor may be fully on, fully off, 
or somewhere in between (i.e., on 
but in the active region rather than 
in saturation). The actual transis-
tor operating conditions depend on 
battery condition and electrical load. 
Shunt regulator circuits are not as 

efficient as series regulator circuits 
for most applications, but they have 
the advantage of greater simplicity. 
In the shunt voltage regulator cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 357, the current 
through the shunt element consisting 
of transistors Q, and Q2 varies with 
changes in the load current or the 
input voltage. This current variation 
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is reflected across the resistance R, 
in series with the load so that the 
output voltage Vo is maintained 
nearly constant. 

R1 

Fig. 357—Typical shunt-regulator circuit. 

A third type of regulator, the 
switching regulator, was discussed 
previously in the section on Power 
Switching and Control. This type of 
voltage regulator is recommended 
for dc power-supply applications 
that require high efficiency, but only 
moderate regulation and noise im-
munity. 

SCR Regulated Power Supply 

Fig. 358 shows the circuit con-
figuration for a regulated dc power 
supply that uses an SCR as a series 

TYPE 
1N3193 

LUSE HOLDER 

120 V 
0 AC 

VDR 

pass element. This type of circuit is 
designed to provide approximately 
125 volts, regulated to -±-3 per cent 
for both line and load. Ripple is less 
than 0.5 per cent rms. 
The power supply is basically a 

half-wave phase-controlled rectifier. 
The capacitor Ci between the cath-
ode and gate of the SCR charges 
up during half of each cycle and is 
discharged by the firing of the SCR. 
The firing angle of the SCR is ad-
vanced or retarded by the charging 
current flowing into the capacitor 

Some of the current which would 
normally charge this capacitor is 
shunted by the collector of the con-
trol transistor Qi. As the current 
in the control transistor increases, 
current is shunted around the ca-
pacitor, through the ballast lamp 
L, so that the capacitor charging 
time is increased. As a result, the 
firing angle of the SCR is retarded, 
and a lower output voltage results. 
The controlling voltage on the 

control transistor is derived from 
both the de output and from the line 
voltage in such a manner as to pro-
vide load and line regulation re-
spectively. The voltage-dependent 

SCR 
TYPE 

2N3228 

RCA 
40424 

01 

VDR 2 

LI  +125V 

Fig. 358—SCR regulated power supply. 
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resistor (VDR2) in the base circuit of 
the control transistor decreases re-
sistance for an increase in line volt-
age and thus increases base current 
(and collector current) as line volt-
age is increased. In addition, the 
lamp I exhibits an increase in re-
sistance with increasing line voltage, 
and, thus, tends to retard the firing 

angle of the SCR. Changes in de 
output voltage that result from 
variations in load current are fed 
back to the base of the control tran-
sistor by a voltage divider at the 
input to the filter in the proper po-
larity to adjust collector current in 
a direction to compensate for 
changes in de output voltage. 
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Testing and Mounting 

T his section covers the testing and 
-1- installation suggestions which are 
generally applicable to all types of 
solid-state devices. Careful ob-
servance of these suggestions will 
help experimenters and technicians 
to obtain the best results from solid-
state devices and circuits. 

TESTING 

The ability to determine the con-
dition of solid-state devices is an 
important requisite for servicemen, 
experimenters, and others who are 
required to operate and maintain 
electrical equipment that employs 
such devices. Although thorough, 
comprehensive evaluations of solid-
state devices are hindered by the 
limited amount of commercially 
available test equipment, simple 
techniques and circuits can be read-
ily devised to provide go/no-go type 
of indications or to measure signifi-
cant characteristics of the devices. 
The following paragraphs outline 
various test methods, indicate some 
of the available test equipment, and 
describe simple test circuits that may 
be constructed for use in the test 
and evaluation of different types of 
solid-state devices. 

Bipolar Transistors 

Fig. 359 shows a go/no-go test 
circuit for bipolar transistors. The 
connections shown are for an n-p-n 
transistor. When the base resistor 
isonnected to the negative terminal 
of the battery, the lamp should go 
out. For p-n-p transistors, the same 
results should be obtained with the 
battery polarities reversed. 

68 OHMS 

No.49 LAMP 
2 V 

60 mA 

n-p-n 
TRANSISTOR 

Fig. 359—"Go/no-go" test circuit tor 
bipolar transistors. 

A quick check of bipolar transis-
tors can also be made prior to their 
installation in a circuit by resistance 
measurement with a conventional 
ohmmeter. The resistance between 
any two electrodes should be very 
high (more than 10,000 ohms) in 
one direction and considerably lower 
in the other direction (100 ohms or 
less between emitter and base or 
collector and base; about 1000 ohms 
between emitter and collector). It 
is very important to limit the volt-
age applied by the ohmmeter in such 
tests (particularly between emitter 
and base) so that the breakdown 
voltages of the transistor will not 
be exceeded; otherwise, the transis-
tor may be damaged by excessive 
currents. 

In addition to the test to de-
termine open or shorted elements 
described above, any comprehensive 
evaluation of bipolar transistors 
must include measurements of the 
two most important transistor char-
acteristics, beta and leakage. Com-
mercial transistor testers are avail-
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E 0  

able to perform these measurements. 
Because there is no efficient substi-
tute way to evaluate these charac-
teristics, a transistor tester is a 
worthwhile instrument for use in 
the servicing of equipments that em-
ploy bipolar transistors. 
The beta, or common-emitter for-

ward-current transfer ratio (hr,), 
of a bipolar transistor expresses the 
gain characteristics of the device. 
This characteristic can be determined 
by use of ac or de test voltages. 

Collector-to-base leakage (IcB0), 
measured with the emitter open, is 
the critical leakage of both ger-
manium and silicon transistors. How-
ever, these two basic transistor types 
can display wide differences in their 
leakage values and in levels of ac-
ceptability. 
A transistor tester should measure 

leakage directly in milliamperes or 
microamperes. 

IN CIRCUIT  
ZERO ADJUST 

S2 
PNP-NPN 
SWITCH  

OUT OF 
CIRCUIT 

Transistor Tester Requirements— 
The value of a transistor tester de-
pends on its design and how it is 
used. For accurate measurements of 
a wide range of transistor types, the 
tester must incorporate several spe-
cific design features. The more im-
portant considerations are as fol-
lows: 

1. The capability to measure beta 
at the collector-current level •best 
suited to the transistor type or its 
application. This capability should 
extend to the handling of devices 
ranging from small-signal rf tran-
sistors that have nominal collector 
currents of a few milliamperes to 
high-power types that have ratings 
up to one ampere. 

2. The facility to provide beta 
readings with an accuracy of -±.5% 
both in and out of circuit. (It should 
be remembered, however, that beta 
is directly affected by the collector 
current.) 

R64 R6B 
—vvvvs.— 

FINE --- --
COARSE  

PNP 5--
SOCKET 

o  

S2A 

RANGE 
SWITCH 
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J-1 
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Fig. 360—Circuit diagram for RCA WT-501A transistor tester. 
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3. An adjustment which permits 
leakage currents to be "bucked out" 
before the beta measurement is 
made; otherwise, the beta reading 
may be upset by the leakage current. 
In the case of high-leakage ger-
manium power transistors, the re-
sultant beta reading may be sig-
nificantly inaccurate. This rule 
applies to both in-circuit and out-of-
circuit tests. 

4. Means for calibrating the beta 
test for each transistor tested. 

5. A facility for reading leakage 
current directly in values as low as 
one microampere. 
The considerations listed above de-

fine the primary requirements of a 
good transistor tester. Other fea-
tures are desirable, of course, to 
make the tester completely re-
liable and easy to use. 

Transistor Tester—All of the 
necessary and desirable features 
have been included in the RCA 
WT-501A Transistor Tester, a meas-
urement instrument that combines 
service speed and simplicity with 
laboratory-measurement qualities. 
Fig. 360 shows the overall schematic 
and Fig. 361 shows a photograph 
of the WT-501A transistor tester. 
This tester is designed to measure 
transistor collector-to-base leakage 
(IcB0), collector-to-emitter leakage 
(IC»), and de beta. Collector cur-
rent (lc) is continuously adjustable 
up to 1 ampere in four ranges. The 
WT-501A can also be used for in-
circuit beta tests of a transistor. 
A 100-microampere meter move-

ment is used in the measuring cir-
cuits for the various test functions. 
Precision resistors are used to as-
sure accurate test results. 
An N-P-N/P-N-P switch provides 

the proper bias polarity to the tran-
sistor. Two dual potentiometers 
provide coarse and fine adjustment 
of collector current (CAL) and in-
circuit zero. 
The instrument has two internal 

1.5-volt "D"-size batteries. One bat-
tery is used in n-p-n tests and the 
other is used in p-n-p tests. The bat-
teries are also used during in-circuit 

tests to provide voltage in reverse 
polarity to cancel the effect of cir-
cuit leakage. 

Fig. 361—RCA WT-501A transistor tester. 

Beta-measuring circuit: A simpli-
fied diagram of the dc-beta test cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 362. Resistors 
Rb and Re serve both to establish 

Rb 
10 

CAL 

n-p-n 
TRANSISTOR 
UNDER TEST 

Fig. 362—Simplified beta-measuring circuit 
tor 04o-100-milliampere range. 

the collector current, and to shunt 
the meter to the required sensitivity. 
Values for Rb and R+ are as follows: 
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Range Rb 
1 mA 1000 ohms 

10 mA 110 ohms 
100 mA 10 ohms 
1 A 1 ohm 

110 ohms 
10 ohms 
1 ohm 

0.1 ohm 

When the range switch is set to 
the CAL function, the meter is in 
the collector circuit. Collector cur-
rent is determined by the value of 
the collector resistor for the particu-
lar range, and by the setting of the 
CAL control. 

In the BETA function, the meter 
is switched to the base circuit. DC 
beta is defined as the ratio of the 
steady-state collector current to the 
base current. Because the collector 
current is established at a known 
value by the CAL adjustment, the 
base-current meter reading can be 
interpreted in terms of de beta for 
the transistor. 

ICRO measuring circuit: Iebo is 
the current flow, or leakage, from 
the collector to the base with the 
emitter open. As shown in Fig. 363 
1.5 volts is applied to the collector 
and base of the transistor, and the 

n - p -n 
TRANSISTOR 
UNDER TEST 

Fig. 363—Simplified Into test circuit. 

meter is connected in the collector 
circuit. Collector-to-base leakage is 
indicated directly in microamperes. 

h., measuring circuit: IcE. rep-
resents the leakage from collector 
to emitter, with the base open. Fig. 
364 shows a simplified diagram of 
the ICHO test circuit. A voltage of 
1.5 volts is applied to the transis-
tor, and the meter is connected in 
the collector circuit. The resistor 
shunting the meter reduces the 
meter sensitivity to 10 milliamperes. 
Measurement of Ieb., is normally 

n-p-n 
TRANSISTOR 
UNDER TEST 

Fig. 364—Simplified lem test circuit for 
I-milliampere range. 

made on the CAL position of the 1-
milliampere range. If Ido exceeds 
1 milliampere, however, the range 
switch can be set to the 10-milli-
ampere or 100-milliampere range as 
necessary. Collector-to-emitter leak-
age is indicated in milliamperes, de-
pending on the current range that 
is used. 

In-circuit beta test: The test 
circuit used to measure in-circuit 
current gain is similar to that used 
for out-of-circuit beta measure-
ment. As shown in Fig. 365, the IN-
CIRCUIT ZERO ADJUST control 
applies a voltage of reverse polarity 

Rb 
10 
OHMS 

CAL 

Iceo 

 • 
BETA 

Rc 1.51- 1•5v1 

I OHM "e-.- 7.-

IN-CIRCUIT 
ZERO ADJ 

_ 
IN-CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR 

UNDER TEST 

Fig. 365—Simplified in-circuit beta test 
circuit for 0-to-100-milliampere range. 
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to the collector metering circuit. 
This voltage compensates for the 
collector-to-emitter leakage through 
the components in the circuit under 
test, and permits the meter to be 
set to zero. 
The CAL adjustment and the 

metering circuit are the same as 
for out-of-circuit measurement. 
The resistance of the measuring 

circuit is low in value so that no 
significant loading effect occurs from 
the circuit being tested. 

MOS Transistors 

In the servicing of electrical 
equipment that employs MOS tran-
sistors, it is readily determined that 
the test techniques required to 
measure the characteristics of these 
devices are not the same as those 
used for bipolar transistors. An en-
tirely new set of techniques, aimed 
specifically at the unique properties 
of MOS transistors, is required. 
Simple go/no-go types of test cir-
cuits, however, may still be used 
for detection of open or shorted 
devices. 
The test circuit shown in Fig. 366 

can be used to test n-channel deple-
tion or p-channel enhancement MOS 
transistors for opens or shorts. The 
substrate and source of the device 
being tested should be connected to 
terminal No. 1, the gate should be 
connected to terminal 2, and the 
drain should be connected to terminal 
No. 3. If the MOS transistor is a 
dual-gate type, the gates are tested 
separately. For n-channel deple-
tion types, if the lamp lights when 
the switch is open and does not 
light when the switch is closed, the 
transistor is good. If the lamp 
lights with the switch in either po-
sition, the transistor is shorted. If 
the lamp remains off with the switch 
in either position, the transistor is 
open. For p-channel enhancement 
types, the reverse indications are 
obtained. 

In the section of this Manual on 
MOS Field-Effect Transistors, the 
susceptibility of these devices to 

No.49 LAMP 
2V 

60 mA 
Fig. 366—"Go/no-go" test circuit tor 

MOS transistors. 

possible damage from the discharge 
of electrostatic charges was pointed 
out. Integral gate-protection sys-
tems used in certain types of dual-
gate devices are very effective in 
guarding against the effects of elec-
trostatic charges. The following spe-
cial precautions, however, are neces-
sary in handling MOS-transistors 
which do not contain integral-gate 
protection systems: 

1. Prior to assembly into a cir-
cuit, all leads should be kept 
shorted together by either (a) 
use of metal shorting springs 
attached to the device by the 
vendor, as shown in Fig. 367, 
or (b) use of conductive foam 
such as "ECCOSORB LS26" or 
equivalent. (ECCOSORB is a 
Trade Mark of Emerson & 
Cuming, Inc.). Note: Poly-
styrene insulating "SNOW" 
can acquire high static charges 
and should not be used. 

2. When devices are removed by 
hand from their carriers, the 
hand being used should be at 
ground potential. Personnel 
handling MOS transistors dur-
ing testing should ground 
themselves, preferably at the 
hand or wrist. 

3. Tips of soldering irons should 
be grounded. 
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4. Devices should never be in-
serted into or removed from 
circuits with power on. 

Fig. 367—illustration shows shorting spring 
for RCA MOS field-effect transistors that 
do not contain the integral gate protection. 
(Spring should not be removed until after 

the device is soldered into circuit.) 

Silicon Rectifiers 

In general, silicon rectifiers and 
most other types of solid-state 
diodes can be adequately tested by 
resistance measurements with a 
conventional ohmmeter (For pro-
cedures used in the testing of tun-
nel diodes, refer to RCA Tunnel 
Diodes, Technical Manual TD-30.) 
Resistance measurements are taken 
in both the forward and reverse di-
rections. The ratio of the "reverse" 
resistance reading to the "forward" 
resistance reading should be greater 
than 10 to 1. For the forward-
direction measurement, it is im-
portant to assure that the forward-
voltage rating of the rectifier is 
greater than the voltage applied by 
the ohmmeter (the battery voltage 
of a conventional ohmmeter is 1.5 
volts); otherwise, the rectifier may 
be damaged by excessive current. 
The front-to-back ratio of rectifiers 
can also be checked at various cur-
rent levels with the RCA WT-501A 
Transistor Tester described in the 
paragraph on testing of Bipolar 
Transistors. 

There are a number of easily con-
structed go/no-go types of test cir-
cuits that may be used to detect 
open or shorted rectifiers. Several 
of these test circuits are shown in 
the following paragraphs. 

Fig. 368 shows a simple "go/no-
go" test circuit for silicon rectifiers 
operating at 120 volts. With the 
connection shown, the lamp operates 
at half-power. When the switch is 
closed, the lamp should brighten if 
the diode under test is good. If there 
is no change in brightness when the 
switch is closed, the lamp was burn-
ing at full power with the switch 
open; in this case, the diode is 
shorted. If the lamp is out with the 
switch open but lights when the 
switch is closed, the diode is open. 

Fig. 368—"Go/no-go" test circuit for 
high-voltage silicon rectifiers. 

Fig. 369 shows a "go/no-go" tester 
for all silicon rectifiers in this 
Manual that operate at low voltages 

6V 

68 OHMS 

No.49 
LAMP 

2V, 60 mA 

SILICON 
RECTIFIER 

Fig. 369—"Go/no-go" test circuit for 
low-voltage silicon rectifiers excluding 

types 134A and 1N270. 
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except the 1N34A and 1N270. The 
test circuit for these two types is 
shown in Fig. 370. 
With a diode connected as shown 

in Fig. 369 and with the polarity of 
the battery as shown, the lamp 
should light; when the polarity of the 
battery is reversed, the lamp should 
not light. If the lamp lights regard-
less of the polarity of the battery, 
the diode is shorted; if the lamp does 
not light with either polarity, the 
diode is open. 
When the anode of a 1N34A or 

1N270 diode is connected to terminal 
No. 1 in Fig. 370, the lamp should 
light if the diode is good; when the 
anode is connected to terminal No. 
3 the light should go off. If the light 
remains lit regardless of the con-
nection, the diode is shorted; if the 
light is off regardless of the connec-
tion, the diode is open. 

DIODE UNDER 
TEST 

No. 49 LAMP 
2V 

60 mA 

Fig. 370—"Go/no-go" test circuit for 
silicon rectifier types 1N34A and 1N270. 

SCR's and Triacs 

Similar test procedures and cir-
cuits may be used for testing SCR's 
and triacs. The triac, however, 
should be tested for operation in all 
four .operating modes. For conveni-
ence of illustration, the test circuits 
described show only SCR's. Triacs 
tested in these circuits should be 
connected in one direction and then 
reversed for each test. In addition, 

the triacs should be tested for both 
negative and positive gate signals 
for each direction in which they are 
connected. 

Fig. 371 shows a go/no-go type 
of test circuit that can be used to 
test thyristors that operate directly 
from the line voltage. When the 

Fig. 37I—Simple test circuit for SCR's. 

switch is closed, a current of ap-
proximately 20 milliamperes flows 
through the 25-watt lamp, the 5600-
ohm resistor, and the switch; this 
amount of current is not enough to 
light the lamp. When the switch is 
opened, the light should brighten to 
approximately half maximum bright-
ness. Under these conditions, the 
SCR should be triggered into opera-
tion (shunting the 5600-ohm resis-
tor) on each positive half-cycle of 
input by the 20-milliampere current 
flowing in the gate-cathode circuit. 
If the lamp lights to full brightness, 
the SCR is shorted. If the lamp does 
not brighten regardless of the posi-
tion of the switch, the SCR is open. 

Fig. 372 shows a simple, inex-
pensive test circuit that may be 
used to evaluate the OFF-state 
voltage capabilities of thyristors, 

Fg. 372—Test circuit used to determine 
dc forward- and reverse-voltage-blocking 
capabilities and leakage current of thy-

ristors. 
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and for reverse-blocking (SCR's) and 
leakage tests. Resistor Ri and capaci-
tor Ci are included in the test cir-
cuit to limit the rate of rise of 
applied voltage to the thyristor un-
der test. Resistor R. limits the dis-
charge of capacitor Ci through the 
thyristor in the event that the thy-
ristor is turned on during the test. 
Resistor R. provides a discharge 
path for capacitor Ci. 

Fig. 373 shows a simple test cir-
cuit that may be used to determine 
the holding and latching currents 
of thyristors. For the holding-
current tests, the value of poten-
tiometer Ri is adjusted to approxi-
mately 50 ohms, and the spring-
loaded push-button switch Pl3i is 
momentarily depressed to turn on 
the thyristor. The value of Ri is 

Fig. 373—Test circuit used to determine 
holding and latching currents of thyristors. 

then gradually increased to the point 
at which the thyristor turns off. 
For the latching-current test, the 

value of potentiometer Ri is initially 
adjusted so that the main-terminal 
current is less than the holding 
level. The value of Ri is then de-
creased, as push-button switch 
Pl3i is alternately depressed and re-
leased, until the thyristor latches on. 

Fig. 374(a) shows a simple test 
circuit that may be used to deter-
mine the dv/dt capability of a thy-
ristor. The curves in Fig. 374(b) 
define the critical values for linear 
and exponential rates of increase in 
reapplied forward OFF-state volt-
age for an SCR. The critical value 
for the exponential rate of rise of 
forward voltage is the rating given 

101 

Vj 

-EXPONENTIAL 

I— RC -4 
TIME 

(b) 

Fig. 374—Test circuit and waveforms used 
to determine dv/dt capability of a thy-

ristor. 

in the manufacturer's test specifi-
cations. This rating is determined 
from the following equation: 

rated value of 
dv thyristor voltage (Van)  

X 0.632 
dt — RC time constant 

Fig. 375 shows a simple test cir-
cuit used to determine turn-on times 
of thyristors. The value of resistor 
Ri is chosen so that the rated value 

Iv .200 mA 

0.1µs RISE TIME 

(0) 

I 

I 7 
I 'TM l POINT 

I   -I— 
I I 

H td —'4 r- t. 
I— t --.4 
I gt 

ANODE 
CURRENT 

GT 10% GATE TRIGGER PULSE V 

1_. POINT 

(b) 

Fig. 375—Test circuit and waveforms used 
to determine turn-on time of thyristors. 
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of current flows through the thy-
ristor. Turn-on time is specified by 
the thyristor manufacturer at the 
rated blocking voltage. It is defined 
(for resistive loads) as the time 
interval between 10 per cefit of the 
gate voltage and the period re-
quired for the current to rise to 
90 per cent of its maximum value. 

Fig. 376 shows a simple test cir-
cuit used to measure turn-off time. 
The circuit subjects the thyristor to 
current and voltage waveforms simi-
lar to those encountered in most 
typical applications. In the circuit 
diagram, SCR, is the device under 
test. Initially, both SCR's are in the 
OFF-state; push-button switch SW, 
is momentarily closed to start the 
test. This action turns on SCR, and 
load current flows through this SCR 
and resistor R2. Capacitor C, 
charges through resistor It3 to the 
voltage developed across R2. If the 
second push-button switch SW2 is 
then closed, SCR2 is turned on. 

FACTORY TESTED ,,--VFB RATED 

24V AT RATED (A r 
dt 

LL S2 CLOSED 
Si CLOSED 

Fig. 376—Test circuit and voltage wave-
forms used to determine turn-off times 

of thyristors. 

SCR, is then reverse-biased by the 
voltage across capacitor Ci. The dis-
charge of this capacitor causes a 
short pulse of reverse current to 
flow through SCR, until this de-
vice recovers its reverse-blocking 
capability. At some time th the 

anode-to-cathode voltage of SCR, 
passes through zero and starts to 
build up in a forward direction at 
a rate dependent upon the time con-
stant of C, and R2. The peak value 
of the reverse current during the 
recovery period can be controlled 
by adjustment of potentiometer 14. 
If the turn-off time of SCR, is less 
than the time t,, the device will 
turn off. The turn-off interval t, can 
be measured by observation of the 
anode-to-cathode voltage of SCR, 
with a high-speed oscilloscope. A 
typical waveform is shown in Fig. 
376. 
The gate voltage and current re-

quired to switch a thyristor to its 
low-impedance state at maximum 
rated forward anode current can 
be determined from the circuit 
shown in Fig. 377. The value of 

R2 

Fig. 377—Test circuit used to determine 
gate-trigger-pulse requirements of 

thyristors. 

resistor R2 is chosen so that maxi-
mum anode current, as specified 
in the manufacturer's current rat-
ing, flows when the device latches 
into its low-impedance state. The 
value of resistor R, is gradually 
decreased until the device under 
test is switched from its high-
impedance state' to its low-im-
pedance state. The values of gate 
current and gate voltage immedi-
ately prior to switching are the 
gate voltage and current required 
to trigger the thyristor. 

HEAT-SINK REQUIREMENTS 

All solid-state devices are tem-
perature-sensitive, some to a 
greater degree than others. As a 
result, the device temperature or 
power dissipation must be kept be-
low the maximum specified rating 
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either by limiting the input power 
requirements to maintain a limited 
power dissipation or by providing 
some external means of removing 
the excess heat generated during 
normal operation. Generally, low-
power semiconductor devices have 
sufficient mass and heat-dissipation 
area to conduct away the detrimen-
tal heat energy formed at their 
semiconductor junctions. For higher-
power devices, such as power tran-
sistors, thyristors, and silicon 
rectifiers, however, a heat sink must 
be used. 
Under steady-state conditions, the 

maximum dissipation capability of 
a solid-state device that has a 
heat sink attached depends on the 
sum of (a) the series thermal re-
sistances from the semiconductor 
junction to the ambient, (b) the 
maximum junction temperature, and 
(c) the ambient temeprature at 
which the device is operated. The 
total thermal resistance of the de-
vice from junction to ambient ar-A 
can be expressed as follows: 

ej_A => 0.1-C ± OC-S + OS-A 

where 0,_c is the thermal resistance 
from the semiconductor junction to 
the case of the device, ee_s is the 
thermal resistance between the de-
vice case and the surface of the 
heat sink, and es_ is the thermal 
resistance of the heat sink (from 
its surface to the ambient air). 
The maximum dissipation capa-

bility of a solid-state device 
PD(max) with a heat sink at-
tached is given by 

T(max) — T(amb) 
P.,(max) 

(9,-c + Ov-s -F OS-A 

where T,(max) is the maximum 
junction temperature obtained from 
the manufacturer's data and T(amb) 
is the ambient temperature. 

Discrete heat sinks are sold com-
mercially in various size, shapes, 
colors, and materials. It is also court-

mon practice to use the chassis of 
the unit as a heat sink. In any case, 
the heat-dissipation capability of 
the heat sink is based on its thermal 
resistance OS-A. The thermal-resist-
ance value of the heat sink should 
be small enough to obtain a power-
dissipation capability, as expressed 
in the above equation, that exceeds 
the power-dissipation rating of the 
semiconductor device. For high-
power devices, the interface thermal 
resistance OC-S between the semi-
conductor case and the surface of 
the heat sink can be maintained at 
a low value (1 to 2°C per watt) by 
use of epoxy glue or silicone grease. 

Fig. 378 shows a useful nomo-
graph for obtaining the physical 
dimensions of a heat sink as a func-
tion of its thermal resistance. The 
data in this nomograph pertain to 
a heat sink that cools by convection 
and radiation and that is of natural 
bright finish of copper or aluminum. 
The heat-sink area is selected from 
the left-hand column and a line is 
drawn horizontally from this point. 
The value of thermal resistance e85 
is read directly from the graph, de-
pending on the type and thickness 
of the heat-sink material and the 
mounting position of the heat sink, 
either horizontal or vertical, with 
respect to the mounting board. 

TRANSISTOR MOUNTING 

The collector, base, and emitter 
terminals of transistors can be con-
nected to associated circuit elements 
by means of sockets, clips, or solder 
connections to the leads or pins. If 
connections are soldered close to the 
lead or pin seals, care must be taken 
to conduct excessive heat away from 
the seals, otherwise the heat of the 
soldering operation may crack the 
glass seals and damage the tran-
sistor. When dip soldering is em-, 
ployed in the assembly of printed 
circuits using transistors, the tem-
perature of the solder should be 
limited to about 225 to 250°C for 
a maximum immersion period of 
10 seconds. Furthermore, the leads 
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Fig. 378—Thermal resistance as a function of heat-sink dimensions (Nomograph re-
printed from ELECTRONIC DESIGN, Aug. 16, 1961). 

should not be dip-soldered too close 
to the transistor case. Under no cir-
cumstances should the mounting 
flange of a transistor be soldered to 
a heat sink because the heat of the 
soldering operation may perma-
nently damage the transistor. 

Metal-Package Types 

In some transistors, the collector 
electrode is connected internally to 
the metal case to improve heat-dis-
sipation capabilities. More efficient 
cooling of the collector junction in 
these transistors can be accomplished 
by connection of the case to a heat 
sink. Direct connection of the case 

to a metal surface is practical only 
when a grounded-collector circuit is 
used. For other configurations, the 
collector is electrically isolated from 
the chassis or heat sink by means of 
an insulator that has good thermal 
conductivity. Suggested mounting 
arrangement for RCA transistors 
supplied in hermetically sealed metal 
packages are shown in detail in the 
section on Mounting Hardware. 
For small general-purpose tran-

sistors, such as the 2N2102, which 
use a JEDEC TO-5 package, a good 
thermal method of isolating the 
collector from a metal chassis or 
printed circuit board is by means of 
a beryllium oxide washer. The use 
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of a zinc-oxide-filled silicone com-
pound between the washer and the 
chassis, together with a moderate 
amount of pressure from the top of 
the transistor, helps to improve 
thermal dissipation. An alternate 
method is the use of a fin-type heat 
sink. Fig. 379 illustrates both types 
of mounting. Fin-type heat sinks are 
especially suitable when transistors 
are mounted in Teflon sockets which 

SILICONE 
GREASE 

ASE 

Be 0 WASHER 

CHASSIS 

FIN-TYPE 
HEAT SINK 

(0) 
Fig. 379—Suggested mounting arrange-
ments for transistors in JEDEC TO-5 

package. 

provide no thermal conduction to the 
chassis or printed circuit board. 
For power transistors which use 

a JEDEC TO-3 package, such as the 
2N3055, it is recommended that a 
0.002-inch mica insulator or an ano-
dized aluminum insulator having 
high thermal conductivity be used 
between the transistor base and the 
heat sink or chassis. The insulator 
should extend beyond the mounting 
clamp, as shown in Fig. 380. It 
should be drilled or punched to pro-
vide both the two mounting holes 
and the clerance holes for the emit-
ter and base pins. Burrs should be 
removed from both the insulator and 
the holes in the chassis so that the 
insulating layer will not be destroyed 
during mounting. It is also recom-
mended that an insulating washer 

be used between the mounting 
screws and the chassis, as shown 
in Fig. 380, to prevent a short cir-
cuit between them. 
For large power transistors, such 

as the 2N2876, which use a double-
ended stud package, connection to 
the chassis or heat sink should be 
made at the flat surface of the tran-
sistor perpendicular to the threaded 
stud. A large mating surface should 
be provided to avoid hot spots and 
high thermal drop. The hole for the 
stud should be only as large as neces-
sary for clearance, and should con-
tain no burrs or ridges on its perim-
eter. As mentioned above, the use of 
a silicon grease between the heat 
sink and the transistor improves 
thermal contact. The transistor can 
be screwed directly into the heat 
sink or can be fastened by means of 
a nut. In either case, care must be 
taken to avoid the application of too 
much torque lest the transistor semi-
conductor junction be damaged. Al-
though the studs are made of rela-
tively soft copper to provide high 
thermal conductivity, the threads 
should not be relied upon to provide 
a mating surface. The actual heat 
transfer must take place on the 
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\N! \\\\\  
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Fig. 380—Suggested mounting arrangement 
for transistors in JEDEC TO-3 package. 
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underside of the hexagonal part of 
the package. 
The use of an external resistance 

in the emitter or collector circuit of 
a transistor is an effective deterrent 
to damage which might be caused 
by thermal runaway. The minimum 
value of this resistance for low-level 
stages may be obtained from the 
following equation: 

R„,,„ — 
4 (F., + _25 ) 

0J-A 

where E is the de collector supply 
voltage in volts, po is the product of 
the collector-to-emitter voltage and 
the collector current at the desired 
operating point in watts, and 0J-A is 
the thermal resistance of the tran-
sistor and heat sink in degrees cen-
tigrade per watt (0,-o -I- 0C-11 ± 
OS-A). 

E 2 

Plastic-Package Types 

RCA transistors are also available 
in two basic types of molded-silicone-
plastic packages, which are supplied 
in a wide range of power-dissipation 
ratings and a variety of package 
configurations to assure flexibility of 
application. These types include the 

(c) 
(a) (b) 

RCA Versawatt packages for me-
dium-power applications and the 
RCA high-power plastic packages. 
Each basic type offers several dif-
ferent package options, and the user 
can select the configuration best 
suited to his particular application. 

Fig. 381 shows the options cur-
rently available for RCA Versawatt 
packages. The JEDEC Type TO-
220AB in-line-lead version, shown in 
Fig. 381(a), represents the basic 
style. This package features leads 
that can be formed to meet a variety 
of specific mounting requirements. 
Fig. 381(b) shows a modification of 
the basic type that allows a Versa-
watt package to be mounted on a 
printed-circuit board with a 0.100-
inch grid spacing and a minimum 
lead spacing of 0.200 inch. Fig. 
381(c) shows a JEDEC Type TO-
220AA version of the Versawatt 
package. The dimensions of this 
type of transistor package are such 
that it can replace the JEDEC TO-
66 transistor package in a commer-
cial socket or printed-circuit board 
without retooling. The TO-220AA 
Versawatt package is also supplied 
with an integral heat sink. 
The RCA molded-plastic high: 

power packages are also supplied 
in several configurations, as shown 

Fig. 381—RCA Versawatt transistor packages: (a) JEDEC No. TO-220A8 in-line-lead 
version; (b) configuration designed for mounting on printed-circuit boards; (c) JEDEC 
No. TO-220AA version, which may be used as a replacement for JEDEC No. TO-66 

metal packages. 
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Fig. 382—RCA high-power plastic transistor packages: (a) JEDEC No. TO-219AB 
version, which represents the basic configuration; (b) JEDEC No. TO-219AA version, 
which may be used as a replacement for JEDEC TO-3 metal packages; (c) configuration 

designed for mounting on printed-circuit boards. 

in Fig. 382. The JEDEC Type TO-
219AB, shown in Fig. 382(a), is the 
basic high-power plastic package. 
Fig. 382(b) shows a JEDEC Type 
TO-219A A version of the high-power 
plastic package. With the addition 
of an NR193B top clamp, the TO-
219AA package can be used as a 
direct replacement for the her-
metically sealed JEDEC TO-3 pack-
age. The RCA high-power plastic 
package is also available with an 
attached header-case lead, as shown 
in Fig. 382(c). This three-lead pack-
age is designed for mounting on a 
printed-circuit board. 
Recommended mounting arrange-

ments and suggested hardware for 
the Versawatt transistors are shown 
in the section on Mounting Hard-
ware. The rectangular washer 
(NR231A) used in the mounting of 
these devices is designed to minimize 
distortion of the mounting flange 
when the transistor is fastened to a 
heat sink. Excessive distortion of the 
flange could cause damage to the 
transistor. The washer is particu-
larly important when the size of the 
mounting hole exceeds 0.140 inch 
(6-32 clearance). Larger holes are 
needed to accommodate insulating 
bushings; however, the holes should 

not be larger than necessary to pro-
vide hardware clearance and, in any 
case, should not exceed a diameter 
of 0.250 inch. Flange distortion is 
also possible if excessive torque is 
used during mounting. A maximum 
torque of 8 inch-pounds is specified. 
Care should be exercised to assure 
that the tool used to drive the mount-
ing screw never comes in contact 
with the plastic body during the 
driving operation. Such contact can 
result in damage to the plastic body 
and internal device connections. An 
excellent method of avoiding this 
problem is to use a spacer or com-
bination spacer-isolating bushing 
which raises the screw head or nut 
above the top surface of the plastic 
body. The material used for such a 
spacer or spacer-isolating bushing 
should, of course, be carefully se-
lected to avoid "cold flow" and con-
sequent reduction in mounting force. 
Suggested materials for these bush-
ings are diallphthalate, fiberglass-
filled nylon, or fiberglass-filled poly-
carbonate. Unfilled nylon should be 
avoided. 

Modification of the flange can also 
result in flange distortion and should 
not be attempted. The transistor 
should not be soldered to the heat 
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sink by use of lead-tin solder be-
cause the heat required with this 
type of solder will cause the junction 
temperature of the transistor to be-
come excessive. 
The TO-220AA plastic transistor 

can be mounted in commercially 
available TO-66 sockets, ,such as 
UID Electronics Corp. Socket No. 
PTS-4 or equivalent. For testing 
purposes, the TO-220AB in-line pack-
age can be mounted in a Jetron 
Socket No. CD74-104 or equivalent. 
The recommended hardware and 

mounting arrangements for RCA 
high-power molded-plastic transis-
tors are also shown in the section on 
Mounting Hardware. These types 
can be mounted directly in a socket 
such as the Industrial Hardware 
Corporation No. LST-1702-1 (or 
equivalent) or they can be mounted 
in a standard TO-3 socket with the 
NR193B clamp. The precautions 
given for the Versawatt packages 
should also be followed in the mount-
ing of the high-power molded-plastic 
packages. 
The maximum allowable power 

dissipation in a solid-state device is 
limited by its junction temperature. 
An important factor to assure that 
the junction temperature remains 
below the specified maximum value 
is the ability of the associated ther-
mal circuit to conduct heat away 
from the device. 
When a solid-state device is oper-

ated in free air, without a heat sink, 
the steady-state thermal circuit is 
defined by the junction-to-free-air 
thermal resistance given in the pub-
lished data on the device. Thermal 
considerations require that there be 
a free flow of air around the device 
and that the power dissipation be 
maintained below that which would 
cause the junction temperature to 
rise above the maximum rating. 
When the device is mounted on a 
heat sink, however, care must be 
taken to assure that all portions of 
the thermal circuit are considered. 

Operation of the transistor with 
heat-sink temperatures of 100°C or 
greater results in some shrinkage of 

the insulating bushing normally 
used to mount power transistors. 
The degradation of contact thermal 
resistance is usually less than 25 
per cent if a good thermal compound 
is used. (A more detailed discus-
sion of thermal resistance can be 
found in the RCA Power Circuits 
Manual, Technical Series SP-51.) 
During the mounting of RCA 

molded-plastic solid-state power de-
vices, the following special precau-
tions should be taken to assure 
efficient heat transfer from case to 
heat sink: 

1. Mounting torque should be be-
tween 4 and 8 inch-pounds. 

2. The mounting holes should be 
kept as small as possible2 

3. Holes should be drilled or 
punched clean with no burrs or 
ridges, and chamfered to a 
maximum radius of 0.010 inch. 

4. The mounting surface should 
be flat within 0.002 inch/inch. 

5. Thermal grease (Dow Corning 
340 or equivalent) should al-
ways be used (on both sides 
of the insulating washer if one 
is employed). 

6. Thin insulating washers should 
be used (thickness of factory-
supplied mica washers ranges 
from 2 to 4 mils). 

7. A lock washer or torque washer 
should be used, together with 
materials that have sufficient 
creep strength to prevent deg-
radation of heat-sink effi-
ciency during life. 

A wide variety of solvents is avail-
able for degreasing and flux re-
moval. The usual practice is to sub-
merge components in a solvent bath 
for a specified time. From a reliabil-
ity standpoint, however, it is ex-
tremely important that the solvent, 
together with other chemicals in the 
solder-cleaning system (such as flux 
and solder covers), not adversely af-
fect the life of the component. This 
consideration applies to all non-
hermetic and molded-plastic com-
ponents. 

It is, of course, impractical to 
evaluate the effect on long-term tran-
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sistor life of all cleaning solvents, 
which are marketed under a variety 
of brand names with numerous ad-
ditives. Chlorinated solvents, gaso-
line, and other hydrocarbons cause 
the inner encapsulant to swell and 
damage the transistor. Alcohols are 
acceptable solvents and are recom-
mended for flux removal whenever 
possible. Several examples of suit-
able alcohols are listed below: 

1. methanol 
2. ethanol 
3. isopropanol 
4. blends of the above 
When considerations such as sol-

vent flammability are of concern, se-
lected Freon-alcohol blends are us-
able when exposure is limited. 
Solvents such as those listed below 
should be safe when used for normal 
flux removal operations, but care 
should be taken to assure their suit-
ability in the cleaning procedure: 

1. Freon TE 
2. Freon TE-35 
3. Freon TP-35 (Freon PC) 

These solvents may be used for a 
maximum of 4 hours at 25°C or for 
a maximum of 1 hour at 50°C. 

Care must also be used in the se-
lection of fluxes in the soldering of 
leads. Rosin or activated-rosin fluxes 
are recommended; organic fluxes are 
not. 

THYRISTOR MOUNTING 

For most efficient heat sinks, inti-
mate contact should exist between 
the heat sink and at least one-half 
of the package base. The thyristor 
package can be mounted on the heat 
sink mechanically, with glue or epoxy 
adhesive, or by soldering. The 
JEDEC TO-48, TO-66, and stud-
mounted packages are mounted me-
chanically. In these cases, silicone 
grease should be used between the 
device and the heat sink to elimi-
nate surface voids, prevent insula-
tion build-pp due to oxidation, and 
help conduct heat across the inter-
face. Although glue or epoxy ad-
hesive provides good bonding, a 
significant amount of resistance may 

exist at the interface. To minimize 
this interface resistance, an adhesive 
material with low thermal resist-
ance, such as Hysol* Epoxy Patch 
Material No. 6C or Wakefield* Delta 
Bond No. 152, or their equivalent, 
should be used. 

Fig. 383 shows the special press-fit 
package used for some SCR's and 
triacs. Press-fit mounting dépends 
upon an interference fit between the 

Fig. 383—Press-fit package. 

thyristor case and the heat sink. As 
the thyristor is forced into the heat-
sink hole, metal from the heat sink 
flows into the knurl voids of the 
thyristor case. The resulting close 
contact between the heat sink and 
thyristor case assures low thermal 
resistances. 
A recommended mounting method, 

shown in Fig. 384, shows press-fit 
knurl and heat-sink hole dimensions. 
If these dimensions are maintained, 
a "worst-case" condition of 0.0085 
inch interference fit will allow press-
fit insertion below the maximum 
allowable insertion force of 800 
pounds. A slight chamfer in the 
heat-sink hole will help center and 
guide the press-fit package properly 
into the heat sink. The insertion tool 
should be a hollow shaft having an 
inner diameter of 0.380 -± 0.010 
inch and an outer diameter of 0.500 
inch. These dimensions provide suffi-
cient clearance for the leads and as-
sure that no direct force is applied 
to the glass seal of the thyristor. 

* Products of Hyson Corporation, Olean, 
New York, and Wakefield Engineering, 
Inc., Wakefield, Massachusetts, respec-
tively. 
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The press-fit package is not re-
stricted to a single mounting ar-
rangement; direct soldering and the 
use of epoxy adhesives have been 
successfully employed. The press-fit 
case is tin-plated to facilitate direct 
soldering to the heat sink. A 60-40 
solder should be used, and heat 
should only be applied long enough 
to allow the solder to flow freely. 

800 LB. MAX. 

.505" 
—.501 .. DIA. 

.4975" 
±.001 

COPPER OR ALUMINUM HEAT SINK 

Fig. 384—Suggested mounting arrangement 
for press-fit types. 

For the JEDEC TO-5, TO-8, and 
low-profile packages, shown in Fig. 
385, soldering of the thyristor to 

the heat sink is preferable because 
it is most efficient. Not only is the 
bond permanent, but the thermal re-
sistance ec-. from the thyristor case 
to the heat sink is easily kept be-
low 1°C per watt under normal 
soldering conditions. Oven or hot-
plate batch-soldering techniques are 
recommended because of their low 
cost. The use of a self-jigging ar-
rangement of the thyristor and the 
heat sink and a 60-40 solder pre-
form is recommended. If each unit 
is soldered individually with a flame 
or electric soldering iron, the heat 
source should be held on the heat 
sink and the solder on the unit. Heat 
should be applied only long enough 
to permit solder to flow freely. Be-
cause RCA thyristors are tin-plated, 
maximum solder wetting is easily 
obtainable without thyristor over-
heating. 
The special high-conductivity 

leads on the two-lead TO-5 pack-
age permit operation of the thyristor 
at current levels that would be con-
sidered excessive for an ordinary 
TO-5 package. The special leads can 
be bent into almost any configura-
tion to fit any monting requirement; 
however, they are not intended to 

Fig. 385--JEDEC TO-5, TO-8, and low-profile packages. 
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take repeated bending and unbend-
ing. In particular, repeated bending 
at the glass should be avoided. The 
leads are not especially brittle at 
this point, but the glass has a sharp 
edge which produces an excessively 
small radius of curvature in a bend 
made at the glass. Repeated bend-
ing with a small radius of curvature 
at a fixed point will cause fatigue 
and breakage in almost any ma-
terial. For this reason, right-angle 
bends should be made at least 0.020 
inch from the glass. This practice 
will avoid sharp bends and main-
tain sufficient electrlical isolation be-
tween lead connections and header. 
A safe bend can be assured if the 
lead is gripped with pliers close to 
the glass seal and then bent the 
requisite amount with the fingers, 
as shown in Fig. 386. When the 
leads of a number of devices are to 

Fig. 386—Method of bending leads on 
thyristor package. 

be bent into a particular configura-
tion, it may be advantageous to use 
a lead-bending fixture to assure 
that all leads are bent to the same 
shape and in the correct place the 
first time, so that there is no need 
for repeated bending. 
RCA thyristors are also available 

in plastic packages. The information 
given previously on the mounting 
and handling of plastic-package 
transistors is, in general, applicable 
to plastic-package thyristors as well. 

Typical Heat-Sink 
Configurations 

Fig. 387 shows some typical heat-
sink configurations that can be used 
with RCA thyristors in a TO-5 pack-
age. The thermal-resistance OS-A for 
each of the easily fabricated sinks 

is given, together with approximate 
dimensions. The thyristors in the 
illustrations are soldered to the heat 
sink; if epoxy is used, an additional 
thermal resistance OC-S of 1 to 2°C 
per watt must be added to the 
thermal-resistance values shown. The 
junction-to-case thermal-resistance 
value for the particular thyristor 
being used should be added to the 
values shown to obtain the over-all 
junction-to-air thermal resistance of 
each configuration. In the designs 

05-A = 2 TO 6e C/W 

I/2"D 

EPDXY OR 
SOLDER 

EPDXY 

ELECTRICAL 
INSULATION HEAT SINK 

(CHASSIS ) 

eS-A :18°C/W 

9S-A= 30° C/W 

1/4 

- 5/8" 1/2" 
1/2"  

Fig. 387—Typical heat-sink configurations 
for use with TO-5 package. 

/8"R 

METAL 
HEAT 

SPREADER 
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shown, electrical insulation of the 
heat sink from the chassis or equip-
ment housing may be required. 

Chassis-Mounted Heat Sinks 

In many applications, it is desir-
able and practical to use the chassis 
or equipment housing as the heat 
sink. In such cases, the thyristor 
must be electrically insulated from 
the heat sink, but must still permit 
heat generated by the device to be 
efficiently transferred to the chassis 
or housing. This heat transfer can 
be achieved by use of the heat-
spreader mounting method. In this 
method, the thyristor is attached 
to a metal bracket (heat spreader) 
which is attached to, but electrically 
insulated from, the chassis. The 
heat-sink configurations shown in 
Fig. 387 can serve as heat spread-
ers, as well as the special clip shown 
in Fig. 388. (Triacs soldered to this 
heat spreader are available from 
RCA as type numbers 40638 and 
40639; SCR's on this spreader are 
available as type numbers 40656 
and 40657.) 

Electrical insulation may consist 
of material such as alumina ceramic, 
polyimide film or tape, fiberglass 
tape, or epoxy. The metal bracket 
itself has a low thermal resistance, 
and spreads the heat out over a 
larger area than could the thyristor 
case alone. The larger area in con-
tact with the electrical insulation 
allows heat to transfer from bracket 
to chassis through the insulation 
with relatively low thermal resist-
ance. Typical heat sinks, such as 
those shown in Fig. 387, provide a 
much lower thermal resistance when 
used as heat spreaders than when 
used as heat sinks. 
Heat-spreader dimensions can be 

varied over a wide range to suit 
particular applications. For example, 
area or diameter can be increased, 
or shape changed, as long as the 
heat-transfer area in contact with 
the electrical insulation is sufficient. 
An area of 0.2 square inch or more 
is usually desirable. The exact 

thermal resistance of any heat 
spreader depends on the heat-
transfer area, type of metal used, 
type of insulation used, and whether 
the thyristor is fastened to the heat 

Br (CASE TO HEAT SINK) 
3 TO 6' C/W 

ELECTRICAL INSULATION 
SOLDER 

HEAT 
SPREADER 

EPDXY 

--\ 

MOUNTING 
TAB 

HEAT SINK 
(FACE PLATE) 

SELF-JIGGING 
TAB EPDXY 

Fig. 388—Sell-jigging heat spreader. 

spreader with solder or epoxy. 
Soldered construction yields a ther-
mal resistance about 1°C per watt 
less than that obtained with epoxy. 
Alumina or polyimide insulation 
provides a thermal resistance about 
1 to 2°C per watt less than that ob-
tained with thermosetting fiberglass-
tape insulation. The heat spreader 
can be made of any material with 
suitable thermal conductivity, such 
as copper, brass, or aluminum. 
Solderable plating for aluminum is 
commercially available. 

RECTIFIER MOUNTING 

The maximum forward-current 
ratings for RCA silicon rectifiers 
apply specifically for operation in 
free air (natural convection cool-
ing). The average (dc) forware-cur-
rent and the peak recurrent forward-
current capabilities of these recti-
fiers are substantially higher than 
those shown in the maximum ratings 
when the rectifiers are attached to 
heat sinks. 

Rectifiers used for low-power ap-
plications normally do not require 
an external heat sink to dissipate 
the heat generated at their p-n 
junctions. Most rectifiers in this 
category are packaged in the same 
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RCA 

e-IL 

LI 
Fig. 389—Various package designs for RCA silicon rectifiers. 

small case used for the JEDEC TO-
1 package. For medium-current 
(1- to 2-ampere) high-voltage ap-
plications, the rectifier is packaged 
in a flange-case, axial-leal JEDEC 
DO-1 case. For higher-current ap-
plications, the DO-4 and DO-5 pack-
ages are used. These package con-
figurations are shown in Fig. 389. 

Fig. 390 shows two suggested 
methods for attaching the flange-
case, axial-lead package to a heat 
sink. The flange of the rectifier may 
also be soldered directly to the heat 
sink, provided the flange tempera-
ture during soldering does not ex-
ceed 253°C for a miximum period 
of 10 seconds. Permanent damage 
to the rectifier may result if these 
limits are exceeded. 
The flexible leads of some RCA 

rectifiers are usually soldered to the 
circuit elements. It is desirable in 
all installations to provide some 
slack or an expansion elbow in each 
lead to prevent excessive tension 
on the leads. Manual soldering 
should be performed carefully and 
quickly to avoid damage to the rec-
fier by excessive heating. To mini-
mize heating the rectifier junction 
during manual soldering, it is de-
sirable to grip the flexible lead be-

ing soldered between the case and 
the soldering point with a pair of 
pliers. 

ALUMINUM 
PLATE 

RECTIFIER 

SILICONE 
GREASE 

RECTIFIER 

HEAT SINK 
SILICONE 
GREASE 

TINNERMAN 
SPEED CLIP* 

OR 
EQUIVALENT 

HEAT SINK 

Fig. 390—Suggested methods for attach-
ing rectifier types 1N2858A through 

1N2864A to heat sink. 
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When dip soldering is used in the 
assembly of printed circuits, the 
temperature of the solder should not 
exceed 255°C for a maximum im-
mersion period of 10 seconds. The 
leads should not be dip-soldered 
beyond points, "A" and "B" indicated 
in Fig. 391. 

POINT B 

Fig. 391—Diagram showing areas beyond 
which dip-soldering should not extend. 

Fig. 392 shows the suggested 
mounting of the higher-current-type 
DO-4 and DO-5 packages. Mounting 
components of the type shown are 
furnished with each rectifier. With 
these mounting components, the in-

crease in thermal resistance 00-8 
from the rectifier case to the heat-
sink surface is approximately 3°C 
per watt. 

DO-5 

MICA 
INSULATOR 

HEAT 
SINK 

INSULATING 
BUSHING 
MICA 

INSULATOR 

CONNECTOR 

LOCK 
WASH 

HEX NUT 

ER 

Fig. 392—Suggested mounting arrange-
ments for DO-4 and DO-5 packages. 
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RCA SK-Series Solid-State 
Replacement Devices 

THE RCA "top-of-the-line" SK-
I- series entertainment and indus-
trial solid-state devices are a group 
of high-quality types specifically 
intended for replacement purposes 
in line-operated and battery-operated 
electronic equipment. Each transis-
tor, rectifier, or integrated circuit 
included in the SK-series is designed 
to provide outstanding performance 
in a specific application or type of 
service and can be used to replace 
a broad variety of solid-state de-
vices used in that application or type 
of service in original equipment. 
SK devices are precisely en-

gineered, manufactured, and tested 
specifically for use as replacements. 
Each device has electrical character-
istics comparable with, or superior 
to, those of the devices that it re-
places. In some instances, the case of 
an SK device may be slightly taller 
or thicker than that of the original 
device or may have a slightly differ-
ent shape. These slight mechanical 
differences will not affect the per-
formance of the equipment in which 
the replacement is made and normally 
will not prevent or complicate the 
installation of the SK device. In most 
cases, therefore, the recommended 
SK replacement device can be in-
stalled without changes in mechanical 
mounting arrangements, circuit wir-
ing, or operating conditions. Dimen-
sional outlines for the SK devices 
are shown in the Outlines Section of 
this Manual. 

Fig. 393 shows the terminal dia-
grams for the SK devices, and Table 
V provides an index to the specific 
diagram for each type. 
Because RCA SK devices are 

intended specifically for replace-
ment purposes, RCA does not pub-
lish detailed technical data sheets 
on them, and no descriptive data on 
these types are included in the 
Technical Data Sections of this Man-
ual. However, for the benefit of 
hobbyists, experimenters, and others 
who may require some information 
on the performance capability of 
these devices, performance data 
that define safe areas of operation 
are given in Table VI for enter-
tainment types and in Table VII 
for industrial types. Operation be-
yond the limits specified may result 
in damage to the device. 
For more detailed information on 

the use and capabilities of RCA 
SK solid-state devices, the reader 
should refer to the SK-Series Top of 
the Line Replacement Guide, RCA 
Publication No. SPG 202K. This 
Guide lists in numerical-alphabetical 
sequence more than 17,000 solid-
state devices widely used in elec-
tronic equipment and the recom-
mended SK replacement device for 
each type. The Guide also provides 
detailed instructions and precau-
tionary measures that should be 
followed to assure successful use 
of SK types for replacement of 
original-equipment devices. 
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Fig. 393—Terminal diagrams for RCA SK solid-state replacement devices. (Table V 
provides a type-number index to these diagrams.) 
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Table V—Type-Number Index to Terminal Diagrams of 
SK Devices Shown in Fig. 393 

Terminal Terminal Terminal 

Type Diagram Type Diagram Type Diagram 

SK3003 (b) SK 3029 (h) SK3055 (y) 
SK3004 (b) SK 3030 (I) SK3056 (y) 
SK 3005 (b) SK3031 (I) SK3057 (v) 
SK 3006 (f) SK 3032 (I) SK3058 (y) 
SK 3007 (0 SK3033 (I) SK3059 (y) 
SK 3008 (f) SK 3034 (g) SK 3060 (y) 
SK 3009 (g) SK 3035 (g) SK 3061 (y) 
SK 3010 (a) SK 3036 (h) SK 3062 (y) 
SK 3011 (a) SK3037 (h) SK 3063 (y) 
SK3012 (g) SK 3038 (d) SK 3064 (y) 
SK3013 (g) SK 3039 (c) SK 3500 (m) 
SK3014 (g) SK 3040 (d) SK3501 (m) 
SK 3015 (g) SK 3041 (j) SK3502 (q) 
SK3016 (I) SK3042 (n) SK 3503 (a) 
SK3017A (I) SK3043 (I) SK3504 (r) 
SK 3018 (c) SK 3044 (d) SK 3505 (r) 
SK 3019 (c) SK3045 (d) SK 3506 (s) 
SK 3020 (d) SK3046 (d) SK3507 (u) 
SK3021 (h) SK 3041 (d) SK 3508 (t) 
SK 3022 " SK3048 (d) SK 3509 (t) 
SK 3023 * SK3049 (d) SK 3510 (h) 
SK 3024 (d) SK 3050 (k) SK3511 (h) 
SK 3025 (e) SK3051 (I) SK3512 (d) 
SK 3026 (h) SK3052 (g) SK 3513 (e) 
SK3027 (h) SK3053 (e) 
SK3028 (h) SK3054 (j) 

" Terminal diagrams are not shown for integrated-circuit types. 

Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
RCA 
Type 

Applications 
Device 

PT 1,• VI•111) V1•11;11 VE1111 fT Outline 
A V V V MHz 

NPN Transistor Types 

Class A Voltage Amplifier 
SK3010 and Driver Stages for 
Germa„;„„, Portable Receivers. 

"'"' Supply Voltages up to 
15 volts 

0.1 0.1 25 25 12 120 2 A 

RF-Amplifier, Converter, 
and IF-Amplifier Stages 

SK 3011 for AM Broadcast-Band 
Germanium Receivers. 

Supply Voltages up to 
18 volts 

20 3 
0.12 0.2 25 E 15 20 Min. Min. 

• Refer to Outlines Section 
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Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

RCA 
Type Applications 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
  Device 

PT I.. VIE, VE,,, Ii fT Outline* 
A V V V MHz 

NPN Transistor Types (cont'd) 

RF-Amplifier, Mixer, 
Oscillator, and IF-Ampli-

SK3018 fier Stages for VHF-TV 
Silicon and FM Receivers. 

Supply Voltages up to 
25 volts 

0.18 0.05 45 45 4.5 130 120 G 

Oscillator Stages in 
SK3019 UHF-TV Tuners only. 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

25 volts 

0.18 0.05 45 45 4.5 130 1200 G 

Low-Level Driver and 
AF-Output Stages in 

SK3020 Auto Radios, Hi -Fi and 
Silicon Communications Equipment. 

Supply Voltages up to 
25 volts 

0.5 0.3 30 25 7.5 175 175 H 

SK3021 
Silicon 

AF-Power Output Stages 
of Line-Operated Radios, 
Phonographs and TV 
Receivers. 
Supply Voltage of 120 volts 
will provide a Power 
Output of 1 watt 

35 2 500 300 6 105 20 1 

SK3024 
Silicon 

AF-Output and Driver 
Stages of Hi-Fi and 
Communications Equipment, 
Supply Voltages up to 5 1 120 90 7 100 150 E 
80 volts. 
NPN Complement of the 
SK3025 

SK3026 
Silicon 

Class A and 8 Audio Power 
Amplifier Stages of Hi -Fi 
and Communications 
Equipment. 
Supply Voltages of 40 volts 
will provide Power Outputs 29 4 70 60 7 70 1 1 
of 5-watts, Class A, and 
15-watts Class 8, (Push-
Pull Operation) 
For Matched Pair use 
SK3028 

• Refer to Outlines Section 
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Silicon 

Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
RCA 
Type 

Applications PT 
A 

VC150 VCE0 
V 

Device 
VE130 h 

Fe MHz V " 

is, Outline* 

NPN Transistor Types (cont'd) 

Class B push-Pull Audio 
Power Amplifier Stages 
for Hi-Fi and Communica-
tions Equipment. 

Sk3021 Supply Voltages of 80 volts 
Silicon will provide a power output 

of 40-watts (Push-Pull 
Operation) 
For Matched Pair use 
SK3029 

115 15 90 80 7 60 1 D 

SK3028 Matched Pair of SK3026 
Silicon Transistors 

For Data See SK3026 

SK3029 Matched Pair of SK3027 
Silicon Transistors 

For Data See SK3027 

Class B Push-Pull Audio 
Power Amplifier Stages for 
Hi-Fi and Communications 
Equipment. 

SK3036 Supply Voltages of 80 volts 
will Provide a Power Out- 150 30 90 80 5 100 1.5 D 
put of 100-watts rms with 
a 4-ohm load, (Push-Pull 
Operation). 
For Matched Pair use 
SK3037 

SK3037 Matched Pair of SK3036 
Silicon Transistors For Data See SK3036 

Small-Signal, Low-Noise 
AF-Preamplifier Stages 

51(3038 For Hi-Fi and Communi-
Silicon cations Equipment. 

Supply Voltages up to 
18 volts 

0.3 0.3 30 25 7.5 175 175 H 

SK3039 
Silicon 

RF-Amplifier, Mixer, and 
Converter Stages for 
UHF-TV Receivers. 
Supply Voltages up to 
15 volts 

0.3 0.04 20 12 2.5 60 1200 K 

SK3040 
Silicon 

Video Output Stages of 
Black and White TV-
Receivers. 
Supply Voltages up to 
140 volts 

1 0.05 120 120 5 50 100 L 

AF-Power Output Stages 
SI(3041 for Auto Receivers. 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

18 volts 

50 7 35 35 5 100 2 M 

Refer to Outlines Section 
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Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

RCA 
Type Applications 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
Device 

PT I V1140 VI HO VEno fr Outline* 
A V V v MHz 

NPN Transistor Types (cont'd) 

Gated AGC, Color Ampli-
fiers, and High-Voltage 

SK3044 Regulator Circuits in 
Silicon Color TV Receivers. 

Supply Voltages up to 
275 volts 

10 1.0 300 300 7 80 15 E 

Video Output, AF-Output, 
and High Voltage Regula-

SK3045 tor Circuits in Color 
Silicon TV-Receivers. 

Supply Voltages up to 
275 volts 

10 1.0 300 300 6 80 15 S 

RF-Oscillator Stages for 
SK3046 Citizens Band Transmitters. 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

12 volts 
0.5 0.25 60 30 2 50 300 E 

RF-Driver Stages for 
SK3047 Citizens Band Transmitters. 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

12 volts 
2 0.25 60 30 2 50 300 E 

RF-Output Stages for 
SK3048 Citizens Band Transmitters. 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

12 volts 
5 1.5 60 30 2.5 60 200 E 

RF-Output Stages for 
SK3849 Citizens Band Transmitters. 
Silicon Higher Power Version 10 1.5 60 30 2.5 60 200 S 

of SK3048. 

AF-Drivers and Output 
SK3054 Stages for Hi-Fi and 

Communications Equipment. 50 7 90 70 5 70 2 M 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

50 volts 

PNP Transistor Types 

AF-Output, Driver and 
SK3003 Low-Level Amplifier Stages 
Germanium for Portable Receivers. 0.15 —0.07 —20 —18 —2.5 90 1 A 

Supply Voltages up to 
9 volts 

AF-Output, Driver and 
Low-Level Amplifier Stages 

SK3004 for Portable Receivers. 0.165 —0.1 —35 —25 —12 90 1 A 
Germanium Supply Voltages up to 

15 volts 

* Refer to Outlines Section 
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Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
RCA 
Tyne 

Applications 
Device 

PT IC Vcno VCE0 VEBO fr Outline* 
A V V V hvE MHz 

PNP Transistor Types (cont'd) 

RF-Amplifier, Converter, 
and IF-Amplifier Stages 

SK3005 for AM-Broadcast Band 
Germanium Receivers. 

Supply Voltages up to 
12 volts 

0.2 —0.005 —40 —35 —25 165 1 A 

RF-Ampl ifier, Converter, 
and IF-Amplifier Stages 

SK3006 for FM-Broadcast Band 
Germanium Receivers. 

Supply Voltages up to 
15 volts 

0.08 —0.01 —30 —15 —0.5 100 118 B 

RF-Amplifier, Converter, 
SK3001 and IF-Amplifier Stages 
Germaniumfor All-Wave Receivers. 0.08 —0.01 —24 —15 —0.5 120 30 C 

Supply Voltages up to 
15 volts 

SK3008 
Germanium 

RF-Amplifier, Converter, 
and IF-Amplifier Stages 
for AM-Broadcast Band 
Auto Radios and Portable 0.08 —0.01 —34 —15 —0.5 150 1 A 
Receivers. 
Supply Voltages up to 
15 volts 

AF-Output Stages of Auto 
Radios, Hi -Fi Amplifier 
Equipment and Communi-
cations Equipment. 

SK3009 Supply Voltages of 14.5 
Germanium volts will Provide a Power 

Output of 5 watts in 
Class A Service. 
For Matched Pair Use 
SK3013 

30 —10 —60 —50 —10 90 0.45 D 

AF-Power Output Stages 
for Auto Receivers. 

SK3012 Supply Voltages up to 
Germanium 18 volts. 

Typical Power Output of 
5 watts in Class A Service 

150 —15 —50 —30 —20 50 0.1 F 

SK3013 Matched Pair of SK3009 
Germanium Transistors 

For Data See SK3009 

• Refer to Outlines Section 
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Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

RCA 
Type Applications 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
  Device 

PT, I» Vino Vin,, VElt0 fi  Outline' 
A V V V AFE MHz 

PNP Transistor Types (cont'd) 

AF-Output Stages for 
Auto-Radios, Hi-Fi Amplifier 
Equipment and Communica-
tions Equipment. 

SK3014 Supply Voltage of 16.5 
Germanium volts will Provide a Power 

Output of 5 watts in 
Class A Service. 
For Matched Pair Use 
SK3015 

12.5 —5 —75 —50 —1.5 150 4 D 

SK3015 Matched Pair of SK3014 
Germanium Transistors For Data See SK3014 

AF-Drivers and Output 
Stages for Hi-Fi and 

SK3025 Communications Equipment. 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 7 —1 —90 —90 —7 100 100 E 

80 volts. 
PNP Complement of the 
SK3024. 

Vertical Output and Hori-
zontal Driver Stages for 
TV-Receivers. Germa""'"'"... Supply Voltages up to 
36 volts 

10 —10 —200 — —2 35 2.5 D 

Horizontal Output Stages 
for TV-Receivers using 
Picture Tubes with De-

SK3035 flection Angles up to 
Germanium 114°, Ultor Voltage 

Ratings to 18 kV. 
Supply Voltages up to 
36 volts. 

5 —10 —320 — —2 25 2.5 D 

AF-Output Stages of Auto 
SK3052 Radios, Hi-Fi Amplifier 
Germanium Equipment and Communi-

cations Equipment. 
Supply Voltages up to 
18 volts 

6 —2 —60 —60 —12 110 0.45 1 

AF-Drivers and Output 
SK3053 Stages for Hi -Fi and 

Communications Equipment. 10 —1 —200 -- 200 —4 90 15 E 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

100 volts. 

Refer to Outlines Section 
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Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

N-Channel Dual-Insulated-Gate MOS Depletion Transistor Type 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
RCA 
Type Applications 

Device 
PT I D Vi,s VG,, VG2s gfs I GS Outline' 

mA V V v umho mA 

RF-Amplifier Stages for 
SK3050 VHF TV-Receivers. 
Silicon Supply Voltages up to 

15 volts 

—0.2 —6 —6 
0.33 50 to to to 12,000 15 

+20 +3 +4 

Silicon Controlled Rectifier Type, Operating Temperature Range (Tc): —40 to +100°C 

RCA 
Type 

Applications 

LIMIT CONDITIONS 

On-State Current 

VIDD)M ITSM IT di/dt VGT IGT t" " 
V A A A/gs V mA gs 

Device 
Outline* 

Trace and Commutating 
Circuits for Horizontal 

SK3042 Deflection Stages in 
Silicon TV Receivers. 

Supply Voltages up to 
129 VAC. 

550 80 5 200 4 30 2.5 1 

Silicon Rectifier Types 

RCA 
Type Applications 

LIMIT CONDITIONS 
Device 

PRV VHM I I, I FM tr r VFM Outline* 
V v A A ps V 

SK3016 
Non-
insulated 
Case 

500 — 1 — 

SK3017A 
Insulated 600 — 1 
Case 

SK3030 Color and Black-and-
Insulated White TV Receivers, 200 — 1 — — — l' 
Case Radio Receivers, Hi -Fi 
 Amplifier Equipment, 
SK3031 Phonographs, and other 
Insulated Entertainment-Type 400 — 1 — — P 
Case Electronic Equipment. 

SK3032 
Insulated 800 — 1 
Case 

SK3033 
Non- 1000 — 1 ___ _ _ 0 
insulated 
Case 

SK3043 Trace, Commutating and 
Non- Clamp Diode for Horizon-
insulated tal Deflection Circuits 
Case in TV Receivers 

550 700 1 70 1.1 1.3 P 

• Refer to Outlines Section 
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Table VI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

Silicon Rectifier Types (cont'd) 

LIMIT CONDITIONS 
RCA 
Type Applications Device 

PRV Vic NI IF IFNI tr r V FM Outline* 
V A A Ps V 

Color and Black-and-
White TV Receivers, 

SK3051 Radio Receivers, Hi-Fi 
Insulated Amplifier Equipment, 1000 — 3 — — — T 
Case Phonographs, and other 

Entertainment-Type 
Electronic Equipment. 

Zener Voltage Regulator Types 

RCA  Type Applications Pi, Vz (±10%) lz(Typical) Device 
V mA Outline* 

SK3055 
Insulated 1 3.6 69 AA 
Case 

SK3056 
Insulated 1 5.1 49 AA 
Case 

SK3057 
Insulated 1 5.6 45 AA 
Case 

SK3058 
Insulated 1 6.2 41 AA 
Case 

SK3059 Color and Black-and-
Insulated White TV Receivers, 1 7.5 34 AA 
Case Radio Receivers, Hi -Fi 
 Amplifier Equipment, 
SK3060 Phonographs, and other 
Insulated Entertainment-Type 1 9.1 28 AA 
Case Electronic Equipment. 

SK3061 
Insulated 1 10 25 AA 
Case 

SK3062 
Insulated 1 12 21 AA 
Case 

SK3063 
Insulated 1 15 17 AA 
Case 

SK3064 
Insulated 1 27 9.5 AA 
Case 

• Refer to Outlines Section 
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TableVI—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Entertainment 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

Integrated Circuits, Linear Types 

RCA 
Type 

Applications 

CHARACTERISTICS Test Conditions 
  Device 

PT V ¡(Lini) A Ver f Outline* 
mW uV dB V MHz 

SK3022 
Silicon 
10-Leads 

Sound IF-Amplifier Stages 
SK3023 for TV-Receivers 
Silicon 
10-Formed 
Leads 

190 300 67 7.5 4.5 
N 

Table VII—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Industrial 
Replacement Types 

Rectifier Types, Maximum Operating Temperature (T(,) = 200°C 

RCA 
Type 

MAXIMUM CONDITIONS 
  Device 

PRY IF VF Outline' 
Repetitive Transient Average Surge In (full-cycle) 

V V A A vtA V 

SK35110 600 700 12 250 5 0.55 1.1 

S3501 600 700 40 850 5 0.65 V 

Thyristor Types 

MAXIMUM CONDITIONS 

RCA I F Device 
Type VF HUM RMS Surge I C T VGT iii0 dv/dt Pa I »ROM WNW 

V A A MA V mA V/µs W µA 

SCR Types, Maximum Operating Temperature (T,) = 100°C 

SK3502 600 5 80 15 2 20 10 6 500 1 

SK3503 600 7 80 15 2 20 10 7.5 500 X 

SK3504 600 20 200 15 2 20 10 23 500 Y 

SK3505 600 35 350 40 2 70 10 38 500 Y  

Triac Types, Maximum Operating Temperature (Te) = 100°C 

SK3506 400 2.5 25 10 2.2 15 10 4 400 Z 

SK3501 400 15 100 80 2.5 60 10 n 500 W 

SK3508 400 15 100 80 2.5 75 30 22 500 Y 

SK3509# 400 40 300 80 2.5 60 20 50 500 Y 

t Maximum Operating Temperature (TO = 110°C. 

• Refer to Outlines Section 
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Table VII—Performance Data for RCA SK-Series Industrial 
Replacement Types (cont'd) 

Silicon Transistor Types, Maximum Operating Temperature (T..) = 200°C 

LIMIT CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS 

I ('Ni) 

PT mA 
RCA at Ti• or Device 
Type Polarity 25°C k, V I,, V, Ho VE,,,) len..AV,•E(sat) liFE Ur Outline* 

W A V v v µA V li• A MHz 

SK3510 NPN 115 15 100 60 7 0.7 1.1 45 4 0.9 D 

SK3511 NPN 150 20 100 60 7 10 1.4 40 4 1 D 

SK3512 NPN 10 2 100 75 7 0.5À 0.5 90 0.4 70 E 

SK3513 PNP 10 —2 —100 —75 —7 —0.54 —0.7 70 —0.4 70 E 

t Maximum Operating Temperature (T,.) = 110°C 
*Refer to Outlines Section 
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Symbols 

Although semiconductor-device symbols have not yet been standardized 
throughout the industry, many symbols have become fairly well es-

tablished by common usage. The symbols used in this Manual are listed 
and defined in this section. 

GENERAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
SYMBOLS 

df duty factor 
77 (eta) efficiency 
NF noise figure 

temperature 
TA ambient temperature 
T. case temperature 
T, junction temperature 
LIP mounting-flange temper-

ature 
Ts soldering temperature 
TBTO storage temperature 
O thermal resistance 

thermal resistance, junc-
tion-to-ambient 

0J-0 thermal resistance, junc-
tion-to-case 

0,1-11B thermal resistance, junc-
tion-to-heat sink 
thermal resistance, junc-
tion-to-mounting-flange 
time 

td delay time 
td +t, turn-on time 
tr fall time 
t„ pulse time 
t, rise time 
t. storage time 
t, tr turn-off time 
T (tau) time constant 
Ts saturation stored-charge 

time constant 

C,:, 

TRANSISTOR SYMBOLS 

collector-to-base f eed-
back capacitance 

cc 

CO, 

CM, 

Cif° 

CM 
Cobo 

flit, 

fT 

gn.. 

GPB 

Gpb 

collector-to-case capaci-
tance 
collector-to-base f eed-
back capacitance 
input capacitance, open 
circuit (common base) 
input capacitance, open 
circuit (common emitter) 
cross modulation 
output capacitance, open 
circuit (common base) 
output capacitance, open 
circuit (common emitter) 
second-breakdown energy 
cutoff frequency 
small-signal f orwar d-
curren t transfer-ratio 
cutoff frequency, short-
circuit (common base) 
small-signal f or war d-
current transfer-ratio 
cutoff frequency, short-
circuit (common emitter) 
gain-bandwidth product 
(frequency at which 
small-signal f o r w ar d-
current transfer ratio, 
common emitter, extra-
polates to unity) 
small-signal transcon-
ductance (common emit-
ter) 
larg e- signal average 
power gain (common 
base) 
s m a 11 - signal average 
power gain (common 
base) 
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GPB 

G,, 

hFB 

hob 

hFE 

ht. 

hle 

hiE 

hi. 

h 

h.. 

h,. 

IB 
IBt 
IB2 
IC 
iC 

I arge- signal average 
power gain (common 
emitter) 
s m a 11 - signal average 
power gain (common 
emitter) 
static forward-current 
transfer ratio (common 
base) 
small-signal f or war d-
current transfer ratio, 
short circuit (common 
base) 
static forward-current 
transfer ratio (common 
emitter) 
small-signal fo r w a r d-
current transfer ratio, 
short circuit (common 
emitter) 
small-signal input im-
pedance, short circuit 
(common base) 
static input resistance 
(common emitter) 
small-signal input im-
pedance, short circuit 
(common emitter) 
small-signal output im-
pedance, open circuit 
(common base) 
small-signal output im-
pedance, open circuit 
(common emitter) 
small-signal reverse-
voltage transfer ratio, 
open circuit (common 
base) 
small-signal reverse-
voltage transfer ratio, 
open circuit (common 
emitter) 
base current 
turn-on current 
turn-off current 
collector current 
collector current, instan-
taneous value 
collector-cutoff current 
collector-cutoff current, 
emitter open 
collector-cutoff current, 
base open 
collector-cutoff current, 
specified resistance be-
tween base and emitter 

ICES 

ICEV 

ICEB 

ICS 

IE 
IEBO 

Is/b 

MAG 

MAG, 

MUG 

PRE 

pus 

PcB 

PCE 

p(.. 

PER 

PER 

PIB 

Pli' 

P11; 

Pi, 

collector-cutoff current, 
base short-circuited to 
emitter 
collector-cutoff current, 
specified voltage be-
tween base and emitter 
collector-cutoff current, 
specified circuit between 
base and emitter 
switching current (at 
minimum hFE per spe-
cification) 
emitter current 
emitter-cutoff current, 
collector open 
second-breakdown collec-
tor current 
maximum available am-
plifier gain 
maximum available con-
version gain 
maximum usable ampli-
fier gain 
total dc or average power 
input to base (common 
emitter) 
total instantaneous power 
input to base (common 
emitter) 
total de or average power 
input to collector (com-
mon base) 
total instantaneous power 
input to collector (com-
mon base) 
total de or average power 
input to collector (com-
mon emitter) 
total instantaneous power 
input to collector (com-
mon emitter) 
total de or average power 
input to emitter (com-
mon base) 
total instantaneous power 
input to emitter (com-
mon base) 
large-signal input power 
(common base) 
small-signal input power 
(common base) 
large-signal input power 
(common emitter) 
small-signal input power 
(common emitter) 
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POD 

Pob 

P011 

P.. 

PT 

Q. 
rbb' 

rb'C,, 

large-signaloutput power 
(common base) 
small-signal output power 
(common base) 
large-signal output power 
(common emitter) 
small-signal output power 
(common emitter) 
total nonreactive power 
input to all terminals 
stored base charge 
intrinsic base spreading 
resistance 
collector - to - base time 
constant 

rcE (sat) collector-to-emitter satu-
ration resistance 

Re(hi.) real part of small-signal 
input impedance, short 
circuit (common emitter) 

R. generator resistance 
input resistance (com-
mon emitter) 

RL load resistance 
R.. output resistance (com-

mon emitter) 
Rs source resistance 
T (thermal) thermal time constant 

base-supply voltage 
base-to-collector voltage 
base-to-emitter voltage 
base-to-emitter satura-
tion voltage 
collector-to-base break-
down voltage, emitter 
open 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, base 
open 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, spe-
cified resistance between 
base and emitter 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, base 
short-circuited to emit-
ter 
collector - to - emitter 
breakdown voltage, spe-
cified voltage between 
base and emitter 
emitter-to-base break-
down voltage, collector 
open 
collector-to-base voltage 

V', 1, 

VDc 
VBE 

VBE (sat) 

VCIECII0 

VIER/ C110 

VIBIECER 

V(BIOCES 

VIISIOCEV 

V(BIDEBO 

VCD 

V, ((1) 

Vcc(fl) 

VISBO 

VCBV 

VCC 
VCE 

VCEO 

VCER 

VCISS 

VCISV 

VCE (sat) 

VEIS 

VE13(fl) 

VEBO 

VI1E 

VET 
VG 
in(22(real/ 

Yfe 

Yi. 
Y.. 
Yr. 

A 

Bo. 

de open-circuit voltage 
between collector and 
base (floating potential), 
emitter biased with re-
spect to base 
de open-circuit voltage 
between collector and 
emitter (floating poten-
tial), base biased with 
respect to emitter 
collector-to-base voltage 
(emitter open) 
collector-to-base voltage, 
specified voltage between 
emitter and base 
collector-supply voltage 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age, base open 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age, specified resistance 
between base and emit-
ter 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age, base short-circuited 
to emitter 
collector-to-emitter volt-
age, specified voltage be-
tween base and emitter 
collector-to-emitter satu-
ration voltage 
emitter-to-base voltage 
de open-circuit voltage 
between emitter and base 
(floating potential), col-
lector biased with respect 
to base 
emitter-to-base voltage, 
collector open 
emitter-supply voltage 
reach-through voltage 
voltage gain 
real part of short-circuit 
output impedance 
forward transconduct-
ance 
input admittance 
output admittance 
reverse transconductance 

MOS FIELD-EFFECT 
TRANSISTOR SYMBOLS 

voltage amplification 
(= Yd./Yo. YL) 
= cd. 
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C0 

C. 

Cg,, 

e, 

g‘ 

gt• 

gr.(c) 

g4. (off 

gi. 
g.• 
Gp. 
GP•(0 
ID 
IDS(OFF) 

I DSS 
I 01SS 

IG2SS 

LISS 
NF 

r, 

rd 
rd' 

.rDs(ON) 

Rpri(off) 

rgd 

intrinsic channel capaci-
tance 
drain-to-source capaci-
tance (includes approxi-
mately 1-pF drain-to-
case and interlead ca-
pacitance) 
gate-to-drain capacitance 
(includes 0.1-pF inter-
lead capacitance) 
gate-to-source interlead 
and case capacitance 
small-signal input ca-
pacitance, short circuit 
small-signal output ca-
pacitance, short circuit 
small-signal rever se 
transfer capacitance, 
short circuit 
equivalent input noise 
voltage 
forward conversion con-
ductance 
forward transconduct-
ance 
forward conversion 
transductance 
cutoff forward transcon-
ductance 
input conductance 
output conductance 
power gain 
conversion power gain 
dc drain current 
drain-to-source OFF cur-
rent 
zero-bias drain current 
gate No. 1 leakage cur-
rent 
gate No. 2 leakage cur-
rent 
gate leakage current 
spot noise figure (gen-
erator resistance RO = 
1 megohm) 
effective gate series re-
sistance 
active channel resistance 
unmodulated channel re-
sistance 
drain-to-source ON re-
sistance 
drain-to-source cutoff re-
sistance 
gate-to-drain leakage re-
sistance 

ri.. 
r,„•. 
VDB 

VDO 
VU01 

VD02 

VDS 
VG1S 

VGIS (Off) 

VOIS 

VGgs (off ) 

VGB 

von 

VOS 

vos 

VOs (OFF) 

V„ 
Yr. 

Y.. 

yr. 

Critical 
dv/dt 

di/dt 

I9)51 

1110 

I1111911 

1T 

IT(.1V) 
IT( It MS) 

gate-to-source leakage 
resistance 
input resistance 
output resistance 
drain-to-substrate volt-
age 
drain-to-gate voltage 
drain-to-gate No. 1 volt-
age 
drain-to-gate No. 2 volt-
age 
drain-to-source voltage 
gate No. 1-to-source volt-
age 
gate N.o 1-to-source cut-
off voltage 
gate No. 2-to-source volt-
age 
gate No. 2-to-source cut-
off voltage 
dc gate-to-substrate volt-
age 
peak gate-to-substrate 
voltage 
de gate-to-source volt-
age 
peak gate-to-source volt-
age 
gate-to-source cut of f 
voltage 
offset voltage 
fo r w a rd transadmit-
tance gr. 
output admittance = 
g.. j130., 130„ = rdcd• 
load admittance = g,. + 

phase angle of forward 
transadm ittance 

SCR SYMBOLS 
critical rate of applied 
forward voltage 
rate of change of on-
state current 
peak off-state current 
(open gate) 
average trigger current 
instantaneous holding 
current 
repetitive peak reverse 
current (open gate) 
instantaneous on-state 
current 
average on-state current 
rms on-state current 
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ITSM 

[ITS(RMS)]2t 

P(MAV) 

Pon 

te 

to 

WHOM 

VDSOM 

Vrasmo 

VOT 
VRROM 

VRSOM 

VT 

surge (non-reptitive) on-
state current 
rms surge (non-repeti-
tive) on-state current 
average on-state or off-
state gate power dissi-
pation 
peak on-state or off-state 
gate power dissipation 
load resistance 
gate controlled turn-on 
time 
circuit commutated turn-
off time 
repetitive peak off-state 
voltage (open gate) 
non-repetitive peak for-
ward voltage (open gate) 
instantaneous forward 
breakover voltage (open 
gate) 
average trigger voltage 
repetitive peak reverse 
voltage (open gate) 
non-repetitive peak re-
verse voltage (open gate) 
instantaneous on-state 
voltage 

TRIAC SYMBOLS 
Commuta- critical rate of applied 

ting commutating voltage 
dv/dt 

Critical 
dv/dt 

di/dt 

II)ROM 

I(iT 

IGTM 

IMO 
iT 

IT( ROIS) 
'TOM 

Po(Av) 

PUM 

RL 
tgt 

y» 

critical rate-of-rise of 
off-state voltage 
rate of change of for-
ward current 
peak off-state current 
de gate-trigger current 
peak gate-trigger cur-
rent 
de holding current 
instantaneous on-state 
current 
rms on-state current 
peak surge (non-repeti-
tive) on-state current 
average gate power dis-
sipation 
peak gate power dissi-
pation 
load resistance 
gate-controlled turn-on 
time 
instantaneous off-state 
voltage 

V1L)ROM 

VDSOM 

VGT 
VR ROM 

VRSOM 

VT 

VTR 

repetitive peak off-state 
voltage 
non-repetitive peak for-
ward voltage 
de gate-trigger voltage 
repetitive peak reverse 
voltage 
non-repetitive peak re-
verse voltage 
instantaneous on-state 
voltage 
maximum on-state volt-
age 

RECTIFIER SYMBOLS 

Ci 
C. 
IS, 

IF(AV) 
irbf(rep) 

IFM 
IFS! (surge) 

IRIAV) 
IBM 
R(RMS) 

VP 
Vr 

\Trim') 

VFM 

W OOL,/ 

V(14R)R 

VM (block) 

VR 

Vitm 
VHS! 

(non-rep 

vim (rep) 

junction capacitance 
shunt capacitance 
forward current, dc 
forward current, instan-
taneous total 
average forward current 
peak recurrent forward 
current 
peak forward current 
peak surge forward cur-
rent 
repetitive peak forward 
current 
forward current, total 
rms value 
peak surge forward cur-
rent 
reverse current, de 
reverse current, instan-
taneous value 
average reverse current 
peak reverse current 
reverse current, total 
rms value 
forward voltage 
forward voltage, instan-
taneous total 
average forward voltage 
maximum dc forward 
voltage drop 
forward voltage, total 
rms value 
reverse breakdown volt-
age 
maximum de blocking 
voltage 
reverse voltage 
reverse voltage, instan-
taneous total 
peak reverse voltage 
non-repetitive (t r a n - 
) sient) peak reverse volt-
age 
repetitive peak reverse 
voltage 
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VicM, 

\T IMM 

rms supply voltage 
repetitive peak reverse 
voltage 

VRSSI 

VItW 

peak reverse voltage, 
non-repetitive 
peak reverse voltage, 
working 

RCA MILITARY—SPECIFICATION TYPES 

TYPE MIL S 19500/ 

Transistors 
JAN-2N384 27 
JAN-2N388 65 
JAN-398 174 
JAN-2N398A 174 
JAN-2N404 20 
JAN-2N404A 20 
JAN-2N918 301 
JAN-2N1183 143 
JAN-2N1183A 143 
JAN-2N1183B 143 
JAN-2N1184 143 
JAN-2N1184A 143 
JAN-2N1184B 143 
JAN-2N1224 189 
JAN-2N1225 189 
JAN-2N1302 126 
JAN-2N1303 126 
JAN-2N1304 126 
JAN-2N1305 126 
JAN-2N1306 126 
JAN-2N1307 126 
JAN-2N1308 126 
JAN-2N1309 126 
JAN-2N1479 207 
JAN-2N1480 207 
JAN-2N1481 207 

TYPE MIL-S-19500/ 

JAN-2N1482 207 
JAN-2N1483 180 
JAN-TX2N1483 180 
JAN-2N1484 180 
JAN-TX2N1484 180 
JAN-2N1485 180 
JAN-TX2N1485 180 
JAN-2N1486 180 
JAN-TX2N1486 180 
JAN-2N1487 208 
JAN-2N1488 208 
JAN-2N1489 208 
JAN-2N1490 208 
JAN-2N1493 247 
JAN-2N2015 248 
JAN-2N2016 248 
JAN-2N2857 343 
JAN-TX2N2857 343 
JAN-2N3375 341 
JAN-TX2N3375 341 
JAN-2N3439 368 
JAN-2N3440 368 
JAN-2N3441 369 
JAN-2N3442 370 
JAN-2N3553 341 
JAN-TX2N3553 341 
JAN-2N4440 341 
JAN-TX2N4440 341 

Copies of specification sheets may be obtained by directing requests to Department of 
the Navy, Naval Publications and Forms Center, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 
19120 
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Selection Charts 

T he accompanying charts classify 
RCA semiconductor devices by 

function, by material, and by per-
formance level. These charts are par-
ticularly useful for an initial selec-
tion of suitable devices for a specific 
application. More complete data on 
these devices, given in the Technical 

Data section, should then be con-
sulted to determine the most suit-
able type. Data charts for rectifiers, 
other semiconductor diodes, and 
photoconductive devices are given 

at the end of the Technical Data 

section. 

TRANSISTORS 

Audio-Frequency Applications— 
Linear Operations 

SMALL SIGNAL—CLASS A 

Silicon n-p-n 
Dissipations up to 5 

2N697 
2N699 
2N718A 
2N720A 
2N1613 
2N1711 
2N1893 
2N2102 
2N2270 
2N2405 

2N2895 
2N2896 
2N2897 
2N3053 
2N3241A 
2N3242A 
2N4074 
2N5183 
40084 

14, 
40231 
40232 
40233 
40234 
40397 
40398 
40399 
40400 
40458 

Germanium p-n-p 
Dissipations up to 165 ntiV 

2N109 
2N217 
2N405 
2N406 

2N591 40329 
2N1613 40359 
2N1614 40395 
2N2953 40490 

POWER—CLASS A, AB, B 
Silicon n-p-n 

Dissipations up to 5 14/ 

2N697 2N1482$ 2N2102 
2N699 2N1613 2N2270 
2N1479$ 2N1700$ 2N2405 
2N1480$ 2N1711 2N2895 
2N1481$ 2N1893 2N2896 

Dissipations up to 5 W (coned) 

2N2897 40321 40398 
2N3053 40323 40399 
2N3241A 40326 40400 
2N3242A 40327 40407 
2N4074 40354 40408 
40084 40355 40539 
40309 40360 40611 
40311 40361 40616 
40314 40366e 40625 
40315 40367e 40628 
40317 4038511 40635 
40320 40397 

Dissipations above 5 W to 29 147 
2N1483$ 2N5786t 40349V1*$ 
2N1484$ 40250# 40349V2$ 
2N1485$ 40250V1 40368e 
2N1486$ 40310 40372* 
2N1701$ 40312 40373* 
2N3054$ 40316 40374* 
2N3439 40324 40375* 
2N3440 40346 40389* 
2N3441$ 40347$ 40390* 
2N4063 40347V1 >$ 40392 
2N4064 40347V2$ 40409* 
2N5320 40348$ 40412 
2N5321 40348V1*$ 40544 
2N5784t 40348V2$ 40594 
2N5785t 40349$ 

• For printed-circuit-board applications. 
Hometaxial base type. 
• High-reliability type. 
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Dissipations above 29 W to 100 W Dissipation to 30 

2N1487$ 
2N1488$ 
2N1489$ 
2N1490$ 
2N1702$ 
2N3263 
2N3264 
2N3583 
2N3584 
2N3585 
2N3878 
2N3879 
2N4240 
2N4347$ 
2N5034$ 
2N5035*$ 
2N5036$ 
2N5037*$ 
2N5239$ 

Dissipation 
2N2015 
2N2016 
2N2338$ 
2N3055$ 
2N3265 
2N3266 
2N3442$ 
2N3771$ 

2N5240$ 
2N5293*$ 
2N5294$ 
2N5295*$ 
2N5296$ 
2N5297*$ 
2N5298$ 
2N5490*$ 
2N5491$ 
2N5492*$ 
2N5493$ 
2N5494*$ 
2N5495$ 
2N5496*$ 
2N5497$ 
40313 
40318 
40322 

above 100 
2N3772$ 
2N3773$ 
2N4348$ 
2N5575$ 
2N5576$ 
2N5577$ 
2N5578$ 

40328 
40364 
40369$e 
40513* :1: 
40514$ 
40542$ 
40543$ 
40613 
40618 
40621 
40622 
40624 
40627 
40629 
40630 
40631 
40632 
40633 

W to 150 W 
2N5579$ 
2N5580$ 
40251$ 
40325 
40363 
40411$ 
40636 

Silicon p-n-p 
Dissipation to 10 W 

2N4036 
2N4037 
2N4314 
2N5323 
2N5415 
2N5416 

2N5322 
40319 
40362 
40391* 
40394* 
10406 

Germanium n-p-n 

Dissipation to 300 
2N617 2N649 40396 

Germanium p-n-p 

Dissipation to 30 W 
2N176 
2N351 
2N376 
2N407 
2N408 
2N1183 

2N1183A 2N1906 
2N1183B 2N2147 
2N1184 2N2148 
2N1184A 2N2869/ 
2N1184B 2N301 
2N1905 

* For printed-circuit-board applications. 
$ Hometaxial base type. 
• High-reliability type. 

40410 
40537 
40538 
40595 
40634 

2N2870/ 
2N301A 

40022 
40050 

HIGH VOLTAGE 

40051 
40254 
40396 
40421 

W (cont'd) 

40462 
40612 
40623 
40626 

Germanium p-n-p 

2N3730 2N3732 40439 
2N3731 2N4346 40440 

Silicon n-p-n 

2N2016 
2N2102 
2N2405 
2N3263 
2N3264 
2N3265 
2N3266 
2N3439 
2N3440 
2N3441$ 
2N3442$ 
2N3583 
2N3584 
2N3585 

2N3773 
2N3878 
2N3879 
2N4063 
2N4064 
2N4068 
2N4069 
2N4240 
2N4347$ 
2N4348$ 
2N4390 
2N5184 
2N5185 
2N5239$ 

2N5240$ 
40346 
40349$ 
40349V1*$ 
40349V2$ 
40354 
40355 
40366e 
40373* 
40374* 
40375* 
40385e 
40390* 

Radio-Frequency Applications--
Linear and Class C Operation 

SMALL SIGNAL 
MUS FET Silicon N-Channel-Single 
Gate 

3N128 3N143 10467A 
3N139 3N152 40468A 

irtig 3N142 3N154 40559A 

MUS FET Silicon N-Channel -Dual 
Gate 

3N140 40600 .10603 
3N141 40601 .10604 
3N159 40602 

MOS FET Silicon N-Channel Protected Dual Gate 

3N187 40819 40822 
3N200 40820 40823 
40673 40821 
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Silicon n-p-n 
IT to 700 MHz (TYP.) 

2N2102 2N2897 2N5189° 
2N2270 2N3053 40084 
2N2405 2N5181 40354 
2N2895 2N5182 40355 
2N2896 2N5188* 40637 

IT to 1200 MHz (Min.) 
2N917 2N4935 40242 
2N918 2N4936 40243 
2N2708 2N5109 40244 
2N2857 2N5179 40245 
2N3478 2N5180 40246 
2N3600 40235 402946 
2N3839 40236 40295° 
2N3932 40237 40405 
2N3933 40238 40413 
2N4259 40239 40414 
2N4934 40240 40519 

Germanium p-n-p 
fr to 132 MHz (Typ.) 

2N370 2N1180 2N1637 
2N372 2N1524 2N1638 
2N410 2N1525 2N1639 
2N412 2N1526 40487 
2N1177 2N1527 40488 
2N1178 2N1631 40489 
2N1179 2N1632 

POWER 
Silicon n-p-n 
2N1491 2N5102 40281 
2N1492 2N5108 40282 
2N1493 2N5470 40290 
2N2631 2N5913 40291 
2N2876 2N5914 40292 
2N3118 2N5915 40305* 
2N3229 2N5916 10306° 
2N3375 2N5917 40307* 
2N3553 2N5918 40340 
2N3632 2N5919 40341 
2N3733 2N5921 40405 
2N3866 2N5992 40446 
2N4012 2N5993 405776 
2N4427 2N5994 40578* 
2N4440 2N5995 40581 
2N4932 2N5996 40582 
2N4933 40080 40608 
2N5016 40081 40665 
2N5070 40082 40666 
2N5071 40279° 40675 
2N5090 40280 

SWITCHING AND PULSE 
APPLICATIONS 

Computer and Power 

COMPUTER—LOW LEVEL, MEDIUM-SPEED 
LOGIC SWITCHING 

Silicon n-p-n 

fT to 175 MHz (Min.) 
2N697 2N2896 2N3879 
2N699 2N2897 2N5183 
2N718A 2N3053 2N5202 
2N720A 2N3241A 2N5320 
2N1613 2N3242A 2N5321 
2N1711 2N3262 40084 
2N1893 2N3263 40375* 
2N2102 2N3264 40389* 
2N2270 2N3265 40392 
2N2405 2N3266 40458 
2N2895 2N3878 40459 

Silicon p-n-p 
fT to 60 MHz (Min.) 

2N4036 2N5322 40391* 
2N4037 2N5323 40394* 
2N4314 

HIGH-SPEED LOGIC SWITCHING 
Silicon n-p-n 

fr to 600 MHz (Min.) 
2N706 2N2369A 2N3261 
2N706A 2N2475 2N5186 
2N709 2N3119 2N5187 
2N834 

HIGH-VOLTAGE SWITCHING 

Silicon p-n-p 
fr to 600 MHz (Min.) 

2N2476 2N3512 2N5189* 
2N2477 2N5188e 2N5262 
2N3261 
Germanium p-n-p 
2N:39s 2N398A 2N398B 

LOW- AND MEDIUM-SPEED SWITCHING 

Germanium p-n-p 
fT to 50 MHz (Min.) 

2N404 2N1301 2N1307 
2N404A 2N1303 2N1309 
2N414 2N1305 2N1683 
2N1300 

• For printed-circuit-board applications. 
• High-reliability type. 
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Germanium n-p-n 

IT to 15 MHz (Min.) 

2N388 2N1302 2N1308 
2N388A 2N1304 2N1605 
2N585 2N1306 2N1605A 

CHOPPER AND MULTIPLEX 
SERVICE 

MUS LET Silicon N-Channel-Single 
Gate 

3N138 3N153 

POWER—LOW SPEED SWITCHING 

Silicon n-p-n 

Dissipations to 8.75 W 
2N697 
2N699 
2N718A 
2N720A 
2N1479t 
2N1480t 
2N1481t 
2N1482t 
2N1613 
2N1700t 
2N1711 
2N1893 
2N2102 
2N2270 
2N2405 
2N2895 
2N2896 
2N2897 

2N3053 
2N3262 
40250V1* 
40309 
40311 
40314 
40315 
40317 
40320 
40321 
40323 
40326 
40327 
40346V1" 
40347* 
40347 VI 
403481: 
40348 V1 51: 

403491: 
40349 V1 51: 
40360 
40361 
403666 
403676 
40372* 
40374* 
40375* 
40385 
40389* 
40390* 
40392 
40407 
40408 
40409* 
40412V1* 

Dissipations above 8.75 W to 50 W 

2N1483t 2N5293*t 40312 
2N1484t 2N5294t 40313 
2N1485t 2N5295*t 40316 
2N1486t 2N5296t 40318 
2N1701t 2N52975t 40322 
2N3054t 2N5298t 40324 
2N3439 2N5490*t 40328 
2N3440 2N5491t 40346 
2N3441t 2N5492*t 40346V2 
2N3583 2N5493 I 40347 V21: 
2N3584 2N5494*t 40348 V21: 
2N3585 2N5495t 40349 V21 
2N3878 2N5496*t 40364 
2N3879 2N5497t 40368° 
2N4063 402501: 40412 
2N4064 40310 40412V2 
2N4240 

Dissipations above 50 W to 150 W 

2N1487t 2N3771t 
2N1488t 2N3772t 
2N1489t 2N3773t 
2N1490t 2N4347t 
2N1702t 2N4348t 
2N2015 2N5034t 
2N2016 2N50355t 
2N2338t 2N5036t 
2N3055t 2N5037*t 
2N3263 2N5038 
2N3264 2N5039t 
2N3265 2N5240t 
2N3266 2N5575t 
2N3442t 2N5576t 

Silicon p-n-p 

Dissipations to 7 W 

40319 40391* 40406 
40362 40394* 40410* 

2N5577t 
2N5578t 
2N5579t 
2N5580t 
2N6032 
2N6033 
402511: 
40325 
40363 
403691: 
404111: 
40513*t 
405141: 

Germanium p-n-p 

Dissipation to 30 W 

2N1905 2N1183A 2N1184A 
2N1906 2N1183B 2N1184B 
2N1183 2N1184 

HIGH-VOLTAGE SWITCHING 

Silicon n-p-n 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage to 

350 V (max.) 

2N3439 2N4347t 40346V2 
2N3440 2N4348t 403491: 
2N3441t 2N4390 40349V1*t 
2N3442t 2N5239t 40349 V2 
2N3583 2N5240t 40354 
2N3584 2N5804 40373* 
2N3585 2N5805 40374* 
2N3773 2N5838 40385° 
2N4063 2N5839 40390* 
2N4064 2N5840 40412 
2N4068 40346 40412V1* 
2N4069 40346V1'' 40412V2 
2N4240 

Silicon p-n-p 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining 
Voltage to —300 V (max.) 

2N5415 2N5416 

* For printed-circuit-board applications. 
Hometaxial base type. 

• High-reliability type. 
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TRIACS 
Low-Voltage Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N5754 
40525 
40528 
40531 

40534 
40684 
40693 

40696 
40766 
40767 

120-V Line Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N5441 40535 
2N5567 40575 
2N5569 40638 
2N5571 40660 
2N5573 40662 
2N5755 40668 
40429 40685 
40431 40688 
40485 40691 
40502 40694 
40509 40697 
40511 40699 
40526 40702 
40529 40705 
40532 40707 

40711 
40713 
40715 
40717 
40719 
40721 
40725 
40727 
40729 
40731 
40733 
40761 
40799 
40802 
40805 

240-V Line Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N5442 40576 
2N5445 40639 
2N5568 40661 
2N5570 40663 
2N5572 40664 
2N5574 40667 
2N5756 40669 
40430 40686 
40432 40689 
40486 40692 
40503 40695 
40510 40698 
40512 40700 
40527 40703 
40530 40706 
40533 40708 
40536 

40712 
40714 
40716 
40718 
40720 
40722 
40723 
40724 
40726 
40728 
40730 
40732 
40734 
40762 
40800 
40803 

High-Voltage Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N5443 40690 
2N5446 40701 
2N5757 40704 
40611 40709 
40672 40710 
40687 40795 

40796 
40797 
40798 
40801 
40804 
40807 

THYRISTORS 
400 Hz Service VPROM = 200 V 

40769 40775 40781 
40771 40777 40783 
40773 40779 40785 

400 Hz Service VDROM = 400 V 

40770 40776 40782 
40772 40778 40784 
40774 40780 40786 

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 
Low-Voltage Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N681 2N1845A 
2N682 2N3650 
2N683 2N3668 
2N684 2N3870 
2N1842A 2N3897 
2N1843A 40680 
2N1844A 40737 

40741 
40745 
40749 
40753 
40757 
40810 

120-V Line Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N685 40378 
2N1846A 40504 
2N3228 40507 
2N3528 40553 
2N3651 40654 
2N3669 40656 
2N3871 40658 
2N3897 40681 

40738 
40742 
40746 
40750 
40754 
40758 
40811 

240-V Line Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N688 40379 
2N1849A 40505 
2N3525 40508 
2N3529 40554 
2N3653 40655 
2N3670 40657 
2N3872 40659 
2N3898 40682 

40739 
40743 
40747 
40751 
40755 
40759 
40812 

High-Voltage Operation 50 & 60 Hz 

2N686 2N4101 40735 
2N687 2N4102 40740 
2N689 2N4103 40744 
2N690 40216 40748 
2N1847A 40506 40752 
2N1848A 40555 40756 
2N1850A 40640 40760 
2N3652 40641 40813 
2N3873 40683 
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RECTIFIERS 

SILICON RECTIFIERS—LOW POWER HIGH-VOLTAGE 
to 2A RECTIFIER ASSEMBLIES 

1N440B 1N2859A 1N3755 CR101 CR301 CR323 
1N441B 1N2860A 1N3756 CR102 CR302 CR324 
1N442B 1N2861A 1N5211 CR103 CR303 CR325 
1N443B 1N2862A 1N5212 CR104 CR304 CR331 
1N444B 1N2863A 1N5213 CR105 CR305 CR332 
1N445B 1N2864A 1N5214 CR106 CR306 CR333 
1N536 1N3193 1N5215 CR107 CR307 CR334 
1N537 1N3194 1N5216 CR108 CR311 CR335 
1N538 1N3195 1N5217 CR109 CR312 CR341 
1N539 1N3196 1N5218 CR110 CR313 CR342 
1N540 1N3253 40265 CR201 CR314 CR343 
1N547 1N3254 40266 CR203 CR315 CR344 
1N1095 1N3255 40267 CR204 CR316 CR351 
1N1763A 1N3256 40642 CR206 CR317 CR352 
1N1764A 1N3563 40643 CR208 CR321 CR353 
1N2858A 1N3754 40644 CR210 CR322 CR354 

CR212 

SILICON RECTIFIERS—HIGH POWER 

Ir(.tv) 12 A to 40 A 
1N248C 1N1203A 40109 
1N249C 1N1204A 40110 CR401 CR404 CR407 
1N250C 1N1205A 40111 CR402 CR405 CR408 

CR403 CR406 CR409 1N1183A 1N1206A 40112 
1N1184A 1N1341B 40113 
1N1186A 1N1342B 40114 Three-phase, full-ware 
1N1187A 1N1344B 40115 C11501 CR503 CR505 
1N1188A 1N1345B 40208 CR502 CR504 CR506 
1N1189A 1N1346B 40209 
1N1190A 1N1347B 40210 DIACS 
1N1195A 1N1348B 40211 

FOR TRIGGERING TRIACS 1N1196A 1N1612 40212 
1N1197A 1N1613 40213 1N5411 40583 
1N1198A 1N1614 40214 
1N1199A 1N1615 
1N1200A 1N1616 
1N1202A 40108 

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
Single-phase, full-wave 

DIODES 
DAMPER DIODES COMPENSATING DIODES 

11\11785 10112 1N2326 10128 
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Interpretation of Data 

THE technical data for RCA solid-
-L state devices included in the 
following sections are grouped ac-
cording to product types. Ratings, 
characteristics, typical operation val-
ues, and characteristic curves for all 
current RCA signal bipolar transis-
tors, low- and medium-frequency 
power transistors, rf power transis-
tors, MOS field-effect transistors, 
thyristors, and certain special diodes 
are presented in display format. 
Ratings and characteristics data 
for RCA silicon rectifiers are pre-
sented in easy-to-read quick-refer-
ence charts to facilitate comparison 
and selection of individual types. 
Tabular data are also provided on 
discontinued RCA transistors and 
thyristors for use in the selection of 
suitable replacement types. Unless 
otherwise specified, the voltages and 
currents indicated in these data are 
de values, and values are obtained 
at an ambient temperature of 25°C. 

Ratings are established for solid-
state devices to help equipment de-
signers use the performance and 
service capabilities of each type to 
the best advantage. The ratings are 
based on careful study and extensive 
testing; they indicate limits within 
which the specified characteristic 
must be maintained to assure satis-
factory performance. The maximum 
ratings given for the solid-state de-
vices listed in this Manual are based 
on the Absolute Maximum System. 
This system has been defined by the 
Joint Electron Device Engineering 
Council (JEDEC) and standardized 
by the National Electrical Manufac-
turers Association (NEMA) and the 
Electronic Industries Association 
(EIA). 

Absolute-maximum ratings are 
limiting values of operating and en-
vironmental conditions which should 
not be exceeded by any device of a 
specified type under any condition 
of operation. Effective use of these 
ratings requires close control of 
supply-voltage variations, component 
variations, equipment-control adjust-
ment, load variations, signal varia-
tions, and environmental conditions. 

Voltage and current ratings for 
solid-state devices, in general, are 
self-explanatory; a brief explana-
tion of some ratings, however, will 
aid in the understanding and inter-
pretation of device data. 

Voltage ratings are established 
with reference to a specified elec-
trode (e.g., collector-to-emitter volt-
age) and indicate the maximum po-
tential that can be placed across the 
two specified electrodes before crys-
tal breakdown occurs. These ratings 
are specified for particular condi-
tions (e.g., with the third electrode 
open, or with specific bias voltages 
or external resistances for transis-
tors). 

Transistor dissipation is the power 
dissipated in the form of heat by 
the device. It is the difference be-
tween the input power supplied to 
the device and the power delivered 
to the load. Because of the sensitiv-
ity of semiconductor materials to 
variations in thermal conditions, 
maximum dissipation ratings are 
usually given for specific tempera-
ture conditions. 

In many cases, dissipation rat-
ings for solid-state devices are 
specified for ambient, case, or 
mounting-flange temperatures up to 
25°C and must be reduced linearly 
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for operation of the devices at 
• Technical Data for Small-Signal higher temperatures. (A typical de-
Bipolar Transistors rating curve for bipolar transistors 

and instructions for use of this 
curve to determine maximum per-
missible dissipation values for par-
ticular temperatures above 25°C are 
shown on page 300.) 

Solid-state devices require close • Technical Data for MOS 
Transistors control of thermal variations not 

only during operation, but also dur-
ing storage. For this reason, the 
maximum ratings for such devices 
usually include a maximum permis-
sible storage temperature, as well 

• Technical Data for Low- and as a maximum operating tempera-
Medium-Frequency Power ture. 
Transistors Characteristics of solid-state de-

vices are discussed in detail in the 
sections that provide the basic de-
scriptions of these devices. Such data 
should be interpreted in accordance 
with the definitions given in those • Technical Data for RF Power 
sections. Characteristic curves rep- Transistors 
resent the characteristics of an av-
erage device. Individual solid-state 
devices, like any manufactured 
product, may have characteristics 
that range above or below the values 
given in the characteristic curves. 
Although some curves are extended • Technical Data for Thyristors 
beyond the maximum rating of the 
device, this extension has been made 
only for convenience in calculation; 
no solid-state device should be op-
erated outside of its maximum rat-
ings. 

The technical data for RCA solid- • Technical Data for Rectifiers and 
state devices are presented in seven Other Diodes 
major sections. These major sections 
are listed below, and a location 
marker is shown in the margin op-
posite each section heading. Similar 
markers are shown cn the right-hand 
pages in each technical-data section 
in the same location as the respec- • Chart of Discontinued Types 
tive markers on this page. 
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Technical Data for 
Small-Signal Bipolar 
Transistors 
THIS section contains detailed 
-I- technical data for all current 
RCA small-signal bipolar transis-
tors. These data are presented in 
three major functional groupings to 
identify types used most frequently 
in audio-frequency, radio-frequency, 
and switching applications. Within 
each grouping, the transistors are 
listed in order of ascending power-
dissipation ratings. 

In selection of devices for use in 

2N591 

new electronic equipment, a prospec-
tive user should refer to the appro-
priate section of the Selection Guide 
included earlier in the Manual. For 
the reader who requires data on spe-
cific types, a complete numerical-
alphabetical-numerical index to all 
current RCA solid-state devices is 
provided immediately following the 
Circuits Section in the back of the 
Manual. 

Audio-Frequency Types 

0.085W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af 
driver applications in class A stages of automobile 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR° 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vcao 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C   PT 85 mW 
Tc up to 55•C   PT 200 MW 
TA or Tc above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) 71 °C 
Storage   TAM —65 to 85 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws =. —10 V. IE = 0) 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Visa = —1 V, Ic — 0)   

Icso 
Ins° 

—32 
—32 
—40 

V 
V 

mA 

—7 max ;LA 
—20 max PA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.05 mA, I» — 0)   V(BR)C130 —32 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic =.--- —0.3 mA, IB ' 0)   VIBR)CEX —32 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.05 mA, Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO —12 min V 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —12 V, Ic = —2 V, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 40 to 120 
Thermal Resistance: 
Junction-to-Ambient   8.,-.4. 353 max °C/W 
Junction-to-Case   ar-0 150 max °CfW 

0.11N 2N647 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in large-signal af-
amplifier applications in battery-operated portable radio 
receivers and phonograhs. N-P-N construction permits 
complementary push-pull operation with a matching 
p-n-p type, such as the 2N217. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR() 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   WEI) 25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 12 V 
Collector Current   Ic 100 mA 
Emitter Current   III —100 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 100 MW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   Ts (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.05 mA, Is — 0)   V(BR)CB0 25 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Vas = 5 V, Ic = 0.014 mA)   Voiroczy 25 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.014 mA, Ic — 0)   VIBR) EBO 12 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 25 V, Is — 0)   kilo 14 max sA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 12 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 14 max ¡IA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ves = 1 V, 

Ic = 50 mA)   hFE 50 to 150 
Gain Bandwidth Product (Ves = 6 V. Ic = 2 mA)   Pr 2 MHz 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vas = 6 V. 

Ic = 2 mA)   
rid,' 350 max 0 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B COMPLEMENTARY-SYMMETRY CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc 6 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage for driver stage   VCE 2 3 V 
Zero-Signal DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage for output 
stage   VBE 0.14 V 

Peak Collector Current for each transistor in output 
stage   le (Peak) 70 mA 

Zero-Signal DC Collector Current for each transistor 
(driver and output stage)   Ic 1.5 mA 

Signal Frequency   
1 kHz Input Resistance   Rs 1100 Cl 

Load Resistance   RI. 45 n 
Power Gain   

54 dB Total Harmonic Distortion   10 % 
Power Output (input = 20 mV)   Poe 100 mW 
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2N649 0.1W 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in large-signal al-
amplifier applications in battery-operated portable radio 
receivers and phonographs. N-P-N construction permits 
complementary push-pull operation with a matching 
p-n-p type, such as the 2N408. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
Nol. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCDO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vcso 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA UP to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 *C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 -C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.05 mA. Is — 0)   Vouncso 20 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(VES = 2 V, Ic =. 0.05 mA)   VIIIR/CEV 18 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.014 mA, Ic — 0)   W M/ EBO 2.5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vol = 12 V, Is — 0)   ICB0 14 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vise = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   'Eno 14 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ves = 1 V, 
LI = 50 mA)   hem 50 to 150 

Gain-Bandwidth Product jVcs = 6 V, Ic = 2 mA)   Pr 2 MHz 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 

(Ves = 6 V, Ic = 2 mA)   rit. 350 max 0 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B COMPLEMENTARY-SYMMETRY CIRCUIT 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   Vcc 6 V 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage for driver stage   Ws 2.3 V 
Zero-Signal DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage for output 
stage   VBE 0.14 V 

Peak Collector Current for each transistor in output 
stage   It (peak) 70 mA 

Zero-Signal DC Collector Current for each transistor 
(driver and output stage)   Ic 1.5 mA 

Signal Frequency   1 kHz 
Input Resistance   Rs 1100 II 
Load Resistance   lic 45 0 
Power Gain   54 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion (P.. = 100 mW)   10 max % 
Power Output (input = 20 mV)   Pos 100 mW 

2N2614 0.12W 

20 V 
18 V 
2.5 V 
100 mA 

—100 mA 

PT 100 MW 
PT See curve page 300 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in small-signal and 
low-power audio frequency applications. JEDEC TO-1, 
Outline No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ras = 10 kfl) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55 *C   
Tc up to 55°C   
TA or Tc above 55°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

Vox, —40 V 
\resit —35 V 
VEBO —25 V 
Ic —50 mA 
Is 50 mA 

PT 120 mW 
PT 300 mW 
PT See curve page 300 

TJ (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Tax° —65 to 100 °C 
Ti, 255 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.05 mA, Vas = 2 V)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —1 mA, Ras = 10 kfl)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = —0.05 mA, Ic — 0)   
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —20 V. Is = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vzs = —20 V. Ic = 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —6 V, 1e = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vey = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Vez = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA)   

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 
(Ves = —6 V. le = —1 mA. f = 20 MHz)   

0 -

V(BR)CBV —40 min V 

V(BR)CER —35 min V 

V(BR)EBO —25 min V 
ICHO —5 max J.LA 
Limo —7.5 max µ A 

hr. 100 to 250 

fete 4 min MHz 

Elic 12 max pF 

rid,' 300 n 

0.12W 2N2953 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in af-driver amplifier 
applications in consumer and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (ibis = 10 kfl)   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C   
Te up to 55°C (in an infinite heat sink)   
Te up to 55°C (with practical heat sink, 
O = 50°C/W)   

TA or Tc (with practical heat sink) above 55°C   
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Xe = —0.05 A, 
Vas = —2 V)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —1 mA, 
RBE = 10 kil)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —0.05 mA  
Xe = 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —20 V, Is = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vs» = —20 V, Ie — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —10 V, Ie = —10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ves = —12 V. k = —1 mA)   

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 
(Ves = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f = 20 MHz)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Ves = —12 V, Ie = —1 mA)   

0 
C 

Veso —30 V 
VCER —25 V 
VERO 25 V 
Ic —0.15 A 
Is 0.15 A 

PT 120 mW 
PT 300 mW 

PT 225 mW 
PT See curve page 300 

T.) (opr) —65 to 100 *C 
TIM —65 to 100 °C 
Ti. 255 °C 

—30 min 

—25 min 

—25 min 
—5 max 

—7.5 max 

200 min 

10 

300 

6.5 

V 

V 

V 
i‘A 
i‘A 

MHz 

o 
pF 

0.12W 40329 
Ge p-n-p alloy type for low-level, intermediate-level, and 
class A driver stages in consumer and industrial af-
amplifier equipment such as preamplifiers, tone-control 
stages, and phonograph amplifiers using crystal pickups. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vino —25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Run 4700 0)   Vcon —25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 100 mA 
Base Current   Is —20 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C (With infinite heat sink)   PT 375 mW 
TA up to 55°C (With practical heat sink, 

9 = 50°C/W)   PT 265 mW 
TA up to 55°C (Without heat sink)   PT 125 mW 
TA with and without heat sink above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   Tun. —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.05 mA, I — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ras = 4700 0, L• = —1 mA)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(irk, = —0.05 mA)   
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = —12 V, Io = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vos = —2 V, LI — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vis = —1 V, lc = —25 mA)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vis = —10 V. Ii = —10 mA, f = 1 kHz  
Veo = — V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz  

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ven = —6 V. Ic = 1 mA)   

Output Capacitance (Vcs = —6 V, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Input Impedance 

(Veo = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Output Admittance 

(Ven = —10 V, k = —10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Reverse Voltage-Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Equivalent RMS Noise Input Current 

(Ves = —6 V, Ic = —0.5 mA, f = 20 Hz to 20 kHz) 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 

(Vcis = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 20 MHz)   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40329 
7, COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc) • 25*C 
tet -100 

ce -80 eo.://1°68.7 

3 -16 
60 

Œ 
o 
u -40 Lai 

u • -20 

0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE) 

92C5-13142T 

V111101110 

VlISIOCER 

hr. 
hr. 

fi, ru 
Col.. 

hie 

hoe 

hr• 

—25 min 

—25 min 

—2.5 min 
—14 max 
—14 max 

V 

V 

V 
µA 
µA 

50 to 200 

75 to 300 
50 to 200 

1.5 MHz 
35 PF 

400 ) 

175 ¡.mhos 

300 x 10 -, 

0.02 max µA 

100 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40329 
-7) COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

100 CASE TEMPERATURE' (Tc)•25•C 
COLLECTOR TO-EMITTER 

VOLTS (VcE).-1 
ce 80-

3 
2 

-20  

40359 0.12W 

60 

0 -02 -04 -06 -08 -I -12 -14 
BASE M1LLIAMPERES(IB) 

920-13143T 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in af-amplifier appli-
cations in consumer product and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage  We° —20 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Res 10000 0)   VCER —18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO —2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —50 mA 
Emitter Current   le 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C   PT 120 mW 
TA above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   TA —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 ''C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Rini --r: 10 1E0, 

Ic = —1 mA)   VottorER —18 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.05 mA, 

Iv — 0)   V0110E110 2.5 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = —15 V. Is — 0)   Ica() —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veit = 2.5 V. Iv — 0)   IERO —12 max /2A 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vve = —6 V, Iv = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 40 to 165 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (We = —6 V, Iv = —1 mA)   fhtb 10 MHz 

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Ve e =. —6 V. 
Ic .= —1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   rbb' 200 n 

-50 

La 
cr 
lal 40 
o. 

ZI 30 
/". 
F., 20 

10 
o 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40359 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT. BASE INPUT. 
-AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA). 25°C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcEl• -6 

0 -0.05 -0.1 -015 -0.2 -025 -0.3 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 

92C2-118431 3 

7.) 

50 
41 

3 
30 

cc 
e 20 
o 10 o 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40359 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)* 25 °C 

tee o 
e_., 

,fro 
etez. p......0 
fee 

..‘to 

„!..---- C-AÉSATICROAN'PERES IB)• 0 
0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE 

92CM 140261 

0.12W 40395 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in high-gain low-level 
audio stages. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vern) —20 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rim 4.7 kfl)   VCElt —18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veno —20 V 
Collector Current   Ic —50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55•C   
TA above 55°C   

PT 120 mW 
PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr ) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   T8TG —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic _= —1 mA, 
IB = 0, Rag = 10 kû)   VOIRWER —18 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (W E = —20 V. IE = 0)   Icso —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEn = 20 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO —12 max µA 
Noise Current (VcE = —6 V. lc = —1 mA, 
f = 0.05 to 15 kHz)   10 max nA 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   hr., 170 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ven = —6 V. Ic := —1 mA)   fhtb 10 MHz 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

.TYPE40395 111111111 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT.-
- AMB ENT TEMPERATURE (TA).25•C - 
REFERENCE FREOUENCY• I kliz 

300 
g 2 

ti 
o u.rt 

5%200 

2.1 

1000 

(V,•).1-6 VOLTS 
Y.»   

-2 
COLLECTOR 

-4 -6 -8 -10 -12 
MILLIAMPERES 1c 

92CS-I3769T 

2N405 0.15W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power class A 
af-amplifier applications in battery-operated portable 
radio-receivers. JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.16. E 8 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wo —20 V h 
Collector Current   Ic —35 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 35 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA -=- 25°C   PT 150 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (oPr) —65 to 71 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current   IcEo —14 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ws = —6 V, 
IS = 1 mA)   hr E 35 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veo = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA)   fhtb 650 kHz 

Output Capacitance   Cobo 40 pF 
Power Gain   Gp• 43 dB 

2N406 0.15W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power class A 
al-amplifier applications in battery-operated portable 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. This type 
is electrically identical with type 2N405. 
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0.15W 2N407 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A amplifiers 
and class B push-pull output stages of battery-operated 
radio receivers and af amplifiers. JEDEC TO-40, Out-
line No.16. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —20 V 
Collector Current   Ic —70 mA 
Emitter Current   In 70 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 150 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 "C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Von = —12 V, Is = 0)   Ica() —14 max gA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = —2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO —14 max µ A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Von = —1 V  

Ic = —50 mA)   hail 65 
Power Gain (f = 0.001 MHz)   Gp• 33 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion 

(Pos = 0.16 W)   THD 10 max % 

0.151N 2N408 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A amplifiers 
and class B push-pull output stages of battery-operated 
radio receivers and af amplifiers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
No.l. This type is electrically identical with type 2N407. 

0.165W 2N109 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power, small-
signal and large-signal audio applications in consumer-
product equipment. JEDEC TO-40, Outline No.16. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 M. 

Is — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —1 mA, 
In — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = —7 µA, 
— 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (lo = —50 mA, 
IR = —5 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = —1 V, Ir = —50 mA) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Von = —30 V, In = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —12 V. In = 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Von = —1 V, 
Ic = —50 mA)   

Power GainA (f = 0.001 MHz)   

✓eB0 
VCE0 
VERO 
IC 

PT 
PT 

TJ (opr) 
Tsvo 
TL 

V,n ,ncno 

✓lBR) rim 

Vag M ESO 

Ven (sat) 
VBE 
ICAO 
him 

haz 
Gp• 

—35 V 
—25 V 
—12 V 
—150 mA 

165 mW 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 71 
—65 to 85 

255 

—35 min 

—25 min 

—12 min 

—0.15 max 
0.2 to 0.4 
—14 max 
—7 max 

"C 
"C 
"C 

V 

V 

V 

V 
V 
µA 

75 min 
33 dB 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Total Harmonic Distortion• 
(P.. = 0.16 W)   THD 10 max % 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vi E = —6 V, IE = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   ht. 50 to 150 

Small-Signal Input Impedance (Vez. = —6 V, 
Is = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   ha. 1000 to 4000 0 

Output Capacitance (Ven = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, 
f = 0.5 MHz)   Cob° 20 to 60 PP 

• This characteristic does not apply to type 2N217. 

2N217 0.165W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in low-power, small-
signal and large-signal audio applications in consumer-
product equipment. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. This 
type is electrically identical with type 2N109 except for 
the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current 

(Veit = —30 V. IE — 0)   leso 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —1 V, Ic = —50 mA)   hra 

40396 0.3W 
(Matched Pair) 

Ge p-n-p and Ge n-p-n types, in separate packages, with 
matched characteristics for use in complementary sym-
metry af output-amplifier stages. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ras 5- 4.7 kil)   V -ER 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 

Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 55°C   PT 300 300 mW 
Te above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (ope) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature   Tt. 255 255 *c 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = —1 mA. Ras = 4.7 lel   V(BR)CER —18 min v 
Ic = 1 mA, Rn z = 4.7 kil   VlBR/CER 18 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —250 mA, III = —25 MA   VCs (sat) —0.5 max V 
Ic = 250 mA, In = 25 mA   vcs(sat) 0.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCR = —12 V, Iz — 0   I, Bo —14 max µA 
VCR = 12 V, la — 0   leso 14 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VER = —2.5 V. Ic — 0   IEBO —14 max i.tA 
Va = 2.5 V, Ic — 0   IERO 14 max µA 

—7 'LA 

65 to 120 

Cz2,13 

p-n-p n-p-n 

—18 18 V 
—18 18 V 
—2.5 2.5 V 
p-n-p n-p-n 
—500 500 mA 
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Collector Current 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   
Tc above 75°C   
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage  

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.05 mA, 

Is — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ir = 10 mA. In —   
VBE = —1 V, Ir = 0.01 mA   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (h = 0.05 mA, 
Ic = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ir = 200 mA, In = 10 MA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 200 mA, 
= 10 mA)   

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = V. IC = —50 mA  
rE V 1 V, Ic = 50 mA  

Ven = —1 V. Ic = —250 mA  
VCE = 1 V, IC = 250 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency: 
Ven = —6 V. Ic = —1 mA   
Vcic = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA  

ta 500 ex 
o. 
M -400 

-300 

ce ct 200 
u 
_I 100 
-7 

o 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40396 (p-n-p) 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
CASE TEMPERATURE ( Tc * 25* C 
PULSE TEST: PULSE DURATION210ms 

DUTY FACTOR 0.1 

2 

 -1 
 -0 5 
BASE MILLIAMPERES (113)'-0.1 

-2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS N E 

92CS-13771T 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

hes 
hem 
hes 
hes 

fhtb 
flan, 

cr 500 
o. 
.cc 400 

300 
cc 
° 200 
u 

-1 100 
o 
u 

50 min 50 min 

30 min 

1.5 

30 min 

MHz 
2 MHz 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40396 (n-p-n) 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc).25°C 
PULSE TEST: PULSE DURATION110ms 
7 DUTY FACTOR *0.1   
6 
5  
4 

3  
2 

0.5 

BASE MILL1AMP RES (IB)•0.1 o 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

COLLECTOR - TO- EMITTER VOLTS (VcE 
92CS-13770T 

0.5W 2N3241A 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-voltage, 
high-current audio and video amplifier and switching 
service in commercial, industrial, and computer equip-
ment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Vcito 

Vac = —1 V   VCEV 
Base open   VCEO 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vnao 
Ic 

PT 
PT 
PT 
PT 

30 V 

25 V 
25 V 
7.5 V 

Limited by dissipation 

2 W 
See curve page 300 

0.5 W 
See curve page 300 

Ta (opr) —65 to 175 
TRTO —65 to 175 

265 

V(M)CB0 

V(lio CHO 
V(BR)CEV 

°C 
°C 
*C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 25 V, IE —   
Vca = 25 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 2.5 V, Ie — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vea = 10 V, 

Ic = 10 mA)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 12 V, IC = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Vez = 12 V, Ie = 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = 10 V. Ile = 10 mA, 
f = 50 MHz)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitances   

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vez = 6 V, 
Ic = 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Noise Figure: 
Vs -= 6 V. IC = 0.1 mA, f = 10 kHz, 
En = t000 0, circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz  

Vez = 6 V, Ie = 0.5 mA, f = 1 kHz, 
Ro = 1000 û, circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz  

Small-Signal Input Impedance (Ilea = 12 V, 

(Veit = 6 V, IE = 0, f = 1 M z) 

Ie = 10 mA, = 1 Hz) 
Small-Signal Output Admittance (Vez = 12 V, 

In: = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

• Emitter terminal guarded. 

LLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
175 

7«:150 

UI 
cr 125 

a 
10 

a 7 

o 

o 

ICE0 
leso 
IEBO 

hp» 

ht. 

lht.1 

fr 

Celt 

Tbe 

NF 

NF 

ht. 

h.. 
03-C 

100 max 
10 max 

100 max 

nA 
¡LA 
nA 

100 to 200 

100 to 250 

0.5 min; 1 typ 

175 MHz 

20 max PF 

20 

2.5 dB 

8 typ; 10 max dB 

200 to 1000 

30 to 350 gmhos 
50 max °C/W 

300 max °C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N324 IA 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT.  
_ AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (T6/25•C   
COLLECTOR -TO -EMITTER VOLTS   
(VCE) '12 

t„. 100e 
O 6 
6c 4 

0 

if 2 
.2 109 

i 6 4 
a 2 

5 1- u 8 
21 6 4 

25 O o 
0.1 
04 

f 2 
.2 109 

i 6 4 
a 2 

5 1- u 8 
21 6 4 

25 O o 
0.1 
04 

. .. ._ 
TYPE 
,COMMON 
AMB 

_ 
2N324IA 
-EMITTER 

ENT TEMPERATURE 
CIRCU T, BASE 

( TA) 
INPUT 

25*E 

(100 1 
IB 600 -- 

400 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

Is — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 10 mA, Is —   
Vas = —1 V. Iv = 0.01 mA   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.05 mA, 
Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 300 mA  
IB = 15 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 300 mA, 
In = 15 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 25 V, Is 
Ven = 25 V, Its = 0, TA = 150 °C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (\km .= 10 V  

Ic = 10 mA)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vra = 12 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Vea = 6 V. lc = 1 mA. f = 100 MHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Von = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
f = 50 MHz)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance' 
(Veil = 6 V, In = 0. f = 1 MHz)   

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vca = 6 V. 
Ic = 1 mA, f = 100 Ifflz)   

Noise Figure: 
Vez = 6 V, Ir = 0.1 mA, f = 10 kHz. 
Ra = 1000 0, circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz  

Ven = 6 V, Ir = 0.5 mA, f = 1 kHz, 
Re; = 1000 0. circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz  

Small-Signal Input Impedance (Vea = 12 V. 
Ic = 10 mA. f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Output Admittance (VrE = 12 V, 
Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

• Emitter terminal guarded. 

V(BR)cao 

Voln)rno 
V(BR)CEV 

V(BR)EBO 

VCE (sat) 

VBE (sat) 

Iran 
IC110 
IEBO 

hem 

ht. 

Ihrol 

ft 

40 min 

40 min 
40 min 

8 min 

0.24 typ; 0.3 max V 

0.93 typ; 1.5 max V 

10 max nA 
1 max µA 

10 max nA 

125 to 300 

125 to 375 

0.5 min; 1 typ 

175 MHz 

Ceb 20 max pF 

rue 20 

NF 2 dB 

NF 4 typ; 6 max dB 

hi. 250 to 1500 fl 

hos 30 to 350 eanhos 
es-e 50 max °C/W 
B.1-A 300 max •C/W 

0.5W 2N4074 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-voltage, 

high-current audio and video amplifier service in corn-
mercal and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Out-
line No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1 V  
Base open 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   
Te above 75°C   
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C  

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ir = 10 mA, Is = 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.05 mA, 

Ir — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 300 mA  

Le = 15 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 300 mA, 

Ia = 15 mA)   

VCEV 
VCEO 
Vano 
Ic 
Ia 

Pe 
PT 
PT 
PT 

T.1 (opr) 
Taro 
T1, 

V(BR)CE0 

V(BR)E110 

Ves (sat) 

Vas (sat) 

40 
40 
8 

300 
—300 

V 
V 
V 

mA 
mA 

2 
See curve page 300 

0.5 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 175 
—65 to 175 

255 

40 min 

8 min 

0.22 typ; 0.3 max 

1 typ; 1.5 max 

*C 
°C 
°C 

V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 25 V, IE —   
Ven = 25 V, Is = 0, Te = 85°C   
Ves = 40 V, Ves = 1 V   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VnE = —2.5 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 6 V, Ic = 0.5 mA   
Ves = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA   
Vcie = 1 V, Ic = 100 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vea = 12 V, Ir = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vea = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (WE = 6 V, 
le = 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Output Capacitance (Ves = 6 V, IS = 0, f = 1 MHz) 
Small-Signal Input Impedance (WE = 12 V, 

Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Output Admittance (VcE = 12 V, 

Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 

(Veil) = 12 V, LI = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N'407.4 
45,COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, 

BASE INPUT. 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITCI•25•C 
-SWEEP MEASUREMENT. 

SWEEP FREQUENCY •60 HZ 
la 35 - SWEEP WAVEFORIA•HALP SINE WAVE — cc 

BASE MICROAMPE'RES 1411 

(I81.160 

:125 

e 20 
id us 

I 0 
5 

40 

20 
o 

O 10 20 30 40 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLT (VcEl 

92C5-1)0212 

2N4390 0.5W 

lox) 
'en° 
IcEv 
Isno 

hen 
hFE 
heE 

hr. 

fe 

re.' 
Cobo 

hi. 

h.. 

h,. 
Rjc 

10 max 
1 max 

10 max 
10 max 

35 mm; 75 typ 
75 to 300 

50 mm; 140 typ 

75 mm; 175 typ 

50 mm; 80 typ 

20 typ; 40 max 
12 typ; 20 max 

nA 
µA 
µA 
nA 

MHz 

pF 

600 

75 gmhos 
125 x 10-

50 max °C/W 
300 max •C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC' 

:TYPE 
-COMMON-EMITTER 
-CASE 
:COLLECTOR 
:SWEEP 

SWEEP 
- SWEEP 

2N4074 

TEMPERATURE 

MEASUREMENT. 
-TO 

FREQUENCY 
WAVEFORM 

CIRCUIT, 

-EMITTER 
(Tcl.25°C 

• 60 
• HALF 

BASE 

VOLTS 

Hz 
SINE 

INPUT. 

(VcE). 

WAVE 

: 
- _ 

I : 
- - 

- 

500 600 700 700 800 900 
BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS (VBE) 

9215-1381611 

Si n-p-n type used for direct "on-off" control of high-
voltage, low-power devices such as numerical display 
tubes and relays, and for other control applications 
in industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C  

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tare)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA, In — 0)   V(1111)C140 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 1 mA, In — 0)   V(IIII/CE0 

V090 
VE60 
Vcso 
Ic 

PT 
PT 

120 V 
6 V 

120 V 
Limited by dissipation 

500 mW 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 175 •C 
265 •C 

120 min V 

120 min V 
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CI IARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   V (BI)EBO 6 min VII 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 20 mA, Is = 2 mA  Ves (sat) 0.3 max V 
Ic = 2 mA, In = 0.2 mA   Ves (sat) 0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = 20 mA, Ii. = 2 mA  Van 0.85 max V 
Ic = 2 mA, Ili = 0.2 mA  Vas 0.75 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 70 V, VEB = 1 V)   IEEE 1 max 1.tA 
Base-Cutoff Current (Ven = 70 V, VEB = 1 V)   'BEV 1 max ItA. 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 1 V, Ic = 2 mA  hp» 20 min 
Vex = 1 V, Ic = 20 mA  ham 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 10 V. lc = 20 mA, f = 4 MHz)   ht. 12.5 min 

Feedback Capacitance (Veit = 10 V, Is = 0, f = 1 MHz) C.6 6 max PF 
Input Capacitance (Von = 0.5 V. IE = 0, f = 1 MHz) C lbo 40 max PF 
Delay Time (Vcc = 3.4 V, Vas (off ) = 1.5 V, 

Itu = 2 mA, Ice = 20 mA)   ta 150 max ns 
Rise Time (Ver = 3.4 V, V BE (off) = 1.5 V, 

lai = 2 mA, Ira = 20 mA)   tr 500 max na 
Storage Time (Vcc = 3.4 V. las = 2 mA, les = 20 mA, 

Ina = —2 mA)   t. 800 max na 
Fall Time (Vcc = 3.4 V, Isl. = 2 mA, les = 20 mA, 

Ins = —2 mA)   tt 500 max na 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

e 60 

la la 

eu,g- 50 
00 

3cr 
tzW 
401 
1.)Z 

20 
4 

TYPE 2N4390 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT_, BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) 25•C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS VcE1•1  

2 

Cr 

CS  

c, to/34  

tr 00 03-
e-, 
00  
tej> 02  

o 
0.1 -

se s 6 8 , 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Id 
928S-14159T 

4 

0.5W 

TYPE 2N4390 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA ) •25*C 

lO 20 30 40 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (IC) 

92ES-14147T 

2N5183 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used for 
general-purpose applications in amplifier and computer 
equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VISO 18 V 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ve•no 18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsso 7 V 
Collector Current   L. 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 0.5 W 

TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 3.3 mW/°C 
Tc up to 75°C   Pr 2 W  
Tc above 75°C   Pi' Derate at 20 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   Ts r,; ,. —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(le =_ 0.1 mA)   Vouorti.) 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Votlage 
(Is = 0.05 mA. Ic — 0)   Visa)Es.› 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(k = 10 mA, Ii, — 0)   W HO (SUS ) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 300 mA, Ii, = 15 mA)   1/1.k: (sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 300 mA. Is = 15 mA)   VHS (sat) 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Veit = 12 V, IE = 0) leno 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VET% = 2.5 V. Ic = 0) IEE., 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA   hrE 
Vez = 10 V. Ic = 150 mA   hrE 
Vcz = 1 V. Ir = 300 mA   hrE 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio (Ves = 12 V, Ir = 10 mA, 
f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Input Impedance 
(V E = 12 V, Ir = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr 

Small-Signal Output Admittance 
(VrE = 12 V, Iv =. 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hor 

Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 
(Vea = 12 V. Ir = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance* 
(Ves = 6 V. IE = 0, f = 1 MHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product 
(Ven = 1 V, Ir = 50 MHz. f = 50 MHz) 

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 
(Vea = 6 V. Ir = 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   rbb' 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   e, -A 
• Three-terminal measurement: Lead No. 1 (emitter) 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5183 
COMMON-EMITTER C RCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
CASE TEMPERATURE (T0) • 25•C 

3 

1.8 
.6 
1.4 

1.2 

1 
0 8 

0.6 

BASE MILLIAMPERES 
1E1).0.2 

TEO° 
_ 

0 5 10 15 20 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 
92eS-I4736T 

2N5184 0.5W 

fT 

18 min 

7 min 

18 min 

0.35 typ; 0.5 max 

0.05 typ; 1.5 max 
500 max 
500 max 

75 to 400 
120 

40 min; 75 typ 

V 
nA 
nA 

70 min; 175 typ 

600 (-) 

75 mmho 

125 x 10-• 

20 max 

125 min; 200 typ 

20 
50 max 

300 max 

PF 

MHz 

°C/W 
"C/W 

connected to guard terminal. 

TYPICAL SATURATION 

4 

2 

Q01 

CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5I83 
COMMON- EM TTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE TA • 25•C 

4 
10 100 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES( 
92CS -14047T 

Si n-p-n type used in video-output-amplifier applica-
tions in black-and-white television receivers, and control 
applications in industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.32. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vczo 120 im VII 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T1 (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   • Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 1 mA, h — 0)   V(BIDCE0 120 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(In = —10 µA, lc — 0)   1r(BR)EBO 5 min; 7 typ V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic =-. 30 mA, Is = 1 mA)   Vex (sat) 1 typ; 5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = 120 V, Is — 0)   IC/30 100 max nA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA)   hr z 10 min; 55 max 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Vez = 10 V, Ic = 30 mA, f = 1 MHz)   Ceb 2.8 typ; 3.5 max pF 
Gain-Bandwidth Product: 
Vez = 10 V. Ic = 45 mA   fl• 30 min 100 typ MHz 
Vez = 120 V, Ic = 2 mA   fr 50 min 100 typ MHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.i.c 45 typ 60 max °C/W 

TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N5I84 
COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 25 •C 

e§) 
.,e 

\ 

e 

O lO 20 30 40 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (10 

92CS - 1 4796T 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   

TYPICAL DC FORWARD CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 
TYPE 2N5I84 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 2e C 
COLLECECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS DicE(sot)] el 

20 
4 66 2 4 6 610 a 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (IC) 
IRCS-P11511T 

0.5W 2N5185 
Si n-p-n type used in video-output-amplifier applications 
in black-and-white television receivers, and control ap-
plications in industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104 (with 
radiator), Outline No.33. This type is identical with 
type 2N5184 except for the following item: 

PT 1 
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TRANSISTOR DISSIPATION 
DERATING CHART 

50 75 100 125 

TEMPERATURE-- °C 

For many transistors, the maxi-
mum value of dissipation is speci-
fied for ambient, case, or mounting-
flange temperatures up to 25°C, 
and must be reduced linearly for 
higher temperatures. For such 
types, the chart above can be used 
to determine maximum permissible 
dissipation values at particular 
temperature conditions above 25°C. 
(This chart cannot be assumed to 
apply to types other than those 
for which it is specified in the 
data section.) The curves show the 
permissible percentage of the maxi-
mum dissipation ratings as a 
function of ambient or case tem-
perature. Individual curves are 
plotted for maximum operating 
temperatures of 50, 55, 71, 80, 
85, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200°C. 
If the maximum operating tem-
perature of a transistor is some 
other value, a new curve can be 
drawn from point A in the figure 
to the desired temperature value 
on the abscissa. 
To use the chart, it is necessary 

to know the maximum dissipation 
rating and the maximum operating 
temperature for a given transistor. 

200 

The calculation involves only two 
steps: 

1. A vertical line is drawn at 
the desired operating temperature 
value on the abscissa to intersect 
the curve representing the maxi-
mum operating temperature for 
th 2 transistor. 

2. A horizontal line drawn from 
this intersection point to the ordi-
nate establishes the permissible 
percentage of the maximum dissi-
pation at the given temperature. 
The following example illustrates 

the calculation of the maximum 
permissible dissipation for transis-
tor type 2N1487 at a case tempera-
ture of 100°C. This type has a 
maximum dissipation rating of 75 
watts at a case temperature of 
25°C, and a maximum permissible 
case-temperature rating of 200°C. 

1. A perpendicular line is drawn 
from the 100-degree point on the 
abscissa to the 200-degree curve. 

2. Projection of this point to the 
ordinate shows a percentage of 57.5. 

Therefore, the maximum permis-
sible dissipation for the 2N1487 
at a case temperature of 100°C is 
0.575 times 75, or approximately 
43 watts. 
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0.5W 40231 IISi n-p-n planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-
level af amplifier circuits, such as preamplifiers, "volt-
age amplifiers", and driver stages in consumer and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veo 18 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W E() 18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic LOO mA 
Emitter Current   is —100 mA 
Base Current   In 25 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 0.5 W 
TA above 25°C   Pr See curve page 300 
Tv up to 125°C   PT 1 W 
Te above 125°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operatiag (Junction)   'ri( opr) —65 to 175 •C 
Storage   TSTI; —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 50 µA, 

Is — 0)   VIBR)CB0 18 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 

In — 0)   VlBRWE0 18 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 50 µA, 

lc — 0)   VIBE) ERO 5 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
V, s = 12 V, In = 0. TA = 25°C   I..no 0.5 max gA 
Ws = 12 V, In = 0, TA = 85°C   I,•so 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 2.5 V, le — 0)   Isso 0.5 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ic -,--- 2 mA. Ws = 10 V, f = 1 kHz)   hi, 55 to 180 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vis = 6 V, le = 1 mA) fr 60 MHz 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vcs = 6 V, 

Iv = 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   rid,' 20 0 
Output Capacitance (Ws = 6 V, Is = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Co,.. 22 pF 

Noise Figure (Ftc = 1000 0, VCE = 6 V, lc = 0.1 mA, 
circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz, f = 10 kHz)   NF 2.8 dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
(Ti = 175°C)   0J-C 50 max *C,'W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient 
(Ti = 175°C)   0J-A 300 max °C/W 

0.5W 40232 
Si n-p-it planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-
level af amplifier circuits, such as preamplifiers, "volt-
age amplifiers", and driver stages in consumer and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 
This type is identical with type 40231 except for the 
following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(lc = 2 mA, Va = 10 V, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 90 to 300 
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40233 0.5W 

Si n-p-n planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-
level af amplifier circuits, such as preamplifiers, "volt-
age amplifiers", and driver stages in consumer and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 
This type is identical with type 40231 except for the 
following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = 12 V, IS = 0, 
TA = 25°C)   ICAO 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vail = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   Um) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ic = 2 mit, Vea = 10 V, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 
Noise Figure: 
Ra = 1000 0, Vex = 6 V. Ic = 0.1 mA, 

circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz. f = 10 kHz   NF 
Re = 1000 O. VI'S = 6 V. Ic = 0.5 mil., 

circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz, f = 1 kHz  NF 

40234 0.5W 
Si n-p-n planar type used in low-to-intermediate-signal-
level af amplifier circuits, such as preamplifiers, "volt-
age amplifiers", and driver stages in consumer and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 
This type is identical with type 40231 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55*C   
TA above 55°C   
TA up to 125*C   
Te above 125°C   

0.25 max 
0.25 max µA 

90 to 300 

2 dB 

6 max dB 

Pr 0.4 
PT See curve page 300 
PT 1 
PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ir = 50 mil, Is = 5 mA)   VcE (sat) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ic = 2 mA, Vt = 10 V, f = 1 kHz)   ht. 

40397 0.5W 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-voltage, 
high-current audio and video amplifier service in com-
mercial and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Enut ter Voltage: 
Base open   Vcao 25 V 
VBE = —1 V   VCST 25 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 200 mA 
Emitter Current   In —200 mA 
Base Current   la 25 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Te up to 75°C   PT 2 W 
TA or Te above 25°C  PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

0.2 V 

35 to 180 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic -= 10 mA, 
IA — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = 0.05 mA, 
Iv — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 200 mA, 
In = 10 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic =. 200 mA, 
In = 10 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCR = 25 V, In —   
Ven = 25 V, In = 0, Ti  =- 85°C   
Ven = 25 V. \TEE = —1 V  

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = —2.5 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 6 V. Ir = 0.5 mA   hrE 
VCE =- 10 V. IC = 10 mA  hrE 
Vec = 1 V, Ic =. 100 mA  hrE 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VrE = 12 V, Iv = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   ht. 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ven = 6 V, lc = 1 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   fr 

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (VCE -= 6 V. 
Ic = 1 mA, f = 100 Z)   

Output Capacitance (Vejo = 6 V. In = 0, f = 1 MHz) Cob° 
Small-Signal Input Impedance (Ves = 12 V, 

Iv = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hl. 
Small-Signal Output Admittance (Ven -= 12 V. 

Iv =- 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   h.. 
Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 

(VrE -= 12 V, lc = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hre 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   er-c 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

40 

ti 35 
61 

ffi 30 

5 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON 
CASE 

40397 
-EMITTER 

TEMPERATURE 
CIRCUIT, 
( Tc) 

BASE 
• 25' 

INPUT. 
C 
100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 
(I61.i0 — 

BASE M CROAMPERES 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE) 

92C5-14164T 

2 

0.5W 

V (BIOCE0 

V(1310E130 

VCE (sat) 

Vim (sat) 

ICHO 
ICAO 
Icv 
1E110 

25 min 

7.5 min 

0.15 typ; 0.25 max 

0.8 typ; 1.3 max 

100 max 
5 max 

10 max 
100 max 

20 min; 175 typ 
165 to 600 

100 min; 245 typ 

165 min; 375 typ 

50 min; 80 typ 

20 typ; 40 max 
12 typ; 20 max 

1200 

120 

250 X 10-° 
50 max 

300 max 

nA 
gA 
µA 
nA 

MHz 

pF 

umhos 

*C/W 
°C/VV 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

:TYPE 40397 
.COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE 
CASE TEMPERATURE ( Tc)• 25* 
_COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

I I 

INPUT. 
C 

(VCE)•1 

- 

: 

RCA 4400349573 44003Zi. 

40398, 40400,-RCA 
40454, 40456, 

II I 
500 600 700 

BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS (VBEI 
92CS-I4124T 

40398 

800 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-voltage, 
high-current audio and video amplifier service in com-
mercial and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.32. This type is identical with type 40397 
except for the following items: 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .-- 25 C) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 6 V. Ic = 0.5 mA   hrs 20 min; 75 typ 

h Fl- 75 to 300 
hr i: 50 min; 140 typ 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 12 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   h f e 75 min; 200 typ • 

Small-Signal Input Impedance (Arcs = 12 V, 
Ie = 10 mA. f = 1 kHz)   h !,. 600 o 

Small-Signal Output Admittance (Vcs = 12 V. 
h.. 75 µmhos 

V's = 10 V, Ie = 10 mA 
Ves = 1 V, Ie = 100 mA 

Ir = 10 mA, f 1 kHz) 
Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 12 V. Ic 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40398 
40 _COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

CASE TEMPERATURE (TE)•25* C 
17) 

35 

'Éc' 30 
o. 

á 25 

g 20 

o 
1— IS 
o 

0 5 0 15 20 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92CS-139i6T 

40399 0.5W 

• 
6 

hre 125 X 10-e 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
, . . 

:TYPE 40398 
_  CIRCUIT, BASE COMMON-EMITTER 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TE).25. 
_COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

INPUT. 
C 

(VEE)•1 

_ 
_ 
. 

RCA 40397 40399. 
40453. 40455 

40398, 40400, -RCA 
40454, 40456, 

I I I 
500 600 700 800 

BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS (VBE) 
92ES-14124T 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-voltage, 
high-current audio and video amplifier servie in com-
mercial and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base open   Wm 18 V 
Vas = —1 V   Vcsv 18 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 200 mA 
Emitter Current   Is —200 mA 
Base Current   Is 25 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 75°C   PT 2 W 
TA or Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 ,,,c 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 

Ia — 0)   V(BR)CP10 18 min v 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.05 mA, 

Ir — 0)   VOIR)EBO 7 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

Is = 5 mA)   V E (sat) 0.1 typ; 0.2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

Is = 5 mA)   VBE (sat) 0.75 typ; 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 12 V, Is — 0   Ica() 500 max nA 
\Tea = 12 V, Is = 0, Tc = 85°C   Ica° 10 max µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VBE = —2.5 V, Ic = 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 6 V. Ie --- 0.5 mA  
Ves = 10 V, Ic -= 10 mA  
Ves = 1 V, lc = 100 MA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 12 V, Ic = 10 mA. f = 1 kHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 6V, 
= 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Ven .= 6 V, 
Ir =. 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Output Capacitance (Ven = 6 V, Is = 0, f = 1 MHz) 
Small-Signal Input Impedance (\Ten = 12 V, 

Ir = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Output Admittance (Ves = 12 V, 
Ie = 10 mA. f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 12 V, le = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

1 
500 600 700 

BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS (VBE) 
SUS-14124T 

43 

40 

:-!'; 35 

12 30 
a. 

a 25 

20 

o 

ti 
15 

g 
5 

, 
:TYPE '40399 
.COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25C 
..COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

INPUT. 

(VCE)•1 

_ 

: 

— RCA 40397 40399. 
40453,, 40455, 

40398, 40400,—  RCA 
40454, 40456, 

I I I 
800 

40 

7:'35 

"12 30 

3 25 

e15 
u 

10 
o 
u 
5 

¡Eno 

hpn 
him 
hFE 

hr. 

fx 

500 max 

175 
165 to 600 

100 min; 245 typ 

165 min; 375 typ 

50 typ; 80 max 

20 typ; 40 max 
12 typ; 20 max 

1200 

120 

250 x 10-6 
50 max 
300 max 

nA 

MHz 

PF 

,mhos 

°C/W 
•C/W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40399 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. _ 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITc) • ZS' C 

00 

8 

70 

6 

50 

4 

3 

BASE 'ri 10 

MICROAMPERES (181.20 

0 5 10 15 20 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS VcE) 

92CS-0911T 

0.5W 40400 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-voltage, 
high-current audio and video amplifier service in com-
mercial and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.32. This type is identical with type 40399 
except for the following items: 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS . . 
TYPE 40400 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
-CASE TEMPERATURE (T0)•25C 

led 
160 

140 

120 

100 

BASE MICROAMPERES U 

80 

 60 
— 1 
1•40 

20 
lo  

0 10 15 20 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS Vice 

920-139121 

, 
:TYPE '4040d 
_COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25C 
_COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

I 

, 

INPUT. 

(VCE)•1 

. - 

: 

— RCA 40397 40399. 
40453, 40455. 

/ RCA 40398, 40400,.—  
40454. 40456 

500 600 700 800 
BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS (VBE) 

920-141241' 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 6 V. Ic = 0.5 mA   
VCE = 10 V, IC = 10 mA   
VCE = 1 V, IC = 100 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VIE = 12 V, Ic =- 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Input Impedance (VCE = 12 V, 
Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Output Admittance (VcE =- 12 V, 
Ic = 10 mA, f= 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 
(VCE = 12 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

40458 0.5W 

hrie 
hrE 
hrE 

hr. 

hi. 

h.. 

hr• 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
high-peak-current audio and video amplifier applica-
tions in commercial and industrial equipment and high-
current switching and driver service in computer equip-
ment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   
Tc up to 75°C   
Tc above 75°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

Is — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.05 mA, 

Ic — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

IR = 0, tp = 300 es, df = 0.018%)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 300 mA, 

In = 15 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 300 mA, 
IB = 15 mA)   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40458 
COMMON-EMITTER 
CASE TEMPERATURE 
SWEEP MEASUREMENT: 
' SWEEP 

SWEEP 
FRECIUENCY•60 
WAVEFORM• 

CIRCUIT, 
(Tc).25•C 

HALF 

BASE 

H. 
SINE 

INPUT. 

WAVE 

e 
POreeetS 140 
„0160 
" 120 

00 

eo 

60 

40 

O 10 20 30 4 

We° 
VcEo 
Vinso 
Ic 

75 
75 to 300 

50 min; 140 typ 

75 min; 200 typ 

600 

75 µmhos 

125 X 10-

60 
40 
8 
1 

PT 0.5 
PT Derate linearly 3.3 
PT 2 
PT Derate linearly 20 

(opr) —65 to 175 
TSTO —65 to 175 

265 

V 
A 

mWPC 

mW/°C 

•C 
°C 
•C 

VInioCBo 60 min V 

V(BR)EBO 8 min V 

V(BR)CE0 (sus) 40 min V 

VCE (sat) 0.24 typ; 0.3 max V 

VBE (sat) 0.93 typ; 1.5 max V 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40458 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) .25•C '.."11008- 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

tÊ 4 (VCE)'12 

a. 2 
1211 108 

: a 
e 2 
o 

o 
:à" 4 
U 2 

01 
04 045 05 ass 06 0.65 

BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 
92CS- 1236971 

or 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS VCE)9a ,362,t 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcz = 25 V. IE — 0   Ica() 10 max nA 
Vcz = 25 V, Iz = 0, TA = 85°C   Ira° 1 max ILA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vint = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   1E110 10 max nA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcz = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA  liFF: 100 to 300 
VCE = 10 V. IC = 150 mA   111 AI 150 
Ws = 1 V, Ic = 300 mA  hrz 50 min; 75 typ 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
Vein = 12 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   ht. 75 min; 175 typ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcz = 1 V, Ic = 50 mA, 
f = 50 MHz)   fr 150 min; 200 typ MHz 

Feedback Capacitances (Veil = 6 V. Is = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   C, s 20 max pF 

Small-Signal Input Impedance (Vela = 12 V, 
lc = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   h i . 600 (2 

Small-Signal Output Impedance (Ws = 12 V. 
Ic = 10 mA. f = 1 kHz)   h.. 75 nunhos 

Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage Transfer Ratio 
(Vez = 12 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 125 X 10-* 

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vez = 6 V. 
Ic = 1 mA, f = 100 MHz)   rm.' 20 0 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 50 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Ambient   ar-A 300 max *C/W 

• Three-terminal measurement with lead No. 1 (emitter) guarded. 

Radio-Frequency Types 

0.08W 2N370 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in ri-ampli-
fier service in AM broadcast-band portable radio receiv-
ers and short-wave receivers. JEDEC TO-7, Outline 
No.9. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —24 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —05 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   Pz 80 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current   Ica° —20 max p A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vag = —12 V  

Ic = —1 mA)   lung 60 min 
Gain-Bandwidth Product   Pr 30 MHz 
Output Capacitance*   Cos* 1.7 pF 
Power Gain* (f = 1.5 MHz)   Gp• 31 dB 

0.08W 2N372 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type for use as an 
rf mixer in AM broadcast-band portable radio receivers 
and short-wave receivers. JEDEC TO-7, Outline No.9. 
This type is identical with type 2N370. 
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2N410 0.08W 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in 455-kHz if-ampli-
fier service in battery-operated portable radio receivers 
and automobile radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline 
No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —13 V 
Collector Current   Ic —15 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ts = 25°C   PT 80 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —10 µA, 

Is — 0)   V(BR)CB0 —13 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —13 V, IS = 0)   kilo —10 max p.A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —9 V. Ic = —1 mA)   hits 48 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency   fhtb 6.7 MHz 

Output Capacitance   Cobo 9.5 PF 
Power Gain (f = 0.455 MHz)   Gpe 38.8 dB 

2N412 0.08W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in converter and 
mixer-oscillator applications in battery-operated port-
able radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —10 µA, 

Is = 0)   V(BB)CBO —13 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = —13 V, Ii = 0)   km) —10 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ws = —9 V, 
Ic = —0.6 mA)   him 75 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ves = —9 V. Is = 0.6 mA)   fete 10 MHz 

Oscillator Injection Voltage (f = 1 MHz)   100 mV 
Output Capacitance   Cobo 9.5 PF 
Power Gain (f = 1 MHz)   G. 32 dB 

Vcao —13 V 
Ic —15 mA 

PT 80 mW 

(opr) —65 to 71 °C 

2N1177 0.08W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in radio-
frequency amplifier applications in FM and AM/FM 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-45, Outline No.18. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   

Vaso —30 V 
Ic —10 mA 

PT 80 mW 

TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
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E B S C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Vas = 0.5 V, 

L• = —50 µA)   V(B11)C130 —30 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = —12 V, In — 0)   Icao —12 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —12 V, Ic =_ —1 mA, f -= 1 kHz)   hr. 100 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency   fhfb 140 MHz 

Output Capacitance   Cobo 2 pF 
Power Gain (f = 100 MHz)   Gp• 14 dB 

0.08W 2N1178 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in radio-
frequency oscillator applications in FM and AM/FM 
radio receivers. JEDEC TO-45, Outline No.18. This 
type is identical with type 2N1177 except for the fol-
lowing item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = —12 V, L• = —1 mA, f =- 1 kHz)   hr. 40 min 

0.08W 2N1179 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in radio-
frequency mixer applications in FM and AM/FM radio 
receivers. JEDEC TO-45, Outline No.18. This type is 
identical with type 2N1177 except for the following 
items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —12 V. Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Oscillator Injection Voltage (f = 100 MHz)   
Power Gain (f = 100 MHz)   

0.08W 

ht. 

Gp• 

80 min 
125 max mV 

17 dB 

2N1180 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in inter-
mediate-frequency amplifier applications in FM and 
AM/FM radio receivers. JEDEC TO-45, Outline No.18. 
This type is identical with type 2N1177 except for the 
following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   ht. 80 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

Cutoff Frequency (17ca = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA)   fan 100 MHz 
Power Gain (f = 10.7 MHz)   Gee 35 dB 

0.08W 2N1524 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in 455-kHz if-amplifier 
service in battery-operated portable radio receivers and 
automobile radio receivers operating from either a 
6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao —24 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —05 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Emitter Current   Is 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 50 mW 
TA = 71°C   Pa 35 raW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   TBTO —65 to 85 °c 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Vas = —0.5 V, 

Ic = —50 µA)   Vosmcnv —24 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = —12 V, Is = 0)   leso —16 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —0.5 V, Ic = 0)   him —16 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = —12 V, Is = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   ht. 60 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Vea = —8.5 V, Iii = 1 MA)   Ceb 2.1 pF 
Maximum Available Amplifier Gains 
(Ws = —8.5 V. In = 1 mA, f = 455 kHz)   MAG• 52.4 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain. Unneutralizeds   
(Veil: =. —8.5 V, Is = 1 mA, f = 455 kHz)   MUG 30 dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 0.4 •C/mW 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
6 

o 

1111 
TYPE 2NI524 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER   
VOLTS• -6 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE•25.0 

0 50 100 150 200 250 
BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS 

92CS-10679T 
• This characteristic does not apply to type 2N1526. 
• Measured in a single-tuned unilateralized circuit matched to the generator and load 
impedances for maximum transfer of power (transformer insertion losses not included). 

2N1526 0.08W 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in mixer and oscillator 
applications in battery-operated portable radio receiv-
ers and automobile radio receivers operating from 
either a 6-volt or a 12-volt supply. JEDEC TO-1, Out-
line No.l. This type is identical with type 2N1524 ex-
cept for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vt•E —12 V, Ic --- 1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Maximum Available Conversion Power Gam 
(Vea = —8 V, Is = 0.65 mA, f = 1.5 MHz) 

Maximum Usable Conversion Power Gain 
(Vea —8 V. Iii = 0.65 mA. f = 1.5 MHz) 

Base-to-Emitter Oscillator-Injection Voltage 
(Vea .= —8 V. In = 0.65 mA)   

hr. 130 

MAGe 46.1 dB 

MUGc 34.5 dB 

100 mV(rmz) 
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0.08W 2N1631 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in rf-amplifier applica-
tions in battery-operated AM radio receivers. JEDEC 
TO-40, Outline No.16. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vern) —34 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   Pi. 80 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opt) —65 to 71 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (lc = —50 µA, 
IT — 0)   V(B R)(110 —34 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VcB = —12 V, IE = 0)   leno —16 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(V. c = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 80 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ws = —12 V, Is .-_-_, 1 mA)   fin, 45 MHz 

Output Capacitance   Ce. 2 ig;Power Gain (f = 1.5 MHz)   Gp., 47.7 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   es-A 0.4 max °C/W 

0.08W 2N1632 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in rf-amplifier applica-
tions in battery-operated AM radio receivers. JEDEC 
TO-1, Outline No.l. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno —34 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 —0.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 mW 
TA = 55°C   Pi, 50 mW 
TA = 71°C   Pz 35 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   Ts (opr) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   Tiro —65 to 85 'C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.05 mA, IB — 0)   V(nineno —34 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VcB .--- —12 V, Is — 0)   Icno —16 max BA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —0.5 V. Ic = 0.05 mA) Um, —16 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vce .-= —12V, h = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   his 40 to 170 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(We = —8.5 V, le = 1 mA)   Ci, 2.1 PF 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain* 
(VcE = —8.5 V, Iii = 1 mA, f -= 1 kHz)   MAG 44.3 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Unneutralized 
(VcE = —8.5 V, IB = 1 mA, f -= 1.5 kHz)   MUG 25.5 dB 

• Measured in a single-tuned unilateralized circuit matched to the generator and load 
impedances for maximum transfer of power (transformer insertion losses not included). 

0.08W 2N1637 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in rf-amplifier applica-
tions in AM automobile radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, 
Outline No.l. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —34 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —1.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Emitter Current   In 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   PT 80 mW 
TA = 55°C   PT 50 mW 
TA = 71°C   PT 35 mW 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (OPT) —65 to 71 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 µA, 
Is — 0)   Vcsrucso —34 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = —12 V. I = 0)   ICB0 —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = —1.5 V, k = 0)   Irmo —15 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Veil: = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 80 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Ven = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA)   Ca» 2 Pr 
Maximum Available Amplifier Gains 

(Vcs = —11 V. In = 1 mA, f = 1.5 MHz)   MAG 47.7 dB 
Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain. Unneutralized 
(We = —11 V, 1E = 1 mA, f = 1.5 MHz)   MUG 25.6 dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 0.4 max °C/mW 
• Measured in a single-tuned unilateralized circuit matched to the generator and load 
impedances for maximum transfer of power (transformer insertion losses not included). 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
6 1III 

TYPE 2N1637 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER   
VOLTS• -12 

AMBIENT TENPERATURE•25.0 

0 50 100 150 200 250 
BASE-TO-EMITTER MILLIVOLTS 

92CS-10556T1 

2N1638 0.08W 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in if-amplifier applica-
tions in AM automobile radio receivers. JEDEC TO-1, 
Outline No.l. This type is identical with type 2N1637 
except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = —12 V, Ic — 0) 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = —0.5 V, Ic — 0) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 75 
Maximum Available Amplifier Gain•• 

(Ven = —11 V, h = 2 mA, f = 262.5 kHz)   MAG 61.5 dB 
Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Unneutralized• 

(Ves = —11 V, 1E = 2 mA, f 262.5 kHz)   MUG 36.6 dB 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   eJ-A 0.4 max "C/mW 
• This characteristic does not apply to type 2N1639. 
• Measured in a single-tuned unilateralized circuit matched to the generator and load 
impedances for maximum transfer of power (transformer insertion losses not included). 

® 13 

leso —12 max µA 
IEBO —12 max rtit 
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0.08W 2N1639 IllGe p-n-p drift-field type used in converter, mixer, and 
oscillator applications in AM automobile radio receivers. 
JEDEC TO-1, Outline No.l. This type is identical with 
type 2N1637 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —12 V, Ic = —1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 75 
Maximum Usable Conversion Power Gain 
(W E = —11 V. Is = 0.25 mA, f = 1.5 MHz)   MUGc 37 dB 

Base-to-Emitter Oscillator-Injection Voltage (RMS) 
(Vcs =- —11 V. Is = 0.25 mA)   100 mV (rms) 

0.175W 2N4259 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in vhf and uhf ap-
plications in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC 
TO-104, Outline No.31. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vow 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W E° 30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic Limited by dissipation 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 175 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 .c 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 °C Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TE 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.001 mA, Is — 0)   Vannes() 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 1 mA) V(BR)CE0 30 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.001 mA, Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO 2.5 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 15 V. Is — 0)   leso 0.01 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Von = 8 V, 

Ic = 2 mA)   him 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio :A 
VCE = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA, f = 0.001 MHz   ht. 
VCE = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 100 MHz   ht. 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL. SHORT-CIRCUIT 
FORWARD-CURRENT TRANSFER-RATIO 

_.. .... 
TYPE 2N51130 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
FREQUENCY (t) • 100 MHz 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA • 25•C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)• 10 

  -...._ -...._ 

/0 7....... e 

V 

I 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance' (Ws = 8 V, 
Is = 0. f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   CI, 0.35 typ; 0.55 max pF 

Collector-to-Base Time Constant• (Vcµ =. 8 V, 
IE = 2 mA, f = 31.9 MHz)   IliCe 1 to 8 Ps 

Small-Signal Power Gaina (W E =. 8 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, 
f = 450 MHz)   G. 11.5 to 16.5 dB 

Noise Figure• (W E = 8 V, Ir = 1.5 mA, 
RO and Rt. = 50 Cl, f = 450 MHz)   NF 5 max dB 

• Lead 4 (case) grounded. 
• Three-terminal capacitance measurement with lead No. 1 (emitter) and lead No. 4 
(case) connected to guard terminal. 

2N5180 0.18W 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used as a general-purpose 
amplifier at vhf frequencies. JEDEC TO-72, Outline 
No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   

Vt110 30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Veit°  

15 V 
Ws° Emitter-to-Base Voltage   2 V 

Collector Current   Ir Limited by dissipation 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 180 mW 
TA above 25°C   Pr See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Twro °C Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 175 

Storage   °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. —65 to 175 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ir = 0.001 mA. IF — 0)   VOU1)(130 30 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage  

(Iv = 0.001 mA)   VIRR)CE0 15 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Its = —0.001 mA. Ir — 0)   VIBR)E110 2 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (lira = 1 V, IF; — 0)   luto 0.025 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ver = 8 V. Iv = 2 mA)   brie 20 to 200 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio* 
(Ws = 8 V. Ir = 2 mA, f = 100 MHz)   Ihi.1 6.5 to 16 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance: 
(Ven = 8 V. In = O. f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   C..i, 1 max pF 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized• 
(Ws = 8 V, Ie = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MUG 12 to 19 dB 

Noise Figure": 
Ven = 8 V, Ie = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz  NF 4.5 max dB 
'We = 8 V, LI = 1 mA, Rs = 400 n f = 60 MHz  NF 2.5 dB 

• Fourth lead (case) grounded. 
¡ Three-terminal measurement of the collector-to-base capacitance: Lead No. 1 (emit-
ter and lead No. 4 (case) connected to guard terminal. 

0.18W 2N5181 
Si n-p-n type used in rf and if amplifier circuits at 

frequencies up to 250 MHz. The terminal arrangement 

permits shielding between input and output terminals 

for superior high-frequency performance and greater 

circuit stability, particularly on printed-circuit boards. 

JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veen 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ie 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 180 mA 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 1.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TATE —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 1 V, In — 0   lino 0.02 max 
Veil = 45 V, In — 0   Irno 1 max 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 3 V, le — 0)   Inn° 1 max 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 6 V, In = —1 mA)   h vr; 27 to 275 
Gain Bandwidth Product 

(Ven = 6 V, In = —2 mA, f = 100 MHz)   fT 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(W E = 10 V. In = —3 mA, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Cri, 0.22 typ; 0.34 max pF 

6 

4 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N5I81 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)• 25 •C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 

(Ves = 10 V, Ix = —2 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MAG 29.9 dB 
Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Unneuti alized 

(Ves = 10 V. IS = —2 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MUG 20.4 dB 
Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized 

(Ves = 10 V, Is , —2 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MUG 24.2 dB 

2N5182 0.18W 
Si n-p-n type used in rf and if amplifier circuits at 
frequencies up to 250 MHz. The terminal arrangement 
permits shielding between input and output terminals 
for superior high-frequency performance and greater 
circuit stability, particularly on printed-circuit boards. 
JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. Type 2N5182 is iden-
tical to type 2N5181 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 1 V, IS —   
Ven = 35 V. Is —   

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(We = 10 V. Is = —2 mA, f = 200 MHz) 

40235 0.18W 

4 mA 

lino 0.03 max A 
him 1 p A 

MAG 29.5 dB 

Si n-p-n type used as rf amplifier in television tuners 
covering channels 2 through 13. JEDEC TO-104, Out-

line No.31. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
VEB = 1 V   
Emitter open   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (TsTo)   

Lead Soldering Temperature (10 s max) 

Veit° 45 V 
VCR() 45 V 
Vsno 4.5 V 
Ic 50 mA 

PT 180 mW 
PT See curve page 300 

—65 to 175 •C 
255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 1 V. IS — 0   Into 0.02 max µA 
Vca = 35 V. Is — 0   Icuo 1 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 4.5 V, Ic — 0)   Is» 1 max 1..A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ver. = 6 V, Iii = —1 mA)   hrs 40 to 170 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 6 V, Is = —2 mA, 
f =. 100 MHz)   fT 1000 MHz 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capaci'ance 
(Wu = 10 V. In = —2 mA, f = 216 MHz)   C,. 0.65 max PF 

Input Resistance (W S = 10 V. IS = —2 mA, 
f = 216 MHz)   Ri. 190 0 

Output Resistance (Ves = 10 V. Is = —2 mA, 
f = 216 MHz)   R.. 8.9 kf) 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Extrinsic Transconductance (Ve = 10 V, IL = —2 mA, 

f -= 216 MHz)   go 
Noise Figure (Vis = 10 V, IS = —2 mA, 
Ro and Rt. = 50 0, f = 216 MHz)   NF 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(Ve = 10 V, IS = —2 mA, f 216 MHz)   MAG 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized 
(Ves = 10 V, Is = —2 mA, Ro and RL = 50 0, 
f = 216 MHz)   MUG 

TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
AT 216 MHz 

2 10 
3 

—E 7 

o 

S' 50 
o 

o 

<I 25 

u 

I -TYPE 40235 , • 

COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA ).25.0 
FREQUENCY (f ). 216 MHz 
-EMITTER MILLIAMPERES (1 E1• -2 

_ 
15 20 

COLLECTOR - TO - EMIT TER VOLTS (VC E) 
92CS-13164T 

43.7 rnmhos Ill 

3.3 dB 

29.1 dB 

18.1 dB 

TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
AT 216 MHz o 

100 
Zi 

—E 75 

o 

ta. 

u 50 

o 
u 

2. 25 
e-

e-

-TYPE 40235 

COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
FREE -AIR TEMPERATURE (1. FM' 25. 
FREQUENCY (f l• 216 MHz 
-COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)• 10 — 

-I -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 
EMITTER MILLIAMPERES (Id 

92C5-13165T 

0.18W 40236 
Si n-p-n type used as rf mixer in television tuners 
covering channels 2 through 13. JEDEC TO -104, Out-
line No.31. The maximum ratings for this type are 
identical with type 40235. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 1 V, Is — 0   Ices° 0.02 max µA 
Ws = 35 V, IE — 0   Irso 1 max µ A 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 1 V, Ic — 0)   ICII0 1 max ',A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 6 V. Is ,.. —1 mA)   heel 40 to 275 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vet; = 6 V, IE = —1 mA, 

el- 1000 MHz 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Vis = 12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 216 MHz)   C.', 0.65 max pF 
Input Resistance (Vcs = 12 V, IS = —1.5 mA, 
f =.-. 216 MHz)   RI, 230 0 

Output Resistance (Vis = 12 V, IE = —1.5 mA, 

65 k0 

f = 100 MHz) 

f =- 45 MHz) 
Maximum Available Conversion Gain 

(Vis =- 12 V. IE = —1.5 mA, f = 216 to 45 MHz)   MAG, 19 dB 

0.18W 40237 
Si n-p-n type used as rf local oscillator in television 
tuners covering channels 2 through 13. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.31. The maximum ratings for this type are 
identical with type 40235. 
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TE 

45 V 
45 V 
4.5 V 
50 mA 

180 mW 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 175 °C 
255 °C 

ICSO 0.02 max µA 
IeBO 1 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 1 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = 6 V, Is = —1 mA)   h F1: 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcs = 6 V, In = —2 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   fT 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Vea = 12 V. IE = —3 mA, f = 216 MHz)   c, 1, 

Input. Resistance Oren =. 12 V, In = —3 mA, 
f = 45 MHz)   Ri. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Van = 1 V. IS — 0   ICSO 0.02 max µA 
Ven = 35 V. Is — 0   Ica() 1 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vice = 1 V. Ic — 0)   IEso 1 max µA 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Ws = 12 V, In = 1.5 mA, f = 216 MHz)   C. i, 0.8 max pF 

Output Capacitance (Veil = 12 V, Ic = —2.5 mA, 
f = 257 MHz)   Cobo 0.6 max pF 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vex = 6 V, In = —1 mA)   hm o 27 to 275 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws: = 6 V, IE = —1 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   fT 1000 MHz 

40238 0.18W 
Si n-p-n type used as 45-MHz if amplifier in television 
receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Van = —1 V   VCB V 
Emitter open   Vcso 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tiers)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves= 1 V. In —   
Ves = 35 V, Is — 

40 to 170 

800 MHz 

0.65 max pF 

480 Cl 

TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
ui AT 45 MHz AT 45 MHz o 8   / z 
!., too a 200 :5 
g ...1 

4 

▪ 90 

o o 

• 85 CC 

F. 80 
x 

-TYPE 
COMMON 
FREE 
FREQUENCY 
-EMITTER 

40238 
-EMITTER 

-AIR TEMPERATURE 

(f 1.45 
MILLIAMPERES 

CIRCUIT,BASE 

MHz 
(TPA). 

1E1•- 

INPUT. 

25.0 

3 

--....................._ 

5 10 15 20 
COLLECTOR -TO - EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92cS-13168T 

O 

-TYPE 40238 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
FREE -AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)• 25•C 
FREQUENCY If 1• 45 MHz 
-COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)•12 — 

-2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 
EMITTER MILLIAMPERES (IE1 

92.5-131711 
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(5 CASE 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Output Resistance (Vcia = 12 V. IE = —3 mA, 
f = 45 MHz)   R.. 

Extrinsic Transconductance (Vet = 12 V, Is = —3 mA  
f = 45 MHz)   g., 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain For 1, 2, or 
3 Stages (Vcs = 12 V, Is = —3 mA, f = 45 MHz)   MAG 45.3 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Unneutralized 
(Vcs = 12 V, Is = —3 mA, f = 45 MHz) : 
For 1 stage   MUG 22.9 dB 
For 2 stages   MUG 20.7 dB 
For 3 stages   MUG 19 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain, Neutralized 
(Ws = 12 V, Is = —3 mA. f = 45 MHz) : 
For 1 stage   MUG 28 dB 
For 2 stages   MUG 25.8 dB 
For 3 stages   MUG 24.1 dB 

35 

90 mmhos 

0.18W 40239 
Si n-p-n type used as 45-MHz if amplifier in television 
receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. This type is 
identical with type 40238 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 6 V, Is = —1 mA)   hr s 27 to 100 

0.18W 40240 
Si n-p-n type used as 45-MHz if amplifier in television 
receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. This type is 
identical uith type 40238 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ve,: = 6 V, IE =. —1 mA)   hips 27 to 275 

0.18W 40242 
Si n-p-n planar type used in rf-amplifier applications 
in conjunction with types 40243 (mixer), 40244 (rf os-
cillator), and 40245 and 40246 (if amplifiers) to make 
up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and AM/ 
FM receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Emitter open   so 
Va = —1 V   V,.50 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W HY 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tszc)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr, 

PT 
PT 

45 
45 
45 
4.5 
50 

V 
V 
V 
V 

mA 

180 mW 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 175 °C 
255 °C 
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TYPICAL TRANSCONDUCTANCE AT 10 0 MHz o TYPICAL TRANSCONOUCTANCE AT 100 MHz 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 

Ii- = 0.001 mA, Is - 0   V(Blill'1111 45 min V 
Viii = -1 V, Ir = 0.001 mA   Vuiiscsi. 45 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Is .= 0.5 mA, 
Is - 0)   V(BIOCE0 45 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = -0.001 mA, Ii =-- 0)   V(B1t) LBO 4.5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vue = 1 V, Is - 0)   ICBO 0.02 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ws = 1.5 V, I, - 0)   IEBO 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vue = 6 V, Is = -1 mA)   11FE 40 to 170 
Extrinsic Transconductance (Ws = 7.5 V, 

le -= -1.5 mA, f = 100 MHz)   gi. 45 mmhos 
Maximum Available Amplifier Gain• 
(Ws = 7.5 V, Ie -=- -1.5 mA, f = 100 MHz)   MAG 38.3 dB 

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain: 
Neutralized -V -i: = 7.5 V, Is = -1.5 mA, 

f --= 100 MHz  MUG 21.5 dB 
Unneutralized-Vcc = 15 V, f = 100 MHz  MUG 16.4 dB 

Input Capacitance (Ws = 7.5 V, Is = -1.5 mA, 
f --=. 100 MHz)   Cle 5.2 pF 

Feedback Capacitance (Vcs = 8 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Co, 0.65 max PF 

Input Resistance (Vie = 7.5 V, le = -1.5 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   R I. 450 0 

Output Resistance (Vue = 7.5 V, Is = -1.5 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   R.. 30 kf) 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 7.5 V. Is = -1.5 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   C.. 

Noise Figure` (Vii: = 15 V, Rs = 50 0, f = 100 MHz) NF 

• This characteristic applies only to type 40242. 

1.35 PF 
2.5 dB 

TYPE 40242 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT.. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (Tp4). 25°C 
FREQUENCY (f .10 M Hz 
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TYPICAL INPUT CHARACTERISTICS AT 100 MHz 
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0.18W 40243 
Si n-p-n planar type used in mixer applications in 
conjunction with types 40242 (rf amplifier), 40244 (rf 
oscillator), and 40245 and 40246 (if amplifiers) to 
make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and 
AM/FM receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. This 
type is identical with type 40242 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = 3 V, Ic — 0)   LEBO 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Via = 6 V, IE = —1 mA)   hre 40 to 170 
Extrinsic Transconductance (WE = 7.5 V. 
IS = —1 mA, f --. 100 MHz)   gm 32 mmhos 

Maximum Available Conversion Gain 
(VCs = 7.5 V. 1E = —1 MA, f = 10.7 to 100 MHz) MA G, 37.64 dB 

Input Capacitance (VcE = 7.5 V, Is = —1 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   CI(' 4.5 pF 

Input Resistance (Ves = 7.5 V, IE = —1 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   R I. 650 f) 

Output Resistance (VE = 7.5 V, 1E = —1 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   R. 30 kil 

Output Capacitance (VcE = 7.5 V, Is = —1 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   C. 1.35 pF 

0.18W 40244 
Si n-p-n planar type used in rf-oscillator applications 
in conjunction with types 40242 (rf amplifier), 40243 
(mixer), and 40245 and 40246 (if amplifiers) to make 
up a "front-end" and if complement for FM and AM/ 
FM receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Emitter open   VeB0 45 V 

Wily 45 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 45 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 4.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 180 MW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (TsT6)   —65 to 175 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 .,c 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 0.001 mA, Is — 0   V(BIOCB0 45 min V 
Vim = —1 V, Ic = 0.001 mA   V(Emcnv 45 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = —0.001 mA, Ic — 0)   V(1111)EBO 3 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = 1 V. IE — 0)   kilo 0.02 max µ A 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = 3 V, Ic — 0)   IE110 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcr, = 6 V, 1E = —1 mA)   him 27 to 170 
Oscillator Output Voltage, Common Base Circuit 

(Vcc = 6 V, RI, = 50 0, f = 120 MHz)   Vob 55 
Feedback Capacitance (W E = 8 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cob 0.8 max PF 

VED = —1 V 

mV 
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40245 0.18W 
Si n-p-n planar type used in if-amplifier applications 
in conjunction with types 40242 (rf amplifier), 40243 
(mixer), 40244 (rf oscillator), and 40246 (if amplifier) 
to make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM 
and AM/FM receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Emitter open   Veit° 
Vzit = —1 V  VCBV 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 180 MW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tyro)   —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 

le = 0.001 mA. Is —   
Vsa = —1 V. le = 0.001 mA   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = —0.001 mA, le — 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez = 1 V, Iz — 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vint = 3 V. le — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 6 V, Iz = —1 mA)   
Feedback Capacitance (Vez = 8 V, lz = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Extrinsic Transconductance (Vez = 7.5 V. 
Is = —2 mA, f = 10.7 MHz)   

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(Vex = 7.5 V. IE —2 mA, f = 10.7 MHz)   

Maximum Usable Amplifier Gain: 
Neutralized—Vec = 12 V. f = 10.7 MHz  
Unneutralized—Vez = 7.5 V. lz = —2 mA, 

f = 10.7 MHz   
Input Capacitance (lien = 7.5 V. lz = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 MHz)   

Input Resistance (Vez = 7.5 V, Is = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 MHz)   

Output Resistance (Vez = 7.5 V. Is = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 MHz)   

Output Capacitance (Vez = 7.5 V, I = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 MHz)   

45 V 
45 V 
45 V 
4.5 V 
50 mA 

Vtszt coo 45 min V 
V(BFOCBV 45 min V 

VatWEB° 3 min V 
leso 0.02 max µA 
Izzo 1 max µA 

hr.: 70 to 275 

Ceb 0.65 max PF 

g.. 70 nunhos 

MAG 51.4 dB 

MUG 33.2 dB 

MUG 28.1 dB 

C I e 8.2 pF 

R I e 1500 n 
R. 80 kO 

C.. 1.5 pF 

TYPICAL EXTRINSIC TRANSCONOUCTANCE 
AT 10.7 MN: 

3 200 

175 
—E 

150 

et 125 

• 100 

75 

cc • 50 

to 25 

TYP.E 40245 — 
-COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT.  
FREE -AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA). 25•C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EM TTER VOLTS (VcE).7.5 — 
FREQUENCY If >10.7 MHz  

o -2 -3 
EMITTER 

-4 -5 -6 
MILLIAMPERES (IC) 

SZCS-12929T 
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C:4) CASE 

CASE 

following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

0.18W 40246 
Si n-p-n planar type used in if-amplifier applications in 
conjunction with types 40242 (rf amplifier), 40243 
(mixer), 40244 (if oscillator), and 40245 (if amplifier) 
to make up a "front-end" and if complement for FM 
and AM/FM receivers. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. 
This type is identical with type 40245 except for the 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 6 V. Is -.. —1 mA)   lwe 27 to 90 

Maximum Available Amplifier Gain 
(Vela = 7.5 V. IE = —2 mA, f = 10.7 MHz)   MAG 51.2 dB 

Input Resistance (Ven = 7.5 V, In = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 MHz)   R I . 1200 0 

Output Resistance (Ven = 7.5 V, IE = —2 mA, 
f = 10.7 MHz)   Ro. 90 ka 

0.2W 2N918 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in low-noise ampli-
fier, oscillator, and converter applications at vhf fre-
quencies. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. This type is 
identical with type 2N3600 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Curt ent   Ic 50 mA 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio* 

(f = 100 MHz, W E = 10 V, IC = 4 mA)   ht. 6 min 
Input Capacitance (f = 0.1 to 1 MHz, VES = 0.5 V, 

Ic — 0)   Clbo 2 max PF 
Output Capacitance:• 
Ves = 10 V, Is = 0. f = 0.1 to 1 MHz   Cob. 1.7 max PF 
Ves = 0, IE = 0, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz   Cubo 3 max PF 

Collector-to-Base Time Constant* (f = 40 MHz. 
Vea = 6 V, Ic = 2 mA)   rb'C. 15 Ps 

Small-Signal Power Gain:* 
Unneutralized Amplifier Circuit (Ven = 10 V, 

le :.--- 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Gp• 13 dB 
Neutralized Amplifier Circuit (Ven = 12 V. 

Ic = 6 mA, f -.= 200 MHz)   Gp• 15 min dB 
Power Output, Oscillator Circuitt (Ven = 10 V, 18 typ dB 
IE = 12 mA, f = 500 MHz)   P.. 30 min mW 

Noise Figure* (W E = 6 V. Ic = 1 mA. 
Etc = 400 0, f = 60 MHz)   NF 6 max dB 

• Fourth lead (case) grounded. 
• Three-terminal measurement of the collector-to-base capacitance with the case and 
emitter leads connected to the guard terminal. 
t Fourth lead (case) floating. 

0.2W 2N3478 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type for vhf-uhf applications 
at frequencies up to 470 MHz in industrial and com-
mercial equipment. JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.31. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ie = 0.001 mA, Is — 0)   Vanocso 30 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Le = 0.001 mA, Is — 0)   V(B10 CIO 15 min V 
Emitter-tó-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.001 mA  

Ic — 0)   V(1110 EEO 2 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 1 V, Is — 0)   kilo 0.02 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA)   hrio 25 to 150 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio* 

(Ves = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 100 MHz)   ht. 7.5 to 16 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Veit = 8 V, Is = 0, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Ccb 0.7 max PF 
Small-Signal Power Gain: 

Unneutralized Amplifier Circuits 
W E = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz  Gp• 11.5 to 17 dB 

Neutralized Amplifier Circuit 
Rs = 50 f), le = 1.5 mA, Ves = 6 V, 
f = 470 MHz   G. 12 dB 

Noise Figures 
UHF—Rs = 50 f), Veto = 6 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, 
f = 470 MHz   NF 5 dB 

VHF—Ves = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz  NF 4.5 max dB 
• Lead 4 (case) grounded. 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N3.1178 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT,-

OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
FREQUENCY (I) • 00 MHz 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA) • 23•C 

2 4 6 8 10 12 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic1 

92GS-12736V 

14 

VCI30 
VCEO 
VEBO 
IC 

PT 
PT 

TJ (opr) 
TSTO 
Tr. 

30 v 
15 V 
2 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

200 mW 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

265 "C 

TYPICAL FORWARD TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE 
AND SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

- TYPE 2N3478 • , 70 COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT, .-
LLJ X  U M OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
z 3 60 FREQUENCY (1 • 200 MHz 
- FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA).25•C 
, 50  o VCE' 6 

o .-   o.o 40 18 fe  

tau 
tot.- 30 

ácZ 20 ce 

V, 10 
3 cc 
5.  
° 

0 5 10 15 20 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES Ic) 

92CS-12759T 

COLLECTOR-To z  -
VOLTS necE),, CrER 

2N3600 0.2W 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used In low-noise ampli-
fier, oscillator, and converter applications at vhf fre-
quencies in military, communications, and industrial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
To up to 25°C (with heat sink)   
TA or To (with heat sink) above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (60 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.001 mA, 
IE — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.01 mA, 
lc — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 
IB = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
Is = 1 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
Is =- 1 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vus = 15 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   
Vra = 15 V, IS = 0, TA =- 150°C   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 1 V, Ic = 3 mA)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio:* 
Vs =- 6 V, Ic =_ 5 mA, f = 100 MHz   
Vi E =- 6 V. Ic =- 2 mA, f = 1 kHz   

Input Capacitancet (VER = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, 
f -= 0.1 to 1 MHz)   

Output Capacitancet (lies = 10 V, IS = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitances 
(W s -= 10 V, IS = 0, f =-. 0.1 to 1 MHz)   

Collector-to-Base Time Constant° (Vcs = 6 V, 
lc = 5 mA, f = 31.9 MHz)   

Small-Signal Power Gain, Amplifier Circuit, 
Neutralized* (W E = 6 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz) 

Power Output, Oscillator Circuitt (Ws = 10 V. 
IE = 12 mA, f 500 MHz)   

Noise Figure:• 
VCE = 6 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, f =- 200 MHz   
Vus = 6 V. Ic = 1 mA, f =- 60 MHz   

• Lead 4 (case) grounded. 
t Lead 4 (case) floating. 
• This value does not apply to type 2N918. 
• Three-terminal measurement of the collector-to-base capacitance with the case and 
emitter leads connected to the guard terminal. 

VCBO 
VCEO 
VEBO 
IC 

PT 
PT 
PT 

T1 (opr) 
TsTo 

30 V 
15 V 
3 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

200 mW 
300 mW 

See curve page 300 

—65 to 200 
—65 to 200 

300 

V(BIOCHO 

V(BR)EBO 

V(BR)CSO (SUS) 

VCE (sat) 

VBE (sat) 

luso 
Icso 

hrE 

he. 

CID° 

Cobo 

Cob 

rb'Ce 

Gp• 

Poe 

NF 
NF 

30 min 

3 min 

15 min 

0.4 max 

1 max 

0.01 max 
1 max 

°C 
°C 
°C 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

µA 
µA 

20 to 150à 

8.5 to 15à 
40 to 200à 

1.4 PF 

1.7 max pF 

1 max• pF 

4 to 15 Ps 

17 to 24à dB 

20 min mW 

4.5 maxà dB 
3 dB 

10 

7.5 

5 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 
COMMON 
OUTPUT 
FREQUENCY 
COLLECTOR 
FREE 

2N3600 
-EMITTER 
SHORT-CIRCUITED 

-AIR 

If ). 
-TO-EM 

TEMPERATURE 

CIRCUIT, 

100 MHz 
TTER 

BASE 

VOLTS 
(TFR).25•C 

INPUT;   

(VcE). 6 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES 1c) 

92C5-128450 

TYPICAL FORWARD TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE 
AND SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N3600 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; 
OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED.   

FREQUENCY (f). 200 MHz 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA )• 25.0 

VE • 15 

6 

COLLECTOR -7h   
EMITTER VOLTS, 

6 
94 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (le) 

92C1-12759T1 
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2N3932 0.2W 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type for general purpose vhf-
uhf applications in rf amplifiers. JEDEC TO-104, Out-
line No.31. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base VoRan_  Vcso 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Ws° 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   %%so 
Collector Current   Ic 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
Ts above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TSTO 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.001 mA, 

Is - 0)   VlBRWISO 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (lc = 1 mA, 
IB - 0)   V(B11)CE0 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.001 mA  
Ic - 0)   Vanusso 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Va = 15 V, Is = 0)   IeBO 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Veto = 8 V. lc = 2 mA, f = 100 MHz, 
lead No. 4 grounded)   hr. 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   Pr 
Collector-to-Base Time Constant (Vea = 8 V. 

la = 2 mA. f = 31.9 MHz)   r..c. 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance (Vcs = 8 V, 

In = 0, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz, lead Nos. I and 4 
connected to guard terminal)   Crb 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA)   turn 

Small-Signal Power Gain, Unneutralized Amplifier 
(Ves = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz, 
lead No. 4 grounded)   G14 

Noise Figure: 
VCE = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA, Rs = 200 0, f = 200 MHz   NF 
Ves = 6 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, Rs r.,.. 200 0, f = 450 MHz NF 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N3932 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT--

OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
FREQUENCY (I) • 00 MHz 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)• 25°C - 

  O-EMITTER   
eoît,(  

•.ei; 

0 2 4 
COLLECTOR 

6 8 10 12 
MILLIAMPERES (IC) 

92e5-12756TI 

14 

30 V 
20 V 
2.5 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

200 mW 
See curve page 300 

-65 to 200 
-65 to 200 

265 

OC 
°C 
"C 

30 min V 

20 min V 

2.5 min V 
0.01 max µA 

7.5 to 16 
750 min MHz 

1 to 8 pa 

0.55 max PF 

40 to 150 

11.5 to 17 dB 

4.5 max dB 
5 dB 

TYPICAL FORWARD TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE 
AND SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

.‘" 70 
w 
4.) 
z 3 60 

50  
o 
z 
o - . 40 

tau 
16- z 30 0) 4 

wal- 20 
o 
g 10 
3 zz 
°co 
0 

0 5 e e 20 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES lc) 

92CS-I2759T 

TYPE 2N3932 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT, — 
OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 

FREQUENCY (f • 200 MHz 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)•25•C 

VCE .6 

Is fe 

COLLECTOR 
VOLTS (VcE-7).°.75E4fierfR 

6 
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0.2W 2N3933 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type for general purpose vhf 
and uhf applications in rf amplifiers. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.31. This type is identical with type 2N3932 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.001 mA, 

Is = 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 1 mA, 

Is = 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA)   
Small-Signal Power Gain, Unneutralized Amplifier 

(Ves = 8 V, Ic = 2 mA. f = 200 MHz, 
lead No. 4 grounded)   

Collector-to-Base Time Constant (Vea = 8 V. 
Is = 2 mA, f = 31.9 MHz)   

Noise Figure (Ws = 8 V. Ic = 2 mA, 
Rs = 200 0, f = 200 MHz)   

0.3W 

Vcso 
Von° 

40 
30 

V(BR)CB0 40 min 

V(BR)CEO 30 min 

hro 60 to 200 

Gp• 14 to 18 

tliCe 1 to 6 

NF 4 max 

2N917 

V 

v 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in low-noise ampli-
fier, oscillator, and converter applications at vhf fre-
quencies. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Tc up to 25°C   
TA or Tc above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (60 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.001 mA, 
IE — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.01 mA, 
Ic — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 3 mA  
Ia = 0, tp = 300 as, df = 1%)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 
Ia = 0.15 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 
Is = 0.15 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 15 V. Is = 0, TA = 2rC  
Vea = 15 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vca = 1 V. 
Ic = 3 mA)   

Woo 
Vex° 
Vsao 
Ic 

PT 
PT 
PT 

Ti 
TSTO 

V(nR)C110 

V(BR)sno 

W E° (sus) 

Vcs (sat) 

VBE (sat) 

leso 
leso 

hrs 

30 V 
15 
3 V 
Limited by 

power dissipation 

200 mW 
300 mW 

See curve page 300 

—65 to 200 
—65 to 200 

300 

30 min 

3 min 

15 min 

0.5 max 

0.87 max 

0.001 max 
0.1 max 

20 to 200 

°C 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio* 
(Ves = 10 V, k = 4 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Input Capacitancet (Vine = 0.5 V. k = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   

Output Capacitancet (Ves = 10 V, Is = 0. 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Cop. 

Collector-to-Base Time Constant* 
(Ves = 10 V, II' = 4 mA, f 40 MHz)   rh.C. 

Small-Signal Power Gain, Unneutralized Amplifier 
Circuit. 
(Ves = 10 V, k = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Gp• 

Power Output in Oscillator Circuitt (Ves = 15 V. 
Ie = 8 mA. f = 500 MHz)   Poe 

Noise Figuret (Ves = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA, Ra = 400 0, 
f -= 60 MHz)   NF 

• Fourth lead (case) grounded. 
t Fourth lead (case) floating. 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON 
- OUTPUT 
FREQUENCY 
COLLECTOR 
-FREE-AIR 

2N917 
-EMITTER 

SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
It ).100 
-TO 

TEMPERATURE 

CIRCUIT. 

-EM 
MHz 
TTER 

BASE 

VOLTS 
UFA 

INPUT; 

(ICE)• 
•25 

4 
C 

_ 

_ 

10 20 30 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic) 

92CS-128461 

2N2708 0.3W 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
rf amplifiers, mixers, and oscillator circuits for vhf and 
uhf applications (200 to 500 MHz). JEDEC TO-72, 
Outline No.28. 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE0 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 
Collector Current   Ie 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
Te up to 25°C   PT 
TA or Te above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 1 µA. IE — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Iv = 3 mA, In = 0, tp = 300 ;Ls, df = 1%)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 10 µA, 

Ie — 0)   
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 15 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   
Ves = 15 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   

5 min 

1.6 max 

1.7 max 

75 max 

9 min 

10 min 

6 max 

PF 

PF 

Ps 

dB 

mW 

dB 

35 V 
20 V 
3 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

0.2 
0.3 

See curve page 300 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

265 °C 

VIER/CEO 35 min 

VOiR)CE0 (sus) 20 min 

V(BRIEDO 3 min 

ICB0 0.01 max 
ICB0 1 max 

V 

V 

V 

µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (W E = 2 V, 

Ic = 2 mA)   hr s 30 to 200 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

Velg = 15 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 1 ICHZ   hr. 30 to 180 
Ves = 15 V, le = 2 mA, f = 100 MHz   hi. 

Input Capacitance (Ws = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, 7 to 12 
f = 0.14 MHz)   

Clam 1.4 PF Output Capacitance (Ws = 15 V, IE = 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   Cobo 1.5 max PF 

Collector-to-Base Tune Constant (Veit = 1.5 V,  
Ic = 2 mA, f = 31.9 MHz)   WC. 9 to 33 ps 

Small-Signal Common-Emitter Power Gain: 
(In neutralized amplifier) 
W E = 15 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz   Gp• 15 to 22 dB 

(In uruteutralized amplifier) 
Ves = 15 V. Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz   Gp• 12 dB 

Small-Signal Transconductance (Ves = 15 V. 
Ic = 2 mA, f = 200 MHz)   g...• 25 mmhos 

Noise Figure: 
Vcs = 15 V, Ic = 2 mA, Rs = 50 
f = 200 MHz   

VCS = 6 V, Ir = 1 mA, Rs = 400 a 
f = 60 MHz   NF 3.5 dB 

Q, 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

• I 
Id 

7• 11 

40 1 
é 
412 

W,-

2z 6 
Ft; 

-1 <- 4 
2 

2 

O 

TYPE. 2N2108 ' " • 
_COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; _ 

SHORT-CIRCUITED OUTPUT. 
FREQUENCY =100 MHz 
- COLLECTOR -TO- EMITTER VOLTS _ 

(VcE)= 4 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA). 25° C 

n 

lO 15 20 25 30 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (lc 

92C5-119401 

NF 7.5 max dB 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD 
TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE AND 
SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
• • • " " • ' TYPE 2N2708 • • • • ' • 

'COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; 

SHORT-CIRCUITED OUTPUT. o -COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS I VcE) =15 

.COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (10=2 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE ITFA-1=25•C 

'\........."...,.......... ..bl• 

94  
- 

00 2 4 6 61000 
FREQUENCY—MHz 

92C5-11938T 

0.3W 2N2857 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
low-noise amplifier, oscillator, and converter applica-
tions at frequencies up to 500 MHz in a common-
emitter circuit, and up to 1200 MHz in a common-base 

CASE circuit. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Venn 30 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W EE. 15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 40 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pz 200 mW 
Tc up to 25°C   

PT 300 mW 
TA or Tv above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C Storage   

TSTS —65 to 200 °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic _= 0.001 mA, 
IE - 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 
Is - 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.01 mA, 
Ii - 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (W S = 15 V. IE = 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ves = 1 V. 

Ir -- 3 mA)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ftatio:t 
VCR = 6 V. Ir = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz  
Vcs = 6 V, Ie -- 2 mA, f = 1 kHz   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance@ 
(Vcn = 10 V, I = 0, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   

Input Capacitance* (VER = 0.5 V. Ic = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   

Output Capacitance: 
Vert = 10 V, IS = 0, f = 0.14 MHz  

10 V, Is = 0, f = 0.14 MHz   
Collector-to-Base Time Constantt 

(Veil = 6 V, Ie -= 2, f = 31.9 MHz)   
Small-Signal Power Gain, Neutralized Amphflert 

(Ves -- 6 V, le = 1.5 mA, f = 450 MHz)   
Power Output, Oscillator Circuit* 

(Vea = 10 V, IE = -12 mA, f = 500 MHz)   
Noise Figure:t 
Vet = 6 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, Ro -- 50 0, f = 450 MHz 
Ve 6 V, Ic = 1 mA, Ro = 400 0, f = 60 MHz   

• Fourth lead (case) not connected tFourth lead (case) grounded 
• Three-terminal measurement: Lead No. 1 (emitter) and lead No. 4 (case) connected 
to guard terminal. 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

16 
, 

- TYPE 2N2857 - 
COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT; 

OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
.FREQUENCY (f)•100 MHz _ 
COLLECTOR -TO -EMITTER VOLTS (VcEI• 6 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA) • 25' 

V( 

> 
-- - 0 5 10 15 20 53 au a 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (ICI 
Inc5 -053T 

-111 75 
.5.-• 

5° 

u 
Lc, 25 
u z 

Z4 

!v„ 
o zr, so 
4 a 

'I) 0 

0 

2N3839 0.3W 

V(BR)CB0 

V(BR)CEO 

V(BR)EBO 
IC80 

hFE 

ht. 
hr. 

Ccb 

Cibo 

Cobo 
Cobo 

rb'Ce 

Gr. 

P.. 

NF 
NF 

30 min 

15 min 

2.5 min 
0.01 max 

30 to 150 

10 to 19 
50 to 220 

V 

V 

V 

1 max pF 

1.4 PF 

1.3t max PF 
1.8* max PF 

4 to 15 Ps 

12.5 to 19 dB 

30 min mW 

4.5 max dB 
2.2 dB 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD 
TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE AND 
SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

- TYPE 
COMMON 

OUTPUT 
-COLLECTOR 
COLLECTOR 
_FREE 

2N2857 
-EMITTER 

-AIR 

, 

SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
-TO- 
M 

TEMPERATURE 

CIRCUIT, 

EMITTER 
LLIAMPERES 

- We 

BASE 

VOLTS 
(Ic)• 

(TFA)' 

INPUT 

(Vc0•6 
1.5 
25.° 

; — 

— 

— 

0 

, 

- - --- - 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 SOu a 
FREQUENCY - MHz 

92CS-621525 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
low-noise amplifier, oscillator, and converter applica-
tions at frequencies up to 500 MHz in a common-emitter 
circuit and 1200 MHz in a common-base circuit. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. For maximum ratings, refer to 
type 2N2857. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.001 mA, 

Is - 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 

Is - 0)   

V(BR)cao 

V(BIOCE0 

30 min V 

15 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = —0.01 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO 2.5 min v 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 15 V, IS — 0   Ica() 10 max µA 
VCB = 15 V, IE = 0, TA = 150-c   ICB0 1 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vea = 1 V  
Ic = 3 mA)   hint 30 to 150 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio*: 
Ves = 6 V, Ic = 2 mA, f = 0.001 MHz  hr. 50 to 220 
Ws = 6 V. Ic = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz  hr. 10 to 20 

Feedback Capacitance* (Ves = 10 V, In = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Ca, 0.6 typ; 1 max pF 

Input Capacitance (Vea = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Clbo 1.4 pF 

Collector-to-Base Time Constant. (Vol = 6 V. 
1E = —2 mA, f = 31.9 MHz)   re'Ce i to 15 ps 

Small-Signal Power Gain. (Ves = 6 V, Ic = 1.5 mA, 
f = 450 MHz)   Gm) 12.5 to 19 dB 

Power Outputs (Ws = 10 V. Is = —12 mA, 
f 500 MHz)   Poe 30 min mW 

Noise Figure.: 
UHF Measured (W E = 6 V. Ic = 1.5 mA, 
f = 450 MHz, Ro = 50 0)   NF 3.9 max dB 

UHF Device ( VcE = 6 V. Ic = 1.5 mA, 
f = 450 MHz, Ro = 50 n)   NF 3.4 max dB 

VHF Measured (VcE = 6 V, Ic = 1 mA. f = 60 MHz, 
Rc -= 400 f))   NF 2 dB 

• Lead No. 4 (case) not connected. 
• Three-terminal measurement with emitter and case connected to guard terminal. 
• Lead No. 4 (case) grounded. 

TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL FORWARD-CURRENT 
ô TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 
• TYPE 2N3839 

COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; 
OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED 
FREQUENCY ( f ) =100 MHz 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (Te).25°C 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE),I2 

10 (5 20 25 30 35 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (1c) 

ezcs -1416er 

TYPICAL FORWARD TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE 
AND SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

o 

Dj 2 

a.2 
we 

1-71 
‘22 feel 

fro 5 

cre 
5 -7 

TYPE 2N3839 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; 
OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED 
FREQUENCY ( f 1.450 MHz 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA). 25°C 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE).5T015 
.......- * 

gfe 

12 14 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic) 

ens-mew; 

0.3W 2N5186 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used for switching ap-
plications in data-processing equipment and other criti-
cal military and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-52, 
Outline No.21. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   11,140 10 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim° 3 v 
Collector Current   Ic 300 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 300 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
Tc up to 100°C   PT 500 mW 
Te above 100°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tiro —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.01 mA, Is — 0)   Vfflocs.. 10 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = —0.01 mA, Ic — 0)   Vo1n)suo 3 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 10 mA, Is — 0)   Vcso (sus) 6 min; 10 typ V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA)   Vs (sat) 0.3 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 10 mA, In = 1 mA)   Vas (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 5 V, Is — 0   Ica° 0.002 typ; 0.05 max µ A 
Ves = 5 V. Is = 0, TA = 150°C   >so 0.9 typ; 5 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hr E 25 min 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio (Vis = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   Ihiel 

Output Capacitance (Wu = 5 V. Is = 0, 
f = 0.140 MHz)   Cobo 

Input Capacitance (Vsu = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, 
f = 0.140 MHz)   Clbo 

Storage Time (Ic = 5 mA, Ini = —Ins = 5 mA) t. 
Turn-On Time (Ic = 10 MA, IM = —Ie2 = 1 MA) ta ± tr 
Turn-Off Time (Ic . 10 mA, no = —1st = 1 mA) ts -I- ti 

TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS 

ow 0.7 

iteb 0.5 
R9 i6 0.4 

rtig 0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

o 

TYPE 2N5I86 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
BASE MILLIAMPERES • Io 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (V • 25°C 

2 4 68 10 2 4 6 8100 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (IC) 92es_inzr 

o 

40294 0.3W 

4 min; 6 typ 

3 max pF 

3 max pF 
10 max ns 
25 max ns 
25 max ns 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N5I86 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
-AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ITAl• 25°C  

2 4 6810 2 4 "100 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES UC) 

92CS-I47271 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
uhf amplifier, mixer, and oscillator applications. This 
type is electrically and mechanically identical with type 
2N2857, but is specially controlled, processed, and tested 
for critical aerospace and military applications. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. 

40295 0.3W 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
uhf amplifier, mixer, and oscillator applications. This 
type is specially controlled, processed, and tested for 
critical aerospace and military applications. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. This type is identical to type 
2N2708 except for the following item: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   Ic 40 mA 
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40413 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
rf amplifier and mixer applications up to 200 MHz, 
and in oscillator applications up to 500 MHz. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. This type is electrically and 
mechanically similar to type 2N2708, but each ship-
ment of type 40413 is accompanied by a certified sum-

mary of electrical and environmental tests. For typical characteristics 
curves, refer to type 2N2857. 

0.3W 40414 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
low-noise amplifier, oscillator, and converter applica-
tions at frequencies up to 500 MHz in a common-emitter 
circuit and 1200 MHz in a common-base circuit. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. This type is electrically and 
mechanically similar to type 2N2857, but each shipment 

of type 40414 is accompanied by a certified summary of electrical and en-
vironmental tests. For typical characteristics curves, refer to type 2N2857. 

0.5W 2N4068 
Si n-p-n type used in wide-band-amplifier and relay-
driver applications in critical industrial equipment such 
as video amplifiers, television cameras, camera chains, 
monitors, oscilloscopes, and neon-indicator drivers. 
JEDEC TO-104, Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vest:, 150 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector-Current   Ic 200 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
TA above 25°C  PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 1 mA, 

Is — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —10 4A, 

Ic — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 30 mA, Ii, = 1 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 30 mA, 

In = 1 mA)   
Collector-Cutoff Current ( V( s = 120 V, Is — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (We = 10 V, 
IC = 30 mA)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VCE = 10 V, Ic = 30 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product: 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 30 mA, f = 100 MHz  
VCE = 140 V. Ic = 2 mA, f = 100 MHz  

Output Capacitance • (Ws = 10 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 MHz) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

* Three-terminal measurement with lead No. 1 (emitter) 
to guard terminal. 

(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
TSUI —65 to 175 °C 
TL 255 °C 

V(BRICE0 150 min; 180 typ V 

V(BIOEBO 5 min; 7 typ 

VCE (sat) 1 typ; 3 max. 

Arse (sat) 0.68 
Icso 5 typ; 50 max 

tire 

hrs 

30 min; 70 typ 

80 

fr 50 min; 100 typ 
fa. 50 min; 100 typ 
Cob. 2.8 typ; 3-5 max 
eJ -C 45 typ; 60 max 
Or-A 300 max 

V 

V 

V 
nA 

MHz 
MHz 
pF 

°C/W 
°C/W 

and lead No. 3 (case) connected 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N4068 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
AMB ENT TEMPERATURE (TA) ).25°C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (V )•I0 

05 06 07 08 09 
SASE-TO-EMITTED VOLTS (VBE) 

92GS-1362ST 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N4068 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

Z ,00 _AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ( TA) • 25•C - 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS  

(VCE)" 10 
tx▪ 80 sz, e I  
W. 2 .„.‘ COLLECTOR 0". 

0 % DISSIPATION 
:Ità 60 01'4:- 25 W   

i oe 
(rc 40 o 1-
19, 
rj. 20 
8 — M E MILIrIAMIRES(1?)•0 I 

40354 0.5W 

0 50 I00 150 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92CS-13530T 

Si n-p-n type used in video-output amplifier stages of 
black-and-white television receivers. JEDEC TO-104, 
Outline No.32. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE0 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 1 mA, IB — 0)   V(MOCE0 150 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = —10 ilit, Ie — 0)   V(1111)E110 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 30 mA, IB = 1 MA)   VCE (sat) 5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vas = 120 V, In = 0)   Icno 100 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hp a 55 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Vex = 10 V, le = 30 mA)   Ceb 3.5 max pF 
Gain-Bandwidth Product: 
Ven = 10 V, IC = 30 mA   fr 50 min MHz 
VCE = 140 V, Ic = 2 mA   fT 50 min MHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 60 max °C/W 

2N4069 1W 

Si n-p-n type used in wide-band-amplifier and relay-
driver applications in critical industrial equipment such 
as video amplifiers, television cameras, camera chains, 
monitors, oscilloscopes, and neon-indicator drivers. 
JEDEC TO-104 (with heat radiator), Outline No.33. 
This type is electrically identical with type 2N4068 
except for the following items: 

150 V 
5 V 
50 mA 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C 

PT 1 WI 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   eJ-A 150 max °C/W 

2N5187 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used for switching ap-
plications in data-processing equipment and other criti-
cal applications in military and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.21. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR() 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 10 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 500 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate at 5.72 mW/°C 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 1.71 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.01 mA, Is — 0)   V(BEWBO 25 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 10 mA, Is = 0, ti, 100 ea, df --5- 0.02) V(BR)CEO 10 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(la = —0.01 mA, LI — 0)   VO1R)ERO 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 100 mA, Is = 10 MA, 11' 100 SS, 
df •• 0.02   Ves (sat) 0.3 typ; 0.5 max V 

Ic = 10 mA, la =- 1 MA   V CE (sat) 0.2 typ; 0.25 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 100 mA, Is = 10 mA, te •• 100 its, 
df -.5 0.02   VBE (sat) 0.98 typ; 1.2 max V 

lc = 10 mA, IB = 1 mA  VBE (sat) 0.8 typ; 0.85 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 20 V, VES = 1)) ICB0 450 max nA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V. IC = 10 mA   her: 30 min 
Ves = 0.4 V, Ic = 30 mA   hrE 25 min 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio (We = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA. 
f = 100 MHz)   ¡fuel 4 min; 6 typ 

Output Capacitance (Vea = 5 V, IE = 0, 
f = 0.140 MHz)   Cob° 2.8 typ; 3.5 max pF 

Input Capacitance (VES = 0.5 V. Ic = 0, 
f = 0.140 MHz)   Cabo 3 typ; 4 max pF 

Delay Time (Vcc = 6 V. Vas (off ) = —4 V, 
hi = 10 mA, Ica = 100 mA, 182 = —10 MA) ti 6 typ; 8 max ns 

Rise Time (Vcc = 6 V, Vas (off) = —4 V, 
Imo = 10 mA, les = 100 mA, lez = —10 mA) t, 6 typ; 10 max ns 

Storage Time: 
Vcc = 6 V, IB1 = 10 V, Ics = 100 mA, 

las = —10 mA   t. 9 typ; 13 max ns 
Vcc = 10 V. lai = 10 mA, Ici = 10 mA, 

152 = — 10 mA   t. 9 typ; 13 max ns 
Fall Time (Vcc = 6 V, IB1 = 10 MA, 

les = 100 mA, Is =. —10 mA)   ti 5 typ; 8 max ns 
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TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5187 
-EM TUER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. COMMON 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 25*C 

I-1 

Ceee - 

-no 
e 

d .> 
o 
'us 

- 2 4 
10 100 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES Ic1 9,2ci_emer 

40355 

TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS 

1.0 
le 

Le 0.8 

TYPE 2N5181 
,COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 25*C 

, 
A2>0.6 
1 

OA 

-11>> 
É 02 

RATIO OF OF COLLECTOR CURRENT TO 
— BASE CURRENT lic/161• 10 
o 2 4 6 e 10 2 4 6 8100 

COLLECTOR MILUAMPERES (lo 
92“-14049T 

Si n-p-n type used in video-output amplifier stages of 
black-and-white television receivers. JEDEC TO-104 
(with heat radiator), Outline No.33. This type is iden-
tical with type 40354 except for the following item: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 

40405 1W 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in class C rf power 
amplifiers, drivers, and frequency multipliers at fre-
quencies to 400 MHz in battery-operated communica-
tions equipment. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.21. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base open   VCE0 

VCRS 
Vim 
Ic 

VRE — 0 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
're up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Ts and Tr above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA-Tr)   —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 10 mA, In = 0, tp = 100 Rs, df — 2%   V(BR) CEO 16 min V 
Iv = 5 mA, Raz — 0  V am CES 40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.01 mA, Ic — 0)   VOIR)EBO 6 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = 15 V, Ran = 0)   ICES 0.4 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 1 V. le = 100 mA)   bps 20 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 1 V, Ic = 100 mA, f = 100 MHz)   ht. 3 min 
Gain Bandwidth Product (Ic = 100 mA, Vcz = 1 V) fr 300 min MHz 
Output Capacitance (VcE = 5 V, In = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Cobo 3.5 max pF 

RF Power Output, Frequency-Doubler 
(Vcc = 15 V, Pie -_-_. 30 mW, f ( in ) = 86 MHz, 

f (out) = 172 MHz  POO 200* min mW 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 35 per cent. 

1 

16 V 
40 V 
6 V 

0.5 A 
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TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40405 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ( TA)• 25°C 
DC COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS (Vcc)• 12 

fIN ° TOUT 

600---

400  

200 

t 'o 

30 40 60 80 100 200 300 
FREQUENCY (f /— MHz 

92C5 -137331 

1000 
o 

llTYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

600 

z.e. 400 
o 

200 

o 
10 00 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES ('c) 
92GS-13734T 

TYPE 40405 
-COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (A)°25C 

e II 1, 

\ o_•,.=, -s. 0 o., • 
......— o 

40519 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used for class C rf-
amplifier, driver, and frequency-multiplier service in 
battery-operated communications equipment. JEDEC 
TO-52, Outline No.21. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ran 
Base open   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 
Tc above 25°C   PT 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T (opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 10 mA, Is = 0, tp = 100 jis, df 0.02   
lc = 5 mA, Van —   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(La = —0.01 mA, Ic — 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcn = 20 V, Van = 0, 
In — 0)   

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ic = 50 mA, VCE = 1 V)   

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Ic = 50 mA, Vc = 1 V, f = 100 MHz)   

Output Capacitance (Veil = 5 V, IE = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   

Power Output, Frequency Doubler 
(Pi. = 15 mW, f(in) = 86 MHz, f (out) = 172 MHz) 

Efficiency, Frequency Doubler 
(f (in) = 86 MHz, f (out) = 172 MHz)   

1W 

VCBS 
VCE0 
VEBO 
IC 

V(B/Oes0 
V(BR/CES 

Visa> ESO 

'CHO 

hFE 

ihiel 

Cobo 

Poe 

71 

40 V 
16 V 
5 V 

500 mA 

1 
See curve page 300 

0.3 
See curve page 30C 

—65 to 200 
—65 to 175 

265 

16 min 
40 min 

5 min 

25 max 

20 min 

3 min 

3.5 max 

70 min 

20 min 

40637 

°C 
°C 
°C 

V 
V 

V 

nA 

pF 

mW 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used for frequency mul-
tiplier serviée to 175 MHz for low-level stages in mo-
bile, marine and sonobouy vhf transmitters. JEDEC 
TO-52, Outline No.21. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   V.I.:A 30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Viol.) 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 100 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTII —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.01 mA. Vas — 0)   VIBIOCES 30 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = —0.01 mA, Ic — 0)   Vant)Eno 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
as = 1 mA, Ic = 10 mA)   Vii(sat) 0.6 max V 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Ws = 1 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 100 MHz)   'hr..' 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Vcs = 12 V, 
In = 0. f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Cohn 

Power Output, Frequency Doubler (PIA = 37 mW, 
ft. = 78 MHz, fAue = 156 MHz)   PA. 

Efficiency, Frequency Doubler (fin = 78 MHz, 
foot = 156 MHz)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

YPICAL RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40637 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; 

OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA • 256 C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VŒ) •10 

so - 
i 

50 100 ISO 200 Z50SO05 

FREQUENCY (1)- NiNz 
92CS-137367 

2N398 
2N398A 
2N398B 

- 14 
16 
50 607080 

Switching Types 

0.5W 

0.15W 

0.25W 

3 

3 pF 

100 min MW 

18 min ''/;» 
0.15 max °C/mW 

TPYICAL INPUT REACTANCE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40637 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; — 
. OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. — 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 25•C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE •10 — 

fes 

16\ 

GO 
1 

) 
) 
; 

100 200 300 400 
FREQUENCY (f)— MHz 92CS-I3735T 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction types used for direct "on-off" 
control of high-voltage, low-power devices such as neon 
indicators, relays, incandescent-lamp indicators, indi-
cator counters of electronic computers, and similar ap-
plications in critical industrial and military equipment. 
Designed to meet MIL specifications, including mechani-
cal, environmental, and life tests. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N398 2N398A 2N398B 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vein) —105 —105 —105 VII 
Collector-to-Emitter (Ran — 0)   VCE8 —105 —105 —105 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —50 —50 —75 V 
Collector Current   Ic —100 —200 —200 mA 
Emitter Current   IE 100 200 200 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ts up to 25°C   PT 50 150 250 mW 
Te above 25°C   Px See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   Te (opr) —65 to 55 —65 to 100 "C 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 85 —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature: 
10 seconds max   Ti. 230 — 250 °C 
3 seconds max   Ti, — 250 — °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = —0.025 mA, Is — 0   I/0310CH° 
IC = —0.05 mA, Is — 0   V(BR)CB0 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = —0.05 mA, Ic — 0)   V(BR)Eso 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through 
Voltage   VET 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —5 mA, In = —0.25 MA)   VBE (sat) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —5 mA, Is = —0.25 mA)   Vex (sat) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veit = —105 IT, RBE = 0, TA = 25°C   lens 
Veto = —55 V. RBE = 10 kfl, TA = 25°C ICBM 
VCB = —2.5 V, Is = 0, Ts = 25°C   ICB0 
Ven = —105 V. IS = 0, TA = 25°C  kilo 
Ves = —105 V. In = 0, T.. = 71°C   Ieso 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VEB = —2.5 V, Ic — 0   Ism, 
Va = —50 V, Ic — 0   IEBO 
Vs = —75 V, Ic — 0   Ins° 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
W E = —0.25 V, le = —5 mA  him 
Vez = —0.35 V, Ic = —5 mA   h.q. 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Ven = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA, 
f = 1 kHz)   hr. 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-
Ratio Cutoff Frequency (Arcs = —6 V  
IE = 1 MA)   fh tb 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-
Ambient   ().1-A 

—105 

—50 

—105 

—0.4 

—0.35 

—600 

—14 
—50 

—105 

—50 

—105 

—0.4 

—0.35 

—600 

—171 
—50 

—50 - —50 

27; 2711 

- 20 

—105 min 
— min 

—75 min 

—105 min 

—0.3 max 

—0.25 max 

—300 max 
—300 max 
—6 max 
—25 max 
—300 max 

—6 max 
— max 

—50 max 

20 min 
— min 

40 min 

V 
V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

µA 

µA 
µA 
PA 

µA 
µA 
µA 

— 1 max MHz 

0.5 0.3 max °C/W 

0.12W 2N585 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in switching applica-
tions in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Out-
line No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1 V   VCE V 
Base open   Veto 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 120 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) 71 °C 
Storage   T8TG —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 25 µA, 
In = 0)   Vann CB0 

25 V 

24 V 
15 V 
20 V 
200 mA 

—200 mA 

25 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic -= 600 µA, 

Is = 0)   V(13 R) CE 0 15 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —25 µA. 

Ic = 0)   V (BR) EEO 20 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 20 mA, 

Is = 1 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.2 max ii 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 20 mA, Is = 1 mA)   Vas (sat) 0.45 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 0.25 V, Is — 0   ICB0 6 max µA 
Ves = 12 V. Is — 0   Icso 8 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 5 V. Ic — 0)   Ism) 5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ws -=- 0.2 V  

Ic = 20 mA)   hits 20 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ves = 6 V. Is = —1 mA)   flan 3 min MHz 

Output Capacitance (Veit = 6 V, Is — 0)   Cobo 25 max PF 
Stored Base Charge (Ic = 20 mA, Is = 2 mA)   Qs 3000 max pC 

2N388 
2N388A 

0.15W 

Ge n-p-n alloy-junction types used in switching appli-
cations in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N388 2N388A 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   W E° 25 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vint = —0.5 V   Venv 
Rs = 10000 fl   VCER 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE130 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 
To above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TT.tsT (oopr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 235 235 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Is = 10 mA, Ic = 200 mA  VBE 1.5 1.5 max V 
Is = 4 mA, Ic = 100 mA  Vas 0.8 0.8 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vets = 20 V. Ras = 10000 fl   Icint 50 50 max µA 
Ws = 40 V, VBIS = —0.5 V   Ian, — 50 max pA 
VMS = 40 V. Is — 0   leso — 40 max pA 
Ves = 25 V. Is — 0   ICB0 10 10 max µA 
Veil = 1 V. Is — 0   ICHO 5 5 max pA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Vint = 15 V. Ic — 0   Isso 10 10 max µA 
Vis = 1 V, lc — 0   IEBO 5 5 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Veit = 0.75 V. Ic = 200 mA   hrs 30 30 min 
Veit = 0.5 V. Ic = 30 mA   hrs 60 to 180 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Veit = 6 V. Ic = I mA)   fen, 5 5 min MHz 

Output Capacitance (Veit = 6 V. Ic = 1 mA)   C.o. 20 20 max pF 
Turn-On Time (Vcc = 20 V, hi = 10 mA, 

1E2 = —10 MA, IC = 0.2 A, Rc = 100 fl)   te-l-tt 1 I max Ps 
Storage Time (Vcc = 20 V. Iin = 10 mA, 

1E2 = —10 MA. IC = 0.2 A. Re = 100 fl)   t. 0.7 0.7 max AS 
Fall Time (Vcc = 20 V. 1st = 10 mA, 

1st = —10 mA, Ic = 0.2 A, Rc = 100 fl)   tt 0.7 0.7 max µ5 

— 40 V 
20 20 V 
15 15 V 
200 200 mA 

150 150 mW 
See curve page 300 

2N388 2N388A 
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0.15W 2N404 
2N404A 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction types used in switching appli-
cations in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   \Term 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (VBE = 1 V)   VCEV 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBo 
Collector Current   Ie 

IF: Emitter Current 
Transistor Dissipation :e 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 85 —65 to 100 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 100 —65 to 100 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr. 255 255 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.02 mA, Iz — 0)   Vamezo 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IF. = —0.02 mA, Ic — 0)   V(RIGEBO 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —12 mA, In = —0.4 mA   \run (sat) —0.35 —0.35 max V 
Ic = —24 mA, In = —1 mA   Vim (sat) —0.4 —0.4 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic =_ —12 mA, In = —0.4 mA   W E (sat) —0.15 —0.15 max V 
Ic --= —24 mA, In = —1 mA   Ven (sat) —0.2 —0.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —12 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   Ieno —5 —5 max µA 
Ven = —12 V, IE .= 0, TA = 80°C   leer) —90. —90 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —0.2 V. le = —24 mA   hrE 24 24 min 
VCE = —0.15 V, Ic = —12 mA   heE 30 30 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Vcn = —6 V, Ic = —1 mA) flab 4 4 min MHz 

Output Capacitance: 
Veil = —6 V, Ie — 0   Cob. 20 — max pF 
Vets -= —6 V, IE = 1 MA, f = 2 MHz   C.br, — 20 max pF 

Stored Base Charge (Ic = —10 mA, 
In = —1 mA)   Qs 1400 1400 max pC 

• For higher dissipation values in switching applications, see RCA Application Note 
AN-181. 
• This value does not apply to type 2N581. 

Base open 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Peak Collector Current   ic 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 
TA = 55°C   PT 

0.15W 2N414 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in switching applica-
tions in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Out-
line No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = 1 V   VCEV 

VCR() 

2N404 2N404A 

—25 
—24 
—12 
—100 
100 

—40 
—35 
—25 
—150 
150 

V 
V 
V 

mA 
mA 

150 150 mW 
See curve page 300 

°C 
°C 
°C 

—25 —40 min V 

—12 —25 min V 

—30 V 

—20 V 
—15 V 
—20 mA 
—400 mA 
—200 mA 

150 mW 
See curve page 300 

75 mW 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Trro)   —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 240 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VcB = —12 V, Is = 0)   low —5 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEA = —12 V, Ic = 0)   'Eno —5 max /LA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VrE = —6 V, 1E = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   ht. 80 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VrB = —6 V. IS = 1 MA)   flan 8 MHz 

Output Capacitance (Vol = —6 V, lc = —1 mA)   Cob. 11 PF 
Small-Signal Short-Circuit Input Impedance 

(V..8 = —6 V, 1E = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz)   h lb 30 n 
Small-Signal Open-Circuit Reverse-Voltage 

Transfer Ratio (Ws = —6 V, Is = 0, f = 1 kHz)   hrb 05 x 10-‘ 
Noise Figure (Vs = —6 V, 1E = 1 mA, f = 1.5 MHz) NF 6 dB 
Power Gain (WE = —6 V. IE = 1 mA, f = 1.5 MHz) G8. 16 dB 

2N1300 0.15W 
Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in computer appli-
cations in commercial and military data-processing 
equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltages   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA = 25°C   
TA = 55°C   
TA = 71°C   

Ambient-Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (TerG)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.02 mA. 

IE — 0)   VlBRWBO —13 min 1./ 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.1 mA, 

Iv — 0)   V(RMEHO —1 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage   VOHOCERL —12 V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —10 mA, 

Iii = —0.33 mA)   VRE —0.4 max V 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2NI300 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA •25' C 

C-100 
u) 
LK 80 
A. 

• 60 

œ 40 
o 

bl▪ 20 

_ON 
`") 

0 0 I 02 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (V8E) 

92C5-10229T 

VC130 —13 V 
VCEO —12 V 
VEDO —1 V 
IC —100 mA 
IE 100 mA 

PT 150 mW 
PT 75 mW 
PT 35 mW 

—65 to 85 °C 
Ti. 225 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez = —6 V. Is — 0)   Imp —3 max /LAl 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = —0.3 V. Ic = —10 mA)   lira 30 min 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = —3 V, Ic = —10 mA) fT 25 min MHz 
Output Capacitance (Vez = —6 V. h — 0)   Col. 12 max PF 
Thermal Time Constant   r ( thermal) 10 MS 

Total Stored Charge (Iv = —10 mA, In = —1 mA)   Qs 400 max pC 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-s 400 max "C/W 

• This rating may be exceeded and the emitter-to-base junction operated in the 
breakdown condition provided the emitter dissipation is limited to 30 milliwatts 
at 25°C. For ambient temperatures above 25°C, the dissipation must be reduced 
by 0.5 milliwatts per °C. 

0.15W 2N1301 
Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in computer appli-
cations in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. This type is identical with type 2N1300 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage*   V».) —4 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.1 mA, Ie — 0)   V(lli) EBO —4 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —40 mA, Is = —1 mA) VIM —0.6 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = —0.3 V. Is = —10 mA   hFE 30 min 
Ves = —0.5 V, Ic = —40 mA   hez 40 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = —3 V, Ic = —10 mA) fT 35 min MHz 
Total Stored Charge: 

Ic = —10 mA, Iz = —1 mA   QR 325 max pC 
Ic = —40 mA, Is = —2 mA   QS 800 max pC 

• This rating may be exceeded and the emitter-to-base junction operated in the break-
down condition provided the emitter dissipation is limited to 30 millivolts at 25°C. For 
ambient temperatures above 25°C, reduce the dissipation by 0.5 millivolts per *C. 

0.15W 2N1302 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applicatons in commercial and military data-
processing equipment. The n-p-n construction permits 
complementary operation with a matching p-n-p type, 
such as the 2N1303. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 25 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim 25 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 150 MW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   Tien; —65 to 100 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Is = 0.5 mA, 

Ic = 10 mA)   WE (sat) 0.2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Iii = 0.5 mA, Ic = 10 mA) VIM 0.15 to 0.4 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VRT 25 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez = 25 V, In = 0)   ICB0 6 max gA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEz = 25 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 6 max il A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA   him 20 min 
Vez = 0.35 V. Ic = 200 mA   list 10 min 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vu = 5 V. Is = —1 mA)   

Output Capacitance (Wu = 5 V, Is — 0)   
fhtb 
Cobo 

2N1303 0.15W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applications in data-processing equipment. 
The 2N1303 is the p-n-p complement of the n-p-n type 
2N1302. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcuo 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 150 MW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TATO 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(TB = —0.5 mA, Ic = —10 mA)   VE (sat) —0.2 max 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (lu = —05 mA, 
Ic = —10 mA)   Vu E —0.15 to —0.4 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VAT —25 min 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Wu = —25 V, In = 0)   ICAO —6 max 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vuu = —25 V, Ic = 0)   him —6 max 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
W E = —1 V. Ic = —10 mA  hFE 
Ves = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA   hcc 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vim = —5 V, Is = 1 mA)   

Output Capacitance (Vca = —5 V, Is — 0)   

3 min MHz 
20 max pF 

2N1304 0.15W 

fh tb 
Cob° 

Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applications in data-processing equipment. 
The n-p-n construction permits complementary opera-
tion with a matching p-n-p type, such as the 2N1305. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is identical with 
type 2N1302 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (In .= 0.25 mA, 

le = 10 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.2 max 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = 0.5 mA, Ic = 10 mA) Vile 0.15 to 0.35 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET 20 min 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vs = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA   hFE 40 to 200 
Ves = 0.35 V. Ic = 200 mA   hFE 15 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veil = 5 V. IE = —1 mA)   fun, 5 min MHz 

—30 
—25 
—0.3 

V 
V 
A 

—65 to 85 
—65 to 100 

230 

20 Min 
10 min 

3 min MHz 
20 max pF 

2N1305 0.15W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applications in data-processing equipment. 
The 2N1305 is the p-n-p complement of the n-p-n type 
2N1304. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is iden-
tical with type 2N1303 except for the following items: 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Is = —25 mA, 
lc = —10 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = —0.5 mA. 
Iv = —10 mA)   

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vs = —1 V, Ic = —10 mA   
Vvic = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veil = —5 V. I = 1 mA)   

VCE (sat) —0.2 max V 

Vils —0.15 to —0.35 V 
VIII' —20 min V 

h FE 40 to 200 
hrs 15 min 

flab 5 min Mil/ 

0.15W 2N1306 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applications in data processing equipment. 
The 2N1306 is the n-p-n complement of the p-n-p type 
2N1307. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is iden-
tical with type 2N1302 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (h = 0.17 mA, 
Ic = 10 mA)   Vcs (sat) 0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = 0.5 mA, Ic = 10 mA) VBE 0.15 to 0.35 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   Var 15 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 1 V. Ic = 10 mA   hrs 60 to 300 
Vcie = 0.35 V. Ic = 200 mA   ha 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ws = 5 V, Iii = —1 MA)   fla Ile 10 min MHz 

0.15W 2N1307 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applications in data-processing equipment. 
The 2N130'7 is the p-n-p complement of the n-p-n type 
2N1306. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is iden-
tical with type 2N1303 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = —0.17 mA, le = —10 mA)   Va (sat) —0 2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = —0.5 mA, 
Iv = —10 mA)   VBE —0.15 to —0.35 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   VET —15 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —1 V, IC = —10 MA  
Va = —0.35 V, Iv = —200 mA 

hrs 60 to 300 
his 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veil = —5 V. In .= 1 mA)   fan 10 min MHz 

0.15W 2N1308 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applications in data processing equipment. 
The 2N1308 is the n-p-n complement of the p-n-p type 
2N1309. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is iden-
tical with type 2N1302 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (In = 0.13 mA, 
Ic = 10 mA)   . \Ten (sat) 0.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (In = 0.5 mA, Ic = 10 mA) VBE 0.15 to 0.35 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   V WC 15 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

\Tea = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA   hrir, 80 min 
Vcs = 0.35 V, Ic = 200 mA   line 20 min 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ves = 5 V. Is = —1 mA)   

2N1309 0.15W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in medium-speed 
switching applicatons in data-processing equipment. 
The 2N1309 is the p-n-p complement of the n-p-n type 
2N1308. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is iden-
tical with type 2N1303 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = —0.13 mA, k = —10 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Is = —0.5 mA, 

= —10 mA)   
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VeE = V, IC = —10 mA   
Ves = —0.35 V, Ic = —200 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veil = —5 V. Is = 1 mA)   

15 Mliz 

V 
W E (sat) —0.2 max 

Vs E —0.15 to —0.35 
VItT —15 min 

hrs 80 min 
hen 20 min 

fin 15 min MHz 

2N1605 0.15W 

2N1605A 0.2W 
Ge n-p-n alloy-junction types used in medium-speed 
switching applications in data-processing equipment. 

The n-p-n construction permits complementary operation with a matching 
p-n-p type such as the 2N404. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1 V) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 0.02 mA, Is —   
IC = 0.01 mA. Is —   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.02 mA. Ir — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 12 mA, Is = 0.4 mA   
Ic = 24 mA, Is = 1 mA   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = 12 mA, Is = 0.4 mA   
Ic = 24 mA, Is = 1 mA  

Emitter Floating Potential (11-MO min volt-
meter between emitter and base): 
Ves = 24 V   
V('B = 40 V   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 12 V. Is = 0, TA = 25°C   
Ves = 12 V, Is = 0, TA = 80°C   
Ves = 40 V, Is = 0, Ts = 25°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 2.5 V, Ic = 0) 

VCBO 
VCEV 
VEBO 
IC 

Pr 
PT 

Ti (opr) 
TSTG 
T1. 

VlBR)CB0 
VlBR)CB0 

V tBIGEBO 

Ws (sat) 
Ve E (sat) 

VIM 
VBE 

2N1605 2N1605A 
25 40 V 
24 40 V 
12 12 V 

100 100 mA 
—100 —100 mA 

150 200 mW 
See curve page 300 

100 100 °C 
—65 to 100 °C 

235 235 °C 

25 —min V 
- 40 min V 

12 12 min V 

0.15 0.15 max V 
0.2 0.2 max V 

0.35 0.35 max V 
0.4 0.4 max V 

1 — max V 
- 1 max V 

5 — max µA 
125 125 max µA 
— 10 max µA 
2.5 2.5 max µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 0.15 V. Ic = 12 mA   hen 30 30 min 
VCE = 0.2 V, Ic = 24 mA   helm 24 24 min 
VCE = 0.25 V, Ic = 20 mA   heir 40 40 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio 
Cutoff Frequency (Ves = 6 V. In = 1 mA) fen 4 4min MHz 

Total Stored Charge (Vcc = 5.25 V. 
Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA)   Qs 1400 1400 max pC 

Output Capacitance (Vea = 6 V. Is = 1 mA, 
f =- 2 MHz)   C01,0 20 20 max pF 

0.15W 2N1683 
Ge p-n-p diffused-junction type used in computer appli-
cations in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. This type is identical with type 2N1300 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage*   VEBO —4 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —0.1 mA, 

Ic = 0)   Vonosao —4 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —40 mA, Is = —1 mA) VIM —0.6 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —0.3 V, Ic = —10 mA   he': 50 min; 75 typ 
VCE = —0.5 V. Ic = —40 mA   hFE 50 mm; 85 typ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = —3 V, IC = —10 mA) fT 50 min MHz 
Total Stored Charge: 

Ic = —10 mA, Is = —0.4 mA   Qs 160 max pC 
Ic = —40 mA, Is =- —1.6 mA   Qs 410 max pC 

* This rating may be exceeded and the emitter-to-base junction operated in the 
breakdown condition provided the emitter dissipation is limited to 30 milliwatts 
at 25°C. For ambient temperatures above 25°C, reduce the dissipation by 0.5 
milliwatts per °C. 

0.3W 
2N706 
2N706A 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar types used in high-speed 
switching applications in data-processing equipment. 
JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.12. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 2N706 2N706A 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veil() 25 25 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rim = 10 11)   VCER 20 20 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE130 3 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic — 50 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.3 0.3 W 
Tc (with heat sink) up to 25°C   PT 1 1 W 
TA or Tr (with heat sink) above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) 175 175 •e 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 *c 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

(Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.6 0.6 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

(Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA)   Vas (sat) 0.9 0.9 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 15 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   Ica') 0.5 0.5 max µA 
Veil = 15 V. In = 0, TA = 150°C   IC130 30 30 max µA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V, IC = 10 MA   hFE — 20 to 60 
Veit = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA, tp :5_ 12 ms, df ≤ 2% lies 20 — min 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Wit = 15 V. Ic = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz  
Ves = 10 V. lc = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz  

Output Capacitance (Aka = 10 V. IE = 0)   
Turn-On Time (Vcc = 3 V, lc = 10 mA. 

IBi = 3 mA. 1R2 = —1 mA, Rt. = 270 0)   
Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 3 V. Ic = 10 mA, 

Izt = 3 mA, IB. = —1 mA. Ro. = 270 Cl)   
Storage Time (Vcc = 10 V, Izi = 10 mA, 
Is. = —10 mA, Rt. = woo 0)   

2N709 0.3W 

ho. 
ht. 
Cob° 

td tr 

ts ti 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in switching appli-
cations in data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-18, 
Outline No.12. This type is identical with type 2N2475 
except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 

Ia = 0.15 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 mA, 

Is = 0.15 mA)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

Ic = 10 mA, Vcz = 0.5 V, TA = 25°C   
Ic = 30 mA, Vca = 1 V, TA = 25°C   
Ic = 10 mA, Ven= 0.5 V, TA = —55°C   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ic = 5 mA, Vcz = 4 V, f = 100 MHz)   

Input Capacitance (VEz = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, f = 140 kHz) 
Output Capacitance (Ws = 5 V, IE = 0, f = 140 kHz) 
Turn-On Time (Ic = 10 mA, lai = 2 mA, Is. = —1 mA, 
Vcc = 1 V)   

Turn-Off Time (Ic = 10 mA, IBI = 2 mA. IB2 = —1 mA  
V,. = 1 V)   

2N2475 0.3W 

2 — min 
2 min 

6 — max pF 

- 40 max ns 

- 75 max na 

60 25 max na 

VCE (sat) 0.3 max 

Vas (sat) 0.7 to 0.85 

hez 20 to 120 
hez 15 min 
hez 10 min 

ht. 6 min 
Clip/ 2 max 
Cobo 3 max 

td t. 15 max 

15 max 

Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in very-high-speed 
switching applications in logic circuits in military and 
commercial data-processing equipment. Similar to 
JEDEC TO-18, Outline No.12, except has minimum 
case height of 0.100 inch. 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Io 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25 *C   
're up to 100°C   
TA above 25°C or To above 100°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 10 µA, 

Is — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 10 µA, 

lc — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 

Is = 0, tp ≥- 300 ns, df 2%)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 20 mA, Iz = 0.66 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 20 mA, Is = 0.66 mA)   

PT 
PT 
PT 

Ti (opr) 
TSTO 
TL 

V 

PF 
PF 

na 

na 

15 V 
6 V 
4 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

0.3 W 
0.5 W 

See curve page 300 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

300 °C 

VlBR)CBC, 15 min V 

Vo3R)E110 4 min V 

VCEO (SUS) 6 min v 

W I: (sat) 0.4 max V 

VBE (sat) 0.8 to 1 v 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Vea = 5 V. I e = 0, TA = 25°C   ICHO 0.05 max PAII Veil = 5 V. II: = 0, TA = 150°C   k/10 5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VIE = 0.5 V, Ic = 50 mA, TA = 25°C   live 20 min 
Vis =. 0.4 V, lc = 20 mA, TA = —55°C   flee 15 min 
VIS = 0.4 V, Ic = 20 mA, TA = 25°C   lies 30 to 150 
Vs = 0.3 V, Ic = 1 mA, TA = 25°C   lino 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 2 V, Iv -7.-- 20 mA, f = 100 MHz)   hr. 6 min 

Input Capacitance (VES = 0.5 V, Ic = 0. 
f = 0.14 MHz)   Clbo 3 max PF 

Output Capacitance (We = 5 V, 1E = 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   Cobo 2.5 max pF 

Storage Time (Ic .--- 5 mA, IB1 = 5 mA, 1B2 = 5 mA, 
Vii' = 3 V)   t. 6 max na 

Turn-On Time (Ic = 20 mA, IB1 = 1 mA, 
Ie2 = —1 mA, Vcc = 1.8 V) 

Turn-Off Time (Ic = 20 mA, Ii = 1 mA, 
Ie2 = —1 mA, V('c = 1.8 V)   t. + ti 15 max na 

60 cc 

50 

cc— 40 Do 
. 
cur 30 
4 

20 
o 
u 10 
o 

o 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC  
TYPE 2N2475 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
COLLECTOR-TO-EM TTER VOLTS (VcE),I 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA).25•C 

2 4 6 8 go 2 • 6 8 goo 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic) 

nts-HYNT 

20 max na 

0.3W 2N3261 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-speed switch-
ing applications in military and commercial data-
processing equipment such as digital-logic circuits, 
terminated-line-driver service, and as a high-speed-
memory driver. JEDEC TO-52, Outline No.21. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VC130 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 15 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 500 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   PT 0.3 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA or Tr: above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA-Tc)   —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   

TSTO —65 to 200 °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.01 mA, 

Is — 0)   Valincno 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (I, = 10 mA, 

1B = 0, tp = 100 As, df 2%)   V(BIOCE0 15 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (le = 0.01 mA, 

Ic — 0)   VlBIBEBO 6 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

= 10 mA)   VBE (sat) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

In = 10 mA, tp = 100 Its, df 2%)   VCE (sat) 
Base-Cutoff Current (Vcc = ff V, VBE = 0)   IBEV 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V, Vas = O. TA = 15°C   ICEV 
Ven = 15 V, Vcs = 0, TA = 150°C   Iccv 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V, IC = 10 MA. TA = 25°C   
Vcc = 1 V, Ic = 10 mA, TA = —55°C   hFc 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vet. = 1 V, Ic = 100 mA, tp = 300 µs, df ≤ 2%   hrE(pulsed) 
Vcc = 1 V, Ic = 200 mA, tp = 300 its, df 2%   hrE(pulsed) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcc = 1 V, Ic = 100 mA, f = 100 MHz   hr. 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz   ht. 

Input Capacitance (Vac = 0.5 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 MHz) Cibe 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 5 V, Is = 0, f = 1 MHz) Cob. 
Delay Time (Vet; = 6 V, Van(off) = —4 V, 

Ici = 10 mA, los = 100 mA, Is2 = —10 mA)   td 

Rise Time (Vcc = 6 V, VBE (off) = —4 V. IBA = 10 mA, 
les = 100 MA, IRS = —10 mA)   

Fall Time (Vcc = 6 V, I% = 10 mA, 
los = 100 mA, Isi = —10 mA)   

Storage Time (Vcc = 6 V. Isi = 10 mA, 
les = 100 mA, In = —10 mA)   

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2143261 ' 
_COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT.  
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)25°C 

_______.,t,se 
c 

i I 
-01Z-TO...e. 

ree 

"as 

o ..... •,r_.._ 

_ . 
2 4 Ss 10 100 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (ICI 92CS-125313T 

TYPICAL RISE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 

z >TYPE .2N32fii 
I8 COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT. BASE INPUT. 
i100 -FREE -AIR TEMPERATURE (T FA )` 25.0 
8 COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS 1N/cc> 3 
ow - "OFF" BASE -TO-EMITTER VOLTS 1VBElotiq.-4 
o 

2 

1°6 
td 6 
1! 

O 

200 

00 
4 6 

0.01 0.1 
RATIO OF 'TURN -OW BASE CURRENT 

TO'ON' COLLECTOR CURRENT 

92GS-12553B 

a 
6 

rj 4 

2 

ioo 

t, 

ti 

t. 

0.8 to 1.1 V 

0.35 max V 
—25 max nA 

25 max nA 
25 max µA 

40 to 150 
20 min 

30 min 
20 min 

3 min 
6 min 
4 max pF 

3.5 max PF 

6 max ns 

7 max ns 

6 max ns 

10 max ns 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2i/3251 
. COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. - 
' FREE-A R TEMPERATURE (TFA1+.150°C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)=15 -

1/1 2 0 
0 

100 
1:1 e 0 6 

4 2 

4!. 2 
11, 10 2 

1 
0.01 

0.1 02 03 04 0.5 
BASE - TO - EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 

.12CS-12550T I 

TYPICAL STORAGE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 223261 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. — 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE 1.1-FA1= 25°C 
-COLLECTOR-SUPPLY VOLTS I Vcc)= 3 — 
-"ON.COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (lc 1=200 --

e4eio 
OP 

u49. Qe Col. "0/v• 
et 4edp 04Re 
ei'lChe.ge -e CUff 

O./ 
I 

l 1 I °3! feleeeeVel 
2 4 6 e 0.1 

RATIO OF "TURN-OFF" BASE CURRENT 
TCCON" COLLECTOR CURRENT IIB2/Ic) 

92CS-I2559T 
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0.3W 2N5179 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
low-noise tuned-amplifier and converter applications at 
vhf frequencies, and as an oscillator up to 500 MHz. 
JEDEC TO-'72, Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ws° 20 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 12 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 300 mW 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate at 2 mW/°C 
TA up to 25°C   PT 200 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 1.33 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 17$ °C 
Storage   TRIG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tt. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.001 mA, II; — 0)   V(BIOCB0 20 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(h = —0.01 mA, Ie — 0)   Vtestsso 2.5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 3 mA, h — 0)   VCEO (SUS ) 12 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA )   VCE (sat) 0.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 10 mA, In = 1 MA )   Vas (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ic = 15 mA, h — 0   Icon 0.02 max µA 
Ic = 15 mA, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   IC130 1 max µ A 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 1 V. Ic = 3 mA)   liFE 25 to 250 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward 
Current-Transfer Ratios: 
Ves = 6 V. Iv = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz   Ihr. 1 9 to 20 
We = 6 V, Iv = 2 mA, f = 1 kHz   Ihr. l 25 to 300 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Veit = 10 V. Is = 0. f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   CO) 0.7 typ; 1 max le 

Common-Base Input Capacitance. 
(Vim = 0.5 V. Ic = 0, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Cu,. 2 max pF 

TYPICAL INPUT CONDUCTANCE 
AND SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5I79 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT; 

OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
FREQUENCY (f). 200 MHz 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA). 25•C 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE).6 

si cf... 6 OW 

VCE.6.4 
bio 

15 20 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Is) 

92CS-147321 

TYPICAL REVERSE TRANSFER 
SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

I . I I I 
NOTE -91 IS NEGLIGIBLE AT THIS FREQUENCY-

I  1 L L12_71"1_ 
TYPE 2N5179 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT( 

INPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
FREQUENCY (I) • 200 MHz 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 25°C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (Lice). 6 

(VDE) *6 Are 

I  
5 10 15 20 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES lIc/ 

92GS-14734T 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-to-Base Time Constant. 
(Ws = 6 V, L• = 2 mA, f = 31.9 MHz)   Ili Cr 3 to 14 Ps 

Small-Signal Power Gain, Neutralized Amplifier. 
(Ws = 12 V, 1.. = 5 mA, Ro = 125 fl, f = 200 MHz) Gpe 15 min; 21 typ dB 

Power Output. Oscillator Circuit. 
(V... = 10 V. Is = -12 mA, f > 500 MHz)   P. 20 min mW 

Noise Figure. 
(V,.1: = 6 V, lc = 1.5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   NF 3 typ; 4.5 max dB 

. Lead No. 4 (case) grounded. 
:I: Three-terminal measurement of the collector-to-base capacitance: Lead No. 1 (emit-
ter) and lead No. 4 (case) connected to guard terminal. 
• Lead No. 4 (case) floating. 

TYPICAL FORWARD TRANSFER CONDUCTANCE 
A 

TYPE 2N5I79 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT; 

OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
FREQUENCY W. 200MHz 
AMB ENT TEMPERATURE (TA)' 25 •C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)•6' 

—>"''-------'''----«"VLe'-"69fe 

VCE«6 
bfe 

0 

-2 

5 lO 15 20 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (lc) 

92G5-14735T 

2N718A 0.5141 

TYPICAL OUTPUT CONDUCTANCE 
AND SUSCEPTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5I79 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT; 

INPUT SHORT-CIRCUITED. 
FREQUENCY If • 200 MHz 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 25°C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 1VDE)•6 , , 

(YcE).6!boe 

4 i 

(V E).6 

I I 
5 lO 15 20 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic) 
92C5-14753T 

Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-junction type used pri-
marily for small-signal and switching applications in 
data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-18, Outline 
No.12. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vow 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base open   W E° 
RBE 5 10 il   Venn 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG -65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, V 

In - 0)   V(BR/C00 75 min 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 

Ic - 0)   Vono EBO 7 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
h = 0, RBE = 10 fl, tp 5 300 UR, df 5 2%)   VCER (sus) 50 min 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA, tp 5 300 jis, df _5 2%)   vac (sat) 1.5 max 

75 V 

32 V 
50 V 
7 V 

V 
v 
V 
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In = 15 mA. tp ≤ 300 µs, df ≤ 2%)   VBE (sat) 1.3 max VII 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 60 V, h = 0, Te = 25°C   IcRo 0.01 max µA 
VCB = 60 V. IE 7-- 0, Ts = 150°C   ICHO 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 5 V, lc - 0)   IEBO 0.01 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 150 mA, tp ≤ 300 ¡Ls, df ≤ 2%   hrE (pulsed) 40 to 120 
VE = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA. tp ≤ 300 µs, df 2%   hpE (pulsed) 35 min 
VCE = 10 V. IC = 10 mA. TA = -55°C, tp •.- 300 µs. 
df ≤ 2%   hrE (pulsed) 20 min 

Static FÓrward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VrE = 10 V, Ic .= 0.1 mA)   hee 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, IV = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   ht. 30 to 100 
Ven = 10 V. le = 5 mA, f r= 1 kHz   hr. 35 to 150 
Ven = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz   ht. 3 min 

Input Capacitance (VER = 0.5 V, lc - 0)   Clbo 80 max pF 
Output Capacitance (VER = 10 V, h - 0)   Cobo 25 max pF 
Input Resistance: 
Vca = 5 V, Ir -= 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   h Ile 24 to 34 0 
vcE = 10 v, lc = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hie 4 to 8 CI 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
WE =- 5 V, Ir = 1 mA, f .= 1 kHz   hrb 3 x 10-4 max 
Ven -= 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hrb 3 x 10-, max 

Output Conductance: 
Vea = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   hob 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hob 

Noise Figure (WE = 10 V. Ic = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kHz) NF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   al-A 

500 

1.1 400 o. 

-1 300 

o 
05 07 0.9 II 13 15 17 

BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 
92CS -111135T 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N7I8A 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, 
AMBIENT TEMPERA-

TURE. 25" c ee. 
job 

ASE INPUT. 

.1? 
co) 
.1.1 500 
mu 
o. 
m 400 

-1 
300 

rc 
o 
)-

200 

_t 
o u I00 

0.5 max µmhos 
1 max µmhos 
12 max dB 
97 max •C/W 

350 max °C/W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N7I8A 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA). 25°C 

BASE MILLIAMPERES (I8).2 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VC E) 

MS-111139T 

0.5W 2N720A 
Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-junction type used pri-
marily in small-signal and switching applications in 
data-processing equipment. JEDEC TO-18, Outline 
No.12. For collector and transfer curves, refer to type 
2N718A. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE ≤ 10 û   VCE 
Base -open   VCEO 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 

120 V 

100 V 
80 V 
7 V 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ(opr) —65 to 200 "C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

Is — 0)   V(siocao 120 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (le = 0.1 mA, 

lc — 0)   V(B11)E00 7 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic =.-. 100 mA, Is =. 0, tp 5 300 es, df 5 2%   VCEO (SUS) 80 min V 
Ic .... 100 mA, In = 0, Rem = 10 0, tp 5- 300 es, 
df 5 2%   VCER (SUS) 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, In = 15 mA, tp 5- 300 µs. df 5 2%  Ws (sat) 5 max V 
Ic = 50 mA, In = 5 mA  Vce (sat) 1.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA. In = 15 mA, tp ≤ 300 es, df ≤ 2%  VBE (sat) 1.3 max V 
Ic = 50 mA, In = 15 mA   VBE (sat) 0.9 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
We = 90 V, h = 0, TA = 25°C   Ice° 0.01 max µA 
Veil = 90 V. Is = 0, TA = 150°C   Ice° 15 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vice = 5 V, Ic — 0)   'EBB 0.01 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ve e = 10 V. Ic = 150 mA, tp 5 300 es, df ≤ 2%  het (pulsed) 40 to 120 
We = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, tp È-300 µs, df -5-2%   hen (pulsed) 35 min 
Vin = 10 V, Ic = 10 MA, TA = —55°C, UT 5 300 its, 
df 5_ 2%   her: (pulsed) 20 min 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ven = 10 V. Ic = 0.1 mA)   he 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ven = 5 V, Ir = 1 mA, f = I kHz   hr. 30 to 100 
VCE = 10 V. IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hr. 45 min 
Vce = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz   he. 2.5 rnin 

Input Capacitance (Vies = 0.5 V. Ic — 0)   CM, 85 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Vceo = 10 V. In — 0)   Cobo 15 Max PF 
Input Resistance: 
We = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   hill 20 to 30 n 
yen = to v, lc = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   his 4 to 8 CI 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
Ven = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   hre 1.25 x 10-, max 
We = 10 V. Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   h,. 1.5 x 10-, max 

Output Conductance: 
Ven = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz  
'We = 10 V. Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Ambient 

2N697 0.6W 

hon 0.5 max 
h.. 0.5 max 
(3.1-c 97 max 

350 max 

Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-base type used in switch-
ing applications in data-processing equipment. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
ABE ≤ to D   

Emitter:io-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Tc up to 25°C   
TA or Tc above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA and Tc)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) 

µmhos 
µmhos 
°C/W 
•C/W 

Vcno 60 V 

V( En 40 V 
VE130 5 V 
Ic 500 mA 

PT 0.6 W 
PT 2 W 
PT See curve page 300 

T(opr) —65 to 175 *C 
TSTG —65 to 200 °C 
Ti. 300 •C 
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Collector Current 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25"C   PT 0.3 W 
Tv up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA or Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   TJ (opr) 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TSTO Tr. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

C.liector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA. 
1. — 0)   Vo;men° 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (le = 0.1 mA, 
lc — 0)   VOIR/EBO 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Xe = 10 mA, Iii = 1 mA   Vex (sat) 
le -- 50 mA, Ii, = 5 mA   VCE (sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 10 mA, 
In -- 1 mA)   VBE (sat) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veil = 20 V, Iir ..:--. 0, TA = 25°C   Icno 
Ven = 20 V, IE = 0, TA = 150°C   Icno 
Vex -- 30 V, Rn E = 0, TA -- 25°C   ICES 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vce = 1 V. 
Ir -- 10 mA)   hre 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(We -- 15 V, Iv = 10 mA, f -- 100 MHz)   hr. 

Output Capacitance (Veit = 10 V, Ii = 0. 
f = 100 kHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Viii = 15 V, Ii = 10 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   

Storage Time (Vey = 10 V, In, -... 10 mA, 
1112 — —10 MA, ly = 10 mA)   

Turn-On Time (Vey = 0 to 3.5 V, Ie = 10 mA)   td -1- tr 
Turn-off Time (Vey = 0 to 3.5 V, Ie = 10 mA)   t. -I- ti 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA. 
Ie — 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = 0.1 mA. 
Ir — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ie = 100 mA, 
t. 5 12 ms, df 5 2%, RBE = 10 cl)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 30 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   
Ven = 30 V, IE = 0, TA = 150°C   

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (V E = 
10 V, Ie = 150 mA, tp 5 12 ms, df 5_ 2%)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(f = 20 MHz, We = 10 V, le = 50 mA)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product   
Output Capacitance (Vea = 10 V, lc — 0)   

-P 

VOHOCB0 

V(13 R1EBO 

Ven (sus) 

VCE (sat) 

VBE (sat) 

Teno 
Icno 

hrE 

hr. 
/T 
Cubo 

60 min 

5 min 

40 min 

1.5 max 

1.3 max 

1 max 
100 max 

40 to 120 

2.5 min 
100 MHz 

35 max PF 

ung 2N834 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used in high-speed switch-
ing applications in equipment requiring high reliablity 
and hgh packing densities. JEDEC TO-18, Outline 
No.12. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rae = 0)   VCES 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 

Ir 

40 V 
30 V 
5 V 

200 mA 

Cub° 

fT 

175 
—65 to 175 

240 

°C 
°C 
"C 

40 min V 

5 min V 

0.25 max V 
0.4 max V 

0.9 max 

0.5 max 
30 max µA 
10 max µA 

25 min 

3.5 min 

4 max pF 

350 min MHz 

25 max ns 
35 max ns 
75 max ns 

1.2W 2N2369A 
Si n-p-n planar epitaxial type used for high-speed 
saturated switching in logic applications. JEDEC TO-
18, Outline No.12. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
To up to 25°C   
TA or Te above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (60 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.01 mA, 

Iii — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(le = 0.01 mA, Vas — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = 0.01 mA, 

Ic — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Le = 10 mA, Lu = 0, tp = 300 ihs, df = 2%)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA, TA .= 25°C   
Ic = 10 mA, Is = 1 mA, TA = 125°C   
Ic = 30 mA, Is = 3 mA  
Ic = 100 mA, h = 10 mA, TA = 25°C   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 10 mA, lu = 1 mA, TA = 25°C   
Ic = 10 mA. IB = 1 mA, TA = 125°C   
Ic = 10 mA, LB = 1 mA, TA = —55°C   
• = 30 mA, Is = 3 mA   
Ic = 100 mA. Is = 10 mA, TA = 25°C   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 20 V. In = 0, 
TA = 150°C)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = 20 V, VER = 0)   
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ve E = 1 V, IC .= 10 mA, TA = 25°C, t, = 300 ¡is, 
df = 2%   

✓e = 0.35 V, le = 10 mA, t. = 300 ss, 
df = 2%   

Vey. = 0.4 V. k = 30 mA. t. = 300 ss. 
df = 2%   

Vt•E = 0.35 V. Ie = 10 mA, TA = —55°C, t. = 300 As, 
df = 2%   

Vet: = 1 V. Ie = 100 mA, TA = 25°C, tp = 300 ss, 
df = 2%   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vue = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Output Capacitance (Ves = 5 V. In = 0, f = 0.14 MHz) 
Storage Time (Vie = 10 V, Ie = 10 mA, 

Lai = 10 mA, 182 = —10 mA)   
Turn-On Time (Vey = 3 V, I, = 10 mA, 

Lai = 3 mA, Vs(off) = —3 V)   
Turn-Off Time (Vey = 3 V, Ic = 10 mA, 

lin = 3 mA, 152 = —1.5 mA)   

2N2476 2W 

Veso 
VCEO 
Vnno 
IC 

PT 
PT 
PT 

TJ (opr) 
TSTO 
Ti, 

Vassals) 

Vas ll)CES 

Vin in E110 

WE° (SUS) 

VCE (sat) 
Vue (sat) 
Vue (sat) 
We (sat) 

Von (sat) 
Vite (sat) 
Vile (sat) 
Vue (sat) 
VUE (sat) 

Ices 

40 
15 
4.5 
0.2 

0.36 
1.2 

See curve page 

—65 to 200 
—65 to 200 

300 

h FE ( pulsed) 

his (pulsed) 

hen (pulsed) 

hen (pulsed) 

h FE ( pulsed ) 

h 

t. 

td t( 

t. tr 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
core-driving and line-driving applications where high 
switching speeds at high current are primary design 
requirements. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   V( no 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Iii 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Te up to 25°C   
TA or Te above 25°C 

PT 
PT 
PT 

40 min 

40 min 

4.5 min 

15 min 

0.2 max 
0.3 max 

0.25 max 
0.5 max 

0.7 to 0.85 
0.59 min 
1.02 max 
1.15 max 
1.6 max 

30 max 
0.4 max 

120 max 

40 min 

30 min 

20 min 

20 min 

5 min 
4 max 

13 max 

12 max 

18 max 

V 
V 
V 
A 

300 

°C 
OC 
°C 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 
V 
V 
V 

V 
V 
V 
V 
V 

µA 

pF 

ns 

ris 

ns 

60 V 
20 V 
5 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

0.6 W 
2 W 

See curve page 300 
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o 
o 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TT .isT (o.pr) —65 to 200 °CM 
Storage   —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 10 µA, 
IE = 0)   VOMOCB0 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 50 mA, In = 0, tp 5 400 sas, df = 3%)   VIBIOCE0 20 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Io = 0.1 mA, 
lc = 0)   V,810660 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage  
i Ic = 150 mA, In = 7.5 mA   Vs(sat) 0.4 max V 

Ic = 500 mA, In = 50 mA   W E (sat) 0.75 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, In = 7.5 mA) Vnu 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Vets = 30 V, Is: = 0, TA = 25°C   Teno 0.2 max µ A 
Vin = 30 V. Io Loo = 0, TA = 150°C200 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Von = 5 V. L. — 0)   Icso 100 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ws: = 0.4 V, Ii. = 150 mA)   Iwo 20 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcir = 10 V, k = 50 mA, f -= 100 MHz)   hri. 2.5 min 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V, Is: = 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   C0110 10 max pF 

Storage Time (Vic = 6.4 V, Re = 40 O. 
Ins = 15 mA, 162 = —15 mA, Ic = 150 mA)   t. 25 max ns 

Turn-On Time (Vie = 6.4 V, Ini = 15 mA, 
Iris = —15 mA, Iv = 150 mA)   td + h 25 max ns 

Turn-Off Time (Vii = 6.4 V, Ins = 15 mA, 
162 = —15 mA, Iv = 150 mA)   t. -I- tr 45 max ns 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER -RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2476 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)•25 •C 

c't 
EMITTER 

•s. 

10 

2 
cn40 

w 
o e, 
c` 8 30 0 cn 
.ez 
—420 
w z 

10 

2 4 6 8 100 4 6 9 1000 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES( Cl 

2CS-1176IT 

TYPICAL DELAY-TIME AND RISE-TIME 
CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2476 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (I1150 
LOAD RESISTANCE (RL)• 40 OHMS 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE ITEA).25°C 

tf 

td 

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
TURN-ON BASE MILLIAMPERES (Iei) 

92CS-IIT62T 

co 
•‘ • ; 1.3 

1.2 > 
15 
I-
I-

"J 

eO.9 
0.8 

0.7 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2476 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)•25•C 
BASE MILLIAMPERES 18 

M. 
1.C. 

20 

O 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 BOO 900 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES lc) 

92CS-117677 

o o 
o30 
o 

o 

¶▪ 20 — 

w- 10 

0 

TYPICAL STORAGE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N2476 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCU1T_, BASE INPUT. 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (10•150 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)•25.0 

'AmPEResc,,„,0 

15 
10 
5 

O 5 lO 15 20 
TURN-OFF BASE MILLIAMPERES (I82) 

92CS-11769T 
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2N2477 2W 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
core-driving and line-driving applicatiors where high 
switching speeds at high current are primary design 
requirements. JEDEC TO-5, Outl:ne No.5. This type is 
identical with type 2N2476 except for its switching 
characteristics and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Volage: 
• = 150 mA. Ii. -= 3.75 mA   VCE (sat) 
• = 500 mA, Ii, = 50 mA   v,,,(sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage = 150 mA. Ii, = 3.75 mA) Viii 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vie = 0.4 V. Iv .= 150 mA)   

to▪ 60 

c,5 • 50 

3.-40 
LB 0 
al= 30 
eig 
• ao 

lo 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N2477 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT. 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (Tee•25• 

BASE INPUT. 

e 
e.„, 

tr. .•-

..• 

___I .4 
o 

o 
*n. 

I — 
10 2 100 2 4 I0OO 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Io) 
OZCS-17561 

2N3512 4W 

Ta 
co 

to 

1.2 
5 
Le, 1.1 

a I 
4.1 

0.4 max 
0.65 max 
0.95 max 

40 min 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

V 
V 

TYPE 2N2477 
COMMON-EMITTER 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE 
BASE MILLIAMPERES 

CIRCUIT BASE 
(TFA)•25•C 

•IB 

INPUT. 

.e 
zo-
.60 

ulle 

a 

,0 

L 
0 200 400 600 BOO 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES I& 
92CS-11759T 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used for 
core-driver and line-driver service in high-performance 
computers and in other critical applications requiring 
considerable output power. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage 
Emit ,er-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   

Transistor Dissipation: 
T.% up to 25°C   
Tr up to 25°C (with heat sink)   
TA or Tr (with heat sink) above 25°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

= 0.01 mA. — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

= 50 mA. In = 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage = 0.1 mA, 

Ic — 0)   

V1110 
Vceo 
Vim() 
Ic 

PT 
PT 
PT 

TJ (opr) 
Tsr; 

Vanucno 

V tBUICE0 

VIBIDEBO 

60 V 
35 V 
5 V 

Limited by power 
dissipation 

0.8 W 
4 w 

See curve page 300 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

230 °C 

60 min 

35 min 

5 min 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 150 mA, I = 7.5 mA   
Ic = 500 mA, la = 50 mA, tp = 400 'Ls, df 3% 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
IB = 7.5 mA)   

Base-Cutoff Current (Vcs = 30 V, Vas = —0.3 V) 
Collector-Cutoff. Current: 
Vce = 30 V, Vau = —0.3 V, TA = 25°C   
VCE = 30 V, Va E = —0.3 V. TA = 100°C   

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 1 V, Ic = 0.5 A. tp = 400 as, df ≤ 3%)   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   

Storage Time (Vcc = 6.4 V, Vas '= 15.9 V, 
Ic = 150 mA, In = 15 mA)   

Turn-On Time (Vcc = 6.4 V, Ic = 150 mA, 
= 15 mA, h. = —15 mA)   

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 6.4 V, Van = 15.9 V, 
lc = 150 mA, In2 = —15 mA, Ia. = 15 mA)   

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

--'120 -TYPE 2N35I2 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. I , 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TFAI =25•C 

rr -TO-E4f eço.-  • 
: ,er e, 

e • 

e 

o 
« 20 

o 0 
o 

l-

6 " 10 2 4 6 100 " 1000 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic) 

92C5-12698T 

4W 

VCE (sat) 0.4 max VII 
VCE (sat) (pulsed)1 max V 

Vile 1 max V 
0.5 max PA 

0.5 max µA 
ICEV 100 max µA 

hFE (pulsed) 10 min 

ht. 2.5 min 

Cobo 10 max pF 

t. 30 max ns 

td -I- tr 30 max ns 

t. -I- ti 45 max ns 

IBEV 

ICEV 

TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N35 I2 
COMMON -Emil-TER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
FREE -AIR TEMPERATURE (TFA)..25•0 

„,,s3 

200 400 600 800 1000 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Lc) 

92CS-12699T 

2N5188 
Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used for 
core-driver and line-driver service in data-processing 
equipment and other critical applications in military 
and industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
Tc above 25°C   
TA Up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 30 mA, h — 0)   

Vcao 
W EB 
VEB0 
IC 

PT 
PT 
PT 
PT 

Ti (opr) 
TSTB 
Ti. 

V(BIOCE0 

60 V 
25 V 
5 V 

Limited by dissipation 

4 W 
Derate at 22.8 mW/°C 

0.8 W 
Derate at 4.6 mW/°C 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 ''C 

265 °C 

25 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.01 mA, IE — 0)   Vant)cao 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = —0.01 mA, Ic — 0)   V(810E80 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, In = 7.5 mA   VCE (sat) 0.5 max v 
Io = 500 mA, In = 50 mA, ti. < 400 ps, df < 0.03   Vez(sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, In = 7.5 mA   Vas 1.1 max v 
If, = 500 mA, In = 50 mA, ti' < 400 ¿is, df < 0.03   VISE 1.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VeR = 30 V, In — 0)   leno 0.5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = I V, IC = 500 mA, ti, < 400 /Ls, df < 0.03   hFE (pulsed) 20 min 
Vez = 0.5 V, Ic = 150 mA   hFs 25 min 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Vez = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA, f = 100 MHz)   Ihrel 2.5 min 

Output Capacitance (Ven = 10 V, In = 0, f = 140 kHz) Coba 8 typ; 10 max pF 
Storage Time (Vec = 6.4 V. Ic = 150 mA, 

Ins = 182 = 15 mA   t. 35 max ns 
Turn-On Time (Veo = 6.4 V, lc = 150 MA, 

Ills = 182 = 15 mA   t0 + t, 35 max ns 
Turn-Off Time (Vie = 6.4 V, Ic = 150 mA, 

Iiu = Ills = 15 mA   t. ± ti 50 max ns 

cc 
100 

icE 80 

z 
60 

BF-
ce 4 

3 
2 

u. 
o 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 2N5I88 
_COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT! 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA). 25°C 

.11— 

\ 11 ER Voo.s 
0-

1 
2 4S 2 465 Z 46U 

10 100 1000 
COLLECTOR MILUAMPERES (lc 

92CS-1473ST 

TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTIC 

lO 
.» 
w 

5 <-) w> 0.8 
1. 

?.0.6 
gz o 

0.4 

(1, 0.2 

2N5189 5W 

TYPE 2N5I88 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)• 25•C  

0 200 400 600 800 Iwo 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (lc) 

92CS-I4742T 

Si n-p-n double-diffused epitaxial planar type used for 

core-driver and line-driver service in data-processing 

equipment and other critical applications in military 

and industrial equipment. Outline No.58. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcoo 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   We) 35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE130 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic Limited by dissipation 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Te above 25°C   PT Derate at 28.5 MW/°C 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 5.7 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

—65 to 200 Storage   T,Tl: °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA)   Vout..B0 60 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage  

(1c = 10 mA)   Voun, E0 35 min V 
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Peak Collector Current 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT D'erate at 28.5 MW/°C 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Berate at 5.7 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T./ (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA)   V(BIOCB0 75 min; 110 typ V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 10 mA)   V(B10 CEO 50 min; 56 typ V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(IE = —0.1 mA)   V(BIOEBO 5 min; 8 typ V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1000 mA, In = 100 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.5 typ; 0.8 max V 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(IE = —0.1 mA)   VinicEE0 5 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1000 mA, IB = 100 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1000 mA, IB = 100 mA)   Vim E (sat) 1.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (WE = 30 V)   Inc) 0.5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vis = 1 V. I, = 100 mA   hp E 30 max 
Ven = 1 V, Ic = 500 mA   hrie 35 max 
Vis = 1 V, Ic = 500 mA, ti' --e- 400 iis, df 0.03   hec (pulsed) 15 max 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 10 V. lc = 50 mA, f = 100 MHz)   ht. 2.5 min 

Output Capacitance (Ven = 10 V. IE = 0, f = 0.1 MHz) Col. 12 max pF 
Turn-On Time (Ic = 1000 mA, IBI = 100 mA)   ta + tr 40 max ns 
Turn-Off Time (Ic = 1000 mA, hi = 100 mA, 
IB5 = —100 mA)   t. -I- tr 70 maxstt 

TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTIC 
TYPE 2N5I89 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT BASE INPUT. 
.AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)- 25°C. 
COLLECTOR M1LLIAMPERES(Ic)• 1000 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5189 
COMMON EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
COLLECTOR-T-EN TIER VOLTS (V • I' 

4 5 6 7 8900 2 3 456709 
MO 

0 IT 20 30 • COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (IC) 
RAT 0 OF-OWCOLLECTOR CURRENT TO 

"TURN ON*BASE CURRENT (Ic/IB1) 92CS-14745T 
92C5-14755T 

5W 2N5262 
Si n-p-n epitaxial planar type used for high-speed, high-
voltage, high-current switching applications for memory 
driver service in data-processing equpiment and other 
critical industrial applications. Outline No.58. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vas° 75 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   lc 2 A 

ic 3 A 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1000 mA, le = 100 mA)   VBE (sat) 1 typ; 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 60 V   Ices 10 max µA 
Ws = 30 V   Ices 0.4 typ; 1 max µA 
W E = 30 V. TA = 100°C   ICES 100 max µA 

Static Forward Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 1 V. IC = 100 mA   ham 35 min; 55 typ 
W E = 1 V. IC = 500 mA   lwe 40 min; 65 typ 
Ws = 1 V. Ic = 1000 mA, te --e- 400 µs, 

df ,-'. 0.03   lire (pulsed) 25 min; 45 typ 
Small-Signal Forward Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 100 MHz)   hr. 2.5 mm; 3.5 typ 

Output Capacitance (VCs = 10 V, le = 0, 
f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Coto 9 typ; 12 max pF 

Turn-On Time (Ic = 1000 mA, IIII = 100 mA) td ± tr 18 min; 30 max ns 
Turn-Off Time (Ic = 1000 mA, hi = 100 mA, 

1B2 = —100 mA)   t. ± tt 35 typ; 60 max ns 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD CURRENT 

TRANS F E R-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5262 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT. BASE INPUT 

w  60 COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (V)•2  
S'  

III I 
c% W50 

u. 

o 
2 I= 40 
e „ o 

u_ 30 

ef. 

6 6 2 4 6 
100 1000 

COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (IC) 

SUS-13902T 

8 

Cs 

a. I 
2 
46 
tc 

o 
'1101 
06 
u 4 

• 

2 

a 

0.01 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 

TYPE 2N5262 
CASE TEMPERATURE(TO.25•CI 

i PULSE OPERATION SINGLE 
-IC MAX.IPJLSED)-

NONREPETITIVE PULSE 

' I 

IC WAXICO 

DC OPEFUM0N/I 
HERMALLY LIM TED 

SLOPE. -I 

Wb Limit 

vcao mix 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER- VOLTS (%tE 
92CS•MOTOT 
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Technical Data for 
MOS Field-Effect 

Transistors 

THIS section contains detailed 
technical data for all current 

RCA MOS field-effect transistors. 
The data for MOS transistors are 
grouped separately for single gate, 
dual-gate, and dual-gate-protected 
types. Within each grouping, the 
transistors are listed according to the 

numerical-alphabetical-numerical se-
quence of type designations. 

In selection of devices for use in 
new electronic equipment, a prospec-
tive user should refer to the appro-
priate section of the Selection Guide 
included earlier in the Manual. 

Single Gate Types 

10-413,A,,e4, 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 3N128 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel deple-
tion type used in vhf amplifier service in military and 
industrial applications at frequencies up to 250 MHz. 
JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   VDS 20 V 
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   VOS —8 to 1 V 
Peak (ac)   VG8 ±15 V 

Drain Current (tp e- 20 ms. df 0.15)   In (pulsed) 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T (opr) —65 to 175 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 •C 

OC 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate Leakage Current: 
Vss = —8 V. Vus 
Vs = —8 V. V»s = 0, Ts = 125*C   

Zero-Bias Drain Current (VI»: = 15 V, Vus = 0) 
Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current 

(Vus = 20 V, VG:4 = —8 V)   
Small-Signal Input Capacitance 

(Vus = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz) 
Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance. 

(Vus = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz) 
Drain-to-Source Channel Resistance 

(Vus = 0, V', = 0, f = 1 kHz)   
Gate-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vus = 15 V. II, = 50 µA)   
Forward Transconductance 
Vus = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 1 kH z  

Maximum Available Power Gain 
(Vus = 15 V. Is) = 5 mA, f .--- 200 MHz)   

Insertion Power Gain, Neutralized 
(\Tug = 15 V. lu. = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   

Noise Figure (VI»: = 15 V, Iv = 5 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   

¡ Three telminal measurement with source returned 
• This chai ac,eristic does not apply to type 3N143. 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTIC 

—42 

o 
10000 

zcp., 
imoo 

0> 00 
mOE 
Fi 6000 
F-

4000 

0 2000 

TYPE 
COMMON- 
SOURCE 
AMBIENT 
FREQUENCY 
DRAIN 

. 
3NI28 

SOURCE 
AND 
TEMPERATURE 

-TO- 

. 

SUBSTRATE 

( II. I 
SOURCE 

CIRCUIT. 

kHz 
VOLTS 

GROUNDED. 
ITAl• 

( VDs). 

25* C 

+15 . 

0 2 4 6 8 10 
DRAIN MILLIAMPERES (I 0) 

921S-14092T 

Iuss 
Iuss 
Iuss 

0.1 typ; 50 max 
5 max 
5 to 25 

Iu(off) 50 max 

CI. 5.5 typ; 7 max 

Cr.,. 0.16 typ; 0.28 max 

rus (on) 200 

Vss(off) —3 to —8 v 
5000 to 12000 µmhos 

MAG 21A dB 

Gis 13.5 min; 16 typ• dB 

NF 3.5 typ; 5 max* dB 

to guard teuninal. 

gfs 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

pA 
nA 
mA 

µA 

pF 

pF 

TYPE 3NI28 
SOURCE AND SUBSTRATE GROUNDED. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ( TA) • 25. C e•-• 

225 
cc 
1- 20 

J IS 

lo e 
C.1 

5. 

e yours vos). o 
, soue 

-3 
10 IS 20 

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VDs) 
92CS-1409IT 

3N138 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel deple-
tion type used in critical chopper applications and multi-
plex service up to 60 MHz. The terminal arrangement 
permits shielding between input and output terminals 
for superior high-frequency performance and greater 
circuit stability, particularly on printed-circuit hoards. 
JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   
Drain-to-Substrate Voltage   Vint 
Source-to-Substrate Voltage   VSEI 
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous   Vus 
Peak   vms 

35 
—0.3 to 35 
—0.3 to 35 

-±-10 
-±-14 

IC 

SuB 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Peak Voltage. Gate-to-All Other Tel minais, 
W S, VGD. VGB, non-repetitive   2:45 V 

Drain Current (ti, --E.• 20 ms, df e. 0.10)   Ii, 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 175 *Cm 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Gate-Leakage Current: 
Vas = ±-10 V, Vos — 0   lass 0.1 typ; 10 max pA 
Vas = -±-10 V, Vim = 0, TA = 125°C   Isss 20 typ; 200 max p A 

Drain-to-Source "ON" Resistance: 
Vas = 0, Vim = 0, f = 1 kHz   rus (on) 240 typ; 300 max o 
Vas = 10 V, Vs = 0, f ---. 1 kHz   rim (on) 135 o 
Vas = 0, Vim = 0, f = 1 kHz, T.t = 125°C   ras(on) 350 û 

Drain-to-Source "OFF" Resistance 
(Vas = —10 V, Vus = 1 V)   Rus(off) 2 X 10" min; 10" typ Û 

Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current: 
VG/4 = —10 V, Vus = 1 V   ID ( Off ) 0.01 typ; 0.5 max nA 
Ves = —10 V. VIM = 1 V. TA = 125"C   II,(off) 0.01 typ; 0.5 max µA 

Small-Signal, Reverse Transfer Capacitance 
(Vas = —10 V, Vus = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cr,,,, 0.2 typ; 0.25 max pF 

Small-Signal Input Capacitance 
(Vas = —10 V, Vus = 0, f = 1 MHz)   C1,, 3 typ; 5 max pF 

Zero-Gate Bias Forward Transconductance 
(Vas = 0, Vies = 12 V)   gr,, 6000 pmhos 

Offset Voltage (Vas = ±10 V, VD:: — 0)   VII 01 V 

¡ In measurements of offset voltage, thet mocouple effects and contact potentials in the 
measurement setup may cause erroneous readings of 1 microvolt or mote. These errors 
may be minimized by the use of solder having a low theimal e.m.f., such as Leeds 84 Northrup No. 107-1.0.1, or equivalent. 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
JAMBIENT TEMPERATURE (T/025C TYPE 3N 38 

•• 
SUBSTRATE CONNECTED TO SOURCE 41.3 1.10 

cr +5 .3 20 • 
10 

a 

GATE-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VG5).0 
DISSIPATION 
•I50 mW 

-4-5 10 20 30 40 DRAIN -TO - SOURCE VOLTS (V55) INCS-I4654T1 

Sufi 

TYPICAL LOW-LEVEL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
250 

a 

ca 
w 150 
a. 50 
-J 0 
5 -50 
o 150 
-250 DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VOS) 

TYPE SUBSTRATE AMBIENT 3NI38 TEMPERATuRE(TA CONNECTED .10 TO SOURCE .25•C 0), -3 
-4 

V1-5 
-5 

.4' 

-3 _2 -I .10 
92CS -14653T1 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 3N139 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel deple-
tion type used in audio, video, and if amplifier applica-
tions. The terminal arrangement permits shielding 
between input and output terminals for superior high-
frequency performance and greater circuit stability, 
particularly on printed-circuit boards. JEDEC TO-72, 
Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   VDS 
Drain-to-Substrate Voltage   Vine 

35 V 
—0.3 to 35 V 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Source-to-Substrate Voltage   
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous   
Peak   

Peak Voltage, Gate-to-All Other Tetminals; 
Vus, Vii, V«ii, non-repetitive   

Drain Current (ti' 20 ms, df 0.10)   
Transistor Dissipation: 

T.% up to 25"C   
T.s, above 25'C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Gate Leakage Current: 
Vus = -±10 V, Vos —   
• = i-10 V, Vos = 0, = 125°C   

Forward Transconductance: 
Vos = 15 V. Rs = 0. f = 1 kHz   
Viii, = 15 V, Rs = 360 CI f = 1 kHz   
• = 15 V. Rs = 360 0. f = 1 kHz, T% = 125•C 

Zero-Bias Drain Curient (\rm.: = 15 V. Rs = 0, 
= 300 µs. df 0.10)   

Drain Current: 
Vµµ = 15 V. Rs = 360 0   
• = 15 V. Rs = 360 0, T.% = 125-C   

Output Resistance: 
Vos = 15 V. Rs = 0. f =- 1 kHz   
Von = 15 V. Rs = 360 0, f = 1 kHz   
Vol, = 15 V. Rs = 360 0, f = I kHz. T.% = 125C 

Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current: 
Vos = 15 V, Vus = —6 V   
Vos = 15 V. Vus = —6 V. TA = 125°C   
Vos = 35 V. Vus = —6 V   

Equivalent Input Noise Volage: 
Vus = 15 V, Rs = 0, R.: = 0, f = 1 kHz   
Vis, = 15 V. Rs = 360 (1, Rµ = 0, f = 1 kHz   

Audio Spot Noise Figure i: (Vol. = 15 V. 
Rs = 360 0, 1 MO. f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Input Capacitance: 
Vos = 15 V, Rs = 0. f = 1 MHz   
Vol, = 15 V. Rs = 360 0, f = 1 MHz   

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance: 
Vos = 15 V. Rs = 0. f = 1 MHz   
Vol. = 15 V, Rs = 360 0, f = 1 MHz   

Power Gain (Von = 15 V, Rs = 360 0, f = 200 MHz) 
Noise Figure (Von = 15 V, Rs = 360 O. 
f = 200 MHz)   

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

03 

rc 
a. 
M20 

z lo 
rc 
o 

TYPE 3NI39 
SUBSTRATE CONNECTED TO SOURCE 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (T4)•25°C _ 

+10 

+5 
.3 
  •2 

s. 

GATE-TO-SOURCE VOLTS 
(V66)•0 

DISSIPATION 
•I50 mW 

-3 
 -4-5  

IO 20 30 40 
DRAIN -TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VOS) 

kzcs-146741 

Veit 

Vcs 
VO'. 

ID (pulsed) 

PT 
PT 

T(opr) 
TsTo; 

If:SS 

IGSS 

grs 

gfs 

gr. 

—0.3 to 35 V 

V 
V 

±-10 
±-14 

±-42 V 
50 mA 

330 mW 
Derate at 2.2 mW/°C 

—65 to 175 °C 
—65 to 175 °C 

265 °C 

0.1 ty.p; 1 max nA 
4 max nA 

3000 min; 6000 typ 
3000 to 7500 

3300 

loss( pu)sed , 5 to 25 

Ii, 3 to 7 
Io 3.3 

rd 5 
rd 20 
r.t 23 

Ito. off I 1 typ; 50 max 
Ios(off) 2 
Ios(oft) 75 max 

es 0.06 
e.. 0.06 

NF 

Cu.. 

Cr.,C. 

NF 

µmhos 
µmhos 
µmhos 

mA 

mA 
mA 

k0 
ka 
ka 

µA 
µA 
µA 

AVVHz 
,µVN./Hz 

0.86 dB 

3.3 pF 
3 typ; 7 max pF 

0.2 pF 
0.19 typ; 0.30 max pF 

15 min; 17 typ dB 

4 typ; 6 max dB 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPE 3NI39 
COMMON- SOURCE CIRCUIT. 
SOURCE AND SUBSTRATE GROUNDED. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) 25•C 
FREQUENCY (t)• I kHz 
DRAIN-TO SOURCE VOLTS (V55 • + 15  

(------------O5 10 15 
DRAIN MILLIAMPERES 1101 

92C5 - 10660T 
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es3  t Noise Figure = 10 log [ 1 + 
4 KT BW Rg 

where: K = 1.38 X 10-23, T = Temperature in 'Kelvin, BW = Bandwidth in Hz, 
= Generator Resistance 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 3N142 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in rf-amplifier applications in FM 
receivers covering the 88-to-108-MHz band, and in gen-
eral amplifier applications at frequencies up to 175 
MHz. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. For typical drain 
characteristics curve, refer to type 3N128. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vus 
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous   

VOS 
Drain-to-Gate Voltage   Vie: 
Drain Current Up = 20 ms, df 0.1)   ID (pulsed) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature   

Peak 

PT 
PT 

T(opr) 
TOT,: 
Ti. 

20 V 

1 to —8 V 
-L-15 V 
20 V 
50 mA 

330 mW 
Derate at 2.2 mWrC 

—65 to 175 °C 
—65 to 175 *C 

265 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current 

(Vus = 20 V, Vos = —8 V)   lu(off) 50 µA 
Zero-Bias Drain Current (Vus = 15 V, Vcs = 0)   hiss 5 to 25 mA 
Gate Leakage Current: 
VOS = —8 V, VDS = 0   loss 1 max nA 
Vos = —8 V, Vus = 0. TA = 125*C   Iwo: 200 max nA 

Gate-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vus = 15 V, ID = 50 µA)   Vos(off) —0.5 to —8 V 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain to Gate (Vus = 15 V. ID = 5 mA. 
f = 1 MHz)   C.... 0.16 typ; 0.28 max PF 

Input Capacitance (Vus = 15 V. I» = 5 mA, 
f = 1 MHz)   Ch.. 5.5 typ; 7 max PF 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

10 

7.5 

5 

2.5 

TYPE 3NI42 
SOURCE AND SUBSTRATE GROUNDED 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) 25•C 
FREQUENCY (Il. 100 MHz 
DRAIN-TO SOURCE VOLTS (VDs . +15 

Ins 

0 5 10 15 
DRAIN MILLIAMPERES IV 

1ECII•14154T1 

20 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Forward Transconductance (Vos = 15 V, 

In = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Maximum Available Power Gain (Vos = 15 V  
ID = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Unneutralized 
(Vos = 15 V, Io = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Neutralized 
(Vos = 15 V, In = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Noise Figure (Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   

gr, 

MAG 

MUG 

MUG 

NF 

5000 min; 7500 typ 

26 

17 

16 min 

2.5 typ; 4 max 

3N143 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in vhf mixer and oscillator applica-
tions in military and industrial applications. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. This type is identical with type 
3N128 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate Leakage Current: 
Vos = —8 V, Vos = O   TOSS 0.1 typ; 1000 max 
Vos = —8 V, Vox = 0, TA = 125°C   loss 200 max 

Zero-Bias Drain Current (Vos = 15 V, Vo, = 0)   IDSS 5 to 30 
Conversion Power Gain (Vos = 15 V, I» = 1 mA, 

= 200 MHz, fist = 30 MHz)   Ges(c) 10 min; 13.5 typ dB 

µmho 

dB 

dB 

dB 

dB 

3N152 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in low-noise rf applications in military 
and industrial vhf communications equipment up to 250 
MHz. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. For typical forward 
transconductance curve, refer to type 3N128. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vos 
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Vos 
Peak (ac)   VOS 

Drain Current (te --É 20 ms, df 0.15)   ID (pulsed) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 330 mW TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 2.67 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current 

(Vas = 20 V, Vos = —8 V)   ID (off) 50 max µA 
Gate Leakage Current: 
Vas = 0, Vos = —8 V   loss 0.0001 to 1 nA 
Vos = 0, VOS = —8 V, TA = 125°C   loss 200 max nA 

Zero-Bias Drain Current (Vos = 15 V, Vos = 0) loss 5 to 30 mA 
Drain-to-Source Channel Resistance 

(Vos = O. Vos = 0, f = 1 kHz )  ros (on) 200 n 
Maximum Available Power Gain 

(Vos = 15 V. ID = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MAG 21 dB 
Insertion Power Gain, Neutralized 

(Vos = 15 V. ID = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Ges 14.5 min; 16 typ dB 
Small-Signal Input Capacitance 

(Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz)   Ci.. 5.5 typ; 7 max pF 
Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitancet 

(Vas = 15 V, Io = 5 mA, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz) C... 0.16 typ; 0.28 max pF 
Forward Transconductance 

(Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   gr. 5000 to 12000 µmhos 

10 

pA 
nA 
mA 

Sue 

20 V 

—8 to 1 V 
=15 V 
50 mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Input Admittance (Vas = 15 V, Io = 5 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   Y a. 0.4 + j 7.3 mrnho 

Output Admittance (Vos = 15 V, Io = 5 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   Yo. 0.28 + j 1.8 mmho 

Noise Figure (Vos = 15 V, In = 5 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   NF 2.5 typ; 3.5 min dB 

# Three-terminal measurement with source returned to guard terminal. 

IC 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 3NI52 
SOURCE AND SUBSTRATE GROUNDED 
AMES ENT TEMPERATURE (TA) 25°C 

 ...sooRcE yours tv 

Ç.73 
0 25 5 75 10 12.5 15 

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VOS) 
92CS-14925T 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 3N153 
Si dual-insulated gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in critical chopper and multiplex 
applications up to 60 MHz. The terminal arrangement 
permits shielding between input and output terminals 
for superior high-frequency performance and greater 

o circuit stability, particularly on printed-circuit boards. 
JEDEC TC-72, Outline No.28. 

Sue 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   
Drain-to-Substrate Voltage   
Source-to-Substrate Voltage   
DC Gate-to-Source Voltage   
Peak Gate-to-Source Voltage   
Drain Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current: 
Vos = —8 V. VDS = 1 V  
Vos = —8 V, VDS = 1 V. Ta = 125°C   

Gate-Leakage Current: 
Vas = —8 to 6 V, VDS 
Vas = —8 to 6 V, VDS = 0, TA = 125°C   

Static Drain-to-Source "ON" Resistance 
(Vos = 0, VDS = 0)   

Drain-to-Source "OFF" Resistance 
(Vos = —8 V. Vos = 1 V)   

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance: 
Vos = —8 V, VDS = 0, f = 1 MHz  
Yoe = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 1 MHz  

VDS 
VoB 
VSB 
Vos 
VOS 
ID 

PT 
PT 

20 V 
—0.3 to 20 V 
—0.3 to 20 V 
—8 to 6 V 

-±14 V 
50 mA 

330 mW 
Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/°C 

T(opr) 
TsTG 
Ti. 

lo (off) 
ID (off) 

loss 
loss 

rim (on) 

Ros (off) 

Cr•• 
Cr.. 

—65 to 175 °C 
—65 to 175 °C 

265 °C 

0.1 typ; 1 max 
0.1 typ; 1 max 

0.1 typ; 50 max 
1 max 

200 typ; 300 max 

109 min; 10 19 typ 

0.34 typ; 0.5 max 
0.12 typ; 0.2 max 

nA 
j.A 

pA 
nA 

PF 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Input Capacitance 

(Vos = —8 V, Vos = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cu., 6 typ; 8 max pF 
Small-Signal, Drain-to-Source Capacitance 
(Ws = —8 V, Vos = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cd. 3 max µmhos 

Zero-Gate-Bias Forward Transconductance 
(Vos = 0. VDS = 15 V)   gr. 10000 pF 

Offset Voltage (Vos = —8 to 6 V. Vos — 0)   Vo 01: V 
:t In measurements of Offset Voltage, thermocouple effects and contact potentials in the 
measurement setup may cause erroneous readings of 1 microvolt or more. These errors 
may be minimized by the use of solder having a low thermal e.m.f., such as Leeds & 
Northrup No. 107-1.0.1., or equivalent. 

25 

°- 20 

3 15 

10 

5 

O 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 3NI53 
SUBSTRATE CONNECTED TO SOURCE 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) • 25•C 

VGS 

2 

-3 
 74_ 

5 10 15 20 
DRAIN -TO -SOURCE VOLTS (V05) 

92CS -I494ST 

TYPICAL LOW-LEVEL 
DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

— 250 

cc 
w 150 o. 

o cc▪ • 50 
u 

O 
Z▪ 50 

-250 
-125 -75 -25 0 25 75 125 
DRAIN -TO-SOURCE MILLIVOLTS (VOS) 

92C5-I494 4T 

TYPE 
SUBSTRATE 
AMBIENT 

3NI53 

TEMPERATURE 
CONNECTED TO SOURCE 

(TA)•25 C 

+1 -3 

-4 

VGS-5 

-5 

-4 

+6 

3N154 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in vhf amplifier service in military 
and industrial applications up to 250 MHz. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. For typical drain characteristics 
and typical forward transconductance curves, refer to 
type 3N128. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   VDS 
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Vos —8 to 1 V 
Peak (ac)   vas ±15 V 

Drain-to-Gate Voltage   VDG 20 V 
Drain Current (U. e 20 ms, df e- 0.15)   ID (pulsed) 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25*c   PT Derate at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   MCI I —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, ID = 50 µA)   W S (off) —0.5 to —8 V 
Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current 

(Vos = 20 V. Vos = —8 V)   ID (off) 50 max µA 
Zero-Bias Drain Current (Vos = 15 V, Vas = 0)   loss 10 to 25 mA 
Gate Leakage Current: 
Vos = —8 V. VIM; — 0   IGSS 0.0001 typ; 0.05 max nA 
Vos = —8 V, Vas = 0, TA = 125°C   loss 5 max nA 
Vas = 1 V, VDS — 0   IGSS 0.0001 typ; 0.05 max nA 
Vos = 1 V. VDS = 0, TA = 125°C   loss 5 max nA 

to 

Sue 

20 V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Forward Transadmittance 

(Ves = 15 V. ID = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz) 
Forward Transconductance 

(Vus = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Input Capacitance 

(Vus = 15 V, In = 5 mA, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz) 
Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance:1: 
(VI»: = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 0.1 to 1 MHz) 

Drain-to-Source Channel Resistance 
(Vus 0, Vi.,, = 0, f = 1 kHz)   rus (on) 

Input Conductance 
(Vus = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   YIN 

Output Conductance 
(Vos = 15 V, I» = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Y.,, 

Maximum Available Power Gain 
(Vos = 15 V. In = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MAG 

Insertion Power Gain. Neutralized 
(Vus = 15 V, In = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Gis 

Noise Figure (Vos = 15 V, In = 5 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   NF 

1. Three-terminal measurement with source returned to guard 

SuB 

gt. 

Crux 

— j 2 mmho 

5000 to 12000 ,mho 

5.5 typ; 7 max PF 

0.03 to 0.2 pF 

200 

0.4 ± j 7.3 mmho 

0.28 ± j 1.8 mmho 

21 dB 

13.5 min; 16 typ dB 

3.5 typ; 5 max dB 
terminal. 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 40467A 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel depletion 
type used in vhf tuners and other vhf amplifier appli-
cations in industrial and commercial electronic equip-
ment. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   VD!: 
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Vos 
Peak (ac)   vos 

Drain-to-Gate Voltage   
Drain Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   
TA above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   Topr) 
Storage   TSTI: 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 

PT 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

7.5 

3 

2.5 

TYPE 40467A 
SOURCE AND SUBSTRATE GROUNDED 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) 25°C 
FREQUENCY If )• 200 MHz 
DRAIN-TO SOURCE VOLTS (\fps •-1-15 

ilis 

.......... 
 . Ins 

5 10 15 

20 V 

—8 to I 
±15 
20 
50 

V 
V 
V 

mA 

330 mW 
Derate at 2.2 mW/°C 

—65 to 175 °C 
—65 to 175 °C 

265 °C 

DRAIN MILLIAMPERES (1D1 
et611-1413iT 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Gate-to-source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vos = 12 V, ID = 0.1 MA)   VGS (off) —5 typ; —8 max V 

Gate Leakage Current: 
Vas = 1 V, VDS — 0   Ian 1 max nA 
VGS = —8 V. VDS — 0   TOSS 1 max nA 

Zero-Bias Drain Current 
(Vos = 15 V, Vas — 0)   loss 10 to 50 mA 

Small-Signal, Forward Transconductance 
(Vos = 15 V. ID = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   gr. 4000 min; 7500 typ µmho 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance 
(Vos = 15 V. Io = 5 mA. f = 1 MHz)   Cr.. 0.03 fo 0.28 pF 

Maximum Available Power Gain 
(VDS = 15 V. ID = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MAG 21 dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain. Unneutralized 
(Ves = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MUG 12 dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Neutralized 
(Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MUG 12 min; 16 typ dB 

Noise Figure (Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   NF 3.5 typ; 5 max dB 

40468A FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel depletion 
type used in rf-amplifier applications in FM receivers 
covering the 88-to-108-MHz band, and in general ampli-
fier applications at frequencies up to 125 MHz. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. D SuB 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   VDS 
Gate-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous   Vs 
Peak   VGS 

Drain-to-Gate Voltage   VDO 
Drain Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 375 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate at 2.5 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 ..c 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current 
(Vos = 12 V, Vas = —8 V)   lu(off) 100 max µA 

Gate Leakage Current: 
Vas = —8 V, VDS — 0   DM 1 max nA 
Vas = 1 V. VDS — 0   IGSS 1 max nA 

Zero-Bias Drain Current (Vas = 15 V, VGs = 0) loss 5 to 30 mA 
Small-Signal Forward Transconductance 
(Vos = 15 V. ID = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   8t. 7500• µmhos 

Small-Signal Reverse-Transfer Capacitance. 
Drain-to-Gate (Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cr.. 0.16 typ; 0.28 max PF 

Input Capacitance (Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, 
f = 1 MHz)   Ch. 5.5 pF 

Maximum Available Power Gain 
(Vos = 15 V, In = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz)   MAG 26• dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Unneutralized 
(Vos = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, f = 100 MHz)   MUG 14• dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Neutralized 
(Vos = 15 V, In = 5 mA. f = 100 MHz)   MUG 14 min; 17 typ* dB 

Noise Figure (Vns = 15 V, ID = 5 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   NF 3.5 typ; 5 max• dB 

IG 

20 V 

—8 to 1 V 
±15 V 
20 V 
25 mA 

• This characteristic does not apply to type 40559A. 
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is identical 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Drain-to-Source Cutoff Current 

(Vns = 12 V, Vos = —8 V)   
Small-Signal Reverse-Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate (Vus = 15 V. ID = 5 mA, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Forward Conversion Transconductance 
(VDS = 15 V. In = 3 mA, Vas = —3 V, 
f = 1 kHz)   

Maximum Available Conversion Gain 
(Vim = 15 V, lo = 3 mA, fi = 100 MHz, 
foat = 10.7 MHz)   

10 
FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 40559A 

Si insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel depletion 

type used in mixer applications in FM receivers cover-
ing the 88-to-108-MHz band, and in general amplifier 
applications at frequencies up to 125 MHz. JEDEC TO-
72, Outline No.28. For typical forward transconductance 

sal characteristics curves, refer to type 3N140. This type' 
with 40468A except for the following items: 

In (off) 

Cria 

gt.(c) 

MAGe 

Dual-Gate Types 

500 max µ A 

0.17 typ; 0.3 max pF 

2800 µmhos 

22 dB 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 3N140 
Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in rf amplifier applications at fre-

"" quencies up to 300 MHz. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   VDS 0 to 20 V 
Gate-No.1-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (de)   Arms —8 to 1 V 
Peak (ac)   VOIS —8 to 20 V 

Gate-No.2-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Voss —8 to (0.4 of Vos) V 
Peak (ac)   VG2S —8 to 20 V 

Drain-to-Gate-No.1 Voltage   VOGI 20 V 
Drain-to-Gate-No.2 Voltage   VDG2 20 V 
Drain Current   In 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 330 MW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TsTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 .0 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Gate-No.1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vim = 16 V. Vos s = 4 V, In = 200 µA)   Vois (off ) —2 typ; —4 max V 

Gate-No.2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(VDS = 16 V, Vois = 0, In = 200 µA)   VG2S (Oft) —2 typ; —4 max V 

Gate-No.1 Leakage Current: 
VGIS = —20 V, Voss = 0, VDS — 0   IGISS 1 max nA 
Vais = 1 V, Voss = 0, Vos — 0   'MSS 1 max nA 
Vois = —20 V, Vois = O. VDS = 0, TA = 125°C   IGISS 0.2 max µA 

Gate-No.2 Leakage Current: 
V025 = —20 V, VMS = 0, VDS — 0   IG2SS 1 max nA 
Vois = 1 V, VOIS = 0, VDS — 0   102SS 1 max nA 
Voss = —20 V, Vois = 0, Vns = 0, TA = 125°C   Ions 0.2 max µA 

Zero-Bias Drain Current (Vnn = 14 V. 
Vois = 0. VG2S = 4 V, te --5 20 ms, df e.. 0.15)   Inss (pulsed) 5 to 30 mA 

Forward Transconductance, Gate-No.1 to Drain 
(Vim = 14 V, Voss = 4 V. In = 10 mA, 
f = 1 kHz)   gt• 6000 to 18000 µmhos 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Cutoff Forward Transconductance. 
Gate-No.1 to Drain (Von = 14 V, Vois = 0.5 V. 

Vins = —2 V. f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Input Capacitance* 

(Vim = 13 V, VG28 = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, f = 1 MHz) 
Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain to Gate-No.l• ( V os = 13 V. Vaso = 4 V, 
I» = 10 mA, f = 1 MHz)   

Small-Signal Output Capacitance 
(Vos = 13 V. Vaso = 4 V. Ii,= 10 mA, f = 1 MHz) 

Power Gain (Von = 15 V. Rs = 270 0. 
Ra = 50 0, f = 200 MHz)   

Noise Figure (Vito = 15 V. Rs = 270 0, 
Ra = 50 0, f = 200 MHz)   

• Capacitance between gate No.1 and all other terminals. 
• Three-terminal measurement with gate No.2 and source returned to guard terminal. 
This value does not apply to type 3N141. 

g(“off)1( 

Ci,, 

CTA. 

CON. 

NF/ 

100 max µmhos 

3 to 7 pF 

0.01 to 0.03 PF 

2.2 pF 

16 min; 18 typ dB 

3.5 typ; 4.5 max dB 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 3NI40 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA). 25' C 
DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (V s)•15 

4 3 2 

o 

GATE Nor2-SOURCE 
VOLTS (Vs2s)x -1 

-2 1 
GATE Nol-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VGIS) 

SZCS-1479012 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

12 

8 

TYPE 3NI40 
COMMON-SOURCE CIRCUIT. 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)°25°C 
FREQUENCY (f 1.1 kHz 
INPUT-SIGNAL LEVEL (APPLIED TO 
GATE No.1).1 mV 

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (Vps)•115  

O  
-2 -1.5 -I -0.5 0 05 

GATE No. 1-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VGIS) 
ROCS-1472IT 

3N141 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in mixer applications at frequencies 
up to 300 MHz. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. This 
type is identical with type 3N140 except for the fol-
lowing item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Conversion Power Gain (Vol, = 15 V, Rs = 120 0, 

fin = 200 MHz, font = 30 MHz, oscillator injection 
voltage from gate No.2 to source = 2.5 V (rms) (c) 13 min; 17 typ dB 

GI 

3N159 
Si insulated-gate 
pletion type used 
quencies up to 300 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 
field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
in rf amplifier applications at fre-
MHz. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. 

&SUB 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Drain-to-Source Voltage   
Gate-No.1-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   
Peak lac)   

Gate-No.2-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   
Peak (ac)   

Drain-to-Gate-No.! Voltage   
Drain-to-Gate-No.2 Voltage   
Drain Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25"C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 

CHARACTER I ST I CS 
Gate-Not-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 16 V, VG2S = 4 V, I» = 200 µA)   
Gate-No.2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(VI»: = 16 V, Vcis = 0, In = 200 µA)   

Gate-No.1-Leakage Current: 
Von = —20 Vr Vasa = 0. Vos —   
VGIS = 1 V. VCRS = 0, Vos —   
VMS = —20 V. Vasa = O. VDS = 0, TA = 125°C   

Gate-No.2-Leakage Current: 
VCRS = —20 V, Vais = 0, Vos —   
Vass = 1 Vr Vals = 0, Vos —   
Vass = —20 V, Vois = Or Vos = 0. TA = 125-C   

Zero-Bias Drain Current (Von = 14 V. VG1S = 0  
Vass = 4 V, ti. 20 ms, df 0.15)   

Forward Transconductance, Gate-No.1 to Drain 
(Vim = 14 V, Vais = 4 V, I» = 10 mA, 
f = 1 kHz)   

Cutoff Forward Transconductance, Gate-No.1 to 
Drain (Vo» = 14 V, Vals = —0.5 V. Vais = —2 V. 
f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Input Capacitances 
(Viii = 13 V, Vais = 4 V, I» = 10 mA, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain to Gate-No.la (Vas = 13 V, Vais = 4 V. 
I» = 10 mA, f = 1 MHz)   

Small-Signal Output Capacitance 
(Vi3s = 13 V. 1/025 = 4 V, I» = 10 mA, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Vos 

Vals 
vais 

V028 
va28 
VI)G t 
V on2 
ID 

PT 
PT 

330 mW 
Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/°C 

g f • 

gc,(off) 

Cr.. 

Co•• 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSO3NDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

12 

gi 6 

e 4 cc 
o 

2 

o 
-2 -1.5 -I -0.5 0 05 

GATE No.I-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (V015) 
11201-147011 

TYPE 3N159 
COMMON-SOURCE CIRCUIT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)25C 
FREQUENCY (H-I kHz 
INPUT-SIGNAL LEVEL (APPLIED TO 
GATE No.1)• I mV 

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VDs)•+15 

2 

O 

VG1S (off) 

Va2S ( off) 

L ISS 
IGISS 
IGISS 

lassa 
Ia2SS 
lassa 

IDSS ( pulsed) 5 to 30 mA 

7000 to 18000 µmhos 

100 max µmhos 

3 to 7 pF 

0.01 to 0.03 pF 

2.2 pF 

—65 to 175 
—65 to 175 °C 

265 °C 

—2 typ; —4 max 

—2 typ; —4 max 

1 max 
1 max 

0.2 max 

1 max 
1 max 

0.2 max 

v 

nA 
nA 
µA 

nA 
nA 
µA 

0 to 20 V 

—8 to 1 V 
—8 to 20 V 

—8 to (0.4 Vos) V 
—8 to 20 V 

20 V 

20  mAV i  50 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Maximum Usable Power Gain 

(Voo = 15 V, Rs = 270 Cl, Ro = 50 fl, 
f = 200 MHz)   

Noise Figure (Von = 15 V. Rs = 270 Cl, Ro = 50 Cl  
f = 200 MHz)   
t Capacitance between gate No.1 and all other terminals. 
• Three-terminal measurement with gate No.2 and source returned to guard terminal. 

MUG 

NF 

16 to 22 dB 

2.5 typ; 3.5 max dB 

40600 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in rf-amplifier applications in vhf 
television receivers and other types of commercial equip-
ment operating at frequencies up to approximately 250 
MHz. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. For typical drain 
characteristics and typical forward transconductance 
curves, refer to type 3N140. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   VDS 0 to 20 v 
Gate No.1-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Vois —8 to 1 v 
Peak (ac)   VOIS —8 to 20 V 

Gate No.2-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (de)   VG2S —8 to (0.4 Vim) tr 
Peak (ac)   vois —8 to 20 V 

Drain-to-Gate No. 1 Voltage   VDG1 20 V 
Drain-to-Gate No. 2 Voltage   Vans 20 V 
Drain Current Ur --5- 20 ms, df 0.15)   ID (pulsed) 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25*C   PT Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TST6 —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate-No.1-to-Source Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, 1/62S = 4 V, I» = 200 µA)   Vcis(off) —3 V 
Gate-No.2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, Vois = 0, ID = 200 µA)   Voss (off) —3 V 
Gate-No.1 Leakage Current 

(Vois = —20 V, VG2S = 0, Vos — 0)   Iciss 1 max nA 
Gate-No.2 Leakage Current 

(Von = —20 V. Vols = 0, VIM — 0)   IG2SS 1 max nA 
Drain Current (Vos = 13 V, VG28 = 4 V. 
VGIS = 0)   IDSS 18 mA 

Forward Transconductance (Vos = 13 V, 
Wet = 4 V. In = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   gr. 10000 µmhos 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain to Gate No.1 (Vos = 13 V. VMS = 4 V, 
Io = 10 mA, f = 1 MHz)   Cr.. 0.02 typ; 0.03 max PF 

Output Capacitance (Vos = 13 V, Vs = 4 V, 
ID = 10 mA, f = 200 MHz)   C... 2.2 pF 

Input Capacitance (Vos = 13 V, VOUS = 4 V. 
ID = 10 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Ci.. 5.5 pF 

Input Resistance (Vos = 13 V. VG2S = 4 V, 
ID = 10 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Ilan 1.2 kf) 

Output Resistance (Vos = 13 V, Vois = 4 V. 
I» = 10 mA, f = 200 MHz)   roà.. 2.8 kf/ 

Magnitude of Forward Transadmittance 
(Vos = 13 V. VOUS = 4 V, Io = 10 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   IYr.1 11000 µmhos 

Phase Angle of Forward Transadmittance 
(Vos = 13 V, VOUS = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   1_ e —46 degrees 

Maximum Available Power Gain (Vos = 13 V, 
VG2S = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MAG 20 dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Unneutralized 
(Vos = 13 V, VO2S = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   MUG 20• dB 

Power Gain (Vos = 13 V, Vois = 4 V. ID = 10 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   GI's 17.5t dB 

GI 

5,51.18 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Noise Figure (Vos = 13 V, VOSS = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   

• Limited by practical design considerations. 
$ This characteristic does not apply to ty 40602. 

NF 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

5 

40601 

dB 

et Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in mixer applications in vhf television 
receivers and other types of commercial equipment 
operating at frequencies up to approximately 250 MHz. 
JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. The maximum ratings 

asua for this type are identical with type 40600. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate-No.1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, Voss = 4 V, I» = 200 µA)   
Gate-No.2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, Vass = 4 V, Io = 200 µA)   
Gate-No.1 Leakage Current 

(Arms = —20 V, VG2S = 0. Vos = 0)   
Gate-No.2 Leakage Current 

(Vc = —20 V. Vais = 0, Vos — 0)   
Drain Current (Vos = 13 V, Vs = 4 V, Arms = 0) 
Forward Transconductance (Vos = 13 V. 

Vass = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
The following test conditions apply to all remain-
ing characteristics, unless otherwise specified: 

Local-oscillator injection voltage on gate 
No.2 = 750 mV, Vos = 15 V. VG2S = 0.6 V. 
Vois = 0.75 V. f = 200 MHz. 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate No.1 (f = 1 MHz)   

Output Capacitance (f = 44 MHz)   
Input Capacitance   
Input Resistance   
Output Resistance (f = 44 MHz)   
Magnitude of Forward Conversion Transadmittance 
Maximum Available Conversion Gain   

al 

S,SUB 

Vois (off) 

Vass (off) 

kiss 

I6255 
IDSS 

gr. 

Ci., 
ri,, 
roan 

MAGc 

—3 V 

—3 V 

1 max nA 

1 max nA 
18 mA 

10000 µmhos 

0.02 typ; 0.03 max pr 
2.2 pF 
5.5 
1.2 er) 
12 kr) 

2700 µmhos 
14 dB 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 40602 
Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in first-if amplifier applications in 
vhf television receivers and other types of commercial 
equipment operating at frequencies up to approximately 
250 MHz. JEDEC TO-72, Outline No.28. This type is 
identical with type 40600 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Input Resistance   r a es 10 lal 
Output Resistance   roe,. 12 k0 
Phase Angle of Forward Transadmittance   /0 —il degrees 
Maximum Available Power Gain   MAG 35 dB 
Maximum Usable Power Gain, Unneutralized: 
For 1 stage   MUG 28 dB 
For 2 stages   MUG 26 dB 
For 3 stages   MUG 24 dB 

o FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 40603 
Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in rf amplifier applications in FM 
tuners and other commercial equipment operating at 

S,SUB frequencies up to approximately 150 MHz. JEDEC TO-
72, Outline No.28. For typical forward transconductance 

curves, refer to type 3N140. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   
Gate-No.1-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   
Peak (ac)   

Gate-No.2-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   
Peak (ac)   

Drain-to-Gate-No.1 Voltage   
Drain-to-Gate-No.2 Voltage   
Drain Current (h. ••• 20 ms, df 0.15)   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 

Vos 0 to 20 V 

Vois —8 to 1 V 
VMS —8 to 20 V 

Vois —8 to (0.4Vos) V 
VOiS —8 to 20 V 
Vols 20 V 
Vois 20 V 
ID (pulsed) 50 mA 

PT 330 mW 
PT Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/"C 

T(opr) —65 to 175 *C 
TsTG —65 to 175 *C 
Ti. 265 *C 

Gate-No.1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vos = 15 V. Vois = 4 V, I» = 200 µA)   Vois(off) —3 V 

Gate-No.2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vos = 15 V. VOIS = 0, ID = 200 µA)   VOiS (Off ) —3 V 

Gate-No.1 Leakage Current (Vois = —20 V, 
Voss = 0. Vos — 0)   LOSS 1 max nA 

Gate-No.2 Leakage Current (VGzs = —20 V. 
Vois = 0, Vos — fo   IG2SS 1 max nA 

Zero-Bias-Voltage Drain Current 
(Vo.s = 4 V. Vois = 0, Vus = 13 V)   loss 18 mA 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance. 
Drain-to-Gate-No.1 (Vus = 13 V, I» = 10 mA. 
Voss = 4 V, f = 1 MHz)   C.... 0.02 typ; 0 03 max pF 

Input Capacitance (Vos = 13 V, Voss .,-- 4 V, 
lo = 10 mA. f = 1 MHz)   Ci.. 5.5 PF 

Output Capacitance (Vos = 13 V, Vois = 4 V, 
ID = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz)   Co.. 21 pF 

Input Resistance (Vos = 13 V, VG28 = 4 V. 
ID = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz)   ri.. 3.5 kn 

Output Resistance (Vos = 13 V. VG28 = 4 V, 
Io = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz)   ro” 4 kf) 

Forward Transconductance (Vos = 13 V. 
VOSS = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   gr.. 10000* µmhos 

Maximum Available Power Gain (Vos = 13 V, 
Vois = 4 V. In = 10 mik. f = 100 MHz)   MAG 26 dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Unneutralized 
(Vus = 13 V. VOSS = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   MUG 25A• dB 

Noise Figure (Vos = 13 V, VG28 = 4 V. ID = 10 mA, 
f = 100 MHz)   NF 3 typ; 4 max dB 

• Limited by practical design considerations. 
• This characteristic does not apply to type 40604. 

40604 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel de-
pletion type used in mixer applications in FM tuners 
and other commercial equipment operating at frequen-
cies up to approximately 150 MHz. JEDEC TO-72, 
Outline No.28. This type is identical with type 40603 
except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Output Capacitance (Vos = 13 V, V623 = 4 V  
ID = 10 mA, f = 100 MHz)   

Output Resistance (Vos = 13 V, VOSS = 4 V. 
ID = 10 mA, f = 10.7 MHz)   ro.. 

Conversion Transconductance (Vos = 13 V. 
VOSS = 4 V. I» = 10 mA, f = 1 kHz)   gr. (c) 

Conversion Power Gain (VDs = 13 V. 
VG2S = 4 V, In = 10 mA. f = 100 MHz. 
foot = 10.7 MHz)   MAG, 

CO" 2.3 pF 

20 lc() 

2800 µmhos 

23 dB 
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Dual-Gate Protected Types 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 3N187 
Si insulated-gate field-effect (mos) n-channel deple-
tion type with integrated gate-protection circuits for 
military and industrial applications up to 300 MHz. 
JEDEC TO-72. Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage Vns —0.2 to 20 V 
Gate-No. 1-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Veis —6 to 3 V 
Peak (ac)   V.:18 —6 to 6 V 

Gate-No. 2-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Ve2X —6 to (0.3 Ves) V 
Peak (ac)   Veis —6 to 6 V 

Drain-to-Gate-No. 1 Voltage   Ve.:1 20 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 2 Voltage   VDG2 20 
Drain Current   Ii.) 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   Ti ( opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTI; —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate-No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vps = 15 V, ID = 50 µA, VG2S = 4 V) Vpis (off ) —0.5 to —4 V 
Gate-No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Ves = 15 V. ID = 50 µA, Vins = 0)   Vi,,s(off) —0.5 to —4 V 
Gate-No. 1-Terminal Forward Current: 
Vins = 1 V, VG25 = V DS — 0   Iinssp 50 max nA 
Vp, = 1 V, VG2S = Vus = 0, TA = 100°C II: ISS I, 5 max µ A 

Gate-No. 1-Terminal Reverse Current: 
= —6 V, W., = Vus — 0   II: I SS It 50 max nA 

Vins = —6 V, Vii,: =. Vi,s = 0, TA = 100°C Iinssii 5 max µA 
Gate-No. 2-Terminal Forward Current: 
VeiS = 6 V, V.'', = Ves — 0   IGessr 50 max nA 
Ve2S = 6 V, V.:Is = VI'S = 0, TA = 100°C I.;,:sr 5 max µ A 

Gate-No. 2-Terminal Reverse Current: 
V.:es = —6 V, Vi:is = VD,: — 0   II ;2SS It 50 max nA 
Vi os = —6 V, V.:is =_ V.'s = 0, TA = 100°C 162SS It 5 max µA 

Zero-Bias Drain Current 
(lips = 15 V, VG I S = 0, VG2S = 4 V)   'us 5 to 30 mA 

Forward Transconductance, Gate No.1-to-
Drain (Ves = 15 V, Ii. = 10 mA, 
VeiS = 4 V, f = 1 kHz)   gr. 7000 to 18000 µmho 

Small-Signal Input Capacitance 
(Ves = 15 V. Ii, = 10 mA, Vus = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   Ci.. 4 to 8.5 pF 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate No. 1 (Ws = 15 V. 
Ii. = 10 mA, VeiS = 4 V, f = 1 MHz)   Cr.. 0.005 to 0.03 PF 

Small-Signal Output Capacitance 
(Vu's = 15 V. ID = 10 MA, VI: iS = 4 V  
f = 1 MHz)   C.,.,, 2 pF 

Power Gain ( Ves = 15 V. Ii, = 10 mA, 
Vs us = 4 V, f = 200 MHz)   Gus 16 to 22 dB 

Maximum Available Power Gain 
(Ves = 15 V. ID = 10 mA. VeiS = 4 V, 
f = 200 MHz)   MAG 20 dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Unneutral-
ized (V.'s = 15 V, I» = 10 mA, VG2S = 4 V  
f = 200 MHz)   MUG 20 dB 

Noise Figure (Vps .-- 15 V. Ii. = 10 mA, 
VG2S = 4 V. f = 200 MHz)   NF 3.5 typ; 4.5 max dB 

Magnitude of Forward Transadmittance 
(Vis = 15 V. ID = 10 MA, VG25 = 4 V  
f = 200 MHz)   1Yr. I 12000 pmho 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Phase Angle of Forward Transadmittance 

(Vus = 15 V, ID = 10 mA, VG2S = 4 V, 
f = 200 MHz)   0 —35 degrees 

Magnitude of Reverse Transadmittance 
(Vus = 15 V. Ite = 10 mA, Va2S = 4 V  
f = 200 MHz)   'Yr.' 25 µmho 

Angle of Reverse Transadmittance 
(Vos = 15 V. Le = 10 mA, VG2S = 4 V, 
f = 200 MHz)   922 —25 degrees 

Input Resistance (VD, = 15 V, ID = 10 mA, 
Vass = 4 V, f = 200 MHz)   ri.. 1 kil 

Output Resistance (Viro = 15 V, Ii, = 10 mA, 
Va2S = 4 V. f = 200 MHz)   r.,.. 2.8 kfl 

Gate-to-Source Forward Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (Itnsse = loose = 100 µA)   VOIRIGISSF 6.5 min; 10 typ V 
Gate No. 2 (Limo' = IG2SSF = 100 µA)   V(BRIa2SSF 6.5 min; 10 typ V 

Gate-to-Source Reverse Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (bissa = Ifi2SSR = —100 µA) VlBIOGISSIt —6.5 min; —10 typ ir 
Gate No. 2 (Imesµ = IG2SSIt = —100 IAA) V (1310a2SSIt —6.5 min; —10 typ V 

• Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals. 
$ Three-terminal measurement with gate No. 2 and source returned to guard terminal. 

TYP CAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 3NI87 
AMB ENT TEMPERATURE (TA)=25°C 
DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VS)I5 

Zl 
A 7.5—,  

cc 
o 

2.5 

-2 1 2 
GATE No I-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VOIS) 

92cs.-1479orz 

3 2 

GATE No.2-TO-SOURCE 
VOLTS (VG2S)' -I 

I  

u 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

2.5 

O 

TYPE 3NI87 
COMMON SOURCE CIRCUIT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)=25°C — 
FREQUENCY ( f ).11(Hz 
DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VDs).15 

  o1/4'  

o 4. 
I 

e> 
On'  

-2 -1 0 +1 
GATE No.1-70-SOURCE VOLTS (VGIS) 

95S5 40961 

3N200 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si insulated-gate field-effect (mos) n-channel deple-
tion type with integrated gate-protection circuits for 
military and industrial applications up to 500 MHz. 
JEDEC TO-72. Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vim —0.2 to 20 v 
Gate-No. 1-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Vois —6 to 3 V 
Peak (ac )   Vals —6 to 6 V 

Gate-No. 2-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Va2S —6 to (0.3 Vus) V 
Peak (ac)   Va2S —6 to 6 V 

Drain-to-Gate-No. 1 Voltage   VIMA1 20 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 2 Voltage   VDC2 20 
Drain Current   ID 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   P•r 330 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T, (opr) —65 to 175 *C 
Storage   TSTI) —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Gate-No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vus = 15 V. ID = 50 µA, VOLS = 4 V)   

Gate-No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vus = 15 V, I» = 50 µA. Vins = 0)   

Gate-No. 1-Terminal Forward Current: 
Vois = 1 V, VOSS = VDS —   
Vois = 1 V. VOSS = VDS = 0, TA = 100°C 

Gate-No. 1-Terminal Reverse Current: 
VOIS = —6 V, Voss = VDS 
Vois = —6 V, VOSS = Vnts = 0, TA = 100°C 

Gate-No. 2-Terminal Forward Current: 
Vol,s = 6 V, Vois = VDS 
VOSS = 6 V, Vins = VDS = 0, TA = 100°C 

Gate-No. 2-Terminal Reverse Current: 
VOSS = —6 V, Vois = VUS 
VOSS = —6 V, V,..s = VDS = 0, TA = 100°C 

Zero-Bias Drain Current 
(Vus = 15 V, Vois = 0, V628 = 4 V)   

Forward Transconductance, Gate No. 1-to-
Drain (Vus = 15 V, lu = 10 mA, 
V628 = 4 V, f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Input Capacitance 
(Vus = 15 V, ID = 10 mA, Vins = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate No. 1$ (Vus = 15 V, 
ID = 10 mA, VOSS = 4 V, f = 1 MHz) 

Small-Signal Output Capacitance 
(VDS = 15 V, ID = 10 mA, VOSS = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Power Gain (Vus = 15 V. I» = 10 mA, 
V. = 4 V, f = 400 MHz)   

Noise Figure (Vus = 15 V. ID = 10 mA, 
VOSS = 4 V, f = 400 MHz)   

Bandwidth (Vus = 15 V, 1u = 10 mA, 
Vins = 4 V, f = 400 MHz)   

Gate-to-Source Forward Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (buss? = IG2SSF = 100 gA, 
Vus = Vus — 0)   VISIOGISSF 

Gate NO. 2 (loissitt = = 100 gA, 
Vois = VDS = 0)   V( Ball/28SP 

Gate-to-Source Reverse Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (Ioissu = louisa = 100 µA, 
Vins = VDS — 0)   

Gate No. 2 (Ioissu = IGSSSIl = 100 µA, 
Vois = VDS = 0)   VI 12)1;2881t 

• Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals. 
$ Three-terminal measurement with gate No. 2 and source returned to guard terminal. 

—0.1 to —3 

—0.1 to —3 

7.5 

5 

2.5 

O 
0 2 

GATE No. I-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VG S) 
9252- 45 TOT 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
ANS 
-DRAI 

3N200 
ENT TEMPERATURE TA ).25°C 
-70-SOURCE VOLTS (VDS).15 

7,3 2 
  o r,   

cv 
  e 
2 ,--
44 , 

O 

3 

Vois (off) 

VOSS ( Off ) 

Imam, 
Ioissr 

IG1SSa 
Lassa 

1028Sr 
I(12551, 

boss 
Ill2SSR 

IDS 

gr. 

CIS. 

Co.. 

Gus 

NF 

BW 

Vitintoisss 

50 max nA 
5 max µA 

50 max n 
5 max ez 

50 max n 
5 max et 

50 max nA 
5 max µA 

0.5 to 12 mA 

10000 to 20000 µmho 

4 to 8.5 pF 

0.005 to 0.03 pF 

2 

10 min; 12.5 typ 

4.5 typ; 6 max 

pF 

dB 

dB 

28 to 38 MHz 

6.5 to 13 V 

6.5 to 13 V 

—6.5 to —13 

—6.5 to —13 

V 
V 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

I- .,, 7.5 

te— 
a 
3 
o 

2.5 

5 

o 

TYPE 3N200 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA ) .25•C 
>DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VDs).15 

2 

-1 0 2 
GATE No. I- TO - SOURCE VOLTS (VOIS) 

9 255- .1 2931 
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TYPE 40673 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) 25•C 
DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (V 5)•15 

4 3 2 
tsJ 

GATE Nor2-SOURCE 
VOLTS (VG l• 

0 
-2 0 1 2 

GATE No:I-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (115151 
OnS-14zoOzz 

40673 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si dual-insulated gate field-effect (MOS) n-channel 
depletion type with integrated gate-protection circuits 
for rf-amplifier applications up to 400 MHz. JEDEC 
TO-72, Outline No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vim —0.2 to 20 V 
Gate-No. 1-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous (dc)   Vols —6 to 1 V 
Peak (ac)   vous —6 to 6 V 

Gate-No. 2-to-Source Voltage: 
Continuous   Vo2s —6 to (0.3 VI's) V 
Peak (ac)   VOSS —6 to 6 V 

Drain-to-Gate-No. 1 Voltage   Voin 20 V 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 2 Voltage   Voo2 20 V 
Drain Current   Io 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA upo to 25°C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25°C   Pr Derate linearly at 2.2 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 *C 
Storage   TSTI; —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   T1. 265 *c 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate-No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V. V, = 4 V. I» = 200 gA)   Vois (off ) —2 typ; —4 max V 
Gate-No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, Vws = 0, Io = 200 µA)   Voss (off) —2 typ; —4 max V 
Gate-No. 1 Leakage Current 
(Vms = 1 or —6 V, VOSS = 0. W S — 0)   II; ISS 20 max nA 

Gate-No. 2 Leakage Current 
(Vos = ±-6 V, vois = 0, Vos — 0)   IGSSS 20 max nA 

Zero-Bias Drain Current 
(Vos = 15 V, Vois = 0, VOSS = 4 V)   loss 5 to 35 mA 

Forward Transconductance, Gate No. 1-to-Drain 
( Vos = 15 V, Vos,, = 4 V, lo = 10 mA. f = 1 kHz) 8r. 12000 gmhos 

Small-Signal Input Capacitance. 
(Vos = 15 V. VOSS = 4 V, Io = 10 mA, f = 1 MHz) CI.. 6 pF 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate No. 1'¡: ( V os = 15 V, Vos,, = 4 V. 
In = 10 mA, f = 1 MHz)   C.,.. 0.01 to 0.03 pF 

Small-Signal Output Capacitance 
(Vos = 15 V, VI i2S = 4 V, lo = 10 mA, f = 1 MHz) 2 pF 

Power Gain (Vos = 15 V. Voss = 4 V, 
ID = 10 MA, 1 = 200 MHz)   GI's 14 min; 18 typ dB 

Maximum Available Power Gain (Vu,, = 15 V. 
Vos,, = 4 V. ID = 10 mA, f = 200 MHz)   MAG 20 dB 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

O 

TYPE 40673 
COMMON SOURCE CIRCUIT 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)* 25. C 
FREQUENCY If> I KHz 
DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS IVD51•15 

—GATE No.2-70-SOURCE VOLTS (1/G2s )• +4. 

-2 +1 
GATE No.1-70-SOURCE VOLTS (VG'S) 

925$-4096T 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Maximum Usable Power Gain( Unneutralized 

(Vi,,, -- 15 V, VG28 = 4 V. ID = 10 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   MUG 20m dB 

Noise Figure (Vus = 15 V. VG2S = 4 V, Ili = 10 mA, 
f = 200 MHz)   NF 3.5 typ; 6 max dB 

Magnitude of Forward Transadmittance 
(Vus -- 15 V. VG28 = 4 V, ID = 10 mA, 
f — 200 MHz)   lYr.i 12000 µmho 

Phase Angle of Forward Transadmittance 
(Vim = 15 V, VG28 = 4 V, Iu = 10 mA, 
f -- 200 MHz)   8 —35 degrees 

Input Resistance (Vus — 15 V, VG2S = 4 V. 
Ii, -- 10 mA, f = 200 MHz)   ri.. 1 lcf) 

Output Resistance (Vus -- 15 V, VG28 = 4 V. 
Iu -- 10 mA, f -- 200 MHz)   r.,,.,, 2.8 It11 

Protective Diode Knee Voltage 
(Iinouz(BErznsE) = ±-100 µA)   Vk nee -±10 V 

• Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals. 
1: Three-terminal measurement with gate No. 2 and all other terminals. 
• Limited only by practical design considerations. 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 40819 
Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (mos) n-channel de-
pletion type with integrated gate-protection circuits 
used in rf-amplifier applications up to 250 MHz. 
JEDEC TO-72. Outline No.28. For typical drain charac-
teristics and typical forward transconductance curves, 
refer to type 3N187. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-So:lice Voltage   Vos —0.2 to 25 V 
Gate-No. 1 Terminal Current   Iuis -±100 µ A 
Gate-No. 2 Terminal Current   I028 ±-100 µA 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 1 Voltage   Vuut 31 V 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 2 Voltage   VDG2 31 V 
Drain Current   I» 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25-C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 2.2 mW/"C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TST0 —65 to 175 *C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 'C 
Continuous Working Voltage, at TA = 25°C: 
Gate No. 1-to-Source Voltage   Vuis —6 to 3 V 
Gate No. 2-to-Source Voltage   VG28 —6 to 6 or 0.4 VD8* V 
Drain-to-Gate No. 1 Voltage   VDID 25 V 
Drain-to-Gate No. 2 Voltage   VDG2 25 V 

• Whichever value is less. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate-No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vus = 15 V. ID = 200 µA, VG2S = 4 V) 
Gate-No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

= 15 V, Iu = 200 µA, VG»; = 0)   
Gate-No. 1-Leakage Current 

(VGIs = -±6 V. Vus = 0, V028 — 0) 
Gate-No. 2-Leakage Current 

= -±6 V, Vus = 0, Veis — 0) 
Zero-Bias Drain Current 

(Vus = 15 V. VG28 = 4 V, VMS = 0)   
Forward Transconductance, Gate-No. 1 to 
Drain (Vus = 15 V, ID = 10 mA, 
Vus = 4 V, f = 1 kHz) 

Small-Signal Input Capacitance 
(Vim = 15 V, Ili = 10 mA, VG2S = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Vuis (off ) —2 typ; —4 max V 

VG28 ( Oil) —2 typ; —4 max V 

  kiss 50 max 7)A. 

Iu2ss 50 max 7iA 

Lass 5 to 35 mA 

  gr. 12000 µmho 

Cu.. 6 PF 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance. 
Drain-to-Gate No. l• (Vos = 15 V, 
I» = 10 MA, VG28 = 4 V, f = 1 MHz)  Ce- 0.005 to 0.03 pF 

Small-Signal Output Capacitance 
(Vos = 15 V. ID = 10 mA, Vea = 4 V  
f = 1 MHz)   C0. 2 pF 

Power Gain (Vos = 15 V, I» = 10 mA, 
Voss = 4 V, f = 200 MHz)   Gps 14 min; 18 typ dB 

Maximum Available Power Gain 
(Vos = 15 V, Io = 10 mA, Vins = 4 V, 
f = 200 MHz)   MAG 20 dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain, Unneutral-
ized (Vos = 15 V, In = 10 mA, 
Vim: = 4 V. f = 200 MHz)   MUG 20 dB 

Noise Figure (Vos = 15 V, Io = 10 mA, 
Vins = 4 V, f = 200 MHz)   NF 3.5 typ; 6 max dB 

Magnitude of Forward Transadmittance 
(Vos = 15 V, Io = 10 mA, Vea = 4 V, 
f = 200 MHz)   IY(.1 12000 µmho 

Phase Angle of Forward Transadmittance 
(VI»: = 15 V, In = 10 MA, Vins = 4 V  
f = 200 MHz)   f) -35 degrees 

Input Resistance (VI»: = 15 V, Io = 10 mA, 
VG2S = 4 V. f = 200 MHz)   ris. 1 k0 

Output Resistance (Vos = 15 V. I» = 10 mA, 
Vins = 4 V. f = 200 MHz)   z,,,,,, 

Protective Diode Knee Voltage 
(La.'. (reverse) = -±100 µA)   

1: Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals. 
• Three-terminal measurement with gate No. 2 and source returned to guard terminal. 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40819 
COMMON SOURCE CIRCUIT 
'AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)=25°C — 
FREQUENCY ( f) I KHz 
.DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (Vos).15-

o 
Dr 

z 2 12.5 
o -0 
o 

lo 
a I 
I- 7.5 
o a, 
4 

u.° 2.5 

O 

+I 
O 

-2 -1 0 +I 
GATE No.1-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VGIS) 

923S-40961 

73* 15 

1'212.5 

a. 
lo 

7.5 

5 

o 
2.5 

O 
-2 o 1 2 

2.8 k0 

=10 V 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 

DRAIN 
4N9r817MPERATURE 
-TO -SOURCE VOLTS 

(TA).25°C 
(Vos)=15 — 

3 2 

( 

I 

o 

GATE No.a_To_souRCE 

VOLTS (V02S1'-i 

I I 

GATE No I-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VMS) 

40820 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (mos) n-channel de-
pletion type with integrated gate-protection circuits 
used for rf-amplifier applications in vhf television re-
ceivers and other commercial equipment operating at 
frequencies up to 250 MHz. JEDEC TO-72. Outline 
No.28. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vos -0.2 to 20 V 
Gate-No. 1 Terminal Current   luis =100 µA 
Gate-No. 2 Terminal Current   Los =100 µA 

92CS-1479072 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 1 Voltage   \rpm. 26 V 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 2 Voltage   Wes: 26 V 
Drain Current   ID 50 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25-C   PT 330 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 2.2 mW/"C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 175 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 
Continuous Working Voltage. at TA = 25°C: 
Gate No. 1-to-Source Voltage   Vets —6 to 3 V 
Gate No. 2-to-Source Voltage   We( —6 to 6 or 0.4 Vi.s• V 
Drain-to-Gate No. 1 Voltage   Voei 20 V 
Drain-to-Gate No. 2 Voltage   VIM) 20 V 

• Whichever value is less. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate-No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, Io = 50 µA, VI,2S = 4 V)  Veis(off) —1 typ; —3 max V 
Gate-No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(VI»: = 15 V, ID = 50 µA, Veis = 0)   VG2S (off) —1 typ; —3 max V 

Gate-to-Source Forward Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (I(assr = Ia2ssr = 100 µA, 

VI:2S = VHS — 0)   Vontmussr 9 V 
Gate No. 2 (Ieissr = Ie2ssF = 100 µA. 
Vets = Ves — 0)   Valli/1;1SM, 9 V 

Gate-to-Source Reverse Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (Ien:ss = Ili2SSIt = 100 µA, 
Veus = Ws — 0)   Viminsste 9 V 

Gate No. 2 (Ie,ssit = IG2SS1C = 100 MA, 
Veis = VDS — 0)   VIRIMUSSIt 9 V 

Gate No. 1-Terminal Forward Current 
(VDs = Ve2s = 0, VMS = 6 V)   IGISSF 50 max 7pcl. 

Gate No. 1-Terminal Reverse Current 
(VDs = VG2S = 0, VMS = —6 V)   Ieissie 50 max nA 

Gate No. 2-Terminal Forward Current 
(VD.. = Veis = 0, VI;2S = 6 V)   IG2ssi, 50 max 77A 

Gate No. 2-Terminal Reverse Current 
(VI's = Vers = 0, 1/1:2S = —6 V)   ili2SS it 50 max ,7A 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40820 
DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VDs )=15 
'AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)=25°C 

O 
H e 

O 

O 

-05 -I -1.5 0 05 1.5 2 2.5 
GATE No.1- TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VGis 

92CS- 17462T 

TYPICAL FORWARD 
TRANSCONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40820 
AMB ENT TEMPERATURE (7,0•25•C 
-DRAIN-TO-SOURCE yoLTS(VDs )•15 

C,) 

O 
0 2 

GATE No 1-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VGis) 
I2CS -17460T 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Zero-Bias Drain Current 

(VDs = 15 V, Vass = 0, Vass = 4 V)   ID, 
Forward Transconductance, Gate No. 1-to-
Drain (Vos = 15 V. ID = 10 MA, 
VG2S = 4 V, f = 1 kHz)   

Small-Signal Input Capacitance* 
(Vos = 15 V, In = 10 mA, VG2S = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate-No. It (Vos = 15 V. 
In = 10 mA, Vass = 4 V. f = 1 MHz) 

Small-Signal Output Capacitance 
(Vim = 15 V. In = 10 mA, Voss = 4 V  
f = 1 MHz)   

Power Gain (Vim = 15 V, In = 10 mA, 
VG2S = 4 V, f = 200 MHz)   Gis 

Noise Figure (Vos = 15 V. In = 10 mA, 
VG2S = 4 V, f = 200 MHz)   NF 

• Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals. 
Three-terminal measurement with gate No. 2 and source 

Cgs. 

Cr. 

C011.8 

0.5 to 15 

12000 

6 typ; 8.5 max 

0.005 to 0.03 

2 

14 min; 17 typ 

4.5 typ; 6 max 

returned to guard 

40821 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (mos) n-channel de-
pletion type with integrated gate-protection circuits 
used for mixer applications in vhf television receivers 
and other commercial equipment operating at fre-
quencies up to 250 MHz. JEDEC TO-72. Outline No.28. 
For typical drain characteristics and typical forward 
transconductance curves, refer to type 40820. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vns 
Gate-No. 1 Terminal Current   lots 
Gate-No. 2 Terminal Current   Ion; 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 1 Voltage   Vooi 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 2 Voltage   VIIG2 
Drain Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) 
Storage   TSTO 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 
Continuous Working Voltage, at TA = 250C: 
Gate No. 1-to-Source Voltage   Vats 
Gate No. 2-to-Source Voltage   VG2S 

Drain-to-Gate No. 1 Voltage   
Drain-to-Gate No. 2 Voltage 

• Whichever value is less. 

CHARACTER ISTICS 
Gate No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(VDs = 15 V, In = 50 µA, Vass = 4 V)   Vois(off) 

Gate No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 
(Vos = 15 V. In = 50 µA, Vote = 0)   Vass (off) 

Gate-to-Source Forward Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (lamp = Iassse = 100 µA, 
VCRS = Vos — 0)   V(811/01SSP 

Gate No. 2 (Iaissr = Iasi v = 100 µA, 
Vals = Vos — 0)   V(ni)aissr 

Gate-to-Source Reverse Breakdown Volt-
age: 
Gate No. 1 (Ioisss = IG2SSR = 100 µA, 
Vass = VDS — 0)   V(BR)G1SSR 

Gate No. 2 (Ionian = loss» = 100 µA, 
Vats = Vos — 0)   V(RR)G1SSR 

Vnat 
  VDG2 

—0.2 to 20 
±-100 
±100 
24.5 
24.5 
50 

330 
Berate linearly 2.2 

—65 to 175 
—65 to 175 

265 

—4.5 to 3 
—4.5 to 4.5 or 

—4.5 to 0.4 Vue 
20 
20 

—1 typ; —3 max 

—1 VP; —3 max 

11 

11 

mA 

µmho 

pF 

pF 

pF 

dB 

dB 

terminal 

V 
;IA 

V 
V 

mA 

mW 
MW/°C 

°C 
°C 
°C 

V 
V 

V 
V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Gate No. 1-Terminal Forward Current 

(Vos = VG2S = 0, Vais = 4.5 V)   IaissF 50 max nA 
Gate No. 1-Terminal Reverse Current 

(Vas = VG2S = 0, VGIS = —4.5 V)   Lassa 50 max 77A 
Gate No. 2-Terminal Forward Current 

(Vos = Vais = 0, VII2S = 4.5 V)   IG2SSF 50 max 77A 
Gate No. 2-Terminal Reverse Current 

(Vos = VIIIS = 0, W=4 = —4.5 V)   Ia2ssu 50 max 77A 
Zero-Bias Drain Current 

(Vus = 15 V, Vats = 0, VG2S = 4 V)   IDS 0.5 to 20 mA 
Forward Transconductance, Gate No. 1-to-
Drain (Vos = 15 V, Io = 10 mA, 
Va2S = 4 V. f = 1 kHz)   gt,, 12000 ,.mho 

Small-Signal Input Capacitances' 
(Vos = 15 V, Io = 10 mA, VG:. = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   Ch.s, 6 typ; 9 max pF 

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 1:1: (Vos = 15 V, 
ID = 10 MA, Vas.. = 4 V, f = 1 MHz)   C. 0.005 to 0.04 pF 

Small-Signal, Output Capacitance 
(Vos = 15 V, Io = 10 mA, VG2S = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   COSS 2 PF 

Conversion Gain (Vos = 15 V, ID = 10 mA, 
VG.... = 4 V, f = 200/44 MHz)   Gos(c) 11 min dB 

• Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals. 
*.t Three-terminal measurement with gate No. 2 and source returned to guard terminal. 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 40822 
Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (mos) n-channel de-
pletion type with integrated gate-protection circuits 
used for rf-amplifier applications in vhf television re-
ceivers and other commercial equipment operating at 
frequencies up to 250 MHz. JEDEC TO-72. Outline 
No.28. This type is identical with type 40820 except 

for the following items. For typical forward transconductance characteristics 
curves, refer to type 3N187. 

H 15 

125 
Lii 

2 10 

-J 7.5 

5 
rc 
o 

2.5 

o 

TYPICAL DRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
.DRA 
AMBIENT 

40822 
N-TO -SOURCE 

TEMPERATURE 
VOLTS (VDs).15 

(TA .25°C 

, 

o-
. 1/2 

/... 

4)..e ..., 4, o 

0 

).. .1 
Q 
C, ici 

C.) 

—1 

2 
GATE Nol -TO-SOURCE VOLTS (VOIS) 

92C5-,74741 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vus 
Drain-to-Gate No. 1 Voltage   
Drain-to-Gate No. 2 Voltage   VDO2 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V. In = 50 µA, VO2S = 4 V)   Vms(off) 
Gate No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, In = 50 µA. Vois = 0)   VOL'S (off) 
Zero-Bias Drain Current 

(VDs = 15 V. VMS = O. VO2S = 4 V)   Ins 
Small-Signal Input Capacitance 

(Vos = 15 V, In = 10 mA, Voua = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Power Gain (Vos = 15 V, ID = 10 mA, 
Voss = 4 V, f = 200 MHz)   

Noise Figure (Vos = 15 V. Io = 10 mA. 
V628 = 4 V. f = 200 MHz)   NF 

t Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals 

Ci.. 

Gis 

40823 FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR 

—0.2 to 18 
24 
24 

—2 typ; —4 max 

—2 typ; —4 max 

5 to 30 

6.5 typ; 9.5 max 

19 min; 24 typ 

2 typ; 3.5 max 

Si dual insulated-gate field-effect (mos) n-channel de-
pletion type with integrated gate-protection circuits 
used for mixer applications in vhf television receivers 
and other commercial equipment operating at frequen-
cies up to 250 MHz. JEDEC TO-72. Outline No.28. 
This type is identical with type 40821 except for the 
following items. For typical drain characteristics and typical 
conductance curves, refer to type 40822. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Drain-to-Source Voltage   Vos 
Drain-to-Gate No. 1 Voltage   VUOI 
Drain-to-Gate No. 2 Voltage   VD112 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gate No. 1-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, lo = 50 µA, VOIS = 4 V)   Vws(off) —2 typ; —4 max 
Gate No. 2-to-Source Cutoff Voltage 

(Vos = 15 V, ID = 50 µA, VOIS = 0)   Voss (off) —2 typ; —4 max 
Zero-Bias Drain Current 

(Vos = 15 V, VOIS = O. VG2S = 4 V)   Ins 5 to 35 
Small-Signal Input Capacitances 

(Vas = 15 V. In = 10 mA, VG28 = 4 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Small-Signal Reverse Transfer Capacitance, 
Drain-to-Gate-No. 1.• (Vos = 15 V, 
In = 10 mA. VG2M = 4 V. f = 1 MHz)   

Conversion Gain (VDs = 15 V. In = 10 mA, 
Voss = 4 V, f = 100 to 10.7 MHz)   Grs(e) 

t Capacitance between gate No. 1 and all other terminals. 
• Three-terminal measurement with gate No. 2 and source returned to guard terminal. 

V 
V 
V 

V 

V 

rnA 

pF 

dB 

dB 

Cr., 

forward trans-

-0.2 to 18 
22.5 
22.5 

6.5 typ; 10 max 

0.005 to 0.045 

14 min; 18 typ 

v 
v 

v 
mA 

pF 

pF 

dB 
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Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Peak Collector Current   

Technical Data for 
Low- and Medium-Frequency 

Power Transistors 

THIS section contains detailed 
-1- technical data for all current RCA 
low- and medium-frequency power 
transistors intended for both linear 
and switching applications. Separate 
groupings of data are provided for 
low-voltage n-p-n (hometaxial-base) 
types, p-n-p power types, high volt-
age n-p-n types, high-speed n-p-n 
(switching) types, diffused-junction 
n-p-n types, germanium power types, 
and special audio silicon types. With-
in each group, transistors are listed 

in order of ascending power ratings. 
In selection of devices for use in 

new electronic equipment, a prospec-
tive user should refer to the appro-
priate section of the Selection Guide 
included earlier in the Manual. For 
the reader who requires data on spe-
cific types, a complete numerical-
alphabetical-numerical index to all 
current RCA solid-state devices is 
provided immediately following the 
Circuits Section in the back of the 
Manual. 

Low-Voltage N-P-N (Hometanal-Base) Types 

1.5A, 8.75W 40347 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is used in a wide variety of low- and medium-power 
applications where medium- and high-voltage power 
transistors are required, such as switching regulators, 
converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, and 

pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VDE = —1.5 V   \Taw 60 V 
Base open   Wei 40 V 

VEBO 7 V 
Ic 1.5 A 
ic 3 A 

Base Current   la 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 8.75 W 
Ti and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 •C 
Storage   TATO —65 to 200 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 230 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25 °C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VUE = —1.5 V. Ic = 50 mA  Welt (sus) 60 min v 
Ir = 50 mA, In — 0   VCEO (SUS ) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 450 mA, In = 45 mA)   VUE (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ven = 4 V. Ic = 450 mA)   Van 1.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vce = 30 V. RUE = 1 WI, Tc = 25°C   ICER 1 max µA 
Ven = 30 V, RBE = 1 Itil, Tc = 150°C   ICER 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vnn = 7 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 10 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vee = 4 V, lc = 450 mA)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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40347V1 1.5A, 8.75W 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
has an attached heat radiator for printed-circuit-board 
use in a wide variety of low- and medium-power appli-
cations requiring medium- and high-voltage power tran-
sistors for switching regulators, converters, inverters, 
relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 
(with heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical with type 40347 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 4.4 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =- 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   el-A 40 max °C/W 

40347V2 1.5A, 8.75W 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is used in a wide variety of low- and medium-power 
applications requiring medium- and high-voltage power 
transistors for switching regulators, converters, in-
verters, relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio 

HR 
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amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.6. See Mounting Hard-

ware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 

40347 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to •25°C   PT 11.7 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   15 max *C/W 

1.5A, 8.75W 40348 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 

is used in a wide variety of low- and medium-power 

applications where medium- and high-voltage power 

c transistors are required, such as switching regulators, 

converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, and 

pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   W EY 
Base open   VcE0 

VEBO 
iC 
IC 
In 

Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 
Te up to 25°C   PT 
TA and Te above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperatur e 1 10 s max)   TL 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

\Tee = —1.5 V, Ic = 50 mA   Vcev (sue) 90 min v 
Ic = 50 mA, In — 0   VCEO (sus) 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(le = 300 mA, In = 30 mA)   Vce (sat) 0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = 4 V, IC = 300 mA) VBE 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 60 V. Rne = 1 kil, Tc = 25°C   knit 1 max nA 
Vea = 60 V. RBE = 1 MI Te = 150°C   ICER 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 7 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 10 max nA 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Peak Collector Current   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 4 V, Ie = 300 mA   hrip 
Vex = 4 V, h. = 1 A   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 

40348V1 1.5A, 8.75W 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
has an attached heat radiator for printed-ricuit-board 
use in a wide variety of low- and medium-power appli-
cations requiring medium- and high-voltage power tran-
sistors for switching regulators, converters, inverters, MR 
relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 
(with heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical with type 40348 
except for the following items: 

30 to 100 
10 min 
20 max °C/IAT 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

PT 
PT 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ()J-A 

40348V2 POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is used in a wide variety of low -and medium-power 
applications requiring medium- and high-voltage power 
transistors for switching regulators, converters, in-
verters, relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio 
amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.6. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 
40348 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 11.7 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

4.4 
See curve page 300 

40 max °C/W 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   OJ-C 15 max °C/W 

40349 1.5A, 8.75W 

Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is used in a wide variety of low- and medium-power 
applications where medium- and high-voltage power 
transistors are required, such as switching regulators, 
converters, inverters, relay controls, oscillators, and 
pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   Veer 
Base open   VCEO 

160 

160 V 
140 V 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 3 A 
Base Current   Is 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 8.75 W 
Te and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TRIG —65 to 200 ..c 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V, lc -- 50 mA, tp = 300 as, df = 1.8% Vciev(sus) 160 min V 
Ic = 50 mA, Is = 0, tp -- 300 its, df = 1.8%   VCEO (sus) 140 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA, Is — 15 mA)   Vcs (sat ) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V, Ic = 150 mA) Vas 1.1 max VIII 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 90 V, RBE -= 1 xci, Tc = 25°C   ICER I max gA 
VCE = 90 V, Ras = 1 kO, Tc -- 150°C   Icso 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEs -- 7 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 10 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 4 V, Ic = 150 mA   him 25 to 100 
Ws = 4 V, Ic = 450 mA   has 10 min 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ei-c 20 max °C/W 
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POWER TRANSISTOR 40349V1 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
has an attached heat radiator for printed-circuit-board 

• use in a wide variety of low- and medium-power appli-
cations requiring medium- and high-voltage power tran-
sistors for switching regulators, converters, inverters, 

relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 
(with heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical with type 40439 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 4.4 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 40 max °C/W 
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40349V2 POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is used in a wide variety of low- and medium-power 
applications requiring medium- and high-voltage power 
transistors for switching regulators, converters, in- E CS 

verters, relay controls, oscillators, and pulse and audio 
amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.6. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 
40349 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 11.7 
'rt. above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 15 max °C/W 

2N5784 3.5A, 10W 

Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. This type is used 
for medium-power switching and complementary-
symmetry audio amplifier applications. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. This type and type 2N5781 form a com-
plementary pair and is identical with type 2N5781 
except for reversal of polarity signs and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio• (VcE = 2 V. Ir = 0.1 A. f = 200 kHz)   Iht.1 5 to 20 

Turn-On Time (Ve = 30 V, Ic = 1 A, 181 = 0.1 A)   td t. 5 max us 
Turn-Off Tme (\Ter = 30 V, Ir = 1 A, Ills = 0.1 A)   tit 15 max 

• Measured at a frequency where thi. 1 is decreasing at approximately 6 dB per octave. 

2N5785 3.5A, 10W 

Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. This type is used (D-
for medium-power switching and complementary- E 

symmetry audio amplifier applications. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. This type and type 2N5782 form a com-
plementary pair and is identical with type 2N5782 
except for reversal of polarity signs and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio• (VrE = 2 V. Ir = 0.1 A. f = 200 kHz)   Ih.41 5 to 20 

Turn-On Time (Vey = 30 V. h. = 1 A, Is, = 0.1 A)   t. 5 max ss 
Turn-Off Time (Vey = 30 V, k = 1 A, INS = 0.1 A)   t. 15 max its 

• Measured at a frequency where ihi.1 is decreasing at approximately 6 dB per octave. 
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3.5A, 10W 2N5786 
Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-

1 geneous-resistivity silicon material. This type is used 
for medium-power switching and complementary-
symmetry audio amplifier applications. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. This type and type 2N5783 form a com-
plementary pair and is identical with type 2N5783 

except for reversal of polarity signs and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio• (Vve = 2 V, Iv = 0.1 A. f = 200 kHz)   hr.4 5 to 20 

Turn-On Time (Vvr = 30 V, Iv = 1 A, In) = 0.1 A)   td ± b 5 max e 
Turn-Off Time (Vue = 30 V, k = 1 A, fin = 0.1 A)   t. + tt 15 max gs II• Measured at a frequency where Ittr.1 is decreasing at approximately 6 dB per octave. 

4A, 25W 2N3441 
Si n-p-n diffused type for high-voltage applications in 
power-switching circuits, series- and shunt-regulator 
driver and output stages, and in dc-to-dc converters 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. This 
type features a base comprised of a homogeneous-

e e resistivity silicon material. JEDEC TO-66, Outline 
No.25. See Mount lug Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vi-ro 160 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Vile =- —1.5 V   Very 160 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Vili0 (SUS) 140 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veno 7 V 
Collector Current   k 3 A 
Peak Collector Current   iv 4 A 
Base Current   Ie 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tv up to 25°C   PT 25 W 
TA up to 25°C   PT 5.8 W 
TA or Tv above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TsTi: —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 255 °C 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25 C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 0.1 to 2 A. In — 0   Vceo(sus) 140 min V 
L c = 0.1 to 1 A, Vin: = —1.5 V   VI.EV (SUS) 160 min V 
Ii = 0.1 to 1 A. Rue = 100 O   Veen (sus) 150* min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(le = 0.5 A, In = 50 mA)   W E (Sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vie = 4 V. lc = 0.5 A)   Vile 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vce = 140 V. VIII: = —1.5 V, Tv = 25°C   Icev 1 max mA 
Vce ---- 140 V. Vim = —1.5 V. 're --= 150°C   key 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = 7 V. It — 0)   Ieno 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VIE = 4 V. le = 0.5 A)   hre 20 to 80 

Power Rating Test: 
✓ E = 32.5 V. k = 0.9 A, t — 1 s   29 W 
We =- 120 V, I = 0.24 A. t — 1 s   29 W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al -c 741 max °C/W 
• This value does not apply to type 2N3442. 
•This value does not apply to type 40373. 

2N3054 4A, 25W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching 
circuits, series- and shunt-regulator driver and output 
stages, and high-fidelity amplifiers in commercial and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 90 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VISE = —1.5 V   wev (sus) 
Rue = 100 Cl   Veen (sus) 
Base open   VeE0 (sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE80 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   
Tr above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Tc) and Storage (TnTc)   —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TP 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 100 mA, Rug = 100 Cl   
Ic = 100 mA, In — 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
le = 500 mA. Iii = 50 mA  
Ic = 3 A, In = 1 A   

C,F 

90 V 
60 V 
55 V 
7 V 
4 A 
2 A 

PT 25 
PT See curve page 300 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ve = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA) Vue 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VIE = 30 V. Ili — 0   'cc" 0.5 max mA 
Vie = 90 V, VBE = —1.5 V   Ick:x 1 max mA 
Ws = 90 V, Vile = —1.5 V, Tv = 150°C   L'Ex 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vzs = 7 V. Ic — 0)   Isso 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA)   hrx 25 to 100 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Ratio 
(Vie = 4 V, lc = 0.1 A, f = 1 kHz)   ht.. 25 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (k• = 0.2 A)   Pr 800 min kHz 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vie = 4 V, Iv = 0.1 A)   fir ,. 30 min kHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (-)., -.• 7. max •C/W 

• This value applies only to type 2N3054. 

4A, 25W 40372 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type featuring a base corn-

c HR prised of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. 
This type has an attached heat radiator for printed-
circuit-board use in power-switching circuits, series-
and shunt-regulator driver and output stages, and 

E high-fidelity amplifiers in commercial and industrial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat radiators), Outline No.26. This type 
is identical with type 2N3054 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tx up to 25°C   P I 5.8 
TA aoove 25°C   PI See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature _ 25sC) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   30 max °C/W 

4A, 25W 40373 
CHR Si n-p-n diffused type features a base comprised of a 

homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type has 
an attached radiator for printed-circuit-board used in 
high-voltage applications in power-switching circuits, 
series- and shunt-regulator driver and output stages, 

E B and dc-to-dc converters in military, commercial, and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat radiator), Outline No.26. 
This type is identical with type 2N3441 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pz 5.8 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25*C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 30 max °C/W 

4A, 29W 40250 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in audio and in-
verter circuits in 12-volt mobile radio and portable 
communications equipment and in a wide variety of 
intermediate- and high-power applications. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 50 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 50 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   Is 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 29* W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TATO —65 to 200 "C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TP 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.05 A, IE — 0)   V(Bn)cao 50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 0.05 A. Vue = —1.5 V)   Voix)CEV 50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 A)   VCEO (sus) 40 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.005 A, It — 0)   V ammo 5 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage V 

(Ic = 1.5 A, Ix = 0.15 A)   VCE (sat) 1.5 max mA 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vex = 4 V. Ic .= 1.5 A)   VBE 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: V 
Vea = 30 V, IF: = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icso 1 max 
Vea = 30 V, In = 0, Te = 150°C   ICHO 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 5 V, Ic — 0)   Ix» 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ve = 4 V, Ic = 1.5 A)   hint 25 to 100 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-0 6• max C/W 

• This value does not apply to type 40250V1. 

40250V1 4A, 29W 

Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in audio and in-
verter circuits in 12-volt mobile radio and portable 
communications equipment and in a wide variety of 
intermediate- and high-power applications. This type 
has an attached heat radiator for mounting on printed-
circuit-board applications. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat t a 
radiator), Outline No.26. This type is identical with type 40250 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 

2N5293 4A, 36W 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-66 socket. It is used in a wide variety of 
medium-power switching and amplifier applications 
such as series and shunt regulators, and in driver and E 
output stages of high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.52. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. 

5.8 

30 max "C/W 

C.F 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 80 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vim = —1.5 V   VCEV (SUS) 80 V 
RBE = 100 /1   VCER (SUS) 75 V 
Base open   Vezo (sus) 70 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   Is 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 36 W 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.288 W/°C 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.0144 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   're (opr) —65 to 150 *C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.1 A, IB = 0, ti' = 300 ss, df = 0.018   W HO (SUS) 70 min V Il 
Ic = 0.1 A, te = 300 Es, df = 0.018   WEB (SUS) 75 min V 
Van = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 A. te = 300 ss, df = 0.018 VcEv (sus) 80 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ven = 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A. 
te = 300 eis, df = 0.018)   VBE 1.1 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 0.5 A, In = 0.05 A. te = 300 sis, df = 0.018) Ven (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 65 V, Vine = —1.5 V   IcEv 0.5 max mA 
VcE = 65 V. VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   IcEv 3 max mA 
WE = 50 V, RBE = 100 CI   ICEIt 0.5 max mA 
VeE = 50 V. RBE = 100 0, Tc = 150°C   IcEs 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 7 V)   him 1 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = 4 V, lc = 0.5 A. te = 300 us, df = 0.018) heE (pulsed) 30 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 4 V. Ic = 0.2 A) fr 0.8 min MHz 
Turn-On Time (Ver = 30 V, Ic = 0.5 A. 
hi = 0.05 A)   td -I- tr 5 max As 

Turn-Off Time (Ver = 30 V, Ic = 0.5 A, 
Iiii = —0.05 A)   t. + ti 15 max /Is 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al -C 3.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   9J-A 70 max °C/W 

C,F 

4A, 36W 2N5294 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 

E C B such as series and shunt regulators, and in driver and 
output stages of high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.53. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical 
to type 2N5293. 

C,F 

4A, 36W 2N5295 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-66 socket. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 

E B such as series and shunt regulators, and in driver and 
output stages of high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.52. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VcR0 60 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Van = —1.5 V   Vi•Ev (sus) 60 
Ras = 100 CI   Vcxx (sus) 50 
Base open   VcE0 (sus) 40 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Wm) 5 
Collector Current   Ic 4 
Base Current   In 2 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 36 W 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
Ty above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.288 W/"C 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.0144 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature s max) 

>
>
>
<
<
<
<
 
<
 

T., (opr) —65 to 150 °C 
TUTU —65 to 150 °C 

235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Iv = 0.1 A, Iii = 0, ti. = 300 iis, df = 0.018   Vcco (sus) 40 min V 
IC = 0.1 A, ti. = 300 µs, df = 0.018   WEIL (sus) 50 min V 
Vas = —1.5 V, l• = 0.1 A, ti' = 300 its, df = 0.018 Win. (sus) 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (WE = 4 V, lc = 1 A. 
ti. = 300 its, df -= 0.018)   Votos 1.3 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(le -= 1 A. In = 0.1 A, tv = 300 ,is, df = 0.018)   Vo•E (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 35 V, VHS = —1.5 V   IrEV 2 max mA 
W E = 35 V, Val.: = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   Io.Ev 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsx = 5 V)   Iciio 1 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Wet = 4 V, Ii' = 1 A, ti. = 300 As. df = 0.018)   hFri (pulsed) 30 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Wm = 4 V, Ii' = 0. 2A) fT 0.8 max MHz 
Turn-On Time (Vcc = 30 V, lc = 1 A, Iii. = 0.1 A) ta -I- tr 5 max its 
Turn-Off Time (V , = 30 V, lc = 1 A, Iii.2 = —0.1 A) t. -I- ti 15 max jis 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   8.1-e 3.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   eJ -A 70 max °C/W 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N5295 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (%)•4 

\ 

eilte 

L 4 / 4, fc, 
o 

\\ 
468 2 968 2 468 2 468 
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2N5296 4A, 36W 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 

TYPE 2N529 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TD)•25•C 

NORMALIZED POWER 
MULTIPLIER 300»s 

PULSE OPERATION 500irs 
6 -FOR SINGLE 

NONREPETITIVE PULSE \ 6jJ 

4 lc MAX.KONTINUOUS/i 
1ms 

2 — 2 rns . 
100 me 
500 ms 

DC OPERATION e 
e 
4 

2 

.8 
5.0 
3.8 
2.9 
24 

VcE0 MAX.. 40 V  I  1.2 
(285295,285298)1 t .0  
VoS0MAX..60 V _L—.4 

(2915297_,X.• 70 V  I ZN5298) 
VcE0 MA 
(285293,285294)  

I 

4 6 II 2 4 6 
10 100 

COLLECTOR7TO-EMITTER VOLTS (Vm) 
9295-3107T 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting on 
printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety of 
medium-power switching and amplifier applications 
such as series and shunt regulators, and in driver and E C 8 

C;F 
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output stages of high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.53. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical 
to type 2N5295. 

C.F 
4A, 36W 2N5297 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-66 socket. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 

a such as series and shunt regulators, and in driver and 
output stages of high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.52. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   W IG) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage:  
Vas = —1.5 V   W HY (SUS) 
RBE = 100 0   W EB (sus) 
Base open   Vi•e,,(sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   W IG) 
Collector Current   
Base Current   Iii 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25"C   
TA up to 25*C   
Tc above 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ(opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.1 A, Ili = 0. ti' = 300 us, df = 0.018   
Ii' = 0.1 A. te = 300 ps, df = 0.018   
Vue = —1.5 V, lc = 0.1 A, te = 300 ps, df = 0.018 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vie = 4 V, L. = 1.5 A, 
te = 300 jis, df = 0.018)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(If: = 1.5 A, Iii = 0.15 A, te = 300 /Ls, df = 0.018) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vce = 65 V. Vue= —1.5 V   
VCE = 65 V. Vue. = —1.5 V, Ti  = 150°C   
Ve e = 50 V, Rae = 100 0   
Vie = 50 V. Rae = 100 0, Ti  = 150*C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vii = 5 V)   
Pulsed-Cutoff Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vie = 4 V, L.. = 1.5 A, te = 300 jis, df = 0.018) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vie = 4 V, Ii = 0.2 A) 
Turn-On Time (Vi = 30 V, Ii = 1.5 A. 

Iei = 0.15 A)   
Turn-Off Time (Vie = 30 V, L. = 1.5 A, 

182 = —0.15 A)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

CF 

E 

output stages of 
ware for desired 
to type 2N5297. 

We,. (sus) 
Vii ( sus ) 
Veer ( SUS ) 

Vue 

Vue (sat) 

IreV 
Ice,' 
Ieelt 
heu  
'EDO 
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PT 36 
PT 1.8 
PT Derate linearly at 0.228 W/°C 
PT Derate linearly at 0.0144 W/°C 

—65 to 150 
—65 to 150 

235 

60 min 
70 min 
80 min 

1.5 max 

1 max 

0.5 max 
3 max 

0.5 max 
2 max 
1 max 

°C 
°C 
°C 

mA 
mA 
mA 
mA 
mA 

hyB(pulsed) 20 to 80 
Pr 0.8 min MHz 

td + t, 5 max jis 

t,. ± tr 15 max lis 
Hi-,. 3.5 max °C/W 
Hi-s 70 max °C/W 

4A, 36W 2N5298 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 
such as series and shunt regulators, and in driver and 

high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.53. See Mounting Hard-
mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical 
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2N5490 7A, 50W 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. E C e 
Outline No.53. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Venn 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

VISE = -1.5 V   Verev (sus) 60 V 
RBI: = 100 0   VCER (sus) 50 
Base open   VrEo(sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vimio 5 V 
Collector Current   L. 7 A 
Base Current   Li 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 50 W 
Ti. above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.4 W /°C 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.0144 W /°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) 

Ti (opr) 
TSTI: 
Ti. 

C,F 

-65 to 150 °C 
-65 to 150 °C 

235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
IC = 0.1 A. ID = 0, base open, ti' = 300 its, 
df = 0.018   Vis.)(sus) 40 min V 

Iv = 0.1 A. Rae = 100 0, ti' = 300 iis, df = 0.018   Vers(sus) 50 min V 
Vue = -1.5 V, L. = 0.1 A, base-emitter junction 
reverse biased. ti' = 300 µS, df = 0.018   Visv 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(L. = 2 A, Li = 0.2 A, ti' = 300 sis, df = 0.018)   Vis(sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vis = 4 V, L. = 2 A, 
ti, = 300 p.s, df = 0.018)   Vii r: 1.1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
We = 40 V, Rae = 100 0   ICelt 2 max mA 
Vis = 40 V, Rae = 100 fl, Tr = 150°C   lers 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vu = 5 V)   leBO 1 max in A 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vis = 4 V, Iv = 2 A, ti' = 300 Rs. df = 0.018)   his (pulsed) 20 to 100 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vis = 4 V, L• = 0.5 A) Ur 0.8 min MHz 

10 
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MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 
TYPE EN5490 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25•0 

NORMALIZED POWER MULTFLIER 
20461 
250µs 

PULSE OPERATION FOR \ 
SINGLE NONREPETITIVE PULSE 

i 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Turn-On Time i Vcc = 30 V, L• = 2 A. Ii. = 0.2 Al Ls+ tr 5 max lis 
Turn-Off Time (V,..• = 30 V, I.. = 2 A. In = 0.2 A) ta + ti 15 max /is 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (-)J-c 2.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   RI -A 70 max °C/W 

7A, 50W 2N5491 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-66 socket. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 

E e in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
Outline No.52. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical to type 2N5490. 

C,F 
7A, 50W 2N5492 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 

E C B in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
Outline No.53. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
For maximum operating area curves, refer to type 2N5490. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Velti I 75 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage:  

Vin: = —1.5 V   Vccv (sus) 75 
RBI; = 100 0   VcEE (sus) 65 
Base open   VcEn(sus) 55 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VED0 5 
Collector Current   Ii. 7 
Base Current   Ls 3 
Transistor Dissipation: 

T. up to 25-C   
Tv above 25°C   
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   TAT,: —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.1 A, In = 0, base open, ti' = 300 !Ls, 
df = 0.018   Veal) (SUS) 55 min V 

L' = 0.1 , Rae = 100 0. ti' = 300 its, df = 0.018   Vcee(sus) 65 min V 
Vue = —1.5 V, It = 0.1 A. base-emitter junction  

reverse biased, tr. = 300 as, df = 0.018   Vcer (sus ) 75 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage  

(le = 2.5 A, In = 0.25 A, ti' = 300 ps, df = 0.018) VcE(sat) 1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (We = 4 V. Ic = 2.5 A, 

ti' = 300 its, df = 0.018)   VUE 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 70 V, VBE = —1.5 V, base-emitter 
reverse biased   LS,' 1 max mA 

VIE = 70 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Te = 150°C. 
base-emitter reverse biased   leer 5 max mA 

E 
We = 55 V, Rae = 100 0   Ices 0.5 max mA 

0 ICIt VeE = 55 V, BBC = 100 , Tc = 150°C   3.5 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veit = 5 V)   him 1 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio  

(VcE = 4 V, Ic = 2.5 A, ti' = 300 µs, df = 0.018) lwe(pulsed) 20 to 100 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (WE = 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A) Pr 0.8 min MHz 

»
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PT 50 W 
PT Derate linearly at 0.4 W/°C 
PT 1.8 W 
PT Derate linearly at 0.0144 W/°C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Turn-On Time (Vie -= 30 V. Ic = 2.5 A. 

lai = 0.25 A)   
Turn-Off Time (Vie = 30 V, Ic = 2.5 A. 

Iii 2 = 0.25 A)   
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient 

2N5493 7A, 50W 

td tr. 

ta tf 

8.1-1• 
KT-A 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-66 socket. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
Outline No.52. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical to type 2N5492. 

5 max as 

15 max ps 
2.5 max °C/W 
70 max °C/W 

2N5494 7A, 50W 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. E G a 

Outline No.53. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
For maximum ratings and maximum operating area curves, refer to 
type 2N5490. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.1 A, Iii = 0, base open, te = 300 as, df = 0.01.8 Vcieo(sus) 40 min v 
Ic = 0.1 A. RBE = 100 Cl, t a = 300 µs, df = 0.018  VER(sus) 50 min V 
Vine = —1.5 V. II = 0.1 A, base-emitter junction 
reverse biased   W E V ( SUS ) 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 3 A, Iii = 0.3 A, te = 300 µs. df = 0.018)   Vele (sat) 1 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V. lc = 3A, 
te = 300 as. df = 0.018)   Vim 1.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcie = 55 V. VBE = —1.5 V   Icier 1 max mA 
Vcie = 55 V, VSE = —1.5 V, Te = 150°C   Icier 5 max mA 
\Type = 40 V, RBE = 100 CI   Icieie 0.5 max mA 
VcE = 40 V. RBI: = 100 l), Tr = 150°C   Lies 3.5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (1/Es = 5 V)   laso 1 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ic = 3 A. te = 300 µs, df = 0.018)   h FE ( pulsed) 20 to 100 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vic = 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A)   Fr 0.8 min MHz 
Turn-On Time (Vcc = 30 V. k = 3 A, hi = 0.3 A) td + t, 5 max as 
Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 30 V. In = 3 A, Iles = 0.3 A) t.. -I- ti, 15 max as 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0,-.• 2.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   Hi-.'. 70 max °C/W 

E 

2N5495 7A, 50W 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-66 socket. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
Outline No.52. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical to type 2N5494. 

C,F 

E e 
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CF 
7A, 50W 2N5496 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 

E c B in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
Outline No.53. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
For maximum operating area curves, refer to type 2N5490. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vent) 90 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Veut (sus) 90 
Rn E = 100 Cl   W EB (SUS) 80 
Base open   W E,, (SUS) 70 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERSO 5 
Colector Current   Ir 7 
Base Current   In 3 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
Te above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.4 W/°C 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.0144 W/"C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 235 °C 

PT 50 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.1 A, Ili = 0, base open, ti. = 300 gs, 
df = 0.018   

Ie = 0.1 A, RUE = 100 Cl, ti. = 300 gs, df = 0.018   
VISE = —1.5 V, Ie = 0.1 A, base-emitter junction 
reverse biased   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(It = 3.5 A, In = 0.35 A, ti. = 300 sis, df = 0.018) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vis = 4 V, It = 3.5 A, 
= 300 gs, df = 0.018)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
• = 85 V. Vale = —1.5 V   
• = 85 V. Vnu = —1.5 V, Te = 150°C   
V('E = 70 V. Rau = 100 0   
• = 70 V, Ritz = 100 0, Ti = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vez = 5 V)   
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ie = 3.5 A, = 300 ¡is. df = 0.018) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = 4 V, Ii' = 0.5 A) 
Turn-On Time (Vey = 30 V, Ic = 3.5 A. 

Izi = 0.35 A)   
Turn-Off Time (Vet = 30 V, Ic = 3.5 A, 
IB2 = 0.35 A)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

c.F 

>
>
<
<
<
<
 
<
 

W E,/ (SUS) 70 min V 
W EB (SUS) 80 min V 

VrEt (SUS) 90 min V 

Vez (sat) 1 max V 

W E 1.7 max V 

1 max mA 
Iezv 5 max mA 
Iezz 0.5 max mA 
Iezii 3.5 max mA 
Imm 1 max mA 

hri: (pulsed) 20 to 100 
fr 0.8 min MHz 

td + tr 5 max 

t. + tt 15 max is 
2.5 max °C/W 
70 max °C/W 

7A, 50W 2N5497 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-66 socket. It is used in a wide variety 
of medium-power switching and amplifier applications 

E • in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
Outline No.52. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical to type 2N5496. 
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2N4347 15A, 117W 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. This type is used 
in high-voltage applications in power-switching cir-
cuits, audio amplifiers, series and shunt regulators, 
drivers, and output stages, dc-to-dc converters, in-
verters, and solenoid (hammer)/relay driver service 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-3, Outline 
No.2. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 140 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vale = —1.5 V   VCEV 140 V 
Base open   Vcso 120 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 5 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 10 A 
Base Current   IB 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

T.: up to 25°C   PT 100 W 
Ty above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 255 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
L. = 0.2 A to 3 A, In — 0   VCEO (sus) 120 min V 
Van = —1.5 V, k = 0.1 A to 1.5 A   VCEV (sus) 140 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 2 A. 
In = 0.2 A)   Veis (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vce. = 4 V, Ic = 2 A)   Vas 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Veis = 120 V, Vice = —1.5 V   Ices 2 max mA 
VCE = 120 V. Van = —1.5 V. Tr = I50°C   ICE,/ 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Visa = 7 V. Ic = 0)   ISM) 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Wm = 4 V, 
L. = 2 A)   Iwo 20 to 70 

Power Rating Test (Wm = 67 V. Ic = 1.5 A. t = 1 s) 100 W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es -C 1.75 max °C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTRISTICS 
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12A, 100W 2N5034 
C F Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-

geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic pacgage with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-3 socket. It is used in a wide variety of 
high-power switching and amplifier applications such 

E B as series and shunt regulators, drivers, and output 
stages Ior high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.50. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 55 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VUE = —1.5 V   VCEV (sus) 55 V 
RUE = 100 0   VCER (SUS) 45 V 
Base open   VCEO (SUS) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 6 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 12 A 
Base Current   IB 6 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 83 W 
Tc above 25°C  PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 5 mA, 

Ic = 0)   V(BIDEBO 5 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

It = 0.2 A. IE = 0, t., = 300 Es, df = 1.8%   VCEO (SUS) 40 min V 
VUE ---: —1.5 V. Ic = 0.1 A, tp -=- 300 Es, df = 1.8%   VcEv (sus) 55 min V 
ROE Z-- 100 a lc . 0.2 A, tp = 300 izs, df = 1.8% •••• VcEit (sus) 45 min v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = 4 V, Ic = 2.5 A. 
tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   VUE 1.7 max v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 2.5 A, 
In = 0.25 A. tp =- 300 jis, df = 1.8%)   VCE (sat) I max v 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vct: = 35 V, Rn E = 100 CI   ICES 1 max mA 
VCE = 35 V, Rae = 100 a Tc = 150°C   ICES 5 max mA 
VE = 50 V, Vas = —1.5 V   IcEv 1 max mA 
VcE = 50 V, VUE = —1.5 V. Tc = 150°C   IcEv 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBo 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE .r_.- 4 V, Ic = 2.5 A, to = 300 Es, df = 1.8%)   hFE (pulsed) 20 to 70 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A)   fz 0.8 to 2.8 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ti-c 1.5 max °C/W 

e 

7 
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2N5035 12A, 100W 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of high-power switching and amplifier applications 
such as series and shunt regulators, drivers, and output 
stages for high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.51. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical to 
type 2N5034. 

2N5036 12A, 100W 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-3 socket. It is used in a wide variety of 
high-power switching and amplifier applications such 
as series and shunt regulators, drivers, and output E 

stages for high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.50. See Mounting Hardm are 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCE0 70 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Van = —1.5 V   VCET (sus) 70 V 
REE = 100 fl   VCER (SUS) 60 V 
Base open   VCE0 EB0 (sus) 50 V 

v Emitter-to-Base Voltage   5 V 
Collector Current   lc 8 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 12 A 
Base Current   Is 6 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 83 W  
Tc above 25°C  PT See curve page 300 

Temperature flange: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 5 mA, 

Ic = 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A, In = 0, tp = 300 gs. df = 1.8%   
VEE = —1.5 V. Ic = 0.1 A, tp = 300 ps, df = 1.8%   
Rs e = 100 fl, Ic = 0.2 A, tp = 300 es, df = 1.8%   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vac = 4 V. Ic = 3 A, 
tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%)   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
10 

TYPE 2N5036 
CASE TEMPERATURE (T)25C 
600 
---r 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 3 A, 

4, = 300 us, df = 1.8%, Is .=. 0.3 A)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 50 V, Rae = 100 fi   ICER 1 max mA 
Vcr, = 50 V, ABE = loo SI Tc = 150°C   ICES 5 max mA 
W u = 65 V. VBE = —1.5 V   ICEV 1 max mA 
Ven = 65 V. Vine = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   Ion, 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 5 V. Ic — 0)   Icao 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcc = 4 V, Ic = 3 A, tp = 300 us, df = 1.8%)   him (pulsed) 20 to 70 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcu = 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A)   fT 0.8 to 2.8 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Oa-c 1.5 max *c/w 

C.F 
12A, 100W 2N5037 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of high-power switching and amplifier applications such 
as series and shunt regulators, drivers, and output 

stages for high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.51. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical to 
type 2N5036. 

C.F 
12A, 100W 40513 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package having horizontal leads for mounting 
on printed-circuit boards. It is used in a wide variety 
of high-power switching and amplifier applications such 

a as series and shunt regulators, drivers, and output 
stages for high-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.51. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical with 
type 40514. 

CF 
12A, 100W 40514 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-3 socket. It is used in a wide variety of 
high-power switching and amplifier applications such 

E e as series and shunt regulators, drivers, and output 
stages for ingh-fidelity amplifiers. Outline No.50. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. For collector-characteristics and transfer-
characteristics curves, refer to type 2N5034. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ran = 100 fl) Vces (sus) 45 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 6 A 
Peak Collector Current   Ic 12 A 
Base Current   IB 6 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 83 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 5 mA)   V(BR)EBO 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Rae = 100 il, 

lc = 0.2 A, tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   VCER (SUS) 45 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 4 V. Ic = 2.5 A, 

tp 7.-- 300 its, df = 1.8%)   Vas 1.7 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter-to-Saturation Voltage (Ic = 2.5 A, 

tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%, Is = 0.25 A)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 20 V, Ras = 100 ri   ICES 2.5 max mA 
VE = 20 V. Ra E = 100 Cl, Tc = 150°C   ICER 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES := 5 V, Ic — 0)   Isao 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = 4 V, Ic = 2.5 A, tp = 300 ;Ls, df = 1.8%)   hrE (pulsed) 20 to 70 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (VCs = 4 V, Ic = 0.5 A)   fT 0.8 to 2.8 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   8.1-C 1.5 max °C/W 

2N3055 15A, 117W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching 
circuits, series- and shunt-regulator driver and output 
stages, and high-fidelity amplifiers in commercial and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
RBE = 100 Cl   
Base open   
VBE = —1.5 V   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   
Ty. above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   71( opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A. tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%   VCEO (sus) 60 min V 
I = 0.2 A. t. = 300 its, df = 1.8%. RBF: = 100 fl   Vcee (sus) 70 min V 
Ic = 0.1 A, VBE = —1.5 V, t. = 300 its, df = 1.8%   VCEV (sus) 90 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VE = 4 V, Ic = 4 A. 
tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   VBE 1.8 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 4 A. IS = 0.4 A   VCE (sat) 1.1 max V 
Ic = 10 A, Ia = 3.3 A   VCE (sat) 8 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
WE = 30 V. Ia — 0   Ice° 0.7 max mA 
VCE = 100 V, VBE = —1.5 V   ICES 5 max mA 
VCE = 100 V, Vas = —1.5 V, Tr = 150°C   ICEX 30 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 7 V)   Ira° 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vce = 4 V, Ic = 10 A, tp = 300 us, df = 1.8%   hrE 5 min 
VCE = 4 V. Ic = 4 A, t. = 300 its, df = 1.8%   hrE 20 to 70 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Ratio 
(VCs = 4 V. lc = 1 A)   hr. 15 to 120 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ic = 1 A)   fr 800 min kHz 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vcs = 4 V, k = 1 A)   fife 10 min kHz 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current 
(Vac = 60 V, Ic = 1.95 A)   Is/b 1 min 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9.1-c 1.5 max .cis 

Cf 

Wee (sus) 70 V 
VCEO (SUS) 60 V 
'War (SUS) 90 V 
VEBO 7 V 
Ic 15 A 
IB 7 A 

115 
Pr See curve page 300 
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15A, 117W 2N3442 
Si n-p-n diffused type for high-voltage applications in 
power-switching circuits, series- and shunt-regulator 
driver and output stages, and in dc-to-dc converters in 
military, industrial, and commercial equipment. This 
type features a base comprised of a homogeneous-

E 0 resistivity silicon material. JEDEC TO-3, Outline 
No.2. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 
is identical with type 2N3441 except for the following items: 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   Ic 10 A 
Base Current   IB 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 117 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

It, = 0.2 to 3 A, In — 0   Veo(sus) 140 min V 
Xe = 0.1 to 1.5 A. VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV (SUS) 160 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(It, = 3 A. Is = 300 mA)   Ven (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V. Ic = 3 A)   VBE 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 140 V. Vim = —1.5 V. Te = 150°C   ICEV 10 max mA 
Veit = 140 V. In — 0   ICEV 1 mA 

IEBO 5 max mA Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 7 V. lc — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = 4 V, Ic = 3 A)   hrs 
Power Rating Test 

(Vex = 78 V. Ic = 1.5 A, t = 1 s   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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40251 15A, 117W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in audio and in-
verter circuits in 12-volt mobile radio and portable 
communications equipment and in a wide variety of 
intermediate- and high-power applications. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

VIlE = —1.5 V   VeEr 
Base open   VEO 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEno 
Collector Current   lc 
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 117 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 •C 
Storage   TSTB —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TP 235 •C 

50 v 

50 V 
40 v 
5 11 
15 A 
7 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (le = 0.1 A, 
Is — 0)   VatIOCHO 50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = •0.1 A, 
Vine = —1.5 V)   \rummer 50 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IR = 0.01 A, 
Ic — 0)   V(BR)E110 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(k = 0.2 A)   VcEo(sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Iv = 8 A, In = 0.8 A)   VCE (sat) 1.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter voltage (yes = 4 V, IC = 8 A)   VBE 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VIE = 40 V. Vim = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   ICET 2 max mA 
VE = 40 V, Vise = —1.5 V. Tv = 150°C   IcEr 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEn = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEno 10 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VIE = 4 V, Ic = 8 A)   hit 15 to 60 
Power Rating Test (VcE = 39 V, Ic = 3 mA)   1 s 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.5 max "c w 
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Low- and Medium-Frequency Power Transistors 413 

30A, 150W 2N4348 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. This type is used 
in high-voltage applications in power-switching cir-
cuits, audio amplifiers, series and shunt regulators, 
drivers, and output stages, dc-to-dc converters, in-

s verters, and solenoid (hammer) /relay driver service 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-3, Outline 
No.2. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 140 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Vczv 140 
Base open   Vczo 120 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 
Collector Current   Ic 10 
Peak Collector Current   Ic 30 
Base Current   IB 4 
Peak Base Current   is 15 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 
Te above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 •C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tz 230 °C 
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See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 5 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO 7 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 A to 1.5 A   V, Es (sus) 140 min v 
Ic = 0.2 A to 3 A, Is — 0  VCEO (sus) 120 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 5 A, 
In = 0.5 A)   \Ten (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves -=. 4 V, Ic = 5 A)   Visa 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

\,T e = 120 V, Vas = —1.5 V   ICEV 2 max mA 
V, i: = 120 V, Ir. = 0, Tv = 150°C   Iesi, 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEs = 7 V. Ic — 0)   him 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez =-. 4 V, Iv = 5 A, 4, = 300 zs, f = 60 Hz)   hvp: (pulsed) 15 to 60 
Power Rating Test (Ves = 80 V, Ic = 1.5 A. t = 1 s) 120 W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ar-c 1.46 max "C/W 
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2N3771 30A, 150W 
Si n-p-n type with high collector-current rating (30 A 
max) for intermediate- and high-power applications 
such as public-address amplifiers, power supplies, and 
low-speed switching regulators and inverters. This type 
features a base comprised of a homogeneous-resistivity 
silicon material. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

C,F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vein:. 50 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = — 1.5 V. Ras = 100 n  VCEV 50 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 v 
Collector Current   Ic 30 A 
Peak Collector Current   lc 30 V 
Base Current   IB 7.5 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25•C   PT 150 W  
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Te 230 °C 

ties (pulsed) 15 to 60 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 4 V, Ic = 1 A)   fT 800 kHz 
Power Rating Test (Ves = 33.5 V, Ic = 4.5 A, t = 1 s) 150 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   1.17 max °C/W 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ras = 100 0. Ic = 0.2 A   VCER (SUS) 45 V 
VEB = — 1.5 V, Ic = 0.2 A  W E,/ (sus) 50 V 
VBE = — 1.5 V, Ic = 0.3 A. RBE = no 0  VCEV (sus) 50 min V 
Ic = 0.2 A, Is — 0   Veso (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(IB = 1.5 A, Ic = 15 A, tp = 300 sis. 

f = 60 Hz)   VCE (sat) 2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V, Ic = 15 A, 

te = 300 its, f = 60 Hz)   Vas 2.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 50 V. Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ica° 2 max MA 
Ves = 30 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   leso 10 max mA 
Ws = 50 V, VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   Icier 2 max mA 
Vez = 30 V, V ISE = —1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   'env 10 max mA 
VCE = 30 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   Iczo 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VnB = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V. Ic = 15 A, tp = 300 ss, 
f = 60 Hz) 
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Low- and Medium-Frequency Power Transistors 415 

C.F 

30A, 150W 2N3772 
Si n-p-n type with high collector-current rating (30 A 
max) for intermediate- and high-power applications 
such as public-address amplifiers, power supplies, and 
low-speed switching regulators and inverters. This type 
features a base comprised of a homogeneous-resistivity 
silicon material. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mount-

ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage  VCBO 100 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
V BE = — 1.5 V   VCEV 90 
Base open  VCEO 60 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage  V EBO 7 
Collector Current   Ic 20 
Peak Collector Current   ic 30 
Base Current   Is 5 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 
Tc above 25 °C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T..1(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   —65 to 200 TST0 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti'  230 °C 
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See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
V ISE = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.3 A. R BE = 100 Cl   VCEV (sus) 90 min V 
V S11 = — 1.5 V, It = 0.2 A   Veer (sus) 80 V 
Rigs = 100 Cl, IC = 0.2 A   VCER (sus) 45 V 
Ic = 0.2 A, Is — 0   W E° (sus) 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Is = 1 A, It = 10 A, tp = 300 ss, 

f = 60 Hz)   Ves (sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (We = 4 V, Ic = 10 A. 

tp = 300 As, f =- 60 Hz)   VBE 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 100 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   kilo 5 max mA 
Ves = 30 V, Is = 0, Te = 150°C   kilo 10 max mA 
Ves = 100 V. V BE = — 1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   ICEV 5 max mA 
Ves = 30 V. V BE = — 1.5 V, Te = 150°C   ICEV 10 max mA 
Ve E = 50 V, In = 0. Te = 25°C   leso 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 7 V. Ic — 0)   hum 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V. Ie = 10 A, tp = 300 gs, 
f = 60 Hz)   his (pulsed) 15 to 60 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vela =- 4 V, lc = 1 A)   fr 800 kHz 
Power Rating Test (Ves = 33.5 V. Ic = 4.5 A. t = 1 s) 150 W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.17 max °C/W 
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2N3773 30A, 150W 
Si n-p-n type with high collector-current rating (30 A 
max) for intermediate- and high-power applications 
such as public-address amplifiers, power supplies, and 
low-speed switching regulators and inverters. This type 
features a base comprised of a homogeneous-resistivity 
silicon material. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 160 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 160 V 
Base open   VCEO 140 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 16 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 30 A 
Base Current   Is 4 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
'Fe above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 5 mA, 

Ic — 0)   VonnEBO 7 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 to 1.5 A   Vezv (sus) 160 min V 
Ic = 0.2 to 3 A. Is — 0   Vest) (sus) 140 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Is = 0.8 A. Ic = 8 A, tp = 300 ps, 

f = 60 Hz)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V. Ic = 8 A, 

tp = 300 e, f = 60 Hz)   VBE 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VUE = 140 V. VBE = —1.5 V, Tr = 25°C   ICEV 2 max mA 
Vce = 140 V, In = 0, Tc = 150°C   ICEV 10 max mA 
Ws = 120 V, h = 0, Tc = 25°C   'CEO 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 7 V, Ic — 0)   Iseo 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vce = 4 V, Ic = 8 A, tp = 300 Its, 
f = 60 Hz)   hvs (pulsed) 15 to 60 

Power Rating Test (Ves = 100 V, Ic = 1.5 A, t = 1 s) 150 W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 1.17 max °C/W 
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Low- and Medium-Frequency Power Transistors 417 

C,F 

100A, 300W 2N5578 
Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. It is used in high-
power linear and switching applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. Outline No.55. 
For maximum operating area curves, refer to type 

E a 2N5575. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 90 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
RBE = 10 0, Van = —1.5 V   VcEs (sus) 90 V 
Base open   V, co (sus) 70 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 8 I/ 
Collector Current   Ii 60 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 80 A 
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C, VeE up to 25 V   PT 300 w Ty up to 25°C, VCE above 25 V   In 15 A 

PT See curve page 300 

n 

Tr above 25°C. Ve E above 25 V   PT See curve page 300 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ii' = 0.2 A   VCEO (MS ) 70 min V 
Vas = —1.5 V, lc = 0.2 A, REE = 10 0, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased   Veux (sus) 90 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic= 40 A  
IB = 4 V, h. •• 350 us, df = 0.02)   WE (sat) 1.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic, = 40 A, In = 
4 V, tu ••• 350 µs. df = 0.02)   VBE (sat) 2.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 4 V, IC = 40 V, 
tu' 350 as. df = 0.02)   Vas 2.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VE = 80 V, VBE = —1.5 V. base-emitter junction 
reverse biased   IcEc 10 max mA 

VCE = 70 V, R13E = 10 0   ICER 5 max mA 
WE = 80 V, VBE = —1.5 V. 're = 150°C, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased   'cm- 20 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 8 V)   Inn° 10 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = 4 V, Ic = 40 A. tip --5 350 us, df = 0.02)   hus (pulsed) 10 to 40 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V, IE — 0)   Cobo 2000max pF 
Input Capacitance (Visa = 0.5 V, k — 0)   Cubo 4000 max pF 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (WE = 4 V, Ic = 10 A)   fr 400 to 2000 kHz 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Vis = 25 V. 
non-repetitive pulse = 1 s, base forward biased)  Is/a 12 min A 

Second Breakdown Energy (Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 7 A  
Raz = 10 SI L = 33 mH, base reverse biased)   Es/b 0.8 min J 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Hi -c 0.5 max °C/W 

2N5579 100A, 300W 
Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. It is used in high-
power linear and switching applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. Outline No.56. 
This type is electrically identical to type 2N5578. 

2N5580 100A, 300W 
Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. It is used in high-
power linear and switching applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. Outline No.57. 
This type is electrically identical to type 2N5578. 

2N5575 100A, 300W 
Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. It is used in high-
power linear and switching applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. Outline No.55. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
RBE = 10 n, VBE = —1.5 V   VCEX (SUS) 70 V 
Base open   VCEO (SUS) 50 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEno 8 V 
Collector Current   Ic 80 A 
Peak Collector Current   i'• 100 A 
Base Current   la 20 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C, VCE up to 25 V   PT 300 w 
're up to 25°C, VCE above 25 V   PT See curve page 300 
Tc above 25°C, VCE above 25 V   PT See curve page 300 
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Low- and Medium-Frequency Power Transistors 419 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 

Operating (Junction)   T3(opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A   VCE0 (SUS) 50 min V 
Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.2 A, RBE = 10 0, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased   Vezx (sus) 70 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 60 A  
Ia = 6 A, te •,-5- 350 la, df = 0.02)   VcE (sat) 2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (lc = 60 A, In =-
6 A, te •• 350 as, df = 0.02)   Vas (sat) 3 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = 4 V, Ie = 60 A  
tip 350 jis, df = 0.02)   Vn E 3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 60 V, VBE = —1.5 V, base-emitter junction 

reverse biased   ICEV 10 max mA 
Ves = 50 V, Ras = 10 (1   ICER 5 max mA 
Ves = 60 V, Vas = —1.5 V, Te ..-- 150°C, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased   ICEV 20 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 8 V)   IEBO 10 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = 4 V, Ic = 60 A, Lp 350 ns, df = 0.02)   hrE (pulsed) 10 to 40 
Output Capacitance (W E = 10 V. IS — 0)   Cobo 2000 max pF 
Input Capacitance (VES = 0.5 V. Iv — 0)   Cubo 4000 max PF 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 10 A)   fz 400 to 2000 kHz 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current (VcE = 25 V, 

non-repetitive pulse = 1 s, base forward biased)   Is/b 12 min A 
Second Breakdown Energy (Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 7 A  
RBE = 10 0, L = 33 mil, base reverse biased)   Es/e 0.8 min J 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 0.5 max °CAN, 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 
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100A, 300W 2N5576 
Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous silicon material. It is used in high-power linear 
and switching applications in military, industrial, and 
commercial equipment. Outline No.56. This type is 
electrically identical with type 2N5575. 
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2N5577 100A, 300W 

Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous silicon material. It is used in high-power linear 
and switching applications in military, industrial, and 
commercial equipment. Outline No.57. This type is 
electrically identical with type 2N5575. 

2N4036 

P-N-P Power Types 

—1A, 7W 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in a 
wide variety of small-signal, medium-power, and high-
speed saturated switching applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. The p-n-p con-
struction permits complementary operation with a 
matching n-p-n type such as the 2N2102. JEDEC TO-
5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = 1.5 V   
RBE ≤ 200 CI   
Base —open   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation:• 
TA up to 25°C   
Tr: up to 25°C   
TA or Tc above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T3 (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSUI —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr, 230 °C 
' See curve for maximum pulse operating areas. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Iv = 0.1 mA, 

Is — 0)   V(BR)cso —90 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = —0.1 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO —7 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = 1.5 V. Ic = —100 Mil   V CEV (SUS) —85 min V 
Res 5 200 0, Ic = —100 mA   Vent (SUS ) —85 min V 
L.: = —100 mA, In — 0   VCEO (EUE ) —65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —150 mA, In = —15 MA)   VCE (sat) —0.65 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = —10 V, Iv = —150 mA) VBE —1.1. V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —60 V. In — 0   Ica° —0.02 max µA 
VCE = —30 V. In — 0   Icco —0.5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEs = —5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO —0.02 max p.A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = —10 V. Ic = —0.1 mA)   heE 20 min 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = —10 V. Ic = —150 mA. tp = 300 ¡is, df <_.. 2% heE(pulsed) 40 to 140 
Vac = —10 V. Ic = —500 mA. tp = 300 e, df 2% heE(pulsed) 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = —10 V, Ic = —50 mA, f = 20 MHz)   hr. 3 min 

Input Capacitance (VEE = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   Clbo 90 max PF 
Output Capacitance (Vcii = —10 V, IE — 0)   Cobo 30 max PF 
Saturated Switching Turn-On Time (VcE = —30 V. 
le = —150 mA, Ini = —15 MA, VBB .-- 4 V)   td + t, 110" max ns 

C,F 

Vest) —90 V 

VCEV (sus) —85 V 
VCER (SUS) —85 V 
VCEO (sus) —65 V 
VEBO —7 V 
Ic —1 A 
IB —0.5 A 

PE 1 
PT 7 
PT See curve page 300 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Saturated Switching Turn-Off Time (VCs = -30 V, 
Ic = -150 mA. IB2 = 15 mA, Vas T.-:, 4 V)   t + t f 700. max ns 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   43.1-c 25 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0,-A 165 max °C/W 

• This value does not apply to type 2N4314. 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 
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—1A, 7W 2N4037 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in a 
wide variety of small-signal, medium-power applications 
in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. The 
p-n-p construction permits complementary operation 
with a matching n-p-n type such as the 2N3053. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.5. For maximum operating and trans-

fer-ratio characteristics curves, refer to type 2N4036. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR° -60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = 1.5 V   
Ram ≤ 200 fl   
Base -open 

Von, (sus) -60 V 
VCER (SUS) -60 V 
VCEO (SUS) -40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO -7 V 
Collector Current   Ic -1 A 
Base Current   Is -05 A 
Transistor Dissipation :• 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO -65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

• See curve for maximum pulse operating areas. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = -0.1 mA, 
h = 0)   V(BR/C130 -60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = -0.1 mA, 
Ic - 0)   V(BR)EBO -7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: V 
Vim = 1.5 V. lc = -100 mA   Venv (sus) -60 min 
Rem ≤ 200 0. Ic = -100 mA   VCER (SUS) -60 min V 
Ic =--100 mA, IB - 0   VCEO (sus) -40 min V 

4 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = —150 mA, Is = —15 mA)   VcE (sat) —1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —60 V, IE — 0   Iciio —0.25 max µA. 
V i: = —30 V, In — 0   ICE() —5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = —5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO —1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vio = —10 V, Ic = —1 mA)   hrE 15 min 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = —10 V, Ic = —150 mA, tp = 300 µs, 
df ≤ 2%)   hrE (pulsed) 50 to 250 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = —10 V, k = —50 mA, f = 20 MHz)   he., 3 min 

Input Capacitance (VES = —0.5 V. Ic — 0)   Clbo 90 max PF 
Output Capacitance (Ven = —10 V, IE — 0)   Cobo 30 max PF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   RI -,• 25 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   es-A 165 max °C/W 
• This value does not apply to type 40391. 

2N4314 —1A, 7W 

Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
a wide variety of small-signal, medium-power applica-
tions in industrial and commercial applications. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is identical to type 
2N4036 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = —150 mA, In = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) —1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Ves = —10 V, Ic = —150 mA)   VBE —1.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —60 V, Is — 0   I.•nO —0.25 max µA 
Ves = —30 V, In — 0   IcEo —5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —5 V. k — 0)   Us() —1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = —10 V, Ic = —1 mA)   lire 15 min 
Pulsed Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = —10 V. Ic = —150 mA, ti' = 3000, df < 2%) bps (pulsed) 50 to 250 

40391 —1A, 7W 

Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type with an 
attached heat radiator for printed-circuit-board use in 
a wide variety of small-signal, medium-power applica-
tions in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.8. This 
type is identical with type 2N4037 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature -_=• 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   el-A 

3.5 
See curve page 300 

50 max °C/W 
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—1A, 7W 40394 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in a 
wide variety of small-signal, medium-power applica-
tions in military, industrial, and commercial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.6. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 2N4037 except for the fol-

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
TA above 25°C   

—1A, 10W 

PT 
PT 

1 W 
See curve page 300 

2N5415 
Si p-n-p triple-diffused type used for high-speed switch-
ing and linear-amplifier applications in military, indus-
trial, and commercial equipment. P-N-P structure 
permits complementary operation with a matching 
n-p-n type such as the 2N3440. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
Te above 25°C   
TA up to 50°C   
TA above 50°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   
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See curve page 300 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —50 mA, In — 0)   Viso (sus) —200 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Vcc --,.. —10 V, Ic = —50 V)   Ves (sat) —1.5 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(lc = —50 mA, le = 5 mA)   W E (sat) —2.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcc = —150 V, In — 0   II'S() —50 max µA 
W s = —200 V, \IRE -.,-- 1.5 V   ICEV —50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vcii = —4 V, lc — 0)   Iseo —20 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = —10 V, Ic = —50 mA)   hcc 30 to 150 

Small-Signal, Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f = MHz)   hfe 3 min 

Output Capacitance (Ws = —10 V, Is -, 0, f = 1 MHz) Cob. 15 max PF 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current 

(Vcc = —100 V, base forward-biased)   L.,/b —100 min mA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-(` 17.5 max °C/W 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 
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2N5416 —1A, low 
Si p-n-p triple-diffused type used for high-speed switch-
ing linear-amplifier applications in military, industrial, 
and commercial equipment. P-N-P structure permits 
complementary operation with a matching n-p-n type 
such as the 2N3439. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —350 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   Vcco(sos) —300 V 
Ran = 50 El   VCER (SUS) —350 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vo —6 A 
Collector Current   Ic —1 A 
Base Current   Ill —0.5 W 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 10 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
TA up to 50°C   PT 1 °C 
Ts above 50°C  PT Derate linearly 

at 6.7 mWPC 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   Vrso (sus) —300 min V III 
Ras = 50 0   VCER (SUS) —350 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Vca = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA )   VBE (sat) —1.5 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —50 mA, hi = 5 mA)   VCs (sat) —2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = —250 V, Is — 0   ICEO —50 max µA 
Vcia = —300 V. Vas = 1.5 V   Icsv —50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —6 V, Ic = 0)   Inn° —20 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —10 V, Ic = 50 mA)   hr z 30 to 120 
Small-Signal, Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Veto = —10 V, Ic = —10 mA, f = 5 MHz)   hr. 3 min 
Output Capacitance (W I% = —10 V, Is = 0, f = 1 MHz) CObo 15 max pF 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current 

(Vca = —100 V, base forward-biased)   Ish, —100 min mA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Ei3J-c 17.5 °C/W 

—2A, low 2N5322 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial-planar type used for 
small-signal medium-power applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. The p-n-p con-
struction permits complementary operation with a 
matching n-p-n type such as the 2N5320. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VHS = 1.5 V   
RBE = 100 V   
Base open   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
Tc above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = —0.1 mA. Ic — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Vas = 1.5 V, Ic = —0.1 mA, Base-emitter 
reversed biased)   

rr 25°C) 

VCR() —100 

VCEV (SUS) —100 
Wes (sus) —90 
Veso (sus) —75 
VEBO —7 
Ic —2 
III —1 

PT 
PT 

Ti (opr) 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = —100 mA, RBE = loo n   treER (sus) —90 min V 
Ic = —100 mA, Iii = 0, base open   VcE0 (sus) —75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —500 mA, Ia = —50 mA)   VE (sat) —0.7 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vi E = —4 V. lc = —500 mA) Vue —1.1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vue = —80 V, IE = 0)   Ica° —0.5 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —5 V, Ic — 0)   IEito —0.1 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = —4 V. Ic = —500 mA, ti, 300 as, df 0.02 hrE(pulsed) 30 to 130 
VIE = —2 V, Ic = —1000 mA, ti, e. 300 as, df .4 0.02 hrE(pulsed) 10 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (WE = —4 V, Ic = —50 mA) Pr 50 MHz 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current 

(VcE = —35 V, base forward-biased)   Is/i, —285 mA 
Turn-On Time (VcE = —30 V, Ic = —500 mA, 

Ii, = —50 mA)   td 4- tr 100 max ns 
Turn-Off Time (VcE = —30 V. Vim = —500 mA, 

Ir, = —50 mA)   t. ± ti 1000 max ns 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Hi-c 17.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   Hi-A 150 max °C/W 

2N5323 —2A, 10W 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial-planar type used for 
small-signal medium-power applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. The p-n-p con-
struction permits complementary operation with a 
matching n-p-n type such as the 2N5321. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao —75 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
VBE = 1.5 V   WE), (sus) —75 V 
RBE = 100 V   VCER (SUE ) —65 v 
Base open   VCE0 (Ells) —50 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —2 A 
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: Ia —1 A 
Te up to 25 CC   PT 10 

Derate Tc above 25°C   PT linearly 
at 0.057 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = —0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   Vounsac —5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Vas = 1.5 V. Ic = —0.1 mA, Base-emitter 
reverse biased)   V(BR)CEV —75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Ic = —100 mA, RBE = 100 0   Wax (sus) —65 min V 
It, = —100 mA, base open   WE° (sus) —50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —500 mA. Ill = —50 mA)   VE (sat) —1.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VEB = —4 V. Ic = —500 mA) Vas —1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vca = —60 V, Is = 0)   Into —5 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —4 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO —0.5 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —4 V, Ic = —500 mA)   has (pulsed) 40 to 250 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = —4 V, Ic = —50 mA) fy 50 min MHz 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current 

(Ves = —35 V. base forward-biased, non-repetitive 
pulse = 1 s)   Is/i, —285 min mA 

Turn-On Time (Vcs = —30 V, Ic = —500 mA, 
Ia = —50 mA)   td ± t.• 100 max ns 

Turn-Off Time (Ves = —30 V, Ic = —500 mA, 
Ia = —50 mA)   t. + ti 1000 max  

e Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   OJ-C 17.5 max °Ci 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0,-A 150 max •C/W 
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—3.5A, 10W 2N5781 
Si p-n-p diffused epitaxial-base type used in medium 
power switching and complementary-symmetry audio 
amplifier applications. This type and type 2N5784 form 
a complementary pair. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —80 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Rae = 100 f)   VcEn (sus) —80 v 
Base open   V-EO (sus) —65 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO —5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —3.5 A 
Base Current   IB —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 10 W a  
Tc above 25°C   Px Derate linearly at 0.057 WPC 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.0057 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) TL 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = —0.1 A   Vo (sus) —65 min V 
REE = 100 11, Ic = 0.1 A   VCER (sus) —80 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = —2 V, 
IC = —1 A)   VBE —1.5 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage. 
Measured 0.25 in. from caset 

Ic = —1 A, IE = —0.1 A   VCE (sat) —0.5 max V 
Ic = —3.2 A, In = —0.8 A   VCE (sat) —2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VcE = —50 V   IcEo —100 max µA 
RBE = 100 a VVE = —65 V   ICER —10 max µA 
RBE = 100 CI, Vcs = —65 V, Tc = 150°C   ICES --I max mA 
RBE = 100 0, Vcs = —75 V, Vim = —1.5 V, 
base-emitter junction reverse biased   IEEE —10 max µA 

BBC = 100 il, W E = —75 V, Vas = —1.5 V, 
base-emitter junction biased, Te = 150°C ICEX —1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = —5)   IEBO —10 max µA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Pulsed Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = —2 V, Ic = —1 A, t., = 300 jis, 
df = 0.018   hrE (pulsed) 20 to 100 

VCE = —2 V, Ic = —3.2 A, tp = 300 jis, 
df = 0.018   hrs (pulsed) 4 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Vex = —2 V, Ie = —0.1 A)   hr. 25 min 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio• (Vep: = —2 V, Ic = —0.1 A, 
f = 4 MHz)   Iht.l 2 to 15 

Turn-On Time (Vcc = —30 V. IC = —1 A, 
In) = —0.1 A)   ta -I- t. 0.5 max jis 

Turn-Off Time (Vcr = —30 V, Iv = —1 A, 
Ills = —0.1 it)   te -I- ti 2.5 max us 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   EU-C 17.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 175 max °C/W 

t Lead resistance is critical in this test. 
• Measured at a frequency where Rite I is decreasing at approximately 6 dB per octave. 

2N5782 —3.5A, 10W 

Si p-n-p diffused epitaxial-base type used in medium 
power switching and complementary-symmetry audio 
amplifier applications. This type and type 2N5785 form 
a complementary pair. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For 
Maximum Operating Area curves, refer to type 2N5781. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collctor-to-Base Voltage   W.» —65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
RBE = 100 CI   VCER (SUS) —65 V 
Base open   VCEO (SUS) —50 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —3.5 A 
Base Current   Is —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 10 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.057 WPC 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 tr.i 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.0057 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
TSTO °C Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 

Storage   —65 to 200 °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) Ti. 230 ..c 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = —0.1 A   VCEO (SUS) —50 min V 
Rs = 100 0, lc = —0.1 A   VCER (SUS)  V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = —2 V. 
IC = —1.2 A)   Vas —1.5 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage, 
Measured 0.25 in. from caset: 

Ic = —1.2 A, IR = —0.12 A   VCE (sat) —0.75 max V 
Ic = —3.2 A, Is = —0.8 A   VCE (sat)  —2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = —35 V   Iczo —100 max µA 
Raz = 100 CI, VCE = —50 V   ICES —10 max µA 
Ras = 100 fl. VCE = —50 V, Tr = 150°C   less —1 max mA 
RIM = 100 O. Vas = —1.5 V. Ves = —60 V,  
base-emitter junction reverse-biased   ICES —10 max µA 

RBE = 100 Q. Vas = —1.5 V, WE = —60 V, 
Tc = 15°C, base-emitter junction 
reverse-biased   Iczx —1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —5 V)   IEBO —10 max µA 
Pulsed Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = —2 V, Ic = —1.2 A   him (pulsed) 20 to 100 
VCE = —2 V. Ic = —3.2 A   has (pulsed) 4 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (WE = —2 V, Ic = —0.1 A)   he. 25 min 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio• (Ves = —2 V, lc = —0.1 ,A 
f = 4 MHz)   Ihr.I 2 to 15 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Turn-On Time (Vcc = —30 V, I.• = —1 A, 
IBI. = —0.1 A)   td +to 0.5 max its 

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = —30 V. Ic = —1 A, 
Inf.' = —0.1 A)   t. ± tt 2.5 max ps 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (4.1-c 17.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient 9.1-A 175 max °C/W 

t Lead resistance is critical in this test. 
• Measured at a frequency where Iht.I is decreasing at approximately 6 dB per octave. 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

"-TYPE 2N5782 
' 
4 COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTAGE (VcE)•-2V ' 
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—3.5A, 10W 2N5783 
Si p-n-p diffused epitaxial-base type used in medium 
power switching and complementary-symmetry audio 
amplifier applications. This type and type 2N5786 form 
a complementary pair. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For 
Maximum Operating Area curves, refer to type 2N5781. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vol° —45 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Rn E = 100 fl   VCER (SUS) —45 V 
Base open   VCEO (SUS) —40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —3.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —3.5 A 
Base Current   Is —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 10 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.057 W/°C 
TA UP to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.0057 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Tt (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

= —0.1 A   VCEO (SUS) 
Ras = 100 Cl. IC = —0.1 A   \Tess (sus) 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (V's = —2 V. 
Ic = —1.6 A)   VBE 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage, 
Measured 0.25 in. from caset: 

Ic = —1.6 A, Is = —0.16 A   VCE (sat) 
Ic = —3.2 A, Is = —0.8 A   VCE (sat) 

—40 min 
—45 min 

—1.5 max 

—1 max 
—2 max 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = —25 V   ICE() —100 max µA 
RBE .= 100 0, Vez = — 40 V   ICER — 10 max µA 
RBE = 100 0, Vez = — 40 V, Te = 150°C   ICER —1 max mA 
Ras = 100 0, WE = —45 V, V BE = —1.5 V, 
base-emitter junction reverse-biased   ICEX — 10 max gA 

RBE = 100 0, VCE = —45 V, Vas = — 1.5 V, 
base-emitter junction reverse-biased, 
Tu. = 150°C   ICEX —1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = —3.5 V)   IEBO —10 max µA 
Pulsed Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ve a = —2 V, Ic = —1.6 A   Iles (pulsed) 20 to 100 
Vex = —2 V, Ic = —3.2 A   has (pulsed) 4 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Vca = —2 V, le = —0.1 A)   ht. 25 min 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio• (Ws = —2 V, Ic = —0.1 A  
f = 4 MHz)   heel 2 to 15 

Turn-On Time (Vcc = —30 V. Ic = —1 A, 
Ian = —0.1 A)   tu -F tr 

Turn-Off Time (Vcc = —30 V, lc = —1 A, 
Inn = —0.1 A)   t. -1- te 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-0 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   13.r-a 

t Lead resistance is critical in this test. 
• Measured at a frequency where heel is decreasing at approximately 6 dB per octave. 

2N5954 —6A, 40W 

Si p-n-p multiple-epitaxial, multiple diffused type used 
for switching applications in military, industrial and 
commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wan 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = 1.5 V, Ras = 100 0   Vce X 
RBE = 100 0   V -en 
Base open   Vceo 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veen 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   la 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREA 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 40 W 
Tc above 25°C  PT Derate linearly at 0.232 W/"C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = —0.1 A   Veo (Sus) —75 min V 
Ic = —0.1 A, RBE = 100 n   VeER (sus) —80 min V 
Vas = 1.5 V, Ic = —0.1 A, RBE = 100 0, 

base-emitter junction reverse biased   VCEX (sus) —85 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ven = —4 V, lc 
= —2 A, ti, = 300 as, df = 0.018)   VBE —2 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —2 A. Is = —0.2 A, tp = 300 µs. 
df = 0.018   Ven (sat) —1 max V 

Ic = —6 A, In = —1.2 A, tp = 300 Its, 
df = 0.018   VeE (sat) —2 max V II 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vet = —70 V, RAE = 100 û   ICER —100 max e A 
Vez = 70 V. RBE = 100 0, Te = 150°C   ICER —2 max mA 
Vea = —80 V, Van = 1.5 V, Ran = 100 II 
base-emitter junction reverse biased   lens —100 max ¿LA 

W E = —80 V, Van = 1.5 V, Rae = 100 n, 
base-emitter junction reverse biased, 
Te = 150°C   ICEX —2 max µA 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez = —60 V)   Ieno —1 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = —5 V)   IEBO —0.1 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer 

Ratio: 
Vez = —4 V. Ic = —2 A, t,, = 300 µs. 
df = 0.018   hen (pulsed) 20 to 100 

Ven = —4 V, le = 6 A, tp = 300 as, 
df = 0.018   hen (pulsed) 5 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ra-
tio (Vez = —4 V, Ic = — 0.5 A, f = 1 
kHz)   Ihrz i 25 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ven = —4 V, 
Ic = —I A)   fe 5 min MHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ej-e 4.3 max °C/W 

—6A, 40W 2N5955 
Si p-n-p multiple-epitaxial, multiple diffused type used 
for switching applications in military, industrial and 
commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. For Maximum Operating Area and Typical 
Saturation Characteristics curves, refer to type 2N5954. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —70 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Volte: 
VBE = 1.5 V, Ran = 100 n   Venn —70 V 
Ras = 100 n   VCER —65 V 
Base open   VCEO —60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —5 V 
Collector Current   Ie —6 V 
Base Current   Ii, —2 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   Pi 40 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.232 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature   Te 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = —0.1 A   VCEO (SUS) 
IC = —0.1 A, Ran = 100 n   VCER (SUS) 

—60 min V 
—65 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Van = 1.5 V, lc = —0.1 A, Rn E = 100 U. 
base-emitter junction reverse biased  VcEx (sus) —70 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = —4 V. 
Ir = —2.5 A. tp = 300 gs, df = 0.018)   Van —2 max v 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
k = —2.5 A, Ia = —0.25 A, tp = 300 ps, 
df = 0.018   Ven (sat) —1 max V 

Ic = —6 A, In = —1.2 A. tp = 300 S. 
df = 0.018   VcE (sat) —2 max v 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
WE = —55 V, Ran = 100 0   Ivan —100 max µA 
Ws = —55 V, Rap: = 100 0. Tr = 150°C   L'ait —2 max mA 
VcE = —65 V. Van = 1.5 V, Ran = loo 0, 
base-emitter junction reverse biased   IcEx —100 max µA 

Ven = —65 V. Van = 1.5 V. RBE = 100 0, 
base-emitter junction reverse biased, 
Tr = 150°C   Irnx —2 max µA 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VcE = —45 V)   'CEO —1 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = —5 V)   Inao —0.1 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer 

Ratio: 
Ven = —4 V, Ic = —2.5 A, tp = 300 as, 
df = 0.018   heE (pulsed) 20 to 100 

Ven = —4 V, It = 6 A, tp = 300 µs, 
df = 0.018   hrn (pulsed) 5 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Ven = —4 V, Iv = —0.5 A, 
f = 1 kHz)   IhEEI 25 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ven = —4 V, 
Ic = —1 A)   fl. 5 min MHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 4.3 max eC/W 

2N5956 —6A, 40W 

Si p-n-p multiple-epitaxial, multiple diffused type used 
for switching applications in military, industrial and 
commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. For Maximum Operating Area and Typical 
Saturation Characteristics curves, refer to type 2N5954. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vow —50 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = 1.5 V, Ran = 100 0   W E K —50 V 
RBE = 100 0   VCER —45 V 
Base open   VCEO —40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —6 V 
Base Current   In —2 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pp 40 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.232 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T. (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TRW; —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature   TP 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = —0.1 A   VCE0 (SUS) —40 min V 
Ic = —0.1 A, RBE = loo 0   Welt (sus) —45 min V 
VBE = 1.5 V, Ir = —0.1 A. Ran = 100 0, 
base-emitter junction reverse biased VcEx (sus) —50 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (WE = —4 V, 
Iv = —3 A, ti, = 300 as, df = 0.018)   VBE —2 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = —3 A. In = —0.3 A, tp = 300 as, 
df = 0.018   VCE (sat) —1 max V 

L' = —6 A. In = —1.2 A, tp = 300 es, 
df = 0.018   lien (sat) —2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = —35 V, Raz = 100 0   I(•za —100 max µA 
Ves = —35 V, Ran = 100 0, 're = 150°C   ICER —2 max mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
'W E =. —45 V, Vim =-. 1.5 V, RUE = loo c2, 
base-emitter junction reverse biased  Lax —100 max µ A 

Vein = —45 V, Van = 1.5 V, RIO: = 100 0, 
base-emitter junction reverse biased, 
Tr = 150°C   ICEX —2 max p A 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = —25 V)   Ice, —1 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —5 V)   hill/ —0.1 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer 

Ratio: 
VCE = —4 V, Ic = —3 A, tp = 300 its, 
df = 0.018   hrE (pulsed) 20 to 100 

licE = —4 V, Ic = 6 A, tp = 300 ¡is, 
df = 0.018   her: (pulsed) 5 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Via = —4 V, k = —0.5 A, 
f = 1 kHz)   litre I 25 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = —4 V, 
I,- = —1 A)   fi 5 min MHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Hi-c 4.3 max °C/W 

High-Voltage N-P-N Power Types 

1A, 1014/ 2N3439 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-
switching and linear-amplifier applications, such as 
high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, 
high-voltage inverters, and series regulators for in-
dustrial and military applications. JEDEC TO-5, Out-
line No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vein) 450 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   V EO (sus) 350 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ie 1 A 
Base Current   Ili 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   PT 10 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 10 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, Is - 0)   VCEO (SUS) 350 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(lc = 50 mA, Is = 4 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, la = 4 mA)   VBE (sat) 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 300 V, h - 0   'CEO 20 max µA 
W E = 450 V, Vas = -1.5 V   Icsv 500 max µ A 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 6 V, lc - 0)   Isso 20 max µ A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
V E = 10 V. IC = 20 mA   hrs 40 to 160 
V('E = 10 V. IC = 2 mA  hFs 30* min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 5 MHz)   ht., 3 min 

Second-Breakdown Current, Safe Operating 
Region (Vcs = 200 V)   Is/b 50 min mA 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 10 V, Is = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cob, 10 max PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case  ar-c 17.5 max °C/W 
• This value does not apply to type 2N3440. 
• This value does not apply to types 2N4063 and 2214064. 
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Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-
switching and linear-amplifier applications such as 
high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, 
high-voltage inverters, and series regulators for in-
dustrial and military applications. JEDEC TO-5, Out-
line No.5. This type is identical with type 2N3439 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 300 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = -1.5 V   Wm, 300 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Vcso (sus) 250 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, IB - 0)   VCE0 (SUS ) 250 v 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vat = 200 V, h - 0   Ica° 50 max p.A 
Wm = 300 V, Vas = -1.5 V   Icsv 500 max p.A 
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sired mounting 
2N3439. 

1A, 10W 2N4063 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-
switching and linear-amplifier applications, such as 
high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, 
high-voltage inverters, and series regulators for indus-
trial and military applications. JEDEC TO-5 (with 
flange), Outline No.6. See Mounting Hardware for de-

arrangement. This type is electrically identical with type 

1A, 10W 2N4064 
Si n-p-n triple diffused type used in high-speed-
switching and linear-amplifier applications, such as 
high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, 
high-voltage inverters, and series regulators for indus-
trial and military applications. JEDEC TO-5 (with 
flange), Outline No.6. See Mounting Hardware for de-

sired mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical with type 
2N3440. 

1A, 10W 40346 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in low-power, 
high-voltage, general-purpose applications in military, 
industrial, and commercial equipment. This type is par-
ticularly useful in neon-indicator driver circuits and in 
high-voltage differential and high-voltage operational 
amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (RBI@ = 1000 ru   VCER (sus) 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   
Tc up to 25°C 

PT 
PT 

TA and Tc above 50°C   PT 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA-Tc)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(lise = 1000 a Ic = 50 mA)   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
Us = 1 mA, Iv = 10 mA)   WE (sat) 0.5 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vac = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA) Vas 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
V.'s = 100 V, Is — 0   leso 5 max µ A 
W e: = 200 V, VBE = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   ICEV 10 max pA 
Vcc = 200 V, Van = —1.5 V, Tr = 150°C   ICEV 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsa = 4 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max /LA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vile = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hrs 25 min 
Small-Signal, Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W s = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 5 MHz)   ht. 2 min 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03.1-C 15• max °C/W 

• This value does not apply to type 40346V1. 

40346V1 1A, 10W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-voltage switch-
ing and linear-amplifier applications in military and 
commercial applications. This type is particularly use-
ful in neon-indicator driver circuits and in differential 
and operational amplifiers. .JEDEC TO-5 (with heat 
radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical to type 
40346 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA Up to 25°C   PT 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   es-A 45 max *c/W 

40346V2 1A, 10W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-voltage switch-
ing and linear-amplifier applications in military and 
commercial applications. This type is particularly use-
ful in neon-indicator driver circuits and in differential 
and operational amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), 
Outline No.6. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical 

MR 

40385 1A, 10W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type subjected to special pre-
conditioning and reliability tests for high-reliability 
operation in high-power switching and amplifier appli-
cations in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is a high-reliability 
version of type 2N3439. 

4 

with type 40346. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 450 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vow 350 V 

VEno 7 V 
Ic 1 A 

PT 1 W 
PT 5 W 
PT See curve page 300 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   
Tc up to 25°C   
TA or Tc above 25°C  

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 50 mA, 
IB — 0)   VCEO (SUS) 350 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 50 mA, 
In = 4 mA)   tics (sat) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 50 mA, 
In = 4 mA)   VIM (sat) 1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 300 V, la — 0   'CEO 20 max µA 
Vez = 450 V, Vs E = —1.5 V   ICEV 500 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 6 V, Ic — 0)   Io 20 max 0A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ven = 10 V. Ic = 20 mA  hFE 40 to 160 
VCR = 10 V. Ic = 2 mA  hFa 30 min 

1A, 10W 40390 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type with an attached heat 
radiator for printed-circuit-board use in high-speed 
switching and linear amplifier applications such as 

c high-voltage differential and operational amplifiers, 
high-voltage inverters, and series regulators for indus-

HR trial and military applications. JEDEC TO-5 (with 
heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical with type 2N3440 except 
for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 

TA up to 25°C   PE 3.5TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

1A, lOW 40412 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-voltage switch-
ing and linear-amplifier applications in military and 
commercial applications. This type is particularly use-
ful in neon-indicator driver circuits and in differential 
and operational amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rae = 10000 n)   VCFR (SUS) 250 V 
Collector Current   IC 1 A 
Base Current   Is 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C 
TA up to 50°C 

PT 
PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25`C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rini = 10000 0, Ic = 50 mA)   VCER (sus) 250 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
RBE = 10000 0, VCE = 100 y   ICES 1 max mA 
Vea = 150 V, VED = 1.5 V, Tc = 150°C   'CET 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEE = 3 V, Ic — 0)   'EBB 100 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (VcE = 20 V, 

Ic = 30 mA)   him 40 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, f = 5 MHz)   hr. 2 min 
Output Capacitance (Ven = 10 V, 
IFI = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 10 max PF 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (VcE = 200 V) Is/b 50 min mA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0i-c 15 • max °C/W 
• This value does not apply to type 40412V1. 
• This value applies only for type 40412. 

40412V1 1A, 10W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-voltage switch-
ing and linear-amplifier applications in military and 
commercial applications. This type is particularly use-
ful in neon-indicator driver circuits and in differential 
and operational amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat 
radiator), Outline No.8. This type is electrically iden-
tical with type 40412 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation (TA up to 25°C)   PT 

,CHARACTERISTICS 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 45 max °C/W 

40412V2 1A, 10W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-voltage switch-
ing and linear-amplifier applications in military and 
commercial applcations. This type is particularly use-
ful in neon-indicator driver circuits and in differential 
and operational amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), 
Outline No.6. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. This type is electrically identical 

4 

2N3583 2A, 35W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-
switching and linear-amplifier applications such as high-
voltage operational amplifiers, high-voltage switches, 
switching regulators, converters, inverters, deflection 
and high-fidelity amplifiers in military, industrial and 
commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vas° 250 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vero (sus) 175 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Peak Collector Current   Ic s A 
Base Current   hi 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation   PT See Chart, Maximum 

DC Operating Areas 
Operating Temperature Range   Tc (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr 255 °C 

NR 

with type 40412. 

CF 
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MAXIMUM DC OPERATING AREAS 
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COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS DtE 

922S-27901 
CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic .-. 200 mA, Is — 0   VCE0 (SUS ) 175 min V 111 
ROE = 50 O. Ic = 200 mA   Vcss(sus) 250 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = 1 A, Veto = 10 V)   VBE 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Vote = 150 V. Is = 0. Tc = 25°C   ICEO 10 max mA 
VBE = —1.5 V, Ws = 225 V. Tc = 25°C   ICEV 1 max mA 
Vas = —1.5 V. Vcs = 225 V. Tc = 150°C   ICEV 3 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 6 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

Vote = 10 V, lc = 100 mA   hris 40 min 
Vcs = 10 V. Ic = 1 A   hrs 10 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vcs = 10 V, Ic = 200 mA, f = 5 MHz)   hr. 3 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Base forward-
biased from zero up, Vea = 100 V)   Is/. 

Second-Breakdown Energy (Base reverse-biased, 
Ras -= 20 CI, L = 100 µH, Van = —4 V)   Es/e 

Output Capacitance (Vag = 10 V. In = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case (Ic = 500 mA) 0J-C 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 
• This value does not apply to type 40374. 

o H 

350 min mA 

50 min ia 

120 max pF 
5* max °C/W 
70 max °C/W 
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. at' c (vcE)°10 • ' • 

66,0 2 • 66,02 2 4 6 6,03 2 4 66,04 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (Ic) 9255-3120T 

2A, 35W 2N3584 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-
switching and linear-amplifier applications such as high-
voltage operational amplifiers, high-voltage switches, 
switching regulators, converters, inverters, deflection 
and high-fidelity amplifiers in military, industrial and 
commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
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See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. For 
DC Operating Areas Chart, refer to type 2N3583. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Peak Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation   

Operating Temperature   
Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature := 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Je = 200 mA, Is —   
Rine = 50 a lc = 200 mA   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Ic = 1 A. Ves = 10 V)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 1 A, 
IB = 125 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
V('E = 150 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   
Vas = —1.5 V. Ws = 300 V, Tc = 25°C   
VBE = —1.5 V. Ws = 300 V, Tel = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VsB = 6 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VeD = 10 V. Ic = 1 A  him 
Ves = 10 V. Ic = 100 mA   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 10 V, Ic = 200 mA, f = 5 MHz)   ht. 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Base forward-
biased from zero up, Ves = 100 V)   Is/B 

Second-Breakdown Energy (Base reverse-biased, 
Rate = zo 0, L = 100 µII, VBE = —4 V)   Es/b 

Output Capacitance 
(Veil = 10 V, Is = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V, 
lc = 1 A, In = 100 mA)   t. te 

Storage Time (Vcc = 30 V, Ic = 1 A, Is = 100 mA) t. 
Fall Time (Vey: = 30 V, Ic = 1 A. Is = 100 mA) tf 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

(lc = 500 MA)   el-C 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient 

(Ic = 500 mA)   

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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See Chart, Maximum 
DC Operating Areas 
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TYPICAL TURN-ON TIME AND FALL-TIME 
CHARACTERISTICS 

14 
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2A, 35W 2N3585 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high-speed-
switching and linear-amplifier applications such as high-
voltage operational amplifiers, high-voltage switches, 
switching regulators, converters, inverters, deflection 
and high-fidelity amplifiers in military, industrial and 

E B commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is 
identical with type 2N3584 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 500 ‘r 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vcso (sus) 300 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 200 mA, In — 0   VCSO (SUS) 300 min V 
Ran .= 50 fl, Ic = 200 mA   VCER (SUS) 400 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
(Van = —1.5 V, W E = 400 V, Tc =- 25°C)   ICEV 1 max mA 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc .--. 30 V. 
Ic = 1 A, Is = 100 mA)   Li -I- tr 2. max As 

• This value does not apply to type 21%14240. 

c,r 

2A, 35W 2N4240 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in high voltage, high-
speed-switching and linear-amplifier applications such 
as operational amplifiers, switching regulators, con-
verters, inverters, deflection and high-fidelity ampli-
fiers. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting 

E B Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 
is identical with type 2N3585 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature --= 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic =- 750 mA, Is = 75 mA)   Van (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

V( c = 150 V, In — 0   'CEO 5 max mA 
= 400 V, VIM = —1.5 V   ICEV 2 max mA 

Vcs =- 300 V. VUE = —1.5 V. Te = 150°C   ICEV 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (W E = 10 V. 

Ic = 750 mA)   hind 30 to 150 
Second Breakdown Energy (RUE = 20 a L = 100 H. 
VBE = —4 V)   Es/b 50 min a 

2A, 35W 40374 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type with an attached radiator 
for printed-circuit-board use in high-speed switching 
and linear amplifier applications such as high-voltage 
operational amplifiers, high-voltage switches, switching 
regulators, converters, inverters, deflection and high-
fidelity amplifiers in military, industrial, and commer-

cial equipment. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat radiator), Outline No.26. This type 
is identical with type 2N3583 except for the following item: 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =. 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   e 

2N5239 5A, 100W 
Si n-p-n multiple epitaxial type used for high-voltage, 
high-power in linear applications in industrial and com-
mercial service. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ibex son   v. (sus) 
Base open   V, pe(sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veinee 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti- up to 25°C and Vi up to 150 V   PT 
Tr and TA up to 25°C and V E above 150 V   
I', and TA above 25°C and W E above 150 V   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 ( opr) 
Storage   TAT,; 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperatu7e = 25 °C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ir = 0.1 A, In — O   Ve•Ko (sus) 
Ir =- 0.1 A, In =- 0, Ras = 50 û   W EIL (sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (In = 0.02 A)   VEItl I 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Vis = 10 V, Ii' = 2 A. ti» 350 jis. df = 29 )   Val.: 3 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(k = 2 A, Iii = 0.25 A, ti' 350 iis, df = 2'; )   Vis (sat) 2.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 200 V, Iu = 0   Ice" 5 max mA 
Vea = 300 V, VBE = —1.5 V   key 4 max mA 
Vile = 300 V, Vita = —1.5 V, Ti' = 150C   leer 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Val, = 5 V. IC — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 10 V, Ii = 0.4 A, L. .. . 350 eis, df = 2`:;   lira (pulsed) 20 to 80 
Via = 10 V. IC = 2 A. te 350 ¡Ls. df — 2%   hp>: (pulsed ) 20 min 

Output Capacitance (Veli = 10 V. Ii = 0. f .-. 1 MHz) Cob.. 150 max PF 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Vea = 150 V. 

non-repetitive pulse = 1 s, base forward-biased)   Is/i. 0.67 min A 
Second-Breakdown Energy (VE.. = 4 V, Ii' = 4 A. 
Ru  = 50 0, L = 0.5 mH, base reverse-biased)   E./i, 4 min mJ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vis = 10 V. le = 0.2 A. 
f = 1 MHz)   fT 5 min MHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   HI -i• 1.75 max *C/W 

5A, 100W 2N5240 
Si n-p-n multiple epitaxial type used for high-voltage, 
h.gh-power in linear applications in industrial and com-
mercial service. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 2N5239 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Velio 375 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Run -.< 50 CI   VCER (SUS) 350 tr 
Base open   Viso(sus) 300 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25*C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.1 A. Iii — 0   VI so (sus) 300 v 
In = 0.1 A. Iii = 0, Rua = 50 cl   veER (sus) 350 v 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vis = 200 V, In — 0   I. ail 2 max mA 
Vii: = 375 V. Vus = —1.5 V   Irsv 2 max mA 
V.1: = 300 V, VB11 = —1.5 V, Tv = 150°C   Ivey 3 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Val% = 5 V, Ii' — 0)   limo 1 max mA 

5A, 100W 2N5838 
Si n-p-n multiple epitaxial type used in inverters, de-
flection circuits, switching regulators, high-voltage 
bridge amplifiers, ignition circuits, and other high volt-
age switching applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   

= —1.5 V 

W oo 275 

V. n., (sus) 250 
V....:v (sus) 275 

RBE -..- 50 fl   Visa (sus) 275 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   View' 6 
Collector Current   Ii • 3 

ic 5 
Ili 1.5 

Peak Collector Current 
Base Current   >
>
>
>
<
C
C
C
 
C
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C, Vii up to 40 V   PT 100 W 
Tc up to 25°C, VCE above 40 V   Pr See Rating Chart 
Te above 25°C, VCE above 40 V   Pr See Rating Chart 

and curve page 300 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 .c 
Storage   TWEG —65 to 200 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Te 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Xe = 0.2 A, tp --' 350 as, df — 2%   VCEO (SUS) 250 min V 
VBE = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 A, base-emitter junction 

reverse-biased, ti. —..'. 350 as, df = 2%   Vczx (sus) 275 min V 
Ic = 0.2 A. RBE = 50 (1, tr, 350 as, df = 2%   Vczz (sus) 275 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Ic -- 0.02 A)   Vo 6 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic — 3 A. h = 0.375 A)   VBE (sat) 2 max V 
Collect—or-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic — — 3 A. IB = 0.375 A)   Ves (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 200 V  Imo 2 max mA 
VCE = 265 V. VBE = —1.5 V. base-emitter junction 
reverse biased   Icice 5 max m A 

W E = 265 V, Vez = —1.5 V. base-emitter junction 
reverse biased, Te -- 100°C   ICEV 8 max m A 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEz -- 6 V)   'EEO 1 max m A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 5 V. Ic = 0.5 A   hez 20 min 
VCE — 2 V. I. = 3 A   hez 8 to 40 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio (Vcz = 10 V. Ic = 0.2 A. 
f = 1 MHz)   Ihtel 5 min 

Output Capacitance (VEz = 10 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 150 max pF 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (VcB = 40 V. 
non-repetitive pulse = 1 s, base forward biased) Isb, 2.5 min A 

Second-Breakdown Energy (Vas = —4 V, 
Rz — 50 Q. L = 100 iiH, base reverse biased)   Ezb, 0.45 min rn,I. 

Delay Time (Veo = 200 V, Ic = 3 A, hi = 1E2 
= 0.375 A)   ta 0.06 PS 

Rise Time (Vcc = 200 V, lc = 3 A, hi = 1E2 
-- 0.375 A)   tr 0.8 typ; 1.5 max p s 

Storage Time (W C = 200 V, Ic = 3 A, lai = Is. 
= 0.375 A)   t. 1 VP; 3 max as 

Fall Time (Vcc = 200 V, Ic = 3 A, lai = las 
— 0.375 A)   tt 0.4 typ; 1.5 max as 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
(Ws = 10 V, Iv = 5 A)   ej-C 1.75 max °C/W 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 
TYPE 2N5838 

2 CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25 C   

4 10  I Ill I I I  
1 :  Ic MAX. (PULSED) PULSE OPERATION*   

Of? _ ,?, •  Ic MAX   

, 2'(CONTINUOUS).  200 ... 
2 », 
41 , . DISSIPATION-LIMITED,  500 - 
cc 
ir 8  SLOPE =I   »s - 
n 6 
0 • *FOS SINGLE ..r.  " i ms - 
cc NON-REPETITIVE -a, 

1 0 2-  PULSE  (.:.,-r_ 1- i 6.5 '.:• tl 0.1  
5ms - 

-1 6  0 0 . • VCEO MAX.•250 V (235838)  

2 vcE0 MAX..275v (2 N5839)  •  10MS 
100 - 

001  VCEO MAX.•350v (235840)  --4.  ni , 

8 10 100 2 e 1000 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTAGE VCE) —V 

92"-.5110.1 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N5838 

ta COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER 
• 3.5 • VOLTAGE (VCE) • 5V 
cc 
u 3  
ea 41 CC Y. 
4' 2.5  3-   

Les 
acc 
&a 1.5 — CASE TEMPERATURE 

(Tc) 25•C 

0  2 • 80 2 46 82 46 
001 

COLLECTOR CURRENT I lc) -A 
.2SS - 4076, 
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Cf 5A, 100W 2N5839 
Si n-p-n multiple epitaxial type used in inverters, de-
flection circuits, switching regulators, high-voltage 
bridge amplifiers, ignition circuits and other high-volt-

age switching applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. This type is identical with type 2N5838 except 

for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining 
Base open   
VBE = —1.5 V   VCE0 (SUS) 275 V 
RISE •• 50 Win. (sus) (SUS) 300 V 

  VCER (SUS) 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A, t, 350 As, df — 2%   
VBE = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 A, base-emitter junction 
reverse biased, t. 350 gs, df — 2%   

Ic = 0.2 A, Rn E = 50 n. 350 us, df = 2% 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

tic — — 2 A, 1B — 0.2 A )Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic — 2 A, In = 0.2 A)   

Collect—or-Cutoff Current: 
Wiz = 250 V   
VCE = 290 V, VBE = —1.5 V, base-emitter junction 
reverse biased   

VCE = 290 V, VBE = —1.5 V, base-emitter junction 
reverse biased, Tc — 100°C   

Static Forward-Current—Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, Ic = 0.5 A   
VCE = 3 V, Ic = 2 A   

Delay Time (Vcc = 200 V. Ic = 2 A, IB1 = 1132 
= 0.2 A)   

Rise Time (Vcc = 200 V, Ic = 2 A, IBi = las 
= 0.2 A)   

Storage Time (Vcc = 200 V. Ic = 2 A, lai = 1132 
— — 0.2 A)   

Fall Time (Vcc = 200 V, Ic = 2 A, IB1 = 1132 
= 0.2 A)   

Voltage: 

C,F 

for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 375 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   Vow:, (sus) 350 V 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV (SUS) 375 V 
RBE '' 50 n   VCER (sus) 375 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A, tp •• 350 us, df — 2%   Voso (sus) 350 min V 
Vas = — 1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 A, base-emitter junction 

reverse biased, tp •• 350 µS, df — 2%   Vezx (SUS) 375 min V 
Jo = 0.2 A. Rag = 50 D. tp -.. 350 us, df = 2%   \ram (sus) 375 min V 

5A, 100W 

VCR() 300 V 

VCEO (sus) 275 min V 

VCEX (SUS) 300 min v 
Welt (sus) 300 min V 

VBE (sat) 2 max V 

VCE (sat) 1.5 V 

ICE() 2 max mA 

Iczy 2 max MA 

ICEV 5 max mA 

him 20 min 
hr s 10 to 50 

td 0.07 gs 

tr 0.6 typ; 1.5 max us 

t. 1.75 typ; 3.75 max gs 

tr 0.35 typ; 1.5 max ps 

2N5840 
Si n-p-n multiple epitaxial type used in inverters, de-
flection circuits, switching regulators, high-voltage 
bridge amplifiers, ignition circuits, and other high-volt-

age switching applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. This type is identical with type 2N5838 except 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Iv = 2 A. In = 0.2 A)   VRE (sat) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 2 A, In = 0.2 A)   WE (sat) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
WE = 250 V   ICE0 
Ves = 360 V, Vas = —1.5 V. base-emitter junction 
reverse biased   ICEV 

Vi = 360 V, Ves = —1.5 V, base-emitter junction 
reverse biased, Te = 100°C   IcEv 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 5 V, Ic = 0.5 A   hFE 
VcE = 3 V, I, = 2 A  hFE 

Delay Time (V( c = 200 V. L• = 2 A, Ini = In 
= 0.2 A)   tu 

Rise Time (Ver = 200 V. lc = 2 A, Ins = IR2 
= 0.2 A)   tr 

Storage Time (Vcc = 200 V, Ic = 2 A, Itu = Ina 
= 0.2 A)   t. 

Fall Time (Vcc = 200 V, Ic = 2 A, hi = Ina 
= 0.2 A)   ti 

2N5804 8A, 110W 

2 max 

1.5 

2 max 

2 max 

5 max 

20 min 
10 to 50 

0.07 

0.6 typ; 1.75 max 

1.75 typ; 3 max 

0.35 typ; 1.5 max 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used for power-switching 
circuits, switching regulators, converters, inverters, 
and power amplifiers. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Vies = —1.5 V, Rem = 50 0  WEE (sus) 
Base open   VcE0 (sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   II; 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C, Ves up to 50 V   PT 
T.; up to 25°C. WE above 50 V   PT 
Tc above 25°C, VcE above 50 V   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 

300 

300 
225 
6 
5 
2 

110 
See Rating Chart 
See Rating Chart 
and curve page 300 

—65 to 200 
—65 to 200 

230 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A, In — 0   Vent] (SUS) 
Ves = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.2 A, Rim = 50 0, 

tp = 8.33 ms, df = 50%   WEE (sus) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage (In = 0.03 A)   VERO 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (VcE = 10 V  

Ic = 5 A, In = 0.5 A. tp 350 its, df = 2%) VnE(sat) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 5 A, In = 0.5 A, t.. ••• 350 ¿is, df = 2%) VCE (sat) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V, In — 0   ICE() 
Ves = 270 V. Ves = —1.5 V. base-emitter 
junction reverse biased   ICEV 

WE = 270 V, VnE = —1.5 V, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased. Tc = 100°C   ICEV 

Ves = 300 V, Res = 50 0   ICER 
Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VES = 6 V. Ic — 0   IBRO 
VEB = 5 V, lc — 0   Iseo 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 10 V, IC = 0.5, tp --'-, 350 As, df = 2%   hFE (pulsed) 
VcE = 4 V. Ir = 5 A   hFE 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 10 V, In = O. 
f = 1 ACHE)   Cobo 

225 min 

300 min 
6 min 

2 max 

2 max 

15 max 

5 max 

15 max 
15 max 

30 max 
5 max 

25 to 250 
10 to 100 

450 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 

PE 

AS 

PE 

/LS 

V 
V 
V 
A 
A 

°C 
°C 
°C 

V 

V 
V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 
mA 

mA 
mA 

PF 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current 

(Vez = 50 V, base forward-biased; non-
repetitive pulse = 1 s)   Is/b 2.2 min A 

Second-Breakdown Energy (Vas = —4 V, 
le = 5 A. Ra = 20 (l, L = 50 µH, base 
reverse-biased)   Eel» 0.62 min mJ 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VeE = 10 V, Ie = 1 A, f = 5 MHz)   hr. 3 min 

Turn-On Time (Vez = 200 V, le = 5 A, 
IB = 0.5 A)   td + ti- 0.5 max 

Storage Time (Vez = 200 V, le = 5 A, 
In = 0.5 A)   t. 3.5 max µS 

FaR Time (W E = 200 V, Ic = 5 A, In = 0.5 A) tt 2 max as 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 

(VcE = 10 V, Ie = 5 A)   91-C 1.6 max °C/W 

TYPE 2N5804 I CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc).25•C 
10.  (FOR Tc ABOVE 25°C.DERATE LINEARLY)  - . 

4 1_11_ L.H__ 50,s 
C MAX. - 100 µs 

(CONTINUOUS) 
2> DC 'DISSipAtibni LIMITED. 500 as 

. (SLOPE'—II  

I sit, LIMITED 

10 ms7 
2— • 

50 ms 

'ICE° .e!IAX> .30( V 2N5805 -  
001  VcE9. leAX.•2-25 V 2115B-64—.1 

I 2 "10 2 "100 2 "It00 
COLLECTOR-TO EMITTER VOLTAGE—VCE)—V 

szo.1-158.91 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
140 

TYPE 2N5804 
tE•10V _f 

e• • 

\e' 
V(30" 

80-- - J.0 t.e• 
60   t_ 1 _t 

40— - --1- - - 

f , 
20  

4 4 O 
01 

8A, 110W 

4 

OLLECTOR CURRENT(lc)_A 
9235-366991 

10 

2N5805 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used for power-switching 
circuits, switching regulators, converters, inverters, 
and power amplifiers. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is identical with type 2N5804 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   

Vczo (sus) 300 min V 

VCEX (sus) 375 min V Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 150 V. Ia — 0   Iczo 5 max mA 
VCE = 340 V, Vale = —1.5 V  km, 5 max mA 
VCE = 340 V. VBE = —1.5 V, Tc = 100°C   Icsv 15 max mA 
VCE = 375 V, RBE = 50 CI   ICEE 15 max mA 

VCBCI 375 V Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V, RISE = 50 0  
Base open   Wax (sus) 375 V 

VCE0 (SUS) 300 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 250C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

le = 0.2 A, Is — 0   
Va E = —1.5 V. Ic = 0.2 A, Is = 0, Raz = 50 

tp = 8.33 ma, df — 2%  
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High-Speed N-P-N (Switching) Types 

40389 1A, 3.5W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type with an attached 
heat radiator for printed-circuit-board use in a wide 
variety of small-signal, medium-power applications 
(up to 20 MHz) in commercial and industrial equip-
ment. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.8. 
This type is identical with type 2N3053 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 3.5 
Ta above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature _ 25'C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 

2N699 1A, 5W 

Si n-p-n planar triple-diffused-base type used in small-
signal and medium-power applications in rf amplifier, 
mixer, oscillator and converter service and in power 
applications in small-signal af amplifiers and switching 
circuits in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   W HO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rim ≤ 10 /1)   W EB 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.6 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 2 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 175 °C 
Storage   THU; —65 to 200 .0 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 "C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE — 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Rim = 10 n, 
100 mA, tp ≤ 300 ns, df 2%)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA, tp 5_ 300 as, df 5 2%)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
In .= 15 mA, tp 5- 300 as, df 5 2%)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcc = 60 V, Is — 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 2 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forwdrd-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcc = 10 V, 

Ic = 150 mA, tp ≤ 300 its, df 2%)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V. Iv = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   
VIE = 10 V, Ic -= 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   
VCE = 10 V, IC = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz   

Gain-Bandwidth Product   
Output Capacitance (Val = 10 V, la — 0)   

HR 

50 max °C/W 

120 V 
80 V 
5 V 

VOIR)C130 120 min 

VCER (SUS) 80 min 

Vcn (sat) 5 max 

VBE (sat) 1.3 max 
leso 2 max 
IEHO 100 max 

tux 40 to 120 

ht. 35 to 100 
ht. 45 min 
ht. 2.5 min 
fr 50 min 
Cobo 20 max 

V 

V 

V 

V 
µA 
µA 

MHz 
pF 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Short-Circuit Impedance: 
WE = 5 V, le = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   h lb 30 max 0 
Vea = 10 V, lc = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hib 10 max CI 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
We = 5 V. L c = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   hrb 2.5 x 10-, max 
Vea = 10 V, lc = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hrb 3 x 10-, max 

Output Conductance: 
VeE = 5 V, lc = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   hob 0.5 max µmho 
Vea = 10 V, Ie = 5 mA, f -= 1 kHz   hob 1 max µmho 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ai-c 75 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   (4.1-* 250 max °C/W 

1A, 5W 2N1613 
Si n-p-n planar type used in small-signal and medium-
power applications in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is identical with 
type 2N2102 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage Vcito 75 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ring 5 10 0)   VCER 50 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25-C   PT 0.8 W 
Tc up to 25°C PT 3 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 265 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

IE — 0)   V(BRKBO 75 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

RISE = 10 0, tie = 300 µs, df = 1.8%)   Vczn (sus) 50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 

lu = 15 mA, to = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   Vce (sat) 1.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 

Iu = 15 mA, to = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   VBE (sat) 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Nit n = 60 V, he = 0, TA = 25°C   Ica° 0.01 max µA 
Wu = 60 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   ICB0 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vuu = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.01 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
WE = 10 V, IC = 0.1 MA, TA = 25°C   hru 20 min 
V, le = 10 ‘I, lc = 150 mA, TA = 25°C, to = 300 its, 
df = 1.8%   hen 40 to 120 

Vci.: = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, TA = —55°C, to = 300 its, 
h FE 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
WE = 5 V, le = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   ht. 30 to 100 
Wu = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz   ht. 3 min 

Output Capacitance (Wu = 10 V, Is — 0)   Cabo 25 max PF 
Noise Figure (Vcs = 10 V, Ic = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kHz, 
Ra = 510 0, circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz)   NF 12 max dB 

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   e)J-C 58.3 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   e,-. 219 max °C/W 

df = 1.8% 

1A, 5W 2N1711 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide 
variety of small-signal and medium-power applications 
in military and industrial equipment. It features ex-
ceptionally low noise characteristics. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ruu -5 io fl) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   

Vela) 
VCER 
VEBO 

75 V 
50 V 
7 v 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.8 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 3 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is = 0)   Vonscso 75 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
lc = 0)   V(BR)EBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage 
(Vas (fl) = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA)   VET 75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Res = 10 0, Ic = 100 mA, tp = 300 'is. df = 1.8%) VcEE (sus) 50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(IC = 150 mA, IB = 15 mA)   VcE (sat) 1.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA. Is = 15 mA)   VBE (sat) 1.3 inax V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vca = 60 V. In = 0. TA = 25°C   ICHO 0.01 max µA 
Ves = 60 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   ICB0 10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vita = 5 V, Io — 0)   IEBO 0.005 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 10 V. lc = 10 mA, tp = 300 la, df = 1.8%)   liFE (pulsed) 75min 
Von = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, ti, = 300 µs, df = 1.8%   hFE (pulsed) 100 to 300 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 500 mA, t, = 300 µs, df = 1.8%)   hr E (pulsed) 40 min 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Von = 10 V, Ic = 0.01 mA, Tc = 25°C   hFE 20 min 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 0.1 mA, Tc = 25°C   hint 35 min 
Ws = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA, Tc = —55°C   hFE 35 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
WE = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz  ht. 50 to 200 
Veto = 10 V. Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   ht. 70 to 300 
WE = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz   ht.) 3.5 min 

Input Capacitance (Vint = 0.5 V. Iv — 0)   Clbo 80 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Vca = 10 V, IE — 0)   Cobo 25 max pF 
Noise Figure (Ws = 10 V. Ic = 0.3 mA, RO = 500, 
f = 1 kHz, circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz)   NF 8 max dB 

Input Resistance (Ws = 10 V. Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz) hi. 4 to 8 Cl 
Voltage-Feedback Ratio (Ws = 10 V. Ic = 5 mA, 
f = 1 kHz)   ht. 5 x 10-d max 

Output Conductance (Vcit = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, 
f = 1 kHz)   hob 0.1 to 1 µmho 

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   et-c 58.3 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   e.,-A 219 max °C/W 

6 

o 
ti 4 
ij 

2 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N17Il 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
'AMBIENT TEMPERATURE-25•C 

oo 

001 

BASE MICROAMPERES• 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

92CS-116301 

Z:1500 

`.". 400 
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300 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N17Il 
FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE (TfrA)25°C 
  e 

02 0.7 0.9 U 13 1.5 
SASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE 

9201-111116T1 
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1A, 5W 2N1893 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in small-signal 
and medium-power applications in industrial and mili-
tary equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type 
is identical with type 2N2405 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
ABB ≤ 10 /I   Veen (sus) 100 V 
Base open   VCEO (SW ) 80 V 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ti up to 25°C   PT 0.8 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 3 111 
Ti or Tc above 25°C   Pr See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TAT° —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 30 mA, Is = O. ts, = 300 ss, df = 1.8%   VCEO (SUS) 80 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, Res = 10 a IA = 300 As, df = 1.8%   VCEB (SUS) 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, Is = 15 mA   VCE (sat) 5 max V 
Ii = 50 mA, IB = 5 mA  Vcs (sat) 1.2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic .= 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   Vas (sat) 1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = 90 V, Is . 0, 
Tc = 150°C)   leso 15 max AA 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Veto :---- 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz  hr. 30 to 100 
VCE = 10 V. IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hie 20 min 
Ws = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz  hie 2.5 min 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
V(e = 10 V. k = 0.1 mA   hing 20 min 
Vas = 10 V. lc = 10 mA, Tc = —55°C   hr E 45 min 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
VCE = 10 V. IC = 150 mA, tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%)   two (pulsed) 40 to 120 

Gain-Bandwidth Product   fT 50 min MHz 
Input Capacitance (Vss = 0.5 V. Ic — 0)   Clbo 85 max pF 
Input Resistance (Ws = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz) hub 20 to 30 11 
Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
Ves = 5 V. Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz  lire 1.25 x 10-, max 
VCB = 10 V. IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz  he, 1.5 x 10-, max 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ELT-c 58.3 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   OJ-e 219 max °C/W 

1A, 5W 2N2102 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in small-signal 
and medium-power applications in industrial and mili-
tary equipment. This type features exceptionally low-
noise low-leakage characteristics, high switching speed, 
and high pulse hFE. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCE0 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
ABE ≤ 10 /I   Ikea 80 V 
Base open   W E° 65* V 

VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ti up to 25°C   Px 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 5 w 
Ti or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TEE0 —65 to 300 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 300 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 tnA, 

Ito = 0)   Vonce110 120 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = 0.1 mA  
Ic = 0)   V(BIOEBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, Rag = 10 0, tgo = 300 µs, df = 1.8%   Vea(Sus) 80 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, Iz = 0, tp = 300 ii.s, df = 1.8%   Vezo (sus) 65' min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
IB = 15 mA. t. = 300 its. df = 1.8%)   VCE (sat) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
lz = 15 mA, t. = 300 ils, df = 1.8%)   Vim (sat) 1.1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W A = 60 V, In = 0, TA = 25°C   ICHO 0.002 max µA 
Vez = 60 V. Ito = 0, TA .=. 150°C   ICHO 2 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.005 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Veto = 10 V  

Ic = 0.01 mA. Tc = 25°C)   hr z 10* min 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
Vez = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, Tc = 25°C, 

t. = 300 its, df = 1.8%   hips (pulsed) 40 to 120 
Vela = 10 V. Ic = 1 A, Tc = 25°C, tp = 300 µs. 

df = 1.8%   halo (pulsed) 10e min 
Vez = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA. Tc = —55°C, 

t. = 300 its, df = 1.8%   hFE (pulsed) 20 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz  ht. 40 to 125 
Vez = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz  ht. 45 to 190 
Vez = 10 V, IC = 50 mA. f = 20 SI:Hz   ht. 6 min 

Input Capacitance (Visa = 0.5 V. Ic — 0)   Clbo 80 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Vez = 10 V. Ic — 0)   Cobo 15 max PF 
Input Resistance: 
Vez = 5 V. Ie = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   h..- 24 to 34 n 
VCB = 10 V, IC = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz  hi. 4 to 8 f) 

Small-Signal Reverse-Voltage (Feedback) 
Transfer Ratio: 

Veil = 5 V, Ic = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz  hrb 3 x 10-e max 
Vea = 10 V, IC = 5 znA, f = 1 ICHZ   hrb 3 x 10-, max 

Output Conductance: 
Ven = 5 V. Ie = 1 mik, f = 1 kHz  h.. 0.1 to 0.5 ¡mho 
Vea = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz  hob 0.1 to 1 µmho 

Noise Figure (Ws = 10 V. Ic = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kHz, 
Ro = 510 0, circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz)   NF 6 max dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 35 max •C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 175 max •C/V1 

e This value applies only to type 2N2102. 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2102 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT. BASE INPUT. 
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1A, 5W 2N2270 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in rf-amplifiers, 
mixers, oscillators, and converters, and in af small-
signal and power amplifiers. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VC110 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Raz 10 0   Veza 60 V 

Vezo 45 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ts up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 5 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   
Storage   T8TO —65 to 200 °C 

T.; (opr) —65 to 200 
Tx. 255 °Cil 

°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   

Base open 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 rnA, 

Is — 0)   V(BIOCHO 60 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = 0.1 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(BR)11/130 7 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 100 niA, ta = 300 ¡is, df = 1.8   Vczo (sus) 45 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, Ras = to tl, tp = 300 as, df = 1.8%   Vcza(sus) 60 min V 

Collector-lo-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
Li = 15 mA)   Veil: (sat) 0.9 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
Ili = 15 mA)   Vila (sat) 1.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 60 V, Iz = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icso 0.1 max µA 
Veil = 60 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ica° 50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 5 V, Ic — 0)   Lam 0.1 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

(Vez = 10 V. Ic = 150 mA, ta = 300 its, df = 1.8%) hrz(pulsed) 50 to 200 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcz = 10 V, Ic = 1 mA)   hen 35 min 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 10 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   ht. 30 to 180 
Vez = 10 V, lc = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz   ht. 3 min 

Input Capacitance (Vim = 0.5 V. Ic — 0)   C Ms 80 max PF 
Output Capacitance (Ves = 10 V. Is — 0)   Cobo 15 max plr 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0i-c 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   01-A 175 max *C/W 
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2N2405 1A, 5W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in small-signal 
and medium power applications in industrial and mili-
tary equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Vino = — 1.5 V   VCBV* 
Emitter open   VCBO 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Rug ≤ 500   VCEIt* (SUS) 120 V 
ROE 10   Weir (sus) 140 V 
Base —open   Vie. (sus) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 5 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ti) and Storage (Tins)   —65 to 200 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

= 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.01 mA, 

lc = 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

It = 100 mA. Is = 0, t9 = 300 jis, df = 1.8%   
Ic = 30 mA, Is = 0, tr. = 300 jis, df = 1.8%   
Ic = 100 mA, Rug = 10 U, tp = 300 its, df = 1.8%   

100 mA, Ras = 500 0, tp = 300 jis, df = 1.8%   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 150 mA, I = 15 mA   
Ic = 50 mA, In = 5 mA   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Ic = 150 mA, In = 15 mA   
L' = 50 mA, In = 5 mA   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
\Ten = 90 V. = 0, Tc = 25°C   
Vcn = 90 V, Ii: = 0, Te = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 5 V. lc — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 5 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   
Veg = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA. f = 20 MHz   

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vcs = 10 V. Ic = 500 mA, TA = 25°C, t9 = 300 jis, 
df = 1.8%   

Vcn = 10 V. Ic = 150 mA, TA = 25°C, tp = 300 Ps. 
df = 1.8%   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, TA = 25°C   hr E 35 min 
VcE = 10 V, It, = 10 mA, TA = —55°C   hes 20 min 

Input Resistance: 
Vt.» = 5 V, It = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   hil. 24 to 34 0 
Vt.» = 10 V, Ir = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   bib 4 to 8 f) 

Voltage-Feedback Ratio: 
Wit = 5 V, lc -= 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   ha, 3 x 10-1 
Vi» = 10 V, It. = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz   hri, 3 x 10-1 

Output Conductance: 
VcE = 5 V. Ii = 1 mA, f = 1 kHz   hob 0.5 max µmho 
Ws = 10 V. Iv = 5 mA. f = 1 kHz   hob 0.5 max p mho 

Noise Figure (Ven = 10 V. It. = 0.3 mA, lic = 500 D  
BW = 15 kHz, reference signal frequency = 1 kHz Nr• 6 max dB 

Input Capacitance (VE» = 0.5 V, Ic — 0)   Clbo 80 max Pr 
Output Capacitance (Wu = 10 V, IE — 0)   Cobo 15 max pF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 35 max •C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   Or-s 175 max °C/W 
• This value does not apply to type 2N1893. 

1A, 5W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide va-
riety of small-signal and low-to-medium-power appli-
cations in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-18, Outline No.12. For transfer-characteristics 
curves, refer to type 2N2102. 

2N2895 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Ri,» " u) D   VcE a 80 V 
Base open   VcEo 65 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   It: 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA or 're above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature 10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (It _ 0.1 mA, 
I» = 0)   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IS = 0.1 mA, 
Iv = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, IB = 0, 19 = 300 as, df = 1.8%   
Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, Ru E = 10 0, tr, = 300 as, 
df = 1.8%   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic, = 150 mA, In = 15 mA, t» = 300 as, df = 1.8%) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ir = 150 mA, Ia = 15 MA, tp = 300 as, df = 1.8%) 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 60 V. In = 0, Tc = 25°C   
Veit = 60 V, Ii = 0, Tc = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VE» = 5 V, Ic — 0)   
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

Vrei = 10 V, Ic 150 mA, t9 = 300 as, df = 1.8% 
Vrs = 10 V, Ic = 500 mA, tp = 300 µs. df = 1.8% 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = 10 V. Ic = 0.01 mA   
VcE = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA   
VcE = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA, Tc = —55°C   

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = 5 V. Ic = 5 mA, f -= 1 kHz  
Von = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz   

Input Capacitance (VED = 0.5 V, lc = 0, f = 0.14 MHz) 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Output Capacitance (Ven = 10 V, IE = 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   Col. 15 max pF 

Noise Figure (Vis = 10 V, Ir = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kHz. 
Re, = 510 0, circuit bandwidth = 1 Hz)   NF 8 max dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-(1 97 max •C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-.% 350 max "C/W 

2N2896 1A, 5W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide va-
riety of small-signal and low-to-medium-power appli-
cations in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-18, Outline No. 12. For transfer-characteristics 
curves, refer to type 2N2102. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vi-no 140 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ras = 10 0   Vest( 140 V 
Base open 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   7 V Vano 
Collector Current   Iv 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tx up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Te: up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 

TA or Tv above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   T. r , —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   Vallt)(110 140 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Iv — 0)   ViltIGEBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA, In = 0, ti, = 300 as, df = 1.8%   V(so (sus) 90 min V 
L e = 100 mA, In = 0, RBE = 10 0. tp = 300 its, 
df = 1.8%   VER(sus) 140 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA  
In = 15 mA, tp = 300 as, df = 1.8%   W E (sat) 0.6 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (lc = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA, ti, = 300 as, df = 1.8%   Viis (sat ) 1.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vis .= 90 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   Lao 0.01 max p A 
Ven = 90 V, In = 0, Te = 150°C   Icau 10 max aA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 5 V, I.- — 0)   him 0.01 max aA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = 10 V. le = 150 mA, tp = 300 as, df = 1.8%) hFE (pulsed) 60 to 200 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Via = 10 V, Ic = 1 mA   his 35 min 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 10 mA. Tc = 55°C   liFc 20 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 10 V, Iv = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz)   hr. 6 min 

Output Capacitance (Ws = 10 V, In = 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   Col. 15 max pF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   01-c 97 max "C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-et 350 max °C/W 

V( Et) 00 V 

2N2897 1 A, 5W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide va-
riety of small-signal and low-to-medium-power applica-
tions in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-18, Outline No.12. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RUE = 10 Cl   V ER 60 V 
Base open   Vcso 45 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE.0 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   Pr See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTI; —65 to 200 *C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE = 0)   VOMCB0 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   Vat 10EBO 7 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic .= 100 mA, Is = 0. t. = 300 µs, df =- 1.8%   Vcso (sus) 45 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, In = 0, Rs.: = 10 Cl, tp = 300 its, 
df =. 1.8%   W EI( (sus) 60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (lc = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA, t. ,= 300 'is. df ---- 1.8%   Ws (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (k = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA, tp -= 300 ps, df = 1.8%   VIIE (sat ) 1.3 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 60 V. Is = 0. TA = 25°C   kilo 0.05 max µA 
Ws = 60 V. Is = 0, TA Z--- 150°C   Ieno 50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 5 V, he — 0)   Imiso 0.05 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcn = 10 V, lc = 150 mA, ti, -=. 300 jis, df = 1.8%) hrs (pulsed) 50 to 200 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vis = 10 V, 
Ic = 0.1 mA)   het.: 35 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VI E = 10 V, IC = 50 mA, f --,- 20 MHz)   hr. 5 min °C/W 

Output CapacPance (Vus = 10 V. Is = 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   

C... 15 max pF Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ea-c 97 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-.1 350 max 

1A, 5W 2N3053 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide va-
riety of small signal, medium-power applications (up 
to 20 MHz) in commercial and industrial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Viso 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Vine = —1.5 V   VCEV (sus) 60 V 
VCER (SUS) Rn = 10 s Cl   

50 V 
Base open   VCEO (SUS) 

EI10 V 40 IT Emitter-to-Base Voltage   5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   

PT 1 W Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA or 're above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA-Tc) and Storage (TsTc)   —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti.  
235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .= 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
IE = 0)   V( n n)CF10 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BR)EBO 5 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

1(7 = 100 mA, RBE = 10 a tp =. 300 ss, df = 1.8% VcEs (sus) 50 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, In = 0, tp ="" 300 ss, df = 1.8%   VCEO (sus) 40 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
In = 15 mA)   VBE (sat) 1.7 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
Is = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = 30 V, In — 0)   ICTIO 0.25 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 4 V, Ic — 0)   Isso 0.25 max sA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ver: = 10 II, It. = 150 mA, tp = 300 izz, df = 1.8%) hsE (pulsed) 50 to 250 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(V,•E = 10 V, Ie = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz)   hfe 5 min 

Input Capacitance (VES = 0.5 V, Ic — 0)   Clbo 80 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Veil = 10 V, In — 0)   Cob° 15 max pF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   8.1-c 35. max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   eJ_A 175• max °C/W 

• This value does not apply to type 40389. 
• This value does not apply to type 40392. 

2N3119 1A, 5W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in high-voltage, 
high-frequency pulse-amplifier and high-voltage satu-
rated-switching applications in industrial and military 
equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Vcsav 
Base open   VCEO 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEso 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W  
Tc up to 25°C   PT 4 W 
TA or Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ts (opr ) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature -_, 25°C) 

100 

100 
80 V 
4 V 

0.5 A 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
In — 0)   V(BR)CB0 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA   V(BR)CEV 100 min V 
Ic = 10 mA, Is -= 0, ti, = 300 ps, df = 1.8%   V(BR)CE0 (SUS) 80 min V 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (LB = 0.1 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO 4 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
II) = 10 mA)   Vas (sat) 1.1 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
IB = 10 mA)   VcE (sat) 0.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vets = 60 V, he = 0, TA = 25°C   ICHO 50 max nA 
Veil = 60 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   kilo 50 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = —3 V, Ic = O. 
TA = 25°C)   IEBO 100 max nA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 10 V. Ic = 10 mA)   Imo 40 min 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ven = 10 V, Ic = 100 mA, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8%   hrE (pulsed) 50 to 200 
Ws = 10 V, Ic = 250 mA, tp = 300 As. df = 1.8%   hrE (pulsed) 20 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Wu = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, 
f = 50 MHz)   Pr 250 min MHz 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(VcB = 28 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Clic 6 max pF 

Pulsed-Amplifier Rise Time (Vcc = 80 V, 
Ic = 10 mA)   20 max ns 

Saturated Switch Turn-On Time (Vcc := 28 V. 
Ic = 100 mA, IBi = 10 mA)   ta -I- tr 40 max ns 

Saturated Switch Turn-Off Time (Vcc = 28 V, 
Ic = 100 mA, IB, = —10 mA)   to -I- ti 700 max ns 

1A, 5W 40366 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type subjected to special 
preconditioning tests for high-reliability operation in 
medium- and high-power switching and amplifier appli-
cations in military and industrial equipment. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE 10 0   Vena 80 V 
Base -open  Wm) 65 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim) 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 A 
TA above 25°C   PT 1 A 
Te and TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(VBB = 1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA)   VonoCBV 120 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = 0.1 mA)   V(BR)EBO 7 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Rim = 10 0, Ic = 100 mA, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8% VCER (sus) 80 min V 
Iv = 100 mA, Is = 0, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8%   VCEO (SUS) 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
no = 150 mA, IB = 15 mA, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8%) VcE(sat) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
( In = 150 mA. Is = 15 mA, tp = 300 gs, df = 1.8%) VBE (sat) 1.1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Val = 60 V, Is — 0)   Inv) 2 max nA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VBB = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IERO 5 max nA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ven = 10 V, Ic = 0.01 mA   him 10 min 
Ve E = 10 V, Ic = 0.1 mA   him 20 min 

Pulsed Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
W E = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 as, df = 1.8%   hp•E (pulsed) 40 to 120 
NrcE = 10 V. Ic = 500 mA, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8%   him (pulsed) 25 min 
Vea = 10 V, Ic = 1000 mA, tp = 300 As, df = 1.8% him (pulsed) 10 min 
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40392 1A, 5W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type features a base 
comprised of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. 
This type is used in a wide variety of small-signal, 
medium-power applications at frequencies up to 20 
MHz. JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.6. See E C.F 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is identical with type 2N3053 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 7 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature - 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03.1-C 25 max °C/W 

40375 7A, 35W 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type with an attached heat radiator 
for printed-circuit-board use in audio, ultrasonic, and 
rf circuits and in low-distortion power amplifiers, os-
cillators, switching regulators, series regulators, con-
verters, and inverters. JEDEC TO-66 (with heat 
radiator), Outline No.26. This type is identical with type 
2N3878 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tit up to 25°C   PT 5.8 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   30 max °C/W 

2N3262 2A, 10W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in high-voltage, 
high-frequency pulse-amplifier and high-voltage satu-
rated-switching applications in industrial and military 
equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vow 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   Vein, 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Vczo(sus) 80 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Mom 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 8.75 W 
TA or To above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Te-Tc) and Storage (TsTo)   —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Vim = —1.5 V. Ic = 0.25 mA)   VonocEv 100 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Iic = 0.1 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(BR)EBO 4 min V 

CeIR 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 500 mA. Ran = 10 0, tp = 15 As, df = 1.5% 
Ic = 500 mA, I = 0, tp = 15 ss, df = 1.5%   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 1 A. 
IB = 100 mA) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 1 A. 
= 100 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = 30 V. Is = 0, 
TA = 25°C)   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 3 V, Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Veit = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = 28 V. Ic = 100 mA, f = 50 MHz)   
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Vea = 28 V, le = 0, f = 1 MHz)   
Pulse-Amplifier Rise Time (Vcc = 80 V. 

Ic = 25 mA)   
Turn-On Time. Saturated Switch (Veil = 28 V. 

Ic = 1 A. Ii = 100 mA, Tez = —100 mA)   
Turn-On Time, Saturated Swith (Ws = 28 V. 

Ic = 1 A. lai = 100 mA, lai = —100 mA)   

2A, 10W 

VCER (SUS) 
VCEO (SUS) 

VCE (sat) 

VBE (sat) 

'CEO 
Intio 

hps 

hi. 

Ce,, 

tr 

td -Ftr 

te tr 

90 min 
80 min 

0.6 max 

1.4 max 

0.1 max 
100 max 

40 min 

3 min 

20 max PF 

20 max ns 

40 max ns 

750 max ns 

2N5320 

V 
V 

V 

V 

ciA 
jcA 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used for small-
signal medium-power applications in military, indus-
trial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vent) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Van = 1.5 V   VCEV (SUS) 
Raw = 100 V   VCER (SUS) 
Base open   Vcso(sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   le 
Base Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 
Tc above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TSUI 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 

VCE0 MAX 
1.50 

'FOR SINGLE 2N5321 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vas = —1.5 V. Ic = 0.1 mA, Base-emitter 
reverse biased)   V(BIUCEV 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 V, RBE = 100 il   vess(sus) 90 min V 
lc = 100 V, In = 0, base open   Veso (sus) 75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 500 mA, In = 50 mA)   Va (sat) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA)   VBE 1.1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 80 V, Is — 0)   ICBO 0.5 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 5 V, lc — 0)   IEBO 0.1 max µA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA, b. •• 300 as. df •• 0.02   hes (pulsed) 30 to 130 
Vez = 2 V, lc = 1000 mA, te ••› 300 ps, df --5. 0.02   hrs ( pulsed ) 10 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 4 V, It: = 50 mA)   fT 50 min MHz 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current 

(Ves = 50 V, base forward-biased, non-repetitive 
pulse = 1 s)   Isb, 200 min mA 

Turn-On Time (Ves = 30 V, Ic = 500 mA, IB = 50 mA) ta -F L. 80 max ns 
Turn-Off Time (lies = 30 V, Ic = 500 mA, Is = 50 mA) t. -I- ti 800 max ns 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-C 17.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   03-u 150 max "C/W 

2N5321 2A, 10W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used for small-
signal medium-power applications in military, indus-
trial, and commercial equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veil() 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vas = 1.5 V   Vern, (Ms) 
Rpm = 100 V   .V. ER (sus) 
Base open   Veso (sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim 
Collector Current   L• 
Base Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 
To above 25°C   PT 
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10 
Derate linearly 
at 0.057 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tre —65 to 200 -c 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   T1. 230 *c 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature -.= 25 °C) 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.1 mA, lc — 0)   V(BR)EBO 5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Vino = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA, Base-emitter 
reverse biased)   VIBRWEV 75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 100 mA. Ritz = 100 Cl   Vau (sus) 65 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, base open   Vetlo (sus) 50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 500 mA, In = 50 mA)   Ves (sat) 0.8 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Von = 4 V, le = 500 mA) Vita 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = 60 V. Is — 0)   Ica() 5 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vita = 4 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.5 max . A 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA, ti' •• 300 as. df --Ê. 0.02) hrs (pu)sed) 40 to 250 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = 4 V, IC = 50 mA) fT 50 min MHz 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current 

(Vcn = 50 V, base forward-biased, non-repetitive 
pulse = 1 s)   Is/b 200 min mA 

Turn-On Time (Ves = 30 V, lc = 500 mA, Is = 50 mA) tu ± t, 80 max ns 
Turn-Off Time (Vea = 30 V, le = 500 mA, In = 50 mA) t. ± ti 800 max ns 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   8.1-c 17.5 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 150 max °C/W 
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7A, 35W 2N3878 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in af, rf, and ultrasonic 
applications such as low-distortion power amplifiers, 
oscillators, switching regulators, series regulators, con-
verters, and inverters. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-

E 8 ment. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VC130 120 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Rini = 50 CI   Vcsa (sus) 65 V 
base open (sustaining voltage)   Veso (sus) 50 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 7 A 
Peak Collector Current   ic 10 A 
Base Current   Is 5 A 

Te  to 25*C   
Tc above 25°C   PT 35 W PT See curve page 300 

il 
Transistor Dissipation: 

'P  

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TP 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature . 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A, Is — 0   Vex() (sus) 50 min V 
Ic = 0.2 A, Ras = 50 cl   VCER (sus) 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 4 A. Is = 0.5 A)   VCE (sat) 2 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Von = 2 V. Ic = 4 A)   VBE 2.5 max v 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 40 V, 1B = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso 5 max mA 
Ves = 100 V, VISE = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   Icsv 4 max mA 
Vel2 = 100 V, Vas = —1.5 V. Tc = 150°C   Icsv 4 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 4 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 4 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 5 V, lc = 0.5 A   hrs 50 to 200 
Vcs = 5 V, Ic = 4 A   hrs 20 min 
Ves = 2 V, Ic = 4 A   hrz 8 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Veil; = 10 V, Ic = 0.5 A, f = 10 MHz)   ht. 6 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Ves = 40 V, 
base forward-biased)   Is/t, 750 min mA 

Second-Breakdown Energy (Res = 50 n, L = 125 µH, 
Vas = —4 V, base reverse-biased)   Es/e 1 min mJ 

Output Capacitance (Ves = 10 V, 1E = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobs 175 max pF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (1T-c 5 max °C/W 

MAXIMUM PULSE OPERATING AREAS 

TYPE  7 2N388 
-CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc).25•C  

PULSE OPERATION-I I I  
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N3879 7A, 35W 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in af, rf, and ultrasonic 
applications such as low-distortion power amplifiers, 
oscillators, switching regulators, series regulators, con-
verters and inverters. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. This type is identical with type 2N3878 except c e 
for collector-to-emitter voltages of WEB (SUS) = 90 V and VeHo(sus) = 75 V, 
and the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25 °C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 4 A. In = 0.4 A)   Vce (sat) 1.2 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (V(E = 2 V, Ic = 4 A)   VILE 1.8 max V 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 4 V. Ic — 0)   1E110 2 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

\Ten = 5 V. Ic = 0.5 A   hFE 40 min 
VIE = 5 V, Ic = 4 A   hrE 20 to 80 
VCE = 2 V, Ic = 4 A   hrn 12 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (V E = 40 V  
base forward-biased)   Is/b 500 min mA 

Delay Time (Vcc = 30 V. jc = 4 A, 
In, = 0.4 A, In, = —0.4 A)   ta 40 max na 

Rise Time (Vcc = 30 V. Ic = 4 A, 
Ini = 0.4 A, In., = —0.4 A)   tr 400 max os 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Storage Time (Vcc = 30 V, lc = 4 A. 

In, = 0.4 A. 1132 = —0.4 A)   t. 900 max na 
Fall Time (Vcc = 30 V, lc = 4 A, 

In, = 0.4 A. In. = —0.4 A)   tt 400 max na 

7A, 35W 2N5202 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-current, high-speed 
switching circuits. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vc80 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

• 

Vano 
II• 7 4 

V I 

A 
Peak Collector Current   i. 5 A 

V 
Res = 50 n   VCalt (SUS) 75 

Base Current   In 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tr; up to 25°C   PT 35 W 
To above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   'net% —65 to 200 *C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

(lc = 0.2 A. Rim = 50 C))   Walt (SUS) 75 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Ws = 1.2 V, L -= 4 V)   Van 1.9 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(lc = 4 A, In = 0.4 A)   W E (sat) 1.2 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 100 V. Vea = —1.5 V   lezv 10 max mA 
Yea = 100 V. Vea = —1.5 V, T.• = 150°C   1116V 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = 6 V, Ii • — 0)   Iseo 10 max mA 
Output Capacitance (Vin = 10 V. IS = 0. f = 1 MHz) Col. 175 max PF 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current 

0 I 

6 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 

TYPE 2N5202 

_ CASE TEMPERATURE (1C) . 25. C 

lc MAX (PULSEDI 
(2038791 ' 

CONTINUOUS 

IC M(AX 

r•R 

. . 
PULSE OPERATION SINGLE 
NONREPETITIVE PULSE 

DISSIPATION LIMITED Ct. 
(SLOPE - I 

2N5202-

* 2N32179 
1 . 

‘'à 

vcER MAX .75V i 
'- - - (2N3879) ' 

— — " 12$ 5202 /7'5V 

2 • 6 6 ii) 2 4 ' el00 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS OicE) 

92$1-36111T 

I 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Ws = 40 V, 
non-repetitive pulse = 1 s, base forward-biased) Is/b 400 min mA 

Second-Breakdown Energy (V» = —4 V. Re = 50 .D  
L = 50 µH)   Es/b 0.4 min mJ 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 1.2 V. It = 4 A)   hem 10 to too ns 

Small-Signal, Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ves = 10 V. Ic = 0.5 A. f = 10 MHz)   hfe 

Delay Time (WI- = 30 V. Ic = 4 A, Im = 0.4 A) td 
Rise Time (Vre = 30 V. Ic = 4 A, Is, = 0.4 A) tr 
Storage Time (Vey = 30 V, Ir = 4 A. hif. = —0.4 A) t. 
Fall Time (Vey = 30 V, Iv = 4 A. In, = —0.4 A) te, 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   El.e-e 

2N5038 20A, 140W 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used for high-current, high-
power, high-speed applications in switching and ampli-
fier circuits in industrial and commercial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outlne No.2. See Mounting Hardware for 
desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Witt, 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V, Ras = 100 fl   Vt'EX (MS) 150 V 
Rag '-' 50 n   WEB (SUS) 110 V 
Base open   Vcsc (sus) 90 v 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vallo 7 it 
Peak Collector Current   le 30 A 
Collector Current   Ic 20 A 
Base Current   Ilt 5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C, Ves up to 28 V   PT 140 w 
Tr up to 25°C, Vea above 28 V   PT See curve page 300 
Tr above 25°C, Vex above 28 V   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TST. —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A, Is = 0. base open   Veo (sus) 90 min V 
Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.2 A, Ill= 0, Ras = 100 O  
base-emitter junction reverse biased   Vezz (sus) 150 min V 

Ic = 0.2 A, In = 0, Ras ',e 50 n   v,,ER (sus) 110 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage Ur = 0, IS = 0.05 A)   VEBO 7 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 12 A, h = 1.2 A, te 350 /Ls, df = 2%   Ves(sat) 1 max V 
Xe = 20 A, Is = 5 A  Ws (sat) 2.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Nrcz = 5 V. Ic = 
20 A, Is = 5 A)   VBE (sat) 3.3 max v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ws = 5 V, Ir = 12 A  
te -- 350 /Ls, df = 2%)   Vse 1.8 max AT 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W S = 70 V. Is — 0   Ire, 20 max mA 
Ws = 140 V, VISE = —1.5 V   Irsv 50 max mA 
Ves = 100 V, Vas = —1.5 V   Ienv 10 max mA 
Ws = 100 V. V» = —1.5 V. Te = 150°C   km. 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VEB = 5 V, Ic — 0   Ism) 5 max mA 
V» = 7 V, Ic — 0   IEBO 50 max mA 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 5 V, Ic = 2 A. te e 350 its, df = 2%   him (pulsed) 50 to 200 
Ves = 5 V, Ic = 12 A, te 350 iis, df = 2%   him (pulsed) 20 to 100 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Arcs = 10 V, Ic = 2 A, f = 5 MHz)   Ihr.1 12 min 

Output Capacitance (Vets = 10 V. Iz = 0. f = 1 MHz) Cob. 500 max PF 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current: 
Ws = 28 V. base forward-biased, 

non-repetitive pulse = 1 s   Is/b 5 min A 
Ws = 45 V. base forward-biased, 
non-repetitive pulse = 1 s   Is/e 0.9 min A 

Second-Breakdown Energy (V» = —4 V, Ic = 12 A, 
Rs = 20 n, L = 180 µH, base reverse biased)   Es/b 13 min m.1 

6 min 
40 max ns 

400 max ns 
800 max ns 
400 max ns 
5 max °C/W 

C,F 

150 v 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (VOS = 10 V, lc = 2 A, 
f = 5 MHz)   fr 60 min MHz 

Turn-On-Time (Vcc = 30 V. Ic = 12 A. 
ta 0.5 max gs 

Storage Time (Veo = 30 V, Ic = 12 A, 
t. 1.5 max As 

tr 0.5 max its 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case (VcE = 40 V. 

Ic = 0.5 A) al-C 1.25 max "C/W 

Ii = Inn = 1.2 A)   

IB1 = 1112 = 1.2 A)   
Fall Time (Vc. = 30 V, It --- 12 A, 

= 1112 = 1.2 A) 

C.F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

20A, 140W 2N5039 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used for high-current, high-
power, high-speed applications in switching and ampli-
fier circuits in industrial and commercial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hardware for 
desired mounting arrangement. This type is identical 
with type 2N5038 except for the following items: 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wu.. 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VHS = —1.5 V, Ru E = 100 0   ihsx (sus) 120 V 
RISE .5 50 11   VeEit (sus) 95 V 
Base open   Ves(sus) 75 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
IC = 0.2 A, In = 0, base open   Veno(sus) 75 min V 
Vus = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.2 A, In = 0, Rus = 100 (), 
base-emitter junction reverse biased   WEN: (sus) 120 min V 

Ic = 0.2 A, In = 0, ABE " 50 0   WES (SUS) 95 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 10 A, In = 1 A, tr 350 ns, df = 2%   VI'S (sat) 1 max V 
k = 20 A, In = 5 A   VCE (sat) 2.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vis = 5 V, Ic = 10 A, 
ti' -. 350 sis. df = 2%)   VHS 1.8 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 55 V, In — 0   ICS11 20 max mA 
VcE = 110 V, VBE = —1.5 V   IcEw 50 max mA 
VCE = 85 V. VI's = —1.5 V   IVEY 10 max mA 
Ves = 85 V, Vu E = —1.5 V   km- 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VEB = 5 V, Ic — 0   ISHO 15 max mA 
Ves = 7 V, Ic — 0   ham 50 max mA 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
WE = 5 V. I,, = 2 A. ti' .5 350 jis, df = 2%   h FE (pulsed) 30 to 150 
WE = 5 V, lc = 10 A, ti' 350 ns, df — 2%   hrE (pulsed) 20 to 100 

Turn-On-Time (Vcc = 30 V. Ic = 10 A, 
IB1 = Ins = I A)   til + t.• 0.5 max jis 

Storage Time (Vcc = 30 V. I, = 10 A, 
Ins = Ins = 1A)   t. 1.5 max jis 

Fall Time (V('c = 30 V, Ic .-- 10 A. 
Ini = 1112 = 1 A)   tf 0.5 max jis 

25A, 125W 2N3263 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, 
and high-current applications such as switching circuits, 
amplifiers, and power oscillators in aerospace, military, 
and industrial applications. Outline No.29. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vino 150 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VeSV 150 V 
ERE -•5._ 50 /)   VeElt (Ells) 110 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VEO (sus) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Venn 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 25 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Base Current   IB 
Transistor Dissipation   Pz 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.; (opr) 
Storage   T8TO 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

lc = 0.2 A, In — 0   Vczo (sus) 
lc = 0.2 A, Rea 5. 50 Cl   Vasa (sus) 

Collector-to-Emitter— Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 15 A, In = 1.2 A. tp e 350 as, df e 2%)   Ven (sat) 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 15 A. In = 1.5 A, tp e 350 as, df e 2%)   VBE (sat) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Is = 0.02 A, lc — 0)   VEBO 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V, Vs s = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   ICE V 
Veil = 80 V, Is = 0, To = 25°C   ICBO 
Ves .--- 80 V. Is = 0, Tc = 125°C   Ieso 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
Van = 5 V. Ic = 0, Tc = 25°C   IEBO 
VEB = 5 V. Iv = 0, Tc = 125°C   leso 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
(Ves -= 3 V. Ic = 5 A, tp .,.- 350 us. df 2%   hrs (pulsed) 
(Von = 3 V. It: :.-. 15 A, tp e 350 µs. df e 2%   hrs (pulsed) 
(Ves = 4 V. Ic = 20 A, tp -,'. 350 as, df 2%)   him (pulsed) 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Veil = 10 V, IE = 0, f = 1 MHz)   cb'c 

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Veo = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, Ini = 1.2 A, IB2 = —1.2 A)   ta -I- t, 

Fall Time, Saturated Switch (Veo = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, Int = 1.2 A, IB2 = —1.2 A)   tf 

Storage Time, Saturated Switch (Veo = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, Is. = 1.2 A. Is. = —1.2 A)   t. 

• 2 

240 

z 
e.200 

yti 160 
orr 

120 et t,_ 
oz 
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40 

o 
0.01 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N3263 
COLLECTOR-TO EMITTER VOLTS (V )•3 f 

CASE TEMPERATURE (T)I25° C 

25 . 

rerr 55 

2 • 6 
01 

SAFE OPERATING REGION 

2 4 6 6 2 4611 
10 

COLLECTOR AMPERES Re/ 
92CS-I2443T. 

TYPE 2N3263 
PULSE DURATION CURVES APPLY 
DC CURVES APPLY TO INDICATED 

TO EACH TYPE. 
TYPES. 
1 

1 \ • / 

kt. 
& , 

ee icei• \— 
DC 
I 2N3265 

- 2N3266 MAX. Mx0.60V • VCEO--- 
•  90V 

-2N3264 MAX. Ve,E0•60V 1- 
2N3263 MAX VrF0•90V , Ntiti 

10 
3 4 5 6 7 6 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VŒ) 
6265-12426T 

9100 

cc 125 
o 
(f) 

loo 
z 
at e 
cr 1 75 
g 

2 50 e ;<-
25 

2▪ 3  

10 A 
See Rating Chart 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

90 min V 
110 min V 

0.75 max V 

1.6 max v 
7 min V 

20 max mA 
4 max mA 
4 max mA 

5 max mA 
5 max mA 

40 min 
25 to 75 
20 min 

900 max PF 

0.5 max US 

0.5 max pS 

1.5 max AS 

RATING CHART 

TYPE 2N3263 
FOR MAXIMUM CASE TEMPERATURES ABOVE 

75° C, DERATE LINEARLY AT 0.66 Wr C 

75 

:100_  

«i1.25 

150 

2N3264 
MAX. VcEo.60 V 

'CASE TEMPERATURE  

-(Tc E  

2N3263 
MAX.Vc,(0 90V 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

9263-12433T 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Arcs = 10 V, 
Ic = 3 A, f = 5 MHz)   

Second-Breakdown Current. Safe Operating 
Region (Vcc = 75 V)   

Second-Breakdown Energy, Safe Operating 
Region (Vim. = —6 V, lc = 10 A. RSE = 20 0, 
L = 40 µH)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

25A, 125W 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, 
and high-current applications, such as switching cir-
cuits, amplifiers, and power oscillators in aerospace, 
military, and industrial applications. Outline No.29. 
For curves of safe operating region, transfer charac-
teristics, and static forward-current transfer ratio, refer 

to type 2N3263. 

fT 

ISib 

ES/b 
0.1-C 

469 

20 min MHz 

350 min mA 

2 min mJ 
1.5 max •C/W 

2N3264 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vogl 120 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   Vccv 120 V 
Rs E = 50 n   VCER (SUS) 80 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (SUS) 60 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ic 25 A 
Base Current   IB 10 A 
Transistor Dissipation  See Rating Chart for type 2N3263 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
L c = 0.2 A, Is — 0   
Ic = 0.2 A, Rs E '' 50 n   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 15 A. 
Is = 1.2 A, tp e 350 µs, df e 2%)   

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic =- 15 A. 
Is = 1.5 A. tp e 350 µs, df e 2%)   VBE (sat) 1.8 max V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage (It = 0.02 A, lc — 0)   VERO 7 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Wm = 120 V, Vim = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   Ica. 20 max mA 
Ves = 60 V, Ic = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso 10 max mA 
VCB = 60 V, Is = 0, Tc = 125°C   law 10 MIX mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current: 
VEB = 5 V. Ic = 0, Tc = 25°C   Izao 15 max mA 
Vas = 5 V, Ic = 0. Tc = 125°C   Izito 15 max mA 

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vea = 3 V. Ic = 5 A, tp ,. 350 µs, df -' 2%   
W I. = 3 V, Ic = 15 A, tp 350 µs, df --e 2%   
Vas = 4 V. Ic = 20 A. tp e 350 µs, df -` 2%   

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(Ws = 10 V, lc = 0, f = 1 MHz)   

Turn-On Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V  
Ic = 15 A. Irs, = 1.2 A, Iii, = —1.2 A)   LI + tr 0.5 max µS 

Fall Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, h i = 1.2 A. Is, = —1.2 A)   ti 0.5 max Ps 

Storage Time, Saturated Switch (Vcc = 30 V. 
Ic = 15 A, Isi = 1.2 A, 152 = —1.2 A)   t. 1.5 max µs 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 10 V, 
Ic = 3 A, f = 5 MHz)   fr 20 min MHz 

Second-Breakdown Current, Safe Operating 
Region (Ws = 75 V)   Is/I, 700 min mA 

Second-Breakdown Energy, Safe Operating 
Region (Vac = 6 V. Ic = 10 A, Ras = 20 n. 
L = 40 µH)   E,/%, 2 min inJ 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0 i-c 1.5 max °C/W 

VcE0 (sus) 60 min V 
VCER (sus) 80 min V 

VCE (sat) 1.2 max V 

hrE (pulsed) 35 min 
hpc (pulsed) 20 to 80 
hFE (pulsed) 15 min 

ci,'.. 900 max pF 
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2N3265 25A, 125W 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, 
and high-current applications such as switching cir-
cuits, amplifiers, and power oscillators in aerospace, 
military, and industrial applications. JEDEC TO-63, 
Outline No.24. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 
2N3263 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation   PT See Rating Chart 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   Os-c 1 max °C/W 

RATING CHART 

TYPE 
FOR 
DERATE 

::\\N..............6=>75 

2N3265 
MAXIMUM CASE 

LINEARLY 
TEMPERATURE 
AT 1 WrC 

ABOVE 75°C, 

125 
2N3266 

150 MAX. VCEO .60 V 

l 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITC) 11 175°C 2NB265 --. 

I MAX.VcE0.90V 
o so 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92C5 -124301 

2N3266 25A, 125W 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in high-power, high-speed, 
and high-current applications such as switching cir-
cuits, amplifiers, and power oscillators in aerospace, 
military, and industrial applications. JEDEC TO-63, 
Outline No.24. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. For curves of safe operating 
region, transfer characteristics, and static forward-current transfer ratio, 
refer to type 2N3263. This type is identical with type 2N3264 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Tt ansistor Dissipation  See Rating Chart for Type 2N3265 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-o 1 max °C/W 

B 

2N5671 30A, 140W 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in switching control ampli-
fiers, power gates, switching regulators, power-switch-
ing circuits, converters, inverters and control circuits. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

C,F 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   li,w, 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   Vcr›,(sus) 
RBE 50 0  W EB ( SUS ) 
\TEE = -1.5 V, Ritz •• 50 0   V EX (SUS) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEz0 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C, VeE up to 24 V  PT 
To up to 25°C, Vcie up to 24 V   PT 
're above 25°C, 'W E above 24 V   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction) 
Storage 

120 V 

90 V 
110 V 
120 V 
7 V 
30 A 
10 A 

140 
See Rating Chart 
See Rating Chart 

and curve page 300 

  T.T(opr) -65 to 200 °C 
  TETO -65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 

Ic = 0.2 A, IB - 0  

VES= -1.5 V. IC = 0.2 A, Ri 50 0, m base-emitter.. 
Ic = 0.2 A, Is = 0, Ra  50 fl   Vczo (SUS) VeER (SUS) 110 min 

90 min V 1 
V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

junction reverse biased   W EE (sus) 120 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (lc = 15 A. 

Is = 1.2 A)   VBE (sat) 1.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VE, = 5 V, lc = 15 A)   VBE 1.6 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 15 A, Is = 1.2 A)   Vcz (sat) 0.75 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Voit = 80 V, In - 0   loso 10 max mA 
Voit = 110 V, VBE = -1.5 V   ICEV 12 max mA 
Voit = 100 V, VBE = -1.5 V, T. =_ 150°C   ICEV 15 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VCE = 2V, Ic = 15 A   hn: 20 to 100 
Ves = 5 V, Ic = 20 A  hr s 20 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (base forward 
biased, non-repetitive pulse = 1 s): 
WE = 24 V   Is/b 5.8 min A 
WE = 45 V   'sib 0.9 min A 

Second-Breakdown Energy (Vim = -4 V, IC = 15 A, 
Rs = 20 0, L = 180 aH, base forward biased)   Es/b 20 min mJ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (WE = 10 V, IC = 2A)   Pr 50 min MHz 
Output Capacitance (Vez = 10 V, IE = 0, f = 1 MHz) Col. 900 max pF 
Turn-On Time (V( c = 30 V. Ic = 15 A, lai = ha 
= 1.2 A)   td + tr 0.5 max ets 

Storage Time (Vec = 30 V, Ic = 15 A, Is = Ins = 1.2 A) t. 1.5 max as 
Fall Time (Vie = 30 V, lc = 15 A, IBI = IRS = 1.2 A) tt 0.5 max Ps 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case (Ws = 40 V, 

Ic = 0.5 A) 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 
TYPE 2N5671 

1°°,7:CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc).25°C   
7.) 6 (FOR Tc ABOVE 25°C,DERATE LINEARLY) 
1-1 so.- V; MAX.(CONTINUOUS)  
c • 2 10/ 

8. ▪ io.  
2 6 

4  4 
cr 
O 

o 

2 

le  

 e4101,. 500 kts 
1mi 

VCEO MAX- .90 V 
1 !2N56,7111.--17, 

2 4 68 2 4 68 2 • 6 8 
10 i00 1000 

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE) 
92CS-,5630T 

I  
VCE0 MAX 
 ,...120 V  
(2N5672) 

1,4 

0 1.2 
o 

co 
o 

0.8 u 
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TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS 
CONDUCTION RATING CHART 

TYPE 2N567I 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS Vcc)•30 
Ic•12.5 IB1- 2.5%2 

••••• 

6 6 10 
COLLECTOR AMPERES (Ic) 

.2cs-12.29,Z 
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2N5672 30A, 140W 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type used in switching control ampli-
fiers, power gates, switching regulators, power-switch-
ing circuits, converters, inverters and control circuits. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. This type is iden-
tical with type 2N561 except for the following items. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   V.1..) 150 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   V..y..(sus) 120 V 
Rey ".- 50 (")   V..Ey (sus)  
Vyy = 1.5 V, Rm.:.-- 50 0   VrE X (sus) 140 v 150 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

I.• = 0.2 A, Ii. — 0   WE., (sus) 120 V 
I.• = 0.2 A, In = 0, Rm.: - 50 0   Wine (sus) 140 V 
W E = —1.5 V. I, =-. 0.2 A, Rim -• 50 n, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased   Vryx (sus) 150 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 80 V, Iy — 0   Ire•I 10 max mA 
Ws = 135 V, Vyy = —1.5 V   ICEV 
Veli = 100 V, E = —1.5 V, Tv = 150 °C   levy 10 max mA 10 max W  mA 

2N6032 50A, 140W 

Si n-p-n epitaxial type used for switching and amplifier 
applications in military, industrial, and commercial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-3 (modified), Outline No. 73. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Venn 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   Vest, (SUS) 
RIM ---- 50 0   Win, (sus) 
Ray .-- 50 0, Vyy = —1.5 V   Veyx (sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   W WI 
Collector Current   Iv 
Base Current   Iii 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C and VCE up to 24 V   PT 140 
T. up to 25•C and VIE above 24 V   PT See curve page 300 
T. above 25°C and Vey above 24 V   PT See Maximum Operating 

Curve and curve page 300 

C.F 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Teel: —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

I.• = 0.2 A, Is — 0   1.7 lit, (SUS) 90 min v 
L. . 0.2 A. Iy = 0, Rue -•4.. 50 0   Vil.:Ft (SUS) 110 min V 
Vin: = —1.5 V, I.• = 0.2 A, Ilt — 0   Veas (sus) 120 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Iv = 50 A, Is = 5 A)   Vily(sat) 2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 2 V, Ic = 50 A) VBE 2 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(It. = 50 A, In = 5 A)   Vi'y (sat) 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vey = 80 V, Ill — 0   11S0 10 max mA 
W E = 110 V, Vyy = —1.5 V. base-emitter 

junction reverse biased   IVEY 12 max mA 
Vcr: = 100 V, Vas = —1.5 V, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased, Tr = 150°C   IrEW 15 max mA 

120 

90 
110 
120 
7 

50 
10 Pe

>›
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<
<
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Rep: 50 O. Vi,r; =- —1.5 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 

T.. up to 25°C and We up to 24 V  P 
Tv up to 25°C and ITCH above 24 V  PT 
Ti • above 25°C and Vr•E above 24 V  P 

CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vcs . 7 V. I) . 0) Us.) 10 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vii.: = 2.6 V, Iv = 50 A)   hre 10 to 50 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current: 
W E = 24 V. base forward biased. 
non-repetitive pulse = 1 s   Is/I, 5.8 min A 

We = 40 V. base forward biased, 
non-repetitive pulse = 1 s   Is/b 0.9 min A 

Second-Breakdown Energy (Visp: = —4 V. 
I.• = 20 A, L = 310 pH, Rem = 5 (), base 
reverse biased)   Es/i, 62 min mJ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E =. 10 V. Ic = 2 A) fr 50 min MHz 
Output Capacitance (Wit = 10 V. Is: = 0. 
f = 1 MHz)   Ci., 800 max pF 

Turn-On Time (Vec = 30 V, lc = 40 A, 
In; = Ii12 = 4 V)   td ± tr 1 max 

Storage Time (Vii • = 30 V, Iv = 40 A, 
hi. = Lc: = 4 V)   t. 1.5 max ps 

Fall Time (Vcc = 30 V, Ii: = 40 A, 
bit = 11,2 = 4 V)   tr 0.5 max gs i  

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
(We = 20 V, I,• = 2.5 A)   8.1-e 1.25 max °C/W 

MAXIMUM OPERATING AREAS 

TYPE 2N6032 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc )=25 °C 
(FOR Tc ABOVE 25°C DERATE LINEARLY ) 

2 4 68 2 468 2 4 6 8 

10 100 1000 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE) 

92U-1602011 

50A, 140W 2N6033 
Si n-p-n epitaxial type used for switching and amplifier 
applications in military, industrial, and commercial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-3 (modified), Outline No. 73. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Base open   

50  V..E.,(sus) 120 
VI 'ell ( SUS ) 140 
V, (sus) 150 Rep: VI I,' 7 

V11111 

40 
Is 10 

150 

›
)
.
<
<
<
<
 
<
 

140 
See curve page 300 

See Maximum Operating Curve 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   MITI: —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 255C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 0.2 A, Iii — 0   Vcso(sus) 120 min v 
Ic = 0.2 A. In = 0, Ras :: 50 II   VCER (sus) 140 min V 
W E = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.2 A, In — 0   VCEX (sus) 150 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(lc = 40 A, hi = 4 A)   Vas (sat) 2 max *v 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (lies = 2 V. Ic = 40 A) Vas 2 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic • = 40 A, In = 4 A)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vis = 80 V, Ili — 0   Ieso 10 max mA 
Ves = 135 V, Vas = —1.5 V, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased   Ifs,. 10 max mA 

Vis = 100 V. VBE = —1.5 V, base-emitter 
junction reverse biased, Ti' = 150°C   kite 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsa = 7 V, Ic = 0)   Isiiii 10 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vis = 2 V, Ic = 40 A)   hrs.: 10 to 50 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current: 
VrE = 24 V, base forward biased, 

non-repetitive pulse — 1 s   Is/b 5.8 min A 
Vis = 40 V. base forward biased, 

non-repetitive pulse — 1 s   Is/i. 0.9 min A 
Second-Breakdown Energy (Vas = —4 V, 

Ii' = 20 A, I., = 310 µH, ABE = 5 0, 
base reverse biased)   Es/i. 62 min mJ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vis = 10 V, Ie = 2 A) Pr 50 min MHz 
Output Capacitance (Ven = 10 V, IS = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Coln. 800 max pF 

Turn-On Time (Vcc = 30 V. Ic = 50 A, 
hi, = Ins = 5 V)   td + tr 1 max es 

Storage Time (We = 30 V, Ic =. 50 A, 
Iai = IDS = 5 V)   t. 1.5 max es 

Fall Time (We = 30 V, le = 50 A, 
Ii ii = las = 5 V)   ti 0.5 max Ps 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case 
(Vis = 20 V, Ic = 2.5 A)   ai-c 1.25 max °C/W 

Diffused-Junction N-P-N Types 

40084 1A, 1.8W 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in a wide 
variety of small and medium-power applications (up 
to 20 MHz) in industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-18, 
Outline No.12. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ras = 10 f.   Venn 50 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   IC 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti' up to 25°C   PT 1.8 W 
TA up to 25°C   PT 0.5 W 
TA or Ty above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 *C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 225 `'C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =_ 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

IE — 0)   V(1111)(110 60 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Iii = 0.1 mA, 

Ic — 0)   VOIR)EBO 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 100 mA, Rim = 10 fi, ti, = 300 ps, df = 1.8%   Venu(sus) 50 min V 
Ic = 100 mA, ID = 0, tp = 300 gs. df = 1.8%   VCEO (sus) 40 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
ID = 15 mA)   VBE (sat) 1.7 max V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 150 mA, 
ID = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 30 V, IE — 0)   kilo 0.25 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VED = 4 V, lc — 0)   'Eno 0.25 max µA 
Input Capacitance (VED = 0.5 V. Ic — 0)   Clbo 80 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Vea = 10 V. Iii — 0)   Cob. 15 max PF 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 10 V, Ic = 150 mA, tp = 300 µs. 
df = 1.8%)   him 50 to 250 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA, f = 20 MHz)   hr. 5 min 

Noise Figure (Ro = 500 C), circuit bandwidth = 15 kHz  
WE = 10 V, lc = 0.3 mA, f = 1 kHz)   NF 8 max d 

Thermal Resistance: 
Junction-to-Case   0.1-e 97 max °C/NV 
Junction-to-Ambient   0.1—• 350 max •C/W 

1A, 5W 2N1479 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching 
circuits such as dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, 
solenoid and relay controls; in oscillators, regulators, 
and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Vine = —1.5 V   Vest, 60 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (SUS) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vallo 12 V 
Collector Current   lo 1.5 A 
Emitter Current   In —1.75 A 
Base Current   In 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Tc above 25•C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Te) and Storage (T81,0   —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 50 mA, 

Ili = 0)   VCEO (SUS) 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vac = —1.5, 

Ic = 0.25 mA)   VCE V 60 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ven = 4 V, Ic = 200 mA)   Van 3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 30 V, IE = 0. Tc = 25°C   Zeno 10 max µA 
Vas = 30 V, h = 0. Tc = 150°C   Into 500 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VED = 12 V. Ic — 0)   IF.Do 10 max µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 200 mA. ID = 20 mA)   rcE(sat) 7 max n 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (VcE = 4 V  

Ic = 200 mA)   hFE 20 to 60 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VcE = 4 V, Ic = 5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 50 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VCR = 28 V, Ic = 5 mA)   fh f 1, 50 max kHz 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product   Fr 1.5 MHz 
Output Capacitance (Vert = 40 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 kHz) Cob., 150 PF 
Thermal Time Constant   V (thermal) 10 ms 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 200 max •C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
(At case temperature = 25°C) 

DC Supply Voltage   Vcc 12 V 
DC Base-Bias Voltage   —8.5 V 
Generator Resistance   Ra 50 t'l 
"On" DC Collector Current   Ic 200 mA 
"Turn-On" Base Current   Ini 20 mA 
"Turn-011" Base Current   Im —8.5 mA 
Delay Time   td 0.2 ¿is 
Rise Time   t, 1 ¿is 
Storage Time   t. 0.6 ¿is 
Fall Time   tt 1 tis 

2N1480 1 A, 5W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching 
circuits such as dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, 
solenoid and relay controls; in oscillators, regulators, 
and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This 
type is identical with type 2N1479 except for the following 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR() 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (SUS) 55 V 

items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 50 inA, 

Ix — 0)   Vcso (sus) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vac = —1.5 V, 

Ir = 0.25 mA)   Vccv 100 min V 

2N1481 1 A, 5W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching 
circuits such as dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, 
solenoid and relay controls; in oscillators, regulators, 
and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This 
type is identical with type 2N1479 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vex = 4 V, 

Ir = 200 mA)   h Fa 35 to 100 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ir = 200 mA, Is = 10 MA)   rec (sat) 7 max 
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1A, 5W 2N1482 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power switching 
circuits such as dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, 
solenoid and relay controls; in oscillators, regulators, 
and pulse amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 
push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This 

type is identical with type 2N1479 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Va E = —1.5 V   Veer 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Vee0 (SUS) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 50 mA, 

Is — 0)   VCEO (SUS) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5 V, 

Ic = 0.25 mA)   Veer 100 min V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ws = 4 V, 

It• = 200 mA)   hes 35 to 100 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 200 mA, In = 10 MA)   rrs(sat) 7 max n 

1A, 5W 2N1700 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching 
circuits such as dc-to-dc converters, inverters, choppers, 
solenoid and relay controls; in oscillators, regulators, 
and pulse-amplifier circuits; and as class A and class B 

e push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For 

typical operation in a power-switching circuit, refer to type 2N1479. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ves = —1.5 V   Veer 60 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Woo (sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1 A 
Base Current   IB 0.75 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T, (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TM; —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ir = 50 mA, 

Is = 0)   Vee0 (SUS) 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5 V. 

Ic = 0.5 mA)   Veer 60 min V 
Base-to-Emitter voltage (we = 4 V, Ic = 100 mA)   VBE 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 30 V. Is = 0, Te = 25°C   liso 75 max µA 
Vce = 30 V, IS = 0, Te = 150°C   Ieso 1000 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 6 V. Ic — 0)   hum 25 max µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ii: = 100 mA, In = 10 mA)   ree (sat) 10 max f) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V. le = 100 mA)   has 20 to 80 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (,)i-r 35 max *C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   at-s 200 max °C/W 
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40367 1A, 5W 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is subjected to special preconditioning tests for high-
reliability operation in medium- and high-power switch-
ing and amplifier applications in military and industrial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is 
a high-reliability version of type 2N1482. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wm) 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   Venn 100 V 
Base open   VcEo 55 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vino 12 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Base Current   In 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA or Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 .,,c 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(VnE = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.25 mA)   VoinicEv 100 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA. In — 0)   WEE (sus) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, In = 10 mA)   V('E (sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (WE = 4 V, Ic = 200 mA) Vac 3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = 30 V, IE — 0)   kilo 4 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 12 V, Ic — 0)   IER0 2 max RA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(WE = 4 V, Ic = 200 mA)   hen 35 to 100 

2N1701 2.5A, 25W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching 
applications such as dc-to-dc converter, inverter, chop-
per, solenoid and relay control circuits; in oscillator, 
regulator, and pulse-amplifier circuits; and as class A 
and class B push-pull audio and servo amplifiers in in-
dustrial and military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline 
No.10. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   W EI, 60 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (Sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2.5 A 
Base Current   Is 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 25 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 'C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 *C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr, 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

Is — 0)   VCE0 (SUS ) 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5, 

Ic = 0.75 mA)   War, 60 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

(Ic = 2.5 A, Is = 1 A)   VCE (sat) 12.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vez = 4 V. Ic = 300 mA)   VBE 3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 30 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICB0 100 max µA 
Ves =. 30 V. Ie = 0, Te = 150°C   ICB0 1500 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —6 V. Ic — 0)   hum 50 max µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 300 mA, Is = 30 mA)   rez (sat) 5 max f) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Vez = 4 V. Ie = 300 mA   hre 20 to 80 
Vez = 20 V. Ic = 2.5 A   hrz 5 min 

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   el-C 7 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   el-A 100 max °C/W 

3A, 25W 2N1483 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc con-
verters, inverters, choppers, de and servo amplifiers, 
relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.10. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vsz = —1.5 V   War 60 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Ws° (sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Rase Voltage   VBBO 12 V 
Collector Current   Ic 3 A 
Emitter Current   h —35 A 
Base Current   Is 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 25 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Te) and Storage (Tsra)   —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
h = 0)   Vezo (sus) 40 min v 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vsz = —1.5 V. 
Ic = 0.25 mA)   Wiry 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 4 V. Ic = 750 mA)   Vas 3.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vce = 30 V, In = 0, TA = 25°C  lam 15 max µA 
Veil = 30 V. Ie = 0, TA .= 150°C   ICB0 750 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 12 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 15 max µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 750 mA, Is = 75 mA)   rez (sat) 2.67 max 0 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vea = 4 V  

Ic = 750 mA)   hrz 20 to 60 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 

Frequency (Ves = 28 V. Ic = 5 mA)   fire 1.25 MHz 
Output Capacitance (Ves = 40 V, In — 0)   Cobo 175 PF 
Thermal Time Constant   T (thermal) 10 ms 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 7 max °c/vir 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ay-A 100 max °C/W 
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2N1484 3A, 25W 

Si ii-p-n diffused-junction type used in de-to-dc con-
verters, inverters, choppers, dc and servo amplifiers, 
relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.10. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is identical with type 2N1483 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (sus) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Iv = 100 mA. Ili — 0)   VCR° (SUS) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —1.5 V. 

Iv = 0.25 mA)   VCEV 100 min V 

2N1485 3A, 25W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-de con-
verters, inverters, choppers, de and servo amplifiers, 
relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.10. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is identical with type 2N1483 except for the 
following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vex = 4 V. Iv = 750 mA) Vino 2.5 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcz = 4 V  

Iv = 750 mA)   hFn 35 to 100 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ii = 750 mA, Ii, = 40 mA)   rez (sat) 1 max 

2N1486 3A, 25W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-de con-
verters, inverters, choppers, de and servo amplifiers, 
relay- and solenoid-actuating circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.10. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is identical with type 2N1483 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vezo 100 v 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   V('EO (SUS) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

Is — 0)   Vcno (sus) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Von = —1.5 V, 

Iv = 0.25 mA)   Vein, 100 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vez = 4 V, IC = 750 mA)   Von 2.5 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vas = 4 V, 

Iv = 750 mA)   hez 35 to 100 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 750 mA, Its = 40 mA)   rcE (sat) 1 max 

3A, 25W 40368 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is subjected to special preconditioning tests for high-
reliability operation in medium- and high-power switch-
ing and amplifier applications in military and industrial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.10. See Mounting 

Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is a high-reliability 
version of type 2N1486. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 100 V 1 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 100 V 
Base open   VCEO 55 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 12 V 
Collector Current   Ic 3 A 
Base Current   Is 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 25 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature . 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Van = —1.5 V, Ic = 0.25 mA)   V(BR)CEV 100 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ir = 100 mA, IB — 0)   VCEO (UM ) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 750 mA, Is = 10 MA)   VCE (sat) 0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (17cE = 4 V, lc = 750 mA)   Van 2.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = 30 V, In — 0)   Ica° 9 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEs = 12 V, Ic — 0)   I EBO 5 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcg = 4 V, k = 750 mA)   h es 35 to 100 

C,F 

5A, 75W 2N1702 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in power-switching 
applications such as dc-to-de converter, inverter, chop-
per, and relay control circuits; in voltage and current 
regulator circuits; and in de and servo amplifier circuits. 
Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.3. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Venv 60 v 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   Vent) (sus) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ir 5 A 
Base Current   In 2.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 75 w 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 200 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
IB = 0)   VCSO (SOS) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —1.5 V, 
k = 1 mA)   Vrac 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vez = 4 V. Ic = 800 mA)   Vas 4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vez = 30 V, Iz = 0, Te = 25°C   kilo 200 µA 
Vex = 30 V. h = 0, Tc = 150°C   Lim 2000 ',A 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vzo = 6 V, Ic — 0)   ham 100 µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 800 mA, In = 80 mA)   re): (sat) 4 max n 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vez = 4 V. 

Ir = 800 mA)   hr z 15 to 60 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   133-c 2.33 max °C/W 

2N1487 6A, 75W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc con-
verters, inverters, choppers, voltage and current regu-
lators, dc and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-
actuating circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (SUS ) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   k 
Emitter Current   IF: 
Base Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 

TbIF at 25°C   PT 
TM F. above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Tar) and Storage (Vero)   —65 to 200 °C 

cr 

60 
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75 
See curve page 300 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 
Is = 0)   VCSO (sus) 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Van = —1.5 V. 
Ic = 0.5 mA)   VCEV 60 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Vez = 4 V. 
Ir = 1.5 A)   VBIO 3.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ws = 30 V. In = 0, Ts = 25°C   Imo 25 max µ A 
Ven = 30 V, IS = 0, TA = 150°C   leso 1000 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vea = 10 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 25 max µA 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ic = 1.5 A. h = 300 mA)   rcz (sat) 2 max Cl 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vez = 4 V  

Ic = 1.5 A)   Iwz 15 to 45 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Ws = 12 V, Ic = 100 mA)   fhtb 1 MHz 

Output Capacitance (Ven = 40 V. IE — 0)   Cobo 200 pF 
Thermal Time Constant   r (thermal) 12 ms 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Mounting Flange   al-1IF 2.33 max •C/W 

2N1488 6A, 75W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc conver-
ters, inverters, choppers, voltage and current regulators, 
dc and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-actuating 
circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 2N1487 except for the 
following items: 

CF 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Viii = —1.5 V   Vcav 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO ( SUS i 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature -, 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 100 mA, 

In — 0)   VCEO (sus) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —1.5 V, 
Ic = 0.5 mA)   W EI, 100 min V 

6A, 75W 2N1489 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc conver-
ters, inverters, choppers, voltage and current regulators, 
dc and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-actuating 
circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 
is identical with type 2N1487 except for the following 
items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature -= 25°C) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (V -E = 4 V, Ic = 1.5 A)   Vas 2.5 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vet: = 4 V, 
IC = 1.5 A)   h FE 25 to 75 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(Ic = 1.5 A, In = 100 MA)   rCE (sat) 0.67 max Cl 

6A, 75W 2N1490 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc conver-
ters, inverters, choppers, voltage and current regulators, 
de and servo amplifiers, relay- and solenoid-actuating 
circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 
is identical with type 2N1487 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   Vcsv 100 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCEO (MIS) 55 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ve = 100 mA, In — 0)   VCEO (sus) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Vas = —1.5 V, Ir = 0.5 mA)   VCEV 100 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Aka = 4 V, Ic = 1.5 A)   VBE 2.5 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ws = 4 V, 

Ic = 1.5 A)   has 25 to 75 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 

(Ir  = 1.5 A, In = 100 mA)   ren (sat) 0.67 max Cl 

6A, 75W 40369 
Si n-p-n single-diffused type featuring a base comprised 
of a homogeneous-resistivity silicon material. This type 
is subjected to special preconditioning tests for high-
reliabilitiy operation in medium- and high-power switch-
ing and amplifier applications in military and industrial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting 
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Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type is a high-reliability 
version of type 2N1490. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
( Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vno 100 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
W E = —1.5 V   V,1., 100 V 
Base open   V. Lo 55 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Venu 10 V 
Collector Current   Ic 6 A 
Base Current   In 3 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25*C   Pr 75 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

TETI) Storage   —65 to 200 °C 
Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Te 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Vile = —1.5 V. Ic = 0.25 mA)   V(BR)CEV 100 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Is — 0)   VCEO(SUS) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1300 mA, In = 100 MA)   Ves (sat) 1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 4 V. Ic = 1500 mA) Vas 2.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = 30 V. Is — 0)   kilo 10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (V» = 10 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 6 max µ A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = 4 V. Ic = 1500 mA)   Iwn 25 to 75 

2N2338 7.5A, 150W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc conver-
ters, inverters, choppers, and relay-control circuits; in 
oscillators and voltage- and current-regulator circuits; 
and in dc and servo-amplifier circuits. JEDEC TO-36, 
Outline No.14. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcuo 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 
Base open   VCEO 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tin° —65 to 200 `'C 

Lug-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   T (lug) 235 °C 

ST 

60 V 

60 V 
40 V 
6 V 

7.5 A 
5 A 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —1.5 V, 

Ic = 2 mA)   VCEV 60 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Iv = 200 mA, In — 0)   Vcso (sus) 40 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = 6 A. In = 1 A   V, z (sat) 3.5 max 
Ic = 3 A, In = 0.3 A   W I: (sat) 1.5 max 

Base-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Vez = 4 V. 
Ic = 3 A)   Vni; 3 max V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 30 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   Into 0.2 max mA 
Ves = 30 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   kilo 3 max mA 
Vez = 30 V. Is - 0   Ieso 5 max mA 
W E = 60 V, Vee = -1.5 V, Te = 25°C   1(88 2 max mA 
Ves = 30 V, Vas = -1.5 V, Te = 200°C   Iesv 50 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas =. 6 V, lc - 0)   Into 0.1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ves = 4 V, 

le = 3 A)   has 15 to 60 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VII.: = 4 V, Ir = 0.5 A. f = 1 kHz)   ht. 12 to 72 

Output Capacitance (Veil = 40 V, IS = 0, f = 0.1 MHz) Cobo 600 max PF 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (VIE = 4 V, Ie = 5 A)   finie 0.015 min MHz 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(I° = 3 A. In = 0.3 A)   rye (sat) 0.5 max Cl 

Thermal Time Constant   r (therrnal) 30 ms 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9.1-e 1.17 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN PULSE-RESPONSE TEST CIRCUIT 
DC Collector Supply Voltage   Vcc 24 VII 
DC Base-Bias Voltage   -6 V 
On DC Collector Current   L. 10 A 
Turn-On DC Base Current   IRI 2 A 
Base-Circuit Resistance   rtm, rtim 10 Cl 
Collector-Circuit Resistance   Re 2 n 
Turn-On Time   ta + to 4 iis 
Turn-Off Time   t. + ti 7 ¡LS 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER-RATIO CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N2338 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VŒ).4 

z 
CASE WU- CURVE 

TEMPERATURE (Tc)-*C 
re-*   
m080 

65 
25 

175 taz 
Zœ 6° -4 *RJ (ER. 09' u.Z40 
Oft 
C11-

20 

ST 

O 2 4 6 8 10 I 
COLLECTOR AMPERES (lc) 

92C4-115827 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N2338 
'COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT-
CASE TEMPERATURE .25*C 

;OW-
6001 
500' 
 400 
 300 

200—  - 

BAS MIL _IAMPE RES .100-
- 50 

  "1-
0 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

92C5-.556T, 

10A, 150W 2N2015 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc conver-
ter, inverter, chopper, relay-control, oscillator, regula-
tor, pulse-amplifier circuits; and class A and class B 
push-pull amplifiers for af and servo amplifier appli-
cations. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.14. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vino 100 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vest) 50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 10 V 
Collector Current   Ie 10 A 
Emitter Current   Is -13 A 
Base Current   In 6 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 150 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: °C 
Operating (Te) and Storage (Tsrs)   -65 to 200 

Lug-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   T(lug) 235 *C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —1.5 V. 
Ic = 2 mA)   \rev, 100 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 200 mA  
In = 0)   VCEO ( SUS) 50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = 5 A. In = 0.5 A) VCE (sat) 1.25 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vea = 4 V. k = 5 A)   VBE 2.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 40 V. In — 0   ICE() 0.2 max mA 
W E = 100 V. Vas = —1.5 V   IcEv 2 max mA 
W s = 30 V. VBE = —1.5 V. To = 150°C   Icnv 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VED = 10 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 0.05 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
VcE = 4 V, Ic = 5 A   h FYI 15 to 50 
Va = 4 V, Ic = 10 A   h mg 7.5 min 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ven = 4 V, Ic = 1 A. f = 1 kHz)   lire 12 to 60 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vea = 4 V. Ic = 5 A)   fi,t. 12 min kHz 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Resistance 
(I.- = 5 A. In = 0.5 A)   ren (sat) 0.25 max n 

Output Capacitance (Ven = 40 V. Ic = 50 eLA, 
f = 1 MHz)   C.D., 400 max PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.17 max *C/W 

2N2016 104, 150W 
Si n-p-n diffused-junction type used in dc-to-dc conver-
ter, inverter, chopper, relay-control, oscillator, regula-
tor, and pulse-amplifier circuits; and class A and class B 
push-pull amplifiers for af and servo amplifier appli- sT 

cations. JEDEC TO-36, Outline No.14. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 
is identical with type 2N2015 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno ('EO 130 V V Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   65 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ven = —1.5 V. 

Ic = 2 mA)   VCEV 130 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ic = 200 mA, 

In = 0)   VCEO (SUS) 65 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Nrcz = 130 V, 

Lay —1.5 V)   2 max mA 

Germanium Power Types 

2N274 —0.01A, 0.24W 
Ge p-n-p alloy drift-field type used in rf and if ampli-
fier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circiuts, and in 
low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and mili-
tary equipment. JEDEC TO-44, Outline No.17. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Van = 0.5 V)   VCEV 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEno 
Collector Current   Ic 

—40 V 
—40 V 
—0.5 mA 
—10 mA 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Emitter Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 120 mW 
TA above 25`C   PT See curve page 300 
TA = 25°C (with heat sink)   PT 240 mW 
Ti above 25°C (with heat sink)   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ii: = —50 µA. Is — 0)   V(1110(110 —40 min V 
Collector-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 

(Ven = —0.5 V)   VET —40 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = —12 V, IR = 0)   lino —12 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = —0.5 V, le — 0)   IE110 —12 max µA 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(f = 1 kHz, Vie = —12 V, Ie = 1.5 mA)   ht. 20 to 175 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veit = —12 V, 1E = 1.5 mA)   fin, 30 MHz 

Output Capacitance (Vea = —12 V. IL — 0)   Cob. 3 max pF 
Input Resistance: 

Vile = —12 V. Ie = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 MHz   Ri. 150 n 
VIE := —12 V, Ii.: = 1.5 mA, f = 1.5 MHz   Ri. 1350 CI 

Output Resistance: 
We -= —12 V. Ii.: = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 MHz   R.. 
We = —12 V, Is ...: 1.5 mA, f = 1.5 MHz   R.. 

Power Gain: 
VIE = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 MHz   Gpe 17 to 27 
Ws = —12 V, IE = 1.5 mA, f = 1.5 MHz   G. 40 to 50 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9.1-C 0.31 max 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   AJ-A 0.62 max 

4000 
70000 

10 mA 

dB 
dB 

°C/mW 
°C/mW 

—0.01A, 0.24W 2N384 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, and 
low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and mili-
tary equipment. JEDEC TO-44, Outline No.17. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vein) —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 0.5 V)   Vein- —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vern) —0.5 V 
Collector Current   Ie —10 mA 
Emitter Current   Ie 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ti up to 25°C   PT 120 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
Ti: = 25°C (with heat sink)   PT 240 mW 
Te above 25°C (with heat sink)   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ii = —50 µA, 
IC = 0)   

Collector-to-Base Reach-Through (Vea = —0.5 V)   
Collector-Cutoff Current (V(•B = —12 V, I = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = —0.5 V. lc — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = —12 V, IR = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vea = —12 V, IE= 1.5 mA)   

Input Resistance: 
Vex = —12 V, Is -= 1.5 mA, f = 50 MHz  
Ves = —12 V. Is -= 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 MHz  

\Tomlin) —40 min V 
VET —40 min V 
Icso —12 max µA 
IEno —12 max pA 

hr. 20 to 175 

fidb 100 MHz 

Ri. 30 
Rs. 250 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Output Resistance: 
VCPI = —12 V. It = 1.5 mA, f = 50 MHz  R.. 5000 n 
VCE = —12 V, IE = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 MHz   R.. 16000 Cl 

Output Capacitance (Ws = —12•V, h — 0)   Cob. 3 max PF 
Power Gain: 
Vea = —12 V, Is = 1.5 mA, f = 50 MHz   Gpe 15 to 21 dB 
Ws = —12 V. Ls = 1.5 mA, f = 12.5 MHz   Gpe 24 to 32 dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-c 0.31 max °C/mW 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-A 0.62 max °C/mW 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN VIDEO-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vein 
DC Emitter Current   In 
Source Impedance   Rs 
Capacitive Load   
Frequency Response   
Pulse-Rise Time   t... 
Voltage Gain   
Maximum Peak-to-Peak Output Voltage   

2N1023 —0.01A, 0.24W 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-44, Outline No.17. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Va = 0.5 V)   W ET —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —0.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —10 mA 
Emitter Current   In 10 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 120 mW 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
Tc up to 25°C (with heat sink)   PT 240 mW 
Tc above 25°C (with heat sink)   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Tim)   —65 to 100 •C 

—12 V 
5.8 mA 
150 Cl 
16 pF 

20 Hz to 10 MHz 
0.035 ¡is 

26 dB 
20 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 ¡LA, 

— 0)   
Collector-to-Base Reach-Through Voltage 
(VER = —0.5)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Veit = —12 V. IE = 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vna = —0.5 V, Ic — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = —12 V. In = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Veil = —12 V, In = 1.5 mA)   

Output Capacitance (Veil = —12 V. In — 0)   
Input Resistance (ac output circuit shorted) : 
Ven = —12 V, In = 1.5 mA, f = 50 MHz  
Ven = —12 V, In = 1.5 mA, f = 30 MHz  

Output Resistance (ac input circuit shorted): 
Ven = —12 V. IE = 1.5 mA, f = 50 MHz  
V(E —12 V. In = 1.5 mA, f = 30 MHz  

Power Gain, Single-Tuned Unilateral Circuit): 
Vin = —12 V. In = 1.5 mA, f = 50 MHz  
VCE = —12 V, In = 1.5 mA. f = 30 MHz  

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   

Vomeno 

VRT 
Into 
Inno 

hf. 

fno, 
Cohn 

Ri. 
R 

R.. 
R., 

Gpe 

Gpe 

0.1— C 

03-A 

—40 min V 

—40 min V 
—12 max µ A 
—12 max 

20 to 175 

120 MHz 
3 max pF 

25 
100 

8000 
8000 

18 to 24 dB 
20 to 26 dB 

0.31 max •C/mW 
0.62 max °C/mW 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN POWER-SWITCHING CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Ven —12 V 
DC Emitter Current   In 5.8 mA 
Source Impedance   RS 150 0 
Capacitive Load   16 PF 
Frequency Response   20 Hz to 11 MHz 
Pulse Rise Time   t,. 0.032 pa 
Voltage Gain   26 cil 
Maximum Peak-to-Peak Output Voltage   20 V 
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—0.01A, 0.24W 2N1066 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
and low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.13. This 
type is electrically identical with type 2N1023. 

—0.01A, 0.24W 2N1224 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
and low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.13. This 
type is electrically identical with type 2N274. 

—0.01A, 0.24W 2N1225 
Ge p-n-p alloy-juncton drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
and low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.13. This 
type is electrically identical with type 2N384. For col-
lector-characteristics curves and video-amplifier circuit, 
refer to type 2N274. 

—0.01A, 0.24W 2N1226 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in if and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
and low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.13. This 
type is identical with type 2N274 except for the follow-
ing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = 0.5 V)   Vv 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —50 A. 

It — 0) Vanocno 
Collector-to-Emitter Reach-Through Voltage 

(Vim = —0.5 V)   I/11T 

—60 V 
—60 V 

V 
—60 min 

V 
—60 min 

—0.01A, 0.24W 2N1395 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
and low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.13. This 
type is identical with type 2N274 except for the fol-
lowing item: 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(V. = —12 V, I = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

2N1396 —0.01A, 0.24W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
and low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.13. This 
type is identical with type 2N384 except for the fol-
lowing item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Via = —12 V. IE = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

2N1397 -0.01A, 0.24W 

hr. 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction drift-field type used in rf and 
if amplifier, oscillator, mixer, and converter circuits, 
and low-level video-amplifier circuits in industrial and 
military equipment. JEDEC TO-33, Outline No.13. This 
type is identical with type 2N1023 except for the fol-
lowing item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex —12 V, lk = 1.5 mA, f = 1 kHz)   hr. 

2N3732 —3A, 3W 
Ge p-n-p diffused-collector graded-base type used in 
114-degree 18-kV TV deflection systems as a horizontal 
driver. This type, together with types 2N3730 (vertical 
output), 2N3731 (horizontal output), and 1N4785 
(damper) make up a complete transistor/damper-diode 
complement. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   WBO 
Continuous   Wan 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   la 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tx', up to 55°C   PT 3 W 
TM` above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   Tr, . —65 to 85 *C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ir = 5 A, VED — 0)   V(BR)CES —100 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ia = —100 mA, Ir — 0)   VlBR)EBO —0 5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = —0.7 A, Is = —0.02 A)   Ws (sat) —2 max V 

50 to 175 

50 to 175 

50 to 175 

C,F 

—100 V 
—60 V 
—0.5 V 
—3 A 

±0.5 A 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —0.7 A, 
ID = —0.02 A)   VBE 0.5 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (We = —10 V. le = 0)   Ice° —200 max µA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   al-e 1.5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN HORIZONTAL-DEFLECTION AND 
HIGH-VOLTAGE CIRCUIT 

DC Supply Voltage   45 V 
Average Supply Current   0.55 A 
Input Power: 

Oscillator and driver circuits   1.5 W 
Output Circuit: 
At beam current — 0 
At beam current = 200 µA   1822 

DC High-Voltage Output: 
At beam current —   18 kV 
At beam current = 200 ILA   17 kV 

Yoke Current (peak-to-peak)   10 A 

Retrace Time   
Peak Yoke Energy   

11.5 
2.5 mJ 

PS 

1111 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

—3A, 7.5W 

2N1183 
2N1183A 
2N1183B 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction types intended for use in inter-
mediate-power switching ançl low-frequency amplifier 
applications in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.10. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

2NI 183 2N1183A 2N1183B 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno —45 —60 —80 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBB = 1.2 V   VCEV —45 —60 —80 
Rae — 0   Veas —35 —50 —60 
Base open   Vceo —20 —30 —40 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vo —20 —20 —20 
Collector Current   Ic —3 —3 —3 
Emitter Current   Is 3.5 3.5 3.5 
Base Current   1B —0.5 —0.5 —0.5 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 1 1 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
Tc up to 25*C 

(with heat sink)   PT 7.5 7.5 7.5 
'Fe above 25°C 

(with heat sink)   PT See curve page 300 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Ambient)   TA (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   Tn.° —65 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C.) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Ic = —50 mA, Ras = 0   Vess —35 min —50 min —60 min V 
VBB = 1.2 V. Ic = —250 mA Vem, —45 min —60 min —80 min V 
Ic = —50 mA, IB = 0   W E° —20 min —30 min —40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage: 
Wes = —2 V. Ic = —400 mA) VEB 1.5 max 1.5 max 1.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vert = —1.5 V. Is — 0   Tess —30 max —30 max —30 max µ A 
Vim = —45 V. In — 0   Into —250 max — — µ A 
Ves = —60 V. In — 0  Iess — —250 max — µA 
Ws = —80 V. Ie — 0   Ica° — — —250 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current 
(Ven = —20 V. Ic = 0)   het) —100 max —100 max —100 max 4A 

Static Forward-Current 
Transfer Ratio (Von = —2 V. 
Ic = —400 mA)   has 20 to 60 20 to 60 20 to 60 

c
 
›
»
«
<
 
e
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current 
Transfer-Ratio Cutoff 
Frequency (Vca = —6 V. 
Is = 1 mA)   fhrb 0.5 min 0 5 min 0.5 min MHz 

Collector Saturation 
Resistance (Ic = —400 mA, 
Is = —40 mA)   1.25 max 1.25 max 1.25 max û 

Thermal Resistance, 
Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 10 max 10 max 10 max °C/W 

Thermal Resistance, 
Junction-to-Ambient   (4J-A 75 max 75 max 75 max °C/W 

2N1183 2N1183A 2N1183B 

2N1184 
2N1184A 
2N1184B 

--3A, 7.5W 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type intended for use in inter-
mediate-power switching and low-frequency amplifier 
applications in industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-8, Outline No.10. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. These types are 
identical with types 2N1183, 2N1183A and 2N1183B, 
respectively, except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature 25°C) 
2N1184 2N1184A 2N1184B 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W s = —2 V, Ic = —400 mA)   hrs 40 to 120 40 to 120 40 to 120 

2N176 -3A, 10W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af 
amplifiers in class A power-output stages and class B 
push-pull amplifier stages in automobile radio receivers. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tur = 80°C  

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Mounting Flange) 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (W s = —30 V, Is = 0)   1(.50 —3 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W e = —2 V. Ic = —0.5 A)   hez 63 min 

Power Gain (f = 0.001 MHz)   G . 35.5 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion (Pa. = 2 W )   2 max % 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0J-it 1 max °C/W 

VCR() 
IC 

PT 

Tidr (opr) 

CF 

—40 V 
- 3 A 

10 

—65 to 90 °C 

2N351 —3A, 10W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af 
amplifiers in class A power-output stages and class B 
push-pull amplifier stages in automobile radio receivers. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. This type is identical with 
type 2N176 except for the following items: 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vcs = —2 V. 

Ic = —0.7 A)   
Power Gain (f = 0.001 MHz)   
Total Harmonic Distortion (P.. = 4 W)   

hre 
Gp. 
THD 

65 
33.5 

5 max 
dB 

—3A, 10W 2N376 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in large-signal af 
amplifiers in class A power-output stages and class B 
push-pull amplifier stages in automobile radio receivers. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. This type is identical with 
type 2N176 except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Ws = —2 V, 

Ic = —0.7 A)   
Power Gain (f= 0.001 MHz)   
Total Harmonic Distortion (P.. = 4 W)   

CF 

E a 

Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   
Continuous   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tub. up to 55 *C   
TIIF above 55°C 

FIFE 
Gre 
THD 

78 min 
35 

5 max 
B I 

30W 2N3730 
Ge p-n-p diffused-collector graded-base type used in 
114-degree 18-kV TV deflection systems as a vertical-
deflection output amplifier. This type, together with 
types 2N3731 (horizontal output), 2N3732 (horizontal 
driver), and 1N4785 (damper) make up a complete 
transistor/damper-diode complement. JEDEC TO-3, 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 5 mA. Ve B — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

= —100 mA, h — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 
Is = —0.7 A. Is = —0.02 A   
Ic = —0.05 A. IB = —0.005 A   

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —0.7 A, 
Ia = —0.02 A)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Veit = —10 V, Is = 0) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

OCR° —200 V 
Vino —60 V 

VEBO —0.5 V 
Ic —3 A 
In -±0.5 A 

PT 10 
PT See curve page 300 

(opr) —65 to 85 °C 
TSTG —65 to 85 °C 
Ti' 230 °C 

V(BRWER —200 min V 

VomEno —0.5 min V 

Ves(sat) —2 max V 
Vrn (sat) —1 max V 

Vns 0.5 typ V 
Icso —200 max eC/W 

04—e 1.5 max µA 

—6A, 30W 2N1905 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type intended for use in power-
switching circuits, dc-to-dc converters, inverters, ultra-
sonic oscillators, and large-signal wide-band linear 
amplifiers. Similar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.4. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tus up to 55°C   
Tar above 55°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

VCBO 
VCSO 
VEDO 
IC 
IS 
In 

Pr 
PT 

T.) (opr) 
We) 
TP 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature =_ 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —10 mA, I — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —100 mA, Is — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 5 mA, Ic — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = —5 A, Is = 0.25 A)   
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ws = —2 V, Ic = —1 A) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 40 V, Is — 0) 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —0.5 V, Ic — 0) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = —2 V, Ic = —5 A  
Ven = —2 V, Ic = —1 A   

Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current 
(Ven = —0.5 V, Is — 0)   IeB0 (sat) 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A) Pr 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
• This value may be exceeded provided that the power dissipated 
breakdown conditions is limited to 5 watts. 

2N1906 —6A, 30W 

V (BR)CB0 

V(BR)CE0 

V(BR)EDO 

Ves (sat) 
VBE 0.38 
leso 
1550 

hen 
hen 

Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in power-switching cir-
cuits, dc-to-dc converters, inverters, ultrasonic oscilla-
tors, and large-signal wide-band linear amplifiers. Simi-
lar to JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.4. This type is identical 
with type 2N1905 except for the following items. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veit() 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   W HO 

—100 V 
—50 V 

—1.5° V 
—6 A 
6 A 

—1 A 

30 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 100 °C 
—65 to 100 °C 

255 °C 

—100 min 

—50 min 

—1.5 min 

—1 max 
typ; —0.5 max 

—1 max 
—1 max 

30 min 
50 to 150 

V 

V 

V 

V 
V 

mA 
mA 

—100 µA 
2 min MHz 

1.5 max °C/W 
in the emitter under 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = —5 A, Is = —0.25 A)   VCS (sat) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ves = —2 V. Ic = —1 A  
Vs —2 V, Ic = —5 A  Vas 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = —2 V, Ie = —5 A   hFs 
Ves = —2 V, le = —1 A  has 

Gain Bandwidth Product (Ves = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A) Pr 

2N2147 —5A, 12.5W 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in high-fidelity amplifiers 
where wide frequency range and low distortion are 
required. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

—130 V 
—60 V 

—0.5 max V 

—0.5 max V 
—0.9 max V 

75 max 
75 to 250 
3 min MHz 

C,F 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage.   
Collector Current   
Emitter Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tar up to 81•C   
Tar above 81°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

• This rating may be exceeded 
collector does not exceed the 

VCBO 
VCSO 
VE130 
IC 
Iii 
IB 

—75 
—50 V 
—1.5 V 
—5 A 
5 A 

—1 A 

PT 12.5 
Pr Derate linearly 0.66 W /°C 

(opr) —65 to 100 
TSTO —65 to 100 

255 

*C 
"C 
°C 

provided the combined dissipation in the emitter and 
maximum dissipation rating for the device. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IC = —10 mA, 

Is = 0, ti, = 300 is, df = 0.01%)   V(BR)CB0 —75 min V ll 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —100 mA, In — 0)   VcE0 (sus) —50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = —250 inA, Ic = —5 A)   WE (sat) —0.6 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vcs = —10 V. Ic = —50 mA  Vas —0.2 to —0.27 V 
Ws = —2 V. Ic = 1 A  VBE —0.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = —40 V. IS = 0)   IC130 —1 max mA 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current (Vea = —0.5 V  
Is = 0)   Icso (sat) —70 max gA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = —1.5 V. It: = 0)   IEBO —2.5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
Wig = —2 V, Ic = —1 A  hr s 100 to 300 
W I§ = —2 V, Ic = —4 A  him 75 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcs = —5 V. 
Ic = —500 mA)   Fr 3 min; 4 typ MHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN "SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL" CLASS B 
AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 

DC Collector Supply Voltage   V C —22 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —0.035 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.24 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) —3.5 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic (max) —1.1 
Input Impedance of Stage (per base)   75 
Load Impedance (speaker voice-coil)   Ri. 4 
Maximum Collector Dissipation (per transistor) 
under worst-case conditions   12.5 

EIA Music Power Output Rating   45 
Power Gain   33 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Poe 25 
Total Harmonic Distortion at Maximum-Signal 
Power Output   5 .&1

 
et
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—5A, 12.5W 2N2148 
Ge p-n-p drift-field type used in high-fidelity amplifiers 
where wide frequency range and low distortion are 
required. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. This type is iden-
tical with type 2N2147 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   

VCBO 
VCEO 

—60 
—40 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = —10 mA. 
I. — 0)   Vcsiocso —60 min 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —100 mA, Iii — 0)   VCEO (SUS) —40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltagt. 

(Ic = —5 mA, Is = —250 mA)   VCE (sat) —0.75 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ves = —10 V. 

Ic = —50 mA)   Van —0.21 to —0.28 V 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current (Vea = —0.5 V. 

Is = 0)   ICB0 ( sat) —100 max µ A 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 0)   'Eno —10 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vea = —2 V  

Ii = —1 A)   hies 60 min 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (WE = —5 V. 

Ic = —500 mA)   fx 3 min; 4 typ MHz 

C,F 

40022 —5A, 12.5W 

Ge p-n-p alloy type used in class A and push-pull clads 
B service in high-fidelity af power-amplifier applica-
tions. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veno 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rea = 30 0)   VCER 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tar up to 81°C   PT 12.5 W 
TUF above 81°C   PT Derate linearly 0.66 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.005 A, 

IE :-- 0)   V(BRICB0 —32 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.2 A, Ran = 33 II)   V(BR) CER —32 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(IE = —0.002 A, Ic — 0)   VlBR/EBO —5 min v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltages (Veil .= —10 V. 

Ir = —0.05 A)   Vas —0.18 V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = —30, Is — 0)   Icno —1 max mA 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current 
(Ws = —0.5 V, IE — 0 )   ICBO (sat) —0.1 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = —2 V, Ic = —1 A)   has 38 min; 70 typ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vea = —5 V, Ic = —0.5 A) fr 300 kHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.5 max °C/W 

—32 V 
—32 
—5 V 
—5 A 
—1 A 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
Unless otherwise specified, values are for 2 transistors. 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —14 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.18 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —0.05 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —0.716 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) —2.25 
Input Impedance of Stage (Per base)   Rs 43 
Load Impedance (Speaker voice-coil)   Rt. 4 
Maximum Collector Dissipation (Per transistor 
under worst-case conditions)   5 

Music Power Output   18 
Power Gain   GPM 24 
Total Harmonic Distortion   5 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Pon 10 

• This characteristic does not apply to type 40254. 
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—5A, 12.5W 40050 
Ge p-n-p alloy type for high-fidelity amplifiers and 
other commercial af amplifier applications. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE0 —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —5 V 
Collector Current   lc —5 A 
Base Current   Is —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TSIF up to 81. *C   
Tir above 81 °C   

PT 12.5 
PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) — 65 to 100 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (I, =. —5 mA, 
IE — 0)   VlB1111•BO 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown voltage tic = —0.6 A, 
Ras = 68 0)   V(BIGCER 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (h = —2 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V(BIDEBO 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = —10 V. 
Xc = — 0.5 A)   VBE 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vu = —30 V, IE = 0)   lIno 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

—40 min V 

—40 min V 

—5 min V 

—0.17 V 
— 0.5 max mA 

1_TYPE 40050 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 

_6 MOUNTING -FLANGE TEMPERATURE ( Tm0•25 °C 

-90 

-to 
-5 

BASE MILLIAMPERES 
104 o 

-5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 -45 -50 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS ( \ice 

nem-104667 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC TYPICAL INPUT CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40050' 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE (TpAO•25.0 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 

0 -0 05 -01 -015 -02 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS WU) 

9M-1046ST 

1. -75 

-50 
e 

25 

TYPE 40050 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE (ThiF)• 2C C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (Vcc) • -2  

0 -02 -06 -06 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 

92GS-12470T 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current (Vca = —0.5 V, 
Is = 0)   leso (sat) —01 max niA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = —2 V, Ic = —1 A)   hre 50 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 5 V, 
Ic = —0.5 A)   fT 500 kHz 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   €1.1--c 1.5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
Unless otherwise specified, values are for 2 transistors. 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vec —18 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.17 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —0.05 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   lc —0.8 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) —2.8 
Input Impedance of Stage (Per base)   Rs 32 
Load Impedance (Speaker voice-coil)   RI. 4 
Maximum Collector Dissipation (Per transistor 
under worst-case conditions)   7.5 

Power Gain   Gre 
Total Harmonic Distortion   
Music Power Output   
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Pon 

40051 —5A, 12.5W 
Ge p-n-p alloy type for high-fidelity amplifiers and 
other commercial af amplifier applications. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. This type is identical with type 
40050 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Ve130 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VC» 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature , 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —5 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(BIUCHO —50 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ii = —0.6 A, Ri, 8 = 68 Cl)   VUSIOCER —50 min V 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS B AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
Unless otherwise specified, values are for 2 transistors. 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —22 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.17 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ir —0.05 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —1.1 
Peak Collector Current   ir (peak) —3.5 
Input Impedance of Stage (Per base)   Rs 31 
Load Impedance (Speaker voice-coil)   RI, 4 
Maximum Collector Dissipation (Per transistor 
under worst-case conditions)   12.5 

Power Gain   GIs 28 
Total Harmonic Distortion   5 
Music Power Output   
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Pos 

n
n
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28 dB 
5 i,-

25 
15 

40254 —5A, 12.5W 

Ge p-n-p alloy type for class A af power-amplifier 
service in driver- and output-stage applications. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 
40022 except for the following items: 

—50 
—50 

45 
25 %e
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CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature -, 25°C) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (W E = —30 V, In — 0)   Icso —3 max mA 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current 
(Ws = —0.5 V, Ii: — 0)   Icso (sat) —0.16 max mA 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vcc —16 
DC Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCE —13.2 
DC Collector Current   Ic —0.9 
Peak Collector Current   io(peak) —1.8 
Input Impedance   Rs 15 
Collector Load Impedance   Ri. 15 
Maximum Collector Dissipation   12 
Power Gain   Gl'E 36 
Total Harmonic Distortion (POE = 5 W)   5 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 5 

e
Ê
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—5A, 12.5W 40421 
Oe p-n-p drift-field type used in high-fidelity af ampli-
fier applications. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wm) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VcEo 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 
Collector Current   le 
Base Current   Is 
Emitter Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 

rélp up to 81°C   PT 
TIIF above 81 °C   PT 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COMMON- 
MOUNTING 

-50 

40421 
EMITTER 
-FLANGE 

CIRCUIT, 
TEMPERATUREITmE).26•C 

BASE INPUT. 

- 

  ' -35 ' -35 

-30 

\\ 25 
• 

-20 

---10 

BASE MILLIAMPERES(IB).-S -- ... 
e 1 
0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 35 40 50 

COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE) 
92CM-I393fT 

TYPICAL INPUT CHARACTERISTIC 

1 -20 

1.i 
H 

H -50 
Id 

CA 
-40  

o 

a 
4 

-3 rc 3 
o 
i-
w 2 
_1 

ta _, 
g -io 8 1 

—75 V 
—50 V 
—1.5 V 
—5 A 
—1 A 
5 A 

12.5 
See curve page 300 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
TYPE 40421 
COMMON-EMITTER C RCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE (TuF1 25•C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE1.-2 

TYPE 40421 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT. 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE 

(TmF1•25•C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS -2 

_....fri 
0 -02 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 

BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCEI 
92CS.1329TZ 

0 -0.2 -04 -0.6 -0B 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 

92CS-11324T2 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 ..,c 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Te 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —10 mA, 

In = 0, tp 300 ss, df = 0.01%)   Valium:, —75 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —100 mA, IB — 0)   VCEO (sus) —50 V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ws = —10 V. Ic = —50 mA  Vas 0.21 to 0.28 V 
Ws = —2 V. Is = —1 mA  Vas 0.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = —40 V, IE -= 0)   ICB0 —1 max mA 
Collector-Cutoff Saturation Current (Vca = —0.5 V  

Is — 0)   kilo (sat) —70 max 4 A  
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 1.5 V. Ic — 0)   hap —2.5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = —2 V, Ic = —1000 V   hen 62 to 175 
Veit = —2 V, Is = —4000 V   h FE 40 min 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = —5 V, 
Ic = —500 mA)   fe 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Mounting Flange   

40462 -5A, 12.5W 
Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in high-fidelity class 
B af amplifier service in push-pull and "single-ended 
push-pull" circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO —40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO —5 V 
Collector Current   h- —5 A 
Base Current   IB —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tiff` up to 81 °C   PT 12.5 w 
Tap above 81 °C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TP 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.005 A. Is — 0)   V (1310CB0 —40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.6 A, 
RBE = 68 Cl)   V onoCER —40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (la = —2 mA, 
Ic — 0)   V (BIOEBO —5 min V 

2 min; 4 typ MHz 
1.5 max •C/W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40462 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT.BASE INPUT. 
-MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE (Tie 1.25•C 

-20 

10 

AMPERESMae -I 

0 -5 -10 - 5 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92CS-0954T 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40462 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT,BASE INPUT 
MOUNTING-FLANGE TEMPERATURE (Thy .25*C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER 
-VOLTS (VcE).-2 

3 

d ' 
0 -02 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -I 

BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 
IMES-1391U 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 5 A, 
IB = —0.5 A)   Veto (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (We = —10 V, 
Ir = —0.05 A)   VISE —0.19 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W s = —30 V, le — 0   ICB0 —0.5 max mA 
Vcs = —0.5 V. IE — 0   Ica° (sat) —0.1 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = —2 V, lc = —1 A)   hrr 50 min; 90 typ 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (We = 5 V, Ic = —0.5 A)   fr 600 kHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es-c 1.5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN "SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL" CLASS B 
AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 

DC Collector Supply Voltage   Vcc 18 V 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —12 mA 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.15 V 
Peak Collector Current   Ica —2.8 A 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current   Ic —1 A 

Load Impedance (speaker voice-coil)   RL 4 Cl 
Maximum Collector Dissipation (per transistor) 

Input Impedance of Stage (per base)   32 Cl 
II 

under worst-case conditions   7 5 W 
EIA Music Power-Output Rating   25 W 
Power Gain   Gee 25 dB 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   POE 15 W 
Total Harmonic Distortion at Maximum-Signal 
Power Output   5 

—5A, 12.5W 40612 
Ge p-n-p type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 
circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Res = 68 Cl   VCER (MR) —25 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vo —5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —5 A 
Base Current   Ic —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation 
Tr = 25°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   T(opr) —65 to 100 °C 

TWEE —65 to 100 °C 

PT 12.5 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —200 mA, Res = 68 0)   V -ER(sus) —25 min v 
Collector-Cutoff Current (We = —30 V)   ¡rim —3 max µ A 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = —5 V)   him —2 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = —2 V, Ic = —1000 mA)   hrie 30 to 150 

CF 

—5A, 12.5W 40623 
Ge p-n-p type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 

E a circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.3. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
RBE = 68 Cl  

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VCER (sus) —45 V 
Veito —5 V 

Collector Current   Ic —5 A 
Base Current   Is —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation (Tc = 25°C)   PT 12.5 W 
Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   T(opr) —65 to 100 °C 

TSUI —65 to 100 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = —200 mA, RBE = 68 Û) VCER (SUE) —45 min v 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vca = —30 V)   Ica. —500 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vint = —5 V)   Ism, —2 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —2 V. Iv = —1000 mA)   h FE 

40626 —5A, 12.5W 

Ge p-n-p type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 
circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

50 to 170 

CF 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Res =-.. 68 0)   Vccii (sus) —55 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Wit. —5 V 
Collector Current   It. —5 A 
Base Current   In —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation (Tc -= 25°C)   PT 12.5 W 
Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = —200 mA, Rem = 68 CI)   Wee (sus) —55 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VIS = —30 V)   Ica.. —500 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vii = —5 V)   IEBO —2 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —2 V, lc = —1000 mA)   hrs 50 to 170 

2N3731 —10A, 5W 

T(opr) —65 to 100 *C 
TETO —65 to 100 °C 

Ge p-n-p diffused-collector graded-base type used in 
114-degree 18-kV TV deflection systems as a horizontal 
output amplifier. This type, together with types 2N3730 
(vertical output), 2N3732 (horizontal driver), and 
1N4785 (damper) make up a complete transistor/ 
damper-diode complement. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   
Continuous   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 

ThIF up to 55*C   Pr 5 
nip above 55°C   Pi See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 85 °C 
Storage   Tb•TI; —65 to 85 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti • 230 °C 

CF 

VISO —320 V 
VCB0 —60 V 
Van() —2 V 

—10 A 
Iii +4, —1 A 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.025 A, Va — 0)   Volumes —320 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 100 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(BIDEBO —2 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage: 

Ic = —6 A, Ill = —0.4 A  W E (sat) —1.5 max V 
Ic = —3 A, IB = —0.2 A   VCE (sat) —1.54 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (le = —6 A, V 
In = —0.4 A)   Vas —0.9 g A 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea .= —10 V, Is — 0)   Icno —200 max 
Turn-off Time   t. -I- tr 1.2 max Jis 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0,-c 1.5 max °C/1Ñ 
• This value does not apply to type 40439. 
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C.F 
—10A, 5W 2N4346 

Ge p-n-p diffused-collector graded-base type used as a 
horizontal-output amplifier in conjunction with types 
2N3730 (vertical output), 2N3732 (horizontal driver), 
and 1N4785 (damper) to provide a complete transistor/ 
damper-diode complement. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   VCBO —320 V 
Continuous   VCBO —60 V 

Collector Current   Io —10 A 
Base Current   IB +4, —1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tut, up to 55°C   PT 5 W 
Tar above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 85 °C II 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tt. 230 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.025 A. VEB — 0)   V(BR)CES —320 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown voltage (la = —100 mA, 

Ic — 0)   V(III)EBO —2 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 6 A, 

Ii, = —0.4 A)   VCE (sat) —0.75 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = 6 A, hi = —0.4 A)   VBE 0.8 V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = —10 V, IE r--- 0)   km) —200 max AA 
Turn-Off Time   t, -I- ti 0.75 max /is 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   8J-C 1.5 max °C/W 

—10A, 5W 40439 
Ge p-n-p diffused-collector, graded-base type used in 
114-degree 18-kV TV deflection systems as a horizontal-
output amplifier. This type, together with types 2N3730 
(vertical output), 2N3731 and 40440 (horizontal out-
put), 2N3732 (horizontal driver), and 1N4785 and 40442 
(damper), make up a complete transistor/damper-diode 

complement. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. This type is identical with type 
2N3731 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Turn-Off Time   ti 0.75 max pa 

—10A, 5W 40440 
Ge p-n-p diffused-collector, graded-base type used in 
114-degree 18kV TV deflection systems as a horizontal-
output amplifier. This type, together with types 2N3730 
(vertical output), 2N3731 and 40439 (horizontal out-
put), 2N3732 (horizonal driver), and 1N4785 and 40442 

r a (damper), make up a complete transistor/damper-diode 
complement. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. This type is identical with type 
2N3731 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage: 
Peak   VCBO —200 V 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = —0.025 mA, VnI3 — 0)   V(BR)CEB —200 V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saeuration Voltage: 
Ic = —6 A. In = —0.4 A  VCE (sat) —0.75 max V 
Ic ----- —3 A, Is = —0.2 A  Von (sat) —0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —6 A, Is =- —0.4 A)   Van —1 V 

2N2869 / 
2N301 

—10A, 30W 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A and class B 
af output-amplifier stages of automobile radio receivers 
and mobile communications equipment. JEDEC TO-3, 
Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Emitter Current   In 
Base Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tnr up to 55°C   PT 30 W 
Tub, above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 100 °C 
Storage   TBTG —65 to 100 "C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 '"C 

—60 V 
—50 V 
—10 V 
—10 A 
10 A 
—3 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At mounting-flange temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.005 A. 
In = 0)   V(BIOCB0 —60 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (Ic = —0.6 A, 
In = 0)   V(BR)CE0 —50 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (In = —2 mA, 
Ic = 0)   V(BR)EBO —10 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = —5 A. 
In = —0.5 A)   Ves (sat) —0.75 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Von = —2 V. Ic = —1 A)   VBE —0.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = —30 V, IF: — 0   Iell0 —0.5 max mA 
Ven = —0.5 V. In — 0   leso (sat) —0.1 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vis = —2 V. Ic = —1 A)   him 50 to 165 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vis = —2 V, Ic = —1 A)   fT 200 min kHz 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN CLASS A POWER-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vey —14.4 
De Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vets —12.2 
DC Base-to-Emitter Voltage   Van —0.35 
Zero-Signal Collector Current   Iv —0.9 
Load Impedance   RI. 15 
Signal Frequency   f 400 
Signal-Source Impedance   Rs 10 
Power Gain   38 
Total Harmonic Distortion (at a power output of 5 W) 5 
Zero-Signal Collector Dissipation   11 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   Pon 5 
Circuit Efficiency (at a power output of 5 W)   n 45 a
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN "SINGLE-ENDED PUSH-PULL" CLASS B 
AF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

DC Collector Supply Voltage   V.. -14.4 V 
Zero-Signal DC Collector Current (per transistor)   I, -0.05 A 
Zero-Signal Base-Bias Voltage   —0.13 V 
Peak Collector Current (per transistor)   i, ( peak ) —2 A 
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TYPICAL OPERATION (cont'd) 
Maximum-Signal DC Collector Current (per transistor) lc (max) —0.64 A 
Signal Frequency   f 400 Hz 
Input Impedance of Stage (per base)   Rs 10 0 
Load Impedance (per collector)   Rt. 6 Cl 
Power Gain   30 dB 
Circuit Efficiency (at a power output of 12 W)   67 % 
Maximum-Signal Power Output   kil 12 W 
Total Harmonic Distortion (at maximum-signal 
power output of 12 W)   5 % 

Maximum Collector Dissipation (per transistor 
at a power output of 12 W)   3 w 

—10A, 30W 
2 N2870 / 
2N301A 

Ge p-n-p alloy-junction type used in class A and class 
B af output-amplifier stages of automobile radio re-
ceivers and mobile communications equipment. JEDEC 
TO-3, Outsine No.2. This type is identical with type 
2N2869/2N301 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Woo —80 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = —0.005 A, Ie — 0)   V(14101110 —80 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(k -= —5 A. Ii --,.-. —0.5 A)   VeE (sat) —0.5 max V 

Special Audio Silicon Types 

0.15A, 3.8W 40491 
Si n-p-n type used in class A af output-amplifier service 
in conjunction with types 40487 (mixer), 40488 (oscilla-
tor) 40489 (if amplifier), 40490 (af amplifier), and 
40495 (line rectifier) to provide a complement for AM 
broadcast-band radio receivers. JEDEC TO-66 (with 
heat radiator), Outline No.27. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcan 300 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = 5 mA. Ia = 0)   Vero 300 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veen 2 V 
Collector Current   Ic 150 mA 
Emitter Current   Is —150 mA 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 55°C   PT 3.8 W 
TA above 55°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   TA —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   T8TG —65 to 150 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA. 

In — 0)   Vonneno 300 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage (I.• = 5 mA, 

In — 0)   V(BR)CE0 300 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE) = 0.1 mA, 

Ic — 0)   Vonusso 2 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 300 V. Is — 1(110 too max µA 
Vea = 300 V, IB — 0   I ('EO 5 max mA 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (Vca = 10 V, 
Ic -.= 50 mA)   liFE 30 to 250 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 50 V, Ic = 20 mA) fi 25 MHz 
Intrinsic-Base-Spreading Resistance (Vez = 50 V. 

Ic -= 20 MA. f = 100 MHz)   rm.' 20 0 
Feedback Capacitance (Ven = 50 V, Is — 0)   Cr,, 5 pF 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Mounting Flange   43.1-931 8 typ; 10 max "C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 25 max °C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC 
TYPE 40491 

T.) COMMON -EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
44 2 MOUNTING -FLANGE TEMPERATURE (TmF).25•C 

COLLECTOR -TO- EMITTER ioor VOLTS (vcE •i. 
W. 
e 4 
3 2 
a 
g 10 o 
15 6 
121 4 

d 2 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS VBE) 

92C5 -13924T 

40406 

,1001rI. 

8° a. 
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4 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

COMMON-EMITTER CIRCU1T,BASE INPUT. I 
Tn. 40491 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)•55•C 
1.1 I   TRANSISTOR 

DSSIPATION 
11(00.8 I IPTI. 3.8W 

I. 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.35 

d 20   0.2 

ASE MILLIAMPERES (IBI.OT. 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

92C5-14530T 

—0.7A, 1W 
Si p-n-p type used in the input stages in at-amplifier 
applications in industrial and commercial equipment. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For collector-characteris-
tics and input-characteristics curves, refer to type 
40319. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Base Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 ( opr ) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = —100 mA. I — 0)   VCEO (sus) —50 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ic = —0.1 mA)   VBE —0.8 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = —40 V, IB = 0, Tc = 25°C   ICE° —1 max µA 
Ves = —40 V, In = 0, Tc = 150°C   'CEO —10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = —4 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO —1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = —10 V, Ic = —0.1 mA)   11FE 30 to 200 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcs = —4 V. Ic = —50 mA) fT 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   (,),-A 175 max °C/W 

40309 0.7A, 5W 

VCEO (Ma) —50 V 
VEBO —4 V 
Xc —0.7 A 
lu —0.2 A 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCE0 (sus) 18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEllo 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25"C   PT 5 W 
TA and *re above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 100 mA, In = 0. to = 300 gs, df ≤ 2%)   VIBIOCE0 18 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vs = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) VBE 1 ISSEE V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 15 V, In = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ica() 0.25 max pA 
VCB = 15 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   ICRO 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = 4 V. Ic = 50 mA)   how 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcs = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA) fr 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   f)J-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-à 175 max °C/W 
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—0.7A, 5W 40319 
Si p-n-p type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. P-N-P construction permits complementary 
driver operating with a matching n-p-n type, such as 
40314. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5, 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   W E° (sus) —40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 —2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic —0.7 A 
Base Current   Ili —0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C 
Tc up to 25°C 

PT 1 W 
PT 5 W 

TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic . —100 mA, In = 0, t. = 300 µs, df 5. 2%)   WE° ( sus ) —40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ii • = —150 mA, Ii, = —15 mA)   Vrie (sat) —1.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcz =- —4 V. lc = —50 mA) Vitr: —1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Curl ent: 

V, 1, = —15 V, IF: = 0, Tc = 25°C   Lilo —0.25 max µA 
V. n = —15 V. Ix = 0, Tr = 150°C   Icso —1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —2.5 V. Ic = 0)   IEBO —1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W I.: = —4 V. li. = —50 mA)   hrc 35 to 200 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = —4 V. Ic = —50 mA) fT 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 35 max .C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 175 max "C/W 

600 

H 500 

-400 
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TYPICAL INPUT CHARACTERISTIC 
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40362 —0.7A, 5W 
Si p-n-p used in audio-amplifier drive stages for eco-
nomical high-quality performance. Designed to assure 
freedom from second breakdown in the operating re-
gion. P-N-P structure permits complementary driver 
operation with a matching n-p-n type such as 40361. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For collector-characteristics 
and input-characteristics curves, refer to type 40319. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rua = 200 0)   VcEtt (sus) —70 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsso —4 V 
Collector Current   Ic —0.7 A 
Base Current   In —0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
T. up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 "C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25`C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rut: = 200 n, lc = 100 mA)   VCER (SUE) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = 15 mA, lc = —150 MA)   VCE (sat) 
Base-to-Emitter Vol age (Ws = —4 V, lc = —50 MA) VBE 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcz = —60 V, RBE = 200 0, Tr = 25°C   Ic sit 
VCE = —60 V, RBE = 200 n, 're = 150°C   ICER 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = —4 V. Ic = 0)   IEBO 

—70 min V 

—1.4 max V 
—1 max V 

—1 max µA 
—100 max µA 
—1 max mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = -4 V, k = -50 mA)   him 35 to 200 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vela = -4 V. Ic = -50 mA) Pr 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   03-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   e3-. 175 max °C/W 

—0.7A, 5W 40537 
Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used as 

a driver in audio-amplifier circuits. JEDEC TO-5, Out-
line No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Rae = 500 0) Ven (Sus) -55 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vela. -5 V 
Collector Current   Ic -0.7 A 
Base Current   Ii. -0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
To above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 

to 0 W at 200 °C 
TA up to 25eC   PT 1 Vér 

TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 
to 0 W at 200 °C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.f (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TNT,: -65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature {10 s max)   Ti, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperattLe -_-_ 25 °C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = -100 mA, Ritz = 500 0)   Wee (sus) -55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = -50 mA, Ia = -5 mA)   Vt.,: ( sat) -1.1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Vce = -4 V, le = -50 mA)   Van -1.8 V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (We = -45 V, RaK = 500 0) L'es -10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = -5 V. Ic - 0)   km, -1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vce = -4 V. Ic = -50 mA)   her: 50 to 300 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vce = -4 V, Ic = -50 mA) fr. 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   (4.,- x 175 °C/W 
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40538 —0.7A, 5W 

Si p-n-p double-diffused epitaxial planar type used in 
complementry-symmetry output stages. P-N-P struc-
ture permits complementary operation with a matching 
n-p-n type such as the 40539. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.5. This type is identical to type 40537 except for 
the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = —500 mA, In = —50 mA)   VCE (sat) —2 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Ves = —4 V. Ic = —500 mA)   Vas —2.7 max V 

Pulsed Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = —4 V. Is = —500 mA, = 300 us, df < 2%) hra (pulsed) 15 to 90 

40634 —0.7A, 5W 
Si p-n-p type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits. This type and type 40635 
form a complementary pair of driver transistors 
suitable for quasi-complementary-symmetry circuits. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Ran = 100 0   VrElt (SUS) —75 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEI10 —7 
Collector Current   Ic —0.7 
Base Current   Is —0.2 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To = 25°C   PT 5 
To = 25°C   PT 1 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 200 
Storage   TtiTl; —65 to 200 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = —100 mA, Ran = 100 0)   VCER (sus) —75 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage " 
(Ic = —150 mA, Is = —15 mA)   W E (sat) —0.8 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Ven = —4 V. Ic = —150 mA)   Vas —1.4 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current 
(Vea = —65 V, Rim = 100 0)   Iran —10 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = —4 V)   U M) —0.1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = —4 V. lc = —150 mA)   hen,: 50 to 250 

40409 0.7A, 3W 
Si n-p-n type used in driver stages in al-amplifier ap-
plications in industrial and commercial equipment. This 
type and type 40410 together form a complementary 
pair of drivers. In a typical class AB circuit a comple-
mentary pair can drive two series-connected 40411 
transistors to provide an audio output of 70 watts with 
a total harmonic distortion of less than 0.25 per cent at 1000 Hz. JEDEC 
TO-5 (with heat radiator), Outline No.8. For collector-characteristics and 
transfer-characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ran e_ 10 11)   VCIOR (SUS) 90 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   Ia 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50°C   PT 3 W 
TA above 50°C   Pi See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Tr (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ram = 100 0, Ic = 100 mA)   VCER (SUS) 90 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 150 mA, ID = 15 mA)   Ves (sat) 1.4 max v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcz = 4 V. Ic = 150 mA)   Ville 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Wm = 80 V. Ras = 100 Cl, Tc = 25°C   Icaa 1 max µA 
Ws = 80 V, RBI: = 100 fl. Te = 150°C   ICI= 100 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vaa = 4 V. Ic — 0)   Ian° 1 max AA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 4 V, IC = 150 mA)   has 50 to 250 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = 4 V. Ic = 50 mA)   fi 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   03-1. 50 max °C/W 

-0.7A, 3W 40410 
Si p-n-p type used in driver stages in af-amplifier ap-
plications in industrial and commercial equipment. This 
type and type 40409 form a complementary pair of 
drivers. In a typical class AB circuit a complementary 
pair can drive two series-connected 40411 transistors 
to provide an audio output of 70 watts with a total 

harmonic distortion of less than 0.25 per cent at 1000 Hz. JEDEC TO-5 (with 
heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is electrically identical with type 
40409 except for the reversal of all polarity signs. For collector-characteris-
tics and input-characteristics curves, refer to type 40319. 

0.7A, 1W 40407 
Si n-p-n type used in predriver stages in al-amplifier 
applications in industrial and commercial equipment. 
This type is recommended for use in a Darlington cir-
cuit with a type such as the 40408. JEDEC TO-5, Out-
line No.5. For collector-characteristics and transfer-
characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. This type 

is identical with type 40406 except for reversal of all polarity signs and the 
following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vca = 10 V. Ic = 1 mA) Vain 0.8 max V 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 10 V. Ic = 1 mA)   hr. 40 to 200 

0.7A, 1W 40408 
Si n-p-n type used in predriver stages in af-amplifier 
applications in industrial and commercial equipment. 
This type is recommended for use in a Darlington cir-
cuit with a type such as the 40407. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. For collector-characteristics and transfer-
characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vcno (sus) 90 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 4 V 
Collector Current   lc 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
TranIstor Dissipation: 
TA I1P to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature - 25°C) 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA, In — 0)   Veo (sus) 90 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 150 mA, Ili .,.. 15 mA)   Vra (sat) 1.4 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VcE = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   Van 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 80 V, In = 0. Tc = 25°C   'CEO 1 max µA 
Ve E = 80 V, In = 0, Tc = 150°C   'CEO 250 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 4 V, Ic — 0)   )(Eno 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(We = 4 V. lc = 10 mA) hrie 40 to 200 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VcE = 4 V, IC = 50 mA) fT 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   175 max °C/W 

40311 0.7A, 5W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. • 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Venn (sus) 30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ir 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   er 1 w 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Ti, above 25°C   PT See curve page 116 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ir = 100 mA. In = 0, tl, = 300 as, df «. 2%)   Veo (sus) 30 min V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (We = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) Van 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VIII = 15 V, IE = 0, Te = 25°C   kilo 0.25 max µA 
We = 15 V, IE = 0, Ti  = 150°C   kilo 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = 2.5 V, lc — 0)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 4 V, Ie = 50 mA)   him 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA) ft. 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1.-A 175 max °C/W 

40314 0.7A, 5W 

Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier driver stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vrao(sus) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vnao 

40 
2.5 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case tempefature _=_. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, tp = 300 jis, df = 2%)   Vo (sus) 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 150 mA, In = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA)   VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V, IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   lam 0.25 max µA 
Veil = 15 V, IE = 0, Tc = 150°C   Icno 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vis = 2.5 V, lc — 0)   lino 1 max m 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vim = 4 V, Iv = 50 mA)   ha 35 to 150 MHz 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E r-- 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) fT 100 °C/ 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9j-c 35 max °C/WI 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   ar-A 175 max 

0.7A, 5W 40315 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver 

,c) stages for economical high-quality performance. De-
c signed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 

the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCEO (SUS) 35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current  • 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ta up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Ta above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

In 0.2 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, tp .--- 300 is, df = 2%)   VlBIO CEO 35 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vci = 4 V. Ic = 50 mA) VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V. In = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso 0.25 max 11 A 
Ven = 15 V, IE = 0, Tr = 150°C   Icno 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Via = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   bum 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA)   him 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA) fT 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   01-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   E)J--A 175 max °C/W 

0.7A, 5W 40317 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver 
stages for economical high-quality performance. De-
signed to assure freedom from second breakdown in 
the operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCEO (sus) 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vano 2.5 V 
Collector Current   lc 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25'C   PT I W 
T.; up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Is = 0, tp = 300 µs, df ... 2%)   VCEO (sus) 40 min v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (WE = 4 V, IC = 10 mA) VBE 1 max v 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V. Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icno 0.25 max µA 
VCB = 15 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ica.) 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 2.5 V. Iv — 0)   IEito 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hr E 40 to 200 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   (3,-. 175 max °C/W 

40320 0.7A, 5W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier and driver stages 
for economical high-quality performance. Designed to 
assure freedom from second breakdown in the operat-
ing region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   V, E0 (SUS) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V..B., 
Collector Current   I 
Base Current   Iµ 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   Pr 1 W 
T.: up to 25°C   Pr 5 W 
Ti and Te above 25°C   Pr See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti ( opr) —65 to 200 °C 

40 V 
2.5 V 
0.7 A 
0.2 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, In = 0, tp = 300 us. (II ≤ 2%)   Veso (sus) 40 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcu = 4 V, Ic =- 10 mA) Vas 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V, IS = 0, Tc = 25°C   Inn) 0.25 max µA 
Vas = 15 V, Is = 0, Te = 150°C   leso 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   h FE 40 to 200 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ()J-C 35 max °C/W 

40323 0.7A, 5W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver 
stages for economical high-quality performance. De-
signed to assure freedom from second breakdown in the 
operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For 
collector-characteristics and transfer-characteristics 
curves, refer to type 40309. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCEO (WS) 18 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VICBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   Is 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25•C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   Pr See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, hi = 0. ti, = 300 Es, df «- 2%)   V(BR)CE0 18 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcio = 4 V, lc = 50 mA)   VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V, lie = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ls° 0.25 max µA 
Veil = 15 V. In = 0, Te = 150°C   Ice° 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEi = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   Io 1 max mAi 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(VrE = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA)   hFE 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA) fT 100 MH 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-e. 35 max °C/ 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   01-A 175 max °C/W 

CY' 

P 

0.7A, 5W 40326 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver 
stages for economical high-quality performance. De-
signed to assure freedom from second breakdown in the 
operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For col-
lector-characteristics curves, refer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vo (sus) 40 T 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEIR) 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   li 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ta up to 25*C  •  PT 1 W 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, In = 0, tp = 300 µs, df e.. 2%)   Veo(sus) 40 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcio = 4 V. Ic = 10 mA)   VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 15 V. IE = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ieno 0.25 max µA 
VCB = 15 V, IE = 0, Te = 150°C   leno 1 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Via = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   Iino 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(W E; = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA)   hez 40 to 200 

'thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 30 max °C/W 

0.7A, 5W 40360 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver 
stages for economical high-quality performance. De-
signed to assure freedom from second breakdown in the 
operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For 
collector-characteristics and transfer-characteristics 
curves, refer to type 40309. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Ven0 (SUS) 70 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collec ..or Current   lc 0.7 A 
Base Current   la 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T I (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(le = IGO mA, In — 0)   Venn (sus) 70 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(In = 15 mA, Iv = 150 mA)   v. E (sat) 1.4 max v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ven = 4 V, Ic = 10 mA) VUE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 60 V. ID = 0, Tc = 25°C   Icso 1 max ,,A 
VeE = 60 V, In = 0, Tr = 150°C   Ics0 250 max JA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 4 V. Ic = 0)   IERO 1 max mA 
Stage Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(lies = 4 V, Ir = 10 MA)   hen 40 to 200 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) fT 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (:).1-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   0.1-A 175 max °C/W 

40361 0.7A, 5W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver 
stages for economical high-quality performance. De-
signed to assure freedom from second breakdown in the 
operating region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For 
collector-characteristics and transfer-characteristics 
curves, refer to type 40309. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ras = 200 n)   VCER (SUS) 70 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.7 A 
Base Current   Is 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Ty up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Tr above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .=. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ran = 200 0, lc = 100 mA)   VeER (SUS) 70 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = 15 mA, Ic = 150 mA)   VCR: (sat) 1.4 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 4 V. Ic = 50 mA)   VBE 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 60 V, RBE = 200 0. Ty = 25°C   knit 1 max ¡LA 
Ven = 60 V, Ran = 200 0, Tc = 150°C   ICER 100 max ¡LA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vss = 4 V. Ic = 0)   IERO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = 4 V. Iv = 50 mA)   hes 70 to 350 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 4 V, Ic = 50 mA) fT 100 MHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (43-C 35 max °C/W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Ambient   CEI-A 175 max °C/W 
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-AO 

0.7A, 5W 40539 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in comple-
mentary-symmetry output stages. N-P-N structure 
permits complementary operation with a matching 
p-n-p type such as the 40538. JEDEC TO-5, Outline 
No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Rse = 500 fl   1.7 es (sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veso 
Collector Current 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 
Ti above 25°C   Pr 

TA up to 25°C   
Te above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ii, = 100 mA, Rae = 500 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(h. = 500 mA, Is = 50 mA)   
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (VrE = 4 V. L• = 500 mA) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (We = 45 V. Rse = 500 CH 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ves = 5 V. Ii • — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V, lc = 500 mA)   
Gain-Bandwidth Product (We = 4 V, L = 50 mA) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

400 

-3 300 
2 

0 200 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40539 
COLLECTOR -TO - EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)• 10 

.4 
I 
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BASE-TO- EMITTER VOLTS (VBE 
92C5-12328T 

PT 
PT 

vccit (sus) 

Vii: (sat) 
\TRH 
IrElt 

IERII 

h 
fr 
H.1-17 

55 V 
5 V 

0.7 A 

5 
Derate linearly 

to 0 W at 200 °C 
1 

Derate linearly 
to 0 W at 200 °C 

—65 to 200 °C 
—65 to 200 °C 

255 °C 

55 min V 

2 max V 
2.7 max V 
10 max µA 
1 max mA 

15 to 90 
100 MHz 
35 °C/W 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40539 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS VcE).10 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (T) 25•C  

«30 25 

25 

O 

2.5'e  

1 
2466 2460 2460 2 468 

0.1 10 10 tO 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES ( IC / 

92CS-3678T 

0.7A, 5W 40611 
Si n-p-n type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-
symmetry circuits. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   W E" (sus) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 2.5 

25 V 
V 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Collector Current   I,• 0.7 A 
Base Current   In 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25"C   Pr 5 W 
TA = 25°C   PT 1 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) --65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 eC 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA)   W E() (SUE ) 25 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (\run = 15 V)   I, 'BO 0.5 max gA 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VES = 2.5 )   kilo 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 4 V. Ic = 59 mA)   h FE 

40616 0.7A, 5W 
Si n-p-n type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-
symmetry circuits. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vcco (sus) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEB0 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   Is 
Transistor Dissipation: 

're = 25°C   PT 
TA = 25°C   PT 1 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 200 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Iv = 100 mA)   We° (sus) 32 min 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcx = 15 V)   kilo 0.5 max 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V. k = 50 mA)   bri.: 70 to 500 

70 to 500 

40635 0.7A, 5W 
Si n-p-n type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits. This type and type 40634 
form a complementary pair of driver transistors 
suitable for quasi-complementary-symmetry circuits. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is electrically 
identical with type 40634 except for the reversal of 
all polarity signs. 

40544 0.7A, 7W 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used specifically 
as a driver in audio-amplifier circuits. JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.6. 

32 
2.5 
0.7 
0.2 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
RBE = 100 Q   VCER (SUE) 

5 

50 
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d
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c
 
V 
µA 
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HR 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ir 0.7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 

to 0 W at 200 °C 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

TM; Storage   —65 to 200 °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ir = 100 mA, RRE = 100 c)   i.r,ER (sus) 50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage  
(Ir = 150 mA, In = 15 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (WE = 4 V. Ir = 50 mA)   VBE 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (VrE = 40 V, ERE = 100 0) ICER 10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = 5 V. Ir — 0)   Inno 1 max :Awn 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Men = 4 V. Ir = 50 mA)   hFE 35 to 200 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (We = 4 V. Ir = 50 mA)   Pr 100 MH 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 25 max °C 

lin 

1A, 3.5W 40625 
Si n-p-n type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-
symmetry circuits. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat-radiator), 
Outline No.8. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vrso (sus) 45 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 7 V 
Collector Current   Ir 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation (TA = 25*C)   PT 3.5 W 
Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ir = 100 mA)   Ws° (sus ) 45 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ir = 150 mA, ID = 15 mA)   WE (sat) 0.5 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ir = 150 mA, Ve = 4 V)   Vns 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Va = 60 V)   Lit., 0.25 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vsn = 5 V)   Iss.) 1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(We = 10 V, Iv = 150 mA)   h rs 100 to 300 

1A, 3.5W 40628 
Si n-p-n type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits suitable in complementary-
symmetry circuits. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat-radiator), 
Outline No.8. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   W I*, ( sus ) 55 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsno 7 V 
Collector Current   Ir 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation (TA = 25°C)   PT 3.5 W 
Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tiffs —65 to 200 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA)   Veo (sus) 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 150 mA, la = 15 mA)   VIS (sat) 0.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 4 V. Ic = 150 mA)   Ve 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Va = 60 V)   Lim 0.25 max µ A 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 5 V)   hum 1 max µ A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ic = 150 mA, WE = 10 V)   lwa 100 to 300 

40321 1A, 5W 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line opera-
tion in audio-amplifier driver stages for economical 
high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom 
from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 
TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(RBI.: = 1000 O)   Waft (sus) 300 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   la 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50•C   PT 1 W 
Te up to 50°C   PT 5 w 
TA and Tc above 50°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 300 °C 

5 V 
1 A 

0.5 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, Rae = 1000 n)   \rec., (sus) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vca = 10 V. Ic = 50 mA)   VBE 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V. IE = 0, Tc = 150°C   kilo 100 max 4 A 
Vets = 150 V, Reg = 1000 n   1(.55 5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vita = 5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 100 max µ A 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = 10 V. Ic = 20 mA)   hrec 25 to 200 °C, W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9J-C 30 max 

200 
TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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1A, 5W 40327 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type used for direct operation 
from a line source in audio-amplifier driver stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. For collector-char-
acteristics and input-characteristics curves, refer to 
type 40321. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ran = 1000 n) Ves(sus) 300 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VED(1 5 V 
Collector Current   Ie 1 A 
Base Current   ID 0.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 50*C   PT 1 W 
To up to 50°C   PT 5 W 
TA and Te above 50°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(le = 50 mA, Ran = 1000 n)   W IER (sus) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Wm = 10 V, Ic = 50 mA) Van 2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V. Te = 150°C, la — 0   leso 100 max µA 
Ven = 150 V. Ran = 1000 0   Iran 5 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = 5 V. Ic — 0)   Ian° 100 max /LA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ven = 10 V. Ir = 20 mA)   haa 40 to 250 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 30 max °C/W 

C,F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

4A, 36W 40613 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 
circuits. This type features a base comprised of a 
homegeneous-resistivity and molded silicone plastic 
package with vertical leads. This type fits a standard 
TO-66 socket. Outline No.52. 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   V, so (sus) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vein( 
Collector Current   I. 
Base Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   Pr 
TA = 25°C   p.1, 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T (opr) 
Storage TSTI: 

25 
5 
4 
2 

36 
1.8 

—65 to 150 
—65 to 150 (-

(2)
 
»
«
 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA)   Vi'FAI (SUS) 25 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vets = 4 V, Ie = 1000 mA) Vim a 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = 25 V)   Icso 2 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = 5 V)   lame I max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(We = 4 V, Ir = 1000 mA)   has 30 to 120 
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40618 4A, 36W 

Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 
circuits. This type features a base comprised of a home-
geneous-resistivity and molded silicone plastic pack-
age with vertical leads. This type fits a standard TO-66 
socket. Outline No.52. 

C,F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   VCEO (SUS) 30 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Was 5 
Collector Current   L. 4 
Base Current   In 2 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25"C   
TA = 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 150 

PT 36 
PT 1.8 

ci
ci

 
»
«
 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA)   Veso (sus) 30 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = 30 V)   Ira° 2 max itA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 5 V)   Ism) 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V, Ic = 1000 mA)   hrs. 30 to 120 

40621 4A, 36W 

Si n-p-n type used for °output stages in high-fidelity 
circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry circuits. 
This type features a base comprised of a homegeneous-
resistivity and molded silicone plastic package with 
vertical leads. This type fits a standard TO-66 socket. 
Outline No.52. 

C,F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Veo(sus) 32 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ie 4 A 
Base Current   In 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   PT 36 W 
TA = 25°C   er 1.8 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 150 "C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA)   VCEO (SUS) 32 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 1500 mA, In = 150 mA)   Vex (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Ves = 4 V. le = 1500 mA)   VBE 1.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = 30 V)   Ica° 0.5 max gA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vim = 5 V)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 4 V, Ic = 1500 mA)   hr s 25 to 100 
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C,F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

4A, 36W 40622 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages iut high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 
circuits. This type features a base comprised of a home-
geneous-resistivity and molded silicone plastic pack-
age with vertical leads. This type fits a standard TO-66 
socket. Outline No.52. 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vein) (sus) 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   In 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   PT 36 W 
TA = 25°C   PT 1.8 w 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 150 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA)   Vi in, (sus) 40 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1500 mA, In = 150 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Vce = 4 V, Ic = 1500 mA)   Van 1.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current ICE a 500 max is.A 

(Vce = 40 V. Ran = 100 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = 5 V)   IE110 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vce = 4 V. Ic = 1500 mA)   lire 25 to 100 

C,F 4A, 36W 40629 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits. This type features a base comprised 
of a homegeneous-resistivity and molded silicone plas-
tic package with vertical leads. This type fits a standard 
TO-66 socket. Outline No.52. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Ras = 100 (1   VCER (SUS) 35 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veil° 5 
Collector Current   Ic 4 
Base Current   In 2 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   PT 36 
TA = 25°C   PT 1.8 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 150 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA. Ran = 100 0)   VCER (sus) 35 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 1000 mA, In = 100 MA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Vce = 4 V. k = 1000 mA)   Ven 1.3 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current 

(Vue = 30 V, RBE = 100 0)   knit 0.5 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = 5 V)   Ieno 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vce = 4 V, k = 1000 mA)   line 20 to 70 

ri
ri
 

»
«
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40630 4A, 36W 

Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits. This type features a base comprised 
of a homegeneous-resistivity and molded silicone pack-
age with vertical leads. This type fits a standard TO-
66 socket. Outline No.52. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Ras = 100 fl   VCER (sus) 40 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 
Collector Current   Ic 4 
Base Current   IB 2 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   PT 36 
TA = 25°C   PT 1.8 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   
Storage   

C,F 

T(opr) —65 to 150 
TM/ —65 to 150 
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40631 4A, 36W 

Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for quasi-complementary-
symmetry circuits. This type features a base comprised 
of a homegeneous-resistivity and molded silicone plas-
tic package with vertical leads. This type fits a standard 
TO-66 socket. Outline No.52. 

C,F 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   
Rae = 100 CI   VCBR (SUS) 45 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim 5 
Collector Current   Ic 4 
Base Current   IB 2 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   PT 36 
TA = 25°C   PT 1.8 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 
Storage   TBTO —65 to 150 
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2A, 10W 40594 
Si n-p-n type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits. This type and type 40495 
form a complementary pair of driver transistors suit-
able for quasi-complementary-symmetry circuits. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Rea = 100 n   vv(E,E.R. (sus) 95 

4 
Collector Current   I,, 2 
Base Current   In 1 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   PT 10 
TA = 25°C   PT 1.2 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T (opr) —65 to 200 
Storage   TIMIS —65 to 200 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, Ras = 100 0)   ircER (sus) 95 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage  

(Ic = 300 mA, I» = 30 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.8 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Vc» = 4 V, Ic = 300 mA)   VBE 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 85 V, Ran = 100 0) IcE» 10 max µA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 4 V)   IEBO 0.1 max µA 
Static Forward Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcu = 4 V, Ic = 300 mA)   hFic 70 to 350 

all polarity signs. 

ek
i 

ei
 
»
C
C
 

2A, 10W 40595 
Si p-n-p type used for driver applications in high-
fidelity amplifier circuits. This type and type 40495 
form a complementary pair of driver transistors suit-
able for quasi-complementary-symmetry circuits. 
JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This type is electrically 
identical with type 40594 except for the reversal of 

2A, 35W 40328 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type used for direct operation 
from a line source in audio-amplifier output stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting 

E a Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. For rat-
ing chart and collector-characteristics curves, refer to to type 40318. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ras = 500 0)   Venn (sus) 300 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   171§110 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   Is 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 35 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See Rating Chart 
Te = 175°C   PT 5 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Se = 200 mA, R BE = 500 n)   vc.n(sus) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 10 V, Ic = 1 A)   V BE 1.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Vcr. = 150 V, Is — 0   leso 5 max mA 
Vcro = 150 V, Vas = —1.5 V, Tc -= 25°C   Icmr 10 max mA 
Vs = 150 V, Ves = —1.5 V. Tc = 150°C   Icsv 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Visa = 6 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
WE = 10 V, Ic = 1 A   hrE 20 min 
Vern = 10 V, Ic = 20 mA   has 40 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Vcir = 150 V) Isie 100 min mA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es-o 5 max °C/W 

40313 2A, 35W 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line opera-
tion in audio-amplifier output stages for economical 
high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom 
from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rae = 500 0)   VcER (sus) 300 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V EBO 2 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   IB 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 35 W  
Tc above 25°C   PT See Rating Chart 

PT 5 W 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

Tc = 175°C 

CF 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, ROE = 500 n)   Vcsa (sus) 300 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ws = 10 V. Ic = 0.1 A)   Van 1.5 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vcs = 150 V, IB — 0   ICE() 5 max mA 
Ven = 300 V, Vas = —1.5 V, Tc = 25°C   Icy 10 max mA 
Vez = 300 V. Vas = —1.5 V. Te = 150°C   Icsv 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   Um) 5 max mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 10 V, Ic = 100 MA   hFE 
Ves = 10 V. IC = 500 mA   here 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Ves = 150 V) Is/o 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(REE = 500 n)   vc..(sus) 300 v 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE BO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   IB 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
Tc above 25°C   
Tc = 175°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T, (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

40 to 250 
40 min 

150 min mA 
5 max °C/W 

2A, 35W 40318 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line opera-
tion in audio-amplifier output stages for economical 
high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom 
from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 

11 TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting Hardware for de 
sired mounting arrangement. 

PT 35 
PT See Rating Chart 
PT 5 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(le = 200 mA, Ras = 500 n)   
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (WE = 10 V, Ic = 0.5 A)   
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V. In — 
Vi' E = 150 V, Va = —1.5 V. Te = 25°C   
VeE = 150 V, Vas = —1.5 V, Tv = 150°C   

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VER = 6 V. Ic — 0)   
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ves = 10 V, Ie = 20 mA   
VCE = 10 V. k = 500 mA   

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (W E = 150 V) 
Second-Breakdown Energy (VEE = 4 V, RBE = 20 O  
L = 100 gH)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   
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40322 2A, 35W 
Si n-p-n high-voltage type for direct 117-volt line opera-
tion in audio-amplifier output stages for economical 
high-quality performance. Designed to assure freedom 
from second breakdown in the operating region. JEDEC 
TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. For rating chart and 
collector-characteristics curves, refer to type 40318. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rim = 500 (1)   VCER (sus) 300 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 6 V 
Collector Current   Ic 2 A 
Base Current   IB 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 35 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See Rating Chart 
Tc = 175°C   PT 5 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ts (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, RBE = 200 n, L = 5 mH)   VCER (sus) 300 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 150 V, Ia = 0, Tc = 25°C   Ica° 5 max mA 
Vca --, 150 V. VBE = —1.5 V. Tc = 25°C   ICES' 10 max mA 
Ws = 150 V, VBE = —1.5 V. Te = 150°C   ICEV 10 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 6 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
Ws = 10 V, It: =- 20 mA   hrn 40 min 
VCE = 10 V, IC = 500 mA   hrn 75 min 

Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Ws :,.. 150 V) IBA, 100 min mA 
Second-Breakdown Energy (Vas = 4 V, RBE = 20 0, 
L -= 100 µH)   Es/e 50 min 4 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   es-0 5 max °C/W 

40310 4A, 29W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio •amplifier driver stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vciso (sus) 35 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   IB 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 29 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.' (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, IB — 0)   V(BR)CEO 35 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (W E = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   Vas 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vea = 15 V, Is = 0, Tc = 25°C   lea° 10 max µA 
Ws = 15 V, Is = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ica° 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 2.5 V, Ic — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 2 V. Is = 1 A)   lino 20 to 120 

C,F 

CF 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcio = 4 V, lc = 500 mA) fr 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
3.0 

0  2.5 

n 2.0 
Œ 

• 5 

cr 
o 
e- 10 o • 

8- 05 

TYPE 40310 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TO • 25•C 

 " 4 
o 
55 30 

25 
I 20 5 

BASE MILLIAMPERES (I84.10 

5 7.5 

I 25 
05 

.1 I 

e 20 30 40 50 60 70 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS Pic& 

92CS-13004T 

CF 

3 

-62.5 
H 

4.1 
1a/ 
cc 
a. 
2 

1.5 

o 

tiLii I 

o 
o 0.5 

750 kHz 
6 max °C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40310 
COLLECTOR-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE). 4 

e 
- •C" ,e,,, v 

cf., 
4,,,, 

..., e., 
4,4, / 

.4., , 

I 
0 05 1.5 2 25 

BASE -TO- EMITTER VOLTS (VBE) 
92GS-15325T 

4A, 29W 40312 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25 See Mounting 

E a Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rns = 500 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VCER (sus) 60 V 

VcBo 2.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   In 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 29 W 
To above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(10 =-. 100 MA. RBE = 500 0, tp = 300 As, df = 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vex ..,_. 2 V, IC = 1 A)   

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE' 40312 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc) • 25 •C 
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lO 20 40 50 60 70 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE) 

IMMi-mow 

WEB (sus) 
VBE 

60 min V 
1.4 max v 

TY7ICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 403 2 
COLLECTOR-EMITTER VOLTS IV0E). 4 

0 05 I .5 2 25 
BASE -TO- EMITTER VOLTS ( VeE 

92C1-123tiT 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V. In = 0, Tc = 25°C   leso 10 max µA 
Ven = 15 V, In = 0, Te = 150°C   kilo 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 2.5 V, lc — 0)   IEBO 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vas = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   hrn 20 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ven = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA) fir 750 kHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1.-r 6 max •C/W 

40316 4A, 29W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ran = 500 0)   Venn (sus) 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4 A 
Base Current   In 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 29 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25`C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, RBE = 500 0)   VCER (sus) 40 min V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (yen = 2 V, Ic = 1 A)   VBE 1.4 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 15 V. In = 0, 're = 25°C   ICB0 10 max µA 
Vea = 15 V. In = 0, Te = 150°C   kilo 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vint = 5 V, Ic — 0)   limo 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vex = 2 V, le = 1 A)   luno 20 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ven = 4 V, Ic = 500 mA) fr 750 kHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 6 max °C/W 

CF 

40324 4A, 29W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier inverter and driver 
stages for economical high-quality performance. De-
signed to assure freedom from second breakdown in the 
operating region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
For collector-characteristics and transfer-characteristics 
curves, refer to type 40310. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Vo (SUS) 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VI:no 
Collector Current   I. 
Base Current   Ili 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 29 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Tj (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 100 mA, Rem = 500 C))   Vou0,1 o 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Ven = 2 V. Ic = 1 A)   Vus 

C,F 

35 V 
2.5 V 
4 A 
2 A 

35 min 
1.4 max 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Viii = 15 V, In = 0, Te = 25°C   Iczo 10 max µ A 
Viii = 15 V, Iii = O. Te = 150°C   Imo 5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 2.5 V. Ic — 0)   leso 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 2 V, Ii- = 1 A)   him 20 to 120 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 4 V, I. = 500 mA) fr 750 kHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0J-C 6 max "C/W 

6A, 50W 40624 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 
circuits. This type features a base comprised of a home-
geneous-resistivity and molded silicone plastic pack-
age with vertical leads. This type fits a standard TO-66 
socekt. Outline No.52. E F3 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   V,s., ( sus ) 45 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vzz,, 5 
Collector Current   Ic 6 
Base Current   In 3 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tr, = 25°C   
TA = 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 
Storage   TSTI: —65 to 150 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Iv = 100 mA)   Viso (sus) 45 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 2500 mA. Is = 250 mA)   Ake (sat) 1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Ves = 4 V. Ic = 2500 mA)   Van 1.7 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (We = 45 V. RIM = 100 r) ) Irelt 500 max µ A 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Viii = 5 V)   hew 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V, Ic = 2500 mA)   his 20 to 100 

Pr 50 
PT 1.8 

Cy 

E 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage   Ves,e (sus) 55 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   W M) 5 
Collector Current   Ic 6 
Base Current   IR 3 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te = 25°C   
Ts = 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 
Storage   Ts Tu —65 to 150 

(-3
ri
 

»
«
 

6A, 50W 40627 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for complementary-symmetry 
circuits. This type features a base comprised of a home-
geneous-resistivity and molded silicone plastic pack-
age with vertical leads. This type fits a standard TO-66 
socket. Outline No.52. 

PT 50 
PT 1.8 

(-3
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«
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA)   VcE0 (sus) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 2500 mA, In = 250 mA)   WE (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
( Ws = 4 V, k = 2500 mA)   yam 1.7 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current 
iv, 55 V, RBE = 100 0)   ICER 500 max µA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Van = 5 V)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Via = 4 V, lc = 2500 mA)   lira 20 to 100 

40632 6A, 50W 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for quasi-complementary-
symmetry circuits. This type features a base comprised 
of a homegeneous-resistivity and molded silicone plastic 
package with vertical leads. This type fits a standard 
TO-66 socket. Outline No.52. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Rn E = 100 0   Walt (SUS) 60 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 
Collector Current   Ii. 6 
Base Current   In 3 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc = 25°C   PT 50 
TA = 25°C   PT 1.8 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 
Storage   TATI: —65 to 150 (-3

(-3
 

e. 
»
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ii = 100 MA, Ra = 100 0)   VCElt (SUS) 60 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Iv = 3000 mA, ID = 300 mA)   \Tea (sat) 1 max V 

Base-to-Emitter Voltage 
(Vea = 4 V. It. = 3000 mA)   Vue 1.4 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current 
(WE = 50 V. Rae = 100 n)   Ireat 0.5 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veit = 5 V)   IEBO 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vea = 4 V. Ic = 3000 mA)   hrE 20 to 70 

40542 6A, 83W 
Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicon 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-3 socket. It is used in complementary-
symmetry output stages of audio-amplifier circuits. 
It permits complementary operation with a matching E e 

p-n-p type such as 40051. Outline No.50. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. 

CF 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Rae = 100 0) Vrac (SUS) 50 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBI) 5 V 
Collector Current   IC 6 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti: up to 25°C   PT 83 W 
Ti: above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 

0 W at 150 °C 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 150 °C 

TSTI; °C Storage   —65 to 150 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 235 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

.= 0.2 A, Rm.; = 100 0, te = 300 gs, df = 1.8%) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(lc = 2.5 A, Iii = 0.25 A, = 300 as, df = 1.8%) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vis = 4 V, Ii: = 2.5 A. 

te =- 300 as, df = 1.8%)   
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vea = 40 V, Rii = 100 n) 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VI:1i = 5 V, Ii • — 0)   
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

= 4 V, Ii • = 2.5 A. ti' = 300 jis, df = 1.8%)   
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vis = 4 V, Ii • = 0.5 A)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40542 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (V-)-4 

05 1.0 15 20 
BASE-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (V BE 

92U-3603T 

re 

60 
r-

cr o 40 — 

o 30 
cc 

we 20 

u 10 

VcEit (sus) 50 min V 

Vei.:(sat) 1 max V 

Viii: 1.7 max V 
ICElt 1 max mA 

5 max mA 

het: ( pulsed ) 20 to 70 
fir 0.8 to 2.8 MHz 

-,• 1.5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL DC FORWARD-CURRENT 
TRANSFER—RATIO CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40542 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)•4 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc )• 25•C 

z\\ 
0.01 2 4 6 (1)1 2 4 6 8 2 4 6 810 

COLLECTOR AMPERES (IC) 

9284-36116T 

7A, 35W 40364 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rim = 150 CI )   VCER (sus) 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 4 V 
Collector Current   le 7 A 
Base Current   Is 5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti: up to 25°C   PT 35 W 
Ti  above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(lbw = 150 0, L. = 200 mA)   Vi:mi (sus) 60 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(L. = 2.5 A. Li = 0.25 A)   VCE (sat) 2 max 

V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vex = 5 V, lc = 2.5 A)   Vas 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vex = 50 V. Ran = 150 O. Tc = 25°C   ICES 
W E = 50 V, RBE = 150 0, Tc = 150°C   Iezx 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vaa = 4 V. Ic — 0)   IEBO 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 

Vein = 5 V. Ic = 0.5 A   hen 
Vex = 5 V. Ic = 2.5 A   hez 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (VI E = 10 V, IC = 2.5 A) fe 
Second-Breakdown Collector Current (Vez = 40 V)   Is/b 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
-CASE 

40364 
TEMPERATURE 

240 
Tc).25•C 
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40543 8A, 83W 

1.8 max V 

0.5 max mA 
2 max mA 
5 max mA 

35 to 175 
20 min 

15 M Hz 
750 min mA 
5 max °C/W 

TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 
COLLECTOR 

40364 
-TO-EMITTER VOLTS 
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BASE -TO-EMITTER VOLTS IVRE) 

9254-2202CT 

Si n-p-n type featuring a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material and molded silicone 
plastic package with vertical leads. This type fits a 
standard TO-3 socket. It is designed specifically for 
amplifier applications. Outline No.50. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 
is identical with type 40542 except for the following items: 

E 

CF 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage (Ras = 100 0) Veza(sus) 60 V 
Collector Current   Ic 8 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =• 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 0.2 A. RBE = 100 n, tp = 300 ic, df = 1.8%) VcER (sus) 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 3 A, Iii = 0.3 A, tin. = 300 as, df = 1.8%) .... Vca(sat) 1 V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vez = 4 V, Ic = 3 A, 

te = 300 sis, df = 1.8%)   V BE 1.7 V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vex = 50 V. ABE = 100 (1) 'can 1 mA 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vez = 4 V. Ic = 3 A. te = 300 as, df = 1.8%)   hrE (pulsed) 20 to 70 

40633 8A, 83W 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for quasi-complementary-
symmetry circuits. This type features a base comprised 
of a homegeneous-resistivity and molded silicone plastic 
package with vertical leads. This type fits a standard 
TO-3 socket. Outline No.50. 

OF 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
RBE = 100 12   VCER (SUS) 75 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 5 
Collector Current   Ic 8 
Base Current   In 6 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te = 25°C   PT 83 
TA =- 25°C   PT 2 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T(opr) —65 to 150 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 150 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, RBE = 100 f))   VcEit (sus) 75 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 4000 mA, In = 400 mA)   VcE (sat) 1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(VcE = 4 V, I, = 4000 mA)   Va E 1.4 max 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (VEB = 5 V)   

Collector-Cutoff Current 
(VcE = 65 V, RBE = 100 0)   IcER 0.5 max mA 

IEBO 1 max mA 

VI 

(WE = 4 V, IC = 4000 mA)   hFE 20 to 70 

CF 
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15A, 117W 40325 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VcBo 35 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 35 V 
Base open (sustaining voltage)   VCE0 (SUS) 35 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 15 A 
Base Current   IB 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Px 117 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 12 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .-__: 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage V 

(Ic = 200 mA, ID — 0)   V(BR)CE0 (SOS) 35 min 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage V 

(Iv = 100 mA, Is — 0)   \rumen° 35 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage V 

(Ic = 8 A. In = 0.8 A)   Vcie (sat) 1.5 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 8 A)   Van 2 max 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCB = 30 V, Is = 0, T. = 25°C   Lim 5 max 
Ven = 30 V, Ie = 0, Tc = 150°C   Ice° 10 max 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vee = 5 V, Ic — 0)   limo 10 max °C/W 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio mA 

(Veil = 4 V, le = 8 A)   hen 12 to 60 mA 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.5 max mA 

40363 15A, 115W 
Si n-p-n type used in audio-amplifier output stages for 
economical high-quality performance. Designed to as-
sure freedom from second breakdown in the operating 
region. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. For collector-
characteristics and transfer-characteristics cuves, refer 
to type 40325. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Rue = 200 il)   VCER (SOS) 70 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 4 V 
Collector Current   lc 15 A 
Base Current   In 7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25•C   PT 115 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction) (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rim = 200 II Ir = 200 mA)   Veen (SUS) 70 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 4 A. In = 0.4 A)   W E (sat) 1.1 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcic = 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   VBE 1.8 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Ven = 60 V. Rex = 200 II Tc = 25°C   ICES 0 5 max mA 
Wig = 60 V, RBE = 200 ri, Tc = 150°C   ICES 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Ven = 4 V, Iv — 0)   halo 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Vs = 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   him 20 to 70 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vag = 4 V, Ic = 3 A)   fT 700 kHz 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 1.5 max °C/W 

C.F 

40636 15A, 115W 
Si n-p-n type used for output stages in high-fidelity 
amplifier circuits suitable for quasi-complementary-
symmetry circuits. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
Run = 100 Vese(sus) 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Base Current   ID 
Transistor Dissipation 
Tc = 25°C   PT 115 

Temperature Range: 
Operating   T (opr) —65 to 200 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 200 mA, Rns = 100 n)   vcEit (sus) 95 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 4000 mA, In = 400 mA)   WE (sat) 1 max v 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Vcs = 4 V, lc = 4000 mA)   Vns 1.4 max 1,T 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 85 V, RBI: = 100 f7) ICER 0.5 max mA 
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vert = 4 V)   IEB11 1 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Ves = 4 V, Is = 4000 mA)   he 20 to 70 

C.F 
30A, 150W 40411 

Si n-p-n type features a base comprised of a homo-
geneous-resistivity silicon material. This type is used 
in output stages in af-amplifier applications in indus-
trial and commercial equipment. In a typical class AB 
circuit, two series-connected 40411 transistors driven 
by a complementary pair of transistors (40409 and 

40410) can provide an audio output of 70 watts with a total harmonic dis-
tortion of less than 0.25 per cent at 1000 Hz. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ras ≤ 100 n)   VCER (SUS) 90 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 30 A 
Base Current   la 15 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   1.1. 150 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 'C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Rue = 100 C), IC = 200 mA)   Vera (sus) 90 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 4 A, Is = 400 mA)   Vcs (sat) 0.8 max V 
Base-to-Emitter Voltage (Vcs = 4 V, Ic = 4 A)   VIIE 1.2 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

V('E = 80 V, Rue = 100 n, Te = 25°C   ICER 0.5 max mA 
VCE = 80 V. Res = 100 n, Te = 150°C   ICER 2 max mA 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (VES = 4 V, le — 0)   'Eno 5 max mA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Ws = 4 V, Is = 4 A)   hrs 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 4 V, lc = 4 A)   Fr 
Power-Rating Test (40 V at 5 A for 1 s max)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   13J-C 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
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Technical Data for 
RF Power Transistors 

THIS section contains detailed 
technical data for all current 

RCA rf power transistors. The tran-
sistors are listed according to the 
numerical-alphabetical-numerical se-
quence of their type designations. 

In selection of devices for use in 
new electronic equipment, a prospec-
tive user should refer to the appro-
priate section of the Selection Guide 
included earlier in the Manual. 

2N1491 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in vhf applications 
for rf-amplifier, video-amplifier, oscillator, and mixer 
circuits in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC 
TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wig) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (VB» = —0.5 V)   VCILV 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VICB0 
Collector Current   IC 
Base Current   
Emitter Current   Lit 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 
Tc above 25°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Tr) and Storage (Tkero)   

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

I» — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Floating Potential (Vcii = 30 V. 

I» — 0)   
Collector-Cutoff Current (VcB = 12 V, In — 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (Veil = 1 V, Ic — 0)   
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(V,» = 20 V, Ic = 15 mA, f = 1 kHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ws = 30 V, Ic = 15 mA) 
Output Capacitance (VcB = 30 V. Is = 0, 
f = 0.15 MHz)   

Small-Signal Power Gain (VcB = 15 V, Is = —15 mA, 
Po. = 10 mW, f = 70 MHz)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

VIRR)C110 

VED (if) 
ICHO 
LEBO 

ht. 
fT 

Cobo 

Gp• 
el-C 

30 
30 
1 

100 
20 

—100 

V 
V 
V 

mA 
mA 
mA 

3 
See curve page 300 

—65 to 175 °C 
255 °C 

30 min V 

0.5 max V 
10 max µA 

100 max µA 

15 to 200 
300 MHz 

5 max pF 

13 min dB 
50 °C/W 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1492 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in vhf applications 

for rf-amplifier, video-amplifier, oscillator, and mixer 
circuits in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC 
TO-39, Outline No.15. This type is identical with type 
2N1491 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = —0.5 V)   W ay 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vs» 2 V 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 
Is — 0)   V(pR)cao 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Floating Potential (W s = 60 V  
Is — 0)   Ves (f1) o 5 max V 

Emitter-Cutoff Current (Vas = 2 V. Ic — 0)   Isso 100 max ILA 
Small-Signal Power Gain (Ws = 30 V. In = —15 mA, 
P.. ---- 100 mW, f = 70 MHz)   Gp• 13 min dB 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N1493 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused type used in vhf applications 
for rf-amplifier, video-amplifier, oscillator, and mixer 
circuits in industrial and military equipment. JEDEC 
TO-39, Outline No.15. This type is identical with type 
2N1491 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vsz = —0.5 V)   W ay 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vaso 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (lc = 0.1 mA. 

In — 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Floating Potential (Veil = 100 V  

le — 0)   
Emitter-Cutoff Current (V» = 4.5 V. Ic — 0)   
Small-Signal Power Gain (Vcs = 50 V. Is = —25 mA  
P.. = 500 mW, f = 70 MHz)   

100 V 
100 V 
4.5 V 

100 min V 

0.5 max V 
100 max 

10 min dB 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N2631 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in large-signal 
vhf applications such as AM, FM, and cw service at 
frequencies up to 150 MHz in industrial and military 
equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. This type is 
identical with type 2N2876 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   IC 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tc up to 25°C   PT 8.75Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(lc = 1.5 A. Is = 0.3 A)   VrE (sat) 1 max V 
RF Power Output, Unneutralized 

(Va. = 28 V. Ic .= 0.375 A, Pis = I W. 
f = 50 MHz)   POE 7.5 min w 
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TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N2876 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planer type used in large-signal 
vhf applications such as AM, FM, and cw service at 
frequencies up to 150 MHz in industrial and military 
equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VC130 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Vile = —1.5 V   Vczy 
Base open   Vex° 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   
T(• above 25°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTU —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25° C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ii = 0.5 mA, 
IE = 0)   Vonocno 

80 V 

80 V 
60 V 
4 V 

2.5 A 

5 

SAFE OPERATING REGION 

TYPE 2N2876 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

L• = 0.5 A. In =- 0, tp ≤ 5 ¡is, df •< 1%   VOIRWE0 (sus) 60 min V 
Vim = —1.5 V, lc = 0.1 mA   V.Bitiiliv 80 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.1 mA, 
I,' — 0)   V(1310EBO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ii = 2.5 A, IS = 0.5 A)   WE (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vile = 30 V, IE — 0)   IC130 0.1 max µA 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vce = 28 V, 

L. = 025 A, f = 400 MHz)   rbb' 6 0 
RF Power Output, Unneutralized: 

V..]: = 28 V, Ir = 0.5 A, Pic .= 2 W. f = 50 MHz   Pou e 10 min W 
We = 28 V, L• = 0.275 A, Pip; =. 1 W. f = 150 MHz POE 3 min W 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vet,: = 28 V, Iv = 250 mA) fr 200 MHz 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   Cc 6 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Wit = 30 V, le =. 0, 
f = 0.14 MHz)   Cobb 20 max• pF 

• This value applies only to type 2N2876. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3118 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type for large-signal vhf 
class C and small-signal vhf class A amplifier applica-
tions in industrial and military communications equip-
ment JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Vint = —1.5 V   Vi. 85 V 
Veco 60 V 
VEBO 4 V 
1,, 0.5 A 

Base open   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
Ti: up to 25°C   PT 4 W 
TA or Ti. above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature ,—_. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Viii.: = —1.5 V, It. = 0.1 mA   VIOR)CEV 85 min V 
I, = 10 mA, IB = 0, tp = 300 µs, df = 1.8%   VOHOCE0 (SOS) 60 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (le = 0.1 mA, 
L• = 0)   VO00E110 4 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Veit = 30 V, IE = 0, TA = 25°C   Lilo 0.1 max µA 
1/..µ = 30 V, le = 0, TA = 150°C   Icso 100 max µA 

Small-Signal Short-Circuit Input Impedance, 
Real Part (Ift•E =- 28 V, L• = 25 mA, f --- 50 MHz) R(hi) 25 to 75 CI 

TYPICAL LARGE-SIGNAL CLASS C RF TYPICAL CLASS A RF POWER-OUTPUT 
POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTIC 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Small-Signal Short-Circuit Output Impedance, 1 

Real Part (Vin = 28 V. Ic = 25 mA, f = 50 MHz) (real) 500 to 1000 0 
Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio Yee 

(Vi E = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, t. = 300 iis, df ≤ 1.8%) hFs (pulsed) 50 to 275 
Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratici. 

(Vue = 28 V. Ic = 25 mA, f = 50 MHz)   hr. 5 min 
ch'. Product (Ws = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, 

f = 50 MHz)   TM,' Cb'e 60 max ps 
Power Gain, Class A Service (with heat sink) 
(We = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, P. = 0.2 W. f = 50 MHz) G. 18 min dB 

Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 
(V(s = 28 V, lc =- 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cb'e 6 max pF 

Power Output, Class C Oscillator Service 
(with heat sink): 
Vin = 28 V. Pre =. 0.1 W, f = 50 MHz   POO 
VUE = 28 V, Pie = 0.1 W, f =- 150 MHz   PO. 

2N3229 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used in large-
signal, high-power AM, FM, and cw applications at 
vhf frequencies in industrial and military, communica-
tions equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 105 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 
Base open   VCE0 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 17.5 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 230 °C 

1 min 
0.4 min 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.5 mA, 

In = 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

—1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA   
Ic — — 500 mA, In -- 0, tt,. 5 sis. df 1%   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 0.1 mA, 
Iv = 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage (Ic = 2.5 A, 
Is = 500 mA)   
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = 30 V, IE — 0)   ICAO 0.1 max ¡LA 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vex = 28 V, 

lc =. 250 mA, f = 400 MHz)   TM,' 6 fl 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (VIE = 28 V. Sc = 250 mA) fT 200 MHz 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Ves -= 30 V, 1E = 0. f = 140 kHz)   Cobo 20 max pF 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   Cc 6 max pF 
RF Power Output, Unneutralized: 
Vcc =- 50 V, Ic = 500 mA, PIE := 2 W, f = 50 MHz POE 15 min W 
Vue = 50 V, Ic .= 250 mA, Pis = 1 W, f = 150 MHz Pon 5 min W 

e RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3375 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf-
uhf applications in class A, B, or C amplifier, frequency-
multiplier, or oscillator operations. JEDEC TO-60, 
Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATING 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wu° 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VAR = — 1.5 V   VCEV 65 V 
Base open   

V EO 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Base Current   Is 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   

PT 11.6 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 

to 0 at 200 °C Temperature Range: 

Operating (Junction)   T.I (opr) —65 to 200 °C Storage   
TAM —65 to 200 °C Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.1 mA, 1E — 0)   V(BIOEBO 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Ic =_ 0 to 0.2 A. Is = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df =_ 50%   Vcrincro 40A min V 

Ic =- 0 to 0.2 A, VBE =- —1.5 V, pulsed through an 
inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(BR)CEV 65A min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ir = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   

ValIDEBO 4 min V Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 500 mA, IA = 100 MA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current 
(Wig =-. 30 V, I — 0)   Ice° 0.1 max mA 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N3375 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (V88)•28 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)• 25* C  

200 
FREQUENCY-MHz 
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TYPICAL SMALL-SIGNAL OPERATION 
CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE àN3375. 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VCE)' 28 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)• 25 C  
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
RF Power Output: 

Unneutralized Amplifier 
Vis = 28 V, PIE = 1 W , f = 100 MHz  Pon 7.50 min W 
Ves = 28 V, PIE = 1 W . t = 400 MHz  Poe 3* min W 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C,, 6 max le' 
Collector-to-Base Feedback Capacitance 

(Ves =-: 30 V, Iii = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Ca. 10 max MHz 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 28 V, le =- 150 mA) fT 500 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 

(Ves = 28 V, Ie = 250 mA, f = 400 MHz)   n,b' to n 
• Measured at a current where the breakdown voltage is a minimum. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency -= 65 per cent. 
* For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 40 per cent. 

2N3553 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class 
A, B, and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers, or oscilla-
tors in vhf-uhf applications. JEDEC 10-39, OuCine 
No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   V.o 65 V s 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Van = —1.5 V   VCEV 65 V 
Base open   W EI) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   'I/Eno 4 v 
Collector Current   Ic 0.33 A 
Peak Collector Current   ir 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25•C   PT 7 W 
Tr above 25°C   PT Derate linearly 

to 0 watts at 200 °C 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 ( opr ) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 'C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti.  230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature . 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.3 mA, 

Iii — 0)   VIRRIEII0 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
IC = 0 to 0.2 A, Is = 0, pulsed through an inductor 

L = 25 mH. df = 50%   Vonore) 40• min V 
Ic = 0 to 0.2 A, Vas = —1.5 V, pulsed through an 

inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V....o.sv 65 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 

lc — 0)   VIRRIERO 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 250 mA. Is = 50 mA)   Ves (sat) 1 max V 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N3663. 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)• 28 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)'25°C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez = 30 V. Is — 0)   'CEO 

rid.' 0.1 max mA Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Vez = 28 V. 
Ic = 100 mA, f = 100 MHz)   12 CI 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = 28 V, Ic = 100 mA) fr 500 MHz 
Output Capacitance (We = 30 V. In = O. 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 10 max pF 

RF Power Output: 
Unneutralized Amplifier—We = 28 V, 

Piz = 0.25 W, Ro and Ri. = 50 CI, f = 175 MHz Pon W 2.5* min 
• Measured at a current where the breakdown voltage is a minimum. 
'1' For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 50 per cent. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3632 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class 
A, B, and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers, or oscilla-
tors in vhf applications. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Viso 65 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Veto = —1.5 V   Visv 65 
Base open   VISO 40 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VESO 4 
Collector Current   le 3 
Peak Collector Current   Ic 1 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 23 
Tv. above 25*c   PT Derate linearly 

to 0 watts at 200 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25"C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.5 mA, 

Is = 0)   VtBRIEHO 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 0 to 0.2 A, Is = 0. pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Voci..si. 40à min V 

Ic = 0 to 0.2 A. Vez = —1.5 V, pulsed 
through an inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Vinicezv 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.25 mA, le — 0)   Vimezeo 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(le = 0.5 A, Ili = 0.1 A)   Vis (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vez .= 30 V, IB — 0)   Iczo 0.25 max mA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vez = 28 V, Ic = 150 mA) Fr 400 MHz 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (court]) 
Output Capacitance (W E = 30 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 20 max pF 

RF Power Output, Unneutralized: 
W e. =• 28 V, PIE = 3.5 W , Ra and Rr. = 50 0, 

f =_ 175 MHz   Pon 13.5. min W 
Vie = 28 V, PIE =- 3 W, Ro and RI. = 50 0, 

f = 260 MHz   POE lot W 

Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (W E = 28 V. 
lc = 250 mA, f = 200 MHz)   rbb . 6.5 ci 

• Measured at a current where the breakdown voltage is a minimum. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 

2N3733 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in large-
signal, high-power vhf-uhf applications in military and 
industrial communications equipment. Intended for 
class A, B, C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, or oscilla-
tor service. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vent:, 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VcEv 
Base open   W E° 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vinto 
Peak Collector Current   ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25*C   PT 23 W 
Tr above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.5 mA, 

Iii = 0)   lorlIII0C110 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ir = 0 to 200 mA, Vino = —1.5 V, pulsed through 
an inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(BIOCEV 65 min V 

Ir = 0 to 200 mA, In = 0, pulsed through 
an inductor L = 25 mll. df = 50%   V(8E/CEO 40 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.25 mA, 
Ir  = 0)   V(ninmto 4 min V 
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TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Vohale 

(le = 0.5 A, In = 100 mA)   Ver: (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 30 V, In — 0)   lest:, 0 25 max mA 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance (Ves = 28 V, 
Iv = 250 mA, f = 200 MHz)   Tbb' 6.5 c) 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 28 V. Ic = 150 mA) Pr 400 MHz 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C 6 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Ves = 30 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cid,o 20 max pF 

RF Power Output Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
Ves = 28 V, Pin = 4 W, Rs and RI. = 50 ci, 
f = 260 MHz)   Poo 14.5° W 

Viii .= 28 V, Pin = 4 W. Rs and Rt. = 50 fi, 
f = 400 MHz)   POE 10t min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 45 per cent. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3866 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type for vhf-uhf 
applications in class A, B, and C amplifiers, frequency 
multipliers, and oscillators in military and industrial 
communications equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline 
No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RBE = 10 0   Vera 55 VI V 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 55 

Base open   VCEO 30 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 3.5 V 

Ic 0.4 A Collector Current 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 230 °C 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .-= 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic = 0.1 mA, 

In = 0)   %%RICE° 55 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
IC = 0)   Volainao 3.5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Ic = 5 mA, Ran = 10 iI   Vena(sus) 55 min V 
Ic = 5 mA. Is — 0   VCEO (SUS) 30 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 100 mA. Is = 20 mA)   Ven (sat) 1 max V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 28 V, Is = 0)   leso 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 15 V. Ic = 25 mA) fr 
Output Capacitance (Ves = 30 V. Is --. 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 

RF Power-Output Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
Ve,• =- 28 V. PIE = 0.05 W, f = 100 MHz   Pos 
Vee -= 28 V, PIE = 0.1 W, f = 250 MHz   POE 
VCC = 28 V, PIE = 0.1 W, f ,--- 400 MHz  POE 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 50 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 45 per cent. 

2N4012 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type designed to 
provide high power as a frequency multiplier into the 
uhf or L-band frequency region in military and indus-
trial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Out-
line No.23. See Mounting Hardware for desired mount-
ing arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Voso 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VES = —1.5 V   VCEV 
Base open   VCE0 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 11.6 W 
To above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTC, —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ic r_--- 0.1 mA, 

Is = 0)   \rumen() 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

I,- = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed through an inductor 
L .= 25 mH, df -= 50%   V(BFOCE0 40 min V 

VBE = —1.5 V. Ie = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed through 
an inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VOIR)CEV 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Is = 0.1 mA, 
Ir ---, 0)   ViBR)EBO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic -.= 500 mA, Is = 100 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vs = 30 V, Is = 0)   Ls() 0.1 max mA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vos -= 28 V. Ic = 150 mA) fz 500 MHz 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Output Capacitance (Ven = 30 V, Is = 0. 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 10 max pF 

Collector-to-Base Cutoff Frequency. 
(Ves = 28 V, Ic — 0)   fe 25 GHz 

RF Power Output, Multiplier: 
Tripler-Ves = 28 V. f = 1002 MHz, 
PIE = 1 W at 334 MHz  POE 2.5t min W 

Doubler-Ves = 28 V, f = 800 MHz, 
PIE = 1 W at 400 MHz  Poe 3• W 

• Cutoff frequency is determined from Q measurement at 210 MHz. The cutoff frequency 
of the collector-to-base junction of the transistor, fc =- Q x 210 MHz. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 25 per cent. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 35 per cent. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N4427 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class 
A, B, or C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, or oscillator 
circuits; it is used in output, driver, or pre-driver 
stages in vhf and uhf equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Out-
line No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vcso 20 V 

Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: Tc up to 25°C   Ic 0.4 A 

PT 3.5 W 

V. Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE130 2 

Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.T (opr) --65 to 200 °C 
Storage   'PST° —65 10 200 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   VIER/CHO 40 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   VIER/EEO 2 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, In = 20 mA)   Vcz (sat) 0.5 max V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 5 mA, RA E = 10 Cl   VCER (SUS) 40 min V 
Ic -= 5 mA, In — 0   VCEO (SUS) 20 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 12 V, In — 0)   leso 20 max µA 
Output Capacitance (Ves = 12 V, IE = 0, f = 1 MHz) Cobo 4 max pF 
RF Power Output, Amplifier, Unneutralized 

(Vey = 12 V. PIE = 0.1 W, f = 175 MHz, 
RO and Ri, = 50 Cl)   POE I.• min 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 
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2N4440 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class 
A, B, and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers, or oscilla-
tors, for military and industrial communications. 
JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VD P. = —1.5 V   Veer 65 V 
Base open   VCEO 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 11.6 W 
Ti  above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   T8TO —65 to 200 •C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 230 •C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(lc = 0.1 mA, Ie — 0)  Vfflo(no 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
IN = 0, Ic = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed through 
inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V( BR / CEO 40 min V 

Vue = —1.5 V, Iv = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed through 
inductor L = 25 mli, df = 50%   Voniwev 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(le = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   V11311)EBO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 500 mA. I» = 100 mA)   Vis (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (We = 30 V, In — 0)   I('EO 0.1 max V 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vce = 28 V. L: = 150 mA)   fT 500 MHz 
Output Capacitance (Vie = 30 V, IE = 0, f = 1 MHz) Cob. 10 max pF 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C0 6 max PF 
Intrinsic Base-Spreading Resistance 

(V's = 28 V, Ir = 250 mA)   rbe 10 n 
RF Power Output, Amplifier, Unneutralized: 

V. e = 28 V. Pie = 1.7 W, Ra and Ri. = 50 0, 
f = 225 MHz  Poe 6.5* W 

We = 28 V. PIE = 1.7 W, Ra and EL = 50 0, 
f = 400 MHz  Poe 5 min• W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 55 per cent. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 45 per cent. 

TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N4932 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-
power class C rf amplifiers for international vhf mo-
bile and portable communications service. JEDEC 
TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   W E,/ 
Base open   Vczo 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vas° 
Collector Current   Ic 
Peak Collector Current   ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 70 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

RF Input Power: 
At 88 MHz   Piz 35 W 
Below 88 MHz   Pis Derate linearly by 

0.022 W/MHz to 3 W 

T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage  

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

lc = 200 mA, pulsed through an inductor L = 25 mH, 
df = 50%, Is —   
= 200 mA. pulsed through an inductor L = 25 
df = 50%, VBE = —1.5 V   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage Um = 10 mA, 
— 0)   

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 15 V, In —   
Via = 40 V. Is —   

Output Capacitance (Veil = 15 V, Ito — 0)   
RF Power Output (Vcc = 13.5 V, Piz = 3.5 W . 
f = 88 MHz, Ro and Ri. = 50 Cl)   

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 
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TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N4933 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-
power class C rf amplifiers for international vhf mo-
bile and portable communications service. JEDEC 

TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. This type is identical with 
type 2N4932 except for the following items: 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCR° 70 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
W e = —1.5 V   VCEV 70 V 
Base open   Veo 35 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ii: = 200 mA. pulsed through inductor L = 25 mA, 
df = 50%, Ii, — 0   V(BRICE0 (sus) 35 min V 

I.. = 200 mA, pulsed through inductor L = 25 mA, 
df = 50%. Vim = —1.5 V   V(BioCEV (SUS) 70 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 30 V. Iii — 0   ICE° 1 max mA 
Viii = 50 V. IN — 0   kilo 10 max mA 

Output Capacitance (Viii = 30 V. Is — 0)   C.,bo 85 max OF 
RF Power Output (V, ,, = 24 V. PIE = 3.5 W . 
f = 88 MHz. R.: and Ri, = 50 0)   Poe 20. min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficency = 70 per cent 

TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N5016 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in large-
signal high-power class B and C rf amp;i3ers for mili-
tary and industrial communications service (200 to 
700 MHz). JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VRE = —1.5 V   W ET 
Riu: = 30 0   VI-EH 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 

Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti . up to 50°C   PT 30 W 
Ty above 50°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TTsJT(oopr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   —65 to 200 *C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Te. 230 'C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25`C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
M IN = 30 0, It; = 0, Ig• = 200 mA, 
pulsed through an inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50% V(BIOCER 40 min V 

Vim = —1.5 V, Ii. = 200 mA, 
pulsed through an inductor L -- 25 mH, df = 50% V(BR)CEV(sus) 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (la = 5 mA, 
le = 0)   V(BRIER0 4 min V 

65 V 
40 V 
4 V 

4.5 A 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(In = 40 mA, le = 2000 mA)   Vez (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcic = 30 V, h - 0)   Inv) 10 max mA 
Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Veil = 30 V, IE = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Crb 25 oF 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 15 V. lc = 500 mA) fi' 600 MHz 
RF Power Output, Unneutralized: 
W E = 28 V, PIE = 5 W, Eta and RI. = 50 0, 
f = 225 MHz   Pon 23 • W 

VIE = 28 V. PIE = 5 W, Ho and Ht. = 50 n, 
f = 400 MHz   Pon 15 • w 

Dynamic Input Impedance (VIE = 28 V, PIE = 5 W  
Ft,: and RI. = 50 0, f = 400 MHz)   2.5 + j 5 • 0 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 50 per cent. 

TYPICAL POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
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TYPE 2N5016 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc1.25•C 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE).28 

INPUT WATTS PIN 

3W 
IN.: WATT 

7W 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5070 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-
power class A or B service in a 2-to-30-MHz single-
sideband power amplifier operating from a 28-volt 
power supply. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage. 

Vat: = -1.5 V   Way 65 V 
Rua -= 5 0   Visa 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEDO 4 V 
Collector Current   lc 3.3 A 
Peak Collector Current   iv, 10 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 70 1,V 
T. above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr ) -65 to 200 .0 
Storage   Tira -65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25 C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ili = 10 mA, 
le - 0)   VIDRIERO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vss = -1.5 V, le . 200 mA  Vricr (sus) 65 min V 
Ritz = 5 CI, Ii' = 200 mA  Visa (suS) 40 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vrie = 30 V, In - 0   Iczo 5 max mA 
Ven = 30 V. lz - 0   kilo 10 max mA 

Output Capacitance (VID = 1 V, In =_ 0, f = 1 MHz) C... 85 max pF 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   fir-c 2.5 max °C/W 
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TYPICAL OPERATION IN RF-AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
Collector Supply Voltage   28 V 
Collector Base Current   20 mA 
RF Power Output: 
Average   12.5 min W 
Peak Envelope   25 min W 

Intermodulation Distortion   30 max dB 
Collector Efficiency   40 min % 

. TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N5070 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS (Vcc).28 
FREQUENCIES ( TWO -TONE) •30 MHz.30 001 MHz 
COLLECTOR QUIESCENT CURRENT lIca)•20 mA 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TO •25•C OR UP TO 75•C 

â o 
o lO 

17,zo 

430 

g40 

50 

3 RD 
ORDER 
5 TH —  
ORDER 
7 TH —  
ORDER 

I-
S 10 15 20 25 30 35 
RF POWER OUTPUT (POUT) -W(PEP) 

92L5-1111711 

40 

2N5071 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-
power class A and C rf amplifiers for FM communica-
tions with a 24-volt power supply. It is used for narrow-
band and wideband applications in the 30-to-76-MHz 
frequency range. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
For maximum ratings, refer to type 2N5070. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-io-Base Breakdown Voltage (IE = 10 mA, 

Iv — 0)   V(FIR/EBO 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
VEE = — 1.5 V, lc = 200 mA   VcEv (sus) 65 min V 
RBE = 5 O. Ic = 200 mA  VCER 40 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Cutoff Current (VIE = 30 V, 
Is — 0)   'CEO 5 max mA 

Collector-to-Base Cutoff Current (VcE = 60 V. In --,- 0) Ica() 10 max mA 
Output Capacitance (VcE = 30 V. IE = 0, f -,--. 1 MHz) Cob. 85 max PF 
Power Output: 
Narrowband Amplifier (VcE = 24 V, PIE = 3 W. 
Ra and RI, = 50 n, f = 76 MHz)   Pas 244P min W 

Wideband Amplifier (W E = 24 V. PIE = 3 W. 
Ra and RI. = 50 0, f = 30 to 76 MHz)   Pon 15' min W 

TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

e 35 
30 

225 25 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case  

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 
• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 35 per cent. 

Or-o 2.5 •C/W 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5090 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class 
A, B, or C amplifier frequency-multiplier, or oscillator 
circuits; it is used in output, driver, or pre-driver, 
stages in vhf and uhf equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Out-
line No.23. See Mounting Hardware for desired mount-
ing arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Veo 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
RED = 10 Cl   VCER 
Base open   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
VCEO 
VEDO 

Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc ti to 75°C   PT 5 W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tt, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(le -= 0.1 mA, IE — 0)   Vouorso 55 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, lc — 0)   Virtu) EBO 3.5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Ic = 5 mA, ERE = 10 fi, pulsed through inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VcER (sus) 55 min V 

IC = 5 mA, Is — 0   VCEO (SUS) 30 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(lc = 100 mA. IB = 20 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Wm = 28 V, Is — 0)   ICE() 20 max RA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 15 V. Ic = 50 mA) h. 500 min MHz 
Collector-to-Base Capacitance 

(Ves = 30 V. Is = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cob. 3.5 max pF 
RF Power Output, Amplifier, Urmeutralized 

(Vea = 28 V, PIE = 0.2 W. f = 400 MHz. 
Rs and lir. = 50 CD   Poo 1.2• min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 45 per cent. 

55 V 

Tc above 75°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.04 W/°C 

TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
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2N5102 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type designed to 
provide high power as a class C rf amplifier for vhf 
aircraft communications service (108 to 150 MHz) with 
amplitude modulation and 24-volt power supply. JEDEC 
TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardm are for de-
sired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VUE -= —1.5 V   VI ES 
RBE --- 5 Cl   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEiso 
Collector Current: 
Peak   ir 
Continuous   

Transistor Dissipation: 
Tv up to 25°C   PT 70 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   Twro 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 
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TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE, 2 N 5102 . . 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITC). 25 C 
_COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS . 

(VCE)'24 
RF POWER INPUT (PIN).6W 

100 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

= 10 V, lc — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

VISE = —1.5 V, k = 600 mA, pulsed through 
an inductor L = 9 mil, df = 50%   

RIlE = 5 Cl, Ii' = 200 mA, pulsed through 
an inductor L = 9 mH, df 50%   

Collector-Cutoff Current (VeE = 50 V, RUE = 5 Cl)   
Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Veil = 30 V. IC -= 0)   
RF Power Output (VII' -= 24 V, PIE = 6 W, 

Ri; and Ri, = 50 0, f = 136 MHz)   
Modulations (VI = 24 V, f = 118 MHz)   
Load Mismatch• (VVE = 24 V, f 118 MHz)   

Dynamic Input Impedance (Vex = 24 V, Ic = 1100 mA, 
Poe -= 6 W, f = 150 MHz)   

• Unmodulated carrier. 
• Carrier Power, PIAR = 15 W; Ver modulation = 100%; M = N/2 (Fiat — Pivot) X 100%• 

PIAR 
• Under conditions of footnote (•), the transistor is subjected to all conditions of load 
mismatch from short circuit to open circuit. 

10 120 130 140 
FREQUENCY-MHz 
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50 min V 
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85 max pF 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5108 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used as a high-
power amplifiers, fundamental-frequency oscillator, and 
frequency multiplier. It may be used in final, driver, 
and pre-driver amplifier stages in uhf equipment and 
as a fundamental-frequency oscillator at 1.68 GHz. 
JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage  — Val° 55 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
lisz = 10 CI   VEER 55 V 
Base open   Vczo 30 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 3 V 
Collector Current   Ic 0.4 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C  Pr 3.5 W 
Tc above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T./ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 230 °C 
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TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA, IE — 0)   V(BRWBO 55 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA. Ic — 0)   V(BR)EB0 3 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ras = 10 G. Ic = 5 mA, pulsed through an 
inductor L = 2.5 mli. df = 50%)   Vezu(sus) 55 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic -= 100 mA, In = 10 mA)   VCE (sat) 0.5 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 15 V, ID — 0   It's° 20 max µA 
Vrs = 50 V   ICES 1 max µA 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Vca = 30 V. IR = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cot. 3 max pF 

Magnitude of Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer 
Ratio (Vcz = 15 V, IC = 50 mA, f = 200 MHz)   jh r. l 6 min 

RF Power Output, Common Emitter Amplifier 
(Vcz = 28 V. PIE = 0.316 W, f = 1 GHz)   Pop.: 1. min W 

RF Power Output, Fundamental Frequency Oscillator 
(Vez = 20 V. VEB --= 1.5 V, f = 1.68 GHz)   POE 0.3t W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 35 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 15 per cent. 
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2N5109 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type designed to 
provide large dynamic range, low distortion, and low 
noise as a wide-band amplifier into the vhf range. 
JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vol° 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Roe .-. 10 0)   Veen 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti' up to 25°C   PT 3.5 W 
Te above 25°C  PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ie = 0.1 mA, le — 0)   V(BR)CHO 40 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(In .-- 0.1 mA, It — 0)   V(BR)EBO 3 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 

Rite = 10 n. Iv :.-_, 5 mA, pulsed through an 
inductor L = 2.5 mH, df = 50%   Vern (sus) 40 min V 

Ie = 5 mA, In — 0   VCEO (sus) 20 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ic = 100 mA, In = 10 mA)   Vie (sat) 0.5 max NT 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Ic = 0.1 mA, Ie — 0)   Ito 20 max iLA 
Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Veit = 15 V, In = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cob. 3.5 max PF 

Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
iVen -.,-- 15 V. Iv = 50 mA)   hrs 70 mm; 210 typ 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
\Ten -= 15 V, Iv -=_- 25 mA   ht. 4.8 min 
Ven = 15 V, Iv = 50 mA   ht. 6 min 
Vin = 15 V, Iv =. 100 mA   hi. 4.8 min 

Voltage Gain, Wideband (Vets . 15 V. Iv = 50 mA, 
f .-- 50 to 216 MHz)   11 min dB 

Cross Modulation at 54 dBmV• Output 
(Ven = 15 V. Ic = 50 mA)   —57 dB 

Power Gain, Narrowband (Ven = 15 V. Ic = 10 MA, 
PIE = —10 dB, f = 200 MHz)   11 min dB 

Noise Figure (Vets = 15 V. Ic = 10 mA. f = 200 MHz) NF 3 dB 

• 0 dBmV 7.. 1 millivolt. 

40 V 
40 V 
3 V 

0.4 A 

2N5470 RF POWER TRANSISTOR B TERNINALSAORT 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used for vhf/ 
microwave power amplifiers, microwave fundamental-
frequency oscillators, and frequency multipliers. Out-
line No.54. 

EONS 
TERMINAL 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vino 55 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Rue = 10 C))   Venn 55 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VIM/ 3.5 V 
Peak Collector Current   ie 0.4 A 
Collector Current   Ic 0.2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   Pi. 3.5 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 °C 
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o 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   PT 3.5 W 
Tc above 75°C   PT Derate at 0 0028 W /°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Mel; —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA. IE — 0)   V(BRICB0 55 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(lc = 5 mA, RBE = 10 fl)   VCER (MS) 55 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   V(nenuno 3.5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ia = 10 mA, k = 100 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VIE = 50 V. IB — 0)   ICES 1 max mA 
Collector-to-Base Capacitance 
(Vca = 30 V. IE = O. f = 1 MHz)   Ci, 3 max PF 

RF Power Output: 
Common-Base Amplifier: 
Ves = 28 V, PIB = 0.316 W, f = 2 GHz  Pop* 
VCB = 28 V, Pill = 0.2 W. f = 1 GHz   Pete 

Common-Base Oscillator 
(Ws = 24 V, Ii = 80 mA) 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 30 per cent. 
• For conditions given, typical efficiency = 50 per cent. 

TYPICAL POWER-GAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
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RF POWER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N5470 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS(Vcc).28 

CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc .25•C 

a 

•oe 

1.5 2.0 2.5 

FREQUENCY (1)-0142 

uss-sneor 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5913 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used for 
vhf/uhf mobile, portable, and vhf marine transmitters, 
as well as uhf, ch, sonobuoy, beacon, and other applica-
tions where intermediate power output is required at 
low supply voltage. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcno 36 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Base shorted to emitter   V(BII)CER 36 V 
Base open   Vonore') 14 V 

Vsa0 3.5 V 
III 033 A 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25`C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.5 mA, IE — 0)   V(BRIClit, 31 I mil V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 25 mA, II; = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VIBRICE0 14 min V 

lc = 25 mA, VER = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(ntorns 36 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
Is = 0.5 mA, Ic — 0   Votiemto 3.5 min v 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
VCE = 12.5 V, Is = 0, T'• -= 100°C   IeEs 1 max inA 
W s = 10 V. In — 0   ICE° 0.3 max mA 

Power Output (Ven = 12.5 V, Pis = 0.1 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   Poe 1.75 min W 

Large-Signal Common-Emitter Power Gain 
(Vii = 12.5 V. Pie = 0.1 W. f = 175 MHz   Gm..: 12.4 min dB 

Collector Efficiency (Ven = 12.5 V. Pie = 0.1 W, 
f = 175 MHz)   no 50 min % 

Common-Base Output Capacitance 
(Ves = 12 V. f = 1 MHz)   Ci.0 15 max pF 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vile = 12 V. 
IC = 200 mA)   er 900 MHz 

Thermal Resistance (Junction-to-Case)   RI,- 35.7 °C/W 

TYPICAL POWER-OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

2N5914 
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TYPE 
COLLECTOR 
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2N59I3 

TEMPERATURE 
-SUPPLY VOLTS 

ITc).25°C 
(Vcc).12.5 

ee. keel. WATTS 1P E1•0.4 
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200 300 400 500 
FREQUENCY (fl—MHz 92t.S.56•5To 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, ceramic-metal package having leads isolated 
from the mounting stud, used for high-power types for 
class-C amplifiers in vhf/uhf communications equip-
ment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage   Vinmeno 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Base connected to emitter   11,BRICF:S 
Base open   Votwee 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vito 
Collector Current   In 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   PT 5.7 W 
Tc above 75°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTI; —65 to 200 °C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

36 V 

36 V 
14 V 
3.5 V 
0.5 A 
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Collector Current 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tr; up to 75`C   PT 10.7 W 
Te above 75°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TETO —65 to 200 •C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tc 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 250C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.5 mA, IE — 0)   VIIIR/ella 36 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 25 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Vouocso 14 min V 

Ic = 25 mA, Vas = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V000ces 36 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.5 mA. Ic — 0)   Voismo 3.5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (VIE = 10 V, Is = 0)   Icso 0.3 max mA 
Power Output (Vcc = 12.5 V, PIE = 0.4 W , 
f = 470 MHz)   Pos 2 m in W 

Power Gain (Vcc = 12.5 V, PIS = 0.4 W . f = 470 
MHz)   Gis 7 min dB 

Collector Efficiency (Vcc = 12.5 V. PIE = 0.4 W , 
f = 470 MHz)   7a. 65 min % 

Load Mismatch (Vcc = 12.5 V, Pis = 0.4 W , 
f = 470 MHz)   LM GO/NO GO 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Vcc = 12 V, 
Ic = 0, f = 1 MHz)   Cubo 15 max PF 

Gain-Bandwidth Product i Vcc = 12 V, Ic = 200 
mA)   fT 900 MHz 

TYPE 
COLL 
CASE 

TYPICAL POWER-OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

2N5914 
ECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vcc)•12.5 V 
TEMPERATURE (Tc) 25°C 

0 200 400 600 
FREQUENCY (f)—MHz 

800 

521$03471 

TYPICAL RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N59I4 
INPUT POWER (PIE)•0.75W 

30- 

18 

CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)•25•C 

100 200 300 400 
FREQUENCY If 1 —MHz 

9255- 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5915 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic ceramic-metal package having leads isolated 
from the mounting stud, used for high-power types for 
class-C amplifiers in vhf/uhf communications equip-
ment. Outline No.68, 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage   V0501.51,36 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 11 
Base connected to emitter   ,111SI.ES 36 V 
Base open   Vouccso 14 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 3.5 V 
Ic 1.5 A 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25 -C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 1 mA, Ic — 0)   Voslurs° 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
L c = 75 mA, IE = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Vonore° 
= 75 mA, VBE = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VIIIII,I'Es 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 1 mA, L— 0)   Vouoeno 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = 10 V, Is = 0)   Icoo 
Power Output (Vtl. = 12.5 V. Pie = 2 W. f = 470 
MHz)   Poe 

Power Gain (Vey = 12.5 V, PIE = 2 W, f = 470 
MHz)   

Collector Efficiency (Vet. = 12.5 V. PIE = 2 W  
f = 470 MHz)   

Load Mismatch (Vcc .= 12.5 V, PIE = 2 W. f = 470 
MHz)   

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Ve = 12 V. k = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vet- = 12 V. lc = 300 
mA)   fT 

TYPICAL RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N59I5 
INPUT POWER (PIE )•1.5 W 

• 2° 'COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE(Vcc)•!2.5V 
CASE TEMPERATURE(TC).25°C 

z ? 18  

«t - 0 16 
D— 
ow 
w 
-14 w 
-Hn 12- - 
ot u, 
et c, ot 10-
o. 

e 
100 200 300 400 500 

FREOUENCY(f 1-MHz 

1.-

0 4 

V 

V 

V 
mA 

\V 

17II 

Cubo 

36 min 

14 min 

36 min 

3.5 min 
1 max 

6 min 

4.8 min dB 

65 min 

GO/NO GO 

30 max pF 

800 MHZ 

V 

TYPICAL POWER OUTUT 
CHARACTERISTICS  

TYPE 2N5915 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGMcc).12.5V 
CASE TEMPERATURE(Tc)025°C 

200 400 600 600 
FREQUENCY (f) -NFU 

12LS-50.211 

2N5916 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, ceramic-metal package having leads isolated 
from the mounting stud, used for large-signal and 
small-signal high-gain rf amplifiers and driver appli-
cations for vhf/uhf communications equipment. Out-
line No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 100°C   
Tv above 100°C   

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   
Storage   

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

Venn 
VCE0 
VEBO 
IC 

55 
24 
3.5 
0.2 

PT 4 
PT Derate linearly at 0.04 

TJ(opr) —65 to 200 
TSTO —65 to 200 
Te 230 

V 
V 
V 
A 

wpc 

°C 
oc 
oc 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

- 5 mA, Vos = 0. pulsed through an inductor 
1.7= 25 mH, df = 50%   

Iv - 5 mA, pulsed through an inductor 
L-= 25 mH, df - 50%   

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(le = 0.1 mA, le - 0)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
- - 10 mA, I = 100 mA)   

Power Output (V, = 28 V. Pie = 0.2 W. f = 400 
MHz) 

Power Gain (V, = 28 V, Poe = 2 W, f = 400 
MHz)   

Collector Efficiency (Ve i• = 28 V. PIE = 0.2 W  
f = 400 MHz)   

Collector-Base Capacitance (Vee = 30 V. f = 1 
MHz) 

Thermal Resistance (Junction-to-Case) 

TYPICAL POWER-OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Vont), Es 55 min v 

Vonorx0 24 min V 

V,Itio Ell0 3.5 min v 

vi•E (sat) 0.5 max v 

  Poe 2 min W 

GI's 10 min dB 

77(.1 50 min % 

  Ci, 4.5 max PF 
eJ -C 25 max °C/W 

TYPE 
COLLECTOR 
CASE 

2N59I6 

TEMPERATURE 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

(Tc).25•C 
(cc)•28 V 

IN.........,...1T POWER (PiE).0.6 W \P \ \R\ 

0.3 
0.1 0.2 

600 eoo 1400 1800 
FREQUENCY (fl-MHz 

SM. 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N59I6 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITcI.25•C 
INPUT POWER IPIE).02w AT I .400 MHz 
INPUT POWER (PiE).0.63W AT f • I GH 

COLLECTOR 
eep,c, L._ eve 

oeee Pee 
1   . 

;.--- --. 
0 20 
10 15 20 25 30 

COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE (VccI-V 
9255 -38,,, 

••••• 

.400tez 50 o 
tr 

40 au 

o 30u 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5917 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used for large. 
signal and small-signal high-gain rf amplifiers and 
driver applications for vhf/uhf communications equip-
ment. Outline No.69. This type is electrically identical 
with type 2N5918. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5918 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, ceramic-metal package having leads isolated 
from the mounting stud, used in large-signal, high. 
power, broadband and narrow-band amplifiers in vhf/ 
uhf communications equipment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   Vis,, 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEI30 
Collector Current   Io 

30 
60 
4 

0.75 

V 
V 
V 
A 
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200 400 600 800 1000 
FREQUENCY ( ti- MHz 

92CS-1 ,19,, 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   PT 10 W 
Tc above 75°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.08 W /°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   71 (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG -65 to 200 °C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tc 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature :_-_- 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Vas = 0, IC = 100 mA, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Voeicess 60 min V 

Ic = 100 mA, pulsed through an inductor L = 25 
mH, df = 50%   V(BIOCE0 30 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 1 ma., Ic - 0)   V(BR)EBO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Cutoff Current (Ves = 30 V  
Vas = 0, base-emitter junction shorted)   less 5 max mA 

Power Output (Vic = 28 V. Pis = 1.59 W. f = 400 
MHz)   Pon 10 min W 

Power Gain (Vec =- 28 V, Pos = 10 W. f r--- 400 
MHz)   Grin 8 min dB 

Collector Efficiency (Vcc = 28 V. POE = 10 W , 
f = 400 MHz)   se 60 min % 

Collector-to-Base Output Capacitance 
(Vcs = 30 V. f = 1 MHz)   Cebo 13 max pF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9.I-G 12.5 max "C/W 

TYPE 2N59I8 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vœ)°28 V 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITC).25°C 

INPUT 
1.3 
POWER (P ).1.5 W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

15 

76'12.5 
9_-
E I 
W 
o 
a 7.5 

a. 

2. 

TYPE 2N5918 

..----.-1- 

..• COLLECTOR 
1 EFFICIENCY 

....-

— 

....• 
1 ..••• 

We 

CASE TEMPERATURE(Tc)•25•C 
t 225 

1-1 

MHz.P16.0.5W 
400 MHz ,PIE 

I 
• I W 
I 

- 

I 

....- - 
—t• 

10 IS 20 25 30 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vcc)-V 

92C5-171991 

2N5919 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, ceramic-metal package having terminals iso-
lated from the mounting stud, used for class C service 
in vhf/uhf communications equipment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   VCEO 30 V 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vern) 65 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 4.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   PT 25 W 
Tv above 75°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.2 WPC 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO -65 to 200 °C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tc 230 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 200 mA, VES = 0, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(aa)css 65 min V 

Ic = 200 mA, pulsed through an Inductor L = 25 
mH, df = 50%   V(1110CE0 30 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 5 mA, Ic — 0)   V(BE)E110 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Iii = 400 mA, Ic = 2000 mA )   Vcs (sat) 1 max V 

Power Output (Vcc = 28 V. Pis = 4 W, f = 400 
MHz)   Pas 16 min w 

Power Gain (Vcc = 28 V, Pox = 16 W, f = 400 
MHz)   GI's 6 min dB 

Collector Efficiency (Vf = 28 V, PIE = 4 W  
f = 400 MHz)   7/0 60 min % 

Collector-to-Base Output Capacitance 
(Veit = 30 V, f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 22 max pF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-c 5 max °C/VV 

TYPICAL POWER OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS  

TYPE 2N59I9 
CASE TEMPERATURE (70•25•C 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE I VccI• 28 V 

300 

ex, 
/4.4 

400 500 600 700 
FREQUENCY ( 1—MHz 

szss-zzzol, 

LONG 
TERMINAL 

800 900 

1 

a 

25 

4-20 

4. 15 

0 10 

TYPICAL POWER OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2N59I9 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc 1•25•C 

f • 225 MHz ,Pic • 2W 
— 1.400 MHz, PiE• 4W 
 COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY-

••••• 
•••• 

5  30 
10 15 20 25 30 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE (V)—V 

COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY 

se 

B. 
80 

z 70 :̀: 

60s 

te 
50w 

0 
40u 

9255-1.9,TI 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5920 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used for uhf/ 
microwave power amplifiers, microwave fundamental-
frequency oscillators and frequency-multipliers. Outline 
No.54. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting 
arrangement. 

Collector Current   

50 V 

50 V 
3.5 V 

0.275 A Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   PT 4.15 W 
Ty above 75°C   PT Derate linearly at 0.033 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Storage   T., (opr) —65 to 200 *C 

1.14TG —65 to 200 °C 
Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tc 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature -=  25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0, Ic = 1 mA)   V(1310CE0 50 min V 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcao 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Ras = 10 SI   

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   W EE VE110 
IC 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 5 mA, Ras = 10 0)   vrEk (sus) 50 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, k — 0)   Vonosso 3.5 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Is = 10 mA, Ic = 100 mA)   VCE (sat) 1 max V 
Power Output (Pie = 0.2 W, Vec = 28 V. f = 2 
GHz)   Poe 2 min W 

Power Gain (Put = 0.2 W, Pon = 2 W, Vcc = 28 V  
f = 2 GHz)   Gru 10 min dB 

Collector Efficiency (Pis = 0.2 W, Pon = 2 W, 
Vec = 28 V, f = 2 GHz)   ne 40 min 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Ves = 30 V, f = 1 
MHz)   Cob. 3 max PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Collector Terminal 
(Ves = 10 V. Ic = 100 mA)   al-CT 30 max °C/W 

TYPICAL POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

0.5 

TYPE 2N5920 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vcc) • 28 V 
COLLECTOR TERMINAL TEMPERATURE ITer).21C 

3 

5 2 
e 
o 

I 5 2 2.5 3 
FREQUENCY (t)—GHz 

2N5921 

92CS-OlOST 

TYPICAL OPERATION 
CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2NS920 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY 

(Vcc)• 28 V 
FREQUENCY (t)• I Geis 
COLLECTOR TERMINAL 
TEMPERATURE 
(ity)• 25•C 

g 
VOLTAGE 

i 

f . 
.20 

g 

/ 

o 0.04 0.08 0. 
INPUT POWER IP 51—W 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used for uhf/ 
microwave power amplifiers, microwave fundamental-
frequency oscillators and frequency oscillators and 
frequency multipliers. Outline No.70. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   V,•8., 50 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Rae = 10 û   Vcss 50 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vsso 3.5 V 
Collector Current   k 0.7 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 100°C   PT 8.3 W 
Te above 100*C   PT Derate linearly at 0.083 W/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tsr« —65 to 200 °C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0, k = 1 mA)   Voss)(110 50 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 10 mA, RUE = 10 0)   VOIIOCER 50 min V 

as 
O! 

t.) 

0 

20 

92CS•OlOrr 

-1 
o 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, Iv — 0)   IrtBRIEBI, 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Ii, = 20 mA, Iv = 100 mA)   V. e(sat) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 

Vet: = 45 V, Is — O   IL•Es 
Vis = 45 V, T• = 100°C   ICES 

Output Power (Vise = 28 V. Pin = 1 W, 
f = 2 GHz)   PoB 

Power Gain (V, v = 28 V. Po B = 5 W, 
f = 2 GHz)   Grit 

Collector Efficiency (Vi = 28 V. Pos = 5 W, 
f = 2 GHz   tie 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Ves = 30 V  
f = 1 MHz)   Coln, 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Flange   

o 

TYPICAL POWER OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N592I 
COLLECTOR-SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vcc)• 28 V 
CASE TEMPERATURE Tc )• 25* C 

11111111111‘1. 

/ 

•°' g.•  . 

1.2 14 16 18 2 22 24 
FREQUENCY (f)—GHz 

92C5 1566.0 

P
O
W
E
R
 
(
P
0
8
)
-

D 
O. 
D 
o 

3.5 min V 

1 max V 

1 max mA 
5 max mA 

5 min 

7 min dB 

40 min 

8.5 max PF 
12 max °C/W 

TYPICAL COLLECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 2N5921 
CASE TEMPERATURE 11-clr 25°C ae 

1 

10. 
I Le 1 —.9 

100 t; 
8 pot, 0.12 Gei •P 0 z 

1  I  La 
80 2 r nc (t •1.2 GHz , N3.0.75 e) 

6...-  60 cr 
POO (f • 2 GHz, Pi B. I W o i.-_ 

c..) -- __--   L 
4 40 a _J 

-I 
*lc (t• 2 GHz, PIB• 1W o o 2  i I  20 

18 20 22 24 26 28 30 
COLLECTOR-SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Vcc)— V 

92U-15668B 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5992 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, metal package having leads isolated from 
the mounting stud, used for 12.5-volt amplifiers in 
vhf communications equipment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VI'Boe 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base shorted-to-emitter   V000vBs 65 V 
Base open   \rooms. 30 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Veisie 3.5 V 
Collector Current   Iv 5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

're up to 75*C   PT 35.7 W 
Tc above 75°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.I (opt.) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tsv., —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Is = 0, k = 200 mA, pulsed through an inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Voot,,B,, 30 min V 

VBE = 0, II' = 200 mA, pulsed through an in-
ductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V, loco 1.:. 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(In = 10 mA, Iv — 0)   V.IIII,Ello 3.5 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-to-Emitter Cutoff Current 

(Ves = 60 V, Vas. = 0, base-to-emitter shorted, 
Tr = 25 to 100°C)   li•Es 

Power Input: 
Veg. = 12.5 V, Pos = 7 W, f = 66 MHz   Pis 
Vee = 12.5 V, POE = 7 W, f = 88 MHz   PIE 

Power Gain: 
Vet. = 12.5 V, Pos = 7 W, f = 66 MHz   Gen 
Vey = 12.5 V. POE = 7 W, f = 88 MHz   Gis 

Collector Efficiency: 
Vei• = 12.5 V, Pos = 7 W, f = 66 MHz   lie 
Vei• = 12.5 V, POE = 7 W, f = 88 MHz   7/1. 

Modulationt : 
Ve = 12.5 V, Pos = 7 W, f = 66 MHz   m 
Vee = 12.5 V, POE = 7 W. f = 88 MHz  m 

Load Mismatch t (Vec = 12.5 V, Pon = 7 W. 
f = 66 MHz)   LM 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Veil = 12.5 V, 
f = 66 MHz)   Cobo 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   9,-(` 
t Input power and collector supply voltage are modulated. 

2N5993 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

10 max 

0.35 typ; 0.5 max 
0.5 typ; 0.7 max 

11.5 min; 13 max 
10 min; 11.5 max 

55 min; 60 typ 
60 min; 70 typ 

90 min; 97 typ 
90 min; 95 typ 

GO/NO GO 

60 typ; 70 max 
3.5 max 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 

hermetic, metal package having leads isolated from 

the mounting stud, used for 12.5-volt amplifiers in 
vhf communications equipment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vern) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base shorted-to-emitter   VOIR)CES 
Base open   V(1111)rE0 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 75°C   PT 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) 
Storage   TSTG 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   

Tr above 75°C   PT 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

In = 0, Ir = 200 mA, pulsed through an induc-
tor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Vannes° 

Ws = 0, Ir = 200 mA, pulsed through an induc-
tor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(14R)CES 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 10 mA)   VOIR)E110 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0, Is = 15 mA)   Vauueno 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 10 V, Is = 0)   leso 
Power Output: 
Vey = 12.5, PIS = 1 W . f = 66 MHz   POE 
Ver = 12.5, PIE = 1.75 W, f = 88 MHz   POE 

Power Gain: 
Ver = 125 V, PIE = 1 W , f = 66 MHz   GI's 
Ver = 12.5 V, PIE = 1.75 W. f = 88 MHz   GM: 

Collector Efficiency: 
Vey = 12.5 V, PIE = 1 W. f = 66 MHz   'ir 
Ver = 12.5 V, PIE = 1.75 W. f = 88 MHz   lie 

Load Mismatch (Vcc = 12.5 V. PIE = 1 W , 
f = 66 MHz)   LM 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Vcc = 12 V. Ic = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 

mA 

dB 
dB 

pF 
°C/W 

36 V 

36 V 
18 V 
3.5 V 
5 A 

35.7 
See curve page 300 

-65 to 200 °C 
-65 to 200 °C 

230 °C 

18 min 

36 min 

3.5 min 

36 min 
5 max 

18 min; 20 typ 
18 min; 20 typ 

12.5 min; 13 typ 
10.1 min; 10.6 typ 

65 min; 80 typ 
65 min; 80 typ 

GO/NO GO 

100 max 

V 

V 

V 

V 
mA 

dB 
dB 

pr 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5994 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, metal ceramic-metal package having leads 
isolated from the mounting stud, used for 12.5-volt 
and 28-volt fm amplifiers in vhf communications equip-
ment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Base shorted-to-emitter   V(BR/CES 65 A 
Base open   VCEO 30 V 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 65 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 3.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 5 V 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 75°C   PT 35.7 W 
Tc above 75°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TXTG —65 to 200 °C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Te 230 *C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
IC = 200 mA, pulsed through an inductor 
= 25 mH, df = 50%   Vonixso 30 min V 

Ic = 200 mA, pulsed through an inductor 
= 25 mH, df = 50%   VouncEs 65 min VI 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vi; = 60 V, VUE = 0, 
Tr = 25 to 100°C)   less 5 max mA 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage (Ix = 5 mA) Vosamo 3.5 min V 
Power Input (Vcc = 12.5 V, POE = 15 W, 
f = 118 MHz)   Pis 3 max W 

Power Gain (Ver = 12.5 V, POE = 15 W. 
f = 118 MHz)   GVE 7 min dB 

Collector Efficiency (Vcc = 12.5 V, Pox = 15 W, 
f = 118 MHz)   77c. 70 min % 

Modulationt (Vcc = 12.5 V. Pox = 15 W. 
f = 118 MHz)   m 90 min % 

Lead Mismatchl: (Vie = 12.5 V, POE = 15 W . 
f = 118 MHz)   LM GO/NO GO 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Veit = 12.5 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   C..h. 70 max PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ei-c 3.5 max °C/W 
I: Input power and collector supply voltage are modulated. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 2N5995 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, ceramic-metal package having leads isolated 
from the mounting stud, used for 12.5-volt applications 
in vhf communications equipment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vex° 36 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Base connected to emitter   \Tani/CBS 36 V 
Base open   VIBRICE0 14 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 3.5 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Ty up to 75°C   PT 10.7 W 
Tc above 75°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTC —65 to 200 °C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tc 230 *C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(I.. = 5 mA. IF: — 0)   Vain WE° 36 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Is = 0, I.. = 75 mA, pulsed through an 
inductor = 25 m1-1. df = 50%   V. iii.,..s.. 14 min V 

Ws = 0. I.' = 75 mA, pulsed through an 
inductor = 25 mH, df = 50%   V.1.1.,..ss 36 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
Is = 2 mA, I.• — 0)   Visa's.... 3.5 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current 
W E = 12.5 V. Vets = 0, T.• = 100°C   Ices 5 max mA 
W E = 10 V, In — 0   Is•Eo 2.5 max niA 

Power Outpnt (Vv.. = 12.5 V, Pis = 0.75 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   P.,E 7 min w 

Power Gain (V...• = 12.5 V. PIE = 0.75 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   Gem 9.7 min dB 

Cnllectnr Effi-iency (V...• = 12.5 V. PIE = 0.75 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   er 65 min % 

Load Mismatch (V., = 12.5 V. Pgr. = 0.75 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   LM GO/NO GO 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (We -=. 12 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   Ci... 80 max pF 

2N5996 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type featuring a 
hermetic, ceramic-metal package having leads isolated 
from the mounting stud, used for 12.5-volt applications 
in vhf communications equipment. Outline No.68. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vence 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Base connected to emitter   V.sii.ess 
Base open   V.siors., 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vim. 
Collector Current   I,' 
Transistor Dissipation: 

T.. up to 75°C   PT 35.7 w 
T.• above 75`C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ts (opr) —65 to 200 °C 

TsTi: Storage   —65 to 200 °C 
Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   T). 230 °C 

36 V 

36 V 
18 V 
3.5 V 
5 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .= 25°C) 

Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(1.• = 15 mA, IE — 0)   V, ItIneim 36 min V 

Collector-to Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Is = 0, I.. = 200 mA. pulsed through an 
inductor = 25 mH, df = 50%   V.sii...s.. 18 min V 

VEE = 0, Ii• = 200 mA, pulsed through an 
inductor = 25 mH, df = 50%   V.siiirss 36 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 10 V. 1.- — 0)   V.suffli. 3.5 min V 

CnIlector-eutoff C.mrent: 
Ves = 12.5 V. VIIE — 0   L'Es 10 max mA 
Vex = 10 V, hi — 0   Isl.:, o 5 max mA 

Power Ontont (W.. = 12.5 V. Pis = 5.3 W, 
f = 175 MHz)   P. s 15 min W 

Power Gain (V...• = 12.5 V, PIE = 5.3 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   Gen 4.5 min dB 

Collector Eftl^iency (Vv.. = 12.5 V. PIE = 5.3 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   ne 75 min 

Load MilSm.teh (W I' = 12.5 V, PIE = 5.3 W. 
f = 175 MHz)   LM GO/NO GO 

Collector-tn-Base Capacitance (V...• = 12 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   Con. 100 max pF 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40080 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type designed for oscilla-
tor applications, in conjunction with transistor types 

40081 (driver) and 40082 (power amplifier) in a 5-
watt input, 27-MHz citizens-band transmitter. JEDEC 
TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage   
Peak Collector Current   

Vq•no 
Iv 

Ttansis or Dissipation: 
TA up to 25*C   PT 
TA above 25°C   PT 

remperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Tnza —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (le = 10 mA, In = 0)   Wm, 30 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (V. µ . 15 V, bc — 0)   Lim 10 max µA 
RF Power Output (Vii = 12 V, In = 32 mA, 
f = 27 MHz)   P.. 100 min mW 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (We = 30 V. 
f = 1 MHz)   C.d.. 6 max pF 

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Ambient   Fil A 350 *c/w 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN A CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Yen 13.8 V 
DC Collector Current: 
No modulation   In 15 mA 
100% modulation   Ic 15 mA 

30 V 
0.25 A 

0.5 
See curve page 300 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40081 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type designed for driver 

applications, in conjunction with transistor types 40080 

(oscillator) and 40082 (power amplifier), in a 5-watt 

input, 27-MHz citizens-band transmitter, JEDEC TO-5, 
Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Van = —0.5 V)   V,•nv 60 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEI10 2 V 
Peak Collector Current   In 0.25 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Ti: up to 25°C   Pr 2 W 
Te above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Stoi age   TET0 —65 to 200 .r. 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 ,,,c 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Van = —0.5 V. h• = 100 µA)   Vin 60 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Ix = 500 µA, Ie — 0)   VE110 2 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vin . 15 V, In — 0)   I1 111) 10 max µA 
RF Power Output (Ven • = 12 V, le = 85 mA max, 
Pi. = 75 mW, fr,-- 27 MHz)   POP 400 min mW 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Veil = 30 V, 
f = 1 MHz)   Ci... 6 max PF 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (-).r-., 87.5 °C/W 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN A CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 
DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Vie 13.8 V 
DC Collector Current: 
No modulation   le 55 mA 
100% modulation   le 50 mA 
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40082 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type designed for power-
amplifier applications, in conjunction with transistor 
types 40080 (oscillator) and 40081 (driver), in a 5-watt, 
27-MHz citizens-band transmitter. JEDEC TO-39, Out-
line No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vim = —0.5 V)   'Win, 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vflgo 
Peak Collector Current   ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 

T,. up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Tc above 25*C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T 1 (opr) —65 to 200 *C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 .r. 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage 

(Vac = —0.5 V, Ic = 500 µA)   
Emitter-to-Base Voltage (Ix = 500 µA, If' — 0)   

It' = 0)   Vino 
litio Collector-Cutoff Current (Veil = 15 V. Ix — 0) 

RF Power Output (Vc.• = 12 V, lc = 415 mA max, 
PIE = 350 mW, f = 27 MHz)   

Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Vtit = 30 V. 
f = 1 MHz)   

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

POE 

CMM 
HA, 

TYPICAL OPERATION IN A CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 

DC Collector-Supply Voltage   Veo 
DC Collector Current: 
No modulation   Ic 
100% modulation   Ic 

Power Output: 
No modulation (adjusted for legal maximum-
power output)   Poo 

100% modulation   Poe 

40279 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in ultra-
high-reliability vhf-uhf applications in space, military, 
and industrial communi:•ations equipment. Used in class 
A, B, and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers, or oscilla-
tors. This device is subjected to special preconditioning 
tests for selection in high-reliability, large-signal, and 
high-power applications. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No 23. See Mcu.i..ng Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VI.1,0 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

VIte = —1.5 V   Vl'ar 65 V 
Base open   Vcso 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEso 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 11.6 W 
Tv above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   Terra —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 

60 V 
2.5 V 
1.5 A 

60 min V 

2.5 min V 
10 max µA 

3 min 

20 max pF 
35 °C/W 

13.8 V 

330 m A 
330 m A 

3.5 
4.8 
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Collector Current 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   Pr 7 W 
Tc above 25°C   Pr See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTii —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti, 230. °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(L. = 0.1 mA, Is — 0)   Vouneno 65 min 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

If' = 0 to 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through inductor 
L -= 25 mH, df = 50%   Vcsincso 40 min V 

V»: = —1.5 V. LI = 0 to 200 mA, pulsed 
through inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%  Vamenv 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   Vosaisno 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Iv = 0.5 A. In = 0.1 A)   Ws (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vis = 30 V, In — 0)   I.'s() 0.1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcs = 5 V. Ic = 150 mA)   h FE 10 min 
Output Capacitance (Ws = 30 V. Is — 0)   Cob. 10 max PF 
RF Power Output, Unneutralized Amplifier: 
Ws = 28 V. PIE = 1 W . Ra and RI. = 50 ("), 
f = 100 MHz  Pos 7.5° min w 

veic = 28 V. PIE = 1 W . Ra and Ri. = 50 0, 
f = 400 MHz  Pon 3i- min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 65 per cent 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 40 per cent 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40280 
Si n-p-n "overlay" cpitaxial planar type used in vhf 
class C amplifier service requiring low supply voltages 
and high power output in industrial and military com-
munications equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vcso 36 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Vii E = —1.5 V   VI 'EV 36 V 
Base open   V,•so 18 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE110 4 V 
II• 0.5 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature -,_ 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.25 mA, Is — 0)   VI1310,110 36 min v 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Iv = 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through 
inductor L = 25 mH. df = 50%)   \ruling my 36 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   V.1111)Ell0 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 
(Ic = 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through 

inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%)   V. so (sus) 18 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vex = 15 V, In — 0)   I,•so 100 max ,, A 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vis = 13.5 V, Ic = 100 mA ) Ur 550 MHz 
Output Capacitance (Ws = 13.5 V, IS = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   

Coleo 15 max pF Input Resistance, Real Part 
(Vis .-.. 13.5 V, Ic = 100 mA, f = 175 MHz)   It(hi..) 10 c) 

Power Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized 
(Vcs = 13.5 V, PIE = 0.125 W. f = 175 MHz, 
Ra and Ri. = 50 (1)   Poi; 1 t min W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ().1-c 25 max °C/W 

• For types 40281 and 40282 this value is maximum Pin-Soldering Tempeiature. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 
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TYPICAL RF POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC 
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40281 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf 
class C amplifier service requiring low supply voltages 
and high power output in industrial and military com-
munications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. This type is identical with type 40280 except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 

To up to 25°C   Pz 

CHARACTERISTICS (At Case temperature = 25°C) 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vcr; = 13.5 V, lc = 400 mA) 
Output Capacitance (Vc8 = 13.5 V. Is = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C. 
Input Resistance. Real Part (Vu = 13.5 V. 

It! = 400 mA, f = 175 MHz)   R.(1110 
ower Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized 
(Ws = 13.5 V. Pie = 1 W. f = 175 MHz. 

Ro and Rt. = 50 G)   
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   

t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40282 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf 
class C amplifier service requiring low supply voltages 
and high power output in industrial and military com-
munications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. This type is identical with type 40280 except for 

the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector Current   Io 2 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pe 23.2 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =_- 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.5 mA, Ix — 0)   Vann CHO 36 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 0.25 mA, lc — 0)   VIBRIEBO 4 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Vcs = 15 V, h — 0)   Iczo 250 max p A 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 13.5 V, Ic = 800 mA) fr 350 MHz 
Output Capacitance (Vce = 13.5 V, lc = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Col. 45 max pF 

Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C. 5 max pF 
Input Resistance, Real Part (Vez = 13.5 V. 

Ic = 800 mA, f = 175 MHz)   L(hl.) 5 Cl 
Power Output, Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized 

(Vca -= 13.5 V, PIE = 4 W. f = 175 MHz. 
Ro and Ri, = 50 Cl)   Poo 12t min W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   43.1-c 7.5 max °C/W 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 80 per cent. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40290 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf 
class C amplifier service requiring low supply voltages 
and high power output in aircraft, military, and indus-
trial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Out-
line No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Mug = —1.5 V   Win, 50 V 
f = 100 MHz   V( ss (RF) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VE BO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ie 0 5 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   Pr 7 W 
Tc above 25°C   P1 See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T. (opr) —65 to 200 °C Storage   

T.r.. —65 to 200 °C Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   T1, 230 e °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 200 mA, VBB = —1.5 V. RBE = 39 Cl, 
pulsed through inductor L = 25 mll, 
df = 50%   Vonoccv 50 min V 

Ic = 50 mA, VBE = —2 V, f L5 100 MHz  Vanoccs (RF) 90 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Vatage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   VOIRIBBO 4 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Veal = 15 V, Ia — 0)   lee.) 100 max aA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (Vce = 12.5 V, Ic = 100 mA) fT 500 MHz 
Output Capacitance (Ve = 12.5 V, IS = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Col. 17 max pF 

Input Resistance, Real Part 
(W E = 12.5 V, Ic = 100 mA, f ----- 135 MHz)   R. (hi.) 12 Cl 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Power Output. Class C Amplifier, Unneutralized 

(licE =- 12.5 V, PIE = 0.5 W, f = 135 MHz, 
Ri; and Ri. = 50 0)   POE 2t min W 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   (3i-c 25 max °C/W 

• For type 40291 this value is maximum Pin-Soldering Temperature. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 

40291 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf 
class C amplifier service requiring low supply voltages 
and high power output in aircraft, military, and indus-
trial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Out-
line No.23. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 
40290 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation (Te up to 25°C)   PT 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   C,• 
Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   

40292 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in vhf 
class C amplifier service requiring low supply voltages 
and high power output in aircraft, military, and indus-
trial communications equipment. JEDEC TO-60, Out-
line No.23. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vun = —1.5 V   VI I: V 50 V 
f = 100 MHz   V. ,ns (RF) 90 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vnno 4 V 
Collector Current   Ic 1.25 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 

Tt. up to 25°C   PT 23.2 W 
Tv above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti (opr) —65 to 200 •C 
Storage   Turc —65 to 200 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti' 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
L c = 200 mA, Vale = —1.5 V. Rm.; = 39 (1, 

pulsed through inductor L = 25 mH, 
df = 50%   VIBIOCEV 50 min V 

Ic = 50 mA, Vue = 0, f Lç 100 MHz  V(BIOCES(RF) 90 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(In = 0.25 mA, le — 0)   Vtnionno 4 min V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vce = 15 V, In — 0)   kE0 250 max µA 
Gain-Bandwidth Product (lien = 12.5 V, Ic = 400 mA) Pr 300 MHz 
Collector-to-Case Capacitance   t.: 6 max pF 
Output Capacitance (Ven = 12.5 V, In = 0, 
f =. 1 MHz)   Cow, 30 max pF 

Input Resistance, Real Part (W I: = 12.5 V, 
le = 400 mA, f = 135 MHz)   Re (ill.) 6.5 0 

Power Output, Class C Amplifier. Unneutralized 
(Ws = 12.5 V, PIE = 2 W, f = 135 MHz, 

Ra and Ri, = 50 0)   Pon 6t min W 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   0.1-C 7.5 max °C/W 

t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 

E 

11.6 

6 max pF 
15 max °C/W 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40305 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type subjected to 
special preconditioning tests for high-reliability, large-
signal, high-power vhf-uhf applications in class A, B, 
and C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, and oscillator 
circuits in aerospace, industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   We° 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vac = —1.5 V   W ET 65 V 
Base open   VCE0 40 V 

VERO 4 V 
Ic 1 A 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage 
Collector Current   
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tr up to 25°C   PT 7 W 
Tr above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T., (opr) —65 to 200 

TSTG °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. —65 to 200 230* °C 
Storage   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Ic = 0.3 mA, IE — 0)   VIBR)CRO 65 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

M 
Ic = 0 to 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through 

inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VOIRWE0 40 min V 
k = 0 to 200 mA, VBE = —1.5 V. pulsed 

through inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(BR)CICV 65 min V 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ic = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   VIRR»:B0 4 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(Iv = 250 mA, la = 50 mA)   Vcr: (sat) 1 max V 
Collector-Cutoff Current (W E = 30 V. IR — 0)   II.E0 0.1 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(VcE = 5 V. L• = 150 mA)   hi,E 10 min 

Output Canacitance (VcE = 30 V. h = 0, 
f ,-- 1 MHz)   Cob.. 10 max PF 

RF Power Output, Amplifier. Unneutralized: 
(VcE = 28 V, PIE = 0.25 W, f = 175 MHz, 

Ro and Ri. = 50 Cl)   PoE 2.5t min W 

• For type 40306 this value is maximum Pin-Soldering Temperature. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 50 per cent. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40306 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type subjected to 
special preconditioning tests for high-reliability, large-
signal, high-power vhf-uhf applications in class A, B, 
and C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, and oscillator 
circuits in aerospace, industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware 

for desired mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 40305 
except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector Current   Ir 1.5 A 
Transistor Dissination 
To up to 25°C   PT 11.6 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ir = 0.1 mA, IE — 0)   Volturno 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 

(lc = 500 mA, In = 100 mA)   Vca (sat) 1 max V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
RF Power Output, Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
Ws = 28 V. Pis = 1 IV, f = 100 MHz, 

Ro and RI, = 50 0  Pon 7 5" min W 
Vez := 28 V, Pia = 1 W. f = 400 MHz, 

Ro and RL = 50 0  POE 3t min W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 65 per cent. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 40 per cent. 

40307 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type subjected to 
special preconditioning tests for high-reliability, large-
signal, high-power vhf-uhf applications in class A, B, 
and C amplifier, frequency-multiplier, and oscillator 
circuits in aerospace, industrial and military equipment. 
JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Woo 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V   VCEV 
Base open   *W E° 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEI30 
Collector Current   Ic 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   PT 23 W 
Tr above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.1 (opr ) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 200 "C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tr 230 *C 

65 V 

65 V 
40 V 
4 V 
3 A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ir = 0.5 mA, Is — 0)   V(BRIC110 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ir = 0 to 200 mA, In = 0, pulsed through 
inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Vinnicno 40 min V 

Ir = 0 to 200 mA, VBE = —1.5 V. pulsed 
through inductor L = 25 mil, df = 50%   V(BRICEV 65 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 0.25 mA, Ir — 0)   V(1110EITO 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(Ic = 500 mA. In = 100 mA)   lies (sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ves = 30 V, In — 0)   'CEO 0.25 max µA 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vric = 5 V. Ic = 300 mA)   hr s 10 min 
Output Capacitance (Ws = 30 V, In = 0, 
f = 1 MHz)   Cobo 20 max PF 

RF Power Output, Amplifier, Unneutralized: 
(VrE = 28 V. Pis =--- 3.5 W. f = 175 MHz, 

Ro and Ri. = 50 0)   Pon 13e min W 

t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 70 per cent. 

40340 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-
power class C amplifier applications at frequencies to 
100 MHz. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
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CASE 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   VCBO 60 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 60 
Base open   Vcso 25 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEBO 4 
Peak Collector Current   ic (peak) 10 
Continuous Collector Current   Ie 3.3 
Transistor Dissipation (Tc = 25°C)   PT 70 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) 200 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature , 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 200 mA, VBE = —1.5 V, pulsed through 
an inductor L = 25 mli. df = 50%   VIIIII)CEV 60 min V 

k = 200 mA, In = 0, pulsed through an 
Inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   V(BR)CEO 25 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(Is = 10 mA, k — 0)   V(BR)Eno 4 min V 

Collector-Cutoff Current: 
W E = 15 V, Is — 0   ¡CEO 1 max mA 
Veit = 40 V. le — 0   Icso 10 max mA 

Output Capacitance (Ven = 15 V. Is — 0)   Cobo 120 max pF 
RF Power Output (Ws = 13.5 V, PIE = 5 W , 
f = 50 MHz, Rs and RL = 50 0)   Poe 25* min W 

Thermal Resistance. Junction-to-Case   es-o 2.5 max •C/W 

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 65 per cent. 
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TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTIC 

TYPE 40346 
COLLECTOR-SUPPLY VOLTS (Vcc)•13.5 
FREQUENCY (f • 50 MHz 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TO • 25•C 

r/  

2 3 4 5 6 
RF POWER INPUT (PIN)W TTS 

TLIB39CT 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40341 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in high-
power class C amplifier applications at frequencies to 
100 MHz. JEDEC TO-60, Outline No.23. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 
is identical with type 40340 except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Wu° 70 V 
Collector-to-Emitter V,)ltage: 
VBE = —1.5 V   VCEV 70 V 
Base open   VCE0 35 v 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 

Ic = 200 mA, VBE = —1.5 V, pulsed through 
an inductor L =. 25 mH, df = so%   V(BR)CEW 70 min V 

Ic = 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed through an 
Inductor L = 25 mH, df = 50%   VIBR)CE0 35 min V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Vie = 30 V, Is — O   IcEo 1 max mA 
Vea = 50 V, IE — O   Icao 10 max mA 

TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTIC 

(,) 

g 60 
1 

1--; 50 
o 

Is 40 

8 30 

e, 20 

'Éc- 10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
RF POWER INPUT (PIN)—WATTS 

TL 11140CT 

TYPE 40341 
COLLECTOR-SUPPLY VOLTS (Voo)•24 
FREQUENCY (f)• 50 MHz 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc). 25*C 

Output Capacitance (Veil = 30 V. Ii 0)   
RF Power Output (VcE = 24 V. PIE = 3 W, 
f = 50 MHz, Ro and Ri. = 50 0)   

• For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 60 per cent. 

Cobo 

POEI 

40446 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n triple diffused planar type used in power-ampli-
fier applications, in conjunction with types 40080 (oscili-
lator), 40081 (driver), and 40082 (power amplifier), in 
a 5-watt-input, 27 - MHz citizens-band transmitter. 
JEDEC TO-5 (with flange), Outline No.6. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 40082 except for the following 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 25°C   PT 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =. 25°C) 
Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   8.1-C 

40577 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" triple-diffused type is subjected to 
special preconditioning tests for high-reliability opera-
tion in high-power vhf applications in military and 
industrial equipment. JEDEC TO-5, Outline No.5. This 
type is a high-reliability version of type 2N3118. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 
VRE = —1.5 V   VcEv 
Base open   Viso 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   V E al, 
Collector Current   Ir 
Transistor Dissipation: 

're up to 25°C   PT 3 W 
TA up to 25°C   PT 5 W 
Tc above 25°C   See curve page 300 

85 max PF 

30' min 

items: 

10 

17.5 °C/W 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T, (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG —65 to 200 *C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 *C 

85 V 
60 V 
4 V 

0.5 A 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Is = 0.1 mA, Ic — 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 10 mA, IB = 0, ti' = 300 its. df < 1.8%)   
Reverse Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage 

(Vas = 1.5 V, Ic = 0.1 mA)   
Collector-Cutoff Current: 
Wit = 30 V, Is = 0, TA = 25°C   
Vea = 30 V, Is = 0, TA = 150°C   

Output Capacitance 
(Wig = 28 V, Ic = 0, f = 1 MHz)   

rob' Clie Product (Vrio = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, 
f = 50 MHz)   

Pulsed Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio: 
(Ws = 5 V, Ic = 100 mA. = 300 as, df < 1.8%) 

Small-Signal Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 
(Via = 28 V, Ir = 25 mA. f = 50 MHz)   

Small-Signal Short-Circuit Input Impedance 
Real Part (Vis = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, f = 50 MHz)   

Small-Signal Short-Circuit Output Impedance 
Real Part (Ws = 28 V, Ic = 25 mA, f = 50 MHz)   

Power Output, Class C Service (with heat sink): 
Ves = 28 V. Pi. = 0.1 W, f = 50 MHz   
VVE = 28 V. Pin = 0.1 W, f = 150 MHz  

Power Gain, Class A Service (with heat sink) 
(Vis = 28 V, Ii= 25 mA, Pont = 0.2 W, f = 50 MHz) 
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TYPICAL LARGE-SIGNAL CLASS C RF 
POWER-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40577 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. 
.CLASS C SERVICE, ISO MHz 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITC)'25°C 

C3's., 

rice) 
 28 

co 
  Oie  
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RF POWER INPUT (PIN)—MILL1WATTS 

92CS-12273T 
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TYPICAL OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40577 
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT 
CLASS-A SERVICE, 50 MHz 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE)•28 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES (IC)°Z5 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc •25°C 

O 

V(1110E110 4 min V 

Vatiocuo (sus) 60 min V 

VOIR/CEX 85 min V 

Iria) 10 max nA 
Into 5 max i‘A 

Cob. 6 max pF 

rob' Cb.r 60 max ps 

hrié (pulsed) 50 to 275 

h 5 min 

Re(hie) 25 to 75 

j;1— (real) 500 to 1000 
22 

POU 
POO 

Gpr 

1 min 
0.4 min 

18 min dB 

2 3 4 

RE POWER INPUT PIN )-MILLIWATTS 
92LS-1792T 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40578 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type subjected to 
special preconditioning tests for high-reliability, class 
A, B, and C amplifier, frequency multiplier, or oscilla-
tor operation, driver or pre-driver stages, vhf-uhf 

c applications in space, military, and industrial communi-
cations equipment. JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. This 

type is identical to type 2N3866 except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-Cutoff Current (Vii = 28 V. Ii, — 0)   no 100 max nA 
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40581 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used for power-
amplifier applications in conjunction with transistor 
types 40080 (oscillator), and 40081 (driver), in a 5-
watt, 27-MHz citizens-band transmitter. JEDEC TO-39, 
Outline No.15. This type is identical to type 40082 ex-
cept for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .= 25°C) 
RF Power Output (Viic = 12 V, Ic = 415 mA, 
Pic = 350 mW , f = 27 MHz)   Pon 

40582 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 
Si n-p-n triple-diffused planar type used for power-
amplifier applications in conjunction with transistor 
types 40080 (oscillator), and 40081 (driver), in a 5-
watt, 27-MHz citizens-band transmitter. JEDEC TO-39, 
Outline No.6. See Mounting Hardware for desired ar-
rangement. This type is identical with type 40082 ex-
cept for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Transistor Dissipation 

Ti  up to 25°C   PT 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 

3.5 min 

10 

RF Power Output (Vi = 12 V, Ii• = 415 mA, 
f = 27 MHz, PIE = 350 mW )   Poi 3.5 min 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   17.5 °C/W 

40605 RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in class 
A, B, or C amplifier, frequency multiplier, and oscil-
lator service in vhf-uhf equipment. This type is 
subjected to special preconditioning tests for high-
reliability operation in critical aerospace and industrial 
equipment. JEDEC TO-39. Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Base Voltage   Vo 65 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage: 

Vie: = —1.5 V. RBI.: = 33 0   Visx 65 V 
Base open   W E.) 40 V 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VERO 4 V 
Collector Current   Ir 0.33 A 
Peak Collector Current   Il'plc 1 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
Te up to 25°C   
Tr above 25°C   

PT 7 VT 
PT Derate linearly at 0.04 W /°C 

TA up to 25°C   PT 1 W 
TA above 25°C   PT Derate linearly at 5.71 mW/°C 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   Ti(opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   T•Tg. —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max) Ti. 230 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature =- 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(Ii • = 0.3 mA, Is — 0)   VIBRICIIII 65 min V 
Collector-to-Emitter Breakdown Voltage: 
Base open. L = 200 mA, Is = 0, pulsed 
through an inductor L = 25 mH   V(anws,, 40• min V 
Rite = 33 0, Ir  = 200 mA, Vim = —1.5 V, 
pulsed through an inductor L = 25 mH VIIIIIICEN. 65• min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
Is = 0.1 mA, Ir — 0)   Vtitiossu 4 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
au = 50 mA, I.• = 250 mA)   Vs(sat) 1 max V 

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ws = 30 V. 
Is = 0)   Ica.) 0.1 max µA 

Power Output 
W I = 28 V, PIE = 0.25 W. f = 175 MHz) POE 2.51: min W 

Collector-to-Base Capacitance 
(V. a = 30 V, k = 0, f = 1 MHz)   C.,b. 10 PF 

Gain-Bandwidth Product (Ves = 28 V, 
Ie 7-- 125 mA)   Pr 350 min MHz 

• Measured at a current where the breakdown voltage is a minimum. 
t For conditions given, minimum efficiency = 50%. 
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TYPICAL GAIN-BANDWITH 
CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40605 
COLLECTOR -TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VC E 1.28 
CASE TEMPERATURE Tc1•25' C 

20 40 60 80 100 200 
COLLECTOR MILLIAMPERES 11c) 

92CS-12,31T1 

O 

TYPICAL POWER OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTIC 
TYPE 40605 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS Ric& 28 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc)• 25* C 

rser /e-i. 
0. 
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0 •/0 

• 3 
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100 200 300 400 
FREQUENCY I I— MHz 

92C S-1271711 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40608 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial type used for operation as 
a class A wide-band power amplifier in vhf circuits. 
JEDEC TO-39, Outline No.15. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Collector-to-Base Voltage   V..s., 40 V 
Collector-to-Emitter Voltage (Vas = me ni   V.-Ell 40 V 
Emitter-to-Base Voltage   VEIIII 2 V 
Collector Current   k 0.4 A 
Transistor Dissipation: 
To up to 25°C   PT 3.5 W 
Ts above 25°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   TJ (opr) —65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTS —65 to 200 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 230 °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Collector-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(h; 0.1 mA, IE - 0)   
Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 

(In = 0.1 mA, Ic = 0)   
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage 

(Ic = 50 mA, RBE = 100 n pulsed through inductor 
L = 20 mH, df = 50%)   

Collector-to-Emitter Saturation Voltage 
(In = 10 mA, Ic = 50 mA)   

Collector-Cutoff Current (Ven = 20 V, IS - 0)   
Collector-to-Base Capacitance (Vi = 30 V, 
IF, = 0, f = 1 MHz)   

Gain-Bandwidth Product (W E = 15 V, Ic = 50 mA) 
Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio 

(Vcii = 15 V, Ic 50 mA)   
Voltage Gain (VcE = 15 V, Ic = 50 )   
Cross Modulation at 46 dB mV 
(Ws = 15 V, Ic = 50 mA, Ro and RI. = 75 n)   
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TYPICAL REVERSE-TRANSFER 
CONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40608 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcE»20 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)•25•C 
--- CONDUCTANCE 
— SUSCEPTANCE • 
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40675 
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40 min V 

2 min V 

V, En (sus ) 40 min V 

V. c (sat) 1 max V 
Ii Ell 100 max µA 

Co. 3 max pF 
f r 700 min MHz 

hi.]: 35 to 120 
VG 11 min dB 
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TYPICAL FORWARD-TRANSFER 
CONDUCTANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

dB 

TYPE 40608 
COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS (VcO• 20 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)•25 C 
—CONDUCTANCE 
—SUSCEPTANCE 
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es.,,,,,, „ ss.f. iz............._ 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 

FREQUENCY In- NFU 

951.3-1234T2 

) E 

Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial planar type used in linear 
applications to provide high power in class A or B rf 
amplifier service. It is intended for 2 to 30 MHz single- A 

sideband power amplifiers operating from a 28-volt 
power supply. Outline No.49. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Reverse bias = -1.5 V   Vi‘, 
Base open   Vuno 

Emitter-to-Base Voltage   Vniin 
Collector Current   Ic 
Peak Collector Current   iv 
Diode Current (DC max)   II, 

Transistor Dissipation: 
Tc up to 50°C   PT 100 W  
Tc above 50°C   PT See curve page 300 

Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T, (opr) -65 to 200 °C 
Storage   TSTG -65 to 200 °C 

Case-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Tc 230 °C 

a 

65 V 
35 V 
3.5 V 
10 A 
30 A 

100 mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature .,_. 25°C) 
Collector-to-Emitter Sustaining Voltage: 
Vas = —1.5 V, Ic = 200 mA, pulsed through 

inductor L = 25 mH, df = 60%   VcEv (sus) 65 min V 
Ic = 200 mA, pulsed through inductor 
L = 25 mH, df = 50%   Vcso (sus) 35 min V 

Emitter-to-Base Breakdown Voltage 
(IE = 20 mA)   V(BR)EBO 3.5 min V 

Collector-to-Emitter Cutoff Current: 
Ves = 60 V   IcEs 30 max mA 
Vez = 30 V   km 30 max mA 

Compensating Diode Forward Voltage Drop 
(ID = 10 mA)   Va 0.8 max V 

Collector-to-Base (W E = 30 V, f = 1 MHz)   Cri, 250 max PF 
RF Power Output: 
Average (VcE = 28 V, Quiescent Ic = 20 mA) Pon 37.5 min W 
Peak (Vea = 28 V, Quiescent Ic = 20 mA) POE 75 min W 

Collector Efficiency ( VcE = 28 V, Quiescent 
Ic = 20 mA)   so 40 min % 

Intermodulation Distortion (Ves = 28 V. 
Quiescent Ic = 20 mA)   IMD 30 max dB 

Power Gain (VcE = 28 V. Quiescent 
Ic = 20 mA)   Gris 13 min dB 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-to-Case   ei-c 1.5 max °C/W 
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TYPICAL POWER OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40675 
COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

(Vcc 1.28 V 
FREQUENCIES (TWO-TONE).   

30 MHz 30.001 MHz 
COLLECTOR QUIESCENT 
_CURRENT (Icol• 20 mA   

Pour 
- -r 

THIRD-ORDER ¡MD e 
-4 -30 

4°  

40 60 80 100 120 
CASE TEMPERATURE (TO —'C 
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RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40665 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial type used in class A, B, 
and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers and oscillators 
designed for use in vhf applications. JEDEC TO-60, 
Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 
2N3632. 

RF POWER TRANSISTOR 40666 
Si n-p-n "overlay" epitaxial type used in class A, B, 
and C amplifiers, frequency multipliers and oscillators 
designed for use in vhf applications. JEDEC TO-60, 
Outline No.23. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. This type is identical with type 
2N3375. 
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Technical Data for Thyristors 

THIS section contains detailed 
data for all current RCA triacs, 

silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR's), 
and diacs. These devices are listed 
in order of ascending current (and 
voltage) ratings. 

In selection of devices for use in 
new electronic equipment, a prospec-
tive user should refer to the appro-

40769 
40770 

priate section of the Selection Guide 
included earlier in the Manual. For 
the reader who requires data on spe-
cific types, a complete numerical-
alphabetical-numerical index to all 
current RCA solid-state devices is 
provided immediately following the 
Circuits Section in the back of the 
Manual. 

Triacs 

0.5A, 200V 

0.5A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
system application in airborne and ground-support type 
equipment. JEDEC TO-5 (modified), Outline No.7. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage up to 
resistive or inductive load) 

40769 40770 
Vintom• (T., = —50 to 100°)   200 400 V 
Fromm) (conduction angle = 360°) : 
Te = 90°C     0.5   A 
TA = 25°C without heat sink     0 4   A 

ITAM (1 cycle sinusoidal principal voltage): 
400 Hz    50   A 
60 Hz     25   A 

di/dt (Vim = Ws«, IGT = 60 mA, t, = 0.1 ¡Ls)   100  A/as 
Iwrin (1 as max)   1   A 
Pam (1 as max)     10   W 
Painv) (Te = 60°)    015  W 
Paw) (TA = 25°C without heat sink)    005  Vir 
T14111     —50 to 150   ,C 
Te     —50 to 100   "C 
Ti. (10 s max)     225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
Insole (T, = 100°C, Vassal = max rated value 0.2 typ; 0.75 mas, mA 
VTM° (IT = 30 A peak)   17 typ; 2.2 max _ V 
Imo' (initial principal current = 150 mAdc, 
va = 12 V    7 typ; 15 max  mA 

400 Hz with 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
Commutating dv/dt* (vu = VDROM, ITO(118) 
= 0.5 A, commutating di/dt = 1.8 A/ms, gate 
unenergized, Tc = 90°C     1 min; 4 typ   V/µs 

Critical dv/dt* (vit = VDROM, exponential volt-
age rise, T.. = 100°C)   10 min; 100 typ   V/,us 

IGT•t (vi, = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 30 0: 
I• mode, V3IT2 positive, VG positive     3 5 typ; 10 max _____ mA 

I- mode, VSIT2 positive, VG negative     7 typ; 10 max  mA 

III. mode, VMT2 negative, Vi: positive   7 typ; 10 max  mA 

III- mode, VRT2 negative, VG negative     3 5 typ; 10 max mA 

Wet (vo = 12 Vdc, Ri, = 30 0)     1 typ; 2.2 max V 

VGT*1: (vo = VDROM, Ri. = 125 Cl, 're = 100°C   0 15 min   V  

tg, (vi, = VDROM, IOT = 60 mA, 1, = 0.1 µs, 
it. = 10 A peak)     18 typ; 2.5 max _____ iis 

85 max   °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vtrr2) with reference to main termi-
nal 1. 
# For either polarity of gate voltage (Vu) with reference to main terminal 1. 

85 
0 01 02 03 04 05 

FULL CYCLE RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [I Tg Rmd -A 
92CS-1,093T 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPE 40769 
CURRENT WAVEFORM SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE: 360° 
CASE TEMPERTURE (TO 'MEASURED 
AS SHOWN ON OWEN - 

S1ONAL OUTLINE 

• 

CONDUCTION ANGLE 
+ Elm 

MTI 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

100e -TYPE 40769  I  PelLSE  
6-TRIGGERING MODES:ALL 
„ ENCLOSED AREA INDICATES 

j. 'LOCUS OF POSSIBLE 
TRIGURING POINTS 

Y-

0 F.s,  .2 8 F 

gje : 

8 >w  ' UPPER LIM T OF ‘-
e, p PERMISSIBLE AVERAGE 
F - I - (DC) GATE POWER 

DISSIPATION AT RATED 
CON e 

0 — 

o 
o 

  g,oe 
gee se-te 

0.1  M1,tX • REP RATE, pULSES/S   
2 • 6 8 2 4 48 

0.001 0.01 0.1 
DC GATE TRIGGER CURRENT (IGT)-A 

I POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE I 
92CS. 1,100T 

0.5A, 200V 

0.5A, 400V 

DUR.ATI'Oi 
LIMIT 
'0 1 

2 

40771 
40772 

4 6 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
system application in airborne and ground-support type 
equipment. JEDEC TO-5 (modified), Outline No.7. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
Types 40771 and 40772 are identical with types 40769 
and 40770, respectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tr = 25°C) 

lioi" (initial principal current = 150 mAdc, 
vu = 12 V)   

IGT• (vi, = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 0: 
I• mode, VDT:, positive, VG positive   5 typ; 25 max 
I- mode, VNIT2 positive, Vi: negative   10 typ; 40 max 

III. mode, VNIT2 negative, Vi; positive     10 typ; 40 max 
HI- mode, VRT2 negative, VG negative   5 typ; 25 max 

40771 40772 

15 typ; 30 max mA 

mA 
mA 
mA 
mA 

" For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Varr) with reference to main terminal 1. 
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40531-
40536 

100V-
2.5A, 

400V 

Si gated bidirectional types used for power-control and 
power-switching applications. JEDEC TO-5 (with heat 
radiator), Outline No.8. Types 40531, 40532, 40533, 
40534, 40535, and 40536 are electrically identical with 
types 40525, 40526, 40527, 40528, 40529, and 40530, 
respectively. 

40767 1.6A, 100V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for switching 
from an off-state to an on-state for either polarity of 
applied voltage with positive or negative gate trigger-
ing voltages. This type can be controlled with economi-
cal transistor circuits for use in low-power phase 
control and load-switching applications. JEDEC TO-5 
(with heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical with type 40525 
except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T. = 25°C) 
t..r 12 Vdc, 30 0) : 

I* mode. Và1.1.2 positive. Vo positive   1 typ 4 max 
I- mode, Ve.m positive, V.; negative   2 typ 4 max 

III. mode, VNIT2 negative, Vo positive   2 typ 4 max 
III- mode, VNIT2 negative, VG negative   1 typ 4 max 

40761 1.6A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for switching 
from an off-state to an on-state for either polarity of 
applied voltage with positive or negative gate trigger-
ing voltages. This type can be controlled with economi-
cal transistor circuits for use in low-power phase 
control and load-switching applications. JEDEC TO-5 
(with heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical with type 40526 
except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T, = 25°C) 
II,T (v1, = 12 Vdc. Ft; , 30 0): 

I. mode. V3IT2 positive, VG positive   1 typ 
I- mode, V3IT2 positive. VG negative   2 typ 

III. mode, VNIT2 negative, V,: positive   2 typ 
III- mode, VNIT2 negative. Vo negative   1 typ 

mA 
mA 
mA 
mA 

40762 1.6A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for switching 
from an off-state to an on-state for either polarity of 
applied voltage with positive or negative gate trigger-
ing voltages. This type can be controlled with economi-
cal transistor circuits for use in low-power phase 
control and load-switching applications. JEDEC TO-5 

4 max 
4 max 
4 max 
4 max 

mA 
mA 
mA 
mA 
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(with heat radiator), Outline No.8. This type is identical with type 40527 
except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T= 25°C) 
I.:T ( vi, = 12 Vdc, RI. = 30 0) : 

I• mode, VII 1.,, positive, Vo positive   1 typ 4 max mA 
I- mode, V 11.2 positive, Vo negative   2 typ 4 max mA 

III. mode, V311.2 negative, Vo positive   2 typ 4 max mA 
III- mode, V3112 negative, Vo negative   1 typ 4 max mA 

100V-
1.9A, 

600V 
40684-
40687 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for low-power 
phase-control and load-switching applications. Outline 
No.8. Types 40684, 40685, 40686, and 40687 are elec-
trically identical with types 2N5754, 2N5755, 2N5756, 
and 2N5757, respectively. 

2.2A, 200V 

2.2A, 400V 

40509 
40510 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, light dimmers, and power switching 
systems. Outline No.8. Types 40509 and 40510 are 
identical with types 40485 and 40486, respectively, ex-
cept for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40509 40510 
Frouo., (TA up to 100°C, conduction angle 

=_ 360°)   See Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature) 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T‘. = 25`C) 

Zommutating dv/dt* (Vo = VleICONI, com-
mutating di/dt = 3.2 A/ms) : 
ITC It NISI and TA specified by curve A in 
Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature) 3 min; 10 typ   V/ps 

From:, and TA specified by curve B in 
Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature)   4 min; 12 typ   V/ps 

Hi -A   See Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature) 
For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vam) with reference to main terminal 1. 

2.2A, 200V 

2.2A, 400V 

40511 
40512 

Si gated bidirectional integral-trigger types used for 
power-control and power-switching applications. Out-
line No.8. Types 40511 and 40512 are electrically iden-
tical with types 40431 and 40432, respectively. 
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40731 
40732 

2.3, 200V 

2.3, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-m ave ac-switching types with the 
RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage switch as 
a triggering circuit. Outline No. 8. Types 40731 and 
40732 are identical with types 40729 and 40730, respec-
tively, except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40731 40732 
IT(RMS) (TA = 100°C. conduction angle = 360°)   2 3   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
VT', (ir = 30 A)   1.6 typ; 2.25 max 

2N5754-
2N5757 

1 2.5A, 100V-
600V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for low-power 
phase-control and load-switching applications. Out-
line No.60. 

A 

V 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f ., 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

2N5754 2N5755 2N5756 2N5757 
Viowa• (Ti = 65°C to 100°C)   100 200 400 600 V 
IT(Ras) (Te = 70°C, conduction 
angle = 360°)   25   A 

Tria: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz _ 25   A 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz   21   A 

I(iTM (1 gs max)   1   A 
Na': (1 µS max)   10   W 
P» (AV): 
Te = 60°C   
TA = 25°C     005   W 

Teen     —65 to 150   °C 
T..(opr)     —65 to 100   °C 
Ti. (10 s max)     225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings =-- 25°C) 
Ii,,;, ii (Ti = 100°C, Vi,,,, ii = max 
rated value)     02 typ; 0.75 max mA 

VTNI: 
ir = 10 A     2.2 typ; 2.6 max V 
ir = 3.5 A     1 8 max   V 

Iii» (initial principal current = 150 
mA (dc) V» = 12 V): 
Te = 25°C     6 typ; 35 max   mA 
Tv = —65°C     20 typ; 82 max  ra A 

dv/dt (V» = Viat0a, exponential 
voltage rise Tr = 100 C)     10 mm; 100 typ   V/ins 

Iwr (Vi, = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 0): 
I + mode. VMT2 positive. Vt; positive   5 typ; 25 max  mA 
I — mode. VaT2 positive, Vr; negative   10 typ; 40 max  mA 
III -I- mode, Vars negative, Va 

positive     10 typ; 40 max  »IA 
III — mode. 1131T2 negative, V» 
negative     5 typ; 25 max   mA 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
IliT (VD = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 n, 
Te = —05 °C): 
I ± mode, VMT2 positive, V. positive   30 typ; 60 max mA 
I — mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative  40 typ; 100 max  mA 
III ± mode, Vwr2 negative, VG 
positive    40 typ; 100 max  mA 

III — mode, VIrr2 negative, VG 
positive    30 typ; 60 max  mA 

VaT (VD = 12 Vdc, RI. = 30 CI): 
Te = 25°C     09 typ; 2.2 max   V 
Te = —65°C     15 typ; 3 max  V 

VOT (VD = VDROM. Ri, = 125 0, 
Te = 100°C)     0.2 min   V 

es -e (steady-state)     85 max  °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vmr2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 

t. For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

Id I 
[OF. 
•I••-• 
1Dœ 100 
-JD 
4ra et 90 
Ma. 
2,, 80 
XI-

3 70 

60 

(CASE TEMPERATURE) 
TYPE 2N5754 
CURRENT WAVEFORM:SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD. RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
RATING APPLIES FOR ALL CONDUCTION 

ANGLES 
TEMPERATURE IS MEASURED ON BASE 

AT POINT MIDWAY BETWEEN LEADS 

°I 

O 60° 

CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 

! 

o 2 r 3 4 
OMS ON -STATE CURRENT LITIRMSlf — A 

MPG 

CC 
20 100: 

CC 
1- 4 
1:1 
1- 2 

o • 10 
8 

›-
1.1> • 4 
>""" 

(1) 2 
1-

ce -à wo, I UPPER L MIT OF PERMISSIBL 
Z AVERAGE (DC GATE POWER 
g DISSIPATION AT RATED 

CONDITIONS 
! 

e001.00, 2 4 6 800, 2 4 6 80.1 
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE OC GATE-TRIGGER 

AMPERES (IGT) 92C S -15715 T 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 2145754 
TRIGGERING MODES: ALL 
ENCLOSED AREA INDICATES 
LOCUS OF POSSIBLE 
TRIGGERING POINTS 

100V-
2.5A' 400V 

i 
I I 

PULSE 
DURATION 
— LIMIT 

2 4 6 8 

40525-
40530 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for switching 
from a blocking state to a conducting state for either 
polarity of applied voltage with positive or negative 

m1-1 MT2 gate triggering. These types can be controlled with 
economical transistor circuits for use in low-power 
phase-control and load-switching applications. JEDEC 
TO-5 (modified), Outline No.5. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 and 60 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40525 40526 40527 40528 40529 40530 
VDROMee (gate open):   

= —40 to 90°C   
T.r = —40 to I00°C   

IT(MMR) (conduction angle = 360°)   
Tc = 60°C     25 
Tc = 70°C   
TA = 25°C    035 

Irsm (1 cycle of principal voltage)   

100 200 400 

25 

100 200 400 

  2.5 
  04   

Hz 

V 

A 
A 
A 
A 
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IGTM. (1 As max)   
Pose (1 as max)   
PIMAV): 
TA = 25°C   
Tc = 60°C   

Tye   

MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
40525 40526 40527 40528 40529 40530 

0.5   A 
10   

  0.05   
  0.15   
  —40 to 150   "C 
  —40 to 100   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc -= 25°C) 
40525 40526 40527 40528 40529 

Iimou (gate open, VI,RoM = Mix 
rated value) : 

Ti = 100°C   
Ti = 90°C   

vTIII (IT = 10 A peak)   
Iaa• (initial principal current 

= 150 mAdc)   
Critical dvidt• (vn = WHOM, 

exponential voltage rise, 
gate open) : 

Tc = 100°C   
Tc = 90°C   

IcT600 (vn = 6 Vdc, R,.= 39 ()): 
I. mode, VMT2 positive, 

Va positive   
I- mode. VMT2 positive, 

Va negative   
III. mode, VMT2 negative, 

VG positive   
III- mode, VMT2 negative. 

Va negative   

60 
0 05 I 15 2 25 3 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [I nFeiq — A M9P,E,s8EnSagn 

40530 

— — — 0.2 typ; 0.75 max mA 
0.2 typ; 0.75 max — — — mA 

  1.7 typ; 2.2 max  V (peak) 

_2 typ; 5 max_ _6.5 typ; 15 max__ mA (dc) 

_1 typ; 3 max_ 

—2 typ; 3 max_ 

_2 typ; 3 max___ 

_1 typ; 3 max_... 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

10  V/i4s 
— V/its 

_3.5 typ; 10 max_mA (dc) 

_7 typ; 10 max_ mA(dc) 

_7 typ; 10 max_ mA(dc) 

_3.5 typ: 10 max__ mA (dc) 

TYPES 
CURRENT 
LOAD•RESISTANCE 
RATING 
TEMPERATURE 

POINT 

40525-40530 
WAVEFORM • SINUSOIDAL 

OR INDUCTIVE 
APPLIES FOR CONDUCTION ANGLES. 

S MEASURED ON BASE AT 
MIDWAY BETWEEN LEADS 

, , 
40528 
40529 
4 530 

• BOB, 
ANGLE 40525 /CONDUCTION 

IM9- 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART (AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) CONDUCTION RATING CHART (AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) 

go 

',MOO 

0:4 4a 
4 cc 

80 
01-_14 

rg 
aw 

a. 60 

m›-
)7( 40 

2 

20 
0 02 04 06 08 

RMS ON -STATE CURRENT [I T me)] —AMPERES 
921-S-1966Y1 

TYPES 40525,40526,40527 
CURRENT WAVEFORM 'SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD.RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
RATINGS APPLY FOR ALL 
CONDUCTION ANGLES. 

HEAT SINK ®HEAT TYPE 
NE-205 MOUNTED 
WITH TYPE 160 
RISERTION TOOL 

SOLDERED 
LEADS 
PRINTED-
CIRCUIT BOARD 
e 14 

SOLDERE 
LEADS 
PRINTED-
CIRCUIT BOARD 
oh AMBIENT 

OPERATION 
(NO HEAT SINK) 
LEAD LENGTH.)' 

go 

41 
«too 

62- w 
act 

80 
- 4 
- cr 
▪ w 

a. 60 
2 
m w 

37c 40 

20 
0 02 0.4 06 08 

RMS ON -STATE CURRENT [I T(Rms —AMPERES 

TYPES 40528,40529,40530 
CURRENT WAVEFORM•SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD•RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
RATINGS APPLY FOR ALL 
CONDUCTION ANGLES. 

®HEAT SINK 
WAKEFIELD TYPE 
NE-205 MOUNTED 
WITH TYPE 160 
INSERTION TOOL 

r 
ig 

SOLDERED 
LEADS 
PRINTED-
CIRCUIT BOARD 
(5) g 

SOLDERE 
LEADS 
PRINTED-
CIRCUIT BOARD 

© CEBFIEATTON 
(NO HEAT SINK) 
LEAD LENGTH•I' 

8 ® 

921.3-190711 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
• : 
VD = 6 Vdc, RL = 39 G    1 typ; 2.2 max   V 
VD = VDROM, RL = 125 a 

Tc = 100°C   — — — —0.15 min_ V 
VI) = VDROM, Rh = 125 0, 

Tc = 90°C  _0.15 min_ — — — V 
• For either polarity of main-terminal 2 voltage (VmT2) with reference to main terminal 1 
• For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

100V-
2.5A, 

400V 
40693-
40695 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 8. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f -= 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40693 40694 40695 
Vintom• (Gate open, Ti = —65°C to 100°C)   100 200 400 V 
'TM MS) (TA = 70°C. conduction angle = 360°)   2.5   A 
ITSM : 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     25   A 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     21   A 

IGTM$ (1 As max.)     1   A 
Pout (1 Gs max.)     10   W 
Pi:(Av): 
Tv = 60°C     015   W 
TA = 25°C     0.05   W 

TSTO     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc (opr)     —65 to 100   °C 
Ti. (10 s max.)     225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 11 

Intost (Ti = 100°C)     0.2 typ; 0.75 max   mA 
VTM : 
IT = 10 A     22 typ; 2.6 max   V 
IT = 3.5 A     1.8 max   V 

hin (Gate open, initial principal current = 
150 mA, VD = 12 V) : 
Tc = 25°C     6 typ; 25 max  mA 
Tr = —65°C     20 typ; 82 max   mA 

dv/dt (VD = VDROM, exponential voltage rise, 
gate open, Te = 100°C)     10 min; 100 typ   V/µs 

IGT (VI) = 12 V. Rt. = 30 CI): 
I+ mode, VMT2 positive, Vo positive     45 max   mA 

III+ mode, VRT2 negative. VG positive     45 max   mA 
VGT (VD = 12 V, RL = 30 0)   1 5 max   V 
ei-c (steady-state)     8.5 max   "C/W 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VuT2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 

.k For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

100V-
2.5, 

400V 
40696-
40698 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 5. Types 
40696, 40697, and 40698 are electrically identical with 
types 40693, 40694, and 40695, respectively. 
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40766 2.5A, 100V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for switching 
from an off-state to an on-state for either polarity of 
applied voltage with positive or negative gate trigger-
ing voltages. This type can be controlled with economi-
cal transistor circuits for use in low-power phase PAT' mt2 
control and load-switching applications. JEDEC TO-5 
(modified), Outline No.5. This type is identical with type 40525 except for 
the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
IGT (VD = 12 Vdc, Hi, = 30 C)) : 

I. mode, VMT2 positive, V.: positive   1 typ 
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative   2 typ 

III. mode, VMT2 negative. VG positive   2 typ 
III- mode. Vsin: negative. VG negative   1 typ 

40691 2.5A, 200V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for switching 
from an off-state to an on-state for either polarity of 
applied voltage with positive or negative gate trigger-
ing voltages. This type can be controlled with economi-
cal transistor circuits for use in low-power phase tATI mT2 
control and load-switching applications. JEDEC TO-5 
(modified), Outline No.5. This type is identical with type 40526 except for 
the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at 1*, = 25°C) 
Iur (vn = 12 Vdc, RI, = 30 n): 
I + mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive   1 typ 
I — mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative   2 typ 

III ± mode. VMT2 negative. V.; positive   2 typ 
III — mode, VMT2 negative, Vg; negative   1 typ 

4 max mA 
4 max mA 
4 max mA 
4 max mA 

40773 
40774 

2.5A, 200V 

2.5A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
systems application in airborne and ground-support 
type equipment. JEDEC TO-5 (modified), Outline No.7. 
See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrange-
ment. 

G 

4 max mA 
4 max mA 
4 max mA 
4 max mA 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage up to 400 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40773 
VDROM* (TJ = —50 to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT(RSDO (conduction angle = 360°) : 
Tc = 90°C     25 A 
TA = 25°C without heat sink     0 5 A 

lism (1 cycle sinusoidal principal voltage) : 
400 Hz     200   A 
60 Hz     100   A 

di/dt (Vim = VDROM, IGT = 80 mA, tr = 0.1 sis)   150   A/gs 
krul: (1 gs max)     4   A 

40774 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
PGM (1 ;LS max, 1.rm < 4 A)   
PG(AV)   
TsTG   

1.17 

(10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical 
Imam* (Ti . 100°C, Valam =- max rated value) 
VTM• (tT = 30 A peak)   
Iii .* (initial principal current = 150 mAdc. 
va = 12 V  

Commutating dv/dt• (v., = IT(MN1S) = 
2.5 A, commutating di/dt = 8.9 A/ms, gate 
unenergized, = 90°C   

Critical dv/dt* (v.) = Vintax., exponential 
voltage rise, T.• = 100°C)   

IGT•t (VI) = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 0) : 
I. mode, VMT2 positive, V.. positive   
I- mode, VMT2 positive, V.; negative   

III° mode, VMT2 negative, Va positive   
III- mode, Ve..r2 negative, V.; negative   

V..r•t (Vi) = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 0)   
Var•t. (va = Va = 125 0, T, = 100°C) 
tut (Va = VIntuM, I.,T = 80 mA, t, = 0.1 µs, 
ir = 10 A peak)   
-c (steady-state)   

* For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage 
nal 1. 
For either polarity of gate voltage (V..) with reference 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPE 40773 
CURRENT WAVEFORM: SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE: 360* 
CASE TEMPERATURE ITO: MEASURED 
AS SHOWN ON DIMENSIONAL OUTLINE 

el am 

ri ‘U360° 
- CONDUCTION 

ANGLE 

UI 

et 

ge 
-/D100 

«it 
CC 

Zmj 
zo. 95 e2 xw 41-
2 90 

'et+our 

85  
0 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 

FULL CYCLE RIAS ON-STATE CURRENT [Innis)] —A 
92[5 1701, 

G 

100 
>Po 
> 

595 

  16   
  02   
  —50 to 150 °C 
  —50 to 100   `C 
  225   `C 

ratings at T, 25°C) 

0.2 typ; 4 max   mA 
1.6 typ; 2.25 max V 

15 typ; 30 max mA 

3 min; 10 typ   V/µs 

30 min; 150 typ   Vhe 

typ; 25 max mA 
25 typ 40 max mA 
25 typ 40 max mA 

- 15 typ 25 max mA 
1 typ; 2.2 max V 

  0.2 min   V 

18 typ; 2.5 max µs 
  4 max   *C/W 

(Varr.!) with reference to main termi-

to main terminal 1. 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 40773 1—Er-
TRIODERING MIMES ALL 
ENCLOSED AREA INDICATES LOCUS OF POSSIB 
TRIGGERING POINTS 
 / +1-4 PULSE DURATION 
UPPER LIMIT OF PERMISSIBLE LIMIT 
AVERAGE (MI GATE POWER 
DI SI A ION AT RATED 

toIO,_CONDITIONS - 
9 = 6 ;AO e  

CC Tg • eee 
O  
.., 

.., 0 > 
cc r_ 

- 

W ‘6' 

à 

613 2 4 6 13 2 4 6 8 
0.01 0.1 
DC GATE TRIGGER CURRENT ((Gil— 

(POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE) 
92rS 

2.5A, 400V 40692 
Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for switching 
from an off-state to an on-state for either polarity of 
applied voltage with positive or negative gate trigger-
ing voltages. This type can be controlled with economi-
cal transistor circuits for use in low-power phase 
control and load-switching applications. JEDEC TO-5 

(modified), Outline No.5. This type is identical with type 40527 except for 
the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
Il.T (V13 2= 12 Vdc, lii, = 30 0): 

I -I- mode, VMT2 positive, V.; positive   1 typ 4 max mA 
I — mode, Vain: positive, V.: negative   2 typ 4 max mA 

III -F mode, VMT2 negative, V.: positive   2 typ 4 max mA 
III — mode, VMT2 negative. V.: negative   1 typ 4 max mA 
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40502 
40503 

3.3A, 200V 

3.3A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types for the control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, light dimmers, and power switching systems. 
JEDEC TO-66 (with heat radiator), Outline No.26. 
Types 40502 and 40503 are identical with types 40429 
and 40430, respectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
40502 40503 

1111tOM * (Ta = 100°C, VDROM = max rated 
value)   0.1 typ; 1.2 max 0.2 typ; 1.2 max mA 

Commutating dv/dt• (V» = Vimou, com-
mutating di/dt = 3.2 A/ms, Ti. = 75°C) : 
IT(HMS) and TA specified by curve A in 
Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature)   3 min; 10 typ   Vita 

IT(RMS) and TA specified by curve B in 
Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature)   4 min; 12 typ   V//Ls 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vur2) with reference to main terminal 1. 

40733 
40734 

4.2, 200V 

4.2, 200V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 59. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40733 
Vim.,,i• (Gate open, T.( = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 
IT,um.. (Tv = 75°C, conduction angle = 360°)   4.2   
Irsu (1 cycle of principal voltage)     100   
I.;TMt (1 ps max.)     4   
P.:Nit (1 Fis max.)     16   

  02   
TSTI:     —65 to 150 
Te ( opr)     —65 to 100   
Ti. (10 s max.)     225   

40734 

(î
rî
c.
3>
>»
< 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
.1 typ 11.1(,01 (Ta = 100°C)   0 typ 0.2 mA 4 max 4 max 

VTM (IT = 30 A)   16 typ; 2.25 max   V 
Ill.. (Gate open, initial principal current 
= 150 mA)   15 typ; 30 max mA 

dv/dt (VI, = VDROM ( exponential voltage rise, 30 min 20 min 
gate open, Tr = 100°C)   150 typ 100 typ Vitas 

Iier (V» = 12 V, Ri. = 30 0): 
I+ mode, 1/31T2 positive, V.: positive    45 max  mA 

III + mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive    45 max  mA 
VIIT (VD = 12 V, Ri., = 30 0)     1.5 max   V 
Ai -ils     7 max   °C/W 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vurz) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
i For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 
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MT2.F 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

40429 
40430 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, light dimmers, and power switching 
systems. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40429 40430 
Vintom* (TJ = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT(HUSG) (Ti. = 75°C, conduction angle = 360°) 6   A 
ITERISto (TA up to 100°C, conduction angle 
= 360°)   See Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature) 

ITGM (1 cycle of principal voltage)     100   A 
Ioss (1 its max)     4   A 
PGM (1 µS max. kill 4 A peak)     16   W 
Pou.vi     02   W 
TsTO     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc     —65 to 100   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T, = 25°C) 
IDROM• (Ti = 100°C, Vint,b)1 = max rated 
value)   

v•ra• (ir = 30 A peak)   
Inc. (initial principal = 150 mA dc)   
Commutating dv/dt• (VD = VDR0M, ITIRMs) 
= 6 A, commutating di/dt = 3.2 A/ms, 
gate unenergized at Tr = 75°C)     3 min; 10 typ   Vhis 

Critical dv/dte (VD = VORom, exponential 
voltage rise, Tc = 100°C)   30 min; 150 typ 20 min; 100 max Vhis 

Icet (Vo = 12 Vdc, RI, = 12 n): 

✓Gin (VD = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 12 n)   V 

III. mode, VmT2 negative, VG positive   
III- mode, VIIT2 negative, VG negative     15 typ 40 max   mA 

I- mode, VNIT2 positive, Vo negative     25 typ 40 max   
  25 typ 40 max   

  1 typ; 2.2 max   mA 

mA 
mA 

I. mode, VIIT2 positive, VG positive     15 typ 25 max   

✓ivet (Vo = Vintobt, Ri. = 125 fl, 
Ti  = 100°C)   V 

0.1 Ps  
iv = 10 A)     22   

0J-e (steady-state)     4 max   °C/W 
0J-A   See Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature) 

* For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VmT2) with reference to main terminal 1. 
I- For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 
• This characteristic does not apply to types 40502 and 40503. 

tgt (VD -7= Vionom, lar = 80 mA, tr = 

0.1 typ; 4 max 0.2 typ; 4 max 
  1 8 typ; 2.25   
  15 typ; 30 max   

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

02 min 

TYPES 40429,40430 
CURRENT WAVEFORM =SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD,RESISTANCE OR INDUCTIVE 
TEMPERATURE IS MEASURED ON BASE AT 

POINT MIDWAY BETWEEN LEADS. 

re, -

0 180•U%O. 

CONDUCT ON ANGLE 
e,• ea 

34 5 6 7 

mA 
V 

mA 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [I Toimg - AMPERES 
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GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPE 40429. 40430 

s 
,eto P 

fop eozo Get 
f Gee " 

pUt-

0.14 68 2 4 6 8 2 4 68 
0.01 0.1 I 0 

POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE OC 
GATE-TRIGGER AMPERES IIGT 

40431 
40432 

4 

i2SS-378ST 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

î8 
O I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) 

TYPE 40429.40430 
FORCED-AIR COOLED WITH HEAT RAD. 
CONVECTION COOLED WITH HEAT RAD. 

©CONVECTION COOLED W/OUT HEAT RAD. 

_Po 
frekoc, I 

ej,440°.. 

I® 
13J-e9.5' GAY— 

Ot. I 
• P4, 40502 

40503 

FBAS ON-STATE CURRENT [1 T(RpAq — AMPERES 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for phase con-
trol of ac loads in applications such as light dimming, 
universal and induction motor control, and heater con-
trol. These devices have integral triggers. JEDEC 
TO-5 (modified), Outline No.7. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

0— 
MT! 

92LS-204971 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 and 60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40431 10132 

Vinwp (gate open, Ti = —40°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT(1731S/ (Te =- 75°C, conduction angle = 360°)   6 _ A 
ITSM (1 cycle of principal voltage)     100 A 
IeTM (2 ps max)     1   A 
Pox (2 ps max, lori, e- 1 A peak)     20   W 
PG(...v)     0.2   W 
T(...,*A   —40 to 150   °C 
Te•A   -40 to 100  °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 25°C) 
Irriorms (gate open, Tr = 100`C, 0.1 typ 0.2 typ mA 

Voient = max rated value)   2 max 4 max mA 
VT9 OT := 30 A)   1.6 typ; 2.25 max V(peak) 
Ito, (initial principal current = 150 mAdc)   10 typ; 30 max mA(dc) 
Commutating dv/dt• (vi> = VIMONI 

IT(RMS) = 6 A, commutating di/dt = 4 A/ms, 
gate open): 
Tc = 75°C     5   Weis 
Te = 50°C     8   V/ps 

Critical dvidt• (vo = WHOM, exponential 
voltage rise, gate open, Tc = 100°C)   

1111T24   
IVMS1.! — IV,1M- I   
IGTMI   
Gate Trigger Capacitance (VI, = 6 Vdc. 

Ri, = 12 0, Tr. = 100"C)   
ti(t (vo = Volorm, loi' = 80 MA, tr = 0.1 as, 

iT = 10 A peak) 
• For either polarity of main-terminal 2 voltage (V3trz) with reference to main ter-
minal 1. 
• For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 
• For information on the reference point of temperature measurement, see section on 
Outlines. 
• When these devices are soldered directly to the heat sink, a 60-90 solder should be 
used. Exposure time should be just sufficient to cause the solder to flow freely. 

30 20 Weis 
• 20 min, 35 typ, 40 max _ V 

-±-1 typ; ±.3 max V 
40 typ; 200 max µA 

 0 1 to 2  µF 

  22   µS 
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ig 90 

70 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE ) 

TYPES 40431,40432 
CURRENT WAVEFORM 'SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD'RESISTANCE OR INDUCTIVE 
TEMPERATURE IS MEASURED ON BASE 

POINT MIDWAY BETWEEN LEADS. 
AT 

ei e 

, 
, 
O 1 , 

ANGLE CONDUCTION 
•er+ tibm 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [IT(Rmq 2ALM5173R3g 
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e PEAK GATE FIRING VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS 
o 

50 

g' 40 

— 30 m 

z - 20 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

lo 

TYPES 40431,40432 

MAXIMUM 

TyPIctu: 

-40 -20 0 20 40 60 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc —•C 

921-5-2044T 

40485 
40486 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, light dimmers, and power switching 
systems. Outline No.7. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at 50/60 Hz With 

resistive or inductive load) 
40485 40486 

Viiii0m. (Ti = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT( IC M • , A ( Tc = 75°C, conduction angle 

IT 1 HMS). (TA up to 100°C, conduction angle — — •  = 360°)     6 A 
See Rating Chart (Ambient Temperature) 
  100  A 

II 4   A 

  16   W 
  02   W 

TsT611     —65 to 150   *C 
Te (opr)•     —65 to 100   "C 
Te (soldering)•     225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
IDROM (Ti = I00°C, VDROM = max rated 
value)   

VTM (ir = 30 A peak)   
loo (initial principal current = 150 mAdc ) 
Commutating dv/dt (VD = VDROM, IT(RMS) 
= 6 A, commutating di/dt = 3.2 A/ms, 
gate unenergized at Te = 75°C)   

Critical dv/dt (VD = VDROM, exponential 
voltage rise, Te = 100°C)   

Ism *I (VD = 12 Vdc, RI, = 12 0) : 
I. mode, VMT2 positive, Vo positive 
I- mode, Voir2 positive, VD negative 

III mode, V MT2 negative, VG positive 
III- mode, VM T2 negative, Vo negative 

VDT•7 (VD = 12 Vde, Ri, = 12 0)   
vwct (vn = VDROM. Ri. = 125 0, 
Te = 100°C)     02 min   V 

tgt (VD = VDROM, IGT = 80 mA, tr = 0.1 115  
iT = 10 A)     22   

ei-e40 (steady-state)     4 max   °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VDTs) with reference to main terminal 1. 
t For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 
• This characteristic does not apply to types 40509 and 40510. 
• This characteristic does not apply to types 40638 and 40639. 
• When soldered directly to heat sink, a 60/40 solder should be used. Case heating time 
should be a minimum . . . sufficient to allow the solder to flow freely. 

ITS)! (1 cycle of principal voltage)   
Lunt (1 its max)   
POM (1 iLS max, IGTM 4 A peak)   
PoIAVI   

o no 

0.1 typ; 4 max 0.2 typ; 4 max mA 
  1.6 typ; 2.25 max   V 
  15 typ; 30 max   A 

  3 min; 10 typ   Wits 

30 min; 150 typ 20 min; 100 typ Weis 

  15 typ 
  25 typ 
  25 typ 
  15 typ 
  1 typ 

25 max   mA 
40 max   mA 
40 max   mA 
25 max   mA 
2.2 max   
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CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) 

40638 
40639 

I I 

1§
 TYPES 40485,40486 FORCED-AIR COOLED WITH HEAT RAD. 
CONVECTION COOLED WITH HEAT RAD. 
CONVECTION COOLED W/OUT HEAT RAD. 

EJ-A 50 EJ.A. 35•C/W 
•C/W 

EJ_A•14.5*CIW 

40509 
40510 

O I 2 3 4 5 6 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT .1.(Rids)] -AMPERES 

7 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

92LS-20'52, 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, light dimmers, and power switching 
systems. These types have integral heat spreaders. 
Outline No.59. Types 40638 and 40639 are identical 
with types 40485 and 40486, respectively, except for 
the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

Trouts, (T, = 75°C, conduction angle = 360°) 
40638 40639 
  4   A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
inn.. (Ti = 100°C. VI,ROSI = max rated value)   0.2 typ; 4 max  mA 
Commutating dv/dt• (VD = Vos.,u, commutat-

ing dv/dt = 3.2 A/ms, IT(RMS) and Tiis speci-
fled in Rating Chart (Heat Sink Temperature)   3 mm; 10 typ   V/µs 

(4.1 -ils     7 max   °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vii-r2) with reference to main terminal 1. 

40725 
40726 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 7. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40725 40726 
Vna,,m• (Gate open, Ti = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
40725 40726 

ITIHMSI (Tv = 75°C. conduction angle = 360°)   6   A 
ITSM (1 cycle of principal voltage)     100   A 
I'm' t (1 gs max.)     4   A 
Puut (1 gs max.)     16   W 
Pc(Av)     0.2   W 
T>T1:     —65 to 150   °C 
T,•(opr)     —65 to 100   °C 
T.. (10 s max.)     225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 

0.1 typ 0.2 typ Iini,,m (Ti = 4 max 10oec)   
4 max mA 

VTM ( iT = 30 A)   1 6 typ; 2.25 max _____ V 
In,, (Gate open, Initial principal current 

-- 150 mA   15 typ; 30 max mA 
dv/dt (Vo = Vinioxi, exponential voltage rise, 

135 ty 0 min 20 min V/gs 
gate open, Tv 0 = 100°C)   100 typ 

Lei. (VD = 12 V, lic = 30 G)_ : 
I+ mode, VMT2 positive, Vli positive    45 max  mA 

III+ mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive    45 max  mA 
VIM` (VD = 12 V, Ri. = 30 (I)     1.5 max   V 
H.., (steady-state)   °C/W   4 max   
* For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vwrc) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
t For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

40727 
40728 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 

switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 25. Types 

40727 and 40728 are identical with types 40725 and 
40726, respectively, except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 

40727 40728 
VTM (IT = 30 A)   1 8 typ; 2.25 max v 

MT2.145 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

40729 
40730 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 

with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 

switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 26. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40729 40730 
Vintom• (Gate open, Ti = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT(MMS) (Tv = 75°C, conduction angle = 360°)   6   A 
ITsre (1 cycle of principal voltage)     100   A 
I(TMt (1 gs max.)     4   A 
Pau t (1 µS max.)     16   W 
Po (AV)     02   W 

TSTO     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc (opr)     —65 to 100 



66 2 • 6 e 2 • 6 11 2 
0.01 0.1 1 
DC GATE TRIGGER CURRENT (IGT)-A 

(POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE) 
92CS-1,05.1 
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IDROM (TJ = 100°C)   

VT11 (IT = 30 A)   
Inn (Gate open, initial principal current 
= 150 mA)   15 typ; 30 max --- 

- u 
- 

dv/dt (Vn Vnom, exponential voltage rise. 30 min 20 min 
gate open. Ti  = 100°C)   150 typ 100 typ 

IGT (VD = 12 V, Rt. = 30 0) : I+ mode, %/MT:: positive. Va positive    45 max  mA 
III+ mode, VMT2 negative. V.; positive    45 max  mA 

VGT (VI) = 12 V, R,. = 30 0)     i 5 max   V 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vuz2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
# For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
0.1 typ 0.2 typ 
1.2 max 1.2 max 

1 8 typ: 2.25 max 
mA 

v 
mA 

Vips 

40775 
40776 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
systems application in airborne and ground-support 
type equipment. Outline No.36. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

HT2 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage up to 400 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40775 40776 
Vmtom• (Ti = 50 to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT(RMS) (Te = KM, conduction angle = 360°C)   6 A 
Frsm: 
1 cycle sinusoidal principal voltage at 400 Hz   200 A 
1 cycle sinusoidal principal voltage at 60 Hz   100 A 

di/dt (Vim = VD11031. InT = 160 mA. t, = 0.1 fa)   150 A/gs 
IaTMt (1 as max)     4 A 
PGM (IGT11 " 4 A, 1 jis max)     16 W 
PG(AV)     02 \V 
TSTO     -50 to 150   °C 
T‘• ( opr)   °C   -50 to 100   
TT (10 s max)     225 °C 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISICS 

TYPE 40 75 
TRIGGERING MODES ,ALL ENCLOSED 
AREA INDICATES LOCUS OF POSSIBLE 
TRIGGERING POINTS 

PUL 
UPPER LIMIT OF PERMISSIBLE I 
AVERAGE (DC) GATE POWER 
DISSIPATION AT RATED 
CONDITIONS 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPE «1775 
CURRENT WAVEFORM SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE•360° 
CASE TEMPERATURE OI 9111 

MEASURED AS SHOWN 
ON 0.1ENSIONAL 
OUTLINES 

<0 
u• 
in, I 

coe-
<-
3 W100 
0 IX 

44 90 
Bus 
Do. 
22 

<P-
M 70 

80 

60 

O 5 10 FULL CYCLE ilrITS(ROmNse -TAATEICSURRENT 

92C5-1,0151 

0 I 60. 

CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 

'804.111 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
hum( (T3 = I00°C. VDROM = max rated value) 0.1 typ; 2 max   
VTM (IT = 21 A peak)     14 typ; 1.8 max   
IDO (Initial _principal current = 500 mA, 
VD = 12 V)     20 typ; 75 max   

Commutating dv/dt (vo = VDROM, IT(RMS) = 
rated value, gate unenergized, commutating 
di/dt = 21.4 A/ms, Tc = 90°C)   5 min; 10 typ 

Critical dv/dt (vo = VDROM. exponential voltage 
rise, Tc = 100°C)   30 min; 150 typ   

IGT (vo = 12 Vdc, Ri, = 30 Ci): 
I. mode, Vm.r2 positive, VG positive   20 typ 50 max 
I- mode, VM TA positive, VG negative   35 typ 80 max 

III. mode. VIM T2 negative, VG positive   35 typ 80 max   
III- mode. VIIT2 negative, VG negative   20 typ; 50 max   

VGT (VD = 12 Vdc. Ri. = 30 0)   1 typ; 2.5 max   
VGT (vo = VDROM. Ri. = 125 il, Tc• = 100°C)   0.2 min   
tgt (MO = VI/ROM, LOT = 160 mA, tr = 0.1 MS  

IT = 25 A peak)   1 6 typ; 2.5 max   
al -C (steady-state)     1 max   
el-A ( steady-state )     33 max   

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VmT2) with reference to main 
nal 1. 

t For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

MT2 

MT, 

MT2.HR 

for the following 

6A, 200V 

6A, 400V 

40777 
40778 

603 

mA 
V 

mA 

V/gs 

V/gs 

mA 
rn A 
mA 
mA 

V 

gs 
°C/W 
°C/W 

termi-

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
systems application in airborne and ground-support 
type equipment. Outline No.37. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. Types 40777 and 
40778 are electrically identical with types 40775 and 
40776, respectively. 

6A, 450V 40667 IlSi gate-controlled full wave type used for 240-volt line 
light-dimmèr and resistive load-control applications. 
It employs an integral heat spreader to provide efficient 
heat transfer to an external heat sink. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. Outline 
No.59. This type is identical with type 40664 except 

item: 

CHARACTERISTICS 
eJ -11S. Steady-State   

6A, 450V 

5.5 max °C/W 

40723 
Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching type used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 7. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

V OROM ' (Gate open. TJ = —65°C to 100°C)   450 
IT(RMS) (Te = 75°C, conduction angle = 360°) 6 
ITSM : 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz   100 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz   84 

IGTmt (1 As max.)   4 
Pout (1 pa max.)   16 
PG(AT)   0.2 

›
.
›
.
»
e
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
TSTO   —65 to 150 °C 
Tc (opr)   —65 to 100 °C 

(10 s max.)   225 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
IDROM ( T 1 = 100°C)   0.2 typ; 4 max mA 
VTM (IT = 10 A)   1.1 typ; 2.25 max V 
dv/dt (VD = Vosea, exponential voltage rise, 
gate open, Te = 100°C)   10 min; 100 typ V/µs 

16T (VD = 12 V, Ri, = 30 fl): 
I+ mode, VMT2 positive, Va positive   45 max mA 

III+ mode, VSIT2 negative, VG positive   45 max mA 
VGT (VD = 12 V, RI. = 30 t-))   1.5 max V 
0.1-0 (steady-state)   4 max °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VsiT2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
# For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

40724 6A, 450V 
Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching type used with 
the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage switch 
as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 59. This type is elec-
trically identical with type 40723. 

40664 6A, 450V 
Si gate-controlled full wave type used for 240-volt line 
light-dimmer and resistive load-control applications. 
Outline No.7. MT 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

VDROM* (TI = —65°C to 100°C)   
IT(RMID (Te = 75°C, conduction angle = 360°C) 
ITSM: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz   100 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz   84 

IGTMI (1 µs max)   4 
Poxt (1 its max. IcTld 4 A peak)   16 
PO(AV)   0.2 
TSTGA   —65 to 150 
TcA (opr )   —65 to 100 
Tr! (soldering)   225 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te .=. 25°C) 
IDROMs (Tr = 100°C, VDROM = max. rated value)   0.2 typ; 4 max mA 
vTii• (IT = 10 A peak)   1.1 typ; 2.25 V 
Critical dv/dt• (VD = VDROli, exponential voltage 

rise, gate open, Te = 100°C)   10 min; 100 typ Wits 
IoT• (VD = 12 Vdc, Ri, = 30 fl): 

I. mode, VSIT2 positive ,Vo positive   15 typ 50 max mA 
III- mode, VMT2 negative, Vo negative   15 typ 50 max mA 

VOT• (VD = 12 Vdc, Ri, = 30 fl)   1 typ 4 max V 
ar-ca (steady-state)   4 max °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (ViiT2) with reference to main terminal 1. 
t For either polarity of gate voltage (V6) with reference to main terminal 1. 
• This characteristic does not apply to type 40667. 
• When soldered directly to the heat sink, a 60/40 solder should be used. Case heating 
time should be a minimum . . . sufficient to allow the solder to flow freely. 

450 
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CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TypE 40664 
CURRENT WAVEFORM. SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD. RESISTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE 360 • 
TEMPERATURE IS MEASURED AT 
REFERENCE POINT   
BETWEEN LEADS , r 

HEAT 
SINK Il 

HEAT SINK 
MOUNTING 
ARRANGEMENT 
SOLDER OR 

15:»IEUVE 
POINT OF 

TEMPERATURE - 
MEASUREMENT 
OPC • 4•C/W) 

(0, - 

• 
comoN 

'el .em 
0 2 3 4 5 6 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT[IT(Rms-AMPERES 

9222-3920T 

8A, 200V 

8A, 400V 

40668 
40669 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in such applications as motor controls, light 
dimmers, heating controls, and power-switching sys-
tems. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting 
arrangement. Outline No.53. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40668 40669 
VDROM• (Ti = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT(5M8) (Te = 80°C, conduction angle = 360°)   8   A 
ITSM: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     100   A 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     85   A 

IGTM$ (10 iLS max)     4   A 
Peet (10 As max, IGTM ''• 4 A peak)     16   W 
Pc(a.vi     0 2   W 
TSTO     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc (oPr)     —65 to 100   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25*C) 
IDROM• (Ti = 100°C, VDROM = max rated 
value)   0.1 typ; 2 max   mA 

rrie (IT = 30 A)     1 7 typ; 2 max   V 
Imo* (initial principal current = 150 mA dc)   15 typ; 30 max   mA 
Commutating dv/dt• (vo = VDROSI, IT(RMS) 
= 8 A, commutating di/dt = 4.3 A/ms, 
'ate unenergized at Tc = 80°C)     4 min; 10 typ   Vhis 

Critical dv/dt• (Arc = VDROM, exponential 
voltage rise, gate open, Te = 100°C)   100 min; 300 typ 75 min; 250 typ V/As 

IGT•$ (ye = 12 V. RI, = 12 n): 
I• mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive     10 typ 25 max   mA 
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative     20 typ 60 max   mA 

III. mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive     30 typ 60 max   mA 
III- mode, VMT2 negative, VG negative     15 typ 25 max   mA 

Voet (Ara = 12 V, RI. = 12 CI)     125 typ; 2.5 max   V 
%%et (vo = Voitox, Ri. = 125 f/, Ty. = 100°C)   02 min   V 
tee (VD = VDROM, IGT = 80 MA, L. = 0.1 Its, 
IT = 10 A peak)     22   

ar-c     2.2 max   °CA, 
e3 -A    60 max   °C/W 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VMT2) with reference to main terminal 1. 
: For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 
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GATE CHARACTERISTICS 
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POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE DC GATE -

TRIGGER VOLTS (IGT) 

II till-3705T 

TYPES 40668, 40669 

40721 
40722 

4 

8A, 200V 

8A, 400V 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
CASE TEMPERATURE 

TYPES 40668.40669 
CURRENT WAVEFORM•SiNUSOraL 

LOAD. RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE • 360' 

I a 

k j 
360. 

'.....,.....................................„ 
o leo s, 
CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 
«12 4e m 

2 4 6 8 10 12 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [IT (RMS-AMPERES 

92CS-I5017 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 53. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

) 
3 G 

40721 40722 
VDU. /N1* (Gate open, Ti = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 
IT tlt Me,/ (Ti  = 80°C, conduction angle = 360°)   8   
Ir-li: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     100   
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     85   

II.TM ( 10 ps max.)     4   
P.: m i (10 as max.)     16   
PI., AV)     02   
T>TI:     —65 to 150   
T,•(opr)     —65 to 100   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
TIM. INI ( T.I -= 100°C )   0.1 typ; 2 max 
VTM I ii. = 30 A)     1.7 typ; 2 max 
III., (Gate open, initial principal current 
= 150 mA, Vi, = 12 V)     15 typ; 30 max — 

dv/dt (Vi, = Vt,a,,m, exponential voltage rise, 100 min 75 min 
gate open, T,. = 100°C)   300 typ 250 typ 

LT (VD = 12 V, Ri. = 30 fil : 
I. mode, Vur2 positive, V.: positive    45 max  mA 

III* mode, VMT2 negative, V. positive    45 max  mA 
VI:T (VD = 12 V, Ri. = 30 0)     1.5 max   V 
0.1-C     22 max   °C/W 
* For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vmr2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
î For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 
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2N5567 
2N5568 

10A, 200V 

10A, 400V 
Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. See Mounting Hardware for 
desired mounting arrangement. Outline No.36. 

MT2 

MTI 

mA 
V 

mA 

V/as 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 

resistive or inductive load) 

2N5567 2N5568 
Vottou• (I', ---- —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 
IT(RMS) (Te = 85°C, conduction angle = 360°) 10   A 
Irsst: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     100   A 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     85   A 

IGT11$ (1 its max)     4   A 
di/dt (Vom = VDROM. IOT = 160 mA, 

t, = 0.1 µs)     150   A/ps 
Pout (1 ps max, IGTo e 4 A peak)     16   W 
Po(AE)     05   W 
Tiro     —65 to 150   "C 
Tc (opr)     —65 to 100   °C 
TT (10 s max)     225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 

los,,u• (T.r = 100°C, Voitos = max rated 
value     0.1 typ; 2 max  mA 

wise Or = 14 A peak, Tc :-... 25°C)     135 typ; 1.65 max  V 
'me (initial principal current = 500 mAdc) : 
Ty = 25°C     15 typ; 30 max   mA 
Te = —65°C     75 typ; 200 max   mA 

Commutating dv/dt• (vo = VDROM. IT(RMS) 
= 10 A, commutating di/dt = 5.4 A/ms, 
gate unenergized at Ti  = 85°C)     2 mm; 5 typ   V/ps 

Critical dv/dt* (vo = VDHOM. exponential 
voltage rise, T.• = 100°C)   30 min; 150 typ; 20 min; 100 typ V/µs 

'Get (vo = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 30 0, Ti  = 25°C) : 
I. mode, VMT2 positive. VG positive     10 typ 25 max   mA 
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative     20 typ 40 max   mA 

III. mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive     20 typ 40 max   mA 
III- mode, VMT2 negative, VG negative     10 typ 25 max   mA 

Iorst (vo = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 30 CI, Tr. = —65°C) 
I. mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive     45 typ 100 max   mA 
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative     80 typ 150 max   mA 

III. mode. VMT2 negative. VO positive     80 typ 150 max   mA 
III- mode, VMT2 negative, VG negative     45 typ 100 max   mA 

Vorst (vo = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 300): 
Te = 25°C     1 typ; 2.5 max  V 1. 
Tc = —65°C     2 typ; 4 max  V 

VGT*# (vo = VDROM. RI. -= 125 n, 
Te = 100°C)     02 min   V 

tgt (VD = VDIMM. IGT =. 160 mA, 0.1 µs, tr, 
ir = 15 A peak. Tc = 25°C)     1.6 typ; 2.5 max   

43.1-c (steady-state)     1 max   °C/O 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VMT2) with reference to main terminal 1. 
$ For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 
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CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPE 210567. 2N55613 
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2N5569 
2N5570 

10A, 200V 

10A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. See Mounting Hardware for 
desired mounting arrangement. Outline No.37. Types 
2N5569 and 2N5570 are identical with types 2N5567 
and 2N5568, respectively. 

40717 
40718 

10A, 200V 

10A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 36. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

tra 

MT' 

MT2 

40717 40718 
VDROM* (Gate open, Tr = —65°C to 100°C)   201) 400 
IT(RMS) (Ta = 85°C, conduction angle = 360°) ._ _____ 10   
ITSM: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     100   
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     85   

  4   
  16   

IGTM (1 PS max.) 
Pcat (1 jis max.) 
P(DAV)     05   
TSTG   —65 to 150   
Tr (opr)   —65 to 100   
Ti. (10 s max.)   225   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
Imtom (Tr = 100°C)     0.1 typ; 2 max   mA 
VTM (ir = 14 A)   1.35 typ; 1.65 max _ V 
ID.. (Gate open, initial principal current 
= 500 mA, VD = 12 V): 
Tr = 25°C   mA 
Tc = —65°C   7155 ttyypp ; 200 max mA 

dv/dt (VD = VDROM. exponential voltage rise, 300 min 20 min 
gate open, Tc = 100°C)   150 typ 100 typ VhiS 

IGT (VD = 12 V, Ri. = 30 0): 
I+ mode, VMT2 positive. VG positive    45 max  mA 

III+ mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive    45 max  mA 
VGT (VD = 12 V, RI. = 30 0)     1 5 max   V 
8.1-c (steady-state)   1 max   °C/W 
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40719 
40720 

10A, 200V 

10A, 400V 
MT2 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 37. Types 
40719 and 40720 are electrically identical with types 
40717 and 40718, respectively. 

MT1 
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MT2 

10A, 200V 

10A, 400V 

40779 
40780 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
systems application in airborne and ground-support 
type equipment. Outline No.36. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. Types 40779 and 
40780 are identical with types 40775 and 40776, re-
spectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc =. 25°C) 
40779 40780 

Commutating dv/dt (vi) = VI,ItOlf, IT(RMS) = 
rated value, gate unenergized commutating 
di/dt = 36 A/ms, Tv = 85°C)   

MT2 

MT, 

10A, 200V 

10A, 400V 

5 min; 10 typ   V/µs 

40781 
40782 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
systems application in airborne and ground-support 
type equipment. Outline No.37. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. Types 40781 and 
40782 are identical with types 40775 and 40776, re-
spectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
40781 40782 

Commutating dv/dt (vu = VI/ROM, IT(1131S) = 

200V— 40799- III 

rated value, gate unenergized, commutating 
di/dt = 36 A/ms, Te = 85°C)     5 min; 10 typ   V/µ s 

10A, 

hit2 

600V 40801 
Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. Outline No.71. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MT Types 40799, 40780, and 40801, are identical with types 
2N5567, 2N5568, and 40795, respectively, except for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T, = 25°C) 
40799 40800 40801 

43J-Iti (steady-state)     1 1 max   °C/W 

10A, 600V 40795 
Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. Outline No.36. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 2N5567 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MT2 

MT1 
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VDROU* (TJ -= —65°C to 100°C)   
IT(111118) (Tc = 80°C, conduction angle = 360°) 
ITAM : 

1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     100   A 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     85   A 

di/dt (Vim = VDROlt. In T = 160 mA, t, = 0.1 µs)   150   Ahis 
IOTA( 1.. ( 1 gs max)     4   A 
Poe (1 la max. Iazu 4 A peak)     16   W 
PG(A V)     0.5   W 
TSUI     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc (opr)     —65 to 100   °C 
Ti, (10 s max)     225   °C 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

VDROMt (T1 = —65 to 100°C)   600 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
Critical dv/dt$ (vo = VDROM, exponential voltage rise, 
Tc = 100°C)   10 min; 75 typ 

$ For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (1.7wr2) with reference to main 
nal 1. 

40796 10A, 600V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. Outline No.37. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 2N5567 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

Vonomt (T, = —65 to 100°C)   600 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
Critical dv/dt$ (ve = VDROM, exponential voltage rise  
Te = 100°C)   10 mm; 75 typ Vie 

$ For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vsiz2) with reference to main termi-
nal 1. 

IAT2 

V/gs 

termi-

2N5571 15A, 200V 

2N5572 15A, 400V 
Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. See Mounting Hardware for 
desired mounting arrangement. Outline No.36. For gate 
characteristics curves, refer to types 2N5567 and 
2N5568. 

PATz 

MT' 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

2N5571 
200 

2N5572 
400 V 

15   A 

CHARACTERISTICS 
bono a° (TJ = 100°C, VI,ItoM = max. rated value) 
vzw• (iz = 21 A peak, Tc =. 25°C)   

0 2 typ; 2 max ______ mA 
1 4 typ; 1.8 max   V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

hie (initial principal current = 500 mAdc) : 
Tc = 25°C   20 typ; 75 max   mA 
Tc = —65°C   75 typ; 300 max   mA 

Commutating dv/dt• (vG = VDROM. IT (RUS) = 
15 A, commutating di/dt = 8 Aims, 
gate unenergized at Tc = 80°C)   2 min; 10 typ   V/ps 

Critical dv/dt• (va = VDROM, exponential 
voltage, gate open, Tc = 100°C)   30 min; 150 typ 20 min; 100 typ V/iLs 

'Weil (Vo = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 0, Te = 25°C) : 
I. mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive   20 typ 50 max mA 
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative   35 typ 80 max mA 

III+ mode, VMT2 negative, Vo positive   35 typ 80 max mA 
III- mode, Vuz2 negative, VG negative   20 typ 50 max mA 

IGT*$ (VD = 12 Vdc, RI, = 30 0, Tc = —65°C) : 
I. mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive   75 typ; 150 max mA 
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative   100 typ; 200 max mA 

III. mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive   100 typ; 200 max mA 
III- mode, VMT2 negative, VG negative   75 typ; 150 max mA 

VOT*$ : 
VD = 12 Vdc, lic = 30 0, Tc = 25°C   1 typ; 2.5 max v 
vp = 12 Vdc, RI. = 30 0, 're = —65°C   2 typ; 4 max v 
vo = VDROM, Iii, = 125 0, Tc = 100°C    0 2 min   V 

tgt (VD = VDROM, lar = 160 mA, tr = 0.1 ¡es, 
IT = 25 A peak, Tc = 25°C)   1 6 typ; 2.5 max 

0.1-c (steady-state)     1 max   
us OC 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VnIT2) with reference to main terminal 1. 
# For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

MT2 

MT' 
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15A, 200V 

15A, 400V 

2N5573 
2N5574 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. See Mounting Hardware for 
desired mounting arrangement. Outline No.37. Types 
2N5573 and 2N5574 are identical with types 2N5571 
and 2N5572, respectively. 
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40575 
40576 

15A, 200V 

15A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as space heater, oven, 
and furnace controls. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. JEDEC TO-66, Outline 
No.25. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40575 40576 
VDROM• (Ti = -40°C to 100*C)   200 400 V 
IT(RMS) (Te = 70°C, conduction angle of 360°)   15   A 
ITSM (1 cycle sinusoidal principal voltage)     100   A 
I0TMt (2 po max.)     1   A 
Pau (2 ps max, IGTM e 1 A peak)     20   W 
PG(AV) 
TSUI 
Tc(opr) 

0.45  
  -40 to 150   °C 
  -40 to 100 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
Ionoo• (Ti = 100°C, V000m = max rated value) 0 2 typ; 4 max  mA 
IrTM• (IT = 30 A peak)     1 6 typ; 2 max  
loo' (initial principal current = 150 mAdc) .... V (peak) 15 typ; 60 max _mA(dc) 
Commutating dv/dt• (vo = VDROlf, 

IT(RMS) = 15 A, commutating di/dt = 8A/ms, 
gate unenergized at Tr = 70°C)     10   V/ps 

Critical dv/dt* (vo = Von«, exponential 
voltage rise. T, = 100°C)     40   V/ps 

'Get (vo = 6 Vdc, RL = 12 n): 
I. mode, VSIT2 positive, Va positive     15 typ 30 max mA (dc) 

III. mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive   
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative    35 typ 80 max 

 35 typ 80 max mmAA ((cidec)) 
III- mode, VMT2 negative. Vo negative     15 typ 30 max mA(dc) 

VGT•$ (v1) = 6 Vdc, Rr. = 12 n)     1 typ; 2.5 max   V(dc) 
%%VII (vo = VORGM. Ri. = 125 0, Tc = 100°C)   0 2 min  V (dc) 
tat (VI) = VDROM. IGT = 160 mA, tr = 0.1 ps,  

iT = 25 A peak)     3   ps 
0.1-C     1 3 max   °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vora) with reference to main terminal 1. 
t For either polarity of gate voltage (Vo) with reference to main terminal 1. 

GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

(I *AND I I I ) 

• 

TYPES 40575,40576 

MAXIMUM 
I 

GATE 
I 

TRIGGER 
- VOLTAGE 

Tj•-40•C 
LrO• C _ 

I 
+ >Inc I 

MAXIMUM-VOLTAGE -AT r I 

WHICH NO UNIT WILL , I 

TRIGGER FOR T *-100e C J 
I 

GATE 'MAXIMUM 
t +25*C ...,„0•C T--4O•c_JTRIGGER 

--I—CURRENT 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

GATE CURRENT - MILLIAMPERES 
80 

92LM-1349T1 
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GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

(rAND III) 

MA IMUM GATE TRIGGER 
VOLTAGE 
Tj • - 40* C 

r +027., 

aï, 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

GATE CURRENT- MILLIAMPERES 
92LM-2 211 T 

70 

15A, 200V 

15A, 400V 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPES 40575,40576 
CURRENT WAVEFORM • SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD.RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE .360' 
TEMPERATURE IS MEASURED ON BASE 
AT POINT MIDWAY BETWEEN LEADS 

idt/366 o le 
CONDUCTION 
.et 4 0 :NGLE 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT 

[I T (RMq —AMPERES 

92LS-21311T 

40711 
40712 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types use 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltag 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 36. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40711 40712 
V I.ROM* (Gate open, Ti = —65°C to 100 °C)   200 400 
IT,RMS. (T,' = 80 °C, conduction angle = 360°)   15   
ITS), : 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     100   
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     85   

Io-rat$ (1 µs max.)   4 
PgiNIÏ (1 ps max.)     16   
RG,AVI     0 5   
Tri;     —65 to 150   
Tv ( opr)     —65 to 100   
Ti. (10 s max.)     225   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
III11,01 (T., = 100°C>     0.2 typ; 2 max   
V IM (IT = 21 A)     1 4 typ; 1.8 max   
I o (Gate open, initial principal current 
= 150 mA, Vo . 12 V): 
Ti' . 25°C   20 typ; 75 max   mA 
T(• = —65 °C     75 typ; 300 max   mA 

dv/dt (Vo = V DROM, exponential voltage rise, 30 min 20 min 
gate open, T.• = 100°C)   150 typ 100 typ V/ µs 

I T (V I. = 12 V, R I, = 30 0) : 1. mode, V MT2 positive, V« positive    45 max  mA 
III+ mode, V MT2 negative, V,. positive    45 max  mA 
T V,, (VI, = 12 V. R I. _= 30 0)     15 max   V 

(--).(-(• (steady-state)     1 max   °C/W 

* For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vain') with reference to main 
terminal 1. 

$ For either polarity of gate voltage (Vol with reference to main terminal 1. 

c
i
r
;
r
3
>
>
»
<
 

mA 
V 
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40713 
40714 

15A, 200V 

15A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 37. Types 
40713 and 40714 are electrically identical with types 
40711 and 40712, respectively. 

40715 
40716 

15A, 200V 

15A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 25. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

MT2 

MTg 

MT2, • 

40715 40716 
VDROM• (Gate open, Ti = —40°C to 100°C)   200 400 
IT(RMS) (Te = 70°C, conduction angle = 360°)   15   
ITSM: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     100   
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     85   

IOTMt (1 jis max.)     4   
Pam* (1 its max.)     16   
Paav)     0.45   
Ts m     —40 to 150   
Tc(opr)     —40 to 100   
Ti, (10 s max.)     225  

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
IDROM (Ti = 100°C)     02 typ; 4 max  mA 
VT24 (IT = 30 A)   1 6 typ; 2 max  V 
km (Gate open, initial principal current 

-- 150 mA)   15 typ; 60 max mA 
dv/dt (VD = VDR0m, exponential voltage rise, 30 min 20 min V/a.s 
gate open, Te ,—.. 100°C)   150 typ 100 typ 

IGT (VD = 12 V, Rt. = 30 0): 
I+ mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive    45 max  mA 

III+ mode, VMT2 negative, VD positive    45 max  mA 
VGT (VD = 12 V, Rt. = 30 CI)     1 5 max   V 
0.1-0     1 3 max   *C/W 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VMT2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
$ For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

40783 
40784 

15A, 200V 

15A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
systems application in airborne and ground-support 
type equipment. Outline No.36. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. Types 40783 and 
40784 are identical with types 40775 and 40776, re-
spectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
40783 

MIT 

MT' 

40784 

r
3
(
-
;
r
3
»
•
»
<
 

Commutating dv/dt (vD = VDROM, IT(RMS) = 
rated value, gate unenergized, commutating 
di/dt = 53.3 A/ms, Tc = 80°C)   5 min; 10 typ   Wits 
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MT2 

15A, 200V 

15A, 400V 

40785 
40786 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control-
G systems application in airborne and ground-support 

type equipment. Outline No.37. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. Types 40785 and 
40786 are identical with types 40775 and 40776, re-
spectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
40785 40786 

Commutating dv/dt (vc = VDRoM, IT(RMS) = 

rated value, gate unenergized, commutating 
di/dt = 53.3 A/ms, Te = 80°C)     5 mm; 10 typ   Vie 

MT, 

M 2 

MT, 

200V-
15A, 

600V 
40802-
40804 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. Outline No.71. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
Types 40802, 40803, and 40804 are identical with types 

2N5571, 2N5572, and 40797, respectively, except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40802 40803 40804 
Ir(Ras) (conduction angle -= 360°, Te = 75°C)   15   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
Commutating dv/dt# (vo = VDROM, Fr(Rds) = 

15 A. commutating di/dt = • 8 A/ms, gate 
unenergized, Tc = 75°C)     2 min; 10 typ VieLS 

0.1 -III (steady-state)     1 1 max   °C/W 

t For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vmx2) with reference to main termi-
nal 1. 

MT2 

15A, 600V 40797 
Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. Outline No.36. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 2N5571 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

vt....t (Ti = —65 to 100°C)   600 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
Critical dv/dtt (vo = VDROM, exponential voltage rise, 
To = 100°C)   10 min, 75 typ \This 

For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Val's) with reference to main termi-
nal 1. 
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40798 15A, 600V 
MT2 

Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, and 
power switching systems. Outline No.37. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 
type is identical with type 2N5571 except for the fol-
lowing items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

Vosomt (T.1 = —65 to 100°C)   600 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
Critical dv/dt$ (vi) = Vonom, exponential voltage rise, 
Te = 100°C)   10 mm; 75 typ V/µs 

# For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vsmi) with reference to main termi-
nal 1. 

40660 
40661 

30A, 200V 

30A, 400V 
Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, arc welding equipment, light dimmers, 
power switching systems, air-conditioning and photo-
copying equipment. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. Outline No.36. 

MTa 

MTI 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40660 40661 
Vosoms (T, = —65°C to 100°C)   200 400 V 

IT(RMS) (Te --, 65°C, conduction angle = 360°)   30   A 
'TM : 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     300   A 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     265   A 

di/dt (volt = Voit,im, Liz = 200 mA, 
tr = 0.1 µs)     100   A/µs 

Iona (1 µs max)     12   A 
Pcsit (10 iis max, If:TM ". 4 A peak)     40   W 
Poi.tv)     0 75  W 

Li 

•‘2•L> 

U1'7, 
U  I HO 

En'tioo 
LJ 

90 

If 80 

70 
•,C 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPES 40660, 40661 
CURRENT WAVEFORM-SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD. RESISTIVE OR NDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE .360° 

CONDUCTION 
ANGLE• 

40662 
40663 
40672 

40660 
40661 
40671 

600 10 20 30 40 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [T(RMSd—AMPERES 

$-3812 TI 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

TSTO   
Tc (opr)   

40660 40661 
  —65 to 150   °C 
  —65 to 100   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T0 = 25°C) 
IDROM • (Ti = 100°C, VDROM = max rated 
value)     0 2 typ 4 max   mA 

VTMM ( iT = 100 A peak)     2 1 typ 2.5 max   V 
Imo* (initial principal current = 150 mAdc )   25 typ 60 max   mA 
Commutating dv/dt* (vm = VDROM, IT(RMS) 

-= 30 A, commutating di/dt = 16 A/ms, 
gate unenergized at To = 65°C)     3 min; 20 typ   V/iis 

Critical dv/dt• (vG = Wiwi!, exponential 
voltage rise, Tv =- 100°C)   40 min; 200 typ 25 min; 150 typ VhIS 

IGT.$ (VD = 12 Vdc, Ri, = 12 CI) : 
I, mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive     15 typ 50 max  mA 
I- mode, VMT2 positive, VG negative     30 typ 80 max  mA 

III* mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive    40 typ 80 max  mA 
III- mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive    20 typ 50 max  mA 

VGT•$ (VD = 12 Vdc, RI, = 12 ii) 
voT•t (vD = VDROM, RI. = 125 fl, 
Tc = 100°C)     0 2 min   

tgt (VD = VDROM. IGT = 120 mA, tr = 

0.1 AS, ir = 43 A peak)     3   es 
s9J-c (steady-state)     08 max   °C/W 

" For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VmT2) with reference to main terminal 1. 
t For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

Mr2 

MTI 

30A, 200V 

30A, 400V 

40662 
40663 

Si gate-controlled full wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, 
and power switching system. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. Outline No.37. Types 
40662 and 40663 are identical with types 40660 and 
40661 respectively, except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40662 40663 
hauls) (Tc = 60°C. conduction angle = 360°)   30   A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
Commutating dvidt• (vo = VDROM, IT(RMS) 
= 30 A, commutating di/dt = 16 A/ms, gate 
unenergized at Tc = 65°C)     3 min; 20 typ   Wits 

ei_c (steady-state)     0.9 max   °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vim) with reference to main terminal 1. 

30A, 200V 

30A, 400V 

40705 
40706 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 36. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40705 40706 
VDRO!d• (Gate open, Ti = —50°C to 100°C)   200 400 
IT(RMS) (Tc = 65°C, conduction angle = 360°)   30   
ITSM : 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     300   
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     265  

Iona (1 xis max.)   12   
Pouf (1 ILR max.)     40   
%ay)   0.75   
TOT°     —65 to 150   
Tc (opr)     —65 to 100   
Ti, (10 s max.)     225   (

i
d
c
-
3
»
»
c
 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
IDRom (Ti = 100°C)     0.2 typ; 4 max   mA 
Vxia (IT = 100 A)   21 typ; 2.5 max V 
Zoo (Gate open, initial principal current 
= 150 mA, VD = 12 V)   25 typ; 60 max mA 

dv/dt (VD = VDROM. exponential voltage rise, 40 min 25 min 
gate open, Tc = 100°C)   200 typ 150 typ V/ms 

'CT (VD = 12 V, Iii, = 30 0): 
I+ mode, VMTII positive, VG positive    45 max  mA 

III+ mode, VMT2 negative, VG positive    45 max  mA 
VaT (VD = 12 V, RE, = 30 11)   1 5 max   V 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vecr2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
t For either polarity of gate voltage (Vs) with reference to main terminal 1. 

40707 
40708 

30A, 200V 

30A, 400V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 37. Types 
40707 and 40708 are identical with types 40705 and 
40706, respectively, except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

IAT2 

40707 40708 
hams> (Tc = 60°C, conduction angle = 360°)   30   A 

40805-
40807 

200V-
30A, 

600V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, arc-welding equipment, light dimmers, 
power switching systems, air-conditioning and photo-
copying equipment. Outline No.71. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. Types 40805, 
40806 and 40807 are identical with types 40660, 40661, and 40671, respec-
tively, except for the following items: 

MT, 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40805 40806 40807 
IT(RMS) (To = 55°C)     30   A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T = 25°C) 
Commutating dv/dt (vo = VDROM, Frauds> = 
30 A, commutating di/dt = 16 Aims, gate 
unenergized, Tc = 55°C)   

MT2 

  3 min; 20 typ   Vas 

30A, 600V 40671 
Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, arc welding equipment, industrial light-
ing control, power switching systems, air-conditioning 

T, and photocopying equipment. Outline No.36. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This 

type is identical with type 40660 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

VDROM = —65 to 100 °C)   600 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
Critical dv/dt (vo = VDROM, exponential voltage rise, 
Tc = 100°C)   20 min; 100 typ V/µs 

IA 2 

IAT, 

30A, 600V 40672 
Si gate-controlled full-wave type used for control of 
ac loads in applications such as heating controls, motor 
controls, arc welding equipment, industrial lighting 
control, power switching systems, air-conditioning and 
photocopying equipment. Outline No.37. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. This type 

is identical with type 40662 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

VDROM = —65 to 100°C)   

CHARACTERISTICS 
Critical dv/dt (vo = VDROM, exponential voltage rise, 
To = 100°C)   

DT2 

30A, 600V 

600 V 

20 min; 100 typ 17/µs 

40709 
Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching type used with 
the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage switch 

MT, as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 36. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

VDROM * (Gate open, Ti = —50°C to 100°C)   600 v 
h(Rs) (Tc = 65°C, conduction angle = 360°) 30 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
ITSM: 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz   300 A 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz   265 A 

limn (1 is max.)   12 A 
Pam$ (1 is max.)   40 w 
PG(AY) 0.75 MT 
TSTO   —65 to 150 °C 
Tc (opr)   —65 to 100 °C 
Ti. (10 s max.)   225 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
IDROM (T.r = 100°C)   0.2 typ; 4 max mA 
VTid (iT = 100 A)   2.1 typ; 2.5 max V 
No (Gate open, initial principal current 
= 150 mA, VD = 12 V)   25 typ; 60 max mA 

dv/dt (VD = VDROM, exponential voltage rise, 
gate open, Te = 100°C)   20 min; 100 typ Vhe 

IGT (VD = 12 V, Rt. = 30 n): 
Ii: mode, VMT2 positive, Va positive   45 max mA 

III+ mode, VMT2 negative, Va positive   45 max mA 
Val, (VD -= 12 V, Rt. = 30 n)   1.5 max v 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VmT2) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 
1 For either polarity of gate voltage (Va) with reference to main terminal 1. 

40710 TRIAC 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching type used with 
the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage switch 
as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 37. This type is 
identical with type 40709 except for the following item: 

MT2 

MT, 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

Fr(Itms) (Te -= 60°C, conduction angle = 360°) 30 

2N5441-
2N5443 

4 200V-0A, 
600V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, arc welding equipment, light dimmers, 
power switching systems, air-conditioning, and photo-
copying equipment. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. Outline No.36. 

Mrs 

A 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

2N5441 2N5442 2N5443 
VDmoulle (T.1 -= —50 to 110°C)   200 400 600 V 
IT(RMS) (To = 70°C. conduction angle 

=. 360°C)     40   A 
ITsm (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal 
voltage) : 
60 Hz     300   A 
50 Hz     265   A 

di/dt (VDm = VDROM. IGT = 200 mA, 
ti. = 0.1 /is)   100   Ahis 

IGTM (1 is max)     12   A 
PGM (1 /LS max, IaTm 4 A)     40   W 
PG(AV)     0.75   W 
TSTG     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc (opr)     —65 to 110   °C 
TT (10 S max)     225   °C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at -re = 25°C) 
I.Rome (Ti = 110°C, \rotten! = max rated 
value)     0.2 typ; 4 max   mA 

VTM• (iT = 100 A peak)     1.7 typ; 2 max   V 
VTM. (Ir = 56 A peak)     1.5 typ; 1.85 max   V 
Too* (initial principal current = 500 mAdc, 

Ito = 12 V) : 
Tc = 25°C     25 typ; 60 max   mA 
Tc = —65°C     100 max   mA 

Commutating dvidt• (vo =. VoRom, Izeiems; 
=. 40 A, commutating di/dt = 22 A/ms, 
gate unenergized, Tc = 70°C)     5 mm; 30 typ   V/gs 

Critical dv/dt• (vo ...= VoRom, exponential 
voltage rise, Tc = 110°C)   50 mm; 30 mm; 20 mm; 

200 typ 150 typ 100 typ Vhis 
IeTilit (vo . 12 Vdc, Ri. =- 30 n) : 
I ± mode, VMT2 positive, VG positive   15 typ 50 max   mA 
I — mode, VMT2 positive, Ve; negative   30 typ 80 max   mA 

III -I- mode, VMT2 negative, Ve; positive   40 typ 80 max   mA 
III — mode, VIIT2 negative, Ve; negative   20 typ 50 max   mA 

Iozin (vo = 12 Vdc, RI, = 30 U. Tv = —65°C) : 
I -I- mode, VMT2 positive, Ve; positive   125 max   mA 
I — mode, VMT2 positive, Ve; negative   240 max   mA 

III ± mode, VMT2 negative, Ve; positive   240 max   mA 
III — mode, VMT2 negative, Ve; negative   125 max   mA 

Verret (vo = 12 Vdc, Ri. =- 30i)): 
Tc = 25°C     1.35 typ; 2.5 max   V 
Te = —65°C     1 8 typ; 3.4 max   V 
VD r--- VDROM. RI. = 125 U. Tc = 110°C     0.2 min   V 

tgt (vo = VIACOM, IGT = 200 mA, tr = 0.1 p.S, 
iT = 60 A peak)     1.7 typ; 3 max   gs 

Ai -c (steady-state)     0.8 max   °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vwn) with reference to main terminal 1. 
T For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to maitt terminal 1. 

GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

100er. TYPES 2N544I, 2N5442  'PERMISSIBLE 
• 6. PULSE WIDTHS 

FOR INDICATED— 
se*, PEAK FORWARD 
eATE POWERS 

eae 

il 

0.1   
2 4 68 2 01 810 2 4 6 8100 

POS. 0E1 NEG. DC GATE-TRIGGER AMPERES(TGT) 

eta 

0288-151118T2 

.c) 
e.) 

lO 

co 
- loo 
3▪ La 
0 ee e 90 

4  re 
Lcti. so 

70 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
CASE TEMPERATURE 

TYPES 2N5441.2N5442 
CURRENT WAVEFORM•SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD-RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE•360tTEMP 
MEASURED AT REFERENCE PT. 

l[e o argo   ,../36o• 
CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 
•81 *B 

I I 
2N544I 
2N5442 
2N5443 

2N5444 
2N5445 
2N5446 

I I 
60 0 10 2C 30 40 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [I T(RMS)j-- AMPERES 

200V-
40A, 

600V 

1181-8-2288TI 

2N5444-
2N5446 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, arc welding equipment, light dimmers, 
power switching systems, air-conditioning and photo-
copying equipment. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. Outline No.37. Types 

2N5444, 2N5445, and 2N5446 are identical with types 2N5441, 2N5442, and 
2N5443 respectively, except for the following items: 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at 50/60 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

2N5444 2N5445 2N5446 
IT(RMS) (Tc = 65°C, conduction angle = 360°)   40   A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
Commutating dv/dt• (vD ------. VDROM, IT(RMS) 
= 40 A, commutating di/dt = 22 A/ms, 
gate unenergized at Tc = 65°C)     5 min; 30 typ   Wits 

9.1-0     0 9 max   °C/W 

• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VatT2) with reference to main terminal 1. 

40688-
40690 

An, 200V-
-rum, 600V 

MT2 

Si gate-controlled full-wave types used for the control 
of ac loads in applications such as heating controls, 
motor controls, arc welding equipment, light dimmers, 
power switching systems, air conditioning and photo-
copying equipment. Outline No.71. See Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. Types 40688, 
40689, and 40690 are identical with types 2N5441, 2N5542, and 2N5443, re-
spectively, except for the following items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at To = 25°C) 
40688 40689 40690 

Commutating dv/dt# (vD = VDROM, IT (R MS) = 
40 A. commutating di/dt = 22 A/ms, gate 
unenergized, Te = 60°C)     5 mm; 30 typ   V/its 

(steady-state)     1 max   °C/W 

For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (VmT2) with reference to main termi-
nal 1. 

mT, 

40699-
40701 

200V-
40A, 

600V 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 36. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

MT2 

MT, 

40699 40700 40701 
VDROM* (Gate open, Ti = —50°C to 110°C)   200 400 600 
IT(RMS) (Tc = 70°C, conduction angle = 360°)   40   
ITSBd : 
1 cycle of principal voltage at 60 Hz     300   
1 cycle of principal voltage at 50 Hz     265   

IGTM (1 ps max.)     12   
Peat (1 /Ls max.)     40   
Pour)     0.75   

  —65 to 150   
  —65 to 110   
  225   

TSTO   
Tc (opr)   

(10 s max.) r
;
e
i
c
i
>
>
.
»
.
4
 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 
IDROM (Ti = 110°C)     02 typ; 4 max  mA 
VTM: 
IT = 100 A     1 7 typ; 2 max  V 
= 56 A   1.5 typ; 1.85 max   V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

Ism (Gate open, initial principal current = 
= 500 mA. VD = 12 V) : 
Tc = 25°C     25 typ; 60 max   mA 
To = —65°C     100 max   mA 

dv/dt (Vo = Vnuom, exponential voltage rise, 50 min 30 min 20 min 1.7/µs 
gate open, To = 110°C)   200 typ 150 typ 100 typ 

her (VI) = 12 V, Iti, = 30 û) : 
1+ mode, VNI T2 positive, VG positive     45 max   mA 

III+ mode, VM 1'2 negative. VG positive     45 max   mA 
VOT (VD = 12 V, RI, = 30 n)     1 5 max   V 
Os-C (steady-state)     0 8 max   °C/W 
• For either polarity of main terminal 2 voltage (Vmr,,) with reference to main 
terminal 1. 

t For either polarity of gate voltage (VG) with reference to main terminal 1. 

PAT2 

200V-
40A, 

600V 
40702-
40704 

Si gate-controlled full-wave ac-switching types used 
with the RCA-CA3059 integrated-circuit zero-voltage 
switch as a triggering circuit. Outline No. 37. Types 
40702, 40703, and 40704 are identical with types 40699, 
40700, and 40701 respectively, except for the following 
items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal supply voltage at f = 50/60 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40702 40703 40704 
Ir(Ums) (Tc = 65°C, conduction angle = 360°)   40   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings = 25°C) 

A 

er-c (steady-state)     09 max   °C/W 

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers 

A 

2N4101 

A 

2N4102 
types are identical 

5A, 700V 

2A, 700V 

2N4101 
2N4102 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. 2N4101: 
JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 2N4102: JEDEC TO-8, 
Outline No.10. For type 2N4101, see Mounting Hard-
ware for desired mounting arrangement. For rating 
chart for type 2N4102, refer to type 2N3528. These 
with type 2N3228 except for the following items: 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

2N4101 2N4102 
Viso   700   
Viewaf   600   
VDROM     700 
IT(AV) (conduction angle = 180°, Tv = 75°C) .... 3.2 
IT(AV) (conduction angle = 180°, TA = 25°C) • 1.3 
'Toms> (TA = 25°C)   2 
IT(RNIS) (Te = 75°C)   5 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
(Te = 100°C)   

ID° (Veo = VF(1(0)0, T = 100°C)   
Iito (Vn0 = Vies«, Te = 100°C)   
01-A   

40810-
40813 

100V-
2.5A, 

600V 

>
>
>
>
<
<
C
 

  600 min_   V 
0 4 typ; 4 max  mA 
0 2 typ; 2 max  mA 

40 max °C/W 

Si all-diffused types used in capacitor-discharge ignition 
circuits, high-voltage generators, and power switching 
and control applications. JEDEC TO-5 (modified), Out-
line No. 60. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 40810 40811 40812 40813 

VRSOM   150 250 500 700 
VDSOM   150 250 500 700 
Vits0af   100 200 400 600 
VDROM   100 200 400 600 
ITSM (1 cycle of principal voltage) : 
60 Hz, sinusoidal   
50 Hz, sinusoidal   

IT(RAIS)     25   
IT(AV)     1.5   
Pcm     10   
Pc(Av)     2   
TSTO     40 to 150   
Tc     40 to 100   
Ti. (10 s max)     225   

  SO   
  40 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
LOOM (VDO = VDROM, 7., = 100°C)     0.2 typ 1.5 max   mA 
IRROAf (VRO = VRROM, Tl. = 100°C)   0 1 typ 1.5 max   mA 
VT (ir = 30 A)     2.6 typ 3.5 max   V 
lor (VD = 12 Vdc, RI. = 30 0)     5 typ; 15 max   mA 
VOT (VD = 12 Vdc, RI. =. 30 0)     0.9 typ; 2 max  V 
irto     9 typ; 20 max   mA 
dv/dt   10 min; 200 typ lemin; 100 typ V/ps 
tgt (VD = VDROM, IGT = 200 mA, tr .= 0.1 ps, 

ir = 4.5 A    05 typ; 2 max   ps 
tai (VOX = VDROM, IGT = 200 mA at tr, iT = 2 A 

at ta = 50 la. —di/dt = —30 A/ps, dv/dt = 
20 Vhis, L.: = 75°C)     15 typ; 50 max   AS 

9.1-C     8 max   °C/W 
ar-A   150 max   °C/W 

d
r
i
c
i
›,
.
>
»
 
c
«
<
 

40658 
40659 

3.3A, 200V 

3.3A, 400V 
Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in capacitor-
discharge igniton systems, high-voltage generators, and 
power-switching and control applications. Outline No.8. 
Types 40658 and 40659 are identical with types 40654 
and 40655, respectively, except for the following items: 
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A 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40658 40659 
Proms) (TA up to 100°C, conduction angle See Conduction Rating 
= 180°)   Chart (Ambient Temperature) 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
IDOM (VDO = VDROM)   0.1 13,p; 1.5 max 0.2 typ; 1.5 max mA 
IRROM 

(VRO = Viutom)   0.05 typ; 1.5 max 0.1 typ; 1.5 max mA 
13J-A     35 max  °C/W 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) 

2 
25 

TYPES 40658 , 40659 
CURRENT WAVE FORM: SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE «180 6 

THYRISTOR WITH 
INTEGRAL HEAT 
RADIATOR MOUNTED 
ON A CIRCUIT BOARD 
13,j-A • 35 C/W in 

i et» 
i 

41‘,) 

I 
0 I 2 3 4 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT [IT(R1.14—AMPERES 
9233- 31188T1 

5A, 200V 2N3228 
Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. JEDEC TO-
66, Outline No.25. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

VRSOM   
VRROM   
VDROM   
IT(AV) (conduction angle = 180°, Tc = 75°C)   
IT(RMS)   

a? 

)(1'.. I 100 

90 

44 

80 

71a 

r - 70 

RATING CHART (CASE TEMPERATURE) 
TYPES 2N3228, 2N3525, 

2N4I01 
CURRENT WAVEFORM .SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD • RES STIVE OR INDUCTIVE o law 

J. CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 

-*SXC 

CONDUCTION 
60  ANGLE-180° 
0 2 3 4 5 
AVERAGE ON-STATE CURRENT [El-mg-AMPERES 

ROCS -1274e T 

330 V 
200 V 
600 V 
3.2 A 
5 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
ITSM (1 cycle of principal voltage)   60 A 
IIrs(ems)12 t (1 to 8.3 ms)   15 A2s 
dir/dt (VD = VF(B0)0, IGT = 200 mA, tr = 0.5 es)   200 A/AS 
PG(AV)   0.5 W 
Pcm (peak, forward, or reverse for 10 es)   13 W 
TSTO   —40 to 125 
're —40 to 125 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
VF(B0)0 (TO = 100°C)   200 min V 
IDom (VD0 = vrceo)o min value. Tc = 100°C)   0.1 typ; 1.5 max mA 
IRRom (Veo = Vasom, Tc = 100°C)   0.05 typ; 0.75 max mA 
vr (on-state current = 30 A)   2.15 typ; 2.8 max V 
IGT   8 typ; 15 max mA(dc) 
VOT   1.2 typ; 2 max V (dc) 
imo   10 typ; 20 max mA 
Critical dv/dt (VD = v(rec)o min value, exponential rise, 
Tc = 100°C)   10 min; 200 typ V/es 
tire (VD = vr(ao)o min value, ir = 4.5, IGT = 200 mA, 

tr = 0.1 µS)   0.75 min; 1.5 typ es 
t, (ir = 2 A, pulse width = 50 µs, dvD/dt = 20 V/ms, 

dir/dt = 30 A/AS, IGT = 200 mA, Tc = 75°C)   15 typ; 50 ‘1 max x ecie 
HJ-c• • 
• This characteristic does not apply to types 2N3528, 2N3529, and 2N4102. 

lo o 

o o 

o 

2 

1 
0001 

2N3525 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPES 2N3228.2N3525,2N3528. 2N3529.2N4I01 ,2N4I 02 

IPUL1E IWI,0ITHS SHADED AREA INDICATES LOCUS OF POSSIBLE TRIGGERING POINTS 
P1ERIMITITED FOR INDICATED PEAK -FORWARD GATE POWER FOR VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. 

MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER " VOLTAGE FOR INDICATED JUNCTION TEMPERATURE (TJ) — TJ - 40° C 
1 I I l 

•Çter.5' MAXIMUM GAT RESISTANCE 
UI 1m. le 

----- - - - 

STEADY NO 

-:17,:io•-c- - 
AVERAGE GATE DISSIPATION LIMIT 

I 0"C I 
i 
1 

I 
(..--1-15•C 
I . MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER CURRENT FOR INDICATED MAXIMUM VOLTAGE AT WHICH NO WILL TRIGGER FOR Te• 190' Ç UNIT (UNCI TI aIN TEMPERATURE (Te I Tj.,- 40', C1 1 

001 01 1 2 10 2 4 6 '100 GATE-TO-CATHODE CURRENT- AMPERES 92S5-29981 

5A, 400V 

Si all-diffused three-junction type for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. This type is identical 
with type 2N3228 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f 
with resistive or inductive load) 

VRSOM   
VRROM   
VDROM   

50 to 400 Hz 

660 V 
400 V 
600 V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At Maximum electrical ratings at Tc 25°C) 
VF(B0)0 (Tc = 100°C)   400 min V 
'DOM (VDO = VF(B0)0)   0.2 typ; 3 max mA 
Insp., (Vito = Vaso,,, T, 100*C)   0.1 typ; 1.5 max mA 

5A, 600V 40640 
Si type used for horizontal deflection circuits of large-

screen color-TV receivers. This type and type 40642 

(silicon rectifier), are the trace circuit components. 

They provide bipolar switching action for controlling 
the horizontal yoke current during the picture tube 

beam-trace interval, JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

VDROM   
VEROM   
IT(AV) (60 Hz de at conduction angle = 180, Te = 60°C) 
IT(RMS)   
ITS,,   
Critical di/dt (VD = Vraio)o rated value, 
IGT = 50 znA, t = 0.1 ps)   

Pox (peak (forward or reservse) 10 s max)   
TSTG   
Tc  

600 V 
5 V 

3.2 A 
5 A 

80 A 

200 A/ej 
25 

—40 to 150 
—40 to 100 i. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 25°C) 
VF(B0)0 (Tc = 80°C)   550 min V 
loom (Tc = 80°C)   0.5 typ 1.5 max mA 
vz (on-state = 30 A)   2.2 typ 3 max V 
IOT   15 typ 30 max mA(dc) 
VOT   1.8 typ 4 max V ( dc ) 
(3a-C   4 max °C/W 
. tel (ITM = 6 A (t, = 25 se, di/dt = 2.5 A/e), 
VD = 0 V (prior to turn on), 
VD = 400 V (reapplied at 175 Wits), 
Vs = 0.8 V (mm). Ur = 100 mA, 
V« (bias) = —30 V (68 fl source), 
f = 15.75 kHz, Tc = 70°C   2.5 its 

5A, 600V 40641 
Si type used for horizontal deflection circuits of large-

screen color-TV receivers. This type and type 40643 
(silicon rectifier), are the commutating (retrace) cir-

cuit components. They control the yoke current during 

the retrace interval. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. This 
type is identical with type 40640 except for the follow-

ing items: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 25 °C) 

Vrcamo (Tc = 100°C)   400 min V 
loom (Tc = loo.c)   0.5 typ; 1.5 max mA 
14 (Frig = 13 A. (1,Z sine wave, 7 p.s base, 

initial di/dt = 20 Alms to 3 A), 
VD = 350 V (prior to turn on). 
dV/dt = 400 Wits (to 100 V). 
Vs = 0.8 V (mm). 
lai = 100 mA (t. = 3 µs. G = 0.2 its). 
VGIC (bias) = —2.5 V (47 û source. during 
turn off), 

f = 15.75 kHz, Tc = 70°C   4.5 max ps 
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40553-
40555 

5A, 700V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in inverter 
applications such as ultrasonics and fluorescent light-
ing. See Mounting Hardware for desired mounting ar-
rangement. JEDEC TO-66, Outline No.25. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at low to ultrasonic 
frequencies with resistive or inductive load) 

VIISOM 
VRROM 

40553 40554 40555 
330 660 700 V 
200 400 600 V 

VDROM     700   V 
IT(AV) (Tc = 60°C, 60 Hz at conduction 
angle = 180°)     32   A 

IT(RUS)     5   A 
hum (1 cycle of voltage)     80   A 
IITsuudsdi t (at 8.3 ms)     25   Ais 
Critical di/dt (Vo = Vr000n. Ur = 50 mA, 

tr = 0.1 ¡Ls)   Ahis 
Pox (10 gs)   W 
Pour)   W 
TSTO   °C 
Tc (opr)   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical 
VF(B0)0 (Tc = 100°C)   
IDOM (Von = Wagon)   
IRROM (VRO = VRROM)   
MTh( (IT = 30 A)   
IC?   
VGT   
IMO   
Critical dv/dt (Von = \rem)°, Tc = 80°C) •-• 
tgt (VD = VP(110)0, ITM = 2 A, IGT = 300 mA, 

tr = 0.1)   
tg (VD = Vv(Bo)o, IT = 2 A. tp = 50 pa, 
VR = 80 V min, t, = 0.1 us, dv/dt = 
100 Vie, dia/dt = 10 A/µs, lOT = 100 mA 
at t... VOT = OV at tau, Tc = 80°C)   

cr 
100 

V-

80 
a 

• 70 7; 
al it.' 

60 

50 D 

90 

40 

200 
13   
05 

  40 to 150 
40 to 100 

ratings at Te = 25°C) 
200 min 400 min 600 min V 
  0 5 typ 3 max mA 
  0 3 typ 1.5 max mA 
  2.2 typ 3 max V 
  15 typ 40 max mA(dc) 
  1.8 typ 3.5 max V(dc) 
  20 typ 50 max   mA 

100 min; 250 typ V/gs 

  07   Ps 

  4 typ; 6 max   ms 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART CASE TEMPERATURE 
TYPE 40553-40555 CURRENT WAVE FORM.S1NUSOIDAL LOAD. RE SISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE TEMPERATURE IS MEASURED ATREFER1ENCE 

0 2 3 4 5 AVERAGE ON-STATE CURRENT PT AVtAMPERES 
92LS-23427 
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G
A
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100 

6 

4 

2 

10 

6 

4 

2 

1.0 

6 

4 

2 

OJ 

GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

TYPES 40553 -40555 - 

1 l 
PERMITTED PULSE WIDTHS 

FOR INDICATED 
FORWARD GATE 

PEAK 
POWER 

MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER MAXIMUM GATE 
Is 8 

_ 

1. e 

te, 
_VOLTAGE Tj • -40* C ESISTANCE 

..._ ___._.-- -, I mi  

,e +25' C 

+100• C 

-- 

AVER 
DISSIPATION 

GATE 
LIMIT 

MAXIMUM GATE 
0.5 WATT 

TRIGGER 

_1111111 
i 
I CURRENT 

a 100•C +25•CI TJ-40•C 
I 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE AT 
WHICH NO UNIT WILL 
TRIGGER FOR Tj.;e- I00°C 

I 
I 
I I 1 

0.001 2 4 6 001 2 4 6 0 I 2 4 6 I 0 2 

GATE-TO-CATHODE CURRENT-AMPERES 

4 6 10 2 4 6 
92LM-2341T 

7A, 200V 40378 
7A, 400V 40379 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. Outline 
No.35. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40378 40379 

VRSOM   330 660 
VRROM   200 400 
VDROM     600   
IT(Av) (conduction angle = 180°, Tc = 60°C) ....   4 5   
IT(RMS)     7   
Ixsx (1 cycle of principle voltage)     80   
PGM (peak, forward or reverse, for 10 jis)     13   
Pacer>     0.2   
retg  —40 to 150 
Tc    —40 to 100 c

•
i
c
-
3
>
»
«
<
 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 25°C) 

40378 40379 

VF(B0)0 (Tc = 100°C)   200 min 400 min V 
0.1 typ 0.2 typ mA 

IDOM (Tc = 100°C, VD = vr(nw(I min value)   1 max 2 max mA 
0.05 typ 0.1 typ mA 

IRROm (Tc = 100 C, VRO = VRROM)   0.5 max 1 max mA 
vir (on-state current = 30 A)     1 9 typ; 2.5 max   V 
ID?     8 typ; 15 max mA(dc) 
VGT     12 typ; 2 max  V(dc) 
lao     12   mA 
Critical dv/dt (VD = vrm»0 min value, 10 min 20 min \rigs 
exponential rise, Tc = 100°C)   200 typ 200 typ V/gs 

0s-c     5 max   °C/W 
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FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

o 

2 
u 

o 1.0 
e 

• 6 

2 

01 

0.001 

TYPES 40378 , 40379 
SHADED AREA INDICATES LOCUS 
OF POSSIBLE TRIGGERING POINTS 
FOR VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. 

I I 
PERMITTED PULSE WIDTHS 

FOR INDICATED PEAK 
FORWARD GATE POWER 

MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER 
I 1 I 

VOLTAGE 
JUNCTION 

FOR INDICATED 
TEMPERATURE ITJ) 

Iss 

--T,1•-40•C 

MAXIMUM GATE ! IOO,i'' 4. 
e 

RESISTANCE Ims 
> 

S OmI 
set' 

•100..Ç 1STEADY 
I STATE 

Mom AVERAGE GATE 
DISS PATION LIMIT 
0.2 WATT i 

1 

1.25°C 
1 i 

.100•C 
MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER 
CURRENT FOR IND CATED 

(TA 
MAXIM M VOLAGE A1T WHICH NO UNIT 
WILL TRIGGER FOR T.J...,100. C 

JUNCTION TEMPERATURE 

°.CI I I 1 11 TIe-41 I 
4 

40507 
40508 

Z °"o. 
GATE-TO-CATHODE CURRENT—AMPERES 

2 466 1.0 10 

u 

7.1) 

c 100 
o 

if)• 90 
a. 

I- 80 

0 L.) 
g 60 

4- 50 

40 

2 30 
O 

RATING CHART(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPES 40378, 40379 
CURRENT WAVEFORM SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD -RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 

o 
CONDUCTION - 

ANGLE  

„ I 

`.440 

ss, 

z o 
z 

r 
m c 

Fe 5 

Lel 
o 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
AVERAGE ON-STATE CURRENT -Ned-AMPERES 

92L((-IISIT 

7A, 200V 

7A, 400V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types used in power-
control and power-switching applications. Outline 
No.8. Types 40507 and 40508 are electrically identical 
with types 40378 and 40379, respectively. 

"too 
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7A, 200V 

7A, 400V 

40654 
40655 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in capacitor-
discharge ignition systems, high-voltage generators, 

and power-switching and control applications. Outline 

No.60. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f , 50 to 400 Hz 

with resistive or inductive load) 
40654 40655 

Vssout   200 400 V 
Vosomt   250 500 
VRROMI   200 400 

200 400 VDRO/dt   
ITRM (1 cycle of principal voltage at 
60 Hz)   

ITRM: 
df = 0.1%, Tc = 75°C. tp = 2.5 µ5 min 100 
tp = 5 Ds min   

IT(R/18): 
Tc = 60°C, conduction angle = 180° •   7 

See Conduction Rating 
TA up to 100°C, conduction angle = 180° • Chart (Ambient Temperature) 

Pom•     40   W 
Pou.v)•     05   W 
TSTIle     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc (opr) •     —65 to 100   °C 
Ts• (10 s max)     225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
vraiwo (Tc = 100°C)   250 min 500 min V 
bou (VDo = VDROM, Tc = 100°C)   0.1 typ; 0.5 max 0.2 typ; 0.5 max mA 
bowl, (Vito = VRROM, Tc = 100°C)   0.05 typ; 0.5 max 0.1 typ; 0.5 max mA 
VT (iT = 30 A)   1 9 typ; 2.6 max   V 

lac,   9 typ; 20 max   mA 
Critical dv/dt (VDo = VP(B0/0.)     20 min; 200 typ   V/Ds 

mA 
VOT (VD = 12 Vdc. Ri. = 30 a)     0 65 typ; 1.5 max   l V 
IOT (VD = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 30 fl)   6 typ; 15 max   

te (VD = VR(80)0, IT = 4.5 A, 
UT =.. 200 mA, t, = 0.1 µs)     1 5   Ps 

tg (VD = VR(B010, IT = 2 A, tp = 50 µs. 
dv/dt = —20 V/µs, diT/dt = —30 A/Ds, 
IOT = 200 mA at t,,,,, Tc = 75°C)   15 typ; 50 max   eis 

ei-c     5 max   °C/W 
ea-a•     75 max  °C/W 

100 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

6 In 2 4 (1 1 4 10 
POSITIVE GATE-TO-CATHODE TRIGGER 

AMPERES (I •r1 .25s-3888T 

  80 

M. 
tn 

- loo 
SW 

80 
4- 4 re 
2e 60 
z 
w 

ek. ▪ 40 

20 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

A 

A 
A 

A 

TYPES 40654, 40655 
CURRENT WAVE FORM: SINUSCIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE •180. 

I I 
ruts, 

/ 
rot, 

I HEAT SINK MOUNTING . 
ARRANGEMENT 8j-c•5C1W 

SOLDER OR HEAT 
' EPDXY ADHESIVE SINK 

POINT OF TEMP. 
MEASUREMENT 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT I T(RMSi— AMPERES 

62211-31182TI 
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t This value does not apply if there is a positive gate signal. Gate must be open, termi-
nated, or have negative bias. 
• Any values of peak gate current or peak gate voltage to give the maximum gate 
power are permissible. 
• When this device is soldered directly to the heat sink, a 60/40 solder should be used. 
Case heating time should be minimum . . . sufficient to allow the solder to flow freely. 

• This characteristic does not apply to types 40658 and 40659. 
This characteristic does not apply to types 40656 and 40657. 

40656 
40657 

7A, 200V 
7A, 400V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in capacitor-
discharge ignition systems, high-voltage generators, 
and power-switching and control applications. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
Outline No.59. Types 40656 and 40657 are identical with 
types 40654 and 40655, respectively, except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

40656 40657 
See Conduction Rating 

IT(RMS) (Tu = 60°C, conduction angle = 180°) Chart (Heat-Spreader Temperature) 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
IDOS! (VDO = VDROM)   0.1 typ; 1.5 max 0.2 typ; 1.5 max mA 

(Veo = VRROM )   0.05 typ; 1.5 max 0.1 typ; 1.5 max mA 
0.i -us     7 max   °C/W 

40737 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(HEAT—SPREADER TEMPERATURE ) 

TYPE 40656,40657 
CURRENT WAVE FORM: SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
CONDUCTION ANGLE .160. 
HEAT SPREADER MOUNTED ON 
HEAT SINK(THERMAL 
RESISTANCE, JUNCTION -TO-

HEAT SPREADER 7.0.C/W) 
17,1 EPDXY 0 R.--/ 

-s.....11111‘....R...fs SOLDER 
POINT OF TEMPERATURE 

4fr)  MEASUREMENT 

NEAT 
SPREADER 

-a 3 4 6 7 
RMS ON-STATE CURRENT ./.( Rhis)1 

—AMPERES 
9255-388571 

10A, 100V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
vRsom   

VU ROM   
VDROM   

100 V 
150 V 
100 V 
100 V 

5 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
ITSM (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal voltage) : 
50 Hz   
60 Hz   

IT(AV) (Tic = 85°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
IT(RMS) (Te = 85°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
di/dt (Vpm = vs«»0, IGT = 200 mA, t = 0.5 Ps)   
POM (10 ¡is max)   
PO(AV) (10 MS max)   
TSTO   
Tc(opr)   
Ts (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum 
vaunt) (Tc = 100°C) 
IDOM (Vno = VDROM, Tc = 100°C)   
IRROM (Veto = VRHOM)   
VT (IT = 100 A, Te = 25°C)   
IGT (VD = 12 Vdc, RL = 30 0)   
VOT (VD = 12 Vdc. Ri, = 30 0)   
¡Ho   
dv/dt (Vo = VDROM, Te = 100°C)   
tgt (Vo = VDROM, IT = 30 A. IGT = 200 mA, t .-.-- 0.1 ¡Ls)   
tc: (Vox = VDROM. iT = 18 A. tp = 50 PS, IGT = 200 m&. 

electrical ratings at 

—di/dt = —30 Ahis, dv/dt = 20 V/µs, Tc = 75°C)   
83-c   

10 

90 

80 

70 

60 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE 

85 
100 
6.3 
10 

200 
40 
0.5 

—65 to 150 
—65 to 100 

225 

T, = 25°C) 
100 

0.2 typ; 3 max 
0.1 typ; 3 max 

1.7 typ; 2.5 max 
6 typ; 15 max 
0.9 typ; 2 max 
9 typ; 20 max 

10 min; 200 max 
1.6 

TYPE 
CURRENT 
CASE 
SHOWN 

40737 
WAVEFORM: 

TEMPERATURE: 
ON DIMENSIONAL 

SINUSOIDAL 
MEASURED AS 

OUTLINES 

0 .4 
0 180' 
COTON 

RMS ON-STATE CURRENT 

10A, 100V 

7.5 10 
[ITIRMS11—A 

92SS•4•601' 

15 typ: 50 max 
1.5 max 
1.7 max 

40741 

A 
A 
A 
A 

Ajps 

°C 
°C 
°C 

V 
mA 
mA 
V 

mA 

mA 
V//Ls 

°C/W 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting, 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40737. 

10A, 100V 40745 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40737. 
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40738 10A, 200V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. For 
Conduction Rating Chart and Forward Gate Character-
istics curves, refer to type 40737. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
VRSOM   200 V 
Vosou   250 V 
VRROM   200 V 
VDROM   200 V 
IVES (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal voltage) : 

50 Hz   85 A 
60 Hz   100 A 

ITCAV) (Tc = 85°C, conduction angle = 180°)   6.3 A 
IT(RMS) (Te = 85.c, conduction angle = 180°)   10 A 
di/dt (Vom = V(B0)0. Io T = 200 mA, ti = 0.5 Us)   200 A/ps 
Pox (10 as max)   40 W 
POUT) (10 ans max)   0.5 W 
TSTO   —65 to 150 °C 
Tc(opr)   —65 to 100 °C 
Ts (10 s max)   225 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at 
trinom (Tc = 100°C)   200 V 
ID« (VDO = VDROM. Tc = 100*C)   0.2 typ; 3 max mA 
Ina« (Vito = Vnaost)   0.1 typ; 3 max mA 
VT (IT =. 100 A, Tc = 25°C)   1.7 typ; 2.5 max V 
IGT (VD = 12 Vdc. Rt. = 30 0)   6 typ; 15 max mA 
Var (VD = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 30 0)   0.9 typ; 2 max V 
trio   9 typ; 20 max mA 
dv/dt (VD = VDROM. Tc = 100*C)   10 typ; 200 max Vhis 
tit (Vo = VDROM. IT = 30 A, IGT = 200 mA. ti = 0.1 µs)   1.6 ris 
ti (Vox = VDROM. IT = 18 A, tp = 50 µs. Ur = 200 mA, 
—di/dt = —30 Ahis, dv/dt = 20 V/Ds, Tic = 75°C)  15 typ; 50 max ¡LS 

9J-C   1.5 max °C/W 
93-18   1.7 max °C/W 

Tc = 25°C) 

40742 10A, 200V 

Si all-diffused type use for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting, 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40738. 

40746 10A, 200V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40738. 

40739 10A, 400V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. For 
Conduction Rating Chart and Forward Gate Character-
istics curves, refer to type 40737. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
VRSOM   
VDSOM   
VRROIW   
VDROM  
IT8M (1 cycle 
50 Hz   
60 Hz   

Fran (To = 85°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
Prams) _(Tc = 85°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
di/dt (VDa = votwo. 'or = 200 mA, t = 0.5 µs)   
Pox (10 pa max)   
Pout,' (10 ma max)   
T8TO   
Tc (opr)   
Ts (10 s max)   

of sinusoidal principal voltage): 

400 
500 
400 
400 

85 
100 
6.3 
10 

200 
40 
0.5 

—65 to 150 
—65 to 100 

225 

V 
V 
V 
V 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A/µs 

°C 
°C 
°C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
vcsom (Tc = 100°)   400 V 
IDOM (VDO = VDROM• Tc = 100°C)   0.2 typ; 3 max mA 
ha« (Vito =•. Venom)   0.1 typ; 3 max mA 
rr (ix = 100 A. Tc = 25°C)   1.7 typ; 2.5 max V 
km (VD = 12 Vdc, RI, = 30 ())   6 typ; 15 max mA 
Vaz (Va = 12 Vdc, RI. = 30 i.))   0.9 typ; 2 max V 
Imo   6 t mA 

10 dv/dt (VD = VDROM. Tc = 100°)   typ; 20 max  typ; 150 max V/us 
tgt (117.D = VDROM. IT = 30 A, IGT = 200 mA, t, = 0.1 Us)   1.6 ps 
tq ( DX = VDROM. ir = 18 A, tp = 50 US, lar = 200 mA, 
—di/dt = —30 Ahts, dv/dt = 20 V/ps, To =. 75°C)   /Ls 

at-o   15 1"; 19.5 mamaxx °C/W 
93-1s   1.7 max °C/W 

10A, 400V 40743 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40739. 

10A, 400V 40747 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40739. 

10A, 600V 40740 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. For 
Conduction Rating Chart and Forward Gate Character-
istics curves, refer to type 40737. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Vasom   
VD8011   
Paula   
VDROM  

600 v 
700 V 
600 V 
600 V ITsm (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal voltage) : 

50 Hz   
85 A 

60 Hz   100 A 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Ir(Av) (Te = 85°C, conduction angle = 180°)   6.3 A 
IT(RMS) (Tc = 85°C, conduction angle = 180°)   10 A 
di/dt (Vox = V(B0)0, IGT = 200 mA, tr = 0.5 µs)   200 Ahis 
Pox (10 jes max)   40 W 
PG(AV) (10 ms max)   0.5 W 
TSTG   —65 to 150 °C 
Tc(opr)   —65 to 100 °C 
Ts (10 s max)   225 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings 
V(B010 (Tc = 100°C)   600 V 
IDOD (VDO = VDRom. 're = 100°C)   0.2 typ; 3 max mA 
IRROSI (VRO = VRROM)   0.1 typ; 3 max mA 
VT (iT = 100 A, Te = 25°C)   1.7 typ; 2.5 max V 
UT (VD = 12 Vdc, RL = 30 0)   6 typ; 15 max mA 
VoT (VD = 12 Vdc, RI. = 30 0)   0.9 typ; 2 max V 
ill°   9 typ; 20 max mA 
dv/dt (VD = VDROM, Tc = 100°C)   10 typ; 75 max Vhis 
tge (VD = VDROSI, IT = 30 A, IoT = 200 mA, tr = 0.1 AS)   1.6 ;es 
tq (Veix = VDRom, IT = 18 A, tp = 50 gS, IGT = 200 mA, 
—di/dt = —30 A/µs. dv/dt = 20 V/µs, Tc = 75°C)    15 typ; 50 max 

1.5 max °cAV 
ai -is   1.7 max °c/W 

at T, = 25°C) 

40744 10A, 600V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40740. 

40748 10A, 600V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40740. 

2N3668-
2N3670 

100V-
12.5A, 

400V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. JEDEC TO-
3, Outline No.2. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal 

(.> 

ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

2N3668 2N3669 2N3670 

VRSOM   150 
VRROM   100 
VDROM   600 

330 660 V 
200 400 V 
600 600 V 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
IT(AV) (conduction angle = 180°, 
Tc 80 °C)     8   A 

IT(12118,     125   A 
Fr»: (1 cycle of principle voltage)     200   A 
Critical di/dt   
Ihstsits)1 2t (1 to 8.3 ms)   

100 

2 

01 
• 4 6 8 

0001 001 Lo 
GATE-TO-CATHODE CURRENT-AMPERES 

u 
• 100 

7.) 
1-• 

rc 
e- 80 

LU 
cc 

a. 

tu 

LI 60 

u 

to 

3 
o▪ 40 

DC 

cc • 20 

o 
AVERAGE ON-STATE CURRENT [IT Aq-AMPERES 

92CM-13805T 

200   AALS 
165   A 2s 

RATING CHART (CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPES 
CURRENT 
LOAD 

2N3668 
WAVEFORM 

RESISTIVE 

-2N3670, 
. SINUSOIDAL 

OR INDUCTIVE 

2N4I03 

e 

e. (COA CONDUCTION 

C 
ANGLE 

4 

u 
o . o • ' . 

DC. 
OPERATION 

CONDUCTION 
ANGLE. 180° 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

- TYPES 2N3668-2N3670, 2N4I03   
_ SHADED AREA INDICATES LOCUS 
OF POSSIBLE TRIGGERING POINTS 

PERMITTED PULSE WIDTHS 
FOR INDICATED PEAK 
FORWARD GATE POWER 

- FOR VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. 

MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER 
- VOLTAGE 

le. 
FOR INDICATED 

JUNCTION TEMPERATURE (T.)) 
Tij •- 40* C 

r 

100 

10µle 

S 

MAXIMUM GATE 
1ms 

tee  RESISTANCE 
10ms 

4.. 
L- 

•25 

- -...... 

C 
-, 05w 

Je 
> 

•••••• -1 
I 

e 

9 
AVERAGE GATE 

DISSIPATION LIMIT 
1 

• •25C 

+100 CI ... MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER 
i CURRENT FOR INDICATED 

JUNCTION 
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE AT WHICH NO UNIT 
WILL TRIGGER FOR Tj• .100* C 

t I 

TEMPERATURE (Tj) 

IT1 *I- 40' 1 l 

4 68 2 
10 

92CM-13280T 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

Pox (peak, forward, or reverse for 10 as)  40  W 
Pawn     0.5   W 

2N3668 2N3669 2N3670 

Tit(   —40 to 125   "C 
To     —40 to 100   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 25°C) 
VD(BWO (Tc = 100°C)   100 min 200 min 400 min V 

0.2 typ 0.25 typ 0.3 typ mA 
2N3668 2N3669 2N3670 

IDOU (To = 100°C, Veo = VF(110)0 min value 2 max 2.5 max 3 max mA 
0.05 typ 0.1 typ 0.2 typ mA 

IRROIL (VRO = VRROM)   1 max 1.25 max 1.5 max mA 
vi, (on-state current = 25 A)     1.5 typ; 1.8 max  V 
km   1 min, 20 typ, 40 max mA(dc) 
VOT     15 typ; 2 max  V(dc) 
too    0 5 to 50  mA 
Critical dv/dt (VD = vpulo)o min value, 

exponential rise, To = 100°C)    10 min; 100 typ  Vbas 
tire (VD -- vF(n(,>o min value, ir = 8 A. 
Ur = 200 mA, tr = 0.1 la)   075 min; 1.25 typ os 

tg (ir = 8 A, 50 ¡Ls pulse width, 
dvo/dt = 20 Wits, diR/dt = 30 A/os, 
loi, = 200 mA, To = 80°C)     20 typ; 50 max  po 

0.1-0     1.7 max   °CAel 

2N4103 12.5A, 700V 

Si all-diffused three-junction type for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. See Mount-
ing Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. This type is identical with 
type 2N3668 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

Vasou   700 V 
Vas«   600 V 
VDROU   700 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at To = 25°C) 
TP(B0)0 (Tc = 100°C)   600 min V 
boom (Voo = wow».) min value, Tc = 100°C)   0.35 typ; 4 max mA 
lasos (Vrto = Vasos)   0.3 typ; 3 max mA 

2N1842A-
2N1850A 

16A, 600V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. JEDEC TO-
48, Outline No.20. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

2N1842A 2N1843A 2N1844A 2N1845A 2N1846A 2N1847A 2N1848A 2N1849A 2N1830A 

Vases   35 75 150 225 300 350 400 500 600 
VRROM  25 50 100 150 200 250 300 400 500 
VDROM    600   
Fray)     10 (conduction angle — 180°, Tc — 80°C)   
IT(R118)     16   
Iron     125 (1 cycle of voltage)   
Pou    5   
POUT)     05   

»
«
c
‹
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di/dt (Vo,, = V(130)0, IGT = 200 mA, tr = 0.5 AS )   
Pall (10 >LS max) 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 

2N 1842A 2N1843A 2N 1844A 2N1845A 2N 1846A 2N1847A 2N1848A 2N 1849A 2N1850A 
IGTM     2   A 
V OTM     10, 5   V 
T.te     —65 to 125   °C 
To     —65 to 125   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 125 °C) 

2N1842A 2N1843A 2N1844A 2N1845A 2N1846A 2N1847A 2N1848A 2N 1849A 2N1850A 

VF(B0)0 (min) 25 50 100 150 200 250 300 400 500 V 
IDOM (max) 22.5 19 12.5 6.5 6 5.5 5 4 3 mA 
IRROM (max) 22.5 19 12.5 6.5 6 5.5 5 4 3 mA 
vx     12 (Tc — 80°C)   V 
IGT     45   mA 
VOT (max)   35 (Tc — — 40 °C)   V 
VOT (max)   37 (Tc --, —65°C)   V 
VDT (min)   025   V 
Vox (min)   03 (Te — 100 °C)   V 
in°     8   mA 
al-C     2   °C/W 

GATE TRIGGER CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS 

C. 150 

ccLd 
cc w 

100 

rgI3 
I-

50 

a 
8 

o 

TYPES 2N1842A- 2N1850A . 

(41, 

7.ee GGCE..0 

.. 

7, 

4" .J4e'fel9GLei. 

-50 o 50 lOO 50 
CASE TEMPERATURE (Tc) —•C 

92GS-1190612 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

VRSOM 
VDSOM 
Va11011 
VDROM   100 V 
ITSII (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal voltage) : 

50 Hz   170 A 
60 Hz   200 A 

Ircnv) (Tc = 75 °C, conduction angle = 180°)   12.5 A 
IT(RMS) (Tc = 75 °C, conduction angle =_ 180°)   20 A 

200 Ahis 
40 W 

Pocev) (10 ms max)   0.5 W 
TSTG   —65 to 150 °C 
Te (opr)   —65 to 100 °C 
Ts (10 s max)   225 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25 °C) 

vomoo (Tc = 100°C)   100 min V 
IDOM (VDO = VDROM, Te = 100°C)   0.2 typ; 3 max mA 
IRROM (VRO = VI( ROM )   0.1 typ; 2 max mA 
vx (ix = 100 A, TD = 25 °C)   1.9 typ; 2.4 max V 
lox (VD = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 30 fl)   8 typ; 15 max mA 

RATING CHART 

TYPES 2N1842A- 2NI850A 
CURRENT WAVEFORM.SINUSOIDAL 

u 150 >LOAD .RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 
LL).1 
mo 

3 r, 

loo o P Rqr.,04,  
.1 ,.i 

m   1 1 
50 

> w 
u) 

20A, 100V 

o o 

180* 
CON 

0 5 10 >5 20 

AVERAGE ON-STATE CURRENT [IT(AA -AMPERES 
92LS-1190573 

40749 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. 

100 V 
150 V 
100 V 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 

VDT (VD = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 C))   

dv/dt   
tgt (VD = vn)oio min value, iT = 30 A, JOT = 200 mA, 

tr = 0.1 as)   
tq (\realm° min value, iT = 18 A. tp = 50 as, Inr = 200 mA, 
—di/dt = —30 A/gs, dv/dt = 20 V/gs, Tr = 75°C)   
-C   

9J -IS   

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPE 40749 
CURRENT WAVEFORM 'SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE   

1'4,1 oir 
, 0, , 1180* 

?  4 

 '•.. Co  
'1,0 CONDUCTION --

Lc i ANGLE 
?'/0 4, I  

.......04ei 

') l)  I .94 

9 9 9, <90.   

100 

10 

L° 190 

4-•-• 

ox 

4- .x80 

no. 

xi- -
70  ̀él 

0 5 10 15 20 
AVERAGE ON-STATE CURRENT IT(Av)- A 

92514. 44681 

40752 

1.1 typ; 2 max 
9 typ; 20 max 

10 min; 100 max 

2 

20 typ; 40 max 
1.2 max 
1.4 max 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

V 
mA 
Vhis 

PS 

°C/W 
°C/W 

iu ENCLOSED AREA DEFINES PERMISSIBLE 

> 
o TRIGGERING POINTS 
o [T_ YPE 40749 

z I 

( '°  t-
6 ?.   

> 
Scr Geenkec  
w 14.1 esl-
>8 6 r 
tic 4 UPPER LIMIT OF PERIM IBL 

, AVERAGE WC1GATE POWER 
DISSIPATION AT RATED 

0.1 CONDITIONS ¡III]  
4 6 8 1 2 • 6 8 2 • 6 8 

0.1 I 10 
POSITIVE GATE-TO-CATHODE 
TRIGGER CURRENT (IGT)— A 

20A, 100V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. For 
Conduction Rating Chart and Forward Gate Character-
istics curves, refer to type 40749. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
viisom   
v»som   
Vskom   
Vinson!   
Irsn (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal voltage) : 
50 Hz   
60 Hz   

IT(AV) (Tv = 75°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
ITOUIS) (Tc = 75°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
di/dt (Vint = vu,. lIT = 200 mA, tr = 0.5 as)   
Post (10 as max)   
PG(AV) (10 MS max) 
TSTG   —65 to 150 

(opr)   —65 to 100 
Ts (10 s max)   225 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
von»o (Tc = 100°C)   600 V 
Inolt (Vno = Vinton, Ty = 100°C)   0.2 typ; 3 max mA 
Lump (Vito = Vssom)   0.1 typ; 2 max mA 
VT ( iT = 100 A. Tc = 25°C)   1.9 typ; 2.4 max V 
IDT (VD = 12 Vdc, Ri. = 30 0)   8 typ; 15 max mA 
VGT (VD = 12 Vdc, RI. = 30 0)   1.1 typ; 2 max V 
hip   9 typ; 20 max mA 
dv/dt  10 min; 75 max V/iis 

100 
150 
100 
100 

170 
200 
12.5 
20 

200 
40 
0.5 

9255-• 4661 

V 
V 
V 
V 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A/as 

°C 
°C 
°C 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
tat (vu = %Nam min value, ir -= 30 A, loi = 200 mA, 

ti• = 0.1 iis)   2  
tg (Willow min value, IT = 18 A. tp = 50 µs, Ici = 200 mA, 
—di/dt = —30 A/µs, dv/dt = 20 V/µs, Tc = 75°C)   20 typ; 40 max GS 

03-0   1.2 max °C/W 
0.1-18   1.4 max •C/Ve 

20A, 100V 40753 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40749. 

20A, 100V 40756 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40752 

20A, 100V 40757 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40749. 

20A, 100V 40760 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40752. 

20A, 200V 40750 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. For 
Conduction Rating Chart and Forward Gate Character-
istics curves, refer to type 40749. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Vs SOU   
V D SOY   
VRROM   
VD ROM   
ITRM (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal voltage) : 
50 Hz   
60 Hz   

IT(A% ) (Tr = 75°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
IT(RMS) (Tc = 75°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
di/dt (VDU = V(B0)0. lar = 200 mA, t = 0.5 as)   
Pam (10 ¡Ls max)   
PG (A V) (10 ms max)   
TSTO   
Tc(oPr)   
Ts (10 s max)   

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at 
V(B0)0 (Tc = 100°C)   
IDOM (VDo = VDROM, Tc = 100°C)   
¡awns (Vito = Vasosi)   
vi (Iv = 100 A, Tc = 25°C)   
Ier (VD = 12 Vdc, Ri .= 30 SI)   
VOT (VD = 12 Vdc, Rt. = 30 
ix()   
dv/dt  
tip (VD = V(B0)0 min value, IT = 30 A, IGT = 200 mA, 

= 0.1 ps)   
tq (Vvolwo min value, ir = 18 A, tp = 50 its, Ici = 200 mA, 
—di/dt = —30 A/Ds, dv/dt = 20 Vie, Tc = 75°C)   

0.1-C   
03-Is   

40754 20A, 200V 

100 
150 
100 
100 

170 
200 
12.5 
20 

200 
40 
0.5 

—65 to 150 
—65 to 100 

225 

Tc = 25°C) 
200 

0.2 typ; 3 max 
0.1 typ; 2 max 

1.9 typ; 2.4 max 
8 typ; 15 max 
1.1 typ; 2 max 
9 typ; 20 max 

10 min; 150 max 

2 

20 typ; 40 max 
1.2 max 
1.4 max 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40750. 

40758 20A, 200V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40750. 

40751 20A, 400V 

Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.36. For 
Conduction Rating Chart and Forward Gate Character-
istics curves, refer to type 40749. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
VRISOM   
VD801(   
Van«   
VDROX  

V 
V 
V 
V 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A/te 

°C 
°C 
"C 

V 
mA 
mA 
V 

mA 
V 

mA 
V/its 

its 

°C/W 
°C/W 

100 
150 
100 
100 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
ITS)" (1 cycle of sinusoidal principal voltage) : 
50 Hz   
60 Hz   

Ix(sv) (Tc = 75°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
IT(RMS) (Tc = 75°C, conduction angle = 180°)   
di/dt (VDN: = V(B0)0. IGT = 200 mA, tr = 0.5 its)   
Pam (10 gs max)   
PO(AV) (10 ms max)   
TSUI   
Tc (opr)   
Ts (10 s max)   

170 
200 
12.5 
20 

200 
40 
0.5 

—65 to 150 
—65 to 100 

225 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 
V(B0)0 (Tc = 100°C)   400 v 
Iamb: (vcc = VDRON, Tc = 100°C)   0.2 typ; 3 max mA 
IRROM (Vim =  Vasos)   0.1 typ; 2 max mA 
VT (IT -= 100 A. Tc = 25°C)    1.9 typ; 2.4 max V 
IoT (VD = 12 Vdc, Ra. = 30 CI)   8 typ; 15 max mA 
VoT (V» = 12 Vdc, RI, = 30 (I)   1.1 typ; 2 max V 
lao   9 typ; 20 max mA 
dv/dt   10 min; 100 max Vie 
tgt (VD = vorog3 min value, ir = 30 A, I(;r = 200 mA, 

tr = 0.1 gs)   2 pa 
tq (Vr(smo min value, IT = 18 A, tp =. 50 ps, IGT = 200 mA, 
—di/dt = —30 A/µs, dv/dt = 20 Vie, Tc = 75°C)   20 typ; 40 max as 

0.1-C   1.2 max °C/W 
9r-is   1.4 max °C/W 

643 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A//Ls 

°C 
°C 
°C 

20A, 400V 40755 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.37. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40751. 

20A, 400V 40759 
Si all-diffused type used for power switching and volt-
age regulator applications and for heating, lighting 
and motor speed-control circuits. Outline No.71. See 
Mounting Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 
This type is electrically identical with type 40751. 

25A, 600V 
2N681-
2N690 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. JEDEC TO-
48, Outline No.20. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

VRSOM   
VRROM   

2N681 2N682 2N683 2N684 

35 75 150 225 
25 50 100 150 

2N685 2N686 2N687 2N688 2N689 2N690 

300 350 400 500 600 720 V 
200 250 300 400 500 600 V 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
VDsom     600   
IT(AV)     16 (conduction angle — 180°, Tc — 65°C)   
IT(RMS)     25   
ITSM     150 (1 cycle applied voltage)   
Pam     5   
PG(AV)     05   
LITAI   2   
VGTAI     10, 5   
T•tg     —65 to 150   
Tc     —65 to 125   r3

r3
c>

>>
:.

›.
< 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 125°C) 

2N681 2N682 2N683 2N684 2N685 2N686 2N687 2N688 2N689 2N690 

VF(B0)0 (min) 25 50 100 150 200 250 300 400 500 600 V 
Inom (max) 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6 5.5 5 4 3 2.5 mA 
IRRom (max) 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6 5.5 5 4 8 2.5 mA 
vT (max)   086 (on-state current — 25 A, Tc — 65°C)   V 
IcT (max)   25   mA 
VGT (max)   3 (-65 to 125°C)   V 
VGT (min)   0.25   V 
ino     15   mA 
8.1-c   2  °C/W 

e-

es 
I.., 
> 

Ql 

6 

5 

4 

FORWARD AND REVERSE LEAKAGE 
CHARACTERISTICS 

2N68I ri 2N682 
TYPES 2N68i-2N690 
CASE TEMPERATURE 
GATE OPEN. 

2N683 I 
2N684 2N685 

1 

2N687 

(Tc)125C 
- 

2N686 

2N68 
2N68 

2N690 

O 100 200 300 400 500 600 
INSTANTANEOUS APPLIED FORWARD OR 

REVERSE BLOCKING VOLTAGE 48 OR y881—VOLTS 
92C5-11915TE 

2N3650-
2N3653 

1- 125- 

(à> loo 

"I! 75 

50 
2 w In 

25 

RATING CHART 

TYPES 2N681-2N690 
CURRENT WAVEFORM SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD=RES STIVE OR INDUCTIVE o 180° 

CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 

0 5 10 15 20 
AVERAGE ON STATE CURRENT rinAvkcAsmipigg 

100V-
35A, 

400V 

Si all-diffused types used for high-speed switching ap-
plications such as power inverters, switching regula-
tors, and high-current pulse applications. JEDEC TO-48, 
Outline No.20. See Mounting Hardware for desired 
mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
2N3650 2N3651 2N3652 2N3653 

VRSOM   150 300 400 500 V 
VDsOM   150 300 400 500 V 
VRROM   100 200 300 400 V 
VDRoM   100 200 300 400 V 
ITsm (1 cycle of principal voltage at 
60 Hz)     180   A 

IT(Av) (conduction angle . 180°)   25   A 
IT(R MS)     35   A 
di/dt (VDm .-- V(BO)0, ICY ..,... 200 mA, 

tr = 0.1 eis     400   A/µs 
Pox (10 ps max)     40   W 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS (cont'd) 
Po(Av) (10 W1S max)   
TM;   
Tc (opr)   
Ts (10 s max)   

645 

  1   
—65 to 150   °C 
—65 to 120   °C 
  225   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Te = 25°C) 
V(B0)0 (Tc -= 120°C)   
ZOOM (VDO = VDROM, TC = 120°C)   
Issox (Vito — VDRROM. Tc = 120°C) 
VT (iT = 25— A)   
'CT: 
VD = 6 Vdc, Rt. — 4 CI     80 typ; 180 max  mA 
VD = 6 Vdc. Rt. = 2 fà, Tc = — 65°C   150 typ; 500 max  mA 

VGT: 
VD = 6 Vdc, Rt. — 4 CI     1 5 typ; 3 max   V 
VD = VDROM. RL = 200 CI, 
Tc = 120°C     0 25 min   V 

VI) = 6 Vdc, Rt. = 2 fl, Tc = —65°C   2 typ; 4.5 max   V 
iim: 
Tc = 25°C     75 typ; 150 max  mA 
Te -- —65°C     150 typ; 350 max  mA 

Critical dv/dt (VD') -- VDROM, expo-
nential rise, Te -- 120°C)     200 min   WiLs 

tq, Rectangular Pulse (Vox = Vintou, 
iT = 10 A, tp = 50 ps, IGT = 200 mA 
at turn-on, — dVdt = 5 A/ps, dv/dt 
= 200 V/e, VRX = 15 min, VGIC 
= 0 at turn-off, Tc = 120°C)   

tq. Half-Sinosoidal Waveform (Vox 
— VDROM, iT = 100 A, tp -- 1.5 its, 
TOT = 200 mA, dv/dt = 200 Vie, 
VRX — 30 Vmin, W IC = 0 at turn-
off, To = 115°C) 

03-o   

100 min 
6 max 
6 max 

200 min 300 min 400 min V 
6 max 5.5 max 4 max mA 
6 max 5.5 max 4 max mA 

  2 05 max   v 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

11 typ; 15 max   ILS 

  12 typ; 15 max 
  1.7 max   

TYPE 2N3650 
SWITCHING LOSSES  
ARE NEGLECTED 

50 

CURRENT 
WAVEFORM 

1TM 

12 -6.1 

35-A (RMS 
LIN T 

0 25 50 75 100 
PEAK ON-STATE CURRENT (InA) —A 

9255-4379T 

IL O PL G 
RU IN L L I 

4 

°C/e 

FORWARD GATE )HARACTERISTICS 

40 

100V-
35A, 

600V 

TYPE 2N3650 
AREA ENCLOSED BETWEEN MAXIMUM AND 
MINIMUM GATE RESISTANCE CURVES 
DEFINES PERMISSIBLE TRIGGERING 
POINTS 

«UPPER LIMIT OF 
PERMISSIBLE 
AVERAGE (OCIGATE 
POWER DISSIPATION 

% AT RATED 
CONDITIONS 

t 
• PERMISSIBLE 

  PULSE DURATIONS 
FOR INDICATED 

• PEAK FORWARD 
GATE POWERS 

MINIMUM EXP C TED 
GATE RESISTANCE 

I I  
1 2 3 4 
GATE CURRENT ( IG) —A 

92SS-4359T 

2N3870-
2N3873 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. Outline 
No.36. For curve of forward gate characteristics, refer 
to type 2N3668. 
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100 min 
0.2 typ 
2 max 

200 min 400 min 600 min V 
0.25 typ 0.3 typ 0.35 typ mA 
2.5 max 3 max 4 max mA 

  3 max   mA 
 17 typ; 2.1 max  V 

2N3870 2N3871 2N3872 2N3873 

  15 typ; 25 max  V 
  1 min, 25 typ, 40 max mA(dc) 
  1 1 typ; 2 max   V(dc) 
  0 5 to 70  mA 

10 min; 100 typ 

125 typ; 2 max 

  20 typ; 40 max 

RATING CHART (CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPES 2N3570-2N3873 1 
CURRENT WAVEFORM .. SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 

•N 

'''• 
•,. 

\ • 
\ \ .f• 

0 
CONDUCTION 

806 

•/;,. 
'"'"46 *., 

ANGLE --

\gib& 

C'i C2**e6P ‘4.\.148. -v,,,,b • (e. 

.\, e; 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f = 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

2N3870 2N3871 2N3872 2N3873 

VRSOM   150 330 660 700 V 
VRROM   100 200 400 600 V 
VDROM   100 200 400 600 V 
IT(AV) (conduction angle = 180° 
Tc = 65°C)    22  A 

IT(RMS)    35  A 
ITSM (1 cycle of principle voltage)     350   A 
Critical di/dt     200   A/e 
Posi (peak, forward, or reverse for 10 µs)  40   
PO(AVl     05   W 
T•tg     —40 to 125   *C 
l'a     —40 to 100   °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 25°C) 
2N3870 2N3871 2N3872 2N3873 

vF(so)o (Tc = 100°C)   
IDOS! (VD = vpoicoo min value, 
Tc = 100'C)   

IRROM (V ED = VF030)0 min value. 
Tc 100°C)   

VT (on-state current = 100 A)   

vr (initial) (ir = 300 A, t = 2 gs, 
VD = VF030)0 min value, Ici = 200 mA) 

for   
Var   
IRO   
Critical dv/dt (VD = vF(swo min value, 
exponential rise, Tc = 100°C)   

tgi (Vo = vF(so)o min value, IT = 30 A, 
Ici = 200 mA, tr = 0.1 us)   

tg (ix = 18 A, 50 Rs pulse width, 
dva/dt -= 20 V/gs, diRldt = 30 A/4, 
far = 200 mA, Tc = 80°C)   

0 5 10 5 20 25 30 35 

AVERAGE ON STATE CURRENT [IT(Aq-AMPERES 
92CM-13361T 

V(dc) 

jUS 
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100V— 

"A' 600V 

40680-
40683 

Si all-diffused types used for power switching applica-
tions and for use in heating, lighting and motor speed-
control circuits. Outline No.71. See Mounting Hardware 
for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f , 50 — 400 Hz with 
resistive or inductive load) 

40680 40681 40682 40683 
V118016 •   100 200 400 600 
VD3011.   150 250 500 700 
Vratox•   100 200 400 600 
VDROU •   100 200 400 600 
ITsm (1 cycle principal voltage 

at 50 Hz)     300   
ITsm (1 cycle principal voltage 
at 60 Hz)     350   

Imam (Tc = 60°C, conduction 
angle = 180°)     35   

POMA (10 DS max)     40   
Pouvi•   0.5   
di/dt• (VT = VDROM. I« = 

200 mA, tv = 0.5 µs)     200   Ahis 
T8TO     —65 to 150   °C 
Tc (opr)     —65 to 100   °C 
Ts (10 s max)     225   °C 

• These values do not apply if there is a positive gate signal. Gate must be open, termi-
nated, or negatively biased.. 
• Any values of peak gate current or peak gate voltage which give the maximum gate 
power are permissible. 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tc = 25°C) 

IDOM (Veo := Voeoui 0.2 typ; 0.25 typ; 0.3 typ; 

Ise« (Vito = VEIROD, 
Tc = 100°C)   

0.3 typ; 
2 max 2.5 max 3 max 4 max mA 0.4 typ; 0.4 typ; 0.35 typ; 

0.5 typ; 

VIWF(B0)0 (Tc = 100°C)   100 min 200 min 400 min 600 min 

Tc = 100°C)   3 max 3 max 3 max 3 max mA 
VT (IT = 100 A)     1 7 typ; 2.1 max   V 
UT (VD = 12 Vdc, Iii. -.= 30 G)   1 to 40   mA 
VOT (VD = 12 Vdc, M. = 30 G) 1.1 typ; 2 max   1 typ; 2 max V 
Imo     20 typ; 70 max   mA 
dv/dt (Vim = Vello)o, 
To = lorc)     10 min; 100 typ   V/As 

CONDUCTION RATING CHART 
(CASE TEMPERATURE) 

TYPE 40680 
CURRENT WAVEFORM SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD: RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 

...... 
.tx...4. in ...., 4 

.".......00 

00 0 180° 
CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 

Ciio % i 
001,.. 444 

'04, ......' 
.",. 

, \ 
CONDUCTION 
ANGLE .190° ..:. . • • 

0 5 IO 5 20 25 30 35 
AVERAGE FORWARD AMPERES (IFAV) 

ItC11-111/61T1 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 

>
 »
 
«
«
 

JYPE'406E10 III 1 1 1 1 
I PERMITTED PULSE WIDTHS 

FOR INDICATED PEAK I i 
, FORWARD GATE POWER . 

1 
I l 

. MAXIMUM 
GATE  

RES STANCE 

I 

/0 
toi, '14 I i 

/4); 44. 

'It % 

MINIMU GATE  
RESISTANCE AVERAGE _ 

GATE DISSIPATION LIMIT I 1 
6 2 4661 2 • 66 
0.1 1.0 10 

POSIT IVE GATE-TO-CATHODE TRIGGER 
AMPERES (IGT) 

9255- •1107 
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CHARACTERISTICS (cont'd) 
tgt (VD = V F(30/0. iT = 30 A, 
IcT = 200 mA, tr = 0.1 ets)     2   As 

tg (VD = V F(R0)0, IT = 18 A, 
ts, = 50 its, dv/dt = —20 Wies, 
di/dt = — 30 A/µ9, IGT = 200 
mA, Tc = 75°C)     20 typ; 40 max   As 

VF Initial (is = 300 A, t = 2 gs, 
vim= VF(Bo)o, IGT = 200 mA)   15 typ; 25 max   V 

Thermal Resistance, Junction-
to-Isolated Stud     1 max   °C/W 

2N3896-
2N3899 

lçA 

600V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. Outline 
No.32. Types 2N3896, 2N3897, 2N3898, and 2N3899 are 
electrically identical with types 2N3870, 2N3871, 
2N3872, and 2N3873, respectively. 

40216 35A, 600V 
Si all-diffused three-junction type for use in radar pulse 
modulators, inverters, switching regulators, and other 
applications requiring a large ratio of peak to average 
current. JEDEC TO-48, Outline No.20. See Mounting 
Hardware for desired mounting arrangement. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

,Lââo 

TPRV,ISieALI 
G 

(SHORT 
TERMINAL) 

Vssou   720 
VRROM   600 
VDROM   600 
IT(Rds) (Tc = 65 °C)   35 
ITEM   900 
PM (Tc = 65°C)   30 
POM (peak, forward or reverse, for 10 µs)   40 
P(MAV)   0.5 
Tgtg   —65 to 150 
T."   —65 to 125 

. 1000 

900 

5 800 

11 700 

wz 600 

500 

400 

300 

et 200 
à 

100 
o 

XIMUMUM CURRENTAS A FUNCTION OF TIME 

TYPE 40216 
Tc 65 •C 

c
;
r
i
»
c
c
.
c
 

01 10 100 
TIME —µS 

1000 10000 
92C9-18961 
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CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical rating at Tc = 25°C) 

VF(00/0 (Tu = 125°C)   600 min V 
In« (Tc = 125°C)   10 max mA 
IRROM (Tc = 125°C)   10 max mA 

1 min. 25 typ, 
1GT   80 max mA (dc) 
VOT   1.1 typ; 2 max V (dc) 
100   0.5 10 70 mA 
Critical dv/dt (V I) = vrou)n min value, exponential rise, 
Tc = 125°C)   

tgt (VD = VF0000 min value, iT = 30 A, Icr = 200 mA, 
t, = 0.1 µs)   

t.1 = 18 A, 50 pulse width, dvn/dt = 20 Vie, 
dis/dt = 30 A/µs, lar= 200 mA, Tc = 80°C)   15 to 40 

th-c   2 max °C/W 

20 min; 50 typ its 

1.25 

FORWARD GATE CHARACTERISTICS 
100 
e 
6 

4 

o ▪ 2 

1 

t 6 
o 
> 4 
lai 
o 
2 2 

1 10 

4- 4 

01 4 6 8 2 4 6 8 2 4 68 2 4 6 8 
0001 001 0.1 1.0 10 

GATE-TO-CATHODE CURRENT—AMPERES 921M-1911T 

TYPE 40216 PERMITTED PULSE WIDTHS - 
SHADED AREA INDICATES LOCUS FOR IND CATEO PEAK _ 
OF POSSIBLE TRIGGERING POINTS FORWARD GATE POWER 

- FOR VARIOUS TEMPERATURES. 

MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER Ims 

' VOLTAGE FOR INDICATED 
JUNCTION TEMPERATURE IV 

T .- 65' C 100ms 

10ms 

MAXIMUM GATE  Ims 
RESISTANCE 

10 ms 
•tle C' 

e e  

  • 

— 

  • 

— 

25* 

-- 

C 

— — — 
05 w e 

.125* ....,.„.. I 
I 

SS 

AVERAGE GATE   
I DISSIPATION LIMIT 

I .25•C I 
I 

+I25°Ci I 
1.__MAXIMUM GATE TRIGGER 

CURRENT FOR INDICATED 
I 

I JUNCTION TEMPERATURE (T,J) 
MAX MUM VOLTAGE AT WHICH NO UNIT 
WILL TRIGGER FOR Te.125* C 

g 

I I, 
Tj*- 6 5* C 

I I I 

35A, 600V 40735 
Si all-diffused type used for high-speed switching ap-
plications such as power inverters, switching, regula-
tors, and high-current pulse applications. JEDEC 
TO-48, Outline No.20. See Mounting Hardware for de-
sired mounting arrangement. This type is identical 
with type 2N3650 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Vas«   
VID10111   
VRROM   
VDROM   

700 V 
700 V 
600 V 
600 V 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at Tu 25°C) 
vouno (Tc = 120°C)   600 min 
In«   3 max m A 
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40504-
40506 

1.7A-5A 

200V-700V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types used in power-
control and power-switching applications. JEDEC TO-
SS (with heat radiator), Outline No.26. Types 40504, 
40505, and 40506 are electrically identical with types 
2N3228, 2N3525, and 2N4101, respectively. 

2N3528 
2N3529 

2A, 200V 

2A, 400V 

Si all-diffused three-junction types for use in power-
control and power-switching applications. JEDEC TO-8, 
Outline No.10. These types are identical with type 
2N3228 except for the following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (For sinusoidal ac supply voltage at f .= 50 to 400 Hz 
with resistive or inductive load) 

2N3528 2N3529 
VRSOM   660 V 
VRROM   400 V 
VDROM   600 V 
IT(AV) (conduction angle = 180% TA = 25°C) 1 3   A 
IT(RIS) (TA = 25°C)     2   A 

CHARACTERISTICS (At maximum electrical ratings at T, = 25°C) 

AIT2,NR 

VF(BC)O (Tc = 100°C)   
boom (Von = vraio)0, Tc = 
IRROM (VRO = VRSOM, Tc 
83-A   

100°C)   
109°C)   

Ri o  
cio • 
I 

NJ4 
CD... 100 

o 
re 

2 Ice 50 
m 

2 w 

400 min V 
0.2 typ; 3 max mA 

0.1 typ; 1.5 max mA 
40 max   °C/W 

RATING CHART (AMBIENT TEMPERATURE) 

TYPES 2N3528,2N3529,2N4102 /......,\' 
CURRENT WAVEFORM-SINUSOIDAL 
LOAD-RESISTIVE OR INDUCTIVE 11 \ - 

A 

CONDUCTION 
ANGLE 

Z 

"44700 
CZ c'T C" /0 OC'VCei 

/04, / 

œ to F> Fo 
c: 

O 05 1 15 
AVERAGE ON-STATE CURRENT EITUIMi-AMPERES 

92CS-12749T1 

Diacs 

1N5411 DIAC 
Si all-diffused three-layer trigger diode type used for 
triac phase-control circuits for lamp dimming, universal-
motor speed, and heat controls. JEDEC DO-26, Outline 
No.66. 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Peak Pulse Current, Forward or Reverse 

(te = 30 e.s, df = 0.004)   2 A 
Device Dissipation (Te up to 75°C)   0.5 W 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (Junction)   T.: (opr) —40 to 100 °C 
Storage   TSTG —40 to 150 °C 
Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   TL 255 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Breakover Voltage, Forward or Reverse   V(no) 29 to 35 V 
Breakover-Voltage Symmetry   I.V(so) I — I -V( no) I ±-3 V 
Breakback Voltage Change, Forward or Reverse 

(Iao (forward or reverse) = 10 mA)   AV 5 min V 
Peak Breakover Current   I(so) 50 max µA 

DIAC 40583 
Si all-diffused three-layer trigger diode type used for 
triac phase-control circuits for lamp dimming, universal-
motor speed, and heat controls. JEDEC DO-26, Outline 
No.66. This type is identical with type 1N5411 except 
for the following item: 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 25°C) 
Breakover Voltage, Forward or Reverse   V(so) 27 to 37A 
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Technical Data for 
Rectifiers and Other Diodes 

THIS section contains detailed 
.1- technical data for all current 
RCA silicon rectifiers and other 
solid-state diodes. The data on the 
rectifiers is presented in an easy-to-
read quick-reference chart to facili-
tate comparison and selection of in-
dividual types. The rectifiers are 
listed in the chart in order of as-
cending current ratings. The data on 
the diodes are presented in display 
format. 

In selection of devices for use in 
new electronic equipment, a prospec-
tive user should refer to the appro-
priate section of the Selection Guide 
included earlier in the Manual. For 
the reader who requires data on spe-
cific types, a complete numerical-
alphabetical-numerical index to all 
current RCA solid-state devices is 
provided immediately following the 
Circuits Section in the back of the 
Manual. 

Silicon Diffused-Junction Rectifiers 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 

I FAV iFM VRM and 
RCA OUTLINE at Tc (rep) (surge) VRMS VM (block) 
TYPE JEDEC NO. A °C A A V V 

CHARAC-
TERISTICS 

IBM 
Vau (dynamic) 
V mA 

1N3754 TO-1** 41 0.125 65 1.3 30 35 100 1 0.3 
1113155 TO-1** 41 0.125 65 1.3 30 70 200 1 0.3 
1143156 TO-1** 41 0.125 65 1.3 30 140 400 1 0.3 
40265 TO-1** 41 0.125 65 1.3 30 140 400 1 0.4 
1143563 TO-1° 40 0.3* 75 4* 35* 700 1000 1.2 0.2 

1143196 TO-if 39 0.4* 75 5* 35* 560 800 1.2 0.2 
1N3256 TO-1° 41 Insulated version of 1N3196 
1143193 TO-if 39 0.5* 75 ' 6* 35* 140 200 1.2 0.2 
1143194 TO-if 39 0.5* 75 6* 35* 280 400 1.2 0.2 
1143195 TO-if 39 0.5* 75 6* 35* 420 600 1.2 0.2 

1113253 TO-1° 40 Insulated version of 1N3193 
1143254 TO-1° 40 Insulated version of 1N3194 
1N3255 TO-1° 40 Insulated version of 1N3195 
40808 DO-26 40 0.5 25 - 32 420 600 1 0.005 
40809 DO-26 40 0.5 25 - 32 560 800 1 0.005 

1144448 DO-1 38 0.65 50 3.5 15 350 500 1.5 1.75* 
1114458 DO-1 38 0.65 50 3.5 15 420 600 1.5 2° 
1N440B DO-1 38 0.75 50 3.5 15 70 100 1.5 0.3* 
1N441B DO-1 38 0.75 50 3.5 15 140 200 1.5 0.75* 
1N44211 DO-1 38 0.75 50 3.5 15 210 300 1.5 1° 

**Similar to TO-1 package with lead 3 omitted. 
° Similar to TO-1 package with axial leads and insulated plastic sleeve over metal case. 
$ Similar to TO-1 package with axial leads. *With capacitive load. • Static value in µA. • 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARAC-
TERISTICS 

lires, i rm VRM and IRM 
RCA OUTLINE at Te (rep) (surge) VRMS Vi (black) VFM (dynamic) 
TYPE JEDEC NO. A *G A A Y Y V mA 

1N443B DO-1 38 0.75 50 3.5 15 280 400 1.5 1.56 
1 N536 DO-1 38 0.75 50 - 15 35 50 1.1 5° 
1N537 DO-1 38 0.75 50 - 15 70 100 1.1 56 
1 N538 DO-1 38 0.75 50 - 15 140 200 1.1 5le 
1N539 DO-1 38 0.75 50 - 15 210 300 1.1 56 

1N540 DO-1 38 0.75 50 - 15 280 400 1.1 5' 
1 N541 DO-1 38 0.75 50 - 15 420 600 1.2 5° 
1 N1095 DO-1 38 0.75 50 - 15 350 500 1.2 511 
1 N1163A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 280 400 1.2 0.1 
1N1764A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 350 500 1.2 0.1 

1 N2858A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 35 50 1.2 0.1 
1N2859A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 70 100 1.2 0.1 
1N2860A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 140 200 1.2 0.1 
1 N2861A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 210 300 1.2 0.1 
1 N2862A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 280 400 1.2 0.1 

1N2863A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 350 500 1.2 0.1 
1 N2864A DO-1 38 1 75 5 35 420 600 1.2 0.1 
40642 DO-26 40 1 - 6.5 70 - 700A 2 10© 
417643 DO-26 40 1 - 6 10 - 800f 1.3 10e' 
406421 DO-26 40 1 - 0.3 20 - 700A 1.3 10© 

40266 DO-1 38 2* 105 10 35 35 100 3 10f 
40267 DO-1 38 r 105 10 35 70 200 3 10f 
1N1612° DO-4 42 5 135 15 - 35 50 1.5 1 
1N1613° DO-4 42 5 135 15 70 100 1.5 1 
1N1614° DO-4 42 5 135 15 140 200 1.5 1 

1N1615" DO-4 42 5 135 15 280 400 1.5 1 
1N16163 DO-4 42 5 135 15 - 420 600 1.5 1 
1N1341133 DO-4 42 6 150 25 160 35 50 0.65 0.45 
1 N1342B3 DO-4 42 6 150 25 160 70 100 0.65 0.45 
1 N1344113 DO-4 42 6 150 25 160 140 200 0.65 0.45 

1 N1345P DO-4 42 6 150 25 160 212 300 0.65 0.45 
1 N134613° DO-4 42 6 150 25 160 284 400 0.65 0.45 
1 N134713• DO-4 42 6 150 25 160 355 500 0.65 0.45 
1 N1348133 DO-4 42 6 150 25 160 424 600 0.65 0.45 
40108• DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 - 50 0.6 2 

40109' DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 100 0.6 2 
40110• DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 200 0.6 1.5 
40111• DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 300 0.6 1.5 
40112' DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 400 0.6 1 
40113• DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 500 0.6 0.85 

40114• DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 - 600 0.6 0.75 
401151 DO-4 42 10 150 40 140 - 800 0.6 0.65 
1 N1199A• DO-4 42 12 150 50 240 35 50 0.55 3 
1N1200A• DO-4 42 12 150 50 240 70 100 0.55 2.5 
1 N120211° DO-4 42 12 150 50 240 140 200 0.55 2 

• Static value in A. • V.. (block) = 550V. 
© Static condition. * With capacitive load. 
• Reverse-polarity version available. 

t V.. (block) = 450V. Static value in ILA. 
t Value in 
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Silicon Diffused-Junction Rectifiers 
MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARAC-

TERISTICS 
Intv Wm VR11 and IBM 

RCA OUTLINE at Tc (rep) (surge) VRMS Yas (block) VIM (dynamic) 
TYPE JEDEC NO. A °C A A V V V mA 

1 N1203P DO-4 42 12 150 50 240 212 300 0.55 1.75 
1 N120483 DO-4 42 12 150 50 240 284 400 0.55 1.5 
1N1205P DO-4 42 12 150 50 240 355 500 0.55 1.25 
1 N1206P DO-4 42 12 150 50 240 424 600 0.55 1 
4020P DO-5 43 18 150 72 250 - 50 0.65 3 

4020P DO-5 43 18 150 72 250 - 100 0.65 3 
4021P DO-5 43 18 150 72 250 - 200 0.65 2.5 
40211 DO-5 43 18 150 72 250 - 300 0.65 2.5 
4021211 DO-5 43 18 150 72 250 - 400 0.65 2 
4021P DO-5 43 18 150 72 250 - 500 0.65 1.75 

4021P DO-5 43 18 150 72 250 - 600 0.65 1.5 
1 N248C° DO-5 43 20 150 90 350 39 55A 0.6 3.8 
1N249P DO-5 43 20 150 90 350 77 110À 0.6 3.6 
1N250C• DO-5 43 20 150 90 350 154 220Á 0.6 3.4 
1N1195P DO-5 43 20 150 90 350 212 300 0.6 3.2 

1 N1196P DO-5 43 20 150 90 350 284 400 0.6 2.5 
1N1191P DO-5 43 20 150 90 350 355 500 0.6 2.2 
1N1198P DO-5 43 20 150 90 350 424 600 0.6 1.5 
1N1183P DO-5 43 40 150 195 800 35 50 0.65 2.5 
1N1184P DO-5 43 40 150 195 800 70 100 0.65 2.5 

1 N1186P DO-5 43 40 150 195 800 140 200 0.65 2.5 
1N1181P DO-5 43 40 150 195 800 212 300 0.65 2.5 
1N1188P DO-5 43 40 150 195 800 284 400 0.65 2.2 
1N1189P DO-5 43 40 150 195 800 355 500 0.65 2 
1N1190P DO-5 43 40 150 195 800 424 600 0.65 1.8 
" Reverse-polarity version available. • Vm (block) is 10% less. 

Silicon Diffused-Junction Stack Rectifiers 
MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARACTERISTICS 

VRM (rep) VRMt IRME CS 
RCA OUTLINE 'rev Wm V and (non- Yam@ (dynamic) (max) 
TYPE NO. at 100°C (rep) (surge) VRMS VM (block) rep) 

A A A 1/ V V A pF 

CR201 45a 0.155 3 10 1345 1900 2280 1.8 0.1 - 
CR203 45b 0.155 3 10 2240 3165 3800 3 0.1 - 
CR204 45c 0.155 3 10 3395 4800 5760 3.6 0.1 - 
CR206 45d 0.155 3 10 4475 6330 7600 6 0.1 - 
CR208 45e 0.155 3 10 5655 8000 9600 6 0.1 - 
CR210 45f 0.155 3 10 7070 10000 12000 7.2 0.1 - 
CR212 45g 0.155 3 10 8485 12000 14400 9 0.1 - 
CR107 44g 0.230 5 20 5370 7595 9115 7.2 0.3 105 
CR108 44h 0.230 5 20 5820 8230 9875 7.8 0.3 100 
CR109 44i 0.230 5 20 6710 9495 11395 9 0.3 90 
CR110 44j 0.230 5 20 7160 10130 12155 9.6 0.3 80 
CR106 44f 0.250 5 20 4475 6330 7600 6 0.3 125 
CR104 44d 0.270 5 20 3130 4430 5315 4.2 0.3 175 
CR105 44e 0.270 5 20 3580 5065 6080 4.8 0.3 160 
CR103 44c 0.315 5 20 2240 3165 3800 3 0.3 250 
" At maximum rated operating conditions. # For duration of 5 ms max; Tc = 60 to 125°C. 
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Silicon Diffused-Junction Stack Rectifiers 
(cont'd) 

MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARACTERISTICS 
Yost (rep) Youi I Ilid• Cs 

RCA OUTLINE ¡FAY ira V and (non- VFM. (dynamic) (max) 
TYPE NO. at 100°C (rep) (surge) VRMS VM (block) rep) 

A A A V V V A pF 

CR102 44b 0.355 5 20 1790 2530 3035 2.4 0.3 320 
CR101 44a 0.385 5 20 895 1265 1520 1.2 0.3 600 
CR301 46a 2.5 - 250 1695 2400 2880 - 1.5 *. 
CR302 46b 2.5 - 250 2545 3600 4320 1.5 •• 
CR303 46c 2.5 - 250 3395 4800 5760 1.5 .• 

CR304 46d 2.5 250 4240 6000 7200 1.5 ** 
CR305 46e 2.5 250 5090 7200 8640 1.5 •* 
CR306 46f 2.5 250 5935 8400 10080 1.5 ** 
CR307 46g 2.5 250 6785 9600 11520 1.5 .* 
CR311 461 4.5 250 1695 2400 2880 1.5 *• 

CR312 46i 4.5 250 2545 3600 4320 1.5 .• 
CR313 46j 4.5 250 3395 4800 5760 1.5 •., 
CR314 46k 4.5 250 4240 6000 7200 1.5 ** 
CR315 461 4.5 250 5090 7200 8640 1.5 •• 
CR316 46m 4.5 250 5935 8400 10080 1.5 .* 

CR317 46n 4.5 - 250 6785 9600 11520 1.5 •• 
CR321 46o 6 400 1695 2400 2880 1.5 •* 
CR322 46p 6 - 400 2545 3600 4320 1.5 *• 
CR323 46q 6 400 3395 4800 5760 1.5 ** 
CR324 46r 6 400 4240 6000 7200 1.5 •• 
CR325 46s 6 - 400 5090 7200 8640 1.5 ** 
CR331 46t 8.5 - 400 1695 2400 2880 1.5 ** 
CR332 46u 8.5 - 400 2545 3600 4320 1.5 ** 
CR333 46v 8.5 - 400 3395 4800 5760 1.5 ** 
CR334 46w 8.5 - 400 4240 6000 7200 1.5 *• 
CR335 46x 8.5 - 400 5090 7200 8640 1.5 *• 
CR341 46y 11.5 - 850 1695 2400 2880 1.5 ** 
CR342 46z 11.5 - 850 2545 3600 4320 1.5 ** 
CR343 46aa 11.5 - 850 3395 4800 5760 1.5 ** 
CR344 46bb 11.5 - 850 4240 6000 7200 1.5 ** 

CR351 46cc 17.5 - 850 1695 2400 2880 1.5 *• 
CR352 46dd 17.5 - 850 2545 3600 4320 1.5 ** 
CR353 46ee 17.5 - 850 3395 4800 5760 1.5 *• 
CR354 46ff 17.5 - 850 4240 6000 7200 1.5 •• 

** C. typically 0.01 id per cell. 

Silicon Plug-in Rectifiers 
AVERAGE DC AVERAGE DC 

RCA OUTLINE OUTPUT RMS SUPPLY RCA OUTLINE OUTPUT RMS SUPPLY 
TYPE NO. A V V TYPE NO. A V V 

CR401 t 46a 18 200 222 CR503$ 46p 46 300 222 
CR402t 46a 18 400 444 CR504t 46p 46 600 444 
CR403t 46c 18 800 888 CR407t 46y 70 200 222 
CR501$ 46b 24 300 222 CR408t 46y 70 400 444 
CR502# 46b 24 600 444 CR409t 46aa 70 800 888 
CR404t 46o 34 200 222 CR505# 46z 92 300 222 
CR405t 460 34 400 444 CR506# 46z 92 600 441 
CR406t 46v 34 800 888 

t Single-phase, full-wave types. $ Three-phase, full-wave types. 
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Silicon Bridge 
Rectifiers 

These high-voltage diffused-
junction types are direct re-
placements for the mercury-
vapor and gas rectifier tubes 
indicated. Data for the tube-
type rectifiers are given in the 
RCA Transmitting Tube Manual 
TT-5. 

RCA 
TYPE 

CR273/8008 
CR274/872A 

CR275/866A/3828 

40598A EMITTING DIODE 
GaAs high-frequency type used for continuous or pulse 
applications in military, industrial, and commercial 
equipment. Outline No.67. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Peak Forward Current   In( 
Average Forward Current: 
Tc from —73 to 50°C   IF(AV) 50 
Te from 50 to 75°C   IF(AV) See Rating Chart 

Peak Reverse Voltage   Vim 2 
Tu from —73 to 50°C   PIN(AV) 90 
Tu. from 50 to 75°C   PIN(AV) See Rating Chart 

Temperature: 
Operating   
Storage   
During Soldering (5 s) 

REPLACES 
TYPE(S) 

8008 
872, 872A 

866, 866A, 3B28 

1 

Fe 
TSTG 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 27°C) 
DC Forward Voltage Drop (IF = 10 mA)   VF 
DC Forward Voltage Drop (IF =- 50 mA)   VF 
Peak Reverse Current (Vs = 2 V)   Ism 
Continuous Service (IF = 50 mA) : 
DC Forward Voltage   VF 
Radiant Power Output"   Po 
Radiant Power Output per Ampere   Po/A 
Power Efficiency (Po/Vs-Ir)   n 

Pulse Service: 
Peak Radiant Power Output 
(IF =. 1 A, tp = 2 as, df = 1%, pulse rep. 
rate = 500 p/s)   Posi 

Radiation Characteristics, Continuous or 
Pulse Service: 
Wavelength at Peak of Emitted Spectrum X °A 
Line Width at Half-Power Points   °A 
Half-Angle Beam Spread: At Half-Power Point a degrees 
At 20% Power Point   a degrees 

' Radiant Power Output is derived by measuring the short-circuit current in a cali-
brated silicon photovoltaic cell positioned close to the emitter to collect the total infra-
red emission. 

—73 to 75 
—72 to 100 

130 

40736R EMITTING DIODE 

1.2 typ; 1.5 max 
1.4 typ; 1.8 max 

10 max 

Ge arsenide high-efficiency type used for continuous or 
pulse applications in a wide range of optical applica-
tions. Outline No. 72. See Mounting Hardware for 
desired mounting arrangement. 

1.4 
1 min; 1.6 typ 
20 min; 32 typ 

1.1 min; 2.3 typ 

24 

9100 to 9500 
500 
15 
30 

A 

mA 

V 

°C 
°C 
°C 

V 
V 
µA 

V 
mW 

mW/A 

mW 
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MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Peak Forward Current   IFM 1.5 A 
Average Forward Current   Ir(...v) 50 mA 
Average Forward Current (Tc above 50°C)   IFIAV) See Rating Chart 
Peak Reverse Voltage   VRN1 2 V 
Temperature Range: 
Operating   Tc —65 to 75 °C 
Storage   TSTO —65 to 100 °C 

Case and Stem-Soldering Temperature (5 s) .. 130 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS (At case temperature = 27°C) 
DC Forward Voltage Drop (Ir = 10 mA)   VF 1.2 typ: 1.5 max V 
DC Forward Voltage Drop (Ir = 50 mA)   VF 1.4 typ; 1.8 max V 
Peak Reverse Current (Vs = 2 V)   IRS( 10 max µA 
Continuous Service (Ir = 50 mA) : 
DC Forward Voltage Drop   Vr 1.4 V 
Radiant Power Outputt   Po 1 min; 1.6 typ mW 
Radiant Power Output per Ampere   Po/A 20 min; 32 typ mW/A 
Power Efficiency (Po/VrIr)   n 1.1 min; 23 typ % 
Pulse Service: 
Peak Radiant Power Output (Ir = 1 A, 

t. = 2 ps. df = 1%, pulse repetitive rate 
= 5000 p/s)   Poll 24 mW 

Radiation Characteristics (Continuous or 
Pulse Service): 

Wavelength at Peak of Emitted Spectrum   X 9100 to 9500 A 
Line Width at Half-Power Points   500 A 
Half-Angle Beam Spread: 
At half-power point   a 15 degrees 
At 20% power point   a 30 degrees 

t Radiant Power Output is derived by measuring the short-circuit current in a calibrated 
silicon photovoltaic cell positioned close to the emitter to collect the infrared emission. 

COMPENSATING DIODE 1 N2326 
Ge alloy-junction type used in temperature- and voltage-
compensation applications. Similar to JEDEC TO-1 
(2-lead), Outline No.41. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Reverse Voltage   Vau —1 V 
Peak Recurrent Current   in( (rep) 200 mA 

Iru 100 mA 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   
Operating (TA) and Storage (Twro)   —65 to 85 °C 

TL 255 I °C 

Temperature Range: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

DC Forward Current 

DC Forward Voltage Drop: min typ max 
Irav = 2 mA   VFAV 120 135 150 mV 
IrÁv = 100 mA   VFAV 240 260 280 mV 

COMPENSATING DIODE 40428 
Ge alloy-junction type used in temperature- and volt-
age-compensation applications. Similar to JEDEC TO-1 
(2-lead), Outline No.41. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Reverse Voltage   Vau —0.5 V 
DC Forward Current   Iric 100 mA 
Peak Forward Current   iv (max) 200 mA 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (TA) and Storage (Two)   —65 to 85 °C 

Lead-Soldering Temperature (10 s max)   Ti. 255 'V 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
DC Forward Voltage Drop: min tgo max 
To = 25°C   VFA V 235 285 mV 

VFA V TA = 25°C   225 250 275 mV 

1 N4785 DAMPER DIODE 
Ge diffused-junction type used in transistorized 114-
degree, 18-kilovolt horizontal-deflection systems in tele-
vision receivers with types 2N3730, 2N3731, and 
2N3732. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Peak Reverse Voltage   Vas 320 V 
Continuous Reverse Voltage   VRM 60 V 
Peak Forward Current   lint 10 A 
Average Forward Current   lam 7 A 
Temperature Range: 
Operating (TI) and Storage (TsTo)   —65 to 85 °C 

Pin-Soldering Temperature   TP 230 °C 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Peak Reverse Voltage (Is = 1 mA)   Vas 320 min V 
Reverse Current, Static (Vs = 10 V)   In 150 max µA 
Forward Voltage Drop, Static (Ir = 7 A)   Va 0.77 max V 

40442 DAMPER DIODE 
Ge diffused-junction type used in transistorized 114-
degree, 18-kilovolt horizontal-deflection systems in tele-
vision receivers with types 2N3730, 2N3731, 2N3732, 
40439, and 40440 to make up a complete transistor/ 
damper-diode complement. JEDEC TO-3, Outline No.2. 
This type is identical to type 1N4785 except for the 
following items: 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Peak Reverse Voltage   Vas 
Continuous Reverse Voltage   Vas 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Peak Reverse Voltage (h = 1 mA)   Vas 200 min V 

200 V 
40 V 
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CHART OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS 
(Shown for reference only; see page 270 for symbol identification.) 

BIPOLAR TYPES 

RCA Bas-t Mate- Out-
Type Mg rial lime 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
CHARACTER-

ISTICS 

Vea VBB I C PT 
(YOM) (volts) (amperes) (watts) 

Min. 
bec 

ICB 
(LA) 

Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera-

turc 
(C) 

Ca:y 11:Cà etIyayeeed 

2N104 12 Ge 16 -30 _ -0.050 0.150 44 -10 70 - 
2N105 1 Ge • -25 - -0.015 0.035 55 -5 55 2N408 
2N139 12 Ge 16 -16 - -0.015 0.035 48 -6 70 - 
2N140 12 Ge 16 -16 - -0.015 0.080 75 -6 71 - 
2N113 2 Ge 14 -60 -40 -15 150 35 -100 100 - 

2N114 2 Ge 14 -80 -60 -15 150 25 -100 100 - 
2N115 12 Ge 2 -10 - -0.002 0.050 - -12 50 - 
2N206 1 Ge 1 -30 - -0.050 0.075 33 -10 85 2N408 
2N215 12 Ge 16 -30 - -0.050 0.150 44 -10 70 - 
2N218 1 Ge 1 -16 - -0.015 0.035 48 -6 70 - 

214219 1 Ge 1 - 16 - -0.015 0.08 75 -6 71 - 
214220 12 Ge 2 -10 - -0.002 0.050 - -12 50 - 
214247 3 Ge 9 -35 - -0.010 0.080 60 -10 71 2N1180 
211269 1 Ge 1 -25 -12 -0.100 0.120 24 -5 85 2N404 
214270 12 Ge 9 -25 -12 -0.150 0.250 50 -16 85 - 

214277 2 Ge 14 -40 -20 -15 150 35 -4000 100 - 
211218 2 Ge 14 -50 -30 -15 150 35-15000 100 - 
211301 4 Ge 2 -40 -10 -3 11 70 -100 91 2N2869 /2N301 
214301A 4 Ge 2 -60 -10 -3 11 70 -100 91 2N2870/2N301A 
2/1307 4 Ge 2 -35 - -1 10 20 -1500 75 2N2869 

214331 1 Ge 11 -30 -12 -0.200 0.200 50 -16 71 2N1638 
2N356 5 Ge ' 20 20 0.5 0.100 30 5 85 2N647 
214357 5 Ge * 20 20 0.5 0.100 30 5 85 2N647 
211358 5 Ge * 20 20 0.5 0.100 30 5 85 2N647 
211311 3 Ge 9 -24 -0.5 - 0.010 0.08 80 -20 71 

2N373 3 Ge 9 -25 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 60 -8 71 2N1638 
2N374 3 Ge 9 -25 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 60 -8 71 2N1631 
- 211395 17 Ge 5 -30 -20 -0.2 0.15 10 -6 85 
2N396 17 Ge 5 - - 15 -6 
211396A 17 Ge 5 -30 -20 -0.2 0.20 15 -6 85 

211391 17 Ge 5 -30 -20 -0.2 0.20 20 -6 85 
214409 12 Ge 16 -13 - -0.015 0.080 48 -10 71 
211411 12 Ge 16 -13 - -0.015 0.080 75 -10 71 
211441 2 Ge 14 -40 -20 -15 150 20 -4000 100 
211442 2 Ge 14 -50 -30 -15 150 20 -4000 100 

211443 2 Ge 14 -60 -40 -15 150 20 -4000 100 - 
211456 4 Ge 25 -40 -20 -5 50 52 - 95 2N2869 
214457 4 Ge 25 -60 -20 -5 50 52 - 95 2N2869 
2N497 6 Si 5 60 8 - 4 12 10 200 
211544 3 Se 9 -18 -1 -0.010 0.080 60 -4 71 2N217 

• 1 - emitter, 2 - base, 3 - collector. 
For terminal e mmmmm lions diagrams, see page 665. 
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CHART OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS (cont'd) 

BIPOLAR TYPES (cont'd) 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
CHARACTER-

ISTICS Maximum 
  , Operating 

I Tempera-
RCA Bas-Y Mate- Out- Vii VEn I, PT Min. Ica', turc Can be replaced 
Type ing rial line (volts) (volts) (amperes) (watts) brai (µA) (°C)  by RCA type  

2N561 4 Ge 25 -80 -60 -10 50 75 100 2N2869 
2N578 1 Ge 11 -20 -12 -0.400 0.120 10 -5 71 2N412 
2N519 1 Ge 11 -20 -12 -0.400 0.120 20 -5 71 2N412 
2N580 1 Ge 11 -20 -12 -0.400 0.120 30 -5 71 2N412 
2N581 10 Ge 5 -18 -10 -0.100 0.150 20 -10' 100 

2N582 10 Ge 5 -25 -12 -0.100 0.150 20 -5 100 
2N583 1 Ge 1 -18 -10 -0.100 0.120 20 -10 85 2N412 
2N584 1 Ge 1 -25 -12 -0.100 0.120 40 -5 85 2N408 
2N586 12 Ge 9 -45 -12 -0.250 0.250 35 -16 85 - 
2N640 3 Ge 9 -34 -1 -0.010 0.080 50 -5 71 2N1637 

2N641 3 Ge 9 -34 -1 -0.010 0.080 50 -7 71 2N1638 
2N642 3 Ge 9 -34 -1 -0.010 0.080 50 -7 71 2N1639 
2N643 1 Ge 11 --30 -2 -0.100 0.120 20 - 10 71 
2N644 1 Ge 11 -30 -2 -0.100 0.100 20 -10 71 
2N645 1 Ge 11 -30 -2 -0.100 0.120 20 - 10 71 

2N656 6 Si 5 60 8 - 4 30 10 200 -2N696 6 Si 5 60 5 -0.500 2 20 1 175 - 

214105 7 Ge 12 -15 -3.5 -0.05 0.15 25 -3 100 -2N708 6 Si 12 40 - - 0.36 15 0.025 200 

2N110 7 Ge 12 -15 -2 -0.05 0.15 25 -3 100 - 

2N711 7 Ge 12 -12 -I -0.1 0.15 20 -3 100 
2N794 7 Ge 12 -13 -1 -0.100 0.150 30 -3 85 2N1- 300 
2N795 7 Ge 12 -13 -4 -0.100 0.150 30 -3 85 2N1301 
2N796 7 Ge 12 -13 -4 -0.100 0.150 50 -3 85 2N1683 
2N828 7 Ge 12 -15 -2.5 -0.2 0.3 25 -3 100 

2N914 6 Si 12 40 - - 0.36 10 0.025 200 
2N955 6 Ge 12 12 2 0.1 0.15 30 5 100 
2N955A 6 Ge 12 12 2 0.15 0.15 30 5 100 
2N960 7 Ge 12 -15 -2.5 -0.1 0.3 20 -3 100 
2N961 7 Ge 12 -12 -2 -0.1 0.3 20 -3 100 

2N962 7 Ge 12 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 20 -3 100 
2N963 7 Ge 12 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 20 -5 100 
2N964 7 Ge 12 -15 -2.5 -0.1 0.3 40 -3 100 
2N965 7 Ge 12 -12 -2 -0.1 0.3 40 -3 100 

2N966 7 Ge 12 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 40 -3 100 
2N961 7 Ge 12 -12 -1.25 -0.1 0.3 40 -5 100 
2N1010 5 Ge 1 10 - 0.002 0.020 - 10 55 - 
2N1014 4 Ge 25 -100 -60 -10 50 75 - 100 2N2869 
2N1067 8 Si 10 60 12 0.5 5 35 15 175 2N3053 

y For terminal connections diagrams, see page 665. 
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CHART OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS (cont'd) 

BIPOLAR TYPES (cont'd) 

RCA Bas-t Mate- Out-
Type log rial line 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

CHARACTER-
ISTICS 

VOI3 VED I o PT 
(volts) (volts) (amperes) (watts) 

Mln. 
hvE 

ka 

(RA) 

Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera-

ture 
(CC) 

Can be replaced 
by RCA type 

2111068 8 Si 10 60 12 1.5 10 38 15 175 2N3262 
2111069 9 Si 2 60 1.7 4 50 20 25 175 2N1489 
2111010 9 Si 2 60 9 4 50 20 25 175 2N1702 
2111090 26 Ge 5 25 20 0.400 0.120 20 8 85 - 
2111091 26 Ge 5 25 20 0.400 0.120 30 8 85 - 

2111092 6 Si 5 60 12 0.5 2 35 15 175 
2111099 2 Ge 14 -80 -40 -15 150 35 -4000 100 
2111100 2 Ge 14 -100 -80 --15 150 25 -4000 100 
2N116b 2 Ge 5 25 25 0.4 0.12 20 10 71 
2111110 10 Ge 5 40 40 0.4 0.12 20 8 71 

2111213 7 Ge 5 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 - -3 85 
2111214 10 Ge 5 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 - -3 85 
2111215 10 Ge 5 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 - -3 85 
2111216 10 Ge 5 -25 -1 -0.100 0.075 - -3 85 
2111319 10 Ge 5 -20 -20 -0.4 0.12 15 -6 71 

2111358 2 Ge 14 -80 -60 -15 150 25 -200 100 - 
2111384 10 14 Ge -30 -1 -0.5 0.24 20 -8 85 - 
2111412 2 Ge 14 -100 -80 -15 150 25 -4000 100 - 
2111425 3 Ge 9 -24 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 50 - 12 71 2N1638 
2111426 3 Ge 9 -24 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 130 -12 71 2111638 

2111450 1 Ge 11 -30 -1 -0.100 0.120 20 -10 85 2N217 
2111511 11 Si 14 60 60 6 75 15 25 200 2111487 
2111512 11 Si 14 100 100 6 75 15 25 200 2111488 
2111513 11 Si 14 60 60 6 75 15 25 200 2111489 
2111514 11 Si 14 100 100 6 75 15 25 200 2111490 

2111525 12 Ge 16 -24 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 - -16 71 - 
2111521 12 Ge 16 -24 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 - -16 71 - 
2111633 12 Ge 16 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 -16 85 2N1638 
2111634 1 Ge 1 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 -16 85 2(11638 
2111635 12 Ge 16 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 -16 85 2111638 

2111636 1 Ge 1 -34 -0.5 -0.010 0.080 75 -16 85 2111638 
2111108 6 Si 12 25 3 0.2 0.3 20 0.025 175 - 
2N1168 23 Si 22 60 12 3 40 35 15 200 2111485 
2111169 23 Si 22 100 12 3 40 35 15 200 2111486 
2111853 10 Ge 5 -18 -2 -0.100 0.150 30 -4.2 85 - 

2111854 10 Ge 5 -18 -2 -0.100 0.150 25 -40 85 - 
2112205 6 Si 12 25 - 0.2 0.3 20 0.025 175 - 
2112206 6 Si 19 25 3 0.2 1 40 0.025 175 - 
2112213 7 Ge 12 -25 -1 -0.1 0.1 20 -10 100 2N1179 
2112339 23 Si 22 60 40 2.5 40 20 3000 200 2111701 

t For terminal connections diagrams, see page 665. 
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CHART OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS (cont'd) 

BIPOLAR TYPES (cont'd) 

RCA 
Type 

Bas-4 Mate- 
ing rial 

Out- 
line 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
CHARACTER-

ISTICS 
Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera- 

(°C) 
Can be replaced 

by RCA type 
Vi. 

(volts) 
VEB 

(volts) 
I C PT 

(amperes) (watts) 
Min. ICB 
bFE (p.A) 

2142482 6 Ge 12 20 3 0.1 0.15 25 5 100 
2112873 13 Ge 1 -35 -0.1 -0.010 0.115 40 12 100 
2112898 6 Si 19 120 7 1 1.8 40 0.002 200 
2142899 6 Si 19 140 7 1 1.8 60 0.01 200 
2N2900 6 Si 19 60 7 1 1.8 50 0.05 200 

2112938 6 Si 21 25 - 0.5 0.3 25 0.025 175 - 
2N3011 6 Si 12 30 5 0.0002 0.36 12 - 200 
2143230 25 Si 30 80 10 7 25 1000 - 200 - 
2113231 25 Si 30 100 10 7 25 1000 - 200 - 
2113241 8 Si 32 30 5 0.1 2 50 0.1 175 2N3241A 

2113242 8 Si 32 30 5 0.2 2 75 0.01 175 2N3242A 
2143435 6 Si 5 80 4 0.25 1 50 0.05 200 - 
284081 18 Si 31 40 3 - 0.2 40 0.02 200 - 
2114296 9 Si 25 350 4 1 0.020 35 100 175 - 
2114297 9 Si 25 350 4 1 0.020 50 100 175 - 

2114298 9 Si 25 500 4 1 0.020 20 100 175 -2N4299 9 Si 25 500 4 1 0.020 35 100 175 

2114395 9 Si 2 60 4 5 62.5 20 100 150 - 
2144396 9 Si 2 80 4 5 62.5 20 100 150 - 
2114397 18 Si 31 40 3 - 0.2 40 0.02 200 - 

2114934 27 Si 31 40 3 - 0.200 40 0.010 200 - 
2114935 27 Si 31 50 3 - 0.200 60 0.010 200 - 
2114936 27 Si 31 50 3 - 0.200 60 0.010 200 - 
2N5017 - Si 49 -- 4 4.5 30 - - 200 - 
3746 - Ge 17 -34 -0.5 -0.20 0.080 - -16 85 _ 

3907/ 
214404 10 Ge 5 -25 -12 -0.2 0.15 30 -5 85 

40217 6 SI 21 25 3 - 0.3 20 0.5 175 
40218 6 Si 21 25 5 50 0.3 20 0.5 175 
40219 6 Si 21 40 - - 0.36 15 0.025 200 

40220 6 Si 21 40 5 0.2 0.3 25 0.5 175 
40221 6 Si 21 40 - - 0.36 10 0.025 200 
40222 6 Si 21 25 - 0.2 0.3 20 0.025 175 
40253 1 Ge 1 -25 -2.5 0.500 0.125 50 -14 90 
40255 14 Si 5 450 7 1 10 30 - 200 

40256 14 Si 5 300 7 1 10 30 - 200 
40261 1 Ge 1 -50 -0.5 -0.010 0.125 - -12 85 
40262 1 Ge 1 -50 -0.5 -0.010 0.125 - -12 85 
40263 1 Ge 1 -20 -2.5 -0.050 0.120 - -12 100 
40264 24 Si 34 300 3 0.1 4 30 100 150 

For terminal connections diagrams, see page 665. 
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CHART OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS (cont'd) 

BIPOLAR TYPES (cont'd) 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

CHARACTER-
ISTICS Maximum 

Operating 
Tempera-

RCA Bas-t Mate- Out- V(13 VEB lu PT Min. Ica ture 
Type ing rial line (volts) (volts) (amperes) (watts) hr e (µA) (°C)  

40269 10 Ge 5 -25 -12 0.1 0.15 50 -5 85 
40283 6 Si 19 60 5 - 0.4 10 - 200 
40296 15 Si 28 30 2.5 0.040 0.200 30 0.01 200 
40350 15 Si 31 35 - 0.025 0.18 40 1 175 
40351 15 Si 31 35 - 0.025 0.18 40 1 175 

40352 15 Si 31 35 - 0.025 0.18 27 1 175 
40403 19 Ge 5 - 30 - 20 -0.2 0.2 15 -6 85 
40404 6 Si 21 40 5 0.5 1 25 0.025 175 
40422 9 Si 25 300 2 0.15 8 50 100 150 
40423 9 Si 27 300 2 0.15 3.8 50 100 150 

40424 9 Si 25 300 2 0.15 8 30 100 150 
40425 9 Si 27 300 2 0.15 3.8 30 100 150 
40426 9 Si 25 300 2 0.15 8 20 100 150 
40427 9 Si 27 300 2 0.15 3.8 20 100 150 
40444 9 Si 2 120 7 20 140 20 - 200 

40450 20 Si 33 30 7.5 - 1 100 10 175 
40451 20 Si 33 40 8 - 1 125 1 175 
40452 20 Si 33 40 8 0.300 1 35 1 175 
40453 20 Si 31 - 7.5 0.200 1 20 5 175 
40454 20 Si 33 - 7.5 0.200 I 20 5 175 

40455 20 Si 33 - 7 0.200 1 100 10 175 
40456 20 Si 33 - 7 0.200 1 50 10 175 
40451 6 Si 32 - 7 1 0.5 30 0.5 175 
40459 20 Si 33 60 8 1 1 50 1 175 
40464 9 Si 2 35 4 5 40 30 250 150 

40465 9 Si 2 40 4 5 40 70 0.1 150 
40466 9 Si 2 50 4 5 40 50 100 150 
40469 18 Si 31 45 3 0.05 0.18 40 0.02 175 
40470 18 Si 31 45 3 0.05 0.18 40 0.02 175 
40471 18 Si 31 45 3 0.05 0.18 27 0.02 175 

40472 27 Si 33 45 3 0.050 0.180 40 1 175 
40473 27 Si 31 45 3 0.050 0.180 40 1 175 
40474 27 Si 31 45 3 0.050 0.180 27 1 175 
40475 27 Si 31 45 3 0.050 0.180 40 1 175 
40476 27 Si 31 45 3 0.050 0.180 27 1 175 

4 For terminal connections diagrams, see page 665. 

Can be replaced 
by RCA type 
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CHART OF DISCONTINUED TRANSISTORS (cont'd) 

BIPOLAR TYPES (cont'd) 

RCA 
Type 

Bas-t Mate- Out- 
ing rial line 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
CHARACTER-
ISCS OMpaexriamtuinmg 

Tempera-
turc 
(°C) 

Can be replaced 
by RCA type 

Vils 
(volts) 

VEB Ir 
(volts) (amperes) 

PT 
(watts) 

Min. lcu 
hem (a) 

40477 27 Si 31 45 3 
40478 27 Si 31 45 3 
40479 27 Si 31 45 3 
40480 27 Si 31 45 3 
40481 27 Si 31 45 3 

0.050 0.180 27 1 175 
0.050 0.180 40 0.02 175 
0.050 0.180 40 0.02 175 
0.050 0.180 27 0.02 175 
0.050 0.180 70 0.02 175 

40482 27 Si 31 45 3 0.050 0.180 27 0.02 175 
40487 1 Ge 1 —50 —1.5 —0.010 0.080 — —12 85 
40488 1 Ge 1 —12 —0.5 —0.010 0.080 — —12 85 
40489 1 Ge 1 —50 —0.5 —0.010 0.080 — —12 85 
40490 1 Ge 1 —20 —2.5 —0.020 0.12 — —12 100 

40500 6 Si 31 7.5 7.5 0.2 2 50 0.1 175 
40501 20 Si 33 7.5 7.5 0.2 1 50 0.1 175 
40517 15 Si 28 30 2.5 0.040 0.200 30 1 200 
40518 15 Si 28 30 2.5 0.040 0.200 30 1 200 
40548 9 Si 25 — — 0.15 8 50 100 150 
40547 9 Si 25 — 0.15 8 20 100 150 

MUS FIELD-EFFECT TYPES 

Type Bas-t Mate- Out-
RCA ing rial line 

3N99 16 Si 28 
40460 16 Si 28 
40461 21 Si 28 
3N98 21 Si 28 
40467 21 Si 31 
40468 22 Si 31 
40559 22 Si 31 

MAXIMUM RATINGS CHARACTERISTICS 

In 
(mA) 

15 
15 

Vus PT turn lus(off) 
(volts) (watts) (gmhos) (pA) ioDhe 

32 0.15 1500 50 900 
32 0.15 2000 50 800 

-±25 0.15 3500 — 90 
25 0.15 3500 — 

— 0-20 0.1 7400 — 
20 20 0.10 7500 — — 
50 0-20 0.40 — — — 

Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera-

ture 
(°C) 

85 
85 
125 
125 
125 
125 
175 

Can be 
replaced 

by RCA type 

t For terminal connections diagrams, see page 665. 
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.028 ' 

4 CORNERS .032R 

1 .034 

1.1 MAX 

I - .080 
MAX. 

.070 MAX. 

.1302, I - L.- 320 
.250 

1.0 MAX-.1 

4 DIMPLES 
.275 DIA. MAX 

de 

.150 
MIN. 

27 

.425 
.415 .230 

.209 

80 

.290 
MAX INSULATION 

28 

760 
ME 38-0 ÉÎOUTRTEODM 

3757 

_L327 
1.297 

TO-66 PACKAGE 
RIVETED TO 
HEAT-RADIATOR 

.H3 
4'99 

.452 .448 

2 PINS 
.034 
eze 
DIA. 

26 

LA3_40 
675 
.6455 

STANDOFFS 

BEAT 
ADIATOR OR 

745 

ri% 

MOUNTING 
TABS 

COLLECTOR 
(CONNECTED TO CASE) 

n-.705 

I 1.510 MAXI. 

017 
002 

L 4-
tr -.015 .690 .125 

.615 
DIA. 

29 

.710 
MAX. 
DIA. 

.200 
MAX. 
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.160 LEAD WILL NOT EXTEND 
MAX. BELOW BOTTOM SURFACE 

 1 OF CERAMIC - -- ---1 

 --,_-__i_ T--- 
10 T ▪ t - CERAMIC 1 1g 

Ale 
.014 124. AGS 

t -r 1 eso 
.5 I J I MAX. 

.555 A. MAX. M44 
_a 0 H4 LEADS AM cm. 

.085 R .016 
NEAT SINK AREA 

.500 MAX. 630 MAX. MA. 
DIA. 

INDEX NOTCH 45* 

.240 

/7---
.2e0 
.170 

II .0- 30 
.5 

MIN. 0 (1- 3 LEADS .019 
.C96 " 

4 MSuLATiON 

1191 s9/ .100 DIA. .100 DIA. 

.0404.003 

.046 

.036 A48 .028 .036 A48 029 

  III (4 LEADS)  

13!! 

.1 1  • 

323 DIA. 

.553 I 
Aso j_ 

035 
Om Ai 

2 LEADS/ 

De. 

30 

45*/ 

e m/esV .048 
me 

A30 
MAX 

3 LEADS 
DIA. 

31 

MAX. 

INSULATION DIA.100 . .50 
160 00 
MM. 

1  011« 

32 
  1.212   

1.272 

.500 MAX. 
I1 

1  
250 
MAX. 

3 LEADS 

.018  022 DIA. 

. 

12 

3:3 
1.41 R. .007 

.660 ROTH ENDS 

.720 

2 MOUNTING 
HOLES 

pe' 

.985 

CASE TEMPERATURE 
REFERENCE ZONE 

GATE 

---ir 

.210 

.190 

4 
Amax (CASE) 

.035 

.028 

35 

CATHODE 

Ialg 
800 
MAX 

Lz" 

.070 
094 DIA 
LEAD CIRCLE 

0135 DIA 

__ .063 DIA. 

GATE 

111111111111111111111111111111111 

.506501 
OUTER --

DIS KNuRL 36 

34 

.345 R. 

.075 

.095 

INSULATING 
MATERIAL 
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562 .510 
.552 .440 

.950 
MAX 

37 

SLEEVE 

POLARITY 
SYMBOL 

(SEE NOTE) 

METAL CASE 
WITH 

INSULATING 

ANODE 
TERMINAL 

GLASS 
INSULATION 
.135-.139 DIA 

.080 
MAX. 

INSULATION 

.140 MIN. 
.175 MAX. 

HOLE 
ANODE 

40 

.667 
MAX. 

.115 MIN. 
.200 MAX. 

POLARITY SYMBOL 
(SEE NOTE) 

1/4 -28 UNF- 2A 

43 

t CATHODE 

.350 
MAX. 

505 
MAX. 

111111111111111111111111111111111 

CTAETRHMOINDAEL-H 1.4 
MIN. 

A05 
MAX 

1.4 
MIN. 

.025 
INSULATING MAX 
MATERIAL 

.085 DM 

.063 DIA 

GATE 

ANODE 

I., .240 
I MAX. DIA. 

err- .036 
DIA. 

2 LEADS 

MAX 

.156 MIN. FLAT 

.200 
MAX 

.452 
422 

.027  4.  

.035 

CATHODEDIA. CATHO 

I :360 
400 
DIA. 

.725 r..1 
MAX. 

1 .1480 5 

DIA. 

.060 

.063 
DIA. 

027 
.035 
DIA. 

1 240 MAX DIA 

F 
.410 
MAX. I I COLOR DOT 

ADJACENT TO 
CATHODE LEAD 

t-le: 1 
4- .220 

-...„„„ .260 

k- POLARITY 
SYMBOL 

ANODE (SEE NOTE) 

,500:??2, 

38 

667 MIN 
687 MAX. 

1.000 
MAX. 

MAX. 
.460 

422 MIN. 
433 MAX. 

CATHODE 

SEATING PLANE  

2 LEADS 
.019 MAX. 

- .on net De. 
(SEE NOTE) 

41 

44 

• 

INSULATION 

TERMINAL 
CATHODE 

1.4 
MIN. 

POLARITY 
SYMBOL 
(SEE NOTE) 

METAL 
CASE 

.405 
MAX. 

4 
ANODE MIN 

TERMINAL 

240 
GLASS MAX. DIA. 

INSULATION 
435-.139 DIA. .027-.035 

DIA. 
2 LEADS 

POLARITY SYMBOL 
(SEE NOTE) 

.175 

.075 

.453 

.422 

50 
MAX. 

42 

39 

ANODE 

.800 
---t MAX. 

.405 
MAX 

O 

CATHODE 

10 32 UNF 2A 

Outline "A" 
No. (Inches) 
44e 2% 
44b 2% 
44? 244. 
44d 3% 
44e 31/4 
44f 4% 
44g 4% 
44h 4% 
44i 5% 
44j 5% 

NOTE. ARROW INDICATES OIREClION 
OF FORWARD CURRENT AS 
INDICATED BY DC AMMETER 
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.130-.115 
TOTAL WIDTH 

a 
esiGNMENT 
TOLERANCE 

Outline 
No. 

"A" "B" 
(Inches) 

45e 
45b 
15e 
454 
45e 
45f 
45g 

zse. 

1y. 

:y. 

2 
31,4 
41,4 

3% 
31/2  
41/. 

Outline "A" "B" "C" Outline 
No. (Inches) No. (Inches) 

CERAMIC 
CYLINDER 

CATHODE   

.020 

- 007-.003 

ANODE ,* 
- 007-.003 

L„095-.08,1 
A. 

/.0LARITC"), 
SYMBOL (SEE NOTE) 

47 

NOTE: ARROW INDICATES DIRECTION 
OF FORWARD CURRENT AS 
INDICATED BY DC AMMETER 

46a 211/4 51/e 2 4Iq 3 11% 3% 
46b 2% 7 2 41, 3 14% 3% 
46c 2% 8% 2 41e 3 16% 3% 
464 2 Ii_ 2 4It 3 7% 3% 
46e 2% 12% 2 41u 3 9% 3% 
46f 2% 14 2 4Iv 3 11% ' 
46g 2% 15% 2 4Iw 3 14% 3% 
46h 2% 51/o 2 41x 3 16% 3% 
461 2% 7 2 41y 5% '7% 5% 
46j 2% 8% 2 411 5% 10% 5% 
46k 2% 10V. 2 4Iaa 5% 12% 5% 
461 2% 12% 2 4Ibb 5% 15% 5% 
46m 2% 14 2 41 cc 51/2  71Y16 5% 
46n 2% 15% 2 41dd 5% 10% 5% 
46o 3 7% 3% 4 I ee 5% 12% 5% 
46p 3 91/2  3% 41 if VA.: 15% 5% 

J30-.115 
TOTAL WIDTH 

B 
ALIGNMENT 
TOLERANCE 

- - .270-.230 --

CERAMIC - 
.010 CATHODE CYLINDER 

:%1g R' 

.020 

r .055 
.035 

.075 .007-.003 

.055 

ANODE 

-ET007-.003 

/ DIA. 
POLARITY 

SYMBOL (SEE NOTE) 

48 
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.045 DIA. BY 
.008 DEEP 
IDENTIFICA-
TION MARK 

.100 
.094 

.724 

.655 

PIN 
PAD 

49 

I0-32UNF-2A 
THREAD 

.120 PLASTIC 

.100 
.020 
MIN. I.. .520_ 

ar. A 'LEAD No.2 

.740 

51 

910 
890 

515 
- 480 

020 •PLASTIC 
MIN A 

_ 520 

LEAD No 1 
760 
740 

4V3 

.060 
MAX.-

1 010 
150 MAX. 
.128 \ ' 

‘-

SECTION A-A 

500 

200 
MAX 

Ell 3 

SEATING 
PLANE 

50 

515 
480 

312 
MIN 

060 
1AAX. 

.150 .65% MAX. 

.128 

SECTION A-A 

.050 MAX 
... .395 ._.005 ,•• 

25k " .115i 

IP II 5 I 
1-055 360 MIN 

055 
020 

..160 SEATING 

..190 PLANE 
E I 

.Q20 .210 
r- .560-.610 - ...IlgoIA. 
rsookukx--

.245 \ .31-0731. 

320 1,365 "J Se A I.3135 

SECTION x-xt ...i.. .000 

.600 .120 

52 
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I 4 

235 
.265 

  X. 
Ire 2st pfrel h-. ri , 

TT FACTORY ATTACHED NYLON "150 
INSULATING SFIOULDER WASHER 

Sbi (DF 13710 (NOTE SHOULDER 
.•*.-" WASHER IS REMOVABLE) SECTION X-X 
1-4e1A .115D, 

/21 rm0500 PAN eg 
" 'mu s 

.395 .365 300 
410 385.320 

1 1 1 
.040 

.100 .060 
J20 .575 

.600 

53 
- 77n - 

416 
.450 

595 
625 

1.177 
1.197 - 

55 
.75 
75 
DIA 

416 
.450 

3 75 
4 25 

=r3 

4  045 5* 

190 
1.210 

Alt 
I SEATING .450 

PLANE 

.100 
114 700 

MAX 

.100 

.114 

SEATING 
PLANE 

.195 MAX 

.280 
.290 
DIA. 

205 
.225 

420 
.440 

-.35,7).5) 

280 " 
285 
DIA. 

57 

1.177 
1.197 

.655 
675 

BOTTOM VIEW 

56 

52A5 MX 

.188 
MAX 

EMITTER 

BASE . 

009 
.011 

118 

▪ DIA 
.180 
DIA 

GM CERAMIC 

.099 

.103 

114 
.124 

COLLECTOR 
.090 
094 

.100 MIN 

125 
.009 

DETAILS OF OUTLINE 
IN THIS ZONE 
OPTIONAL 

LEAD 
INSULATING 
EYELETS 

OUTSIDE 
CORNER 45* 
RADII 
.007 MAX 

e 

INDEX TAB 

▪ .162 4. 
DIA 

.497 4 
.503 
DIA 

54 

SEATING 
¡PLANE 

.11.;3 DIA. 

220 
2301 

069 
.094 

255 
110 2) 
115 

"*---. 173% 
DIA. 

.335 
305 
DIA 

0 0200 
DIS 

[11, 
- 

045 
029 

58 

.100 

179 
191 

Wom. 

t 
1-1 

020 
030 

8173 
.105 
.115 

.195 

.175 

SEATING PLANE 

0.5 MIN 

3 LEADS 
.019 
.016 
DIA 

.1E:0 
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.075 

.072 R 

59 

DIA - 

GLASS WINDOW 

.I5MAX 

, 00 T— 

.90 MAX. 

DIA. 

GLASS WINDOW 

.100 
MAX. 

1450 
1.550 

2 FLEXIBLE LE .ACI—S 
.014 
.020 

2 PINS — 1 
.0360,A 
.042 • 

" 
45. / 

.71 

.69 

.950 PAIN. LENGTH 
12 LEADS) 

.02 SOLDER 

61 

2 HOLES 
.094 DIA 

.16 

—t 22263.0., 

.80 FAIN WA. 

035 MAT 

SSEuNe 'ZEE 

METAL CASE 

- BASE 
JEDEC No.E2- 47 

160 r ie° .1- C:155 1 

1313 ‘=1-
ettá I 
oli L 

14.1 

:1880tA 

GLASS WINDOW 

180 
.230 

1- .150 MAS. 

1.450 
1.550 

.350 2 FLEXIBLE LEADS I 
380 DIA 

.225 MIN.». 

C a% 

SENSITIVE 
SURFACE 

METAL 
CASE 

eg AT EGRESS 

:313 
f.113 

63 

GLASS WINDOW 

.250 MAXI. 7255 

1 4 .010 

11..ggIS) .040 

j. sietraG pa,ALag 
100 

a 
:1290 ,8 
L. 

60 

yege.„ T DoPEo4TuRL 
M ASUREMENT 

007 MSS 

.029 

.045 

.375 MIN. DIA 

:848 

METAL CASE 

SENSITIVE SURFACE 

 .%11; AT EGRESS 

62 

1355 De' 

.17c:0) DU'. 

2 FLEXIBLE LEADS 

64 

.150 MAX. 

SENSITIVE 
SURFACE 

METAL 
CASE 

.51e AT EGRESS 
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GLASS WINDOW 

ie5 — 

A _ 
.11"3— ---145  

  — 

.100 MAX. 

"ng DIA 

- 225 MIN DIA 

—1 030 
050 

1.1g3 \ SENSITIVE SURFACE A90  METAL CASE 

3 FLEXIBLE LEADS-.' 
.014 .1118 
.020 212 

45. 
030 .020 

040 050 

65 

:888 
INA 

I --

.070 
MAX 

SEATING PLAN 
3 4 

loo 

POSITIVE TERMINAL 
'METALLIC- SHELL) 

225 
.195 

NEGATIVE 
TERMINAL 

67 

GLASS INSU 
Som. 

080 

1.400 

METAL 
CASE 

2 LEADS 1.400 
'97 ma. rm. 

.oso 
_ . 

66 
.290 .105 r- .265 -1 .1.0.15 1  

No. 4 
TERMINAL *Li 

TERMINAL No.1 

TERMINAL No. 2 

.130 
.110 

.170 
.120 .079 

MAX. 
.1437 
.1399 

.130 

.110 

I  :Mow. 

110 

68 

.510 
.455 

.300 

.275 

1 TERMINAL No.3 

SEATING 
PLANE 

.163 I .150 
.220 

.120 : 
.470 :;88 
.425 
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.290 .105 
-.265 1 t095 

TERMINAL No.4 .. e ' 

.205 

.195 

TERMINAL No.1 

TERMINAL No. 2 

.045 

.025 

Th  

.070 

.055 

.320 

.306 

A g  -^ 

510 
455 

.300 

.275 

TERMINAL NOS 

 I 

¡ .035 MAX. 

.0181 

.012 
.071 
.065 

NEGATIVE TERMINAL 
(METALIG SHELL) 

POSITIVE 
TERMINAL 

.0141 
NOTE I 

.0181 

SEATING 
PLANE 

69 

.510 

.455 

010 
.004 

1  
.135 
.090 

TERMINAL INSULATING TERMINAL 
No I MATERIAL No 3 

068 
058 

.614 
604 

+  4 .5, 4 _.505 _ MAX 

.551 liACle. A _ __N. _ SEATING 

Z- TERMINAL 
No.2 

060 

.505 
lo .495 

.255 

.245 
..175 
I .165 

045 115 
095 

1--
.175 
.145 

TERMINAL No 3 

.195 

.165 

1_ t 

1 
TERMINAL No I 

TERMINAL No 2 
.035 
L025 

4 
.255 125 
.245 146_ 

MAX 422 

-185 

060 
040 

.065 • 

72 

EPDXY 
LENS 

SEATING PLANE 

II I 
.058 
.052 .080 

MAX. 

0.510 
0.490 

.055 

452 
422 

REFERENCE"-
POINT FOR CASE 

090 TEMPERATURE 
080 MEASUREMENT 

71 

--"T_ .055 
.045 

70 

.350 I ,_ 
e 

t 

.3J0   I T  n -i---1 . 
L 

SEATING PLANE 

.•o 114 MAX.  

440 t_ -II 

I In I ' --- --.• 
.225 
.205 1 

.440 

.420 

73 

11(0511 ENOS 

2 MOUNTING ROLES 

.525 MAX 

2 PINS 
061 DIA 
059 ' 
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410 

UUU 1.5 
000 MIN. 
E 

A 

r--.875 

r3601 r.3601_, 

1111 7=Linmi 111 

.375 

H 0 0 I.5 MIN. 

.450 

11 .312 MIN. 

N. 

E rC 

INTERLEAD B INTERLEAD 
SHIELD SHIELD 

1.197 

.675 

D 

.161 DIA. 

.440 

(FLANGE) 

E•37°1 .260 

U U U 0.5 MIN. 
g 

E 
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r_ 500 

.340 

T I 
.360 MIN. 

E 
OR 

CATHODE 
(SCR) 

.210 

13 OR 
GATE (SCR) 

.962 

C OR 
ANODE (SCR) 

FLANGE 

1240 r-

.210 

UV .5 
000 MIN. 

CASE 

G 

GATE No.2 

DRAIN 
,,•`% 

1.240r 

H 

GATE No.I 

CASE, SOURCE 
AND SUBSTRATE 

r.3421 RADIATOR 

ri— ne17 

  .641 

1111 -4 
.5 MIN. °OO.D—i . 

C, CASE 
AND 

RADIATOR 
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.190 

- )1 " 
MOUNTING 
FLANGE 

410 

.121 DIA. (FLANGE) 

B 

E 

10—.600 —4,-.500 MIN. 

0 
ANODE n 1.625 

.725 

; 37° 11 .180 

11111 .5 MIN. 

N 

(INSULATING METAL CASE * WITH 

SLEEVE ) 
CATHODE U 1.625 

.265 

o 
.240 

.370 

.328 

.143 MIN. 
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PLASTIC 
CASE 

.3751 
.175 DIA. 

.453 

CATHODE 

V 

.3f90 

1.000 

1/4-28 
THREAD 

.250 
.060 
MIN.   

453 

CATHODE 

U 

340 

.800 

10-32 
THREAD 

962 

.360 MIN. 

MAIN 
TERMINAL 

No .I 

.210 

GATE 

590 

MAIN 
TERMINAL 

No.2 
(FLANGE) 
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MAIN TERM.N..I (TRIAC) 
OR CATHODE (SCR) 

r.366 -1 
rt30 
— 4-
.985 

[I 1 II MI,N. 

( CATHODE C ANODE 
(CASE) 

X 

r.370 

GATE 

.260 

f tl 1J 1—+ .970 MIN. 
DDLL 

GATE 

MAN MAIN 
TERMINAL TERMINAL 

No.1 No.2 (CASE) 

MAIN TERM N.I (TRIAC) 
OR ANODE (SCR) 

Y 

CATHODE 1M.12IN5. 

.375 

II 4 -
. I.125 

ANODE n MIN. 

U 

2fe 

AA 
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Mounting Hardware 

HERMETIC PACKAGES 

TO-66 

TO-104 

FOR MOUNTING HARDWARE 
INSTRUCTIONS SEE TO-1 

2 METAL WASHERS c) 
2 LOCK WASHERS 8 

HEX. NUTS 

2 SOLDER LUGS 

2 HEX. NUTS e 

TO-1 
5A2100 
HEAT.5INA 

ATTACHMENT CLIP° 

.Peo jo o soppl,.d with denca bto .0 
ewe leble from RCA at an authanued 

RCA 

SCREWS, 6.32 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

DF 31A 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 

493334.7 
ey...,,,„,./.." 2 NYLON INSULATING BUSHINGS 

I.D. • 0.156 (4.00) 

SHOULDER CIA. • 

0.250 (6.40) MAX. 
SHOULDER THICKNESS • 
0.050 ((.27) MAX. 

NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

10.32 THREAD 

HEAT SINK 

NR668 
METAL WASHER 

MANIC 
HEX. NUT 
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NRI668 
MOUNTING CLAMP 

HEAT SIN 

EPDXY • 

Part is not supplied 00,111 device but is evadable from RCA 1Part No. NRUISA) 
Old Flom Kesler Solder Co.. Nana.. N.). 07105, Part No. KSFC637S0051 o. 
equivalent. 

'Put is not supplied trsIn deuce but Is avaNable Nosh RCA (Pall No. NR166(31 2 METAL WASHERS IC) 
Old Nan General Stamarne Co., Inc., Densulle, N.J. 07834 IPast No. 14.1101., 

of equivalent. 2 LOCK WASHERS Ijet NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 
•An epoxy such as 1100°1-Epoxy Patch Nol 6C, Nysol Cap.. Olean, N.Y. 14761 
Of equIvaNnt. 2 HEX. NUTS 19D 

TO-8 

2 SCREWS. 6.32 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

DFI38 
CLAMP 

DFI4A 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 

2 METAL WASHERS 0 

2 LOCK WASHERS 0) NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

2 HEX. NUTS te 1 

495334.7 
er.....„/.... 2 NYLON INSULATING BUSHINGS 

I.D. • 0.156 (4.00). 
SHOULDER DIA. • 

0.250 (6.35) MAX. 
SHOULDER THICKNESS • 
0.050 (1.27) MAX. 

2 SCREWS. 440 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

DMA 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 

4953348 
2 NYLON INSULATING BUSHINGS 
I.D. • 0.13013.301 

SHOULDER DIA. • 0.218 (5.54) 
SHOULDER THICKNESS • 
0.050 (1.27) MAX. 

DO-4 

10-32 THREAD 

DF6C 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 

DF30 
ce„....„...../././.. TEFLON • INSULATING BUSHING 

0.0. • 0.275 (8.991 WAX., 
THICKNESS • 0.055 

(1.40) MAX. 

DFAC 
MICA INSULATOR 

NR598 
CONNECTOR 

NRIO9A 
STARLOCK WASHER 

NA34C 
10.32 HEX. NUT 

• REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF E.I. DUPONT 

DE NEMOURS 8 CO. 
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METAL WASHER 0 

LOCK WASHER (Ce 

HEX. NUT 

TO-63 

$/16-24 THREAD 

DF6D 
MICA INSULATOR 

NEAT SINK 

INOT suPPLIED WITH DEVICE 
495334- 6 
TEFLON • INSULATING BUSHING 
1.D. • 0.325 18.361 
SHOULDER DIA. • 

0.415 110.50 RAU. 
SHOULDER THICKNESS • 
0.055 11.271 MAX. 

•REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF E.1. DUPONT 
DE NEMOURS 4 CO. 

DO-5 

121.21 THREAD 

DF68 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SIN« 

DF314 
TEFLON INSULATING BUSHING 
0.13. 0.31$ 11001 MAX 
THICKNESS -O 04211 531 MAD. 

DF68 
MICA INSULATOR 

?MAU 
CONNECTOR 

607106 
LOCK WASHER 

66300 

HE X. NUT 

•REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF E.I. DLiPONT 

DE NEMOURS I CO. 

cc)) 

TO-48 
I 4.28 THREAD 

0961 
ROCA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK " 

DF3N 
TEFLON • INSULATING BUSHING 
0.13. • 0.31$ 113.001 MAX. 
THICKNESS • 0.062 11.531 MAX. 

0968 
MICA INSULATOR 

NR68A 
CONNECTOR 

NR) lOA 
LOCK WASHER 

NA388 
HEX. NUT 

• REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF E.I. DUPONT 

DE NemOURS a CO. 

TO-36 

Yf.....ii?,..............____......... 10.32 THREAD 
to 

o 

• REGISTERED TRADEMARK 

OF E.I. DUPONT 

OE NEMOURS 11 CO. 

0976 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 

195334-5 
DELRIN• INSULATING BUSHING 

I.D. • 0.240 16.041 
SHOULDER DIA. • 
0.235 13.971 MAO. 

SHOULDER THICKNESS • 

0.057 11.131 MAO. 

N 1661 
METAL WASHER 

PUMA 
CONNECTOR LOCKWASHER 

NA38 C 
HEX. NUT 
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2 METAL WASHERS 0 

2 LOCK WASHERS a 

2 HEX. NUTS ea 
2 SOLDER LUGS 

2 HEX. NUTS 42) 

TO-3 

2 SCREWS. 6-32 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

498320 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 

498334.7 
oar....„/". 2 NYLON INSULATING 

BUSHINGS 
1.0. • 0.156 (4.001 

SHOULDER DIA. • 0.250 
M.40) MAO., 
SHOULDER THICKNESS 

• 0.050 (1.27) MAS. 

NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

DOUBLE-SIDED CONDUCTIVE 

P. C BOARD \ EPDXY 

CLIP (SUPPLIED) 

ij .072 IN (1.84mm) 

MIN. DIA. 
(SEE PIG 131 

FOR MOUNTING HARDWARE 

INSTRUCTIONS SEE DO-5 

BERYLLIUM OXIDE 
OR BORON NITRIDE 

0 3516116 09rnm100 
0 25 1616 356610 0 

113 IN 16 5"TrguTOTHIC6 

DIELECTRIC 
MATERIAL INPUT IEMITTERI LINE 

(COPPER SKEET I 

OUTPUT ICOLLECTORILINE 
(COPPER SHEET' 

x 2 

RCA 21.59E0 

METAL BAR 

ELECTRIC MATERIAL 

NOTE FOR DIMENSIONS OF X. AND 02 SEE FIG I 
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HIGH-POWER PLASTIC PACKAGES 

CHASSIS MOUNTING 

2 NETAL WASHERS 0 

O LOCK HUSTLERS et 
HE, NUTS Get 

I SOLDER LUG 

7 NU. NUTS e2) 

2 SCREWS. 4.40 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

2 METAL WASHERS 

DF 1148 
RICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 
THICKNESS • OTTO 13.301 RAH. 

495334.8 
2 INSULATING BUSHINGS 
1.0. • 0.13013.301 

SHOULDER DIA. • 0.210 .S.541 
SHOULDER THICKNESS 
0.050 11.271 NAIL 

K NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

SOCKET MOUNTING 

Although Supplred. the ..mulatIng buShrngS 1195334 DINE 
Vol gemmed when the I. 4.15.5tor IS Sot Met mounted. 

SELP.T•PPING SCREWS far. 4 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

DF 1141 
buc• INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 
THICKNESS • 0.13013.301 MAD. 

SOCKETb 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

Ne. L5 T •1702.1 Onolusur.el 
1.16.4.6 
109 Pr.nc• S... N.Y.. N.T. 

2 METAL WASHERS 0 

2 LOCK WASHERS e, 

2 NEW. NUTS G5 
1 SOLDER LUG 

2 NEW. NUTS ei 

2 SCREPS, K•22 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

1111938 
CLAMP 

495320 
HIc.4 INSULATOR 

TEAT SINK 

495334.7 
2 INSULATING BUSHINGS 
I.D. . 0.156 14.001 
SHOULDER DIA. • 
0.230 10.40114A11. 
SHOULDER THICKNESS 

0.050 11.27104AD 

NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

PRINTED-CIRCUIT BOARD MOUNTING 

2 NE TAL WASHERS 0 

2 LOCK wASNERS 

2 NFL NUTS e, 
SOLDER LUG . 

2 NE0. NUTS (a) 

Chmensocens on parentheses are .n mahrneters and are 

denved from the has. .nch d.rnens.ons as indicated 

2 SCRE 4.40 
NOT SUPPLIED WITH DEVICE 

2 HET AL •ASITE RS 

DFI 148 
MICA INSULATOR 

HEAT SINK 

495334.8 

21N suL•TING BUSHINGS 
1.0. 0.120 13.301 
SHOULDER 01A. 0.211 13.5111 
THICKNESS OW5011.271 10.44. 

NOT SUPPLIED WITH ['MCC 
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VERSAWATT PACKAGES 

PRINTED-CIRCUIT BOARD MOUNTING 

ttttt u•Sht• 0 

LOD. RASPIER 3 

• ç Si!' 

SOLDER LUG 

hlt6 Nut ea 

PIttlOI6IDE 

HUM 
IRECTAIRGUL all t  

••SPIER 

DFIO 
»ICA INSUL•1041 

hOtt 11041161,6Chtu 

HIRT Sit. 

493334.1 
htSuL 6104C OUS140ID 

iD • OISE là 

OutOS om 
021016 401u« 

SHOULDER t sic«. SS 

00301. MY. 

141,11 SuPPL.E. Rah DI v10E 

t t 40 

1.001 Of 61 1.43.1444 

thar43,OR 

Sut•IOR 

Satt• 

NOT SUPPLIED PIT,. 

DE WICE 

440 
NOT SU•PLIE0 w1.1 Of VICE 

DF 1310 

IN/ EOR•L 
MU& AthoG PADOR 

DFIOIC 
hIC•INSUL 61101 

1,114 40 %CR. 

NE AT SIN• 

61f /Pt PR., 0 

LOCH e 

014 04111 E;le, topt SuPPL moth DthICE 

SOLDER LUG 

SC•E• 6 It 
elOt St6•14640 urn 011P10E 

rnensiom on parentheses are In rn.Ihrneters and are 

denved from the U0Sit mch emenhons as .nchcated 

nOt SuPPLIED yam DE 6.01t 

rotate° 
Comps 
atm. 
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CHASSIS MOUNTING 

1=171.1114.1E0 WTI. DEVICE 

MUM 
U 

••3/401 

DF10716 
INSULAIOE 

•ICOLErliT6.1)5C11. • 

KEA, UM« 

49S3341.7 
ear„...„,e". 11.1SULATIND EDW. 

I.D. • 0.IE.1.01 
3.01.11.0FE DI. • 
DEW 11.1 

eae/M. SI/OVI.DE• TNICIIIVE SS • 
0.0$011.3/1111•E 

1.0CE I.., a 
Ce. NOT DJ•PlIED En DEV.CE 
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Circuits 

THE circuits in this section illus-
trate some of the more important 

applications of RCA solid-state 
devices; they are not necessarily ex-
amples of commercial practice. The 
brief description provided with each 
circuit explains the functional rela-
tionships of the various stages and 
points out the intended applications, 
the major performance characteris-
tics, and significant design features 
of the over-all circuit. Detailed de-
scriptive information on individual 
circuit stages (such as detectors, am-
plifiers, or oscillators) is given ear-
lier in this Manual, as well as in 
many textbooks on semiconductor 
circuits. 

Electrical specifications are given 
for circuit components to assist 
those interested in home construc-
tion. Layouts and mechanical details 
are omitted because they vary widely 
with the requirements of individual 
set builders and with the sizes and 
shapes of the components employed. 
Performance of these circuits de-

pends as much on the quality of the 
components selected and the care em-
ployed in layout and construction as 
on the circuits themselves. Good sig-
nal reproduction from receivers and 
amplifiers requires the use of good-
quality speakers, transformers, chokes 
and input sources (microphones, pho-
nograph pickups, etc.). 

Coils for the receiver circuits can 
frequently be purchased at local 
parts dealers by specifying the char-
acteristics required: for /1 coils, the 
circuit position (antenna or inter-
stage), tuning range desired, and 

tuning capacitances employed; for 
if coils or transformers, the inter-
mediate frequency, circuit position 
(1st if, 2nd if, etc.), and, in some 
cases, the associated transistor 
types; for oscillator coils, the re-
ceiver tuning range, intermediate 
frequency, type of converter tran-
sistor, and type of winding (tapped 
or transformer-coupled). 
The voltage ratings specified for 

capacitors are the minimum de work-
ing voltages required. Paper, mica, 
or ceramic capacitors having higher 
voltage ratings than those specified 
may be used except insofar as the 
physical sizes of such capacitors may 
affect equipment layout. However, if 
electrolytic capacitors having substan-
tially higher voltage ratings than 
those specified are used, they may 
not "form" completely at the operat-
ing voltage, with the result that the 
effective capacitances of such units 
may be below their rated value. The 
wattage ratings specified for resistors 
assume methods of construction that 
provide adequate ventilation; com-
pact installations having poor ventila-
tion may require resistors of higher 
wattage ratings. 

Circuits which work at very high 
frequencies or which are required to 
handle very wide bandwidths de-
mand more than ordinary skill and 
experience in construction. Place-
ment of component parts is quite 
critical and may require consider-
able experimentation. All rf leads 
to components including bypass ca-
pacitors must be kept short and 
must be properly dressed to mini-
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mize undesirable coupling and ca-
pacitance effects. Correct circuit 
alignment and oscillator tracking 
may require the use of a cathode-
ray oscilloscope, a high-impedance 
vacuum-tube voltmeter, and a signal 
generator capable of supplying a 

properly modulated signal at the ap-
propriate frequencies. Unless the 
builder has had considerable ex-
perience with broad-band, high-
frequency circuits, he should not 
undertake the construction of such 
circuits. 

List of Circuits 
15-1 12-Volt Automobile Radio Receiver   694 
15-2 High-Quality FM Tuner for Multiplex Receiver   696 
15-3 FM Tuner Using MOS-Transistor RF Amplifier and Mixer .... 700 
15-4 FM Stereo Multiplex Demodulator   703 
15-5 Preamplifier for 6-, 10-, or 15-Meter Amateur-Band Receiver   705 
15-6 Two-Meter Converter   707 
15-7 Stable Variable-Frequency Oscillator   709 
15-8 Regenerative Detector   712 
15-9 Microphone Preamplifier with High Dynamic Range   714 
15-10 High-Fidelity Preamplifier for Phono, FM, or Tape Pickup   715 
15-11 General-Purpose Audio Amplifier   717 
15-12 12-Watt Complementary-Symmetry Audio Power Amplifier   718 
15-13 High-Fidelity 25-Watt Quasi-Complementary-Symmetry 

Audio Power Amplifier   720 
15-14 High-Fidelity 40-Watt Quasi-Complementary-Symmetry 

Audio Power Amplifier   723 
15-15 High-Fidelity 70-Watt Quasi-Complementary-Symmetry 

Audio Power Amplifier   725 
15-16 Servo Amplifier   726 
15-17 27-MHz, 5-Watt Citizens-Band Transmitter   727 
15-18 50-MHz, 40-Watt CW Transmitter   729 
15-19 175-MHz, 35-Watt Amplifier   731 
15-20 40-Watt-Peak-Envelope-Power Aircraft-Band Amplifier 

for AM Transmitters   733 
15-21 16-Watt 225-to-400-MHz Power Amplifier   735 
15-22 "Grid-Dip" Meter   736 
15-23 Code-Practice Oscillator   737 
15-24 Audio Oscillator   738 
15-25 Electronic Keyer   739 
15-26 Power Supply for Amateur Transmitter   741 
15-27 Voltage Regulator, Series Type   743 
15-28 Voltage Regulator, Shunt Type   745 
15-29 Light Minder for Automobiles   746 
15-30 Battery Chargers   747 
15-31 Integral-Cycle Temperature Controller   749 
15-32 Shift Register or Ring Counter   750 
15-33 Astable Multivibrator   753 
15-34 Light Flasher   754 
15-35 Light Dimmers   755 
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MANUFACTURERS OF SPECIAL COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS 
REFERRED TO IN PARTS LISTS 

AirDux, trade name of 
Icore Electro-Plastics, Inc. 
Subsidiary of Icore Industries 
1050 Kifer Road 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 

Allen-Bradley Co. 
1201 S. 2nd Street 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Alpha Wire Corporation 
180 Varick Street 
New York, N. Y. 

American Technical Ceramics (ATC) 
Norden Lane 
Huntington Station, N. Y. 

Amphenol Connector Division 
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp. 
1830 South 54th Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

Arco Electronics, Inc. 
Community Drive 
Great Neck, N. Y. 

Automatic Winding Division 
General Instrument Co. 
65 Governeur Street 
Newark, N. J. 

B and W, Inc. 
Canal and Beaver Dam Road 
Bristol, Pa. 

Bud Radio, Inc. 
4605 E. 355th Street 
Willoughby, Ohio 

Cambion, trade name of Cambridge 
Thermionic Corp. 

Cambridge Thermionic Corp. (CTC) 
445 Concord Avenue 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Centralab 
Division of Globe Union, Inc. 
P.O. Box 591 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 

Cutler-Hammer, Inc. 
4201 North 27th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 

Erie Technological Products, Inc. 
644 West 12th Street 
Erie, Pa. 

Ferroxcube Corp. of America 
Old Kings Highway 
Saugerties, N. Y. 

Freed Transformer Co. 
1718 Weirfield Street 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

General Ceramics Corp. 
Crows Mill Road 
Keasby, N. J. 

Hammarlund Manufacturing Co. 
Hammarlund Drive 
Mars Hill, N. C. 

International Resistor Corp. 
401 N. Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Johanson Mfg. Corp. 
P.O. Box 329 
Boonton, N. J. 

Litz, trade name of 
Alpha Wire Corp. 
180 Varick Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Magnetic Metals Corp. 
Hayes Avenue at 21st Street 
Camden, N. J. 

P. R. Mallory and Co., Inc. 
3029 E. Washington Street 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Mallory Controls Co. 
Div. P. R. Mallory and Co., Inc. 
Box 231 
Frankfort, Ind. 

Micro Switch 
Division of Honeywell, Inc. 
Freeport, Ill. 

Microtran Co., Inc. 
145 East Mineola Avenue 
Valley Stream, N. Y. 

Mid-West Coil and Transformer Co. 
1642 North Halstead 
Chicago, Ill. 

James Millen Manufacturing Co. 
150 Exchange Street 
Malden, Mass. 

J. W. Miller Co. 
5917 South Main Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
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MANUFACTURERS (cont'd) 

Nytronics, Inc. 
550 Springfield Avenue 
Berkeley Heights, N. J. 

Potter and Brumfield 
Division of American Machine 
and Foundry Co. 
1200 East Broadway 
Princeton, Ind. 

Quality Components 
Bridge and Railroad Streets 
Saint Marys, Pa. 

Radio Condenser Corp. 
Division of TRW, Inc. 
Davin and Copewood Street 
Camden, N. J. 

Simpson Electric Co. 
5200 West Kinzie Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

F. W. Sickles Division 
General Instrument Corp. 
165 Front Street 
Chicopee, Mass. 
NOTES: Components and materials identified 
through authorized RCA distributors In   
parta lists can be purchased from local radio 
houses. If the parts are not available from the 
pertinent manufacturers listed above. 

Sprague Electric Co. 
481 Marshall St. 
North Adams, Mass. 

Stancor (Chicago-Stancor) 
3501 West Addison Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

Thordarson-Meissner 
7th and Bellmont 
Mt. Carmel, Ill. 

Triad 
305 North Briant Street 
Huntington, Ind. 

Triwec Transformer Co. 
3261 Milwaukee Avenue 
Chicago, Ill. 

Vibroplex Co., Inc. 
833 Broadway 
New York, N. Y. 

Vitramon, Inc. 
Box 544 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

Wakefield Engineering, Inc. 
139 Foundry Street 
Wakefield, Mass. 
by RCA stock numbers may be obtained 
1, all components specified in the circuit 
and electronic supply stores or mail-order 
se sources, they may be obtained from the 

15-1 12-VOLT AUTOMOBILE 

Circuit Description 

This 5-transistor superheterodyne 
radio receiver operates from the 
storage battery in automobiles that 
employ a 12-volt ignition system. The 
rf amplifier uses a high-gain 2N1637 
transistor to provide the increased 
sensitivity and higher signal-to-noise 
ratio required in automobile radio 
receivers. The tuned rf amplifier se-
lects and amplifies the amplitude-
modulated rf signals from the de-
sired broadcast station picked up by 
the automobile whip antenna. In the 
2N1639 converter stage, the ampli-
tude-modulated rf signal from the 
rf amplifier is mixed with a local-
oscillator signal developed by the 
tuned circuit consisting of oscillator 
coil Lt and capacitors C1i and Ci2 to 
provide a signal at the receiver in-

RADIO RECEIVER 

termediate frequency of 262.5 kHz 
(this value, rather than 455 kHz, is 
used in auto radios because the if 
amplifier provides greater gain and 
selectivity at the lower frequency). 
The antenna circuit, rf amplifier, 

and converter are tuned together by 
means of mechanically ganged vari-
able inductors L., L., and L so that 
the local-oscillator frequency is al-
ways 262.5 kHz above the frequency 
to which the other circuits are tuned. 
Trimmer capacitors C1, C., and Ca. 
are adjusted to provide the proper 
tracking relationship. 

The 262.5-kHz signal from the con-
verter stage is amplified by a single 
2N1638 if amplifier and is then de-
modulated in the 1N295 second-de-
tector circuit. The audio signal from 
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15-1 

ANTENNA 

12-VOLT AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER (cont'd) 

RF AMPLIFIER 

C7 

/ TYPE 
2NI637 

14.4 VO  

AUDIO OUTPUT 
AMPLIFIER 

RCA 
40022 

4 
OHMS 

CONVERTER 

TYPE 
2NI639 

C9 

TYPE 
1•11 rd312N1638 

AUDIO 
DRIVER  

R15 R17 
• 

C2I 

TYPE 
2N408 

R15 

AUDIO 
PREDRIVER 

TYPE 
2N408 

R20 

TYPE 
IN295 
 •  

R24 

TONE 
CON T. 

695 

NOTE: This circuit uses coils and transformers that are not available as stock items 
from any manufacturer. Home construction of this circuit should not be attempted unless 
the builder has had considerable experience in the winding of inductive components and 
has access to the special equipment required. The builder should also refer to the general 
ionsiderations for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits given on page 691. 

Parts List 
Ci = trimmer capacitor, 5 

to 80 pF, Arco No. 462 
or equiv. 

C2 = 2 pF, silver mica 
Cv = 2.2 pF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

C4 = 25 pF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

Co, C12 = trimmer capaci-
tor, 110 to 580 pF, Arco 
No. 467 or equiv. 

Ce, Co, C13, Cll. C15, C111 = 
0.05 µF.' ceramic disc 

Cs = 200 pF, silver mica 
Cfl = 0.005 pF, ceramic disc 

Clo = 0.0075 pF, ceramic 
disc 

Cu = 330 pF, silver mica 
Cln =- 180 pF, silver mica 
C17 = 0.02 µF, ceramic disc 
• = 100 pF, electrolytic, 

15 V 
• = 500 /IF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

• = 50 pF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

• = 100 pF, electrolytic, 
3 V 

• = rf choke, 3/2H 
L2, Lr., L, -= ganged tuning-

coil assembly; manufac-
tured by F. W. Sickles 
Co. and Radio Condenser 
Corp. 
= antenna coil; primary 
= variable inductor, 
tunes with 110-pF capaci-
tance from 535 to 1610 
kHz, Q = 65 at 1610 kHz; 
secondary = 3I,Z turns 

rf coil, variable in-
ductor, tunes with 600-pF 
capacitance from 535 to 
1610 kHz, Q = 65 at 1610 
kHz 
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15-1 12-VOLT AUTOMOBILE RADIO RECEIVER (coned) 

Parts List (coned) 

L4 = oscillator coil; pri-
mary = variable induc-
tor, tunes with 470-pF 
capacitance from 797.5 to 
1872.5 kHz. Q = 65 at 
1872.5 kHz; secondary = 
30 turns 

Ri = 82000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
RO = 560 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Rs = 180 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R4 = 56000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
RE = 5700 ohms. 0.5 watt 
RO = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R7 = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = 5600 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri = 0.1 megolun, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rn = 100 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Ru = volume control. po-

tentiometer, 2500 ohms. 
0.5 watt, audio taper 

Ris = tone control, poten-

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

tiometer, 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt, audio taper 

R14 = 3.3 ohms, 1 watt 
Ris = 82 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Ria = 60 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R17 = 120 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R18 = 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RID = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re. = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rol = 680 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rr2. R24 = 3300 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R23 = 33000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ti = first if (262.5-
kHz) transformer (in-
cludes 220-pF capacitor 
across each winding); 
primary unloaded Q = 
47, primary loaded Q =-
40.56; secondary unloaded 
Q = 47; secondary loaded 
Q = 39.4; input imped-

the detector, which is developed 
across the volume-control potenti-
ometer R., is coupled through the 
tone-control potentiometer RI3 to the 
audio-amplifier section of the re-
ceiver. In this section, the audio 
signal is amplified by two 2N408 
voltage amplifiers (audio predriver 
and driver stages) and applied to 
the base circuit of the 40022 power 
amplifier stage which drives the 

ance = 68200 ohms; turns 
ratio of tapped secondary, 
Ns/N4 = 18.25 

To = second if (262.5-
kHz) transformer (in-
cludes 110-pF capacitor 
across each winding); 
primary unloaded Q = 
47, primary loaded Q 
= 33.8; secondary un-
loaded Q = 47, secondary 
loaded Q = 23.5; turns 
ratio of tapped primary. 
Ni/N2 = 4.28; turns 
ratio of tapped secondary 
Ns/N4 = 10.2; input 1m-
coupling = 0.85 

Tu = output transformer; 
transforms 22 ohms at 425 
mA dc to 3.5 ohms; 
Thordarson-Meissner No. 
TR-168, or equiv. 

speaker. Transformer T. matches the 
output impedance of the amplifier to 
the speaker voice coil. 
A portion of the audio-frequency 

signal from the detector is coupled 
from the wiper arm of the tone con-
trol through a frequency-selective 
network to the audio amplifiers. The 
tone-control network by de-emphasis 
of low frequencies tends to equalize 
the amplitudes of low- and high-fre-
quency audio signals. 

1 5-2 HIGH-QUALITY FM TUNER FOR MULTIPLEX RECEIVER 

Circuit Description 

This high-quality FM tuner uses 
silicon n-p-n transistors that pro-
vide good receiver quieting and limit-
ing performance because of their 
high usable gains and low noise 
levels (typical device noise is 3 dB 
at 100 MHz for a 300-ohm source 
impedance). These transistors pro-
vide excellent amplification in the 
FM band and are capable of sus-
tained oscillation at frequencies up 
to 1100 MHz. 
RF section-The rf-amplifier stage 

uses a 40242 transistor in a common-
emitter circuit configuration to ob-
tain the highest stable gain over the 
entire FM broadcast frequency 
range. This stage can provide an un-
neutralized gain of 15.4 dB. The 
operating point of the stage is chosen 
so that age can be applied effectively. 
The 40243 mixer transistor is also 

operated in a common-emitter con-
figuration. An oscillator-signal in-
jection voltage of approximately 90 
millivolts is coupled across capacitor 
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15-2 HIGH-QUALITY FM TUNER (cont'd) 

Ti 

L_ 

RF AMPLIFIER 

T2 
RCA 

C3 40242 

MIXER 

RCA 
40243 

— 1 ...r.C113 
LOCAL T3 

OSCILLATOR i • é• 
RCA 

40244 C17 

RF SECTION 

T4 N3 

1/N4 

TO BASE 
OF FIRST 
IF AMPL. 

 0 8V 

NOTE: This circuit uses coils and transformers that are not available as stock items 
from any manufacturer. Home construction of this circuit should not be attempted unless 
the builder has had considerable experience in the winding of inductive components and 
has access to the special equipment required. The builder should also refer to the general 
considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits given on page 691. 

Parts List for RF Section 
CI, Cs, C17 = ganged tuning 

capacitors, Cl, CT = 7.25 
to 19 pr; Cii = 6 to 21 pF 

Cs. Cs = trimmer capacitor 
(part of ganged tuning 
capacitor assembly), ap-
proximately 17 pF maxi-
mum. 

C3. C(1 = 5.6 pF, miniature 
ceramic 

C. = 27 pF, ceramic disc 
Cs. Cs. Cii, CI., CID = feed-
through capacitor, 1000 
PF 

Clo = 2000 pF, ceramic disc, 
1000 V 

Ci: = 0.01 µF, ceramic disc 
C13, C111 = 1000 pF, ceramic 

disc, 1000 V 
CI5 = 3.3 pF, NPO ceramic 
Cis = 0.22 pF to 3.3 pF 

(value determines oscil-
lator injection voltage 
and is dependent upon 
factors such as circuit 
layout and placement of 
components) 

Cu o = tubular trimmer ca-
pacitor, 1.5 to 10 pF 

Cm = 12 pr, ceramic disc 
Ri, Ri = 3300 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R2r R5 = 18000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Rs, Re = 330 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R7 =- 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ro = 8200 ohms. 0.5 watt 
RP = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ti = FM antenna trans-
former; slug-tuned; slug, 
0.250 inch long, 0.181 inch 
in diameter, Arnold Type 
1RN9 or equiv.; second-
ary, 4 turns of No. 22 
bare-tinned copper wire 
wound with 1 wire-diam-
eter spacing between ad-
jacent turns or 7/32-inch 
outer-diameter coil form, 
resonates with 27-pF ca-
pacitance at 100 MHz, im-
pedance = 6100 ohms; 
primary, 2 turns of No. 

30 Gripeze wire close 
wound below cold end of 
secondary and in same 
direction, impedance (in-
cludes shunting effect of 
rf amplifier biasing net-
work) = 460 ohms. 

T2 = rf interstage coil; 4 
turns of No. 18 bare-
tinned copper wire wound 
with approximately 1,13-
inch spacing between 
turns on 5/16-inch diam-
eter coil form (coil form 
is removed after coil is 
wound); resonates with 
27-pF capacitance at 100 
MHz; impedance of full 
winding, 6100 ohms; in-
put tap located so that 
impedance at tap = 590 
ohms; output tap located 
so that impedance at in-
put tap is 540 ohms with 
the transformer properly 
loaded. 
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15-2 HIGH-QUALITY FM TUNER (cont'd) 

IF 
INPUT 

FIRST 
IF 

AMPLIFIER 

RCA 
40245 OR 
40246 

C9 

 I(  

RCA 
40245 
OR 

40246 

§Re 

0 -8 V 

N1 N3 
TI 

*TYPE 
IN295 

Parts List for RF Section 

T3 = oscillator coil; 
turns of No. 18 bare-
tinned copper wire wound 
with 3/32-inch spacing 
between turns on 7/32-
inch-diameter coil form 
(coil form is removed 
after coil is wound), cen-
ter tapped. 

T. = first if (10.7-MHz) 
transformer, primary un-
loaded Q = 60, primary 
loaded Q = 60, ratio of 

R13 

Cloir 

N 

N3 
T3 

SECOND 
IF 

AMPLIFIER 

RCA 
40245 OR 
40246 

TYPE 
IN542 

TYPE 
IN542 

R15 

IF SECTION 

N1 N3 

N4 

  TO MULTIPLEX 
TRIGGER 
CIRCUIT 

R17 

cont'd) 
full secondary to section 
below tap (Ni/N2) = 7.27, 
secondary unloaded Q 
62.3, secondary loaded Q 
= 60, ratio of full second-
ary to section that corre-
sponds to lower tuning 
capacitor (Ni/Ni, as de-
termined by tapped ca-
pacitors) =. 26.65, output 
impedance = 6070 ohms, 
per cent of critical cou-
pling = 90 

C15 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 
 o 

NOTE: Type 1N542 diodes 
are a matched pair. 

Parts List for IF Section 

Ci, Ci = 4.7 pF, ceramic 
disc 

C2, CS, C8 = 0.01 µF, ce-
ramic disc 

Ca, Ce =. 1000 pF, ceramic 
disc. 1000 V 

Ci = 5 pF. ceramic disc 
Cy = 1.0 _pF, ceramic disc 
Cio. C11, C12 = 330 pF, ce-
ramic 

C13 = 0.05 µF. ceramic disc 
C14 = 0.02 MF, ceramic disc 
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15-2 HIGH-QUALITY FM TUNER (cont'd) 

Parts List for IF Section 
C15 = 5 pF, electrolytic, 10 
V. 

Ets, Re = 12000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

Ra. Ro, Rio = 2700 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

Ro. R1, RT. Ho. Ru = 220 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ru = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R13 = 68 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio = 22000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rus = 3900 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R10 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R17 = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rio, Ri0 = 6800 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Ti = second if (10.7-MHz) 
transformer, primary un-
loaded Q = 72.4, primary 
loaded Q = 60, ratio of 
full primary to section 
below tap (N1/212) = 

(cont'd) 
7.27. secondary unloaded 
Q = 62.3, secondary 
loaded Q = 60, ratio of 
full secondary to section 
that corresponds to lower 
tuning capacitor (No/Ns. 
as determined by tapped 
capacitors) = 26.65, out-
put impedance = 6070 
ohms, per cent of critical 
coupling = 90 

Ti = third if (10.7-MHz) 
transformer, primary un-
loaded Q = 49.7, primary 
loaded Q = 41.2. ratio of 
full primary to section 
below tap (Ni/N2) = 
7.27, secondary unloaded 
Q = 64.2. secondary 
loaded Q = 61.85. ratio 
of full secondary to sec-
tion that corresponds to 

Circuit Description (coned) 

C. to the base of the mixer transis-
tor from the oscillator resonant cir-
cuit Ci,, C.., Co and T.. The 40244 
oscillator stage is adjusted to pro-
vide a uniform injection voltage to 
the base of the mixer transistor over 
the entire FM oscillator-frequency 
range. 
IF section—The three stage if-

amplifier strip uses three 40245 or 
40246 transistors in a common-emit-
ter circuit configuration to provide 
23.4 dB of stable gain per stage. 
The three double-tuned if transfor-
mers T,, T., and T, provide a 6-dB 
bandwidth of 300 kHz, which is 
adequate for reproduction of stereo 
signals. 
The 1N295 diode and associated 

components in the collector circuit 
of the third if amplifier develops a 
negative voltage proportional to the 
rf input signal. This voltage is used 
to drive a schmitt trigger stage asso-

lower tuning capacitor 
(213/Ns, as determined 
by tapped capacitors) = 
27.5 output impedance 
= 6070 ohms, per cent 
of critical coupling = 90 

Ta = ratio-detector trans-
former, primary unloaded 
Q (with tertiary winding 
Na returned to ground 
through a 68-ohm re-
sistance) = 65. primary 
loaded Q = 28.5, primary-
to-tertiary turns ratio 
(Ni/No) = 2.5, secondary 
unloaded Q = 65, second-
ary loaded Q = 24.75, 
output impedance = 6070 
ohms, per cent of criti-
cal coupling = 90 

ciated with the noise immunity cir-
cuit of the FM stereo demodulator 
(refer to discussion of the demodu-
lator, circuit 15-4). If desired, the 
negative voltage may also be applied 
to the base of the 40242 transistor in 
the rf amplifier as age bias. As a 
result, the final 40246 if-amplifier 
transistor can go into full limiting 
before appreciable age is developed. 
This arrangement provides a rela-
tively wide age bandwidth which is 
helpful in tuning to strong signals. 
FM detection is accomplished by 

the ratio-detector circuit, which in-
cludes a matched pair of IN542 di-
odes and associated components. The 
detector transformer Ts is designed 
to provide the wide peak-to-peak 
separation (450 kHz) required for 
good stereo multiplex operation. R.. 
and CH in the detector output circuit 
form a standard FM de-emphasis 
network for high audio frequencies. 
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I 5-3 FM TUNER USING MOS-TRANSISTOR 
RF AMPLIFIER AND MIXER 

REVERSE 
AGC 
+5V 

R2 
C2 

RCA RCA 
,-...1-05 40822 40823 
•_1-. RE--AMP MIXER 

, Cl2 —,  ---..\\ 

1 

C9/ !— )I 
r L2 

L  

C2 

TYPE 
40245 

o  
10.7 MHz 
INPUT 

R5 

R6 RCA R9 
40244 

_ 

RF SECTION 

TYPE 
40245 

_3  

C6 

RI 

•-,VVVe 
R10 

4 

1522 

TYPE 
40246 

IF SECTION AUDIO our 

T1 
IF 

/1 flC20 OUTPUT 

C18—  C21 

 0+15 V 

TYPE 
IN542 R15 

TYPE 
IN542 

RI4 

NOTE: Type 1N542 diodes 
are a matched pair. 

NOTE: This circuit uses coils and transformers that are not available as stock items from 
any manufacturer. Home construction of this circuit should not be attempted unless the 
builder has had considerable experience in the winding of inductive components and has 
access to the special equipment required. The builder should also refer to the general con-
siderations for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits given on page 691. 
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15-3 FM TUNER USING MOS-TRANSISTOR 
RF AMPLIFIER AND MIXER (cont'd) 

Parts List for RF Section 
Ci, Co. Cis = Trimmer capa-

citor, 2 to 14 pF 
C2, Co, CIO= Ganged tuning 

capacitors, each section 
= 6 to 19.5 pF 

= 2000 Ca. Co. C14, Cr,, C22 
pF, ceramic 

Ci, Cs = 1000 pF, ceramic 
disc 

Cs, Co = 0.01 µF, ceramic 
disc 

Cio = 3.3 pF, NPO ceramic 
Cii = 270 pF, ceramic disc 
Cl2 = 500 pF, ceramic disc 
C13 = 3 pF, NPO ceramic 
Cii = 68 pF, ceramic 
C20 = 50 pF, ceramic 
COI = 1200 pF, ceramic 

antenna coil; 4 turns 
of No. 18 bare copper 
wire inner diameter, 9/32 
inch winding length, 3/8 
inch nominal inductance, 

Parts List for IF Section 
Ci, C., Ce, Ce, Cu = 0.02 
µF, ceramic disc 

Co. Co = 4.7 pF, silver mica 
Ca, Co, C12 = 0.01 µF, 
ceramic disc 

Cs, Ce, Cii = 0.001 µF. 
ceramic 

Cii =. 1 pF, silver mica 
Cis. Cia = 330 pF, miniature 
ceramic 

Cu = 10 µF, electrolytic. 
6V 

Ri, R., Rio = 12000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R2 = 430 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra, R7, Rim = 2700 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Ri. Rs, RA, Re, Ris = 220 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

0.86 µ}1; unloaded Q, 
120; tapped approxi-
mately 11/4  turns from 
ground end; antenna link 
approximately 1 turn 
from ground end 

L2 = rf interstage coil; 
same as Li without an-
tenna link 

L3 = rf choke, 1 µH 
L4 = oscillator coil; 31/4 

turns of No. 18 bare cop-
per wire; inner diameter, 
9/32 inch; winding length, 
5/16 inch; nominal in-
ductance, 0.062 µH, un-
loaded Q. 120; tapped 
approximately 1 turn 
from low end 

Ri, Rio = 0.56 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

R2 = 0.75 megohm, 0.5 watt 
R3 = 0.27 megohm, 0.5 watt 

Ri2 = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RI = 68 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ris = 1000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Ria = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RI 7, RIS := 6800 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

Tl, T2 = if (10.7-MHz) 
transformer, double-
tuned with 90 per cent 
of critical coupling, pri-
mary unloaded Q = 72.4, 
primary loaded Q = 60. 
ratio of full primary to 
section below tap (Ni/N2) 
= 7.27. secondary un-
loaded Q = 62.3, second-
ary loaded Q = 60, ratio 
of full secondary to sec-
tion that corresponds to 
lower tuning capacitor 

Circuit Description 

This FM tuner uses dual-gate-
protected MOS field-effect transis-
tors in the rf amplifier and mixer 
stages and a bipolar transistor in 
the local oscillator stage. The tuner 

RI, RI 3 = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 22000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
120 = 56000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs, R12 = 0.1 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

R. = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
= 1.6 megohms, 0.5 watt 

Ti = first if (10.7-MHz) 
transformer; d ouble-
tuned with 90 per cent 
of critical coupling; pri-
mary: 15 turns of No. 
32 enamel wire, space 
wound at 60 turns per 
inch on 0.25-by-0.5-inch 
slug; secondary: 18 turns 
of No. 36 enamel wire. 
close wound on 0.25-by-
0.25 inch slug; both colis 
wound on 9/32-inch coil 
form. 

(Ns/Ni, as determined by 
tapped capacitors) =-
26.65, output impedance 
= 6070 ohms 

Ts = ratio-detector trans-
former, double-tuned with 
90 per cent of critical 
coupling, primary un-
loaded Q (with tertiary 
winding NO returned to 
ground through a 68-ohm 
resistance) = 65, pri-
mary loaded Q 28.5 
primary-to-tertiary turns 
ratio (Ni/N2) 2.5, second-
ary unloaded Q = 65. 
secondary loaded Q = 
24.75. output impedance 
= 6070 ohms 

operates from a de supply of 15 
volts. 
The rf amplifier uses a 40822 dual-

gate MOS transistor. This stage is 
designed to minimize the spurious 
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15-3 FM TUNER USING MOS-TRANSISTOR 

RF AMPLIFIER AND MIXER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'cl) 

responses that occur in FM tuners 
when harmonics of unwanted incom-
ing signals are mixed with har-
monics of the local-oscillator signal 
to produce difference frequencies 
within the if pass band. Achievement 
of minimum spurious response re-
quires that the signal input to the 
40822 rf-amplifier transistor, applied 
to gate No. 1, be obtained from a 
tap as far down on the antenna coil 
Li as gain and noise considerations 
permit. This arrangement assures 
the smallest practical input voltage 
swing to the gate and, therefore, 
makes possible optimum use of the 
available dynamic range of the MOS 
transistor. In addition, the objective 
for low spurious response requires 
that the entire rf interstage coil L. 
be used as the load impedance for 
the 40822 MOS transistor. This coil, 
selected on the basis of the optimum 
compromise between gain and band-
width requirements, presents a slight 
mismatch to the output of the 40822 
transistor. Although the compro-
mises in the input and output cir-
cuits of the rf amplifier result in a 
slight loading of the interstage coil 
LI and cause some degradation in 
the selectivity of the front end, these 
undesirable effects can be tolerated 
because the antenna coil Li is not 
loaded by the gate of the MOS 
transistor. 
A dual-gate MOS transistor, such 

as the 40822, is ideally suited for use 
as an rf amplifier with automatic 
gain control. For maximum gain, the 
transistor is operated with a gate-
No. 1 bias of —0.5 to 1 volt and a 
gate-No. 2 bias of 2 to 4 volts. In 
this tuner, the initial bias conditions 
required for the rf amplifier are es-
tablished by a combination of the 
fixed bias developed across resistors 
R. and R. and the source bias de-
veloped across the source resistor 
R,. Gain control is achieved by ap-

plication of a negative-going age 
voltage (i.e. reverse age) to gate 
No. 2. 
The output of the rf amplifier is 

applied to gate No. 1 of the 40823 
dual-gate MOS transistor used in 
the mixer stage. The local-oscillator 
signal is injected at gate No. 2. The 
1-microhenry inductor L. and the 
270-picofarad capacitor Cii form a 
series-resonant trap that bypasses 
any 16.7-MHz component that may 
appear at the local-oscillator input 
to the mixer. 
The biasing arrangement for the 

mixer stage is particularly impor-
tant. Both source (self) bias and 
fixed bias are used to establish the 
operating conditions required for 
the optimum combination of mixing 
and spurious-response rejection. On 
the basis of an empirical determina-
tion of the bias conditions necessary 
for this requirement, the 40823 mixer 
transistor operates with a gate-No. 
2-to-source voltage of 0.6 volt and 
a gate-No. 1-to-source voltage of 
—0.75 volt. 
The local-oscillator stage employs 

a 40244 bipolar transistor. This stage 
generates an extremely clean output 
waveform. The absence of harmonics 
in the oscillator signal is an im-
portant factor in good tuner design. 
The oscillator signal is coupled to 
gate No. 2 of the mixer transistor 
by means of the 3-picofarad capaci-
tor C.. This capacitor isolates the 
tuned circuit of the oscillator from 
the input circuit of the mixer and, 
in this way, minimizes the possibil-
ity of oscillator instabilities as a re-
sult of "pulling." 
The 10.7-MHz if output from the 

mixer is coupled to the first if-
amplifier stage by means of a 
double-tuned transformer T,. The if 
amplifier employs two 40245 and one 
40246 bipolar transistors, each op-
erating in a neutralized common-
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15-3 FM TUNER USING MOS-TRANSISTOR 

RF AMPLIFIER AND MIXER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

emitter configuration at a collector 
current of 3.5 milliamperes. The 
over-all gain of the if amplifier is 
88 dB. The frequency-modulated 
output of the if strip is demodu-
lated by a ratio-detector circuit that 

15-4 

uses a matched pair of 1N542 diodes. 
The operation of this if strip and 
ratio-detector circuit is very simi-
lar to the corresponding sections of 
the High-Quality FM Tuner shown 
in circuit 15-2. 

FM STEREO MULTIPLEX DEMODULATOR 

Circuit Description 

This FM stereo multiplex demodu-
lator separates complex signals sup-
plied by an FM tuner into right- and 
left-channel inputs for stereo audio 
output stages. The demodulator fea-
tures a high input impedance, a noise 
immunity circuit, and automatic 
switching for stereophonic or mon-
aural reception. 

Operation of an FM tuner in the 
stereo mode may be unsatisfactory 
under weak-signal conditions because 
the signal-to-noise ratio is poorer for 
stereo reception than for monaural 
reception. In addition, if switching is 
permitted on weak signals the 19-
kHz component of noise which is 
present between stations may cause 
undesired operation. 
The demodulator incorporates cir-

cuits that sense the presence of ade-
quately strong FM signals and pro-
vide automatic switching in the 
presence of 19-kHz pilot signal. It 
has a separation at 1 kHz of 36.5 
dB, S.C.A. rejection of 59.4 dB, re-
sidual 38-kHz subcarrier rejection of 
60 dB, insertion loss at 1 kHz of 2.5 
dB, and total harmonic distortion at 
1 kHz of 0.4 per cent. Six RCA-
40359 transistors and one 2N408 
transistor are used to provide the 
automatic switching and noise im-
munity. The demodulator is designed 
for operation with tuners, such as 
circuit 15-2, which provide an audio 

output of approximately 400 milli-
volts with 75-kHz deviation under 
strong signal conditions. If a tuner 
that provides less audio output is 
used, the gain in the sub-carrier am-
plifier can be increased by bypassing 
R.. If a tuner of higher output is 
used, it may be necessary to use a 
voltage divider at the input. 
The composite multiplex signal 

from the ratio detector of the FM 
tuner is applied to the base of tran-
sistor Q,. Transistor Q, is an isola-
tion stage which provides a high-
impedance load for the ratio detector 
and a low-impedance source for the 
S.C.A. filter. The parallel resonant 
circuit Le: is tuned to 72 kHz to 
provide maximum S.C.A. rejection at 
low beat frequencies. 

Transistor Q2 is a 19-kHz amplifier 
which also serves to separate the 
pilot from the composite signal. L2, 
L., and C. constitute a top-coupled 
double-tuned circuit which resonates 
at 19 kHz and thus passes only the 
19-kHz portion of the composite sig-
nal to transistor Q.. The remainder 
of the signal is taken from the emit-
ter resistor IL and fed into the bal-
anced demodulator at the secondary 
winding of L.. Capacitor C. compen-
sates for the degradation of the com-
posite signal as it passes through the 
S.C.A. filter. 

Transistors Q. and Q. comprise a 
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15-4 FM STEREO MULTIPLEX DEMODULATOR (cont'd) 

RI 
COMPOSITE INPUT 40359 C1, 

ci 
o—I 

-12V 
MULTIPLEX TRIGGER 

18 

9 

RCA 40359 05 

R22 

40359 

L4 TYPE IN295 D2 

RCA 40359 06 

TYPE IN295 

07 ---
TYPE 2N408 

LEFT-CHANNEL OUTPUT 

R14 

R13 
C16 

RIGHT-CHANNEL OUTPUT 
R16 î CI7 

R25 

C15 

NOTE: This circuit uses coils and transformers that are not available as stock items 
from any manufacturer. Home construction of this circuit should not be attempted unless 
the builder has had considerable experience in the winding of inductive components and 
has access to the special equipment required. The builder should also refer to the general 
considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband circuits given on page 691. 

Parts List 
Ci =. 0.33 µF 
C2 = 560 pF 
Ci = 300 pF (adjust for 
optimum separation) 

C, = 1000 pF, part of L2 
C3 = 10 pF 
C,, = 1000 pF, part of LI 
C7, C9, = 0.47 µF 
Cs = 1000 pF, part of L4 
Cul = 390 pF, part of L5 
C11, C12, Cia, Cl, = 7500 pF, 

5% 
Cu, Cr, = 1.0 µF 
Cie, Cie = 0.02 µF 
Is = stereo lamp, 14 mA at 

10 V 
Li = 10 mH, Q =- 46 at 67 

kHz 
L2 =- 69 mH, Q = 93 at 19 
kHz; N,//N12 = 5.66; 
(includes CO 

La = 69 m1-1, Q = 93 at 
19 kHz, NI/N,, = 40.2; 
(includes Ci) 

L, -= 69 mH, Q = 88 at 19 
kHz, NVINI,, = 5.24, NI/Na 
= 5.21, Na/N4 = 2; 
(includes Co) 

L5 = 41 mH, Q = 108 at 
38 kHz, Ni/Na = 11.62, 
N1/Na =. 19.8. Na/N4 = 
2; (includes CO 
-= 91,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

R2 = 120,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

Schmitt trigger used as a noise-im-
munity circuit. A negative age volt-
age obtained from the if amplifier 
of the tuner is applied to the base 

R3 = 6800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 18,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra, Ria, Rlo, R21 = 3300 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

R7. Ro, 1114, Rio, R23, R24, R25 
= 10,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

• =- 510 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra) = 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ris =- 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• R17 = potentiometer, 

5000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = potentiometer, 10.000 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

• = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 15,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Roo = 820 ohms, 0.5 watt 

of Q5. When no age voltage is pres-
ent, Q5 is turned off, and Q. is turned 
on. In this state, which occurs under 
weak signal conditions, resistor R5 is 
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1 5-4 FM STEREO MULTIPLEX DEMODULATOR (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

returned to a low-voltage point, and, 
therefore, transistor Q. is turned off. 
When a preset age voltage is reached, 
Q. is turned off, R. is returned to 
the supply voltage through R.., and 
Q. is turned on. 
The multiplex output from the FM 

tuner drives the Schmitt trigger. 
The "on" trigger level can be ad-
justed by variation of Ri.. The "off" 
trigger level is then determined by 
the hysteresis of the Schmitt-trigger 
circuit. Hysteresis is desirable be-
cause it prevents intermittent 
switching caused by slight signal 
variations in the vicinity of the 
trigger point. The hysteresis can be 
changed by adjustment of Ri.. 

Transistor Q. serves as a 19-kHz 
pilot amplifier and limiter when it is 
turned on by Q.. When Q. is turned 
off, it acts as an open switch which 
stops the pilot signal. The emitter of 
Q3 is reverse-biased by the current 
through R7. Because this reverse bias 
exceeds the 19-kHz level at the base 
of Q., it prevents the 19-kHz pilot 
signal of a weak station from turn-
ing on Q, and thereby over-riding 
the noise-immunity circuit. 
The output of the pilot amplifier 

Q. is fed to a balanced full-wave 
rectifier which consists of Di, D2, and 
the secondary winding of L. The 
output of the rectifier is unfiltered 
and develops both a de component 
and a 38-kHz component. The dc 

component is used to bias transistor 
Q4 on. The 38-kHz component is am-
plified by limiter-amplifier Q. and 
appears at the secondary winding of 
L. In the absence of a pilot signal, 
Q, is turned off because there is no 
19-kHz output from Q. to be rec-
tified. 
The composite signal taken from 

the emitter resistor R. is added to 
the 38-kHz subcarrier in the second-
ary winding of L6. When the sub-
carrier has the proper phase with 
respect to the composite signal, a 38-
kHz amplitude-modulated signal is 
formed in which one side of the en-
velope contains right-channel infor-
mation and the other side contains 
left-channel information. 

Diodes D. and D. form a balanced 
detector which permits one side of 
the envelope to pass. Resistor It', is 
adjusted for minimum 38-kHz resid-
ual signal at the output. When Q, 
is off and no subcarrier is present in 
the secondary winding of L5, the 
left-plus-right portion of the com-
posite signal is passed by the detec-
tor circuit, and the left-minus-right 
portion is filtered out. Diodes D6 

and D. form the balanced detector 
for the other channel. Ri., Ci., Ri., 
and Cie form de-emphasis networks. 
Qi acts as a switch which lights a 
stereo indicator lamp when Q. is 
turned on. 

15-5 PREAMPLIFIER FOR 6-, 10-, OR 15-METER 

AMATEUR-BAND RECEIVER 

Circuit Description 

This inexpensive, easily con-
structed preamplifier circuit uses a 
3N187 dual-gate-protected MOS 
transistor to provide more than 26 

dB of gain ahead of a receiver oper-
ated in the 6-, 10-, or 15-meter ama-
teur band. This additional gain, to-
gether with the low noise figure of 
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75-5 PREAMPLIFIER FOR 6-, 10-, OR 15-METER 

AMATEUR-BAND RECEIVER (cont'd) 

JI 
50-OHM 

ANTENNA 
INPUT 

C2 

SHIELD 

C3 

TYPE 
3NI87 

J2 
50-OHM 
OUTPUT 

TURN 

k'''CASE 

NOTE: See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband cir-
cuits on page 691. 

Parts List 
B = Two RCA type VS323 

batteries for transistor 
service; and one case, 
Bud-CU2103A or equiva-
lent. 
CI = 8 pF, mica or ceramic 
tubular 

C. C3, C,, C. C7 = 0.01 
µF, ceramic 

Ce = 10 pF, mica or ceramic 
tubular 

Ji, J2 . Coaxial receptacle, watt, 10%, carbon 
Amphenol BNC type UG- 11.2 = 1,800 ohms, 0.25 watt, 
1094 or equiv. 10%, carbon 

LI, L2 . 1.6 to 3.1 4H, ad- R., = 100,000 ohms, 0.25 
justable, Miller 4404 or watt, 10%, carbon 
equiv. RI = 33,000 ohms, 0.25 

I., . 22 pH, Miller 74F- watt, 10%, carbon 
225A1 or equiv. R . =_ 270 ohms, 0.25 watt, 

RI =_ 27,000 ohms, 0.25 watt, 10%, carbon 
10% Si = toggle switch, single-

R2 = 150,000 ohms, 0.25 pole, single-throw 

Tuned-Circuit Components for 
21 and 50 MHz 

Component 
Value 

21 MHz 50 MHz 

Ci 22 pF 
C2, C2, CI, C5 No Change 

C7 
Cd 22 pF 

No Change 

Li 
L5 

No Change 
No Change 

8 pF 
1,000 pF, 
ceramic 
10 pF 

8 turns, No. 30 
E wire on 
inch - diameter 
core (Miller 
4500 or equiv.) 
Link: 2 turns, 
No. 30 E wire 
on ground end. 
Same as Li 
6.8 µH (Miller 
74F686AP or 
equiv.) 
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75-5 PREAMPLIFIER FOR 6-, 10-, OR 15-METER 

AMATEUR-BAND RECEIVER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

the preamplifier (less than 2.5 dB), 
substantially increases both the sen-
sitivity and signal-to-noise ratio of 
the receiver. The circuit as shown 
is intended for use in the 10-meter 
(28-MHz) frequency band; the 
3N187 MOS transistor, however, has 
excellent performance characteris-
tics at frequencies well below the 
10-meter band and up to 200 MHz. 
The preamplifier, therefore, can be 
readily adapted for use in other 
frequency bands with only a few 
changes in tuned-circuit components. 
A chart is provided to show the 
changes in tuned-circuit components 
required for operation in the 15-
meter (21-MHz) and 6-meter (50-
MHz) bands. The de operating volt-
age for the preamplifier may be ob-
tained from a battery supply, as 
shown in the circuit diagram, or 
from any other reasonably well-
filtered de supply voltage of 15 to 
18 volts. 
The dual-gate MOS transistor in 

the preamplifier is operated so that 
essentially it is electrically equiva-
lent to two single-gate MOS transis-
tors connected in cascode and en-
closed in the same package. The 
advantage of the dual gate transis-
tor is that it provides an inexpensive 
cascode circuit that offers maximum 
resistance to cross-modulation from 
nearby transmitters. 
The rf input is link coupled from 

15-6 

the antenna to the input tuned cir-
cuit formed by L. and C, and applied 
to gate No. 1 (pin 3) of the 3N187 
transistor. This gate, which is 
equivalent to the gate (or base) of 
the grounded-source (or -emitter) 
section of a two-transistor cascode 
circuit, is forward-biased by the de 
voltage at the junction of the volt-
age-divider resistors R, and R.. The 
source resistor R. is large enough 
to assure that gate No. 1 is always 
negative with respect to the source. 
Gate No. 2 (pin 2), in accordance 
with cascode-circuit requirements, is 
returned to ac ground through ca-
pacitor C,. The de bias level for this 
gate, established by the voltage di-
vider R, and R., represents a compro-
mise between optimum gain and op-
timum cross-modulation resistance. 
The amplified rf signals developed in 
the drain circuit of the 3N187 tran-
sistor are link coupled from the 
tuned-circuit drain load impedance 
formed by L. and Co, through co-
axial connector J. to the input of 
the receiver. 
Tuning of the preamplifier is sim-

plified because no special neutrali-
zation is required, even at frequen-
cies as high as 155 MHz. Rough 
adjustments of coils L, and L. can 
be made by use of a grid-dip oscil-
lator. The finishing adjustments are 
then made while listening to a weak 
station. 

TWO-METER CONVERTER 

Circuit Description 

This converter circuit can be used 
ahead of a 10-meter amateur-band 
radio receiver to provide amplifica-
tion and the frequency conversion 
required to enable reception of sig-
nals in the 2-meter (144-to-148-
MHz) amateur band. With minor 

circuit modification, the converter 
can also be used to adapt a 20-
meter amateur-band receiver to re-
ceive 2-meter signals. The converter 
uses RCA 40235, 40236, and 40237 
vhf transistors in common-emitter 
circuit configurations to provide the 
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15-6 TWO-METER CONVERTER (cont'd) 

144 TO 148 
MHz 

RF AMPLIFIER 

C4 

+12 6 V 

MIXER 

RCA 
40236 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for the construction of high-frequency and broad-
band circuits on page 691. (2) This circuit uses coils that are not standard commercial 
items; such coils must be wound by Vie circuit builder. 

Parts List 
=- 0.5 to 5 pF, tubular 

trimmer, Erie 532-3R or 
equiv. 

C2 = 10 pF, ceramic tubu-
lar, Centralab TCZ-10 or 
equiv. 

Co, Co, C» = 500 pF, silver 
button, Erie 662-003-501K 
or equiv. 

C( = 4.7 pF, ceramic tubu-
lar, Centralab TCZ-4R7 
or equiv. 

C7,, C12, C11 = 3.3 pF, 
ceramic tubular Centralab 
TCZ-3R3 or equiv. 

Co = 2.2 pF, ceramic tubu-
lar, Centralab TCZ-2R2 
or equiv. 

C7 = 25 pF silver button, 
Erie 662-003-250 or equiv. 

C., Cu = 500 pF, ceramic 
disc. Centralab DD-501 
or equiv. 

C10, CI11 = 30 pF, ceramic 
tubular, Centralab TCZ-30 
or equiv. 

.11, J2 = BNC-type coaxial 
jack 

L, = 5 turns of No. 16 
bare wire, 1/4 -inch di-
ameter (spaced wire di-
ameter), tap one turn up 
from bottom 

Lo. L, = 4 turns of No. 26 
enamelled wire, close 
wound on 1/4 -inch diam-
eter ceramic slug-tuned 
form, Miller 4500 or 
equiv. 

L. = 11 turns of No. 26 
enamelled wire, close 
wound on là -inch diam-
eter phenolic slug-tuned 
form. Miller 21A00ORBI 
or equiv. 
= 3 turns of insulated 

wire, close-wound link 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

required amplification and frequency-
conversion functions with a noise 
figure (at 144 MHz) of less than 

L., = 5 turns of No. 26 
enamelled wire, close 
wound on là -inch diam-
eter phenolic slug-tuned 
form, Miller 21A00ORBI 
or equiv. 

L7 = 7 turns of No. 26 
enamelled wire, close 
wound on 1/4 -inch diam-
eter ceramic slug-tuned 
form, Miller 4500 or 
equiv. 

R, = 27,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 3,900 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri, R7 = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R., Ro = 820 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 18,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R., = 2,700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 5.100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• 0.1 megohm, 0.5 watt 
• = 8,200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R‘o = 1,000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
XTAL = 39.33 MHz, over-

tone crystal 

3 dB. The circuit operates from a 
12.6-volt, 10-milliampere de supply 
and, therefore, is ideally suited for 
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15-6 TWO-METER CONVERTER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

mobile, as well as fixed-station, 
operations. 
The 40235 transistor is used in a 

neutralized low-noise rf-amplifier 
stage. Capacitor C. couples the neu-
tralizing feedback from collector 
circuit to base circuit required to 
ensure stable operation of this stage. 
Signals in the two-meter band are 
coupled from the antenna through 
the coaxial connector Ji and the 
tuned input circuit formed by L1, 
Ci and C. to the base of the 40235 
transistor. The variable capacitor 
Ci is adjusted to tune the input cir-
cuit to select any desired signal in 
the 144-to-148-MHz frequency band. 
The selected signals are amplified 
by the 40235 transistor and coupled 
from the collector circuit of this 
transistor by tuning coils L. and L, 
and capacitor C. to the base of the 
40236 transistor used in the mixer 
stage. 
The 40237 transistor is operated 

in an overtone-crystal oscillator-
multiplier stage to develop the local-
oscillator signal for the converter. 
The crystal used in the base-to-
emitter circuit of the oscillator-
multiplier has a fundamental fre-
quency of 39.33 MHz; the collector 
load circuit, formed by oscillator 
tuning coil L, and capacitor Ci., how-
ever, is tuned to select the third 
harmonic of the crystal fundamen-
tal. The oscillator-multiplier stage, 
therefore, develops a fixed-frequency 
118-MHz local-oscillator signal that 
is coupled by capacitor Ci2 to the 

emitter circuit of the 40236 mixer 
transistor. 

In the mixer stage, the rf input 
signal from the antenna and the 
local-oscillator signal are hetero-
dyned to derive the difference fre-
quency used as the input to the 
10-meter-band receiver. Output tun-
ing coil L., capacitor Ci., and re-
sistor R. forms a collector load 
circuit that is broadly tuned to se-
lect the difference-frequency signal 
developed in the mixer stage. This 
signal is transferred by the coupling 
link L. and the coaxial connector 
J, to the input of the 10-meter-band 
receiver. 
The 118-MHz local-oscillator fre-

quency was selected so that the 
heterodyning action in the mixer 
provides a converter output of 26 
to 30 MHz, depending upon the fre-
quency of the selected rf input sig-
nal from the antenna. For example, 
a 144-MHz rf input signal results 
in a difference-frequency output of 
144 MHz-118 MHz (or 26 MHz; a 
148-MHz input frequency results in 
an output frequency of 148 MHz-
118 MHz, or 30 MHz. The converter 
circuit, however, can be readily 
modified to provide a lower-fre-
quency output. If it is desired to 
adapt a 20-meter-band receiver to 
receive 2-meter-band signals, it is 
necessary merely to use a crystal 
that has a fundamental frequency 
of 43.33 MHz and to double the num-
ber of turns in the output tuning 
coil L4. No other changes are re-
quired. 

15-7 STABLE VARIABLE-FREQUENCY 

Circuit Description 

This VFO circuit uses a 40823 
dual-gate-protected MOS transistor 
in a highly stable variable-frequency 
oscillator stage and 40245 and 2N-
3241A bipolar transistors in a two-
stage isolation (output) amplifier to 
achieve exceptional frequency sta-

OSCILLATOR 

bility at low de operating poten-
tials. The MO S-transistor oscillator 
circuit is useful at any frequency up 
to and including the 144-MHz band. 
Tuned-circuit data are provided for 
the standard 3.5-to-4-MHz band, for 
the 5-to-5.5-MHz band for single-
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75_7 STABLE VARIABLE-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR (cont'd) 

+6 8 V +10 V 

C4 

TYPE 
2N324IA TYPE 

IN3193 

IP 
TYPE 

IN3193 

50 V 

+ 10 V 

4- 6.8 V 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for the construction of high-frequency and broadband 
circuits on page 691. (2) The coil L. is not a standard commercial item and, therefore, must 
be wound by the cirtuit builder. 

Parts List 
Ci =_ Double-bearing vari-
able capacitor, Millen 
23100 or 23050 (or equiv.) 
depending upon fre-
quency range (see Tuned-
Circuit Data) 
CS = Air-type trimmer ca-

pacitor, 25 pF maximum, 
Hammarlund APC-25 or 
equiv. 

C3, C,, C5, Ca = silver-mica 
capacitors (see Tuned-
Circuit Data for values) 

C7 = 2200 pF, silver mica 
CA = 0.05 pF, ceramic disc, 

50 V. 
Ca .7= 0.1 pF, ceramic disc, 

50 V. 

Cm = 1500 pF, feed-
through 

CIS = 0.025 µF, ceramic 
disc, 50 V. 

CI. = 500 µF , electrolytic, 
12 V. 

Cii = 500 µF, electrolytic, 
12 V. 

Cis = 50 µF, electrolytic, 
12 V. 
= Zener diode, 12-volt, 

1-watt 
CR. = ener diode, 6.8 volt, 
1-watt 

.11 =_ Coaxial connector 
Li = Variable inductor (see 
Tuned-Circuit Data for 
details) 

L2 = Miniature rf choke, 
2.5 mH, iron core 

Ri = 22000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 12000 to 47000 ohms, 

0.5 watt; select value for 
2-volt peak output level 
at input to transmitter 
.= 12000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ri = 820 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rd = 240 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R7 = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs =_ 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R. = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ti =. 6.3-volt, 1.2-ampere 
filament transformer 
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15-7 STABLE VARIABLE-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR (cont'd) 

Tuned-Circuit Data 

3.5-4.0 5.0-5.5 8.0-9.0 
MHz MHz MHz 

Li 
No. of turns 17* 143/4 * 11 1à** 
Wire size 20 20 18 
Turns/inch 16 16 8 
Diam., inches 1 1 1 

CI, p. 100 50 50 
C. pf. 25 25 25 
Ci, pf. 100 None None 
C,, pf. 390 390 270 
C5, pf. 680 680 560 
Ce, pf. 680 680 560 

' B & W 3015, AirDux 816T, or equiv. 
" B & W 3014, AirDux 808T, or equiv. 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

sideband transmitters, and for the 
8-to-9-MHz band for 50- and 144-
MHz transmitters. (See chart on 
page 607.) 
The oscillator stage is a Colpitts 

type. The variable capacitor Ci is 
the tuning control for the circuit. 
With a Millen 10037 (or equivalent) 
"no sting" dial coupled to the shaft 
of this capacitor, the oscillator tun-
ing range encompasses essentially 
the full dial area. Capacitor C2 is 
the trimmer adjustment for the cir-
cuit. The effect of changes in tran-
sistor-element capacitances is re-
duced to a minimum by use of a 
three-capacitor (C,, C., and C.) volt-
age divider. The relatively large 
values of the capacitors C. and C., 
which are connected across the gate-
to-source circuit of the MOS tran-
sistor, almost completely obviate the 
effect of the transistor capacitances. 
The rf choke Li provides the re-
quired low voltage (IR) drop for 
the source current of the MOS 
transistor. 
The 1N914 silicon rectifier in the 

gate circuit of the oscillator stage 
is used to provide the rectified gate 
current for the MOS transistor. This 
rectifier makes possible a degree of 
automatic bias comparable to that 
obtainable with an electron tube and, 
in this way, contributes substantially 
to the frequency stability of the VFO 
circuit. The use of silver-mica types 
for all fixed-value capacitors in the 
oscillator stage assures a stable fre-

quency-temperature characteristic. 
The output of the oscillator stage 

is coupled from the source of the 
MOS transistor, through capacitor 
C2 and resistor R,, to the base of 
the 40245 bipolar transistor used 
in the input stage of the isolation 
amplifier. The output of the 40245 
transistor, in turn, drives the 
2N3241A emitter-follower output 
stage. The isolation amplifier is es-
sentially a two-stage, direct-coupled, 
negative-feedback output circuit 
that greatly reduces the effect of 
a change in output conditions on 
oscillator performances and pro-
vides a convenient means (by a 
change in the value of resistor 11,) 
to vary the output voltage of the 
VFO circuit. 
The de operating potentials for 

the VFO circuit can be obtained di-
rectly from a 12-volt source. For 
operation from a 117-volt, 60-Hz ac 
source, a low-voltage dc supply, such 
as that shown in the circuit dia-
gram, may be used to supply the re-
quired voltage. The 117-volt ac 
source voltage is stepped down to 
6.3 volts ac by the power trans-
former Ti and then converted to a 
dc voltage of 12 volts by the volt-
age-doubler circuit formed by the 
1N3193 rectifier diodes and filter 
capacitors Ci. and Cii. The two 
2N3241A bipolar transistors and the 
Zener diodes CR, and CR2 connected 
between points A and B of the volt-
age-doubler circuit form an elec-
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75_7 STABLE VARIABLE-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

tronie voltage regulator that main-
tains constant de output voltages 
with changes in the input ac voltage. 
The voltage-regulator circuit is 

also used when the VFO is operated 
in a mobile system. For this type of 
operation, the power transformer Ti 
and the voltage doubler are discon-
nected from the remainder of the 
circuit, and points A and B are con-
nected to the positive and negative 
tertminals, respectively, of a 12-volt 
battery. 

The VFO circuit is characterized 
by its exceptional frequency stabil-
ity. A unit designed to operate in 
the 3.5-to-4-MHz frequency range 
exhibits a frequency drift of less 
than 30 Hz in 2 hours after a 30-
second warm-up. A 5-to-5.5-MHz 
unit has a frequency drift of less 
than 50 Hz for the same period, and 
a 8-to-9-Mz unit has a frequency 
drift of only slightly more than 200 
Hz. 

15-8 REGENERATIVE DETECTOR 

R4 4-9V 

C4 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband 
circuits on page 691. (2) This circuit uses coils that may not be available as standard com-
mercial items: such coils must be wound by the circuit builder. 

Pads List 
Ci = tuning capacitor, 0 to 

100 pF, E.F. Johnson No. 
R-149-5 or equiv. 

C2 = 47 pF, ceramic 
C3 = 0.05 µF. ceramic 
CI, C1 = 0.01 iLF, ceramic 
Cs = 0.001 µF, ceramic 

C7 = 0.1 µF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Li = refer to coil-data chart 
L2 = refer to coil-data chart 
Ls = rf choke, 25 m1-I 
Ri = feedback control, po-
tentiometer. 0.1 megolun, 

0.5 watt 
R2, Ra = 0.1 megohm, 0.5 
watt 

Ri = 1800 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Rs = 150 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ro = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
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15-8 REGENERATIVE DETECTOR (cont'd) 

L2 

Coil Data for Different 
Frequency Bands 

Inductance Freq. Band 
(41) (MHz) 
110 1.5 to 4.0 
15 4.0 to 10.0 
2.6 10 to 25 
0.4 25 to 60 

Li Number of windings is 25 
per cent of the number of 
windings used for L2 for 
each frequency band. 

The coils are wound closely coupled on a 
common core. Li is wound near ground 
end of L. L2 is tapped at approximately 
25 per cent of total number of turns from 
the ground end. 

Circuit Description 

This detector stage can be inter-
connected with the general-purpose 
audio amplifier, circuit 15-11, to form 
a simple CW or AM regenerative re-
ceiver. This receiver can extract the 
audio-signal information from an 
amplitude-modulated rf input signal 
as small as 0.5 microvolt. By selec-
tion of the proper values for the 
tuned-circuit components, the detec-
tor circuit can be adapted for opera-
tion over a wide range of frequen-
cies A chart shows the recommended 
values of tuning inductance for vari-
ous frequency bands in the range 
from 1.5 to 60 MHz. The detector 
stage employs a 3N187 dual-gate-
protected MOS field-effect transistor 
and operates from a dc supply volt-
age of 9 volts. 
An incoming amplitude-modulated 

rf signal developed across the an-
tenna coil L, is inductively coupled 
into the detector input tuned circuit 
formed by the inductor L2 and the 
variable capacitor CI. The capacitor 
is adjusted to tune the detector to 
the desired signal frequency. The rf 
signal developed across the tuned 
circuit is applied to gate No. 1 of the 
3N187 MOS transistor. The gate-No. 
1-to-source circuit of the MOS tran-
sistor operates essentially as a gate-
leak detector (analagous to an elec-
tron-tube grid-leak detector). The 

negative clamper formed by the 
IN914 diode, the capacitor C2, and 
the gate-leak resistor R2 bias the cir-
cuit so that only the positive peaks 
of the rf input signal result in cur-
rent flow through the MOS transis-
tor. The magnitude of these current 
pulses vary according to the audio 
modulating signal superimposed on 
the input rf carrier wave. These 
audio-signal variations are amplified 
in the source-to-drain circuit of the 
MOS transistor. The source-to-drain 
current of the transistor flows 
through a portion of the tuned-
circuit inductor L.. The rf compo-
nents of this current are inductively 
coupled back to the tuned circuit by 
the autotransformer action of in-
ductor L2 in the proper phase to re-
inforce the signal developed at gate 
No. 1 of the transistor. This re-
generative feedback permits repeated 
amplification of the incoming signal 
and, therefore, substantially in-
creases the sensitivity of the detec-
tor circuit. 
The amount of regenerative feed-

back coupled back to the input tuned 
circuit must be controllable because 
maximum regenerative amplification 
for AM operation occurs at a critical 
point just prior to that at which the 
detector oscillates and for CW opera-
tion occurs at a point just beyond 
that at which oscillation starts. The 
desired amount of feedback is ob-
tained by adjustment of poten-
tiometer R1. This adjustment varies 
the bias applied to gate No. 2 to 
control the gain (i.e., transconduct-
ance) of the 3N187 transistor. 
The rf choke L. and the bypass 

capacitors C, and C2 form a low-pass 
network that filters out the rf com-
ponents in the drain-circuit current 
so that the current through the de-
tector load resistor R2 consists al-
most entirely of audio-frequency 
components. The audio-signal volt-
age developed by this current is 
coupled by capacitor C2 to the input 
of the audio amplifier. 
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15-9 MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 
With High Dynamic Range 

Circuit Description 

This three-stage preamplifier is 
designed for use with high-level mi-
crophones. It has an over-all voltage 
gain of 1500 to 2000 and can provide 
a maximum undistorted output volt-
age of 5 volts rms to a load im-
pedance of 500 ohms or greater for 
a maximum undistorted input of 0.4 
volt rms. The frequency response 
of the preamplifier is flat from 20 
Hz to 30 kHz. The de power re-
quirements of the circuit are 20 
volts at 30 milliamperes. This oper-
ating power can usually be obtained 

Parts List 
CI, Ce = 15 µF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

Ce, C7 = 300 µF. electrolytic, 
6 V 

C3 = 10 ..F. electrolytic, 
15 V 

C., Ce = 0.05 µF, paper 
C5 = 250 /IF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

Ce = 50 µF. electrolytic, 
15 V 

from the de supply for the over-all 
audio-amplifier system. 

The preamplifier uses a low-noise 
40233 in a class A input stage and 
two 2N3242A transistors in direct-
coupled class A driver and emitter-
follower output stages. The circuit 
operates equally well with either 
low-impedance or high-impedance 
microphones provided that the value 
of the input resistor Ili is selected 
to match the microphone line im-
pedance up to a maximum of 10,000 
ohms. 

/ GROUND BUSS 

RI = value required to 
match microphone line 
impedance (up to 10000 
ohms), 10%, 0.5 watt 

R2, Re = 0.1 megohm, 10%, 
0.5 watt 

R3, RIO = 6200 ohms, 10%. 
0.5 watt 

Re, R11 = 10000 ohms, 10%, 
0.5 watt 

TYPE 
2N3242A 

Re, RI: = 68 ohms, 10%, 
0.5 watt 

Re, R13 -= 470 ohms, 10%, 
0.5 watt 

Et7 = 820 ohms. 10%, 0.5 
watt 

Re = potentiometer, 10000 
ohms, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper 

Ri. = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
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15-10 

MAGNETIC 
PHONO 
INPUT 

11' CI 

TAPE 
INPUT 

TUNER 
INPUT 

TAPE 
OUTPUT 

HIGH-FIDELITY PREAMPLIFIER 

FOR PHONO, FM, OR TAPE PICKUP 

LOUDNESS/VOLUME 

Cl 

IN 

OUT S2 

Parts List 

= 2 MF. electrolytic, 
6 V 

C2. C17. C,. = 25 elec-
trolytic. 25 V 

C3 =. 0.0027 paper, 200 V 
Ci = 0.01 paper, 200 V 
C5 = 100 11F, electrolytic, 
3 V 

C. = 10 electrolytic, 
25 V 

C7 = 180 pF, mica, 500 V 
C. = 0.033 µF, paper, 200 V 
Cr. = 1 ;IF, electrolytic, 

12 V 
Cio, Cu. = 10 µF, electro-

lytic, 10 V 
Cu = 10 gF, electrolytic. 

25 V 

RI2 

C8 

RI ' 

C12. Cu = 0.022 MF, paper, 
200 V 

Cu = 0.0039 MF, paper, 
200 V 

= 0.0047 MF, paper, 
200 V 

C,0 = 100 ;IF, electrolytic. 
6 V 

R., R. = 68000 ohms, 10', 
0.5 watt 

R2 = 0.18 megohm, 10%, 
0.5 watt 

R. = 470 ohms, 10%, 0.5 
watt 
= 27000 ohms, 10%, 0.5 

watt 
R. = 0.47 megohm, 10%, 

0.5 watt 

R7. RI,. R21. R24 = 10000 
ohms, 10%, 0.5 watt 
= 82 ohms, log, 0.5 watt 

R. = 1800 ohms, 10%. 0.5 
watt 

Ri. = potentiometer, 0.1 
megohm, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper 
= 8200 ohms, 10%, 0.5 

watt 
R.2 = potentiometer, 0.25 
megohm, 0.5 watt, audio 
taper with tap, Centralab 
F11-250K or equiv. 

R13 = 33000 ohms, 10%, 0.5 
watt 

R14. R78 = 18000 ohms, 10%. 
0.5 watt 
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15-70 HIGH-F1DELITY PREAMPLIFIER (coned) 

Parts List (cont'd) 

File, Rai = 4700 ohms, 10%. 
0.5 watt 

R10 = 6800 ohms. 10%, 0.5 
watt 

Rn = 68 ohms, 10%. 0.5 
watt 

Rie, R22, R2e, Roff = 1000 

ohms. 10%, 0.5 watt 
Roo, R23 = potentiometer. 

0.1 megohm, 0.5 watt. 
linear taper 

Re = 47000 ohms, 10%, 0.5 
watt 

Re = 56000 ohms, 10%, 0.5 
watt 

Circuit Description 

This phonograph preamplifier can 
be used with an audio power ampli-
fier, such as circuits 15-12 through 
15-15, to provide an excellent high-
fidelity system. The circuit is de-
signed for use with a magnetic 
pickup that can supply an input 
signal of at least 5 millivolts. 
Provisions are also included in the 
preamplifier for tape and tuner 
inputs. For a 5-millivolt input 
signal, the preamplifier delivers an 
output of at least 1 volt. An input 
of 300 millivolts from a tuner or 
tape recorder is required to pro-
duce an output of 1 volt. The pre-
amplifier requires a de supply of 
20 volts at 7.5 milliamperes. 
The preamplifier uses a low-noise 

40233 ,transistor Qi and a 2N3242A 
transistor Q2 in a two-stage direct-
coupled input circuit. A frequency-
shaping network in the feedback 
circuit of transistor Q2 provides fre-
quency compensation when the pre-
amplifier is used with a magnetic 
phonograph pickup. The output cir-
cuit of transistor Q2 contains a level 
control L. that feeds the loudness 
control Ri2 through the selector 
switch Si. The loudness control, in 
turn, drives the tone-control cir-
cuits of the preamplifier. Tape, 
tuner, or phono inputs can be se-

Roo 2700 ohms, 10%, 0.5 
watt 

Si = switch, single-pole. 
3-position. wafer 

SO = switch, sinee-pole, 
double-throw, toggle 

Sa = switch, single-pole, 
single-throw, toggle 

lected by means of the selector 
switch; an output connector in the 
arm of the selector switch permits 
tape recordings to be made without 
affecting volume or loudness. 
The treble and bass tone controls 

provide boost of 10 dB and cut of 
15 dB for deep bass and high treble 
frequencies. Each control operates 
independently so that precise tone 
shaping is possible. When both con-
trols are in the center position, the 
response is flat; the bass and treble 
frequencies are equally mixed. 

Output distortion is low at all fre-
quencies for any setting of either 
the bass or the treble tone control. 
The collector-to-base feedback in the 
2N3242A transistors Q, and Q, works 
with the tone controls to provide the 
over-all tonal response of the pre-
amplifier. 

Included in the preamplifier is a 
loudness/volume control switch S2. 
With the loudness control in, lower 
tones are enhanced at low output 
levels, and a more pleasing sound is 
produced. When the loudness control 
is switched out, the volume control 
attenuates all tones equally. 
The scratch filter attenuates 

somewhat the frequencies at which 
scratch noise from scratched records 
is most prevalent. 
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15-11 

Parts List 

GENERAL-PURPOSE AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

2N3I42A 
RI 

INPUT 

Ci = 10 microfarads. 6 
volts, electrolytic 

C2 = 50 microfarads, 25 
volts, electrolytic 

All resistors have a tolerance of 10 per cent. 

Rt = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
= See chart, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description 

2N2102 

OUTPUT 

C2 

R5 

RI = See chart, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Resistance Data for Different Voltage 
Gains and Input Impedances* 

Input 
Voltage Impedance R.; Ri 
Gain (ohms) (ohms) (kilohms) 
166 2700 0 680 
22 7300 39 470 
17 9000 68 430 
10 15000 100 390 
3 55000 390 360 
1 100000 1200 330 

• Data obtained for an output of 1 volt 
rms into a 250-ohm line. 

This two-stage amplifier is useful 
as a line driver for audio systems 
in which the power amplifier is lo-
cated at a considerable distance 
from the signal source, as a driver 
for the line inputs of tape recorders, 
as an output stage for inexpensive 
radio receivers, and in many other 
general-purpose audio-amplifier ap-
plications. The amplifier has a fre-
quency response that is flat from 
20 to 20,000 Hz and can be used to 
drive any line that has an impedance 
of 250 ohms or greater. It operates 

from a de supply of 12 volts and can 
supply a maximum undistorted out-
put of 3-volts rms into a 250-ohm 
line. 
The voltage gain and input im-

pedance of the amplifier are de-
termined by the values chosen for 
the emitter resistor (Ra and feed-
back resistor ( R.) for the input stage. 
A chart shows values of these re-
sistors for various voltage gains 
from unity to 166 and for input im-
pedances from 2700 ohms to 55,000 
ohms. 
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15_11 GENERAL-PURPOSE AUDIO AMPLIFiER (coned) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

The amplifier employs a 2N3242A 
transistor Q1 in a common-emitter 
input stage and a 2N2102 transistor 
Q. in an emitter-follower output 
stage. These stages are intercon-
nected in a self-adjusting configura-
tion that maintains the amplifiêr in 
a stable operating state regardless 
of variations in de supply voltage 
and ambient temperature. This sta-
bility is achieved by use of a dc feed-
back applied from the output (emit-
ter) of transistor Q. to the input 
(base) of transistor QL through 12,. 

If the emitter current of transis-
tor Q1 should increase, the base 
voltage of transistor Q. would also 

decrease because of the rise in the 
voltage drop across resistor Re. This 
decrease in the base voltage of tran-
sistor Q, results in a corresponding 
reduction in the emitter current of 
this transistor. Consequently, the 
amount of positive de voltage fed 
back from the emitter of transistor 
Q2 to the base of transistor Q2 is 
reduced. This reduction in voltage 
at the base of Qi causes a decrease 
in current through this transistor 
that compensates for the original 
increase, and the amplifier is stabil-
ized. Use of an emitter-follower 
output stage makes possible the low 
output impedance of the amplifier. 

15-12 12-WATT COMPLEMENTARY-SYMMETRY 

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating, 15 W 

Circuit Description 

This three-stage audio power am-
plifier delivers 12 watts of rms 
power output to an 8-ohm load im-
pedance for an input of 0.6 volt 
rms. Two such amplifiers can be 
used in a dual-channel (stereo) sys-
tem to provide IHFM music power 
of 15 watts per channel or 30 
watts total. The amplifier uses a 
direct-coupled complementary-sym-
metry output stage with conven-
tional "bootstrap" drive to achieve 
excellent frequency-response char-
acteristics and large amounts of 
negative feedback to assure low dis-
tortion. The amplifier operates from 
a de power supply of 36 volts. 
The input stage employs two 

2N3053 n-p-n transistors in a differ-
ential-amplifier circuit configura-
tion. This arrangement assures that 
the voltage at the mid-point of the 
output stage (i.e., positive side of 

capacitor C2) is always one-half the 
power-supply voltage. As a result, 
the maximum range of output-volt-
age swing is allowed for all condi-
tions of supply voltage. The feedback 
loop causes any voltage difference 
that develops between output and in-
put to be amplified negatively (i.e., 
in opposite phase) and, in this way, 
assures that the output voltage 
closely tracks the input voltage. 
The driver stage uses a 2N4037 

silicon p-n-p transistor in a common-
emitter circuit configuration. A 
1N3193 compensating diode is used 
in this stage to provide thermal sta-
bility. This diode, which is thermally 
connected to the heat sink of the 
output transistors, is required to 
assure reliable operation of the out-
put stage at ambient temperatures 
up to 55°C. 
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15-72 

ca 

INPUT 

12-WATT COMPLEMENTARY-SYMMETRY 

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 
64 

60Hz F SW 
II7V 

I-A SLOW-BLOW 
TYPE 

TYPE 
2N5956 
05 

1-36V 

Cg 

OHMS 

+36 V (NO LOAD) 

NOTES: (1) Output transistors Q, and Q5 and diode Di should be mounted on a common heat 
sink (Wakefield Type NC-403K or equiv.). Diode DI should be attached to the under aide of 
the heat sink by use of small metal cable clamps. (2) Transistors Q, and Q should be matched 
for base-to-emitter voltage within 0.04 volt and should be selected for a beta between 100 
and 300 at I milliampere and 5 volts. 

Parts List 

Ci = 10 µF, electrolytic, 
50 V 

Cs. C4 = 5 µF, electrolytic. 
25 V 

Cs = 150 pF, ceramic 
C5 = 75 pF, ceramic 
C.1 = 470 pF, ceramic 
C7 = 1000 µF, electrolytic, 
25 V 

CR = 0.01 Ar, ceramic 
Cs = 1000 F. electrolytic, 

50 V 

Fi = Fuse, 1 ampere, slow-
blow type 
= 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Rs = 39000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R.5 = 47000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 330 ohms, 0.5 watt 
= 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt 

R7 = 47 ohms, 0.5 watt 
= 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ra = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 
The output stage employs a 

2N5497 silicon n-p-n transistor and 
a 2N5956 silicon p-n-p transistor 
connected in complementary sym-
metry. The 470-picofarad capacitor 
C. connected from collector to base 

Ri., = 7.2 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rit-= 330 ohms, 2 watts 
111, Ris = 0.47 ohms, 1 watt 
Si = On-off switch; single-

pole, single-throw 
Ti = Power transformer; 
primary, 117 volts; sec-
ondary 25.5 volts at 1 
ampere; Thordarson No. 
23V118. Stancor No. TP4, 
Triad No. F-93X, or equiv. 

of the 2N5956 transistor reduces the 
high-frequency response of this type 
to approximately that of the 2N5497 
plastic-package transistor. Both sec-
tions of the output stage, therefore, 
have essentially the same frequency-
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15-12 12-WATT COMPLEMENTARY-SYMMETRY 

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (coned) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

response characteristics—a feature 
which simplifies the addition of 
negative feedback. 
The resistor voltage divider (R7 

and R.) connected across the speaker 
provides the proper amount of volt-
age for the loop feedback (from the 
amplifier output (speaker terminal) 
back to the base of transistor Q. 
in the differential-amplifier input 
stage). 
The de supply voltage required for 

the amplifier is supplied by a full-
wave transformer-coupled bridge 
power supply that uses four RCA-
40267 silicon rectifiers. A single sup-
ply can provide the de operating 
power for both amplifiers in a dual-
channel system. The 117-volt ac line 
voltage is stepped down to 25.5 volts 
by the power transformer Ti. The 
40267 rectifier bridge and capacitor 
C. rectify and filter the voltage 
across the secondary of Ti to pro-
vide a smooth de output voltage ap-

proximately equal to the peak value 
of the stepped-down ac input volt-
age (i.e., Ed, = 1.414 x 25.5 = 36 
volts). 

Performance Characteristics 

(Measured at a line voltage of 120 
V, TA = 26°C, and a frequency of 
1 kHz, unless otherwise specified.) 

Power Output 
(8-ohm load) : 

Music (at 5% THD, regu-
lated supply) 
Dynamic (at 1% THD, 
regulated supply) 
Continuous (at 1% THD, 
unregulated supply) 

Sensitivity: 
For continuous power 
output rating 

Hum and Noise: 
Below continuous power 
output: 
Input shorted 
Input open 

Input Resistance 
Intermodulation Distortion 

10 dB below continuous 
power output at 60 Hz 
and 7 kHz (4:1) 

15_13 HIGH-FIDELITY 25-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating, 38 W 

Circuit Description 

This high-fidelity amplifier pro-
vides 25 watts of rms power output 
(38 watts of IHFM music power out-
put) for an input of 0.6 volt rms. 
The amplifier has a frequency re-
sponse that it flat within 1 dB from 
10 to 50,000 Hz. Total harmonic dis-
tortion at the full rated output of 
25 watts is less than 1 per cent at 
1000 Hz. The amplifier requires no 
driver or output transformer and 
has built-in safe-area limiting pro-
tection that prevents damage to the 
driver and output stages from high 
currents and excessive power dissi-
pation. 

15 W 

13 W 

12 W 

600 mV 

90 dB 
70 dB 
23 kû 

0.6 

The input stage uses two 2N4037 
p-n-p transistors (Qi and Q2) in a 
differential amplifier circuit. These 
transistors are matched for VBE char-
acteristics to give a minimum offset 
voltage between their bases and, 
therefore, between input and output. 
The action of the feedback loop is 
to amplify negatively (i.e., in op-
posite phase) any voltage difference 
that develops between input and 
output, and, in this way, to cause 
the output voltage to follow the in-
put voltage. 
The predriver stage employs a 

40408 n-p-n transistor (Q.) in a 
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15_13 HIGH-FIDELITY 25-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

TYPE 
1N3754 

INPUT. 

1 I 

117 V 
60 Hz rt 

I.5-A SLOW-BLOW 
TYPE 

1C4, 
D R5 

Rg 

TYPE 
2N4037 
Oz 

Rio 

4. 
C6--1 

TYPE 
IN375 

04 05 
RCA 
40611 g1,4 

IN3754 

02 
TYPE 
1N3754 

O 

04 
RCA 

40635 

TYPE 
09 2N4037 

V TYPE 
De  IN3754 RI8 

TYPE IN3754 

D 

TYPE 1 
IN3754 1 

i 
...AH Cg 40634 

RCA 

5 

 we  

Dg 

40632 

• • - 26V 

C14+' 

4 TYPE 
-/Dio 1N3193 

L1 

R24 

R22  

TYPE N393 DI1 
07 

/ 26V 

--

NOTES: (1) Output transistors Q8 and Q7 and diodes D.2 through D, should be mounted on 
a common heat sink (Wakefield Type NC-403K or equiv.). Diodes should be attached to 
under side of heat sink by use of small metal cable clamps. (2) Transisotrs QI and g_ 
should be matched for base-to-emitter voltage within 0.04 volt and should be selected for 
a beta between 100 and 300 at I milliampere and 5 volts. 

Parts List 

Ci = 5 µF, electrolytic, 
12 V 

Cs = 180 pF, ceramic, 50 V 
C9 = 39 pF, ceramic, 50 V 
Ci, CO. C/ = 50 µF, electro-

lytic, 50 V 
C5 = 50 je, electrolytic, 

12 V 
Cg, Cg, Cii = 0.02 µF, 
ceramic, 50 V 

C12, C13, C14. Cle = 
0.05 itE, ceramic, 50 V 

Ce, Cie = 2100 µE, electro-
lytic, 35 V 

Fi = fuse, 1.5-ampere, 
slow-blow 

Li = 10 µH, Miller 4622 
or equiv. 

Ri, R8 = 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2, Ro = 18000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
113 = 12000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri, R7 = 680 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ro. Ris = 270 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Rio = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rn = 47 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ris, R15, Rio, Rn = 100 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

Ris, Rie = 1000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

R15 = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R17. R18 = 68 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R22, R23 = 0.43 ohms, 5 watts 
R21. R25 = 22 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Sa = ON-OFF switch, 

single-pole, single-throw 
Ta = power transformer; 
primary 117 volts; sec-
ondary, center-tapped, 
37 volts at 1.5 amperes; 
Triwec Transformer Co. 
No. RCA-120 or equiv. 
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15_73 HIGH-FIDELITY 25-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

common-emitter circuit. This circuit 
has a minimum loading effect on the 
input stage and provides the neces-
sary voltage amplification for the 
entire amplifier. The subsequent 
stages provide the required current 
gain. 
The driver stage uses a 40635 

n-p-n transistor (Q,) and a 40634 
p-n-p transistor (Q.) connected in 
complementary symmetry to de-
velop push-pull drive for the output 
stage. Two 40632 silicon power tran-
sistors (Q. and Q,) used in the out-
put stage are connected in series 
with separate positive and negative 
supply voltages. The output is di-
rectly coupled to an 8-ohm speaker 
from the common point between the 
two transistors. Negative feedback 
of 35 dB is provided by R., 11, and 
C.. Feedback stabilization and 
proper frequency response are pro-
vided by the reactive elements C., 
C.. and L.. 

Bias voltage for the complemen-
tary driver stages is provided by the 
forward voltage drop across the 
three 1N3754 diodes (D2, D., and D.) 
and resistor R.,. This voltage is 
necessary to maintain the output 
stages in class AB operation to avoid 
cross-over distortion. The 1N3754 
diodes are connected thermally to 
the heat sink of the output transis-
tors to provide the necessary thermal 
feedback to stabilize the quiescent 
current at its preset value at all 
case temperatures up to 100°C. Be-
cause of the high-temperature com-
pensation provided by this thermal 
feedback network, the required sta-
bility in the output stages can be 
provided by small emitter resistors 
(R22 and R..) and losses are held to 
a minimum. (The Q.-Q, pair operates 
like a large p-n-p transistor whose 
"emitter" is the collector of Q, Re-
sistor R22, therefore, is in the "effec-
tive emitter" of the pair.) 

Safe-area limiting is provided by 
a current-limiting circuit whose prin-

cipal components are the emitter re-
sistors R22 and R,, and the 2N4037 
p-n-p transistor Q. and 40611 n-p-n 
transistor Q. connected to them, re-
spectively. If any condition exists 
which causes an excessive current to 
flow through either resistor, the re-
sultant voltage developed across the 
resistor will turn on its correspond-
ing protection transistor, removing 
the excessive base drive current 
from the appropriate driver transis-
tor (Q. or Q.). The value of current 
that is "excéssive" depends on the 
output voltage. At an output volt-
age near ground (such as would be 
encountered with a short circuit) 
essentially the full voltage across 
the emitter resistor is applied across 
the base-emitter terminals of the 
protection transistor, which then 
turns on at a particular value of out-
put current. When the output voltage 
is well above from ground, however, 
(as in the peaks in a normal operat-
ing situation) the emitter-to-ground 
voltage is applied to the network in 
the protection circuit and a voltage 
drop is developed across resistor R., 
or R,.. As a result, the full voltage 
across the emitter resistor is not ap-
plied to the protection transistor, and 
a larger output current that pro-
duces a larger voltage drop must 
occur before limiting takes place. 
Because the power dissipation of a 
transistor is the product of the volt-
age across it and the current through 
it, high currents may be tolerated 
at low values of voltage across the 
transistor (i.e., high values of out-
put voltage, because the sum of out-
put voltage and transistor voltage 
is equal to the supply voltage). Both 
the driver and output transistors, 
therefore, are protected from any 
excessive power dissipation, whether 
by a short circuit or with a normal 
load. 

Further safe-area limiting is pro-
vided by the 1N3193 diodes Di. and 
Di5 placed across the output transis-
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1543 HIGH-FIDELITY 25-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

tors. These diodes guard against 
damage due to a highly inductive 
load by providing a path to return 
the energy from the inductor to the 
power supply when the load voltage 
and load current differ in sign. This 
energy must find a return path in 
any case. If the diodes are not pres-
ent, the energy will flow through 
the output transistor in the reverse 
direction from normal current flow, 
and possibly cause breakdown. 
The amplifier operates from a 

full-wave bridge power supply which 
provides symmetrical positive and 
negative de outputs of 26 volts. This 
power supply may be used for both 
channels of a stereo system. 

Performance Characteristics 

(Measured at a line voltage of 120V, 
an ambient temperature of 25°C, 
and a frequency of 1 kHz, unless 
otherwise specified.) 

Power Output (8-ohm load) 
Music (at 5% THD, regu-
lated supply) 
Dynamic (at 1% THD, 
regulated supply) 
Continuous (at 1% THD, 
unregulated supply) 

Sensitivity (For continuous 
power output rating) : 
Hum and Noise (below con-
tinuous power output): 
Input shorted 
Input open 

Input Resistance 
Intermodulation Distortion 
110 dB below continuous 
power output at 60 Hz and 
7 kHz (4:1)1 

38W 

33W 

25W 

600 mV 

80 dB 
75 dB 

20,000 ohms 

15-14 HIGH-FIDELITY 40-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating, 55 W 

Circuit Description 

This high-fidelity audio power am-
plifier can deliver 40 watts of rms 
power output (55 watts of IHFM 
music power output) for an input 
of 0.6 volt rms. The frequency re-
sponse of the amplifier is flat within 
1 dB from 10 to 50,000 Hz. Total 
harmonic distortion at the full rated 
output of 40 watts is less than 1 
per cent at 1000 Hz. Although com-
ponent values, the transistor com-
plement, and supply voltages dif-
fer, the circuit configuration of this 
amplifier is the same as that of the 
25-watt amplifier in circuit 15-13, 
and the operation of the two ampli-
fiers is identical. The 40-watt ampli-
fier operates from symmetrical 
positive and negative de voltages 
of 32 volts. 

0.1% 

Performance Characteristics 

(Measured at a line voltage of 120V, 
an ambient temperature of 25°C, 
and a frequency of 1 kHz, unless 
otherwise specified.) 

Power Output (8-ohm load) 
Music (at 5% THD, regu-
lated supply) 
Dynamic (at 1% THD, 
regulated supply) 
Continuous (at 1% THD, 
unregulated supply) 

Sensitivity for continuous 
power output rating 
Hum and Noise: 
Below continuous power 
output: 
Input shorted 
Input open 

Input Resistance 
Intermodulation Distortion 
110 dB below continuous 
power output at 60 Hz 
and 7 kHz (4:1)] 

55W 

50W 

40W 

600 mV 

80 dB 
75 dB 

20,000 ohms 

0.1% 
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15-14 HIGH-FIDELITY 40-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

TYPE 
1N3754 

!J D1 R5 
R8 

F13 

TYPE 
1N375 

rry—+ 

1u3 

117 V 
60 Hz rl 

2-A SLOW-BLOW 
TYPE 

R7 

RCA 
; 40408 

04 
RCA 

40635 

PROTECTION_Ç1RCUT 
r - TYPE R.7 ! 

1N3754 
114 D5 

TYPE OR qi 
11N375,1_ 1 

1:13Y 
1 

! TYPE CIO 
D'Z. 37 109 2N40 

RCA 
40633 

TYPE 
-- 1010"- 1N3193 

0--- 
R21 

23k. L1 

1N3754 
j 1N3754; 

TYPE ' 
(412: R22 

1 TYPE l R16 

TYPE -t---• 
Da 1N3754 R18' — TYPE rrFETN-Yr3-4_1 , IN3e33 

, Dili 
! . T_ 

_i_ci.j 
RCA ' 

•-.32V 

R25! 

_L. 
40633 C) 

Ce 

/ 32V 

IC18 

NOTE: (1) Output transistors Qe and C/7 and diodes D2 through D, should be mounted on a 
common heat sink (Wakefield Type NC403K or equiv.). Diodes should be attached to 
under side of heat sink by use of small metal cable clamps. (2) Transistors Q, and Qg 
should be matched for base-to-emitter voltage within 0.04 volt and should be selected for 
a beta between 100 and 300 at 1 millampere and 5 volts. 

Parts List 

= 5 µF, electrolytic, 
12 V 

Cg = 180 pF, ceramic, 50 V 
C3 = 39 pF, ceramic, 50 V 
El, C., C = 50 µF, electro-

lytic, 50 V 
C5 = 50 µF, electrolytic, 

12 V 
C., Co, Cu = 0.02 µF, 
ceramic. 50 V 

Cio, Co, Cu, Cui, Cil. C,.. = 
0.05 µF, ceramic, 50 V 

C17, CI8 = 3500 la'', electro-
lytic, 50 V 

Fi = fuse. 2-ampere, 
slow-blow 
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15_15 HIGH-FIDELITY 70-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER 

IHFM Music Power Rating, 100 W 

INPUT. 

1 

ECE3 

TYPE 
IN 3754 

R4 

131 R5 
,r C4 Re 
-4-

RCA 

DI2 

TYPE 
I N3754 
Dq! 

TYPE 
40406 1N3754 

D3Y 

IR14 

(Cl" 

./(3P7 4 I 

06 

-•••• *42 V 

Ci4 

TYPE 
 4010 1813193 

2qR22 L1 

RCA 
40408 

117 V Si 
60 .e1._cr‘FiL_o 

D2v 109 
TYPE • 
IN3754 

TYPE .LC10 
2N4037 

R15 et, R21 

TYPE l• , 
R24 , 

Ip4 IN3754 RI7 _ ,' ' TYPE 
.___.• — — T-YWETN-Y7 5 4 'IN3193 , .. ' 

0 D11 5 09 L _ ....i Rit 

C5 
4 145 

R25 

RCA 
40636 

ci3 

• --••• - 42V 

+C16 

-42 V +42 V 
(NO LOAD) (NO LOAD) 

NOTES: (1) Output transistors Q.. and Q and diodes D2 through D. should be mounted on a 
common heat sink (Wakefield Type NC-403K or equiv.). Diodes should be attached to under 
side of heat sink by use of small metal cable clamps. (2) Transistors Q. and Q should be 
matched for base-to-emitter voltage within 0.04 volt and should be selected for a beta be-
tween 100 and 300 at 1 milliampere and 5 volts. 

Parts List 
Ci = 5 µF. electrolytic 

12 V 
C2 = 180 pF, ceramic. 50 V 
Co = 39 pF, ceramic, 50 V 
CI. C., Ci = 50 pF. electro-

lytic, 50 V 
Co = 50 µF. electrolytic, 

12 V 
• Ce, CI5 = 0.02 µF, cera-

mic, 50 V 
C.... Cll. C12, Ctn. Cll. Co = 

0.05 µF, ceramic, 50 V 
C17, CI• = 3500 µF. electro-

lytic, 50 V 

F. = fuse, 3 ampere, slow-
blow type 

L. = 10 pH, Miller 4622 or 
equiv. 

R. = 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2. Ro, R.. = 18000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R. = 680 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• RI1 = 470 ohms. 0.5 watt 
• = 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R. = 270 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R... = 3300 ohms. 0.5 watt 
• = 47 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• R.... Ft2., R2i = 100 ohms, 

0.5 watt 

R..-. = 1000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

flu = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R.0. Rn = 68 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R21, R22 = 0.33 ohm, 5 watts 
R23, = 22 ohms, 0.5 watt 
SI = ON-OFF switch, sin-

gle-pole, single-throw 
T1 = power transformer; 
primary 117 volts; sec-
ondary, center-tapped. 60 
volts at 2.5 amperes; Tri-
wec Transformer Co. No. 
RCA 113 or equiv. 
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15_15 HIGH-FIDELITY 70-WATT QUASI-COMPLEMENTARY-

SYMMETRY AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description 

This high-fidelity audio power am-
plifier provides 70 watts of rms 
power output (100 watts of IHFM 
music power output) for an input 
of 1 volt rms. The frequency re-
sponse of the amplifier is flat within 
1 dB from 5 to 25000 Hz. Total 
harmonic distortion at the full rated 
power output of 70 watts is less 
than 0.25 per cent at 1000 Hz. Al-
though component values, the tran-
sistor complement, and supply volt-
ages differ, the basic configuration 
and the operation of this amplifier 
are essentially identical to the 25-
watt amplifier in circuit 15-13. The 
70-watt amplifier operates from sym-
metrical positive and negative de 
supply voltages of 42 volts. 

15-16 

Performance Characteristics 

(Measured at a line voltge of 120V, 
ambient temperature of 25°C, and a 
frequency of 1 kHz, unless otherwise 
specified) 

Power Output: 
Music (at 5% THD, regu-
lated supply, 8-ohm load) 
Dynamic (at 1% THD, 
regulated supply, 8-ohm 
load) 
Continuous (at 1% TED, 
unregulated supply, 8-
ohm load) 

Sensitivity for continuous 
power output rating 
Hum and Noise (below con-
tinuous power output): 
Input shorted 
Input open 

Input Resistance 
Intermodulation Distortion 
110 dB below continuous 
power output at 60 Hz 
and 7 kHz (4:1)] 

SERVO AMPLIFIER 

Circuit Description 

This servo amplifier can supply up 
to 6 watts of power to the drive 
motor of a servo system. The ampli-
fier is driven by a 400-Hz ac signal 
and is operated from a de supply 
voltage of 56 volts. A pair of 2N3054 
silicon power transistors are used 
in a class AB, push-pull, single-
ended output stage to develop the 
required output power. 
A 2N1481 common-emitter input 

stage amplifies the 400-Hz input to 
the level required to drive the 
2N3054 output transistors. The am-
plified 400-Hz signal at the collec-
tor of the 2N1481 transistor is 
coupled to the base of each 2N3054 
output transistor by the transformer 
T. The secondary of T, is split to 
form two identical windings which 
are oriented so that the inputs to 
the output transistors are equal in 
amplitude and 180 degrees out of 
phase, as required for push-pull 
drive. 

100W 

88W 

70W 

85 dB 
80 dB 

20,000 ohms 

700 mV 

0.1% 

If the input to the upper output 
transistor were applied between the 
base and ground, this transistor 
would be operated as an emitter 
follower and could not provide volt-
age gain. The input, however, is ap-
plied between the base and the 
emitter so that, in effect, the upper 
transistor is operated as a common-
emitter amplifier except that there 
is no phase reversal between input 
and output. Its gain, therefore, is 
equal to that of the lower output 
transistor, which is operated in a 
conventional common-emitter am-
plifier configuration. The positive 
half-cycle of the output signal de-
veloped by the upper transistor and 
the negative half-cycle developed by 
the lower transistor then have equal 
voltage swings. This output is 
coupled to the control-phase wind-
ing of the drive motor by the series 
output capacitor CI. 
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15-16 

INPUT 
400 Hz 

Parts List 

C1 = 10 'if', 
15 V 

C2 = 47 µF, 
15 V 

Cs = 20 µF, 
50 V 

C4 = 500 /IF, 
50 V 

CI 

electrolytic, 

electrolytic, 

electrolytic, 

electrolytic, 

SERVO AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Output, 6 W 

Ra = 68000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 5600 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra = 56 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra = 560 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ro, Ro = 18000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs, Rs = 400 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RI, Ri = 4 ohms, 1 watt 

+56 V 

OUTPUT 
TO 

CONTROL 
PHASE 
OF 

MOTOR 

Ta = driver transformer; 
core material 0.014-inch 
Magnetic Metals Corp. 
"Crystalligned" or equiv.; 
primary 1500 turns; sec-
ondary 450 turns, bifilar 
wound (each section 225 
turns) 

1547 27-MHz, 5-WATT CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER 

Circuit Description 

This transmitter operates directly 
from a 12-volt supply without the 
need for dc-to-dc converters, and is 
thus adaptable to mobile operations 
employing 12-volt systems. Its low 
power drain also makes it adaptable 
to portable use with small storage 
batteries. 
The rf section of the transmitter, 

which consists of a 40080 crystal-
controlled oscillator, a 40081 driver, 
and a 40082 power amplifier, de-

velops 3.5 watts of rf power output 
at 27 MHz. Both the driver and 
the power amplifier are modulated 
to achieve 100-per-cent amplitude 
modulation. 
The 40080 crystal-controlled os-

cillator stage is a Colpitts type of 
circuit that provides excellent fre-
quency stability with respect to 
collector supply voltage and tem-
perature (well within the 0.005-per-
cent tolerance permitted by F.C.C. 
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15_17 27-MHz, 5-WATT CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

27 
MHz 
SIAL 

TO 
MIC 

0"--) 

R6 

RF OSC. 

RCA RCA 
40080 40081 

AUDIO 
INPUT 

AMPLIFIER 

TYPE 
2N59I 

CI 4+:1 

+ II TO 15 V 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband 
circuits on page 691. (2) The 40082 transistor used in the rf power amplifier should be 
mounted on a good heat sink. (3) This circuit uses coils that are not standard commercial 
items; such coils must be wound by the circuit builder. 

+II TO I5V 

R9 
TYPE 
2N59I 

RF DRIVER 

AUDIO 
DRIVER 

RCA 
40082 

R16 

RF POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

C20 

C9 

 I(  
CH 

L3 

 o 
O12 OUTPUT (5...ms, 

o 

Parts List 
C4 -= 75 pF, ceramic 
C2 = 30 pF, ceramic 

Co = 0.01 AF, ceramic 
C4 = 0.001 4F, ceramic 
Cs = 47 pF, ceramic 
Cs = 51 pF, mica 
Ci = 0.002 4F, ceramic 
Cn = 24 pF, mica 
Cio = variable capacitor, 90 

to 400 pF (ARCO 429, or 
equiv.) 

Cis = 100 pF, ceramic 
C. = 220 pF, ceramic 
C. = 5 µF, electrolytic 
Cu, C47 =. 50 44F, electro-

lytic, 25 V 
C15, CI11, Cls = 10 µF, elec-

trolytic, 15 V 
C., Can =- 0.2 44F, electroly-

tic, 15 V 
C2I = 0.1 µF, ceramic 

C22 = 500 AF, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Li, L2 = rf choke, 15 µF, 
Miller 4624, or equiv. 

La = variable inductor (0.75 
to 1.2 µH); 11 turns No. 22 
wire wound on 1/4 -inch 
CTC coil form having a 
"green dot" core; Q = 120 

L1 = variable inductor (0.5 
to 0.9 µH); 7 turns No. 22 
wire wound on 1/4 -inch 
CTC coil form having a 
"green dot" core; Q = 140 

510 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2, R12 = 5100 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
11:‘ = 51 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri = 120 ohms, 0 5 watt 
Rs = 47 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R. = 0.1 megohm. 0.5 watt 
Rs = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

R4 .= 2000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = potentiometer, 10000 
ohms 

• = 3600 ohms, 0.5 watt 
_• = 15000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Rio =- 1000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R11 = 1200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
• = 240 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rle, R17 = 2700 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Rin, RID = 1.5 ohms, 0.5 watt 
T1 = rf transformer; pri-
mary 14 turns, secondary 
3 turns of No. 22 wire 
wound on 1/4 -inch CTC 
coil form having a "green 
dot" core (CTC No. 1542-
3 or equiv.); slug-tuned 
(0.75 to 1.2 µH) ; Q = 100 

T2 = rf transformer; pri-
mary 14 turns, secondary 
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15_17 27-MHz, 5-WATT CITIZENS-BAND TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

Parts List (cont'd) 
2-3,L turns of No. 22 wire 
wound on 1/4 -inch CTC 
coil form having a "green 
dot" core; slug-tuned 
(0.75 to 1.2 µH); Q = 100 

Ta = transformer; primary: 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

2500 ohms; secondary 200 
ohms center-tapped; Mi-
crotran SMT 17-SB or 
equiv. 

T4 = transformer; primary: 
100 ohms center-tapped; 

regulations) and delivers a minimum 
rf power of 100 milliwatts to the 
input of the driver stage. 
The 40081 driver stage uses a 

class C common-emitter configura-
tion. The modulation input is applied 
to the collector circuit. This stage 
delivers a minimum of 400 milli-
watts of modulated rf power to the 
power amplifier. A heat dissipator 
should be mounted on the case of 
the 40081. The 40082 power-amplifier 
stage also uses a class C common-
emitter configuration and is modu-
lated through the collector circuit. 
The double-8r network used as the 
output resonant circuit provides har-
monic rejection of 50 dB, as required 

secondary : 30 ohms; Stan-
cor TA-12 or equiv. 

XTAL = 27-MHz trans-
mitting crystal, standard 
third-overtone type. 

by F.C.C. regulations. The minimum 
rf power output supplied to the an-
tenna from the power amplifier is 
3 watts. 

In the audio (modulator) section 
of the transmitter, two 2N591 class 
A amplifier stages are used to drive 
a class AB push-pull output stage 
using two 2N2869/2N301 transis-
tors. This design provides maximum 
efficiency with low distortion. A 
1N2326 compensating diode is used 
in the biasing network to provide 
thermal stability. The modulation 
transformer T, matches the collector-
to-collector impedance of the modu-
lator to that of the rf driver and 
power amplifier. 

15-18 50-MHz, 40-WATT CW TRANSMITTER 

With Load-Mismatch Protection 

Circuit Description 

This cw transmitter uses a VSWR 
bridge circuit to maintain a steady-
state dissipation in the output stage 
under all conditions of antenna mis-
match. This technique makes it pos-
sible to realize the full power poten-
tial of the 40341 overlay transistor 
used in the output stage. 
The 50-MHz crystal-controlled 

2N3118 oscillator stage develops the 
low-level excitation signal for the 
transmitter. The 50-MHz output sig-
nal from the collector of the oscilla-

tor transistor is coupled by Ls to 
the base of a second 2N3118 used 
in a predriver stage (low-level am-
plifier). This step-down transformer 
matches the collector impedance of 
the oscillator transistor to the low-
impedance base circuit of the pre-
driver transistor. The collector cir-
cuit of the predriver is tuned to 
provide maximum signal output at 
50 MHz. This signal is coupled from 
a tap on inductor L8 to the input 
(base) circuit of the driver stage, 
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15-18 50-MHz, 40-WATT CW TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

XTAL 

OSCILLATOR 

TYPE 
2N3I18 

LOW-LEVEL AMPLIFIER 

+12 V 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

L5 

TYPE 
2N3I18 

+28 VC}  

2N3053 

DRIVER 

TYPE 
2N3375 

+28 V 

AGO LINE 
(SHIELDED WIRE) 

r- VSWR BRIDGE 

IN3067 

OUTPUT 
(50 OHMS) 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband 
circuits on page 691. (2) This circuit uses coils that are not standard commercial items; 
such coils must be wound by the circuit builder. 

Parts List 
variable capacitor, 90 

to 400 pF, Arco No. 429 
or equiv. 

C2 = 51 pF, mica 
C3 = 30 pF, ceramic 
C4, Cs, C11, C14, Cis. C20 = 

feedthrough capacitor, 
1000 pF 
= variable capacitor, 1.5 

to 20 riF, Arco No. 402 
or equiv. 

CT = 36 pF, mica 

Cs, Cie, C22 = 0.02 ,LF, 
ceramic 

C9, Cu0 = variable capacitor, 
8 to 60 pF, Arco No. 404 
or equiv. 

C12 = 91 pF, mica 
Cis = variable capacitor, 

0.9 to 7 pF, Vitramon No. 
400 or equiv. 

C15 = variable capacitor, 
14 to 150 pF, Arco No. 
426 or equiv. 

Cu7 = 1000 pF, ceramic 
Cus = 0.01 µF, ceramic 
Cui = variable capacitor, 

32 to 250 pF, Vitramon 
No. 464 or equiv. 

Li =_. 1 turn of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter, 5A6 inch; 
length, ),',3 inch 
= rf choke, 1 µH 

L3 =- oscillator coil; pri-
mary, 7 turns; secondary, 
1-3,á turns; wound from 
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15-18 50-MHz, 40-WATT CW TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

Parts List (cont'd) 

No. 22 wire on CTC coil 
form having "white dot" 
core 

L4 = 5 turns of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter, %o inch: 
length. ,à inch 

Ls, L7, L9, Lao, LI1 = rf 
choke, 7 pH 

La = 4 turns of B & W No. 
3006 coil stock 

L•8 = 6 turns of No. 16 wire: 
inner diameter, % inch; 
length, 3/4  inch 

RI, Rd = 510 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R2 = 3900 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ra, R. = 2.2 ohms, wire-
wound, 0.5 watt; Inter-
national Resistor Corp. 
BWH type, or equiv. 

Ri = 51 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

which uses a 2N3375 silicon power 
transistor to develop the power re-
quired to drive the output stage. 
The 40341 overlay transistor used 

in the output stage develops 40 watts 
of power output at the transmitting 
frequency of 50 MHz. The driving 
power for the output stage is 
coupled from the collector of the 
driver transistor through a bandpass 
filter to the base of the output tran-
sistor. The filter networks in the 
collector circuit of the 40341 pro-
vide the required harmonic and 
spurious-frequency rejection. The 
50-MHz output from these filter 
sections is coupled through a length 
of 50-ohm coaxial line to the an-
tenna. Capacitors C«, C«, and C,« 
are adjusted to provide optimum 
impedance match between the trans-
mitter and the antenna. 
The output of the transmitter is 

sampled by a current transformer 
(toroid) T, loosely coupled about the 
output transmission line. This trans-
former is the sensor for a VSWR 
bridge detector used to prevent ex-
cessive dissipation in the output 
stage under conditions of antenna 

R. = 24000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R7 = 240 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R9 = age control, poten-

tiometer, 50000 ohms 
Rio = 5.6 ohms, 1 watt 
Ti = current transformer 

(toroid). Arnold No. A4-
437-125-RF, or equiv. 

XTAL = 50-MHz trans-
mitting crystal 

mismatch. If the antenna is dis-
connected or poorly matched to the 
transmitter, large standing waves of 
voltage and current occur on the 
output transmission line. A portion 
of this standing-wave energy is ap-
plied by T, to the 1N3067 diode in 
the bridge circuit. The rectified cur-
rent from this diode charges capaci-
tor C,« to a dc voltage proportional 
to the amplitude of the standing 
waves. This voltage, which is essen-
tially an age bias, is applied to the 
base of the 2N3053 age amplifier 
stage. The output of the age stage 
biases the 2N3118 predriver stage 
so that its gain changes in inverse 
proportion to the amplitude of the 
standing wave on the output trans-
mission line. Therefore, as the am-
plitude of the standing waves in-
creases (tending to cause higher 
heat dissipation in the output tran-
sistor), the input drive to the out-
put stage is reduced. This compen-
sating effect maintains a steady-state 
dissipation in the output transistor 
regardless of mismatch conditions 
between the transmitter output cir-
cuit and the antenna. 

15-19 175-MHz, 35-WATT AMPLIFIER 

Circuit Description 

This four-stage rf power amplifier 
operates from a de supply of 13.5 
volts and delivers 35 watts of power 

output at 175 MHz for an input of 
125 milliwatts. The silicon overlay 
transistors used in the amplifier 
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15-19 175-MHz, 35-WATT AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

DRIVER 

P 

125 MW 
•175 MHz 

Parts List 

RCA 
40280 

RCA 
LOW—LEVEL AMPLIFIERS 40282 

C9 

Ci = variable capacitor, 3 
to 35 pF, Arco No. 403, 
or equiv. 

C2, Co. Cie, Cir, Cis, Cie, Ci 
= variable capacitor, 8 to 
60 pI. Arco No. 404, or 
equiv. --

Cs. C7, C11 = 0.1 µF, ceramic 
disc 

C., Co. Cu, C21, C23, C25 = 
feedthrough capacitor, 
1500 pF 

Cs, Cm, Cu, Ci,, C28 = vari-
able capacitor, 7 to 100 
pF, Arco No. 423, or 
equiv. 

Cs = variable capacitor, 14 
to 150 pF. Arco No. 424 
or equiv. 

Cu = variable capacitor, 1.5 
to 20 pF, Arco No. 402 
or equiv. 

C20, Cos, C21 = 0.2 
ceramic disc 
= 2 turns of No. 16 wire; 
inner diameter, 3iG inch; 
length, ¼ inch 

L2, L5. L8 = 450-ohm ferrite 
rf choke 

L3, Ln, L,, = rf choke, 1.0 
µH 

L4, L7 = 3 turns of No. 16 
wire; inner diameter, YIG 
inch; length, ¼ inch 

Lo = turns of No. 16 
wire; inner diameter, 
inch; length, inch 

Lin = 2 turns of No. 16 wire; Lly 
inner diameter, ¼ inch; 
length, rY,,1 inch 

L12, Lin, Li, = 5 turns of No. C19 C25 
16 wire; inner diameter, 
1,1s inch; length, ¼ inch 

Lin. Lin, LI7 = 2 turns of No. 
18 wire; inner diameter, 
Vs inch; length, 1,à inch 
LID, L20 = 2 turns of No. 

16 wire; inner diameter. 
inch; length, Vi inch 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband 
circuits on page 691. (2) This circuit uses coils that are not standard commercial items; 
such coils must be wound by the circuit builder. 

13.5 V 

7---INC15 

RCA 
40281 

13.5 V 13.5 V 

12 W 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

RCA 
40282 

Po 
35 W 

C26 

C27 

L14 

—= 

C24 
13.5 V 
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15-19 175-MHz, 35-WATT AMPLIFIER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

supply maximum output power at 
this level of de voltage for use in 
mobile systems. 
The low-level portion of the am-

plifier consists of three unneutral-
ized, class C, common-emitter rf 
amplifier stages interconnected by 
band-pass filters tuned to provide 
maximum transfer of energy at 175 
MHz. The 40280 input stage develops 
1 watt of power output when a 125-
milliwatt 175-MHz signal is applied 
to the amplifier input terminal. This 
output is increased to 4 watts by 
the 40281 transistor used in the sec-
ond stage. The 40282 driver transis-
tor then develops 12 watts of driv-
ing power for the output stage. 
When the low-level stages and the 

output stage are mounted on sepa-
rate chassis, the output from the 

driver stage is coupled to the output 
stage through a low-loss coaxial 
line. The line is terminated by vari-
able capacitors C. and C. and in-
ductor L.. The capacitors are ad-
justed to assure a good impedance 
match between the output of the 
driver and the input of the output 
stage at 175 MHz. The driving sig-
nal developed across inductor L. is 
applied to the tuned input networks 
of three parallel-connected 40282 
transistors in the single-ended out-
put stage. For an input of 12 watts, 
the three 40282 transistors deliver 
35 watts of 175-MHz power to the 
output terminal of the amplifier. 
Capacitors C1 and C. are adjusted 
to match the amplifier output to the 
load impedance at the operating 
frequency. 

15_20 40-WATT PEAK-ENVELOPE-POWER AIRCRAFT-BAND 

AMPLIFIER FOR AM TRANSMITTERS 

Circuit Description 

This broadband rf power amplifier 
is intended for use in amplitude-
modulated (AM) transmitters oper-
ating in the aircraft communication 
band (118 to 136 MHz). The circuit 
is simple and easy to duplicate and 
requires a minimum of adjustments. 
The amplifier uses 2N3866 and 
40290 transistors in a two-stage pre-
driver, a 40291 in the driver stage, 
and two 40292 transistors in a push-
pull output stage. These transistors, 
which are epitaxial silicon planar 
types of the "overlay" emitter-
electrode construction, are intended 
for low-voltage, high-power opera-
tion in amplitude-modulated class 
C amplifiers. 

In addition to standard break-
down-voltage ratings, the 40290, 
40291, and 40292 transistors have 

rf breakdown-voltage characteris-
tics which assure safe operation 
with high rf voltage on the collector. 
The 40292 transistors used in the 
final amplifier stage are 100-per-cent 
tested for load mismatch at a VSWR 
of 3:1. During this test, the transis-
tor is fully modulated to simulate 
actual operation for added reli-
ability. 
The amplifier is capable of deliv-

ering peak envelope power of 40 
watts at a modulation of 95 per cent 
with a collector voltage of 12.5 volts 
dc. Unmodulated drive of 5 milli-
watts is required at the input. The 
over-all efficiency of the amplifier 
is 48 to 53 per cent, and the en-
velope distortion is less than 5 per 
cent for amplitude modulation of 95 
per cent. 
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15-20 40-WATT PEAK-ENVELOPE-POWER AIRCRAFTLBAND 
AMPLIFIER FOR AM TRANSMITTERS (cont'd) 

f+.118-136 MHz 
PIN' 5 mW 
2.50D. 

RCA 
40291 

TYPE 
1N3193 

IN3193 1411 Da TYPE 

VCC 
+12.5 V 

Ci2 

RCA 
40292 

o 
MOD Vcc 
+12.5 V 

Z=50 ft 

C20 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband 
circuits on page 691. (2) This circuit uses coils that are not standard commercial items; 
such coils must be wound by the circuit builder. 

Parts List 
_-_-_ 300 pF, silver mica 

C2 = 0.005 4F, ceramic 
C.., C., C.., C.., C11, C17 = 
Feedthrough capacitor, 
1000 pF 

Co = 50 pF, silver mica 
C7, CII1, C15. C,o = 0.5 //F., 
ceramic 

C . C12, C1I = 82 pF, silver 
mica 

= 150 pF, silver 
mica 
= Variable capacitor, 

8 to 60 pF, Arco No. 404 
or equiv. 

L. = 7 turns of No. 22 wire, 

13/64 inch in diameter. 
9/16 inch long, tapped at 
1.5 turns 
= 5.5 turns of No. 22 

wire, 13/64 inch in 
diameter, closely wound 
on Cambion IRN-9 (or 
equiv.) core material. 
tapped at 2 turns 
= 6 turns of No. 22 

wire, 13/64 inch in 
diameter, interwind with 
L. on Cambion IRN-9 (or 
equiv.) core material 

L. = 4 turns of No. 22 
wire. 13/64 inch in 
diameter, interwind with 

Performance Characteristics 
DC Supply Voltage 
Peak Envelope Power 
Modulation 
Efficiency 
Envelope Distortion 
for 95% AM 
Second Harmonic 

L8 on common core 
L8 = 5 turns of No. 22 

wire, 13/64 inch in 
diameter, center-tapped; 
interwind with I, 

Lo = Same as Lo; interwind 
with Lo 

RFC = 1 turn of No. 28 
wire, ferrite bead Ferrox-
cube No. 56-590-65/4B, 
or equiv. 

R. = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 1500 ohms. 0.5 watt 
Ra = 47 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R. = 15 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R0 = 33 ohms, 0.5 watt 

12.5 V 
40 
95 
48-53 

<5 
>10 dB down 
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15-21 

INPUT 

16-WATT 225-T0-400-MHz POWER AMPLIFIER 

L1 C3 

C2 
R4 

L6 

C9 

L2 L5 L7 

L3 L4 T C6 C71 

TYPE 
2N59I9 

T  
+ 

u10_-r 

OUTPUT 

L9 

Lic 

C12 

4-28 V 

CI3 

NOTES: (1) See general considerations for construction of high-frequency and broadband 
circuits on page 691. (2) This circuit uses coils that are not standard commercial items; 
such coils must be wound by the circuit builder. 

Parts List 

CI = Gimmick capacitor, 
2.2 pF, Quality Com-
ponents type 10% QC or 
equiv. 

C2 = 10 pF, silver mica 
C:( = Variable capacitor, 0.8 

to 10 pF, Johanson No. 
3957 or equiv. 

C, =. Gimmick capacitor, 
1.0 pF, Quality Com-
ponents type 10% QC or 
equiv. 

.= Gimmick capacitor, 
1.5 pF, Quality Com-
ponents type 10% QC or 
equiv. 

C., = 36 pF, ATC-100 type 

* All coils are wound from 
pitch of 12 turns per inch. 

or equiv. 
C7 = 51 pF, ATC-100 type 
or equiv. 

C. = 68 pF, ATC-100 type 
or equiv. 

CO = 47 pF, ATC-100 type 
or equiV. 
= 1 F. electrolytic, 

50 V 
C» = 12 pF, silver mica 
Cr, = Feedthrough capaci-

tor, 1000 pF, Allen-Brad-
ley No. FA5C or equiv. 
= Variable capacitor, 

0.8 to 20 pF, Johanson 
No. 4802 or equiv. 

No. 18 wire with an inner 

Circuit Description 

This broadband power amplifier 
provides a constant power output 
of 16 watts with a gain variation of 
less than 1 dB over a bandwidth of 
225 to 400 MHz for an input driving 
power of 3 to 4 watts. Two of these 

LI, L::, LI .= RF choke, 0.18 
µ1-1, Nytronics type P. 
#DD-0.18 or equiv. 
= 1.5 turns• 

L5 = Copper strip, 5/8 inch 
long, 5/32 inch wide 

L.: = RF choke, 0.1 µ1-1, 
Nytronics type P. #DD-
0.10 

L7 = Transistor base lead, 
0.5 inch long 
Llo -= 3 turns• 
= 2 turns* 

RI = 100 ohms, 1 watt 
R2, R. = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4 = 5.1 ohms, carbon, 0.5 
watt 

diameter of 5/32 inch and a 

amplifiers can be connected in paral-
lel to provide a constant power out-
put of 25 watts over this frequency 
range. In a 225-to-400-MHz high-
power transistor amplifier, a good 
transistor package is of particular 
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15_21 16-WATT 225-1.0-400-MHz POWER AMPLIFIER (coned) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

importance. Low parasitic induct-
ances are essential because the real 
part of the transistor input imped-
ance is inherently low. 
The RCA-2N5919 transistor used 

in the broadband amplifier features 
a stripline package specifically de-
signed for use in the 225-to-400-
MHz frequency range. This transis-
tor is operated in the Class C mode, 
as is usually the case in high-power 
rf amplifiers. If the amplifier is to 
be used in an amplitude-modulated 
system, the linearity requirements 
can be met by use of envelope cor-
rection, a slight forward bias, or 
both. The amplifier operates from 
a dc supply of 28 volts. 
The broad flat response of the 

amplifier results from the fact that 
the circuit is designed for the best 
possible match across the band and 
that some of the power at the low 

end of the band is dissipated through 
dissipative RLC networks. The low 
input VSWR of the amplifier (maxi-
mum of 2 to 1 across the frequency 
band) verifies the effectiveness of 
this technique. A low input VSWR 
is necessary for protection of the 
driving stage in a cascade connec-
tion. A flat response reduces the dy-
namic range required in the output 
leveling system. 
The collector efficiency of the 

amplifier has a minimum value of 
63 per cent across the frequency 
band. The second harmonic of a 
225-MHz signal is 12 dB down and 
that of a 400-MHz signal is 30 dB 
down from the fundamental. This 
harmonic rejection is excellent for 
an amplifier that is required to have 
a bandwidth that covers almost an 
octave. 

15-22 "GRID-DIP" METER 
For Measuring Resonant Frequencies from 3.5 to 100 MHz 

Circuit Description 

This circuit, which is essentially 
a transistor version of the electron-
tube grip-dip meter, determines 
the frequency of resonant circuits 
quickly and accurately. Basically, it 
consists of a 2N1178 common-base 
rf oscillator stage that can be tuned 
over a wide frequency range. A 
1N34A diode and a de microammeter 
are used to show when rf power is 
being absorbed from the oscillator. 
The de power for the oscillator is ob-
tained from a 13.5-volt battery such 
as the RCA VS304. 

Inductor L and capacitor Cs form 
the oscillator resonant circuit. Feed-
back to sustain oscillations in the 
resonant circuit is coupled by ca-

pacitor Cs from the collector to the 
emitter of the 2N11'78. RF voltage 
in the emitter-to-base circuit is 
coupled by Ci to the 1N34A diode, 
and the rectified output appears on 
the de microammeter. When power 
is absorbed from the oscillator 
resonant circuit, rf feedback is re-
duced, and the reading on the micro-
ammeter decreases. 
The coil used for inductor L is 

selected for the operating frequency 
desired. A frequency-tuning dial 
mounted on the same shaft with the 
variable capacitor Cs indicates the 
operating frequency of the meter. 
For measurement of the frequency 
of a resonant circuit, a coil having 
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15-22 

Parts List 
B = 13.5 volts. RCA VS304 
C4 = 33 pF, mica, 50 V 
C2 = 0.01 MI', paper, 50 V 
Cs = 5 pF, mica, 50 V 
C4 = 0.01 ILF, paper, 50 V 
CS = variable capacitor, 50 
pF, Hammarlund type 
HF-50 or equivalent 

"GRID-DIP" METER (cont'd) 

Coil-Winding Data 
Coil Freq. Range 
1 3.4-6.9 MHz 
2 6.7-13.5 MHz 
3 13-27 MHz 
4 25-47 MHz 
5 46-78 MHz 
6 74-97 MHz 
Coil forms are Amphenol 
type 24-5H or equivalent. 

J = phone jack, normally 
closed 

L = plug-in coil 
M = microammeter, 0 to 50 
µA, Simpson model 1227 
or equivalent 
= variable resistor, 0-0.25 

Wire Size 
#28, enamel 
#24, enamel 
#24, enamel 
#24, enamel 
#24, enamel 
#16. tinned 

a suitable frequency range is in-
serted in the grid-dip meter, and 
the meter control knob is adjusted 
for a reading of about half-scale. 
The grid-dip meter is then tightly 
coupled to the unknown tuned cir-

megohm, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 220 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R3 =. 3,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4 = 3,900 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 39,000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
X = jumper, omit for meas-
urements below 45 MHz 

No. of Turns 
48 1/4 , close wound 
22, close wound 
9 close wound 
41/4 , close wound 
11/4 , close wound 
hairpin formed, 13'8 inches 
long including pins, and 1/4  
inch wide 

cuit, and the tuning dial is rotated 
until a dip in the meter reading oc-
curs. When transmitter tank circuits 
are measured, the transmitter plate 
supply must be turned off to elimi-
nate danger of shock. 

15-23 CODE-PRACTICE OSCILLATOR 

Circuit Description 

This simple audio oscillator oper-
ates from a de supply of 1.5 to 4.5 
volts, depending on the amount of 
output desired. Magnetic headphones 
provide an audible indication of key-
ing. When the key is closed, the 
2N408 transistor supplies energy to 
the resonant circuit formed by ca-
pacitors Ci and C. and the inductance 

of the headphones, and this circuit 
resonates to produce an audio tone 
in the headphones. Positive feedback 
to sustain oscillation is coupled 
from the resonant circuit through 
Ci and C. to the emitter of the 
2N408. R4 is adjusted to obtain the 
desired level of sound from the 
headphones. 
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15-23 CODE-PRACTICE OSCILLATOR (cont'd) 

Parts List 

B =_ 1.5-4.5 V (One to three 
series-connected RCA 
VS036 dry cells may be 
used, depending upon the 
volume level desired.) 

15-24 

Circuit Description 

This basic audio-oscillator circuit 
may be used to provide a single-tone 
sine-wave output at any frequency 
to well above 100 kHz. (A chart of 
capacitance values is shown for dif-
ferent frequencies of operation.) The 
circuit is excellently suited for use 
in the testing of high-fidelity audio 
equipment and amateur radio trans-
mitters; it can also be adapted for 
use as a code-practice oscillator. (A 
keyer can be inserted between points 
A and B.) The oscillator operates 
from a de supply of 12 volts and sup-
plies a relatively distortion-free out-
put waveform to any circuit that has 
an input impedance of 3000 ohms or 
more. 
The 2N3242A amplifier transistor 

Qi, capacitors C., C., C.' and C., and 
resistors Ri, 122, and R. form a basic 
twin-T oscillator circuit. A portion 

CI, Cs = 0.1 ¿IF, paper. 
150 V 

H = Headphone, 2000-ohm, 
magnetic 

Ri = 2200 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Rs = 27000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
RS = 3000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R4 = volume control poten-

tiometer, 50000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

of the signal developed at the collec-
tor of transistor Q. is applied to 
the twin-T network formed by Cl, 
CS, Cap R1, RS, RA, and RI. Poten-
tiometer R. provides an adjustment 
of approximately -±-10 per cent in 
the oscillator frequency. The output 
of this network is then coupled to 
the base of transistor Q. through 
capacitor C. to supply the positive 
feedback required to sustain oscilla-
tion. The oscillator-stage output 
from the collector of transistor Q. 
is applied to the base of the 2N3242A 
output transistor Q2, which is oper-
ated in an emitter-follower circuit 
configuration. This stage amplifies 
the oscillator output to provide the 
sine-wave output signal. Poten-
tiometer R2 in the emitter circuit of 
transistor Q, is adjusted to obtain 
the desired output waveform. 
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15-24 AUDIO OSCILLATOR (cont'd) 

--.. 
FREQUENCY 
CONTROL 

iV C3 

•—e1AA,—"V;1*—) 
RI R2 

A 

Parts List 
Cl. C2 = see chart for value, 
mica or paper 

Cs = twice the value of 
CI, mica or paper 

Ct = 1 µF, electrolytic, 
12 V 

Cs = 300 µF for frequen-
cies below 2000 Hz or 
5 µF for frequencies 

15-25 

R4 

above 2000 Hz. electro-
lytic, 6 V 

Ce = 20 µF, electrolytic, 
6 V 

Ri = 2700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = Frequency control, 
potentiometer, 5000 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

 0+12 V 

2N3242A 

C5_ OUTPUT 

1( 0 

Rn, Re = 51000 ohms, 0.5 
watt 

R5 = 22000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Fto = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R7 = Wave-shape control. 

potentiometer, 250 ohms, 
0.5 watt 

Ra = 820 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Capacitor Selection Chart for Different 
Operating 

Approx. Freq. (Hz) 
100,000 
50,000 
10.000 
5,000 
1,000 
500 
100 
50 
10 
5 

Frequencies 

Value of CI and Cz 
50 pF 

100 pF 
500 pF 
1000 le 

0.005 MF 
0.01 µF 
0.05 µF 
0.1 pr 
0.5 µF 
1 ;IF 

ELECTRONIC KEYER 

Circuit Description 

This compact electronic keyer can 
be used for automatic keying of a 
cw transmitter at speeds up to 60 
words per minute. Two multivibra-
tor trigger circuits using 2N404 
transistors automatically control the 
dot and dash transmissions. A 
"Vibro-Keyer", which is spring-
loaded to the OFF position, selects 
the type of transmission desired. 
Unless the "Vibro-Keyer" is moved 
to either the DOT or the DASH po-
sition, both multivibrators are held 

inoperative by the biasing action of 
2N1302 clamping circuits. 
When the "Vibro-Keyer" Si is de-

flected to the DOT position, the first 
2N1302 clamp transistor becomes in-
operative, and the dot multivibrator 
is allowed to operate as a free-
running circuit. Feedback circuits in 
the multivibrator assure continued 
operation, regardless of whether S. 
remains in the DOT position, long 
enough to develop the square-wave 
output that controls both the dura-
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15-25 ELECTRONIC KEYER (cont'd) 

DOT 
MULTI VIBRATOR 

R2 

R36 
Dol"• Si 

(VIBRO-KEYER) 

DASH 
FLIP-FLOP 

TYPE 
IN34A C7 

R17 

TYPE 
IN2858 

DASH AUTO 
S20_ j  

SEMI AUTO ...1\740 

NA D KEY 

Parts List 

CI. CS = 1 µF. paper (or 
Mylar), 200 V 

Co = 0.47 µF, ceramic, 25 V 
CI. Co = 560 pF, ceramic. 

600 V 
Co, Co = 330 pF, ceramic, 

600 V 
Co. CT = 0.01 µF, ceramic, 

50 V 
Cio, C.. = 0.02 µF, ceramic, 

50 V 
C. = 0.1 µF, ceramic, 50 V 
C13. Ci, = 2000 µF, electro-

lytic, 15 V 
Cia = 16 µF, electrolytic, 

150 V 
F = fuse, 1 ampere 
I = indicator lamp No. 47 
K = dc relay; coil resistance 
=1350 ohms; Potter & 
Brumfield RS5D-V or 
equiv. 

R. = 39000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
112, Ra, RIO. R20 = 3900 ohms, 

R24 
 'V \   

R25 
TYPE 

RI9 2N647 

R26 

822 

_TYPE 
IN34A 

2NI302 

TYPE 
N2858 

TYPE 
N2858 

t  

OR 
GATE 

TYPE 
IN 2861 

0.5 watt 
Ro. R10 = 18000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R., R0 = 51000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Ra. R29 = potentiometer, 

10000 ohms 
120. RIO = 22000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
118, R22 = 180 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri,, ROI = 15000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Rio, Rio = 33000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
RI1. RIFI, R30. Raz .= 27000 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

R15. Roo = 270 ohms. 0.5 watt 
RIT =. 68000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
1121 = 100000 ohms. 0.5 watt 
R25 = 68 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R20 = 560 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Roo = 620 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R28 = volume-control 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

tion of the dot and the space that 
follows it. When S, is set to the 
DASH position, both clamp transis-
tors become inoperative. The dot 
multivibrator and the dash flip-flop 
then operate simultaneously. The 

IN2858 

TO TRANSMIT TER 

829 

TONE 
OSC. 

R30 R32 

CeTYPESC" 

S3 

potentiometer, 50000 ohms 
Rai, R33 = 10000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R31 = 6800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
1115 = 8200 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Mn, Roo, Mo = 15000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
Fter, R. = 47000 ohms, 

0.5 watt 
R.1 = 10000 ohms, 1 watt 
Si = Vibroplex keyer, 

or equiv. 
SO = toggle switch, double-

pole, double-throw 
S3 = toggle switch; single-

pole, single-throw 
= push-pull output trans-
former (14000 ohm to 
VC.). Stancor No. A3496, 
or equiv. 

TO = power transformer, 
Stancor PS8415, PS8421, 
or equiv. 

dash flip-flop is triggered by the 
positive pulses from the dot multi-
vibrator. The 1N34A steering diodes 
prevent triggering of the flip-flop by 
negative pulses. Because two posi-
tive pulses are required to produce 
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15-25 ELECTRONIC KEYER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

one complete cycle of output from 
the flip-flop, the frequency of this 
circuit is one-half that of the dot 
multivibrator. 
The square-wave outputs from the 

dot multivibrator and the dash flip-
flop are coupled to two more 2N404 
transistors used in an OR gate cir-
cuit. During the positive half-cycle 
of the square-wave inputs, the OR 
gate conducts to remove the cutoff 
bias from the 2N647 relay ampli-
fier, which controls the operation of 
keying relay K,. The relay is then 
energized, and its contacts close for 
the period required to key the trans-
mitter for the selected type of trans-
mission. One section of Ki may be 
used to mute the receiver during 
key-down periods. Because the OR 
gate circuit is keyed successively by 
signals from the dot multivibrator 
and the dash flip-flop in the forma-
tion of a dash, the duration of a 
dash is three times that of a dot. 
The keying speed of this electronic 

keyer is determined by the fre-
quency of the dot multivibrator. 
This frequency is adjustable by 
means of potentiometer which 
varies the amplitude of tEe negative 
de voltage. As the negative voltage 
at the armature of potentiometer 
R. is increased to a maximum value 
of 60 volts, the keying speed is in-
creased to a maximum of 60 words 
per minute. Potentiometer R. con-
trols the ratio of "on time" to "off 
time" of the dot multivibrator tran-
sistors, and thus determines the 

duration of both dot and dash trans-
missions and the minimum spacing 
between successive transmissions. 
The over-all keying speed is not af-
fected by this adjustment. 
The electronic keyer may also be 

operated as a semiautomatic key 
("bug") when seleeter switch S. is 
placed in the SEMIAUTO position. 
Dots are still produced automati-
cally, but the automatic keying cir-
cuits are bypassed when Si is moved 
to the DASH position. The forma-
tion of dashes is then controlled 
manually. When S. is in the MAN 
position, a hand key (connected 
across the terminals marked HAND 
KEY) may be used for manual con-
trol of the keyer; the automatic key-
ing circuits are then bypassed dur-
ing the formation of both dots and 
dashes. 
The keyer operates from a 117-

volt, 60-Hz ac power input applied 
through a step-down power trans-
former T.. The ac input voltage is 
converted to the negative de volt-
age used to control keying speed by 
a 1N2861 half-wave rectifier circuit. 
Two other 2N2861 diodes are used 
in a voltage-doubler circuit that op-
erates from the 6.3-volt secondary 
winding of transformer Ts to pro-
duce the de supply voltage for the 
various circuits in the keyer. A 
2N404 tone oscillator, which is gated 
on by the relay-amplifier circuit, 
provides an audible indication of 
keying. 

15-26 POWER SUPPLY FOR AMATEUR TRANSMITTER 

600 Volts; 300 Volts; Total Current 330 Milliamperes 

(Intermittent Duty) 
Circuit Description 

This power supply uses eight 
1N2864 silicon diodes in series-con-
nected pairs in a bridge-rectifier 
circuit to supply a 600-volt de out-

put from a 117-volt ac input. The 
second set of diode pairs (CR. 
through CR.) is also used in a con-
ventional full-wave rectifier circuit 
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7 5-26 POWER SUPPLY FOR AMATEUR TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

Parts List 
Cl Co Co C4 Ci CB C7 Co = 

0.001 µF, ceramic disc, 
1000 V 

Ce, Cio, Cll. C12 = 40 1,F, 
electrolytic, 450 V 

CR2 CR2 CR, CR, CR., 
CR2 CR, = RCA-1N2864 

F = fuse, 5 amperes 
1= indicator lamp 

Ki _= relay; Potter and 
Brumfield KAllAY or 
equiv. 

2.8 henries, 300 mA; 
Stancor C-2334 or equiv. 

L2 = 4 henries, 175 mA; 
Stancor C-1410 or equiv. 

RI R2 Ra R4 R5 Rn R7 11.0 =- 
0.47 megohm, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

to supply a 300-volt dc output. 
Series-connected pairs of diodes are 
used to provide the rectification in 
this circuit because the peak-inverse-
voltage rating of such combinations 
is twice that of a single diode. 
The operation of the power sup-

ply is controlled by two switches. 
When the ON-OFF switch SI is 
closed, the 117-volt 60-c/s ac input 
power is applied across the primary 
of the step-up power transformer 
T,. The power supply does not be-
come operative, however, until 
switch S, is also closed. Relay K1 is 
then energized, and the closed con-
tacts of the relay complete the 

HV 
Approx. 
600V 

R10 

Approx. 
Riz 300V 

Rla = 47 ohms, 1 watt 
Rio Rit = 15000 ohms, 10 
watts 

R12 = 47000 ohms, 2 watts 
Si S2 = toggle switch, single-

pole single-throw 
T = power transformer; 

Stancor P-8166 or equiv. 

ground return paths for the power-
supply circuits. Switch S2 can be 
used as a STANDBY switch for the 
transmitter, or another switch may 
be connected in parallel with S2 so 
that the standby-to-on function can 
be controlled from a remote location. 
During the half-cycle of ac input 

for which the voltage across the 
secondary winding of T1 is positive 
at the top end and negative at the 
bottom end, current flows from the 
bottom of the secondary through 
diodes CR, and CR, (which are 
oriented in the proper direction), 
out the KIA section of the relay con-
tacts to ground, and then up through 
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15-26 POWER SUPPLY FOR AMATEUR TRANSMITTER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

bleeder resistors R,0 and IL, and the 
external load connected in shunt 
with the resistors to develop the 600-
volt output. The return flow is com-
pleted through filter choke L,, diodes 
CR, and CR2, and the entire second-
ary winding. During the next half-
cycle of the ac input, the polarity 
of the voltage across the secondary 
reverses, and the current flows 
through diodes CR. and CR., through 
the bleeder resistors and the external 
load circuit in the same direction 
as before, and then through diodes 
CR. and CR,. Capacitors Co and Cio 
and choke L, provide the filtering to 
smooth out the pulsations in the 
600-volt de output. 

743 

For the 300-volt de output, only 
one-half the voltage across the sec-
ondary winding of T, is required. 
The CR.-CR. and C12,-CR, diode 
pairs are operated in a full-wave 
rectifier configuration to provide this 
output (diodes CR, through CR, are 
not included in the 300-volt circuit.) 
The current flow through the diode 
pairs is the same as described be-
fore, but the current is directed from 
the relay contacts up through bleeder 
resistor R,2 and the external load 
circuit. The return flow is through 
choke L. and the transformer center 
tap. Capacitors C,. and C,2 and choke 
L2 provide the filtering for the 300-
volt dc output. 

15-27 VOLTAGE REGULATOR, SERIES TYPE 

With Adjustable Output 

Line Regulation within 1.0% Load Regulation within 0.5% 

Circuit Description 

In this series-type voltage regu-
lator, regulation is accomplished by 
varying the current through three 
paralleled 2N3055 transistors con-
nected in series with the load circuit. 
A reverse-bias-connected Zener diode 
provides the reference voltage for 
the circuit. The voltage drop across 
this diode remains constant at the 
reference potential of 12 volts over 
a wide range of current through 
the diode. 

If the output voltage tends to rise 
for any reason, the total increase 
in voltage is distributed across 
bleeder resistors R., Ro, and R,.. If 
potentiometer Ro, the output-voltage 
adjustment, is set to the mid-point 
of its range, one-half the increase in 
output voltage is applied to the base 

of the 2N3053 transistor Q.. This in-
creased voltage is coupled (through 
the emitter-to-base junction of tran-
sistor Q.) to the base of the 2N3053 
transistor Q, by R., the common 
emitter resistor for the two tran-
sistors. The reference diode CR 
and its series resistor R. are con-
nected in parallel with the bleeder 
resistors, and the increase in out-
put voltage is also reflected across 
the diode-resistor network. However, 
because the voltage drop across CR 
remains constant, the full increase 
in voltage is developed across R3 
and thus is applied directly to the 
base of Q,. Because the increase in 
voltage at the base is higher than 
that at the emitter, the collector cur-
rent of the transistor Q, increases. 
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15-27 VOLTAGE REGULATOR, SERIES TYPE (cont'd) 

Q2 
TYPE 
2N3055 

le> 

TYPE 
2NI479 

+0 
INPUT 

40 -50V 
DC 

Parts List 
Ci = 1 AF, paper, 25 V 
C2 = 100 µF, electrolytic, 

50 V 
CR = reference diode, 12 

V, 1 watt 

2N3055 

R3 

2N3055 2N3055 

TYPE I TYPE 
04 2N3053 2N3053 

= 1200 ohms. 0.5 watt 
FL, FL, FL = 0.1 ohm, 5 watts 
RI = 2000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R5 = 570 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

As the collector current of Q, 
increases, the base voltage of the 
2N1479 transistor Q, decreases by the 
amount of the increased drop across 
R1. The resultant decrease in current 
through the 2N1479 transistor Q, 
causes a decrease in the emitter 
voltage of this transistor. The re-
sultant decrease in current through 
transistor Q, causes a decrease in the 
emitter voltage and thus in the base 
voltage of the 2N3055 transistor Q. 
Similar action by Q, results in a 
negative-going voltage at the bases 

R9 

R10 

C2 

OUTPUT 
22-30V 
0-10A 
DC 

 o 

R7 = 270 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R8 RIO 7. 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R9 = potentiometer, 1000 
ohms, 0.5 watt 

of transistors Q,, Q, and Q. As a 
result, the current through these 
transistors, and through the load im-
pedance in series with them, de-
creases. The decrease in load current 
tends to reduce the voltage developed 
across the load circuit to cancel the 
original tendency for an increase in 
the ouput voltage. Similarly, if the 
output voltage tends to decrease, the 
current through the three paralleled 
2N3055 transistors and through the 
load circuit increases, so that the 
output voltage remains constant. 
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15-28 VOLTAGE REGULATOR, SHUNT TYPE 

Regulation 0.5% 

Circuit Description 

This simple two-transistor shunt-
type voltage regulator can provide 
a constant (within 0.5 per cent) de 
output of 28 volts for load currents 
up to 0.5 ampere and de inputs from 
45 to 55 volts. The two transistors 
operate as variable resistors to pro-
vide the output regulation. A 27-volt 
zener reference diode is used as the 
control, or sensing, element. 
With a 28-volt output, the reverse-

bias-connected reference diode, CR, 
operates in the breakdown-voltage 
region. In this region, the voltage 
drop across the diode remains con-
stant (at the reference potential of 
27 volts) over a wide range of re-
verse currents through the diode. 
The output voltage tends to rise 

with an increase in either the ap-
plied voltage or the load-circuit im-
pedance. The current through re-
sistor R. and reference diode CR 
then increases. However, the voltage 
drop across CR remains constant 
at 27 volts, and the full increase in 
the output voltage is developed 
across R2. This increased voltage 
across R. is directly coupled to the 
base of the 2N1481 transistor and 
increases the forward bias so that 
the 2N1481 conducts more heavily. 

INPUT 
45 TO 55V 

DC 

Pa rts List 
CR = reference diode, 27 
V. 0.5 watt 

Rs = 28 ohms, 50 watts (in-

The rise in the emitter current of 
the 2N1481 increases the forward 
bias on the 2N3054, and the current 
through this transistor also in-
creases. 
As the increased currents of the 

transistors flow through resistor Ri, 
which is in series with the load im-
pedance, the voltage drop across R, 
becomes a larger proportion of the 
total applied voltage. In this way, 
any tendency for an increase in the 
output voltage is immediately re-
flected as an increased voltage drop 
across It, so that the output volt-
age delivered to the load circuit re-
mains constant. 

If the output voltage tends to de-
crease slightly, the voltage drop 
across reference diode CR still re-
mains constant, and the full decrease 
occurs across R.. As a result, the 
forward bias of both transistors de-
creases so that less current flows 
through R,. The resultant decrease 
in the proportional amount of the 
applied voltage dropped across this 
resistor immediately cancels any 
tendency for a decrease in the out-
put voltage, and the voltage applied 
to the load circuit again remains 
constant. 

OUTPUT 
28V, 0 TO 0.5A 

DC 

eludes source resistance etc.) 
of transformers, rectifiers, R, =_. 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
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15-29 

Circuit Description 

This light-minder circuit sounds 
an alarm if the lights of a car are 
left on when the ignition is turned 
off. The alarm stops when the lights 
are turned off. When the lights are 
intentionally left on, the alarm can 
be "defeated" so that no warning 
sounds. The alarm then sounds when 
the ignition switch is turned on as 
a reminder that the system has been 
"defeated" and the switch should be 
returned to its "normal" position. 
The circuit is essentially an os-

cillator that obtains its supply volt-
age from two possible sources, the 
ignition system or the light system 
of the car. In the "normal" mode of 
operation, the ignition system is con-
nected to the collector circuit of 

TO IGNITION 

SI 
DEFEAT NORMAL 

o 

TO LIGHT 

TO IGNITION 

DEFEAT NORMAL 

o 

TO LIGHT 

Parts List 
CI = 30 pl., electrolytic, 

25 volts 
C2 = 0.22 iLF, 25 volts 
Ri = 680 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = 15000 ohms, 1 watt 

LIGHT MINDER FOR AUTOMOBILES 

the 2N217 (or 2N647) transistor, 
and the light system is connected 
through the 1N34 diode to the 2N217 
(or 2N647) emitter. When the igni-
tion switch is on, the collector of the 
transistor is at the supply voltage. 
If, at the same time, the lights are 
on, the emitter of the transistor is 
also at the supply voltage. Because 
both the emitter and the collector 
are at the sanie voltage, the circuit 
does not oscillate and no alarm 
sounds. When the ignition is turned 
off, the collector is returned to 
ground through Ri and Ci, but the 
emitter remains at the supply volt-
age and provides the necessary bias 
for the circuit to oscillate. Turning 
the lights out removes the supply 
voltage and stops the oscillation. 

R2 

SPEAKER 

FOR NEGATIVE— 
GROUND IGNITION 

SYSTEMS 

R2 

Si = switch, double-pole, 
double-throw 

Speaker = 1. 1,-inch perma-
nent-magnet type; voice-
coil impedance, 3.2 ohms 

SPEAKER 

UI 

FOR POSITIVE— 
GROUND IGNITION 

SYSTEMS 

Ti = audio-output trans-
former; 400-ohm pri-
mary, 3.2-ohm secondary; 
Stancor No. TA-42 or 
equiv. 
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/5-29 LIGHT MINDER FOR AUTOMOBILES (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

In the "defeat" mode of opera-
tion, the ignition system is con-
nected through the 1N34 diode to 
the emitter of the transistor, and 
the light system is completely dis-
connected. The lights can then be 

turned on without the alarm sound-
ing. When the ignition is turned on, 
it supplies the necessary voltage to 
the emitter of the transistor so that 
the circuit oscillates and causes the 
alarm to sound. 

75-30 BATTERY CHARGERS 

For 6- and 12-Volt Automobile Batteries 

Circuit Description 

These battery chargers can be 
used to recharge run-down batteries 
in automobiles and other vehicles 
without removing them from their 
original mounting and without the 
need for constant attention. When 
the battery is fully charged, the 
charger circuits automatically switch 
from charging current to "trickle" 
charge, and an indicator lamp lights 
to provide a visual indication of this 
condition. 

12-Volt Battery Charger—This 
circuit can be used to charge 6-cell, 
12-volt lead storage batteries at a 
maximum charging rate of 2 am-
peres. When switch S, is closed, the 
rectified current produced by the 
four 1N2860 silicon diodes in the 
full-wave bridge rectifier charges 
capacitor C, through resistors R, 
and R2 and the No. 1488 indicator 
lamp, I,. As C, charges, the anode 
of the 1N3754 diode is rapidly raised 
to a positive voltage high enough so 
that the diode is allowed to conduct. 
Gate current is then supplied to the 
2N3228 SCR to trigger it into con-
duction. The SCR and the battery 
under charge then form essentially 
the full load on the bridge rectifier, 
and a charging current flows through 
the battery that is proportional to 
the difference in potential between 
the battery voltage and the rectifier 
output. Resistor R, limits the cur-
rent to a safe value to protect the 

1N2860 rectifier diodes in the event 
that the load is a "dead" battery. 
The energy stored in C, assures that 
the SCR conducts and, thereby, that 
the charging current flows for prac-
tically the full 180 degrees of each 
successive half-cycle of input until 
the battery is fully charged. (The 
SCR is actually cut off near the 
end of each half-cycle but is re-
triggered shortly after the beginning 
of each succeeding half-cycle by the 
gate current applied through the 
1N3754 diode as a result of the 
steady potential on Ci.) 
When the battery is fully charged, 

t h e two-transistor regenerative 
switch is triggered into conduction 
(the triggering point is preset by 
means of potentiometer R«). As a 
result of the regenerative action, the 
2N2614 and 2N3241 transistors in 
the switch are rapidly driven to 
saturation and thus provide a low-
impedance discharge path for CI. 
The capacitor then discharges 
through these transistors and resis-
tor R2 to about 1 volt (the voltage 
drop across the transistors). This 
value is too low to sustain conduc-
tion of the 1N3754 diode, and the 
2N3228 SCR is not triggered on the 
succeeding half-cycle of the input. 
The saturated transistor switch also 
provides a low-resistance path for 
the current to the No. 1488 indicator 
lamp, which glows to signal the 
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15-30 BATTERY CHARGERS (cont'd) 

117 V 
60 c/s 

FOR 6-CELL, 12 V 
AUTOMOBILE 
BATTERIES 

117 V 
60 Hz 

FOR 3-CELL, 6 V 
AUTOMOBILE 
BATTERIES 

NOTE: Heat sinks are required for the 1N2860 rectifiers. 
to mount the rectifiers in fuse clips. 

Parts List 

50 p.F, electrolytic, 
15 V 

Fi = fuse, 1-ampere, 3 AG 
Ii = pilot lamp, No. 1488 

(14 V, 150 mA) for 12-
volt system or No. 47 (6.3 
V, 150 mA) for 6-volt 
system 

Ri = 5 ohms, 20 watts for 

12-volt system or 2 ohms, 
25 watts for 6-volt sys-
tem 

RR = 33 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ri = 470 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R4 = 150 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Rs = 1800 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Re = potentiometer, cutoff 

TRANSISTOR 
SWITCH 

TRANSISTOR 
SWITCH 

A simple, effective method is 

adjustment, 10000 ohms, 
2 watts 

Si = toggle switch, single-
pole, single-throw, 3-am-
pere, 125-volt 
= power transformer, 

Stancor No. RT-202, or 
equiv. 
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15-30 BATTERY CHARGERS 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

fully charged condition of the bat-
tery. The current in the lamp cir-
cuit (R1, lamp, and transistor 
switch) provides a "trickle" charge 
of approximately 150 milliamperes 
to the battery. 

6-Volt Battery Charger—This cir-
cuit can be used to charge 3-cell, 6-
volt lead storage batteries at a 
maximum charging rate of 3.2 am-
peres.' It is very similar to the 12-

(coned) 

volt battery charger except for the 
rectifier configuration. In the 6-volt 
circuit, the four 1N2860 diodes are 
connected in a full-wave center-
tapped rectifier circuit that provides 
the higher charging current of 3.2 
amperes to the 6-volt battery. With 
the exception of the rectifier cir-
cuit, the indicator lamp, and the 
value used for R,, the 6-volt charger 
is identical to the 12-volt charger 
and operates in the same way. 

15-31 INTEGRAL-CYCLE TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 

Circuit Description 

This temperature controller em-
ploys a CA3059 integrated-circuit 
zero-voltage switch, a 2N3241A 
transistor, a 40654 SCR, and a 
2N5444 triac to control the ac power 
applied to an electric heating ele-
ment. This circuit is completely de-
void of half-cycling and hysteresis 
effects and includes a fail-safe fea-
ture (integral feature of the CA-
3059) that causes power to be re-
moved from the load (i.e., the triac 
is turned off) if the temperature 
sensor should be accidentally opened 
or shorted. 
The sensor used with the con-

troller is a negative-temperature-
coefficient (NTC) thermistor, which 
is connected between terminals 7 
and 13 of the CA3059. When the 
temperature being controlled is low, 
the resistance of the thermistor is 
high. For this condition, the CA3059 
produces a positive-voltage output 
at terminal 4. The 2N3241A transis-
tor inverts this voltage, and the 
40654 SCR is not turned on. The. 
2N5444 triac is then triggered di-
rectly from the line on positive 
alternations of the ac voltage. When 
the triac is triggered, power is ap-
plied to the heating element (RI.), 

and capacitor C2 is charged to the 
peak of the input ac voltage. When 
the ac line voltage swings negative, 
the capacitor discharges through the 
triac gate to trigger the triac. 
The diode-resistor-capacitor "slav-
ing" network triggers the triac on 
negative alternations of the ac input 
after it has been triggered on posi-
tive alternations to provide only 
integral cycles of ac power to the 
load. 
When the temperature being con-

trolled rises to the desired level, the 
resistance of the thermistor de-
creases significantly, and a zero-
voltage output is obtained at termi-
nal 4 of the CA3059. The positive 
voltage that then appears at the 
collector of the 2N3241A transistor 
is applied to the gate of the 40654 
SCR. The SCR then starts to con-
duct at the beginning of the positive 
alternation of the ac input voltage 
so that the trigger current is shunted 
away from the gate of the triac. 
The triac is then turned off. The 
cycle is repeated when the SCR is 
again turned off by the reversal of 
the polarity of the ac input voltage. 

This circuit can be converted into 
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15_37 INTEGRAL-CYCLE TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER (cont'd) 

TYPE 
2N3 241A 

o • • 
*FOR PROPORTIONAL OPERATION OPEN TERMINALS 10,11, AND I3• 

AND CONNECT POSITIVE RAMP VOLTAGE TO TERMINAL 13 

Parts List 
Ci = 100 MF, electrolytic 

15 V 
Co = 0.5 p.F, 200 V 
Ri = Temperature-control 
potentiometer 

Ro -= Negative-temperature-
coefficient thermistor 

Ro = 5000 ohms, 5 watts 
Rt = 1500 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

a proportional integral-cycle tem-
perature controller by application of 
a positive-going ramp voltage to 
terminal 9 of the CA3059 (with 
terminals 10 and 11 open). Detailed 
information on the operation and ap-

15-32 

(HEATER) 
LOAD 

RL 

5 KW 

Ri = 10000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
Ro = 2200 ohms, 5 watts 
R7 = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

= 1000 ohms, 2 watts 

plications of the RCA-CA3059 inte-
grated circuit is given in the RCA 
Linear Integrated Circuits Manual, 
Technical Series IC-42 or in the 
RCA Application Notes AN-4158 
and AN-6268. 

SHIFT REGISTER OR RING COUNTER 

Circuit Description 

In this basic shift register, the 
successive outputs from the various 
stages are delayed (or shifted) from 
those of the preceding stages by a 
controlled time interval (i.e., the 

duration between input trigger 
pulses). These outputs are coupled 
through OR gates (not shown on 
circuit schematic) and may be used 
to program the timing sequence for 
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15-32 SHIFT REGISTER OR RING COUNTER (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

various digital switching operations. 
If point A' on the circuit is con-
nected to point A, the register be-
comes regenerative and may be used 
as a ring counter. 
The de supply voltages E. and E. 

are obtained from separate taps on 
a resistive voltage divider. With 
these voltages applied, the 2N1302 
switching transistor is immediately 
triggered into conduction by the 
positive voltage applied to its base 
through R.. One of the register 
stages must be triggered simul-
taneously to provide a complete path 
for the current through the switch-
ing transistor. 
Each register stage is basically a 

two-transistor regenerative switch 
that employs an n-p-n triggering 
transistor and a p-n-p output tran-
sistor. For the E. and E, voltages 
used (see notes below circuit sche-
matic), the n-p-n transistor is a 
2N1302, and the p-n-p transistor is 
a 2N404 or a 2N2869/2N301 depend-
ing upon the level of output current 
desired. If either of the transistors 
in a register stage starts to conduct, 
both of them are quickly driven into 
saturation by the regenerative ac-
tion of the stage. The relatively high 
current from the p-n-p transistor in 
the stage flows through the resist-
ance that exists between the E. and 
E. taps on the power-supply voltage 
divider. The increased voltage drop 
across this resistance reduces the 
E, voltage to a value less than that 
required to trigger the other regis-
ter stages, and these stages are held 
inoperative. 
When power is initially applied to 

the circuit, C. and R. assure that the 
first register stage is triggered into 
conduction before current flows 
through any of the other register 
stages. When the power is first ap-
plied, the initial surge of current 
through C. and R1 immediately trig-
gers the 2N1302 transistor in the 
first stage into conduction. This 

transistor and the p-n-p output tran-
sistor are then quickly driven into 
saturation by the regenerative ac-
tion of the stage. No other register 
stage is then allowed to conduct, and 
the lamp I, in the collector of the 
p-n-p transistor in the first stage 
lights to indicate that the output is 
being supplied by this stage. This 
condition is maintained until an in-
put trigger pulse is applied. During 
this period, C. charges through 
diode CR., the 2N1302 transistor, and 
resistors It. and R. to the E. voltage 
less the sum of the voltages dropped 
across the other components in the 
charging path. 
A negative trigger pulse is ap-

plied to the base of the 2N1302 
switching transistor to initiate a 
register shift. A sufficiently large 
negative pulse will drive the switch-
ing transistor to cut off. All the reg-
ister stages are then held inopera-
tive for the duration of the trigger 
pulse. When the trigger pulse is re-
moved, the switching transistor 
again conducts through one of the 
register stages. This time, however, 
no quick surge of current can flow 
through C. and 11, to trigger the 
first register stage, because C. has 
fully charged to the E. voltage. 
Moreover, the charge on C. tends to 
reverse-bias diode CR., and thus im-
pedes the flow of current through 
the first register stage. The charge 
on C., however, is series-aiding with 
the de supply voltage in the second 
register stage. This series-aiding ef-
fect causes the second stage to be 
triggered into conduction before cur-
rent can flow through any of the 
other stages. The biasing action of 
this stage then holds the other stages 
inoperative. The lamp 12 then lights 
to indicate that the output is being 
supplied by the second stage. 
When the next register shift is 

initiated by a negative trigger pulse, 
the charge on C. assures that the 
third register stage will be triggered 
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15-32 

o  

SHIFT REGISTER OR RING COUNTER (cont'd) 

E2 SWITCHING 
TRANSISTOR 

TRIG 

o  

7.47- ci 

2NI302 

REGISTER 
No. I 

TYPE 
2N404 

(252869/ 
25301) 

TYPE 
251302 
C4 

OUTPUT A 

NOTES: 
The shift register may use as many stages 
as desired and may be made regenerative 
by connecting points A and A'. In addi-
tion, the basic circuit can be adapted for 
operation at many different output-current 
levels. The circuit as shown is designed for 
an output-current level of 40 mA (E, = 12 

Parts List 
C, = 100 µF, electrolytic, 6 V 
C2, CI, Cti, Cs = 0.05 µF (or 

0.1 µF), ceramic, 50 V 
= 1 µF, (or 25 µF), elec-

trolytic, 25 V 
CR,, CR,. CR.: = crystal 
diode 1N270 or equiv. 

= indicator lamp 

REGISTER 
No. 2 

TYPE 
25404 

(2N2869/ 
2N301) 

REGISTER 
No. N 

TYPE W TYPE 

TYPE 
25404 

(252E169/ 
25300 

2NI302 2NI302 

A' 

OUTPUT B• OUTPUT N 

V; E, = 9 V). Transistor types and com-
ponent values shown in parentheses indi-
cate the changes necessary for operation 
at an output-current level of 3 amperes 
(E, = 27 V; E, = 24 V). The voltages E, 
and E, should be obtained from a well-
regulated de power supply. 

No. 49; 2-volt, 60-mA (or 
No. 1488; 14-volt, 150-mA) 
= 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

(or 680 ohms, 1 watt) 
R, = 27 ohms, 0.5 watt (or 

12 ohms, 1 watt) 
R,, = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R, = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt (or 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

to supply the output. In this way, the 
operation of the register is shifted 
from one stage to the next each time 
a negative trigger pulse is applied. 

330 ohms, 0.5 watt) 
Ro, Ro, Rs = 2200 ohms, 

0.5 watt (or 680 ohms, 
0.5 watt) 

Ro, Ro, Rs' = 560 ohms, 0.5 
watt (or 180 ohms, 1 watt) 

R7, Rio, Rs" = 150 ohms, 1 
watt (or 82 ohms, 2 watts) 

The register can be reset so that the 
operation starts with the first stage 
at any time by discharging capaci-
tor C.. 
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15-33 
ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR 

(Frequency 7000 Hz) 

I 2V 

= 
1 

(0.7C1R2) (0.7C2R3) 

Parts List 

CI, Ca = 0.1 la', paper, 25 V 
RI, RI = 60 ohms, 5 watts 
Ft2, Ra = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 

Circuit Description 

This astable (free-running) multi-
vibrator develops a square-wave out-
put that has a peak value equal to 
the de supply voltage (Vcc = 12 
volts) and a minimum value equal 
to the collector saturation voltage of 
the transistors. The circuit is basic-
ally a two-stage nonsinusoidal os-
cillator in which one stage conducts 
at saturation while the other is cut 
off until a point is reached at which 
the stages reverse their conditions. 
The circuit employs two 2N1481 
transistors operated in identical 
common-emitter amplifier stages 
with regenerative feedback resist-
ance-capacitance coupled from the 
collector of each transistor to the 
base of the other transistor. 
When power is initially applied to 

the circuit, the same amount of cur-
rent tends to flow through each tran-
sistor. It is unlikely, however, that 
a perfect balance will be maintained, 
and if the current through transis-
tor Q,, for example, should increase 
slightly without an attendant in-
crease in that through transistor 
Q2, the multivibrator will oscillate 
to generate a square-wave output. 
As the current through transistor 

Q, increases, the resultant decrease 
in collector voltage is immediately 
coupled to the base of transistor Q2 
by the discharge of capacitor C, 
through resistor R2. This negative 
voltage at the base reduces the cur-
rent through transistor Q., and its 

collector voltage rises. The charge 
of capacitor C2 through resistor R. 
couples the increase in voltage at 
the collector of transistor Q2 to the 
base of transistor Q,, and further 
increases the flow of current through 
Q,. The collector voltage of Q, de-
creases even more, and the base of 
Q2 is driven more negative. As a re-
sult of this regenerative action, 
transistor Q, is driven to saturation 
almost instantaneously, and, just as 
quickly, transistor Q2 is cut off. This 
condition is maintained as long as 
the discharge current of C, develops 
sufficient voltage across R. to hold 
Q2 cut off. The time constant of C, 
and R., therefore, determines the 
time that Q2 remains cut off (i.e., 
the duration of the positive half-
cycle of the square-wave output). 
During this period, the voltage at 
the output terminal is the de sup-
ply voltage (12 volts). 
The discharge current from C, 

decreases exponentially, as de-
termined by the time constant of 
the discharge path, and eventually 
becomes so small that the voltage 
developed across R2 is insufficient to 
hold Q. cut off. The decrease in col-
lector voltage that results when Q2 
conducts is coupled by C2 and R. 
to the base of Q,. The current 
through Q, then decreases, and the 
collector voltage of this transistor 
rises. The positive swing of the volt-
age at the collector of Q, is coupled 
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15-33 ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

by Ct and R2 to the base of Q2 to 
increase further the conduction of 
Q,. The regenerative action of the 
multivibrator then quickly drives Q2 
to saturation and Q, to cutoff. The 
length of time that this condition 
is maintained is determined by the 
time constant of C2 and It2. During 
this period, which represents the 
negative half-cycle of the square-

15-34 

wave output, the voltage at the out-
put terminal is the collector satura-
tion potential of Q2. 

If desired, a square-wave output 
may also be obtained from the col-
lector of transistor Qt. This output 
will be equal in magnitude to that 
at the collector of transistor Q2, but 
will be opposite in phase. 

LIGHT FLASHER 

100 Flashes Per Minute 
Circuit Description 

In this circuit, a free-running, 
asymmetrical multivibrator is used 
to gate the operation of a two-stage 
amplifier. An incandescent lamp or 
other load may be connected in series 
with the collector of the output tran-
sistor, and each time the transistor 

conducts, voltage is applied across 
the bulb or alternate load. The in-
put power may be any de voltage 
from 6 to 24 volts. 
The multivibrator uses a pair of 

2N3053 transistors. The rectangular 
wave output developed at the col-

LAMP 
SEE 
NOTE 2) 

NOTES : 1. Values of capacitors C, and C2 may be changed to alter the flashing rate. 
2. Bulbs and resistive loads up to 2.0 amperes may be used; however, if the flasher circuit 
is used to switch loads that have inductive components, diode protection must be pro-
vided for the 2N5034 output transistor. 

Parts List 
CI = 25 µF, electrolytic, RI = 2000 ohms, 0.5 watt R4 = 510 ohms, 2 watts 

25 V R2 = 0.1 megohm, 0.5 watt R= 50 ohms, 10 watts 
= 1 4F, electrolytic. R3 = 24000 ohms, 0.5 watt R, = 100 ohms, 0.5 watt 

25 V 
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15-34 LIGHT FLASHER (cont'd) 

100 Flashes Per Minute 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

lector of the second transistor is 
resistively coupled to the base of 
the 2N4036 p-n-p transistor oper-
ated in a common-emitter amplifier 
stage. 
The 2N4036 transistor is gated on 

and off by the rectangular-wave sig-
nal from the multivibrator. This 
stage in turn gates the operation of 
the 2N5034 n-p-n transistor used in 
the output stage. A lamp bulb or 
alternate load is connected from the 
positive side of the power supply 
to the collector of the output-stage 
transistor. The lamp, therefore, 
flashes at the frequency of the multi-
vibrator. The frequency of operation, 
calculated by use of the equation 
given for circuit 15-33, is approxi-
mately 100 flashes per minute. 

15-35 

Circuit Description 
These triac light-dimmer circuits 

are designed to provide full-wave 
control of the light intensity of in-
candescent lamps. Component values 
and triac types are shown for opera-
tion of the circuits from a 60-Hz ac 
source of 120 or 240 volts. For 120-
volt operation, the 40485 triac is 
recommended; for 240-volt opera-
tion, the higher-power 40486 triac 
should be used. A 40583 trigger 
diode (diac), together with asso-
ciated resistance-capacitance time-
constant networks, is used to develop 
the gate current pulses that trigger 
the selected triac into coduction. In 
applications where space is premium, 
the triac and associated trigger diode 
may be replaced by the 40431 for 
120-volt operation or the 40432 for 
240-volt operation, because these de-
vices combine the functions of both 

The repetition rate may be 
changed by altering the values of 
capacitors Ci and C2. The ON time 
changes proportionally with the 
value of C2, and the OFF time 
changes proportionally with the 
value of Ci. 

For operaton at de supply volt-
ages less than 24 volts, capacitor 
working voltages and resistor dissi-
pation ratings may be reduced. Ca-
pacitor ratings may be reduced to 
the maximum supply voltage. The 
dissipation requirements of the re-
sistors are proportional to the square 
of the supply voltage, e.g., for 12-
volt operation, the dissipation rating 
for R. is required to be only 2.5 
watts. 

LIGHT DIMMERS 

the triac and the diac in the same 
package. 

In each light-dimmer circuit, the 
triac is connected in series with the 
lamp load. During the beginning of 
each half cycle of the input ac volt-
age, the triac is in the OFF state. 
As a result, the entire line voltage 
appears across the triac, and the 
lamp is not lighted. The entire line 
voltage, however, is also impressed 
across the resistance capacitance 
network connected in parallel with 
the triac, and this voltage charges 
the capacitor(s) in this network. 
When the voltage across the trigger 
capacitor, C. in circuit (a) or C. in 
circuit (b), rises to the breakover 
voltage V.., of the diac, and the 
diac conducts. The capacitor then 
discharges through the diac and the 
triac gate to trigger the triac. At 
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15-35 LIGHT DIMMERS (cont'd) 

120 VAC 
0 OR 

240 VAC 
60 Hz 

Parts List 
120-Volt, 60-Hz Operation 

Ci, C2 = 0.1 sF, 200 V 
• = 100 µH 
Ri = 3300 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R9 = light control, poten-

LAMP 

(a) Single-time-constant light-dimmer circuit. 

tiometer, 0.25 megohm, 
0.5 watt 

240-Volt, 50/60 Hz Opera-
tion 

Ci = 0.1 sF, 400 V 

Ci = 0.05 sF, 400 V 
Li = 200 
Ri = 4700 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = light control, poten-

tiometer, 0.25 megohm, 
1 watt 

120 VAC 
0 OR 

240 V AC 
60 Hz 

CI —•-• C2 

R3 

LAMP 

RCA 
40485 
OR 

40486 

C3--=• 4M+3 

(b) Double-time-constant light-dimmer circuit. 

Parts List 
120-Volt, 60-Hz Operation 

• C2 = 0.1 µF, 200 V 
C9 = 0.1 µF. 100 V 
14. = 100 ¡di 
• = 1000 ohms, 0.5 watt 
R2 = light control, poten-

tiometer, 0.1 megohm, 
0.5 watt 

240-Volt, 60-Hz Operation 

= 0.1 ¡IF. 400 V 
Ca = 0.05 sF, 400 V 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

this point, the line voltage is trans-
ferred from the triac to the lamp 
load for the remainder of that half 
cycle of the input ac power. This 
sequence of events is repeated for 
each half cycle of either polarity. 
The potentiometer R. is adjusted 

C3 .= 0.1 µF., 100 V 
Li = 100 sH 

= 7500 ohms, 2 watts 
R2 = light control, poten-

tiometer, 0.2 megohm, 
1 watt 

R3 = 7500 ohms, 2 watts 

to control the brightness of the in-
candescent lamp. If the resistance 
of the potentiometer is decreased, 
the trigger capacitor charges more 
rapidly, and the breakover voltage 
of the diac is reached earlier in the 
cycle so that the power applied to 
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15-35 LIGHT DIMMERS (cont'd) 

Circuit Description (cont'd) 

the lamp and thus the intensity of 
the light is increased. Conversely, 
if the resistance of the potentiometer 
is increased, triggering occurs later 
in the cycle, and the light intensity 
is decreased. The resistor It' in series 
with the potentiometer protects the 
potentiometer by limiting the cur-
rent when he potentiometer is at 
the low-resistance end of its range. 

Capacitor C, and inductor L, form 
an rfi suppression network. This net-
work suppresses the high-frequency 
transients generated by the rapid 
ON-and-OFF switching of the triac 
so that these transients do not pro-
duce noise interference in nearby 
electrical equipment. 
The two lamp-dimmer circuits dif-

fer in that circuit (a) employs a 
single-time-constant trigger network 
and circuit (b) uses a double-time-
constant trigger circuit. As pointed 
out earlier in the section on Power 
Switching and Control, the use of the 
second time constant network re-
duces hysteresis effects and thereby 
extends the effective range of the 
light-control potentiometer. As ap-
plied to light dimmers, the term 
hysteresis refers to a difference in 
the control-potentiometer setting at 
which the lamp turns on and the 
setting at which the light is ex-
tinguished. The additional capacitor 
C2 in circuit (b) reduces hysteresis 
by charging to a higher voltage than 
capacitor C.. During gate triggering, 
C. discharges to form the gate cur-
rent pulse. Capacitor C2, however, 
has a longer discharge time constant 
and this capacitor restores some of 
the charge removed from C, by the 
gate current pulse. 

It is important to realize that a 
triac in these circuits dissipates 
power at the rate of about one watt 
per ampere. Therefore, some means 
of heat removal must be provided 
to keep the device within its safe 
operating-temperature range. On a 
small light-control circuit such as 
one built into a lamp socket, the 
lead-in wire serves as an effective 
heat sink. Attachment of the triac 
case directly to one of the lead-in 
wires provides sufficient heat dissi-
pation for operating currents up to 
2 amperes (rms). On wall mounted 
controls operating up to 6 amperes, 
the combination of face plate and 
wall box serves as an effective heat 
sink. For higher-power controls, 
however, the ordinary face plate and 
wallbox do not provide sufficient 
heat-sink area. In this case, addi-
tional area may be obtained by use 
of a finned face plate that has a 
cover plate which stands out from 
the wall so air can circulate freely 
over the fins. 
On wall-mounted controls, it is 

also important that the triac be elec-
trically isolated from the face plate, 
but at the same time be in good 
thermal contact with it. Although 
the termal conductivity of most elec-
trical insulators is relatively low 
when compared with metals, a low-
thermal-resistance, electrically iso-
lated bond of triac to face plate can 
be obtained if the thickness of the 
insulator is minimized, and the area 
for heat transfer through the insu-
lator is maximized. Suitable insulat-
ing materials are fiber-glass tape, 
ceramic sheet, mica, and polyimide 
film. 
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OTHER RCA TECHNICAL MANUALS 

Price*t 

RCA Linear Integrated Circuits (IC-42)   $2.50 
RCA COSIMOS Integrated Circuit Manual (CMS-270) $2.50 
RCA Receiving-Tube Manual (RC-27)   $2.00 
RCA Electro-Optics Handbook (EOH-10)   $2.50 
RCA Photomultiplier Manual (PT-61)   $2.50 
RCA High-Speed, High-Voltage, High-Current Power 

Transistors (PM-81)   $2.00 
RCA Transmitting Tubes (TT-5)   $1.00 
RCA Transistor Servicing Guide (TSG-1673)   $3.50 
RCA Silicon Controlled Rectifier Experimenter's 
Manual (KM-71)   $0.95 

RCA Solid-State Hobby Circuits Manual (HM-91)   $1.95 

* Prices shown apply in U.S.A. and are subject to change with-
out notice. 
t Suggested Price. 

Copies of these publications may be obtained from your RCA dis-
tributor or from RCA Commercial Engineering, Harrison, N. J. 
07029. 
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Index to 
RCA Solid-State Devices 

1N248C   654 1N1616   653 2N301   659 
1N249C   654 1N1763A   653 2N301A   659 
1N250C   654 1N1764A   653 2N307   659 
1N440B   652 1N2326   657 2N331   659 
1N441B   652 1N2858A   653 2N351   492 

1N442B   652 1N2859A   653 2N356   659 
1N443B   653 1N2859A   653 2N357   659 
1N444B   652 iN2860A   653 2N358   659 
1N445B   652 1N2861A   653 2N370   307 
1N536   653 1N2862A   653 2N371   659 

1N537   653 1N2863A   653 2N372   307 
1N538   653 1N2864A   653 2N373   659 
1N539   653 1N3193   652 2N374   659 
1N540   653 1N3194   652 2N376   493 
1N547   653 1N3195   652 2N384 4 le  487Pep 

1N1095   653 1N3196   652 2N388   340 
1N11834   653 1N3253   652 2N388A   340 
1N1184A   653 1N3254   652 2N395   659 
1N1186A   653 1N3255   652 2N396   659 
1N1187A   652 1N3256   652 2N396A   659 

1N1188A   654 1N3563   652 2N397   659 
1N1189A   654 1N3754   652 2N398 L•f".. .00 LI  338 PUP 
1N1190A   654 1N3755   652 2N398A   338 
1N1195A   654 1N3756   652 2N398B   338 
1N1196A   654 1N4785   658 2N404 Lv  341 PA.) P 

1N1197A   654 1N5411   650 2N404A   341 
1N1198A   654 2N104   659 42N405   290Pe P 
1N1199A   653 2N105   659 „, 2N406   290 
1N1200A   653 A r2N109   291 euP - 2N407   291 
1N1202A   653 2N139   659Pbof 2N408   291 

1N1203A   654 ^ 2N1404  659 ,0er 2N409   659 
1N1204A   654 2N173   659 2N410   308 
1N1205A   654 2N174   659 2N411   659 
1N1206A   654 2N175   659 Pee 2N412 i-r;  30800P 
1N1341B   653 2N176   492 2N414   341 

1N1342B   653 2N217 (.4 i(c.e2-PIQ9)292Pie 2N441   659 
1N1344B   653 2N218   659P x i I% 2N442   659 
1N1345B   653 2N219   659 2N443   659 
1N1346B   653 2N220   659 2N456   659 
1N1347B   653 2N247   659 2N457   659 

1N1348B   653 2N269 <1-1<fe ,c/M./1)659P OP 2N497   659 
1N1612   653 4. 2N270   65e p P 2N544   659 
1N1613   653 2N274   486 2N561   660 
1N1614   653 2N277   659 2N578   660 
1N1615   653 2N278   659 2N579   660 
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2N580   660 2N1066   489 2N1490   483 
2N581   660 2N1067   660 2N1491   538 
2N582   660 2N1068   661 2NI492   539 
2N583   660 2N1069   661 2N1493   539 
2N584   660 2N1070   661 2N1511   309 

2N585   339 2N1090 e  661 * 2N1512   661 
2N586   660 2N1091 r»  661 tP>e+ 2N1513   661 
2N591   284 2N1092   661 . 2N1514   661 
2N640   660 2NI099   661 2N1524   309 
2N641   660 2N1100   661 2N1525   661 

2N642   660 2N1169   661 2N1526   310 
2N643   660 2N1170   661 2N1527   661 
2N644   660 2N1177   308 2N1605   346 
2N645   660 __ i 2N1178   309 2NI605A   346 
2N647 4-  285 V t'1" 2N1179   309 2N1613   449 

2N649   286 
2N656   660 
2N681   643 
2N682   643 
2N683   643 

2N684   643 
2N685   643 
2N686   643 
2N687   643 
2N688   643 

2N689   643 
2N690   643 
2N696   660 
2N697   354de° 
2N699   448 

2N705   660 
2N706   347 
2N706A 347 
2N708   660 
2N709   348 

2N710   660 
2N711   660 
2N7I8A   352 
2N720A   353 
2N794   660 

2N1180   309 2N1631   311 
2N1183   491 2N1632   311 
2N1183A   491 2NI633   661 
2NI183B   491 2NI634   661 
2N1184   492 2N1635   661 

2N1184A   492 2NI635   661 
2N1184B   492 2N1636   661 
2NI213   661 2N1637   311 
2N1214   661 2N1638   312 
2N1215   661 2N1639   313 

2N1216   661 2N1683 .„...  347 
2N1224   489 2NI700 C.I-  477 
2NI225   489 2NI701   478 
2N1226 ,..  489 2N1702   481 
2N1300 I IC'  342 Eve' 2N1708   661 

2N1301   343 2N1711   449 
2N1302   343 2N1768   661 
2NI303 Z.  344Pe A 2N1769   661 
2N1304   344 2N1842A   638 
2N1305   344 2N1843A   638 

2N1306 re-;  345MPA/ 2N1844A   638 
2N1307   345 2N1845A   638 
2N1308   345 2NI846A   638 
2N1309   346 2N1847A   638 
2N1319   661 2N1848A   638 

2N795   660 2N1358   661 2NI849A   638 
2N796   660 2NI384   661 2N1850A   638 
2N828    660 P, j/ t 2N1395   489 2N1853   661 
2N834 1./frit:>j /1.1.... 359/PM 2N1396 CCF  49061P 2N1854   661 
2N914   660 2N1397   490 2N1893   451 

2N917   327 2NI412   661 2N1905   493 
2N9I8   323 2N1425   661 2N1906   494 
2N955   660 2N1426   661 2N2015   485 
2N955A   660 2N1450   661 2N2016   486 , 
2N960   660 2N1479   475 2N2102/2...r  451 AIN./ 

2N961   660 2N1480   476 2N2I47   494 
2N962   660 2N1481   476 2N2148   495 
2N963   660 2NI482   477 2N2205   661 
2N964   660 2N1483   479 2N2206 .   661 _n_ 
2N965   660 2N1484   480 2N2270 (4 I"  453 ppe 

2N966   660 2N1485   480 2N2273   661 
2N967   660 , 2N1486   480 2N2338   484 
2N1010   660 hop 2N1487   482 2N2339   661 
2N1014   660 2N1488   482 2N2369A   355 
2N1023   488 2N1489   483 2N2405   454 
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2N2475 ...„,...., .... 348 % 2N3653   644 2N5034   407 
2N2476 V 11 7 .j.e,....47 . . 356 qp0 2N3668   636 2N5035   408 
2N2477   358 2N3669   636 2N5036   408 
2N2482   662 2N3670   636 2N5037   409 
2N2614   286 2N3730   493 2N5038   466 

2N2631   539 2N3731   502 2N5039   467 
2N2708   328 2N3732   490 2N5070   553 
2N2857   329 2N3733   546 2N5071   554 
2N2869/2N301 . . .. 504 2N3771   414 2N5090   555 
2N2870/2N301A .. 505 2N3772   415 2N5102   556 

2N2873   662 2N3773   416 2N5108   557 
2N2876   540 2N3839 .,. .,. , 330 I 2N5109   558 
2N2895   455 2N3866 L4 ii':-/ 5.- a)  547 dPki 2N5179   351 
2N2896   456 2N3870   645 2N5180   314 
2N2897   456 2N3871   645 2N5181   315 

2N2898   662 
2N2899   662 
2N2900   662 
2N2938   662 
2N2953   287 

2N3872   645 2N5I82 116 
2N3873   645 2N5183   297 
2N3878   463 2N5184   298 
2 N3879   464 2N5I85   299 
2N3896   648 2N5186   331 

2N3011   662 2N3897   648 2N5187   335 
2N3053   457 2N3898   648 2N5188   359 
2N3054   396 2N3899   648 2N5189   360 
2N3055   410 2N3932   326 2N5202   465 
2N3118   541 2N3933   327 2N5239   442 

2N3I19   458 2N4012   548.., 2N5240   443 
2N3228   625 2N4036 (.4_1.;  420_ , ... 2N5262   361 
2N3229   542 2N4037.M  421 eMN 2N5293   398 
2N3230   662 2N4063   435 2N5294   399 
2N3231   662 2N4064   435 2N5295   399 

2N3241   662 2N4068   333 2N5296   400 
2N3241A   293 2N4069   334 2N5297   401 
2N3242   662 2N4074   295 2N5298   401 / 
2N3242A   294 2N4081   662 2N5320 re -,..f.e..),),i. 461e/PA/ 
2N3261   349 2N4101   623 2N532I   462 

2N3262   460 2N4IO2   623 2N5322   425 
2N3263   467 2N4103   638 2N5323   426 
2N3264   469 2N4240   441 2N5414   423 
2N3265   470 2N4259   313 2N5416   424 
2N3266   470 2N4296   662 2N5441   620 

2N3375   543 2N4297   662 2N5442   620 
2N3435   662 2N4298   662 2N5443   620 
2N3439   433 _ , , 2 N4299   662 2N5444  621 
2N3440 A.,,.?(:20d 434 4/tOJJ 2N43 I 4   422 2N5445   621 
2N3441   395 2N4346   503 2N5446   621 

2N3442   411 2N4347   406 2N5470   558 
2N3478   328 2N4348   413 2N5490   402 
2N3512 158 2 N4390   296 2N5491   403 
2N3525   626 2N4395   662 2N5492   403 
2N3528   650 2 N4396   662 2N5493   404 

2N3529   650 2N4397   662 2N5494   404 
2N3553   544 2N4427   549 2N5495   404 
2 N3583   438 2N4440   550 2N5496   405 
2N3584   439 2N4932   551 2N5497   405 
2N3585   441 2N4933   551 2N5567   606 

2N3600   324 2N4934   662 2N5568   606 
2N3632   545 2N4935   662 2N5569   608 
2N3650   644 2N4936   662 2N5570   608 
2N3651   644 2N5016   552 2N5571   610 
2N3652   644 2N5017   662 2N5572   610 
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2N5573   611 3907/ 2N404   662 40280   573 
2N5574   611 40022   496 40281   574 
2N5575   418 40050   497 40282   575 
2N5576   419 40051   498 40290   575 
2N5577   420 40080   571 40291   526 

2N5578   417 40081   571 40292   576 
2N5579   418 40082   572 40294   332 
2N5580   418 40084   474 40305   577 
2N5671   470 40108   653 40306   577 
2N5672   472 40109   653 40307   578 

2N5754   590 40110   653 40309   506 
2N5755   590 40111   653 40310   528 
2N5756   590 40112   653 40311   512 
2N5757   590 40113   653 40312   529 
2N5781   427 40114   653 40313   526 

2N5782   428 40115   653 40314   512 
2N5783   429 40208   654 40315   513 
2N5784   394 40209   654 40316   530 
2N5785   394 40210   654 40317   513 
2N5786   395 40211   654 40318   527 

2N5804   446 40212   654 40319   507 
2N5805   447 40213   654 40320   514 
2N5838   443 40214   654 40321   520 
2N5839   445 40216   648 40322   528 
2N5840   445 40217   662 40323   514 

2N5913   559 40218   662 40324   530 
2N5914   560 40219   662 40325   535 
2N5915   561 40220   662 40326   515 
2N5916   562 40221   662 40327   521 
2N5917   563 40222   662 40328   525 

2N5918   563 40231   301 40329   287 
2N5919   564 40232   301 40340   578 
2N5920   565 40233   302 40341   579 
2N5921   566 40234   302 40346   435 
2N5954   430 40235   316 40346V1   436 

2N5955   431 40236   317 40346V2   436 
2N5956   432 40237   317 40347   389 
2N5992   567 40238   318 40347V1   390 
2N5993   568 40239   319 40347V2   390 
2N5994   569 40240   319 40348   391 

2N5995   569 40242   319 40348V1   392 
2N5996   570 40243   321 40348'1'2   392 
2N6032   472 40244   321 40349   392 
2N6033   473 40245   322 40349V1   393 
3N98   664 40246   323 40340V2   394 

3N99   664 40250   397 40354   334 
3N128   363 40250V1   398 40355   336 
3N138   364 40251   412 40359   288 
3N139   365 40253   662 40360   515 
3N140   373 40254   498 40361 r• F  516 A)1 17 

, c.v.rec-rd,z P f .1 
3N141   374 40255   662 40362 i?-r. 508P 0 P 
3N142   367 40256   662 40363   536 
3N143   368 40261   662 40364   533 
3N152   368 40262  662 40366   459 
3N153   369 40263   662 40367   478 

3N154   370 40264   662 40368   481 
3N159   374 40265   652 40369   483 
3N187   379 40266   653 40372   397 
3N200   380 40267   653 40373   397 
3746   662 40279   572 40374   441 
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40375   460 40502   596 40616   518 
40378   629 40503   596 40618   522 
40379   629 40504   650 40621   522 
40385   436 40505   650 40622   523 
40389   448 40506   650 40623   501 

40390   437 40507   630 40624   531 
40391   422 40508   630 40625   519 
40392   460 40509   589 40626   502 
40394   423 40510   589 40627   531 
40395   289 40511   589 40628   519 

40396   292 40512   589 40629   523 
40397   302 40513   409 40630   524 
40398   303 40514   409 40632   532 
40399   304 40517   664 40633   534 
40400   305 40518   664 40634   510 

40405   336 40519   337 40635   518 
40406   506 40525   591 40636   536 
40407   511 40526   591 40637   337 
40408   511 40527   591 40638   600 
40409   510 40528   591 40639   600 

40410   511 40529   591 40640   627 
40411   537 40530   591 40641   627 
40412   437 40531   588 40642   653 
40412VI   438 40532   588 40643   653 
40412V2   438 40533   588 40644   653 

40413   333 40534   588 40654   631 
40414   333 40535   588 40655   631 
40421   499 40537   509 40656   632 
40428   657 40538   510 40657   632 
40429   597 40539   517 40658   624 

40430   597 40542   532 40659   624 
40431   598 40543   534 40660   616 
40432   598 40544   518 40662   617 
40439   503 40546   664 40663   617 
40440   503 40547   664 40664   604 

40442   658 40553   629 40666   585 
40446   580 40554   628 40667   603 
40458   306 40555   628 40668   605 
40460   664 40559   664 40669   605 
40461   664 40559A   373 40671   619 

40462   500 40575   612 40672   619 
40467   664 40576   612 40673   382 
40467A   371 40577   580 40675   584 
40468   664 40578   581 40680   647 
40468A   372 40581   582 40681   647 

40477   664 40582   582 40682   647 
40478   664 40583   651 40683   647 
40479   664 40594   525 40684   589 
40480   664 40595   525 40685   589 
40481   664 40598A   656 40686   589 

40482   664 40600   376 40687   589 
40485   599 40601   377 40688   622 
40486   599 40602   377 40689   622 
40487   664 40603   377 40690   622 
40488   664 40604   378 40691   594 

40489   664 40605   582 40692   595 
40490   664 40608   583 40693   593 
40491   505 40611   517 40694   593 
40500   664 40612   501 40695   593 
40501   664 40613   521 40696   593 
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40697   593 40755   643 CR107   654 
40698   593 40756   641 CR108   654 
40699   622 40757   641 CR109   654 
40700   622 40758   642 CR110   654 
40701   622 40759   643 CR201   654 

40702   623 40760   641 CR203   654 
40703   623 40761   588 CR204   654 
40704   623 40762   588 CR206   654 
40705   617 40766   594 CR208   654 
40706   617 40767   588 CR210   655 

40707   618 40769   586 CR212   655 
40708   618 40770   586 CR301   655 
40709   619 40771   587 CR302   655 
40710   620 40772   587 CR303   655 
40711   613 40773   594 CR304   655 

40712   613 40774   594 CR305   655 
40713   614 40775   602 CR306   655 
40714   614 40776   602 CR307   655 
40715   614 40777   603 CR311   655 
40716   614 40778   603 CR312   655 

40717   608 40779   609 CR313   655 
40718   608 40780   609 CFt314   655 
40719   608 40781   609 CR315   655 
40720   608 40782   609 CR316   655 
40721   606 40783   614 CR317   655 

40722   606 40784   614 CR321   655 
40723   603 40785   615 CR322   655 
40724   604 40786   615 CR323   655 
40725   600 40795   609 CR324   655 
40726   600 40796   610 CR325   655 

40727   601 40797   615 CR331   655 
40728   601 40798   616 CR332   655 
40729   601 40799   609 CR333   655 
40730   601 40800   609 CR334   655 
40731   590 40801   609 CR335   655 

40732   590 40802   615 CR341   655 
40733   596 40803   615 CR342   655 
40734   596 40804   615 CR343   655 
40735   649 40805   618 CR344   655 
40736R   656 40806   618 CR351   655 

40737   632 40807   618 CR352   655 
40738   634 40808   652 CR353   655 
40739   634 40809   652 CR354   655 
40740   635 40810   624 CR401   655 
40741   633 40811   624 CR402   655 

40742   634 40812   624 CR403   655 
40743   635 40813   624 CR404   655 
40744   636 40819   383 CR405   655 
40745   633 40820   384 CR406   655 
40746   634 40821   386 CR407   655 

40747   635 40822   387 CR408   655 
40748   636 40823   388 CR409   655 
40749   639 CR101   654 CR501   655 
40750   641 CR102   654 CR502   655 
40751   642 CR103   654 cR5°3   655 

40752   640 CR104   654 CR504   655 
40753   641 CR105   654 CR505   655 
40754   642 CR106   654 CR506   655 
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Index 

Absolute Maximum Ratings   
Absolute Maximum System   
AC Power Controls   
Aircraft Radio   
Air-Rescue Beacon   
Alpha   
Amplification, low-frequency   
Amplifiers: 

Audio   112 
Chopper   124 
Class A   112 
Class AB   112 
Class B   112 
Class C   112 
Differential   125 
DC   124 
High-Fidelity   122 
High-Frequency   133 
Intermediate-Frequency   94 
Microwave   168 
Phase Inverter   124 
Power   117, 133 
Push-Pull   119 
Radio-Frequency   94, 133 
RF Power   133 
Tuned   94 
Wideband (Video)   129 

Amplitude Modulation   90 
Anode   7 
Astable Circuits   189 
Astable Multivibrator (Circuit)   753 
Attenuators   127 
Audio Amplifiers   112 
Audio Drivers   113, 117 
Audio Oscillators (Circuit)   738 
Audio Power Amplifiers   117 
Audio Power Amplifiers 

(Circuits)   718, 720, 723, 726 
Audio Stages, Low-Level  ..... 113 
Autodyne Converter   110 
Automatic Frequency Control   Ill 
Automatic Gain Control   98 

Forward AGC   99 
Reverse AGC   98 

Automatic Volume Control   98 
Automobile Ignition System   204 
Automobile Radio Receiver 

(12 V) (Circuit)   694 
Avalanche Voltage   77 

282 
282 
204 
156 
168 
18 

112 

Balanced Phase-Shift Discriminator 92 
Base   
Basic Transistor Circuits   15, 63 
Battery Chargers (Circuit)   747 
Beta   18, 238 
Biasing   7, 20, 49. 52 
Bias Stability   23 
Bistable Circuits   189 
Blocking Current   67 
Blocking Oscillator   190 
Breakdown Voltage   19, 77 

Breakover Voltage   56 
Broadband Power Amplifier   169 

Capacative Division   97 
Cathode   7 
Channel   39 
Characteristics   17, 47. 60, 65, 77, 78 
Characteristic .Curves   17 
Chopper-Type Circuits   91 
Circuits (Diagrams and Parts Lists) : 

Aircraft-Band Amplifier 
(40 W PEP)   738 

Astable Multivibrator   763 
Audio Oscillator   738 
Audio Power Amplifiers: 

12-Watt Complementary-
Symmetry   718 

26-Watt High-Fidelity, Quasi-
Complementary-Symmetry 720 

40-Watt High-Fidelity, Quasi-
Complementary-Symmetry 723 

70-Watt High-Fidelity, Quasi-
Complementary-Symmetry 725 

Automobile Radio Receiver 
(12 V)   694 

Battery Chargers   747 
Citizens-Band Transmitter (5 W)   727 
Code-Practice Oscillator   737 
Converter, Two-Meter   707 
CW Transmitter (40 W)   729 
Electronic Keyer   739 
FM Stereo Multiplex 

Demodulator   703 
FM Tuner for Multiplex 

Receiver   696 
FM Tuner using MOS RF 

Amplifier and Mixer   700 
Grid-Dip Meter   736 
Integral-Cycle Temperature 

Controller   749 
Light Dimmers   756 
Light Flasher   754 
Light Minder for Automobiles 746 
Multivibrator, Astable  e  763 
Oscillator, Stable 

Variable-Frequency   709 
Power Supply for Amateur 

Transmitter   741 
Preamplifiers: 

Amateur-Band Receiver (6-, 
10-, or 15-Meter)   705 

High-Fidelity for Phono, FM. 
or Tape Pickup   716 

Microphone with High 
Dynamic Range   712 

Radio Receivers 
Automobile, 12-Volt   694 

Ring Counter   760 
Servo Amplifier   726 
Shift Register   750 
Temperature Controller, 

Integral-Cycle   749 
Two-Meter Converter   707 
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Variable-Frequency Oscillator 
VHF Power Amplifier 

(35 W. 176 MHz)   
Voltage Regulators: 

Series   
Shunt   

Wide-Band RF Power Amplifier 
(16 W)   

Circuit Configurations   
Citizens-Band Transmitter (5 W) 

(Circuit)   
Code-Practice Oscillator (Circuit) 
Collector   
Collector-Characteristics Curves   
Common-Base Circuit   
Common-Collector Circuit   
Common-Drain Circuit   
Common-Emitter Circuit   
Common-Gate Circuit   
Common-Source Circuit   
Commutated Turn-off Time   
Commutating dv/dt Capability 

(of Triaca)   
Compensating Diodes   
Complementary-Symmetry   
Controls, Tone and Volume   
Converters   
Converter, Two-Meter (Circuit)   
Coupling   
Cross-Modulation   
Cross-Over Distortion   
Crystal Oscillators   
Current: 

Cutoff   
Diffusion   
Drift   
Fault   
Flow   
Holding   
Idling   
Latching   
Leakage   
Maximum Average Forward   
Maximum Surge   
ON-State   
Peak Recurrent Forward   
Reverse Blocking   
Saturation   

Cutoff Current   
Cutoff Frequency   
CW Transmitter (40 W) (Circuit) 

Data, Interpretation of 
DC Amplifiers   
DC Power Supplies   
Deflection: 

Horizontal   181 
Vertical   179 

Degenerative Feedback   116 
Delay Time   66 
Depletion Layer   6 
Depletion-Type MOS Transistors 9, 40, 41 
Detection   89 
Devices   7 
Diac   9, 59 
di/dt Characteristics   71 
Differential Amplifiers   126 
Diffusion Current   
Diodes   

Compensating   
Tunnel   
Varactor   
Voltage-Reference   

Diode Biasing   
Diode Detector   
Direct Coupling   
Discontinued Transistors, Chart of 
Dissipation, Transistor   
Distortion: 

Cross-Modulation   
Cross-Over   
Harmonic   

709 I ntermodulation   122 
Division, Capacitive   97 

731 Drain   9 
Drift Current   6 

742 Drivers   113, 117 
745 dv/dt Characteristics   71 

Dynamic Characteristics   17 
736 Dynamic Range   114 

16, 63 

727 
737 
8 Electronic Keyer (Circuit)   739 

17 Electron Flow   6 
Is Emitter   8 
16 Enhancement-Type 
63 MOS Transistors   9, 40, 41 
16 Energy Barrier   6 
64 Extrinsic Transconductance   18 
63 
67 

73 
87 

120 
116 
194 
707 
24 
99 

119 
108 

19 
6 
6 

79 
6 

71 
23 
71 
19 
79 
79 
69 
79 
57 
19 
19 
18 

729 

82 
124 
228 

6 
7 

Efficiency, Transistor   29 

Fabrication   13, 46 
Fall Time   33 
Fault Current   79 
Feedback   115 
Field-Effect Transistors   8, 39 

Junction-Gate Types   9, 39, 40 
MOS Types  9, 39, 40 

Filters   231 
Fixed Bias   21 
Flip-Flop Circuits   189 
FM Demodulator (Circuit)   703 
FM Tuners (Circuits)   696, 700 
Forward AGC   99 
Forward Bias   7 
Forward Breakover Voltage   56 
Forward Characteristics 

(Silicon Rectifier)   78 
Forward Current-Transfer Ratio   17 
Frequency Control, Automatic   Ill 
Frequency Conversion   110 
Frequency, Cutoff   18 
Frequency Modulation   91 
Frequency Multipliers   170 

Gain-Bandwidth Porduct   17 
Gain Control, Automatic   98 
Gate   9 
Gate Characteristics   60 
Gate Nontrigger Voltage   61 
Gate Recovery Time   66 
Gate Trigger Circuits   62 
Grid-Dip Meter (Circuit)   736 

Harmonic Distortion   122 
Heat Controls   215 
Heat Sinks   245 
High-Fidelity Amplifiers   122 
High-Frequency Considerations   26 
High-Frequency Power Amplifiers   133 
Holding Current   71 
Horizontal Deflection   181 
Hysteresis   170, 212 

8, 87 Idling Current   
8, 83 Impedance Coupling   
8, 86 Impurities   
8, 86 Inductive Switching   

23 Integral-Cycle Temperature Controller 
90 (Circuit)   
25 Intermediate-Frequency Amplifiers ... • 

669 Intermodulation Distortion   
30 Inverse Feedback   

Inverter, Phase   
99 Inverters   
119 SCR Tyne   
122 Transistor Types   

23 
26 
4 
84 

749 
94 
122 
115 
124 
194 
200 
195 
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Junctions   

Latching Current   
LC Resonant Feedback Oscillators 
Leakage Currents   19, 
Light Dimmers   
Light Dimmers (Circuits)   
Light Flasher (Circuit)   
Light Minder for Automobiles 

(Circuit)   
Line-Operated Audio Equipment  
Linear Amplifier   
Line-Section Matching Networks  

Maximum Available Gain (MAC) 
Maximum Gate Power Dissipation   
Maximum Ratings   
Maximum Usable Power Gain 

(MUG)   
Microwave Power Amplifiers   
Microwave Power Generation   
Military Radio   
Military-Specification Types   
Mobile Radio   
Modulation: 

Amplitude   90 
Frequency   91 

Monostable Circuits   189 
MOS Field-Effect Transistors   9, 39 

Biasing Techniques   49, 52 
Characteristics   47 
Circuit Configurations   53 
Data   363 
Depletion Type   41 
Dual-Gate Types   42 
Electrical Characteristics   47 
Enhancement Type   41 
Fabrication   46 
Handling Considerations   55 
Integral Gate Protection   45 
Symbols   272 
Technical Features   55 
Testing   241 

Motor Controls   221 
Full-Wave   225 
Half-Wave   223 
Induction   225 
Reversing   226 

Mounting: 
Rectifier   255 
Thyristor   252 
Transistor   246 

Mounting Hardware   683 
Multivibrator, Astable (Circuit)   753 
biultivibrators   144 

N egative Feedback   
Negative-Resistance Characteristic   
Noise Figure   
Nonsinusoidal Oscillators   
Nontrigger Voltage   
N-P-N Structures   
N-Type Material   

OFF-State Voltage   
ON-State Current   
ON-State Voltage   
Oscillation   
Oscillator, Variable-Frequency 

(Circuit)   
Outlines   
Overlay Transistors   
Overload Protection   

115 
83 

113 
189 
61 

71 
104 
193 
211 
756 
754 

6 Peaking: 
Series   130 
Shunt   129 

Peak Recurrent Forward Current   79 
Peak Reverse Voltage   78 
Phase Inverter   124 
Phase-Shift Discriminator   92 
Phase-Shift Oscillator   110 
Pinch-Off Region   47 
P-N Junctions   5 
P-N-P Structures   8 

746 Power Applications, Microwave   163 
123 Power Amplifiers, Audio   117 
154 Power Amplifiers, RF   133 
143 Power Control   189 

Power Gain, Transistor   189 
Power Generation, Microwave   168 
Power Output, Transistor   27 

96 Power Supply for Amateur 
62 Transmitter (Circuit)   741 
82 Power Switching   189 

Preamplifiers   113 
96 For Amateur-Band Receiver 

118 (Circuit)   705 
168 For Phono, FM, or Tape Pickup 
156 (Circuit)   715 
275 Microphone (Circuit)   712 
145 P-Type Material   5 

Pulse Modulators   204 
Punch Through Region   47 
Punch-Through Voltage   20 
Push-Pull Amplifiers   119 

/icy/ (Selectivity)   119 

R adio-Frequency Amplifiers   94, 133 
Radio Receiver (Circuits)   694 
Ratio Detector   93 
RC Feedback Oscillators   110 
Reach-Through Voltage   20 
Receiver Tuner-Circuit Applications   88 
Rectification   228 
Rectifier Circuits: 

Single-Phase Full-Wave   228 
Single-Phase Half-Wave   228 
Six-Phase   229 
Three-Phase Full-Wave   229 
Three-Phase Half-Wave   229 

Rectifier Mounting   255 
Rectifiers. 

Silicon   7, 77 
Silicon Controlled   9, 56 
Tunnel   85 

Rectifier Symbols   274 
Regenerative Feedback   116 
Regulated Power Supply   235 
Regulator Circuits: 

Series   233 
Shunt   234 
Switching   191, 235 

Resistance-Capacitance Coupling   25 
Resistivity   3 
Resonant Circuits   94 
Reverse AGO   98 
Reverse Bias   7 

8 Reverse Blocking Current   57 
5 Reverse Recovery Time   66 

Reverse Voltage, SCR   67 
RF Power Amplifiers (Circuits) ... 733, 735 
RF Power Amplifiers   136 

Circuit Design   139 
67 Transistor Characterization for   138 
69 Modulation   137 
68 RF Power Transistors, Features of   133 

104 Frequency Response   184 
Packages   134 

709 Power Output   133 
666 Ring Counter (Circuit)   744 
15 Ripple   231 

181 Rise Time   32, 66 
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Thyristors   
Television: 

Horizontal Deflection   
Receiver   
Scanning Fundamentals   
Sync   
Vertical Deflection   

Temperature Controller (Circuit)   
Testing   

Bipolar Transistors   
MOS Transistors   
SCR's and Triacs   
Silicon Rectifiers   

Thermistor Bias   
Thyristors 

Current Ratings   
Data   
Gate Characteristics   
Gate Trigger Circuits   
Mounting   
Power Control   
Radio-Frequency Interference 
Switching Characteristics   
Transient Protection   
Triac Triggering Modes   
Voltage Ratings   

Tone Controls   

Safe-Operating-Area Ratings   35 
Saturating Current   19 
Saturation Voltage   20 
Scanning Fundamentals   175 
Second Breakdown   20 
Selection Charts   276 
Selectivity (Q)   94 
Self-Bias   22 
Self-Resonant Inductor   129 
Semiconductor Materials   3 
Series Peaking   130 
Series Regulators   233 
Servo Amplifier (Circuit)   726 
Shift Register (Circuit)   750 
Shunt Peaking   129 
Shunt Regulators   234 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio   113 
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers   9, 56, 234 
Silicon Rectifiers   7, 77 

Data   652 
Forward Characteristics   78 
Heat Sinks   245 
Overload Protection   81 
Ratings   78 
Reverse Characteristics   77 
Series and Parallel 

Arrangements   81 
Testing   242 
Thermal Considerations   77 

Single-Sideband Transmitters   149 
SK-Series Replacement Devices   258 
Sonobuoy Transmitters   157 
Source   8, 39 
Source Follower   53 
Stability Factor   23 
Static Characteristics   17 
Storage Time   29 
Structures: 

N-P-N   8 
P-N-P   8 

Surge Current   70, 79 
Sustaining Voltage   20 
Switching Regulators   191, 235 
Switching Voltage   30, 34 
Symbols   270 
Sync   176 
Sync Separator   176 

T echnical Data for: 
MOS Field-Effect Transistors 
Power Transistors   
Rectifiers and Other Diodes 

  363 
389. 538 
  652 

Small-Signal Bipolar Transistors 284 
586 

181 
88 

175 
176 
179 
749 
237 
237 
241 
243 
242 
23 

  9, 56 
68 

586 
60 
62 
252 
189 
75 
65 
71 
62 
67 

116 

Transconductance, Extrinsic   18 
Transfer-Characteristic Curves   17 
Transformer Coupling   24 
Transient Effects   37 
Transistor, Bipolar: 

Characteristics   17 
Circuit Configurations   15 
Data   284, 389, 538 
Designs   13 
Dissipation   30 
Fabrication   13 
Features of RF Power Types   133 
Military-Specification Types   276 
Mounting   247 
Selection Charts   276 
Switching Characteristics   33 
Switching Operation   30 
Symbols   270 
Testing   237 
Types: 

Alloy-Junction   13 
Diffused   13 
Drift-Field   13 
Epitaxial   14 
Grown-Junction   13 
Hometaxial   13 
Mesa   13 
Overlay   15 
Planar   14 
Point-Contact   13 

Transistor Dissipation   282 
Transition Region   6 
Triacs   9 56, 243 
Triggered Circuits   189 
Tuned Amplifiers   94 
Tuned-Base Oscillator   104 
Tuned-Collector Oscillator   105 
Tunnel Diodes   8, 83 

Characteristics   83 
Operating Point   84 
Radiation and Thermal 

Considerations   85 
Turn-Off Time   66 
Turn-On Time   66 
Two-Meter Converter (Circuit)   707 
Types of Devices   7 

Variable-Frequency Oscillator 
(Circuit)   709 

Vertical Deflection   179 
VHF Power Amplifier (Circuit)   731 
Video Amplifiers   129 
Video Detector   91 
Voltage: 

Avalanche   77 
Breakdown   19, 77 
Forward Breakover   67 
OFF-State   67 
ON-State   68 
Peak Reverse   78 
Punch-Through   20 
Reach-Through   20 
Reverse, SCR   67 
Saturation   20 
Sustaining   20 
Zener   77 

Voltage-Controlled Attenuators   127 
Voltage Ratings   282 
Voltage-Reference Diodes   86 
Voltage Regulators (Circuits) .... 743, 745 
Volume Controls   116 

Wide-Band Amplifiers   129 
Wide-Band RF Power Amplifier 

(Circuit)   735 

Z ener Voltage   77 
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